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Abstract
This report summarizes the outcomes of the research carried out within the Work Package 7
Policy analysis and implementation strategy, which deals with modeling of policy scenarios to
minimize the impacts and overcome barriers in the low-carbon transition of the EU till 2050, in
order to meet the requirements of the Paris Agreement of 2015.
The existing European policy and regulatory framework are examined including the most
important packages of documents guiding the development towards emission-free energy.
Particular attention is paid to the mechanisms that require countries and individual economic
sectors to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Special focus is placed on four sectors that hold the
key to the success of the European policy: electricity, transport, natural gas and energy efficiency.
Several scenarios have been thoroughly explored, taking into account the European regulatory
framework under development, and the trends in consumption of the economic sectors.
The energy and raw materials costs have been reevaluated, using a newly created scenario that
would achieve a minimium of 90% of penetration of RES by 2050, with a quasi-stationary economy
and with an almost complete energy shift of all economic sectors to electricity. A set of policy
recommendations that could potentially contribute to reduce the energy and raw materials costs
of the transformation of the European Union into a carbon-free society were proposed.
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Executive summary
The European Union's energy policy is geared to preserving the climate in view of the obvious
changes that have occurred over the last decades. The Paris Agreement of 2015 clearly defines
the problem, objectives and tasks of the signatories. The MEDEAS project, entitled “Guiding
European Policy towards a low-carbon economy. Modelling sustainable Energy system
Development under the Environmental and Socio-Economic Constraints” aims to create a
software model that enables modelling of the impact of the energy system on climatic factors and
to analyse, in terms of costs and social acceptability, various projections / scenarios that reach the
target.
An important component of MEDEAS project is Work Package 7 - Policy Analysis and
Implementation Strategy, which focuses on the analysis of energy policy and the regulatory
systems and measures that can be undertaken for the transition, as well as on the evaluation of
their results.
The analyses are distributed among 3 tasks:
•

Task 7.1 Policy design for an integrated transition

•

Task 7.2 Strategies to minimize impacts and reduce barriers in the transition

•

Task 7.3 Role of market conditions and political support for the transition

The present document consolidates the efforts of the consortium in formulating strategies to
minimize the impacts and overcome barriers in the transition (Deliverable 7.1) and reflects the
research carried out within the three tasks, except sub-task 7.2c Social policies and strategies,
presented in D7.2.
Due to the large volume and complex composition of the report, and to make it easier to get
acquainted with the various analyses and results, the report is divided into a common part D7.1
and 3 separate documents corresponding to the three strands of WP7:
•

D7.1 Strategies to minimize the impacts and overcome barriers in the transition

•

Annex 1: Policy design for an integrated transition

•

Annex 2: Strategies to minimize impacts and reduce barriers in the transition

•

Annex 3: Role of market conditions and political support for the transition
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Annex 1: Policy design for an integrated
transition
Annex I covers the findings of Task 7.1, related to energy policies in the four areas with key role in
the transition to emissions-free energy, i.e.:
a) Electric grid design: policies to support the required transformations for a new electric grid
based mainly on RES.
b) Transport electrification and optimization. The best set of management measures and
policies to achieve the transport transition and to minimize the impacts evaluated in WP6.
c) Gas infrastructure policies and management measures to assure a smooth transition to an
energy mix mainly based on RES.
d) Efficiency: strategies to favour ICT improvements (e.g. Smart grid technology), and a
collaborative societal promotion and smart use of energy by consumers.
The modern energy sector is built upon the electricity, which, thanks to its flexibility, constitutes
the link between the other energy branches. Transport is the sector that constantly grows in
order to meet the growing needs and desires of consumers, and therefore it should inevitably
proceed to emission-free energy carriers. Natural gas is the energy source that will contribute
considerably to the initial phase of transition as it will replace fossil fuels – oil and coal, whose
efficiency at consumption is very low and the exhaust gases are among the highest. Energy
efficiency has no disadvantages and has a huge potential for reducing of energy consumption and
of the corresponding emissions.
The EU policy in the field of climate and energy is constantly evolving and enriching with the
development of new strategies, directions, programmes and various documents that need to be
analysed and followed in the elaboration of strategic models, such as MEDEAS. For this reason,
the first chapters of Annex 1 are devoted to the European energy policy.
The Introduction briefly informs about the transition conditions, EU achievements to date and the
importance of energy policy directions.
The next 5 chapters outline key policy guidelines and documents that focus on climate protection
and meeting the requirements of the Paris Agreement. The purpose of this work, along with the
last chapter 7, is to draw conclusions about the capabilities of the MEDEAS model and makes
recommendations for its future development.
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Chapter 2 Political initiatives in 2011 towards low carbon economy provides a short overview of
the EU energy and climate policy framework, undertook in 2011. It includes Roadmap for moving
to a competitive low carbon economy, Roadmap to a Single European Transport Area and Energy
Roadmap 2050, which serve as a basis for further development of the EU climate protection
policy.
Chapter 3 EU Emission regulation briefly outlines the EU GHG emission policy and includes concise
description of policy framework for climate and energy in the period from 2020 to 2030, targets
for reduction of GHG under Emission Trading System and Effort Sharing Regulation.
Chapter 4: EU 2030 energy framework is concentrated on 2030 targets and policy instruments
aiming at achieving them. It includes Clean Energy for All European Package, National Energy and
Climate Plans, which are closely linked to the implementation of the EU's obligations under the
Paris Agreement and others. The analysis takes into account the capacity of the MEDEAS model
for considering and assessing the impact of the regulatory / political parameters required by these
documents. The goal is to identify the model capabilities and suggest parameters to be included in
future versions of the model.
Chapter 5 Selected sectorial policies focuses on four sectors having key importance for the
attainment of the climate protection goals – electricity, transport, natural gas and energy
efficiency.
An analysis is made of the current use and role of electricity, its future significance in the
transition process towards emissions-free energy and of the separate primary resources renewables, coal and nuclear power plants, as well as of the transmission and distribution
networks. Parameters for possible accounting of the electricity systems and networks policy are
also sought. Conclusions are drawn for further enrichment of the model.
The current and the future prospects for the use of natural gas are discussed with an emphasis on
its role in supporting the transition towards emissions-free energy by replacing coal and liquid
fossil fuels. Regulatory parameters are sought for use in the MEDEAS model, which would allow
the extending of the limited capabilities in the future versions of the model.
As regards transport, MEDEAS provides diverse opportunities for modelling, but not of transport
policy. Limited policy modelling is possible and indirectly done, but it would be broadened in the
future versions of the model.
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Energy efficiency policy is better positioned in terms of modelling capabilities. The EU's evolving
and existing energy efficiency policy and the policy of several developed world economies are
regarded. With respect to the European Union, the analyses include the most important
documents: EE directive, energy efficiency measures for products, energy performance of
buildings, cogeneration, heating and cooling, EE funding. The efficiency of the transformation of
primary resources in the Member States and the possibilities for improvement in the future
through the use of new technologies are also considered. Modelling is done taking into account
the EU's prospective goals by 2030, as well as the sophisticated analyses made by the European
Commission.
Chapter 6: European long-term vision discusses the European strategic long-term vision for a
prosperous, modern, competitive and climate neutral economy presented in the “Clean Planet for
All” document, which outlines the directions for developing of European economy in accordance
with the climate protection obligations. The document is at the heart of the European strategy to
be prepared and sent to UNFCCC in the beginning of 2020.
Chapter 7 Modelling energy policy presents the modelling results. Building on the EU’s and
Member States’ energy and climate policies, a feasible de-carbonization scenario for the European
Union until 2050 has been modelled in MEDEAS_eu. The scenario achieves the EU commitment to
the Paris Agreement for 2050 and the energy efficiency and renewable energy targets for 2030
and extrapolated until 2050.
Based on the performed numerous policy simulations, it can be concluded that the model is
overall very capable in reflecting low-carbon transition policies, either directly by specifying
targets or measures, or indirectly – by specifying the effect of policies on relevant variables.
Despite its advantages, further improvement is needed to better reflect energy policies.
Chapter 8 Conclusions summarizes the key policy recommendations and model capabilities to
address energy and climate policies.
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Annex 2: Strategies to minimize impacts and
reduce barriers
Annex 2 addresses subtasks a (Energetic costs), b (Raw Materials costs), d (Economic costs) and e
(Strategies to deal with climate change impacts) of Task 7.2- Policy analysis and implementation
strategies. It produces policy recommendations in order to minimise the energy, raw materials,
and economic costs of the transition, as well as to suggest adaptation strategies to climate change
impacts.
Despite those costs and impacts are analysed in WP6, they are revaluated using a newly created
scenario. Model simulations are combined with an analysis of the current EU policies and
regulations in order to generate policy recommendations to minimise costs and impacts of the
transition.
The structure of that document is described below.
Chapter The New TRANS Scenarios presents two (World and EU) new transition (TRANS) scenarios
to derive policy recommendations at European scale. These new scenarios achieve more than 90%
of share of RES by 2050 with more controlled use of resources and a smoother economic
adaptation. Moreover, albeit the mid-century carbon budget is not met (target = 29.3 GtCe, TRANS
= 30.05 GtCe), the almost complete decarbonisation of all economic sectors achieved, make the
path towards the 2100 look much brighter.
The TRANS scenarios implement policies at both energetic and economic levels: on the one hand,
a quasi-stabilisation of the economy is imposed to the levels before the transition; and on the
other hand, electrification of all sectors and improvements in energy efficiency are achieved.
Energetic and economic policies are combined to progressively reduce the energy intensities,
while maintaining current standards of living.
Chapter Energy costs starts with a brief overview of EU energy policy. It then presents the
methodological approach, particularly the simulations and the indicators used to evaluate the
associated energy costs of the TRANS scenario.
Additionally, the chapter shows the most relevant results of the simulations run with the global
models, to give the international context in which the European transition might take place. Then,
it analyses the model results and evaluates the policy implications at EU level. Three particular
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policies are highlighted: Cutting the size of the aviation sector by half; Increasing energy efficiency;
and Delaying the phase-out of oil for electricity and heat generation. The results indicate that the
2030 EU targets for energy consumption and emissions reduction are very unlikely to be met, but
if the investment in RES is maintained over time, the progressively larger RES installed capacity
might be able to cover almost entirely the energy demand of the EU and be very close to meeting
the mid-century carbon budget.
Chapter Materials costs default simulation with the TRANS scenario is initially run to quantify the
material costs. Then, three simulation experiments are carried out in order to evaluate the effect
of 3 individual policies on the demand of raw materials: Increasing the recycling rates of the
materials used in RES technologies and EV batteries; Increasing the durability of EV batteries; and
Increasing the lifespan of solar cells.
The material costs of the TRANS scenario are compared with those of the GG scenario with a
penetration of 100% RES, to demonstrate the need to abandon such unviable paths.
Chapter Economic costs is devoted to identifying economic strategies to gain acceptance of the
necessary sector-level adaptations for the low-carbon energy system transformation, aiming to
propose socially just, economically viable and environmentally smart economic policies during the
transformation period. It derives policy conclusions concerning critical sectors that could
compromise the transition, and sectors that could directly and indirectly profit from the transition.
The chapter draws on results from an extensive analysis of sectoral value-added effects to identify
which sectors could indirectly gain and which sectors could indirectly lose in the transition by
being dependent either on fossil or renewable energy sectors, respectively.
The analyses in the chapter are based on an input-output framework that builds on EXIOBASE v3
and data for calculating the sector differences at the country levels. The analysis covers the
aggregate EU level, countries advanced in decarbonising their energy sector (Austria), countries
with adopted ambitious decarbonisation policies (Germany and the United Kingdom), and coalbased economies – Czechia, Poland and Bulgaria.
Chapter Climate Change analyses strategies to adapt to climate change impacts on the Renewable
Transition, by combining simulations with the MEDEAS models and an IOT analysis. This
methodology is used to evaluate the following expected impacts of climate change: Changes in
solar radiation intensity; Changes in wind characteristics; Increased role of air-conditioning: need
of heating and cooling; and Impacts of these changes on social strata. By including the expected
climate change impacts on the TRANS scenario, a better understanding of the effectiveness of
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policies and strategies under different conditions of temperature increase and other associated
costs is gained.
Chapter Policy Recommendations suggests policy actions to be undertaken, individually for each
of the topics analysed in this Annex – energy costs, material costs, economic costs, and climate
change adaptation.
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Annex 3: Role of market conditions and political
support for the transition
Annex 3 discusses the role of certain market conditions and policy options for enhancing the
transition to a low carbon economy. The main themes considered in this report refer to crossborder infrastructure financing, pricing policies and environmental impacts of the rapid
development of renewables.
As analyzed in the first part of Annex 3: Section A. Financing cross-border infrastructure, Europe
needs to improve cross-border electricity interconnections in order to achieve its climate and
energy goals and to increase the net economic and social welfare gains for the EU as a whole.
However, although the overall welfare for the involved countries is positive, its redistribution can
create a “winner” and a “loser” country. To overcome this and ensure that the investment in cross
border infrastructure can provide gains and be profitable, regulation, incentives and facilitation of
access to finance are required. Reliable connections with neighboring countries ensure security of
supply due to the additional available capacity and the reduction of energy dependency, lower the
risk of electricity blackouts, reduce the need to build new power plants, and make it easier to
manage variable renewable power sources like solar and wind, while increasing competitiveness,
providing opportunities for employment and enhancing sustainability, low carbon and cooperation
at European level.
The European Commission having recognized the need and challenges for cross-border
infrastructure has developed a multi-sectoral strategy, spanning from regulation to enhance
internal energy market, technical to expand current interconnections and economical to facilitate
access to finance. According to the recast of the Directive on common rules for the internal market
in electricity, the current electricity market design initiative aims to “adapt the current market
rules to new market realities, by allowing electricity to move freely to where it is most needed
when it is most needed via undistorted price signals, whilst empowering consumers, reaping
maximum benefits for society from cross-border competition and providing the right signals and
incentives to drive the necessary investments to decarbonise our energy system“. Furthermore,
the Trans-European Networks for Energy (TEN-E) strategy aims to connect the energy
infrastructure of EU Member States by identifying, selecting, prioritising and supporting the
realization of the projects that are essential for the interconnection of the European network. It
also set a time-limit of 3.5 years for permitting procedures and it includes the Connecting Europe
Facility (CEF), which aims to provide financing in order to develop the trans-European network.
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Apart from these, the European Council set an electricity interconnection target for all EU
countries at minimum 10% of their installed production capacity by 2020, which was extended to
15% by 2030 under the Clean Energy Package. Furthermore, several projects of common interest
(PCIs), mainly key cross-border infrastructure projects, are realized, such as transmission systems
and power stations or gas pipelines, the list of which is renewed every two years in order to record
new, complete and infeasible projects.
An overview of the investment requirements estimated by various analysts and organizations are
presented and the different approaches and access to finance for cross-border infrastructure are
discussed. Energy infrastructure projects can be financed by two approaches, the corporate
finance and the project finance. The financing models in the case of energy infrastructure projects
are fully regulated projects, merchant projects and projects mixing regulated and merchant
characteristics. As in most investments, financing for cross-border infrastructure comes mainly
from three main groups of sources: debt, equity and grants. On the debt side, international
financing institutions play a siginificant role, such as the European Investment Bank,
complemented by corporate bonds and commercial bank loans. As for the European grants, the
main instruments currently available are the Connecting Europe Facility, the European Fund for
Strategic Investments (EFSI) and InvestEU and the European Structural and Investment Funds
(ESIF), in particular the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and the Cohesion Fund (CF).
Considering the investment gap for cross-border infrastructure, the reasons for delays and main
challenges to financing cross-border infrastructure, relate to insufficient stability of the regulatory
environment, the complicated and lengthy permitting procedures, the inadequate access to
finance and diverging interests, political discourses and perceptions.
Considering all the above, the design, selection and combination of policies in order to promote
cross-border infrastructure projects and leveraging the appropriate funding for their realization is
multifold. It spans from political will and regional cooperation among the interested Member
States to European-wide implementation of tools to support and eliminate financial barriers for
projects deemed critical for meeting EU goals on climate and energy.
The second part of Annex 3 Section B. Price regulation discusses and evaluates the main pricing
policies that have been implemented to support the transition to a low carbon economy. It
focuses on pricing policies mainly to support the decarbonization of the national power systems
and secondly to contribute to the mitigation of energy-related greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
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Based on both the EU strategy towards a carbon-neutral economy by 2050 and MEDEAS results,
one of the foremost changes that have to be seen in the coming years is the nearly complete
decarbonization of the economy, mainly in regards to energy production, supply and
consumption. In the past 10 to 15 years we have seen an impressive deployment of renewables in
the electricity and other sectors, which, in Europe, was largely based on the significant reduction
of technology costs (e.g. for wind and photovoltaics), the respective increase of efficiencies, as
well as the implementation of rather favourable and effective policies and support measures for
investing in renewables. The cost-optimality of the latter has been widely questioned and
criticized, with the European Commission addressing the issue anew implementing new guidelines
and regulations, based on three basic principles: avoid retroactive or unannounced changes on the
support schemes to safeguard investors’ trust, limit support to what is actually necessary and
evaluate support on the basis of falling technology costs and once technologies reach an adequate
maturing level, gradually expose them to the market with the aim of eventually phasing out
support.
The main support instruments implemented so far have been operating aid and subsidies on
investment for renewable energy technologies, whereas other instruments, such as the EU-ETS
scheme aimed at imposing an extra cost on carbon-intensive technologies and processes in order
to lower their competitiveness against low-carbon technologies. The main operating aid schemes
include feed-in tariffs, market premiums, tenders or auctions and quota obligations, whereas
investment support has been granted in the form of subsidies, low interest or soft loans, loan
guarantees and tax exemptions. In addition to these, other schemes include net metering, peak
pricing and carbon pricing.
Considering the main elements, characteristics and evolution of each of the aforementioned
schemes a review of leading countries is implemented. A methodology to identify leading
countries is developed on the basis of their current degree on decarbonization and effort to
implement that.
Considering this analysis it becomes clear that the financial instruments and support do not alone
suffice for the wide implementation of renewables in the EU. A really well balanced set of policies
and measures is imperative for unlocking the large potential of renewables for completely
decarbonizing power sector, but also achieving a carbon neutral economy in all end-use sectors.
These policies should span from technological measures, such as grid expansion and storage
development, regulatory measures such as streamlining of authorization and permitting processes
to pure financial measures, including subsidies and innovative financing tools.
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Most of the reviewed leading countries have initially employed powerful support tools to uptake
renewables in their national power mix, but were soon adjusted to the provision of the European
Commission for integrating mature renewable technologies in the electricity market, mainly by
converting to market premium schemes and minimizing the overall cost burden, by introducing
competitive bidding processes. The main developments for the support of renewable electricity as
communicated in their corresponding National Energy and Climate Plans include the market
integration of renewables, the introduction or continuation of tendering schemes for large-scale,
mature RES technologies (already offshore wind for Denmark), the consideration of technologyneutral tenders, to promote competition among technologies and arrive at the most
advantageous solution in terms of cost and efficiency, the introduction of pilot tenders for specific
cases (e.g. testing innovative technologies, alternative price-structuring mechanisms and
tendering procedures), the direct investment grants or specific tariffs for end-users of evolving
technologies with still high initial cost but also high potential and for self-consumption schemes,
the facilitation of access to finance and the introduction of Power Purchase Agreements between
investors in renewable electricity and interested parties.
As regards carbon pricing policies, although in economic theory it was considered as the most
powerful tool to decarbonize the energy sector in a cost-effective way, in practice it was not
proven to be as efficient as anticipated. From the examined countries, none has exhibited a
remarkable reduction of GHG intensity of their energy sector, after the application of a carbon tax.
No conclusion can be, however, drawn, on whether the non-implementation of such a policy
would have led to a sliding back of emissions reductions, otherwise achieved through other cleanenergy policies or market forces. Yet, carbon pricing schemes, including EU-ETS, have played a
significant role when tied to other clean-energy support schemes, as for example, using the
revenues earned from carbon pricing to compensate the financial support provided to RES
technologies.
Considering all the above, the design, selection and combination of policies for the
decarbonization of the energy sector must entail a careful consideration of all interdependencies
of the economy, not disregarding the economic situation, priorities and individualities of each
Member State and overcoming several economic, institutional, political, legislative, social and
environmental barriers.
The third part of Annex 3: Section C. Environmental impacts thematically focuses on the
environmental impacts of the rapid development of renewables as envisaged by the MEDEAS
model. It summarizes the existing experience with the impact of individual technologies on the
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environment and the efforts to minimize them at European level. Given the different starting
conditions and approaches in the individual countries, the report gives the main scope for a more
detailed assessment of the situation in Austria and Bulgaria.
Europe has a sophisticated nature conservation system and so the renewable resources can
develop while respecting its rules. However, it is clear that the potential for the development of
renewables is decreasing as a result of mitigating the environmental impacts. The construction
and operation of hydropower and wind farms in EU Member States must respect the limitations of
nature protection (Birds and Habitats) directives. The use of forest and agricultural biomass for
energy purposes should in addition contribute to the achievement of soil and biodiversity
objectives also outside protected areas.
European nature conservation practices, including Natura 2000, are not fundamentally threatened
by the development of renewable resources. The sustainability criteria for energy biomass laid
down in the Renewable Energy Directive can also be an important tool, but will largely depend on
the level of implementation in each country. A major potential for improvement in terms of
sustainability of the use of agricultural biomass is in the modification of the rules of the Common
Agricultural Policy which should be approved in 2020.
In MEDEAS, two example countries have been chosen to bring the regional perspective, thus this
document also includes the detailed Austria and Bulgaria examples to show the country level
practise, focusing on main positive and negative measures and projects.
Austria can serve as an example of a landlocked country that has long used its own renewable
resources. They have a long tradition of nature conservation and, at the same time, the
development of renewable resources is one of the important official conceptual priorities. A
significant part of the competences concerning nature conservation and the approval of
renewable energy projects belong to the regional governments (Länder).
From the point of view of the wind power development, we can conclude a diametrical difference
between the eastern and western parts of Austria. The experience of the eastern part of the
country (Burgenland, Styria, Lower and Upper Austria) may be an inspiration for the development
of the sector in other countries, for example in terms of establishing excluded zones and speeding
up the authorization process outside their borders. In the western part of Austria, no wind turbine
project has yet been approved. The use of hydro power has a long tradition in Austria. On most
watercourses, hydroelectric power stations were installed during the twentieth century. Rules for
operation of existing hydropower plants are rather strict in Austria. Regarding fish migration,
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requirement of fish-passes building is worthy following. The use of the forest biomass in Austria
can be described as sustainable, inter alia due to the special approach to forests under Natura
2000. Regarding agricultural biomass, an improvement is possible mainly in terms of grassland
management.
Bulgaria is a country with exceptionally well-preserved nature (on an European scale), thus
conflicts between development of renewable energy projects and nature protection are rather
frequent. For example, many watercourses have great value in terms of nature conservation and
at the same time significant potential in terms of hydroelectric power plant construction. New
projects are approved and developped also in pristine areas where European NATURA 2000
directives are valid, therefore causing follow-up investigations on the impacts and even cases
brought to the European Court of Justice.
After the negative experience with wind power projects in protected areas it seems reasonable to
exclude the wind power plant construction from the national parks and nature preserves. It is not
necessary to automatically exclude completely all Natura 2000 sites as some subjects of protection
are not in conflict with wind power plant development. However, in Natura 2000 sites related to
birds protection, wind power plant should be constructed only exceptionally: in case when for the
subject of the protection, the construction and operation of wind power plants is not a disruptive
factor. Also hydropower development in Bulgaria should be excluded on river sections flowing
through protected areas (national parks, Ramsar sites, biosphere reserves, Natura 2000 areas or
nature preserves). On the other hand, the energy use of forest and agricultural biomass in Bulgaria
can be increased, while respecting the Natura 2000 management recommendations.
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Annex 1: Policy design for an integrated
transition
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Scope of document
This report focuses on the EU and Member States’ policies in the areas of electricity, transport,
natural gas and energy efficiency. Following an assessment of the existing and planned policy
initiatives, a feasible decarbonization scenario has been designed at the EU level and modelled in
MEDEAS. The modelling exercise supported the identification of relevant transition policies and
revealed the model capabilities to deal with a wide range of policies.
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1 Introduction
Energy policy plays a vital role in the transition of the global economy from fossil fuels to renewable
energy. This is achieved through introduction for a certain period of energy policy that stimulates
non-commercial but climate-friendly energy resources and technologies.

In this way, the

development of these technologies is boosted, they improve, the scale of their utilization increases,
while the related costs sharply decrease.
The dramatic fall in the costs of technologies utilizing wind and solar energy illustrates this clearly
enough. The political mechanism supporting the transition to emissions-free energy resulted in
unprecedented development of these and other emissions-free technologies, which is in its peak in
the current period. The process is multifaceted because the intermittent nature of the main energy
sources also requires the corresponding development of electricity storage technologies, the
introduction of new principles of management and development of power systems in relation to
changes in the nature and direction of electric power flows, the development of technologies for
transformation of electricity into other types of energy and energy carriers - gases, heat, hydrogen,
etc. – the so called Power-to-X technologies.
It can be seen that in the heart of this unique transition lies electricity – an energy carrier, which, by
its flexibility to transform from and into other technologies and energy sources and variety of uses,
is unparalleled.
Policies – the focus of the current work - lay the foundation of any modelling, which aims to study
the development of economy and energy in the long term by 2030 and 2050. This report, dedicated
particularly to Task 7.1, focuses on the assessment and recommendations of energy and climate
policies in four domains crucial for the transition to low-carbon economy: electricity system (and its
transition to renewables), transport, natural gas, and energy efficiency. The focus is mainly on the
European Union, whose composition of countries with different economic, societal and
environmental conditions, as well as varied achievements in the transition towards RES, sometimes
requires a separate examination of groups of similar countries. It should be taken into account that
the large-scale reform is the result, first and foremost, of the intensive development of the EU
legislation, especially after 2005, which has made the EU a global policy leader towards global
climate protection. The implementation of the European legislation in the individual Member States
has proved remarkably successful and has provided a showcase to the world and to the major
economies like USA, China, Brazil, India and Japan, which also have made significant progress.
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The key to these successes is the gradual transformation of the EU's renewable energy policy into a
vast area for successful business undertakings, which attracted the private business, led by the large
corporations, even by those whose main activity is in the field of fossil fuels. It opens up a huge field
for the creation and development of new technologies and improvement of the old ones – more
efficient converters – solar panels, wind turbines, concentrating solar power, geothermal power,
bio-power. At the same time, the development of system technologies enhancing technologies for
electrical system operation, smart grids, and a wide range of energy storages is in full course.
Along with renewables, as a second and closely linked flow of policy directed towards climate
protection, runs rational use of energy, demonstrating its importance by taming the growth of EU
consumption and breaking the linear link between GDP and EU energy consumption. The
perspective shows even greater opportunities to repeatedly reduce the specific energy
consumption per unit of production or service.
Natural gas and transport have a special place in the transition. Due to its lower than petroleum’s
specific greenhouse gas emission, natural gas can be used to ease the transition to RES, which, for
an interim period can replace oil derivatives in both industry and transport. As energy technology
advances to a wider utilization of RES, its role will decrease in parallel.
Transport requires special attention due to its ever increasing importance in economic and social
life, both for the servicing of the economy and for the increasing dynamics of life and society’s
demand for more comfort.
In this context, the current report aims to develop a feasible EU policy scenario for the transition to
a low carbon economy, by using MEDEAS_eu model. Policy recommendations are made based on
the model results. At the same time, model strengths and improvement opportunities, in view of
addressing energy and climate policies, are identified.
This report contains the following chapters:
Chapter 2: Political initiatives in 2011 towards low carbon economy provides a short overview of the
EU energy and climate policy framework, adopted in 2011.
Chapter 3: EU Emissions regulation briefly outlines the EU GHG emission policy.
Chapter 4: EU 2030 energy framework makes a review of the most recent targets and planned
policies, both at EU and Member State level, until 2030.
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Chapter 5: Selected sectoral policies goes deeper into the four studied sectors: electricity system,
transport, natural gas, and energy efficiency. It presents the main transition challenges, solutions,
and related policies to drive the transition.
Chapter 6: European long term vision outlines the strategic policy directions of EU – by 2050 and
beyond.
Chapter 7: Modelling energy policy is dedicated to the modelling work. It describes the modelling
methodology, including scenarios concept and variable assumptions. Additionally, the simulation
results are presented and discussed. Furthermore, the model capabilities to address policies in the
four studied domains were assessed.
Chapter 8: Conclusions outlines the main results of this study, in terms of both policy
recommendations and model issues.
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2 Political initiatives in 2011 towards low
carbon economy
In 2011, the European Commission presented a strategic Roadmap for moving to a competitive low
carbon economy in 2050 (EC 2011a), aiming at laying down the foundations of the low-carbon
European economy. Several months later in the same year, the Roadmap to a Single European
Transport Area – Towards a competitive and resource efficient transport system (EC 2011b) and the
Energy Roadmap 2050 (EC 2011c) were published. The documents analyse and propose projections
for the future development of economy and the two sectors, which play a key role in the transition
towards emissions-free energy.

2.1 Roadmap for moving to a competitive low carbon
economy
The roadmap (EC 2011a) was developed on the basis of detailed analyzes of a set of scenarios that
aim at achieving an 80% to 95% reduction in GHG emissions in the EU in 2050 compared to 1990 in
a cost effective way. At the same time, the analysis shows that the EU can reduce GHG emissions
by 20% by 2020.
Basing on in-depth model analyses of different scenarios, the European Commission proposes to
reduce domestic emissions. For the years 2030 and 2040, the analyses show possibilities to cut the
emission levels by 40% and 60% accordingly, compared to 1990. The possible annual emissions’
reduction pace is 1% till 2020, 1,5% till 2030 and 2% for the period from 2030 to 2050.
It is very interesting to see the results of CO2 emissions reductions by sectors.
Table 1 : Sectoral reductions of CO2

GHG reductions compared to 1990

2005

2030

2050

Total Sectors

-7%

-40 to -44%

-79 to -82%

Power (CO2)

-7%

-54 to -68%

-93 to -99%

Industry (CO2)

-20%

-34 to -40%

-83 to -87%

Transport (incl. CO2 aviation, excl. maritime)

+30%

+20 to -9%

-54 to -67%

Residential and services (CO2)

-12%

-37 to -53%

-88 to-91%
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GHG reductions compared to 1990

2005

2030

2050

Agriculture (non-CO2)

-20%

-36 to -37%

-42 to -49%

Other non-CO2 emissions

-30%

-72 to -73%

-70 to -78%

Source: (EC 2011a)
The Roadmap analyses and sets targets for the different sectors – energy, transport, industry,
population, agriculture, etc.
The analyses show that the implementation of this strategy will positively affect business sectors,
new technologies creation and social employment. It should serve for the creation of sectoral
strategies - such as energy and transport - as well as for Member States as the basis for the
establishment of national strategies for action by 2050.
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2.2 Roadmap to a Single European Transport Area
The published in March 2011 White Paper on transport "Roadmap to a Single European Transport
Area – towards a competitive and resource-efficient transport system" (EC 2011b), sets the
objective of a “Single European transport area: towards a competitive and resource-efficient
transport system” through implementation of a number of initiatives, measures and programmes,
analyzed in the annexes. The vision for 2050 includes:
o Reduction of the harmful emissions by 60% compared to 1990, with a trend toward zero
o An efficient core network for multimodal intercity travel and transport
o A global level-playing field for long-distance travel and intercontinental freight
o Clean urban transport and commuting
In the beginning, a ten-year programme till 2020 was set, covering 40 initiatives: low-emission fuels,
energy efficiency, intermodality and travel optimization.
The Commission has committed to prepare appropriate legislative proposals in the next decade with
key initiatives to be put forward.
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2.3 Energy Roadmap 2050
In the Energy Roadmap (EC 2011c) the possibilities of the energy sector to reduce its emissions by
2050 are analysed. Through more efficient energy consumption, use of renewable and nuclear
energy, and carbon capture and storage, CO2 emissions could be reduced by 85% compared to 1990.
The Roadmap draws four key paths towards a more sustainable, competitive and secure energy
system in 2050. The results of the analysis of several scenarios, among them Energy Efficiency, High
Renewable Energy Sources (RES), Low Nuclear, Diversified Supply Technologies are presented. The
two of them raise high interest: Energy Efficiency and High RES.
EE scenario is based on a political commitment towards implementation of energy efficiency
policies. The results show a decrease in energy demand of 41% by 2050 as compared to the peaks
in 2005-2006.
High RES Scenario includes a strong support measures for RES leading to 75% share of RES in gross
final energy consumption 2050 and 97% RES share in electricity consumption.
The results of this fundamental study serve as a basis for further development of the EU climate
protection policy.
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3 EU Emissions regulation
3.1 Targets
The communication entitled A policy framework for climate and energy in the period from 2020
to 2030 (EC 2014a). The document is devoted to setting up a policy framework for EC and memeberstates actions to protect the climate by 2030. The document is based on policy analyses of three
components: GHG policies, EE policies and RES policies. As a result a 40% reduction target for
domestic GHG in the period 2021 – 2030 compared to 1990 is proposed. This target is divided into
an ETS obligation (43%) and non-ETS (30%) compared to 2005. In addition, the ETS ceiling should be
reduced by 2,2% each year after 2020. All Member States have confirmed this commitment to the
UNFCCC in March 2015.
The 30% non-ETS target must be achieved by all Member States in total by an individual allocation
of the obligation.
For renewable energy a target of at least 27% is set with the flexibility for Member States to set
national targets. Energy efficiency is left for a later decision after the completion of the necessary
analyses.
The document justifies the need to develop a new set of legal and regulatory documents that include
National Plans for competitive, secure and sustainable energy. The work on this package was
finalised in May 2019 by the final approvement of the Clean Energy for all Europeans package.
In 2015, the Energy Union was set up with the intention of broadening the synergies between the
different energy policy objectives and priorities, thereby making it possible to set wider objectives
in five directions: energy security, the internal energy market, energy efficiency, renewable energy
and decarbonisation, research, development and competitiveness.
The Energy Union has placed a high priority on better customer service, wider choice, access to
investment, more information and consumer protection. The intention is that the creation of the
Energy Union is completed by the end of the mandate of the acting EC, which means finalizing the
legislative documents and engaging the public in achieving the goals and intentions.
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3.2 EU Emission Trading System rules
3.2.1

Phases of ETS by 2020

The world’s first greenhouse gas mitigation mechanism is the Kyoto Protocol from 1997, which
imposes emissions restrictions on 37 industrialized countries. In the EU, the ETS was developed in
2003 (EC 2003). “The EU emissions trading system (EU ETS) is a cornerstone of the EU's policy to
combat climate change and its key tool for reducing greenhouse gas emissions cost-effectively. It is
the world's first major carbon market and remains the biggest one.”
The first phase (2005-2007) was a pilot to test the operational capability of the system. For the
second phase (2008-2012), the Member States received specific emission reduction targets. The
period coincided with the first period of the Kyoto Protocol.
The third phase, which is currently in operation, has been significantly modified to shift from
national caps to EU-wide cap. The system covers more sectors and gases and includes passing to an
auctioning method for allocation of quotas. Also, 300 million allowances are made available in
reserve, which will serve to support the development of new energy technologies. ETS encompasses
over 11 000 power plants and industrial installations in 31 countries, as well as flights between
airports in the participating countries. The implementation is a subject to alterations by phases –
trading periods.
ETS operates on the “cap and trade” principle, expressed in setting of upper limit (cap) on the overall
volume of GHG emissions that can be emitted by the installations covered by the system. The cap
is reduced over time, so that the overall emissions drop down. For instance in 2020, emissions from
sectors covered by the system will be by 21% lower than in 2005 and in 2030, under the revised
system, emissions should be by 43% lower than those in 2005.
Within the cap, companies receive or buy emission allowances that they can trade with each other
if necessary. They can also buy limited international credits from emission-saving projects all over
the world. The limit on the total number of available quotas ensures that they preserve their value.
Each allowance permits the disposal of one ton of CO2, or an equivalent amount of two among the
more powerful greenhouse gases.
After each year the obliged companies have to deliver enough quotas (allowances) in order to cover
its emissions. Otherwise, companies are imposed large fines. If a company reduces its emissions, it
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can retain reserve allowances in order to cover its future needs, or to sell them to another company
that does not dispose of sufficient allowances.
Trade provides flexibility that ensures the emissions reduction in processes, in which the cost for
this purpose is the lowest. The high price of carbon emissions also encourages investments in clean,
low-carbon technologies.

3.2.2

Phase 4 (2021-2030) upgrades

In order to meet the 2030 objectives of the Energy Union, the European Commission published the
EU ETS Directive of 14 March 2018 which regulates greenhouse gas emissions from large
concentrated sources (mainly energy and industry) and aviation (EC 2018j). The EU ETS ceiling is
increased according to the commitment in the above mentioned (EC 2014a) to an annual reduction
of 43% compared to 2005.
The legislative framework of EU ETS for the period 2021-2030 includes new features corresponding
to the 2030 targets and to the Paris Agreement requirements ETS has been revised for the period
after 2020.
The amendments are directed towards the following activities:
o From 2021, the annual reduction of allowances to be 2,2%
o Start of operation of the Market Stability Reserve, created in 2015 to improve the market
sustainability
o Continuation of the free allocation of allowances to ensure the international
competitiveness of industrial sectors at risk of carbon leakage
o Support industry and energy sector to ensure successful transition through financial
mechanisms
From 2021, the same rules as for fixed installations, apply to airlines.
With regard to GHG, land use, the land use change and forestry (LULUCF) obligations are also being
introduced. The MSs’ obligations regarding the LULUCF, which contribute to the achievement of the
objectives of the Paris Agreement and of the Union's greenhouse gas emission reduction target for
the period from 2021 to 2030, are laid down in a Regulation 2018/841 (EC 2018c). The Member
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States have to ensure that greenhouse gas emissions from LULUCF are compensated by at least an
equivalent removal of CO₂ from the atmosphere in the period 2021 to 2030.
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3.3 Efforts sharing legislation
The Efforts Sharing Legislation addresses activities that are not covered by the ETS but which have
a significant share in emissions - about 60%. These include buildings, agriculture (non-CO2
emissions), waste management and transport (excluding aviation and international shipping). The
aim is that these activities contribute to a 30% reduction in EU emissions. The main document
guiding this policy and ensures the goal is met is the Greenhouse Gas Regulation (EC 2018d) of May
30, 2018.
The target is allocated among Member States per relative GDP per capita and cost effectiveness,
with GHG reductions being calculated against their 2005 figures.
The Greenhouse Gas Regulation establishes obligations for Member States of their contributions for
the period 2021 to 2030 to meet the EU's target of 30% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
below 2005 levels in the sectors covered by Article 2 - energy, industrial processes and product use,
agriculture and waste - and contributes to the achievement of the objectives of the Paris Agreement.
The Regulation also establishes rules for determining the annual allocations and assessing Member
States' progress towards meeting their minimum contributions.
The country's target depends on its GDP-per-capita, and is broken down by rules between member
states from 0% to -40% compared to 2005 emissions. It is accepted that the 2030 target is achieved
through a linear trajectory of 2021 - 2030. The higher income Member States take on more
ambitious targets than lower income Member States. Additional conditions are introduced to make
this rule more flexible, taking into account additional circumstances for instance very high costs for
emissions reduction in some member-states or potential difficulties in low GDP countries and more.
The targets for greenhouse gas emission reductions are expected to encourage countries efforts
towards increasing efficiency and innovation in the Union economy and, in particular, to promote
improvements in the sectors covered by Regulation 842 (EC 2018d): buildings, agriculture, waste
and transport.
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4 EU 2030 energy framework
4.1 General
The transition to non-carbon energy will take place through a climate and energy policy formulated
and guided by the European Union and the state authorities.

Society, stakeholders and

policymakers are actively implementing the transition to the use of renewable energy and lowcarbon energy carriers. Electricity, of course, with its convertibility, divisibility and universal
applicability, has a key role to play in the transition and in the united energy system of the future.
The second energy carrier, which has an important but transient role, is natural gas, which,
combined with more efficient conversion technologies resulting in lower emission, could replace
coal and oil and contribute to the reliable operation of electrical systems. In the advancement of
the transition, natural gas will be replaced by electricity, hydrogen and derived fuels that can
effectively cover all energy processes and needs.
To encompass non-ETS, the European Commission has developed the Clean Energy for All
Europeans document package, which sets targets and drives European development to achieve
them in 2030 and beyond to 2050.
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4.2 Clean Energy for All Europeans
4.2.1

The policy documents system

The Commission's intentions under the Communication COM (2014) 15 (EC 2014a) had been actively
implemented during the period until the end of 2018. Concerned about the limiting of climate
change, in 2015, the European Union announced the creation of the Energy Union to be the engine
of the EU's energy policy against climate change (EC 2015), organising energy development of the
EU and member-states towards secure, sustainable, competitive and affordable energy for all
consumers. At the same time, in pursuit of a zero-emission economy by 2050, the European Union
is developing a legally binding legislative framework. On November 30th, 2016, the European
Commission published a Clean energy for all Europeans package of documents under development
and harmonization that will implement the EU’s policy towards clean energy transition.
With the approval of the last four legislative documents by the Council of Ministers of the EU, the
creation of the Clean Energy for All Europeans package was completed on 22 May 2019, and a major
step was done towards the creation of the Energy Union and the fulfillment of the EU's
commitments under the Paris Agreement.
The package contains 8 documents for decarbonisation of the EU economy.
Table 2 : Clean Energy for All Europeans package

Official Journal Publication Short description
Energy
19/06/2018 Performance in
(EU) 2018/844
Buildings

Directive

Specific measures to reduce energy consumption
and CO2 emissions (approximately 40% of energy
consumption and 36% of CO2 emissions in the EU)

Renewable
Energy

21/12/2018 - Directive Binding target of 32% for renewable energy sources
(EU) 2018/2001
in the EU’s energy mix by 2030

Energy
Efficiency

21/12/2018 - Directive Binding targets of at least 32,5% energy efficiency by
(EU) 2018/2002
2030, relative to a ‘business as usual’ scenario

Governance

21/12/2018 - Regulation Required to draft integrated 10-year national energy
and climate plans (NECPs) for 2021 to 2030 outlining
(EU) 2018/1999
how they will achieve their respective targets on all
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Official Journal Publication Short description
dimensions of the energy union, including a longerterm view towards 2050
Electricity
Regulation

14/06/2019 - Regulation
(EU) 2019/943

Electricity
Directive

14/06/2019 (EU) 2019/944

Risk
Preparedness

14/06/2019 - Regulation
(EU) 2019/941

ACER

Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators
(ACER) is a central institution in the creation of a
14/06/2019 - Regulation Single Energy Market will be granted with stronger
(EU) 2019/942
role.
https://www.acer.europa.eu/en/The_agency/Pages
/default.aspx

Directive

The electricity market design elements consist of
four dossiers - a new electricity regulation, and
amending electricity directive, risk preparedness

Together with the legislative package, non-legislative initiatives are also being launched to support
the development of emissions-free energy. One such initiative is the “Coal Regions in Transition”.
Source
https://ec.europa.eu/ener
Coal regions in gy/en/topics/oil-gas-andtransition
coal/coal-regions-intransition

Objective
It is designed to boost the clean energy transition by
bringing more focus to social fairness, structural
transformation, new skills and financing for the real
economy

An important feature of Clean Energy for All Europeans is the interdependence of the documents
included in the single purpose package: clean energy. Energy efficiency is given the highest priority:
"Energy efficiency first!". The European Commission will define the targets - at least 32,5% reduction
of energy intensity to be achieved by 2030 with an annual commitment of at least 0,8% reduction
of final energy consumption. Energy efficiency is inextricably linked to energy efficiency in Buildings
(EPBDs), which pay particular attention to their relatively high consumption and specific measures
they require.
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Renewable energy must displace fossil fuels by achieving the EU's binding target for renewable
energy in gross final energy consumption in 2030 by implementing measures in power, heating and
cooling and transport sectors. An important area here is the internal electricity market, improving
the rules on cross-border trade, merging or integrating national markets, more coherence.
With regard to the security of supply, the Commission has proposed a regulation on the riskpreparedness in power supply with the aim to overcome the shortcomings of the current system:
non-transparent national rules and procedures and lack of cross-border cooperation. The regulation
provides rules on risk assessment, risk preparedness plan, overcoming of the crisis and security of
supplies.
An important feature of the package is that consumers are in the spotlight. They are encouraged to
become active market players as prosumers (producers and consumers), giving them bigger choice
of energy delivery sources, more information about prices and rules, transparency and protection
of vulnerable consumers.
Member States’ activities within the framework of the package are reported according to the
monitoring and reporting rules, in order to ensure systematic progress under the Paris Agreement.
The rules include also consultations with various organizations, experts and citizens.
The different options are subject to criticism by the EU stakeholders and the main considered
drawback is the lack of a 100% RE option in the package. Other experts claim that the package does
not sufficiently take into account the opportunities of the technological progress and the faster
achievement of zero emissions.
With the Clean Energy package, the European Union is thus putting a solid foundation for
implementing its UNFCCC commitments, reducing greenhouse gas emissions and ensuring secure,
affordable and sustainable energy for European citizens.
The basis for action on climate protection and the achievement of the EU's objectives in this package
is - (EC 2018i) Regulation 1999/2018. It covers five dimensions: energy security; the internal energy
market; energy efficiency; decarbonisation; and research, innovation and competitiveness and is
aimed at coordinating the actions of the Energy Union with those of the individual countries.
Member States are required to develop action plans by 2030 on the basis of joint efforts of
stakeholders, cooperation at all levels - national, regional and European.

It contains

recommendations for developing the plans in line with the current objectives, containing
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information that better targets investors for investment needs and opportunities during the next 7year program period.
The package sets targets (upgraded in 2018) for the existing framework on energy development and
climate protection till 2030. Along with the fundamental indicators for the GHG, RE and EE targets
for 2030, a number of other activities are also set, some of which are shown in the following table.
Table 3 : Clean energy targets

GHG

2020

2030

-20%

≤ -40%

RE

20%

≥ 32%

EE

20%

≥ 32,5%

Climate in EUInterconnections funded
CO2 from
programmes

10%

15%

2014-2020
20%

2021-2027
25%

Cars: -37,5
Vans: -31%
Lorries:-30%

Upwards revision clause
by 2023
Source: (EC 2019a)
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/national_energy_and_climate_plans_v4.pdf

The targets set for 2030 are defined as minimal with the possibility of their subsequent revision
and increase in order to achieve the transition to clean energy by 2050. These targets will be
reviewed in 2023 in order to assess opportunities for their increase.

4.2.2

National Energy and Climate Plans (NECPs)

In line with the Paris Agreement (UNFCCC), the European Union must undertake obligations to
reduce its carbon emissions. To allocate these obligations among the Member States, the EU asked
them to elaborate National Energy and Climate Plans (NECPs) that follow a specific structure. At the
end of 2018 and early 2019, the plans were presented to the EC, which reviewed and analysed them
and sent individual comments and recommendations. Once revised by the end of 2019, the final
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documents will enable the Commission to present to UN the EU's final plan. The analysis of the
national plans in their current versions, together with the EU's comments, gives significant
information about the directions, selection of technologies, energy balances, the role of energy
carriers.
The plans cover the five dimensions of the Energy Union:
o security, solidarity and trust: diversifying Europe's sources of energy and ensuring energy
security through solidarity and cooperation between EU countries
o a fully integrated internal energy market: enabling the free flow of energy through the EU
through adequate infrastructure and without technical or regulatory barriers
o energy efficiency: improved energy efficiency will reduce dependence on energy imports,
lower emissions, and drive jobs and growth
o decarbonising the economy: the EU is committed to a quick ratification of the Paris
Agreement and to retaining its leadership in the area of renewable energy
o research, innovation and competitiveness: supporting breakthroughs in low-carbon and
clean energy technologies by prioritising research and innovation to drive the energy
transition and improve competitiveness
The plans will ensure the alignment of the national targets set in Appendix 1 to the Effort Sharing
Regulation (EC 2018d), the national contribution to the EU renewable energy and energy efficiency
with the aim of their attainment by 2030. The plans will be the core of the EC’s and national longterm strategies, which shall be developed by January 2020. In 2024 the national plans can be
updated along the increase of the targets in 2024 if it will be possible to achieve bigger than 40%
GHG reduction target by 2030.
The review of National Energy and Climate Plans shows expected significant differences in
ambition, directions, timelines and technologies, and allows conclusions to be drawn that reflect
the aspirations of the Member States. The following exemplary list of factors may be used for
conditional breakdown of countries into groups:
o Readiness and time to achieve decarbonisation of the economy
o A vision for the future use of indigenous fossil resources (coal, oil)
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o Progress in using renewable energy
o Plans for the use of nuclear energy
o Efficiency of energy and energy use
These factors, of course, are more or less interrelated.
For example, the first indicator is broad enough to cover both renewable energy and efficiency.
There is also a strong link between the economic development of the countries and the pursuit of
decarbonisation of the economy. This can be noticed in the analysis of the countries' national
energy and climate plans (NECPs) - targets and policies in the field of climate, RES and energy
efficiency.
An attempt to allocate the Member States to the "intention to achieve decarbonisation of the
economy" gives the following results:
o Leading countries with carbon neutrality targets before 2050: Norway 2030, Finland 2035,
Iceland 2040, Sweden 2045 and by 2050: Denmark, France, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain,
UK – shown in table 4 below,
o Countries without targets fot achieving carbon neutrality but with individual targets for
reduction of GHG emission for 2030 vs 2005 (1990): Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Germany,
Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, Romania, Slovenia
o Countries without individual targets for reduction of GHG emission for 2030 vs 2005 (1990):
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Cyprus, Estonia, Greece, Latvia, Malta, Poland, Slovakia
This grouping is done taking into account additional updated information as of the end of June 2019,
for example www.climatechangenews.com/2019/06/14/countries-net-zero-climate-goal/.
Modeling using MEDEAS can be done by dividing the countries into the above groups. Depending
on the particular modelling focus, the groups would be different.
Table 4 : European countries targets

Country

Carbon neutrality by

Fixed in

Norway

2030

Law

Finland

2035

Coalition agreement
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Country

Carbon neutrality by

Fixed in

Iceland

2040

Policy position

Sweden

2045

Law

UK

2050

Law

France

2050

Law

Denmark

2050

Policy document

Portugal

2050

Policy document

Germany

2050

Target under discussion

Netherlands

2050

Target under discussion

Ireland

2050

Target under discussion

Spain

2050

Target under discussion

Sources: Countries official documents, various publications
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5 Selected sectoral policies
5.1 Electric grid design
5.1.1

Increasing role of electricity

Electricity is the energy carrier, which will play a leading role in the transition to emissions-free
economy. Its incredible flexibility makes it suitable for all technical applications and needs. In the
future development of society towards renewable energy, apart from direct application, electricity
will serve as a convertor, which transforms the energy coming from the sun – radiation, wind and
biomass, into any other type of energy, including water, heat, green fuels, such as hydrogen,
methane, methanol, diesel, gasoline, kerosene, etc., which can replace fossil fuels in all application
domains.
The enhancement of technologies and their efficiency in capturing solar radiation and wind energy,
as well as electricity storage technologies, will allow for a significant increase in all-application use
of electricity, including road and water transport, where its use is currently limited.
Besides its role as an energy carrier, electricity is at the core of the management of technological
processes.
The transition requires technological development of both the consumption and the power systems.
According to ENTSO-e, in 2017 fossil fuels (coal, natural gas and oil) were responsible for 41% of the
net generation of electricity. Taking into account also the role of coal-fired power plants for the
management of the power system, it becomes obvious that replacing this generation with
intermittent one is an exceptional technical problem. This is particularly true for the compatibility
of support for electricity generation and for system technologies - management and flexibility - to
maintain the EU’s adequacy, given the logical trend towards distributed generation1. Besides
system technologies, serious technological changes are needed in the HV and LV networks. The
distributed generation corresponding to the distribution of renewable energies will grow, and policy
and regulatory measures will be imposed on the power distribution networks.

1

With the reduction of their costs, solar panels – convertors will spread largely in households,

commerce and other smaller consumers.
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The existing principle for constructing such networks are based on the premise that electricity is
distributed from HV and MV grids to LV ones. Distributed generation makes the electricity direction
reversible and requires significant investments in control and protection systems.
Given the growing importance of electricity and the potential for application in domains, where it
has not had solid technological involvement so far, energy policy is imposed strict requirements for
balancing of regulatory instruments. It should strive to coordinate the use of electricity in line with
the economic boundaries and to avoid undue support for electricity consumption in cases when this
could lead to a transient process in the power system2.
The regulatory system must ensure that all options for switching to renewable fuels and energy are
open. Each EU MS is responsible for the meeting of the EU targets, but the choice of instruments is
individual and the countries choose the energy technologies and political means to meet their EU
policy objectives. For power generation, for example, each country uses resources, which it finds
the most appropriate, taking into account a number of factors, the most important of which is the
national availability. The electricity production of European countries is extremely diverse, as are
the difficulties associated with the transition to renewable energy.
The policy of the European Union addresses this problem through the initiative Platform for Coal
Regions in Transition, which aims to support the countries, whose economies depend to a large
extent on their own coal production, in realizing the transition to RES without harming their
economies.

5.1.1.1

EU trends in 2009 -2018 period

Since 1990, the electricity consumption in EU 28 has increased by 54 Mtoe. In 2017, the share of
electricity in the structure of final energy consumption was the biggest after petroleum products –
23%, which, in comparison to 1990, has increased by 5%.
Table 5 : Evolution of the share of electricity consumption in the EU

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

2017

FEC EU28, Mtoe

1033,38

1024,12

1066,06

1123,19

1098,61

1024,86

1060,04

FEC, Electricity,
Mtoe

185,85

194,10

217,33

239,41

244,02

236,52

240,59

2

Examples with German and Bulgarian systems at higher than acceptable RES
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1990
Share of electricity
in FEC

1995

18%

2000

19%

2005

20%

2010

21%

2015

22%

2017

23%

23%

Source: Eurostat, Energy balance 2019
1200
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Mtoe
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200
0
1990

1995

2000

2005

FEC, Electricity, Mtoe

2010

2015

2017

FEC EU28, Mtoe

Figure 1 : FEC and FEC electricity

On the other hand, GHG emissions from electricity and heat production dropped considerably – by
416 Mt during the period 1990 – 2017, due to the improved energy efficiency and the move towards
less carbon intense fuels. Their share in the total GHG emissions remains relatively unchanged –
around 27%.
Table 6 : Evolution of GHG emissions in the EU

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

2016

GHG emissions, EU 28, Mt

5386,30

5012,95

4844,48

4895,60

4448,68

4000,27

3989,76

GHG emissions from fuel
combustion in public
electricity and heat
production, Mt

1439,31

1289,98

1292,01

1376,25

1239,72

1074,61

1022,67

27%

26%

27%

28%

28%

27%

26%

Share of electricity and heat
production in the total GHG
emissions
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1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

2016

CO2 emissions, EU 28, Mt

4191,43

3905,75

3839,81

3959,26

3591,99

3173,09

3166,87

CO2 emissions from fuel
combustion in public
electricity and heat
production, Mt

1431,72

1282,64

1284,46

1367,01

1229,42

1064,02

1012,15

34%

33%

33%

35%

34%

34%

32%

Share of electricity and heat
production in the total CO2
emissions

Source: Eurostat, GHG emissions by source sector (EEA), 08.05.2019
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Figure 2 : GHG emissions in public electricity and heat production and total GHG emissions

5.1.1.2

The large world economies trends

Recent years have seen a major shift in the energy policy of large economies and, in particular,
transformation from coal to renewable energy.
Electricity consumption in the world is increasing and by 2040 it is expected to reach 60% more than
the current consumption. The lion's share of this consumption - 85% - will belong to developing
economies. Approximately 75% of the total consumption growth is estimated to be in the domain
of electric motors and electrical appliances, cooling and information and communication
technologies.
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The increase in electricity production by 2040 will be mainly based on electricity from wind (23%),
gas (23%) and solar power plants (20%).
Together with them, at least in the medium term, natural gas capacity needed to balance the
electrical system will increase. It is likely that by 2030 gas-fired capacity will replace coal (WEO
2017).
At the same time, the rapid development of some countries, China and India in the first place,
require, together with the construction of renewable generation to build thermal power plants and
NPPs. This is particularly noticeable in China, where about 1 000 GW of coal capacities could be
installed by 2030.
In the United States, government policy is hesitant, and after an initial strong commitment under
the Paris Agreement, a decision to deny it at the state level came about. The decision does not
oblige states to implement a policy that they find the most appropriate and profitable for them. A
typical example is the state of California, which, according to the annual GDP generated is the fifth
world economy, is strongly committed to renewable energy and has consistently implemented a
RES plan, according to which by 2030 50% of the state's electricity will come from RES.
The share of coal in India's energy will drop from the current 76% to 50% in 2040, while solar
electricity production will grow 100 times, and that of wind will be 9 times higher than today.
The use of fossil fuels in the energy sector will not follow the trend of increasing electricity
consumption due to increased electricity production from RES and improved technical efficiency of
power plants. Gas-fired electricity generation will grow by about 60% between 2016 and 2040,
while gas usage will grow below 40% thanks to the increased technical efficiency of the power
plants.
Development in nuclear power is expected in a limited number of countries, so the expansion of
RES will be widespread.
The share of fossil fuels will decrease from about 2/3 now to about 1/2 by 2040. The share of nuclear
power will remain stable at 10%, with China being the leader in this area by 2030.
China is now the largest and India is the third-largest electricity market in the world. India and China
are a complete contrast to the relatively stagnant demand in Japan, the European Union and United
States. The power sector is also the largest source of global energy-related CO₂ emissions and
sulphur dioxide (SO₂) emissions, a major air pollutant (IEA 2018).
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5.1.2

The key role of electricity to emission free future

As noted, electricity in its versatility and capability to transport energy and information is the main
agent that will make the transition to emissions-free economy possible. To implement this idea, it
is necessary to introduce energy policy that will drive the progress in the proper directions for the
specific circumstances: electricity generation, restoration of power systems and grids, conversion of
electricity into other types of energy, storage of electricity.
The emissions-free power generation has been booming over the last 10 years, thanks to the
favorable political framework created by the European Union and imposed on all Member States.
Due to the flexibility of the European energy policy, the Member States have the freedom to choose
the appropriate national technological means to achieve the desired results. Thus, national policy
allows countries to implement regulatory instruments that correspond to the targets and reflect the
availability of resources and energy production opportunities.

5.1.2.1

Nuclear

Although nuclear policy is governed by the Euratom Treaty and is the responsibility of the Member
States, this technology takes a strong place in the EU's electricity production and will continue
developing beyond 2050.
The nuclear technology, which is in operation in 14 EU Member States with about 122 GW installed
capacity, 829,7 TWh generation and share in the European electricity production of approximately
25,1% (2016).

Some of the countries have decided or intend to phase out nuclear energy

production, while another group of countries, such as the new MSs from East Europe along with
Finland and UK, are determined to continue using and developing this technology.
A sample division of the countries, maintaining nuclear power capacities, could be made as follows:
o MSs that have set time-frames for terminating the use of nuclear energy: Belgium – year
2025, Germany - 2022, Netherlands - 2035, Spain - 2045, Sweden - 2045
o MSs that intend to continue using and developing nuclear energy: Bulgaria - Potential
building of a new 2000 MW NPP, Czech Republic - Target for the nuclear energy share in
gross electricity generation in 2040 – 46-58% (29% in 2016), Hungary – Construction of two
new units by 2030 (1200 MW each), Romania – Construction of two more units during the
period 2030 – 2040, Slovakia - Projected installed capacity in NPP in 2030: 27-35%, possible
new plants construction, Finland – Construction of one more unit in the late 2020-ies, France
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– 63,1 GWe, 556 TWh gross generation 2016, 50% reduction till 2035, UK – Building of new
nuclear capacity in the 2030-ies.
These groups reflect only the current national intentions, but the situation may change. Some of
the decisions are taken under political pressure, and in a situation of future scientific and
technological achievements, they could change.

5.1.2.2

Coal

Using coal for production of electricity is a very serious issue, which cannot be resolved by imposing
rigid requirements under the common energy policy documents. The economies of countries such
as Poland, Greece, Bulgaria, Romania, the Czech Republic and Slovakia are based on the utilization
of their own coal resources and the forced transition will lead to severe economic difficulties.
Germany could be added to this list as well, since in its eastern part significant quantities of coal are
mined. Following the entry into force of the Paris Agreement, the concerned countries and the
European Commission initiated the creation of Coal Regions in Transition Platform to “facilitate the
development of projects and long-term strategies in coal regions, with the aim of kick-starting the
transition process and responding to environmental and social challenges.“ The idea behind this
platform is clearly expressed in its slogan “No region left behind!”, i.e. the coal intensive countries
should be given the opportunity not to lag behind the overall pace of EU development. The aim of
the Platform is to support the transition towards clean energy, taking into account the opportunities
for developing the economy of the countries and paying more attention to social problems, the
necessary restructuring and re-skilling of the workforce.
Within the scope of the Platform’s operation, there will be analyzed and compared different
projections for non-conflict transition to emissions-free economy.

5.1.2.3

Networks

Upgrade of power systems and grids, necessary for the integration of the produced renewable
energy, requires significant investments and support from the regulatory system. In the initial
period of RES development, the political system mainly supported the sources, assuming that the
electrical system would be able to be updated according to the requirements of adequacy and
sustainability. These hopes proved to be wrong and corrective measures had to be taken to support
the modernization of the power system with new means of regulating parameters - energy flows,
voltages, static and dynamic characteristics.
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5.1.2.4

Transformation and storages

Integrating energy carriers and energy flows through mutual transformation is a powerful tool for
using solar resources in regions where the radiation is very high and the production is big. These
are the desert regions of Africa, Asia, Australia and America. They allow breaking the rigid
dependence between consumption and production and converting the excess power quantities into
other fuels and energy to be used as needed by other technologies, including power generation if
more convenient. This option gives flexibility to production because industrial technologies,
traditionally using gas or liquid fuels, will not need any technical re-equipment.
Special emphasis should be placed on the brilliant perspective that is revealed by the combination
of electricity and hydrogen as energy carriers. They can be used in application that fit best to the
specificities and requirements of technological processes. For example, the opportunities for
converting electricity and hydrogen into one-another eliminate the restrictions on renewable
energy applications in activities and technologies, such as digging and cargo machines, maritime
transport, etc.
Electricity storage is a traditionally used technology for system purposes or for individual user
needs. With the technological advancement of energy storage technologies - capacitive, inductive,
gas, mechanical, together with the current widely used water cascade technology, electric power
system will gain more manoeuvrability and ability to manage system processes. Here too, there are
huge opportunities to apply hydrogen energy after reaching maturity and entering the energy
market.
Significant achievements are expected in the individual accumulator’s technology, which will lead
to a boom in electric transport.
To materialize these prospects, an appropriate energy policy is required, similar to what the EU is
developing and successfully demonstrating in directions that seem impossible at the first sight - for
example, the transition to renewable energy.

5.1.3

Parameters for modelling power grid

The model should be able to consider the impact of regulatory quality criteria, without which it is
not possible to assess the effect of a given regulatory system. On the basis of the received results
the degree to which each considered policy mix affects the barriers and market failures will be
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identified and introduction of additional policies to minimize the barriers could be proposed for
evaluation in the model.
The modelling of energy policy in the MEDEAS model is done through a set of regulatory parameters
that represent simple ratios reflecting the impact of regulatory policy on the assessment of the
studied scenario. The model has great potential for enrichment in this direction. It must be realized
in the future development of the model, in line with the progress in new power generation
technologies and, above all, the advancement in hydrogen power and the P-to-X. These capabilities
are in the phase of development and in the future – 2030, 2040 – will open up a new era in
application and transformation of renewable electricity.
It is well known and the experience of the EU and the advanced Member States has shown that
regulatory policy is a powerful tool for drafting the technological progress. The regulatory policy
implemented by the Member States is consistent with the Framework designed and systematically
updated within the Union, but it reflects country-specific conditions, traditions, preferences and
future opportunities. For scenario and projections modelling, it is possible to use above all the
common objectives and the general regulatory parameters to achieve them. They are somewhat
defined in the National Energy and Climate Plans, which are a valuable source of information,
moreover that they also reflect the energy policy guidelines of the Member States by 2050.
One3 option to deepen modelling towards greater veracity is the already evolving policy of mutual
transformation of energy carriers and energy from one type into another.

This process of

accelerated technological progress will allow broadening the scope of energy and energy resources
used in transport and services, in order to achieve a harmonious development of all resources and
minimize the shortcomings of intermittent ones.
Another possibility could be sought in the Member States' intentions to abandon or continue using
of nuclear energy, as stated in their NECPs, which by nature requires long-term policy for decades.
In the Energy and Climate plans, the Member States have also declared their policy regarding the
use of local energy resources - renewable and fossil. A number of countries intend to use their local
coal reserves even after 2050.

3

At present, the model does not allow the correct modelling of the available information about

capacities and generation of nuclear power plants.
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Modelling would greatly benefit if it takes into account national strategies of these resources.
There are simple but crucial regulatory mechanisms that the model should be able to reflect. One
example is the Demand Side Response, which allows the introduction of load capacities to regulate
the power balance of the electricity system, so as to optimize its management and reduce
investment in the electrical storage.
P-to-X technologies are also under development, which reduce the sharp distinction between
technologies and contributing to the regulation of the power system’s balance.
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5.2 Transport regulatory policy - electrification and
optimization
5.2.1

EU transport current conditions

The energy consumption of transport sector in the EU has been increasing since 1990 and, according
to the figures of Eurostat (Energy balances 2019), its share in the final energy consumption has
grown from 25% (260 227 ktoe) in 1990 to 31% (326 872 ktoe) in 2017. Road transport consumption
is dominating considerably over that of the other transport sectors (306 246 ktoe in 2017).
Table 7 : Evolution of the share of transport energy consumption

FEC EU28, Mtoe
Transport sector energy
consumption, Mtoe

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

2017

1033,38

1024,12

1066,06

1123,19

1098,61

1024,86

1060,04

260,23

275,84

305,00

325,29

320,44

313,27

326,87

25%

27%

29%

29%

29%

31%

31%

Share of transport energy
consumption in FEC

Source: Eurostat, Energy balances 2019
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Figure 3 : Energy consumption of transport sector and FEC

Between 1990 and 2016, GHG from transport increased by 18% in the EU28+ISL. GHG emissions in
1990 in EU28 were 787 074 ktCO2eq (788 503 ktCO2eq for EU28+ISL); CO2 emissions in EU28 in 1990
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- 772 675 kt (EU28+ISL - 774 069 kt), in 2016 - 920 611 kt (922 330 kt) (EEA Report/2018; Annual
European Union greenhouse gas inventory 1990–2016 and inventory report 2018).
Table 8 : Evolution of GHG emissions from transport sector

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

2016

GHG emissions, EU 28, Mt

5386,3

5012,95

4844,48

4895,6

4448,68

4000,27

3989,76

GHG from fuel combustion in
transport, Mt

787,07

843,19

923,96

975,94

934,96

910,76

931,50

Share of transport in the total
GHG emissions

15%

17%

19%

20%

21%

23%

23%

4191,43

3905,75

3839,81

3959,26

3591,99

3173,09

3166,87

CO2 emissions from transport
sector, Mt

772,68

827,24

909,22

964,14

924,6

900,15

920,61

Share of transport in the total
CO2 emissions

18%

21%

24%

24%

26%

28%

29%

CO2 emissions, EU28, Mt

Source: Eurostat: GHG emissions by source sector

5.2.2

EU transport regulation development

The Implementation report from 2016 (EC 2016) assesses the progress of the implementation of the
2011 White Paper and provides an overview of the respective achievements and challenges. The
report identifies the not-satisfying progress in decreasing of oil dependency ratio and limiting the
growth of congestion, as well as the bottlenecks of the present approach, and proposes measures
for their overcoming.
A European Strategy for Low-Emission Mobility (EC 2016b, EC 2016c), affirming the above goals, was
published in July 2016. The plan proposes to introduce better regulation principles, in order to
ensure that the proposed measures will be effective and will direct transport sector towards growth
and investments that will help achieving of: 1) higher efficiency of transport system, 2) low-emission
alternative energy for transport, and 3) zero-emission vehicles. Taking into consideration that
passenger transport is responsible for 70% of the transport emissions, most measures are focused
on it.
The measures from the strategy are included in the “Clean Planet for All” package (EC 2018a),
published in 2018.
Three mobility packages had been published by May 2018.
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The first Mobility Package, published in May 2017, includes eight legislative initiatives on road
transport, which aim to improve the functioning of the market for carriage of goods, employment
and social conditions of workers, to encourage smart road charging in Europe, monitoring and
reporting of CO2 emissions and fuel consumption of HDV, most efficient fuel consumption by the
vehicles.
In addition, a number of non-legislative accompanying documents presented a wide range of EU
policy support measures to accelerate the transition towards a sustainable, digital, integrated
mobility system (investment financing in infrastructure, scientific research and innovation,
cooperation platforms etc.).
The second Mobility Package, published in November 2017, aims at reducing greenhouse gas
emissions and air pollutants through the widespread use of alternative fuels and low-emission
vehicles. The package includes legislative initiatives for road vehicles, infrastructure and combined
transport of goods, CO2 standards for passenger and goods vehicles.
The third Mobility Package, published in May 2018, aims to ensure the smooth transition towards
safe, clean, connected and automated mobility system. The package consists of the following
documents:
o

A Communication outlining a new road safety policy framework for 2020-2030. It is
accompanied by two legislative initiatives on vehicle and pedestrian safety, and on
infrastructure safety management;

o

A dedicated communication on Connected and Automated Mobility to make Europe a world
leader for autonomous and safe mobility systems;

o

Legislative initiatives on CO2 standards for trucks, on their aerodynamic, on tyre labelling
and on a common methodology for fuels price comparison. These are accompanied by a
Strategic Action Plan for Batteries. Those measures reaffirm the EU's objective of reducing
greenhouse gas emissions from transport and meeting the Paris Agreement commitments.

o

Two legislative initiatives establishing a digital environment for information exchange in
transport.

o

A legislative initiative to streamline permitting procedures for projects on the core transEuropean transport network (TEN-T).

It should be noted that deployment of electric vehicles requires raw materials for producing
chemical accumulators. This raises concerns in terms of the availability of the necessary quantity of
them. This leads to the need to develop circular economy, which has economic advantages in most
technologies.
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EU Member States have binding annual greenhouse gas emission targets for 2021-2030 for those
sectors of the economy that fall outside the scope of the EU ETS, such as transport, buildings, waste
and agriculture. As a whole, the EU has committed to reduce emissions in these sectors by 30% by
2030 compared to 2005.
The status of the different branches and the available technologies show that particularly high
energy savings are expected in transport by imposing of ecological requirements on old cars.
According to IEA’s estimates, the range of passenger cars will increase from 52% to almost 80%, and
of large trucks – from 18% to above 40% (IEA 2018b).

5.2.3

Rationalisation of transport system

The introduction of a common Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS) management
system that will improve safety, traffic efficiency and comfort of driving is of the utmost importance
for the modernization of transport. The EU has a stakeholder understanding of the need for such
systems, and some countries have already begun the process of introducing them. Technologically
advanced countries (US, Australia, Japan, Korea and China) are also intensively working, creating
and developing such systems.
Understanding the importance of coordinated development of such a system, the EC publishes a
European Strategy on Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (EC 2016g) where it presents a CITS build-up approach and calls on the parties to support this process. Later, on 13 March 2019, the
European Commission adopted new rules on the deployment of C-ITS on Europe's roads.

5.2.4

Parameters for using in modelling

Policies improving transport efficiency could be divided into three categories (EC 2016f):
o moving towards zero-emission vehicles
o low emission alternative energy
o efficiency of the transport system
The first category requires
o standards for CO2 emissions,
o policies supporting innovations,
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o deployment of recharging/refuelling infrastructure
The low emission alternative energy includes legislative measures for supporting electricity,
hydrogen, second and third generation fuels.
The efficiency of transport system requires political measures to support
o the integration of all transport types,
o differentiation of infrastructure charges,
o ICT for improving communication between vehicles and infrastructures,
o coordinated investments, measures supporting the rail freight transport and many others
Selected measures from the above list could be included in the modelling tool depending on the
specific needs.
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5.3 Gas infrastructure policies and management
measures
5.3.1

The current role of natural gas

According to the IEA information, for the first time natural gas overtook coal to become the leading
source of electricity in the OECD in 2018, accounting for 27,4% of the mix compared to 25,4% for
coal. Meanwhile, the combined contribution of all renewable sources was also responsible for
27,4% of electricity generation, led by hydro (13,8%), then wind (7,0%) and solar (3,0%).
Coal and oil account for 60% of the world's total energy balance (WEO 2017), and in the European
Union, according to Eurostat information for 2016, this percentage is close to 50%, of which solid
fossil fuels – 14,7% and crude oil & petroleum products – 34,6%.
The emissions of natural gas in its different applications - power generation and consumption, are
lower than those of coal. The comparison of new power generation technologies shows a significant
difference between the efficiency of coal-fired and natural gas-fired power plants - 43% vs. 56%.
This difference is reflected, respectively, in CO2 emissions and climate impacts4.

5.3.2

Intermediate role of natural gas

Climate protection requires replacing of old coal plants by new ones using other resources. By 2030,
or even after that, natural gas will play an important role in balancing of power systems while
developing and introducing new control systems. Therefore, natural gas will allow electricity to
successfully pass the transition period of intensive growth of renewable generation. Its relative
increase should be expected in the EU's electricity balance as a result of regulatory policy:
o Tertiary regulation
o For intermediate and base capacities at a certain level of carbon price

4

Losses of methane in production and transmission must be minimal to make this statement fair.

The reason is that the greenhouse effect of methane is 34 times higher than that of CO2.
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Not only greenhouse gases, but also the air pollution with fine particles and flying ashes should be
taken into account.
The realization of the scenarios for the implementation of the Paris Agreement inevitably
necessitates a rise in greenhouse gas prices, which will lead to a systematic removal of oil and coal
from energy consumption at the expense of natural gas whose combustion technologies do not
require major changes in fuel systems.
The direct consumption of natural gas in various sectors of the economy - industry, transport,
buildings - is also expected to increase along with the penetration of electricity to replace liquid
fuels and coal. In the sub-sector of the industry, natural gas can, without much difficulty, replace
coal and oil.
Transport, whose consumption is steadily increasing, will also pass an intermediate period of
relative increase in natural gas consumption. To this end, the refueling infrastructure needs to be
modified, which requires implementation of regulatory policy to support the construction of the
necessary network.
Natural gas consumption can continue through oxygen production technologies for the needs of
industry or for shipping and heavy duty machinery.
Of course, depending on the improvement of energy efficiency and the pressure of RES, the absolute
consumption of natural gas will decrease.

5.3.3

Parameters for using in modelling

The inclusion of natural gas in the projection modelling by 2030 and 2050 can be achieved through
ETS in LCPs (large combustion plants) mechanisms and through regulatory measures in transport,
buildings and services:
o In power generation and industry – through ETS
o In transport – through substitution of liquid fuels
o In the heating sector - replacement of coal and petroleum
o Regulation supporting of investments in gas supply systems
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In the current version of the model the use of gas is regulated directly by the user (exogenously),
according to the user’s considerations for its relative participation in the balance.
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5.4 Efficiency: strategies to favour ICT improvements
5.4.1

Energy efficiency now

5.4.1.1

EE in Europe - status and directions

The European Union is successfully progressing towards the 20/20/20 (EC 2019a) targets in 2020.
Energy efficiency has always been the first priority of the EU’s and MSs’ energy policies and is
regulated and promoted through a series of documents – general or dedicated to energy efficiency
in specific areas of the economy: appliances, buildings, cogeneration, heating / cooling, financing.
EE is a fundamental building block of A European strategic long-term vision for a prosperous,
modern, competitive and climate-neutral economy (COM(2018) 773 final).
Directive 2012/27/EU of 25 October 2012 on energy efficiency (EC 2012) “establishes a common
framework of measures for the promotion of energy efficiency within the Union in order to ensure
the achievement of the Union’s 2020 20% headline target on energy efficiency and to pave the way
for further energy efficiency improvements beyond that date.“
On November 30th, 2016 the European Commission proposed a recast of the Energy Efficiency
Directive, including a new 30% energy efficiency target for 2030 and measures for updating the
directive to ensure that the new target is met.
The new Directive (EU) 2018/2002 of 21/12/2018 (EC 2018h) - an important element of Clean
energy for all Europeans package - aims to ensure the achievement of the EE targets: 20% by 2020,
32,5% by 2030 and further energy efficiency improvement. A 32,5% reduction results in 1 273 Mtoe
primary and 956 Mtoe final energy consumption reduction in 2030. These targets will be achieved
by Member States using a complex of policies and measures removing the barriers to the energy
market and setting indicative national goals and contributions for 2020 and 2030.
Buildings are a key element of the EE strategy of the EU. Directive 2010/31/EU of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 19 May 2010 on the energy performance of buildings (EC 2010)
“promotes the improvement of the energy performance of buildings within the Union, taking into
account outdoor climatic and local conditions, as well as indoor climate requirements and costeffectiveness.”
The directive lays down requirements regarding the methodology for calculating the energy
performance of buildings, minimum energy performance requirements and their application to the
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different types of building. Furthermore, the directive requires „all new buildings to be nearly zeroenergy by the end of 2020“. Each Member State is obliged to elaborate a national plan for increasing
the number of NZEBs. All new public buildings must be nearly zero-energy by 2018.
Directive (EU) 2018/844 of 30 May 2018 (EC 2018g) – another element of the Clean Energy for All
Europeans package - amends the Directive 2010/31/EU aiming to strengthen the achievement of
the 2020 and 2030 targets by accelerating cost-effective renovation of existing buildings through a
diverse policy, i.e.:
o Long-term strategies for renovation of buildings;
o Creation of a vision of the building stock in 2050;
o Supporting mobilization of funding;
o Promoting the use of ICT and smart technologies;
o Tracking the implementation of certain policies and introduction of changes if they do not
lead to the desired result.
Article 8 Technical building systems, electromobility and smart readiness indicator lays down
requirements for optimization of the operation of technical systems, their dimensioning and
installation, control of the building systems in new, renovated and existing buildings. Particular
attention is paid to electric vehicles. With regard to non-residential buildings, there are rules for
provision of parking places and recharging points. Similar rules apply for large residential buildings.
In addition, by 1st January 2023, the Commission shall assess the policy for promotion of
electromobility, in order to propose appropriate measures, if necessary.
The long lasting EE strategy of the EU includes a number of components and strategic lines,
encompassing rules and obligations defined in EE directive, energy efficiency measures for products,
energy performance of buildings, cogeneration, heating and cooling, financing EE, The EU has
adopted a number of measures to improve energy efficiency in Europe, including:
o an annual reduction of 1,5% in national energy sales
o energy efficient renovations to at least 3% of buildings owned and occupied by central
governments per year
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o mandatory energy efficiency certificates accompanying the sale and rental of buildings
o minimum energy efficiency standards and labelling for a variety of products such as boilers,
household appliances, lighting and televisions (ecodesign)
o the preparation of National Energy Efficiency Action Plans every three years by EU countries
o the planned rollout of close to 200 million smart meters for electricity and 45 million for gas
by 2020
o large companies conducting energy audits at least every four years
o protecting the rights of consumers to receive easy and free access to data on real-time and
historical energy consumption
The Commission has published guidelines on good practice in energy efficiency.
The annual reports provide information about the latest achievements and the needs for correction
measures.

5.4.1.2

EE in the world

In recent years, the global GDP growth (2017 – 1,9%) has been accompanied by a reduction in energy
intensity of about 3%. However, the 2017 data (WEO 2018) shows that its decline is only 1,7%,
which may bring to the conclusion that the energy policy applied has depleted its resources and
needs to be complemented by new measures, not only connected to energy efficiency.
In 2017, the energy policy regulating final energy consumption covered the consumption of 43% of
non-residential buildings, 32% of residential buildings, 36% of industry and 32% of transport. The
possibilities to extend this scope can significantly contribute to the achievement of the targets set.
The Sustainable Development Goal 7 with its 7.3 goal requires to “ensuring access to affordable,
reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all”. To this aim, the improvement of the primary
energy use per unit of GDP by 2030 should be doubled. The attainment of this goal calls for a 2,7%
average annual reduction in global energy intensity between 2015 and 2030.
Taking into account the Paris Agreement, the latest achievements and the SDG, the IEA developed
an Efficient World Policy (EWP) scenario (IEA 2018a, IEA 2018b), with a vigorous energy-efficient
policy revealing unused opportunities to reduce energy intensity. The analysis shows that if the
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EWP scenario is realized by 2040, significant reductions in consumption will be achieved compared
to the BAU scenario: 390 EJ (108 333 TWh) in industry, 513 EJ (142 500 TWh) in transport and 440
EJ (122 222 TWh) in buildings. In anticipation of doubling GDP of 2040, primary energy will increase
marginally, resulting from a systematical decrease in energy intensity of about 3% per year.
To this end, it is required to exploit the potential opportunities for efficient consumption in all
branches of economy:
o Mandatory minimum energy performance standards (MEPS) for appliances and equipment,
building codes, standards for saving of fuels and goals setting for industrial sector;
o Obligation schemes for energy utilities;
o Various kinds of incentives;
o Broadening the scope of mandatory energy policy.
To a different degree, these regulations exist in developed countries, however, their scope should
be extended to energy appliances, as well as their diffusion in the rest of the countries.
The process of introducing more stringent efficiency requirements is accelerating in many countries
and is increasingly expanding its scope, which includes policy measures to encourage readiness for
demand response.
Particular attention is paid to buildings, which consume about 40% of the world’s total energy. From
2000 to 2017, the buildings consumption increased by 20%, residential buildings being consuming
more than three times the energy consumed by end-users in non-residential buildings (IEA 2018b).
This is mainly due to the population growth and improved living conditions. During this period, the
decoupling of energy consumption from economic development expressed in terms of GDP,
increased, which shows the growing users demand for efficient consumption. And this is the
positive development. Regulatory policy expands its impact through building codes and appliance
standards, thus contributing to preventing the proportional to GDP growth in consumption.
In 2017, about 34% of buildings consumption was subject to energy regulation – 32% residential and
43% non-residential. The most important is the regulation of lighting, heating and cooling. The
technologies for construction of new buildings have considerably improved.
This policy results in a systematic reduction in the relative energy consumption per unit of GDP,
which was 1,6% per annum between 2000 and 2017. However, this pace is insufficient and,
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according to the IEA’s estimates, should be significantly increased by new stricter regulatory
measures in order to reach an annual reduction in the relative consumption of at least 2,3%.
Climate change, however, imposes an increasing need for cooling. As this need is relatively new, it
has a high growth rate and necessitates of improved regulatory system. It is assumed that the
efficiency of cooling technologies may double, using the currently existing technologies. At the
same time, research is looking for opportunities and gives hopes for significant progress in cooling
energy efficiency in the coming years.
The information about industry shows that in 20017 the energy consumption continued to increase
(2%), but this increase was suppressed by an active policy of efficiency gains through the
introduction of new technologies in all industrialized countries. Without them, the increase would
have been 20%. The suppression of growth is a result of energy efficiency, the biggest contributors
being China, India and Japan.
Countries
Traditionally, the USA carries out a diverse policy in the field of energy efficiency, both federal and
by particular states.
Energy Star is a voluntary programme, managed by the United States Environment Protection
Agency (EPA) and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). Its main purpose is to provide the
interested parties information about the environmental protection through energy efficiency. It
uses an EE symbol for more than 75 different categories of products, new homes, commercial
buildings and industrial enterprises. Based on this information, interested people can make
informed decisions. The programme has been adopted also by the European Union.
China is a leading world economy, which rapid development from 2000 to 2017 was accompanied
by an immediate and broad introduction of energy efficient technologies.
The increase of consumption efficiency (excluding the transport sector) allowed it to save more than
10 EJ of energy in 2017 and prevented the emitting of nearly 1,2 Gt CO2eq, equivalent to almost a
half of the USA’s emissions and about 10% additional import of fossil fuels (IEA 2018b).
From 2010 to 2015 (12th Five year plan) (Voïta, 2018), when the growth in GDP was 7,8% per
annum, energy efficiency dropped down from 0,617 to 0,505 kgoe/1000 USD GDP.
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China owes these achievements to the vigorous state energy policy, covering all sectors of
consumption: a highly diverse EE programme, setting of clear quantitative 5-year goals, tailored to
the local conditions, which implementation is controlled by the state authorities, a large-scale
market for energy services with mandatory ESCO contracts, increasing of energy prices and, along
with that, the drive towards using energy efficiency technologies.
The binding state policy in the field of energy efficiency covers about 60% of the final energy
consumption in the country, of which 68% of industry, 33% of residential buildings, 63% of nonresidential buildings and 57% of transport.
In 2018, China introduced a new program for promotion and development of electric and hybrid
vehicles with batteries and fuel cells.
India's policy towards efficient consumption is mainly focused on industry, services and residential
buildings. The main policy mechanism encouraging EE is the Perform, Achieve and Trade (PAT)
scheme, which obliges industrial users to achieve certain energy savings, and then the surplus
available may be traded. In non-residential buildings, the main current mechanism includes
standards and mandatory rules for construction. These are set out in the Energy Conservation
Building Code (ECBC), which was renewed in 2017 in order to prescribe minimum energy savings of
25% for new buildings to match the codes. Buildings that achieve energy savings of 35% and 50%
receive special statute, such as "ECBC plus" and "Super ECBC".
According to it, about 23% of the country’s consumption is covered by the energy policy, which
allowed (IEA 2018b) to prevent emitting of 145 MtCO2-eq and 5% extra import of fossil fuels in 2017.
Divided by sectors, residential buildings, covered by the EE policy constitute of 7%, industry – about
37%, non-residential buildings – below 10%, while for transport sector it is foreseen to introduce
standards on fuel consumption of private vehicles. It is also expected that the number of electric
vehicles will increase and standards will be established for big heavy vehicles.
California is the world’s fifth largest economy and leader in the USA since the 1970-ies as regards
energy efficiency programmes. Thanks to these programs, energy use per capita has remained flat
– “EE activities between 2010 and 2012 resulted in enough energy savings to power nearly 800 000
homes for a year and cut carbon dioxide emissions by 5,3 million tons, the equivalent of removing
more than 1 million cars from California’s roads“. EE programmes in California cover residential and
commercial buildings, large and small appliances, lighting and HVAC, industrial manufacturers and
agriculture. The tools for their implementation include financial incentives and rebates, R&D for EE
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technologies, financing mechanisms, codes and standards development, education and public
outreach, marketing, etc.
(http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/uploadedFiles/CPUC_Public_Website/Content/News_Room/Fact_Sheets
/English/Regulating%20Energy%20Efficiency%200216.pdf)
For 2030, California has set the ambitious goal to double energy efficiency savings and demand
reductions in electricity and natural gas final users.
Japan is one of the world leaders in the field of energy efficiency. It is among the key strategic
directions in the Strategic Energy Plan (SEP): energy security, economic efficiency, environmental
protection and safety. Japanese EE policy covers all sectors of consumption, the most important
measures (IEA 2016) Energy Policies of IEA Countries, Japan being:
o Improving the efficiency of systems, machines, processes and appliances in all sectors of
consumption;
o Development of energy management, innovative technologies and highly-efficient facilities
in industry
o Еnergy management in commercial and residential sectors, using buildings and home energy
management systems and energy efficiency and conservation standards for newly
constructed buildings/houses;
o Promotion of next-generation vehicles, fuel efficiency improvement, and traffic flow
improvement in transport; promotion through subsidies of hydrogen-related technologies,
and fuel-cell vehicles;
o Promotion of demand responses like Negawatt trade.

5.4.2

Effective conversion of energy and energy carriers

The next table shows the efficiency of primary energy consumption as a FEC/GEC ratio. The essence
of this ratio reflects both the efficiency of the transformation of primary energy and the structure
of the energy balance. One of the most important factors is the consumption of electricity and the
efficiency of its production. The primary resource conversion efficiency of coal is in the range of 3040% (if not taking into account the relatively few modern power plants with efficiency above 40%).
The efficiency of nuclear power plants is 33%. As a rule, the power plants in the new EU Member
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States are with low efficiency, which is an inheritance from the obsolete thermal power plants. The
table shows the most dramatic examples - Bulgaria, Estonia and Lithuania.
These discrepancies justify the need of modelling through MEDEAS of the European countries by
groups, according to their energy balance characteristics.
Table 9 : Efficiency of conversion of primary energy in the EU Member States

GEO/TIME

2000

2005

2010

2015

2017

European Union - 28 countries

0,700

0,694

0,701

0,708

0,719

Belgium

0,719

0,710

0,697

0,780

0,734

Bulgaria

0,514

0,528

0,508

0,528

0,540

Czechia

0,640

0,618

0,592

0,609

0,632

Denmark

0,770

0,797

0,776

0,829

0,824

Germany

0,694

0,683

0,705

0,718

0,733

Estonia

0,533

0,570

0,521

0,523

0,509

Ireland

0,790

0,847

0,814

0,805

0,816

Greece

0,692

0,696

0,701

0,712

0,724

Spain

0,696

0,718

0,722

0,678

0,671

France

0,648

0,614

0,605

0,601

0,622

Croatia

0,770

0,792

0,814

0,828

0,831

Italy

0,751

0,759

0,768

0,779

0,773

Cyprus

0,705

0,738

0,723

0,731

0,734

Latvia

0,858

0,895

0,904

0,888

0,897

Lithuania

0,576

0,580

0,780

0,839

0,869

Luxembourg

0,975

0,939

0,939

0,964

0,972

Hungary

0,683

0,711

0,709

0,747

0,756

Malta

0,556

0,500

0,538

0,760

0,778

Netherlands

0,778

0,771

0,772

0,771

0,780

Austria

0,863

0,849

0,854

0,870

0,873

Poland

0,649

0,665

0,686

0,692

0,716

Portugal

0,782

0,765

0,799

0,740

0,727

Romania

0,651

0,683

0,683

0,711

0,717

Slovenia

0,717

0,699

0,720

0,742

0,732
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GEO/TIME

2000

2005

2010

2015

2017

Slovakia

0,670

0,664

0,693

0,661

0,689

Finland

0,770

0,751

0,740

0,778

0,792

Sweden

0,761

0,682

0,700

0,699

0,702

United Kingdom

0,690

0,684

0,698

0,725

0,754

Source: Eurostat
The substitution of fossil fuels with renewables means decentralizing of energy generation and
bringing it closer to consumers. In this way, the transmission, distribution and conversion losses are
reduced and the efficiency of consumption of primary energy increases.
Decentralization of energy production and its intermittency necessitate technological changes in
the energy systems and especially in electric power systems. These changes are imposed by:
1) the need to store the produced electricity in order to balance it with consumption, and
2) the change in the direction of the electricity flows.
The storage of electricity is accompanied by losses, sometimes significant, which urges the active
development of storage technologies towards higher efficiency.
In conventional power systems, electricity flows are moving from large manufacturers to
consumption by voltage conversion. This predictable direction allows power distribution grids to be
designed and built with simple relay protection and virtually no automation.
Distributed generation alters this situation and imposes modernization of power distribution grids,
which requires significant investments, sometimes commensurate to investment in production.
Large-scale introduction of ICT is needed and, depending on a number of factors, turning the grids
smart, i.e. transforming them into an electrical network that has intelligent systems: measurement,
apparatuses, control systems that take into account and respond to different parameters, systems
that allow efficient consumption.

5.4.3

Parameters for modelling efficiency

The well-known parameter that reflects the efficiency of energy consumption is "energy intensity"
ie. the energy consumed per unit of product produced, expressed in the units appropriate to each
specific assessment. The Model MEDEAS allows for each scenario one of the following 4 options to
be chosen:
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o The energy intensities remain constant with the value of the last historical year.
o The energy intensities follow the historical trends of improvement, plus user-specified
additional percentages of annual improvement.

These percentages can be defined

separately for each sector and fuel.
o An energy intensity target (percentage) can be set. It is identical for all sectors and all fuels.
The start year and the end year of that improvement can be set.
o The absolute values of the energy intensities for each sector and fuel can be set for a given
user-specified target year.
The latter option gives the best opportunity to reflect the development of energy efficiency in the
various branches of the economy.
The policy towards higher energy efficiency of the industry is studied in details and presented in the
report (ICF 2015), ordered by the European Commission.
The analysis of the development of the energy consumption in industry by 2050 covers the eight
most important sub-sectors, included in ICF’s study, which consume more than 80 % of the final
industry consumption in the EU, i.e.:
o Paper, Pulp and Print
o Iron & steel industry
o Non-metallic minerals
o Chemical and petrochemical industry
o Non-ferrous metal industry
o Petroleum refineries
o Food and tobacco
o Machinery
The findings show that energy efficiency will improve and energy demand will decline in 6 out of the
8 industrial sub-sectors, as a result of the EU regulations, Member States’ policies and competition.
It is only “Iron and steel” and “Chemical and petrochemical” industries, which increase their
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consumption due to the transition to RES intensive economy and expansion of new technologies.
This transition requires technological changes in production and use of energy and corresponding
introduction of new machine types and increase of the activity of chemical industry for energy
transformation and consumption.
Such projections are justified by the strategic direction towards use of new energy sources, which
will impose an intensive development of new technologies and processes.
The review of information sources in the field of services and residential sectors has shown that the
research is directed towards specific problems solving, which cannot be used as a basis for this
study.
The development of technological prospects and EU policy after the study was completed (ICF 2015)
showed that significant emissions reductions could be expected by 2030 and 2050, especially in
industry. This has allowed the European Commission to propose higher targets for 2030 in the Clean
Energy for All Europeans package that will bring the 2030 greenhouse gas target of a reduction of
domestic emissions by at least 40%:
o at least 32% renewable energy in the EU energy mix
o an improvement in energy efficiency of at least 32,5% at EU level
These objectives are justified in a study performed through the PRIMES model commissioned by the
EC, which creates a new EUCO3232.5 (EC 2019b) policy scenario.
Some of the conditions of this scenario, especially concerning electricity, were used in the creation
of the SCEN3 scenario, described in Chapter 7 below.
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6 European long-term vision
In response to the Decision 1/CP.21 Adoption of Paris Agreement, paragraph 21, IPCC prepares
Special Report on the impacts of global warming of 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels and related
global greenhouse gas emission pathways, in the context of strengthening the global response to
the threat of climate change, sustainable development, and efforts to eradicate poverty (IPCC 2018).
This is a success of the climate protection policy that the EU has been running for over 15 years.
The document A Clean Planet for all, A European strategic long-term vision for a prosperous,
modern, competitive and climate neutral economy (EC 2018a, EC 2018b) is a “long-term strategy to
confirm Europe's commitment to lead in global climate action and to present a vision that can lead
to achieving net-zero greenhouse gas emissions by 2050 through a socially-fair transition in a costefficient manner. It underlines the opportunities that this transformation offers to European
citizens and its economy, whilst identifying challenges ahead.“
The document presents the long-term EU strategy towards climate protection through costeffective transformation of the economy / energy, to achieve zero net GHG emissions till 2050, while
adhering to the principles of social justice.
EU is responsible for 10% of the global carbon emissions, but in the last 20 years it has achieved
serious success towards a cleaner energy / economy. It had cut the emissions by more than 20% by
2016 under increased GDP of more than 50%, by modernizing the economy to higher efficiency and
increasing the renewable energy generation. Obviously, the 20/20/20 targets for 2020 will be
achieved and the goals for 2030 are based on analyses and strategic guidelines where EE and RES
play the leading role.
Nearly 75% of the EU’s greenhouse gas emissions come from energy: electricity, gas, air conditioning
and transport. The need for gradual interconnection and unification of the functioning and
management of these energy systems through intelligent management for the benefit of the
consumers is apparent.
Emission-free economy can only be achieved by combined and purposeful use of all possible
technologies: renewable energy, efficiency, circulation and emissions sinks.
The emission-free economy strategy is based on a complex of 7 interrelated activities:
1. Energy efficiency, including zero-emission buildings
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2. Maximum use of renewable sources and especially of renewable energy, including “Powerto-X” transforming electricity into synthetic gases (hydrogen, methane or other gases) and
liquids.
3. Clean, safe and connected mobility
4. A competitive EU industry and the circular economy including Carbon Capture and Utilisation
(CCU)
5. Develop an adequate smart network infrastructure and interconnections
6. Reap the full benefits of bio-economy and create essential carbon sinks
7. Tackle remaining CO2 emissions with carbon capture and storage
The decarbonisation of the economy necessitates technological change in all branches of industry,
but above all in those with high energy intensity, which have a significant share especially in the
coal-rich countries in Southeast Europe. The transition depends to a large extent on the active
participation of society and must be stepped up by an appropriate policy and regulatory framework
that takes into account all the factors so as not to leave back countries and strata of society, and to
be the foundation of “social cohesion so that no region and no citizens are left behind".
The Clean Planet for All document calls upon the Member States and the European institutions to
actively plan the activities that will ensure the achievement of the 2050 objectives of the Paris
Agreement. Of course, each country will be free to choose and make the transition according to the
national conditions and its own vision.
Accordingly, all countries had submitted their draft National Climate and Energy Plans by the end of
2018.
The plans are built upon a common content structure provided by the European Commission, which
helps the countries to provide the necessary information in the required form. Despite this, the
plans are very different in the quality and content of the information. The existing shortcomings will
be removed after a review and recommendations by the EC experts.
The development and perspectives of the EU countries depend to a large extent on local conditions
- resources, level of economic development, energy and economic policy, social conditions,
technologies and other factors. It would therefore be useful to make modelling with the MEDEAS
model, if possible, by groups of countries with similar indicators depending on the sector surveyed.
A fundamental modelling criterion is "carbon neutrality in 2050". As of June 2019, there is a group
of countries that have declared their intention to achieve this goal: France, the Netherlands,
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Luxembourg, Spain, Portugal, Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Greece, while another group
even insists on continuing of using coal.
The modelling of electricity can be made by the availability, intentions and prospects for the
development of resources and technologies, i.e.
o Renewable resources
o Nuclear technology
o Utilization of coal resources5
The modelling of the economy could be done by dividing the countries into leading, developed and
developing.
Other classifications are also possible, depending on the purpose of the particular study, projection
or perspective. For the time being, these remain as a potential for development.
Throughout 2019 there will be held discussions of the possible pathways to transition to the
objectives of the Paris Agreement at all responsible levels - European and national - as well as at
civil society level. This will allow the EU to prepare and send in the beginning of 2020 a strategy to
the UNFCCC as required by the Paris Agreement.
In addition, the EU will continue and expand its cooperation with its international partners to assist
where it proves necessary for all parties to the Paris Agreement to present their strategies by 2020
as required by the IPCC Special Report on 1,5°C.
It should be underlined that the extreme variety, stemming from the specific national regulatory
systems and policies, often necessitates concrete additions to the model's capabilities.

5

Clearly distinguished by this indicator is the group of countries, whose economies largely depend

on the use of their own coal reserves: Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Germany, Greece, Romania, Serbia,
Ukraine. The UK has largely resolved this issue by gradual switching to natural gas.
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7 Modelling energy policy
This chapter is dedicated to the modelling of the energy and climate policies in EU until 2050, using
MEDEAS model. Section 7.1 outlines the modelled scenarios, including both scenario narratives and
main assumptions. Section 7.2 presents the key scenario results and discusses MEDEAS model
capability to address policies in the four studied domains – electricity, transport, natural gas, and
energy efficiency.
The European model (MEDEAS_eu) uses results from the Global model (MEDEAS_w) simulation.
Therefore, to design a policy scenario at EU level, a relevant Global scenario has been established.
The Global scenarios and all related assumptions are described in Deliverable 7.1 Part B: “Energy
and raw materials costs”. No assumptions have been changed in the modelling work described here,
so the next sections focus only on the European scenarios and model assumptions.

7.1 Methodology
7.1.1

Scenarios

In this work, two main policy scenarios are developed for EU – business-as-usual scenario (BAU) and
a decarbonisation scenario, hereinafter referred to as SCEN3 – see Table 10.
Table 10 : Policy scenarios

Our scenarios

Other scenarios, on which our scenarios are based on

BAU

BAU scenario from WP6 of MEDEAS

SCEN3

Green Growth – 100% scenario from WP6 of MEDEAS
EUCO3232.5 scenario (EC, 2019b)

The business-of-usual scenario (BAU) is based only on the current and planned energy and climate
policies. This scenario serves as a baseline against which the effects of the additional policy
instruments are assessed. Our BAU scenario is based on the BAU assessed in Work Package 6 (WP6)
of MEDEAS, but due to changes of several assumptions common for all scenarios (see section 7.1.2),
some results may differ.
The second main policy scenario for the EU is based on the Green Growth (GG) scenarios from WP6.
Deliverable 6.2 studied three GG scenarios – GG-50%, GG-75%, and GG-100%, where the
percentages indicate the approximate RES share in the electricity mix in 2060. Our SCEN3, generally
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follows GG-100% development until 2050 (the last scenario year), because GG-50% and GG-75% fail
to achieve the EU climate targets. In SCEN3, a few changes have been made (see details in section
7.1.2) in comparison to GG-100%, so that the scenario becomes more compatible with the EU and
MS energy and climate targets and planned policy instruments.
SCEN3 is designed with the objective to achieve the EU targets in a feasible way. One such target is
the 80-95% GHG emission reduction by 2050, in relation to the EU commitment to the Paris
Agreement. The achievement of this target, as previously pointed out, would require carbon – free
electricity and district heating and substantial GHG reductions at the final energy consumption.
In the electricity sector, this requires 100 % transition to renewables and nuclear, in line with
EUCO3232.5 scenario (EC, 2019b). The nuclear energy development, being the more predictable of
the two, is based on the long-term plans of EU Member States (NECPs 2019). For the generation of
electricity, the natural gas is expected to initially increase to replace coal, but after that – to be
replaced by the growing renewables.
At the final energy consumption sectors, SCEN3 is based on significant transition to electricity and
utilization of less carbon intensive resources, such as biomass and solar energy. Additionally, until
2030 - 2035, natural gas also plays its intermediary role in the transition process, until the electricity,
district heating, and liquid fuels for transport become low-carbon. These trends are in line with
EUCO3232.5 scenario (EC, 2019b)
Furthermore, energy efficiency at the final consumption is projected to significantly increase, in line
with the 2030 EU target of 32,5%, extrapolated until 2050.
The European scenarios were simulated using MEDEAS_eu version 1.2 in Vensim. To derive a desired
scenario, an iterative modelling procedure was followed. Initially, all scenario assumptions were
specified, considering the planned targets and policies. Then, a model simulation was run and the
results were assessed in view of 3 criteria: (i) effectiveness of reaching all targets; (ii) economic
efficiency; and (iii) political acceptance, in view of compliance with MS intentions. When the results
were not satisfactory, the scenario assumptions were modified in the desired direction, considering
the most feasible changes. This procedure was repeated numerous times until SCEN3 complied with
the abovementioned criteria.
In section 7.2, to demonstrate the effect of alternative policies, SCEN3 variations have been
presented. There the changes concern only a very limited number of variables affected by the
particular policy instrument in question.
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SCEN3 is based on the current and planned policy instruments at EU and MS level, reviewed in
chapters 3 and 4, as well as on additional instruments necessary for the achievement of the 2050
targets in a feasible and cost-efficient way, including the ones set in EUCO3232.5 scenario (EC,
2019b). The main policy instruments in the four studied domains are as follows:
o Cap ETS trajectory to achieve 90% emission reduction in 2050 (as in EUCO3232.5)
o ETS price trajectory with carbon prices of €23 in 2025, €28 in 2030 (as in EUCO3232.5),
further extrapolated to €34 in 2040 and €40 in 2050
o Explicit renewable energy or alternative energy (e.g. hydrogen) targets for the transport
o Economic stimuli and regulatory obligations to increase the rate and depth of building
renovation
o Stringent eco-design standards, labels, financing, and behavioural change measures to
introduce efficient heating and cooling technologies and appliances in the residential and
service sectors
o Energy efficiency obligations in industrial enterprises, combined with requirements for
efficient buildings and use of Best Available Techniques
o Carbon dioxide standards for cars, vans (in line with EUCO3232.5), improvement of the
vehicle fleet, transport organization, promotion of modal shift, internalization of transport
externalities, public procurement rules to promote the purchase of clean vehicles.

7.1.2

Variables assumptions

This section presents SCEN3 assumptions for the 4 topics of this report – electricity, transport,
natural gas, and energy efficiency. All general assumptions - population, GDP, etc. – remain the ones
used in Deliverable 6.2, so they are not mentioned here.

7.1.2.1

Electricity system variables

The development of the electricity sector is driven by the transition to electricity, which takes place
in all energy consumption sectors. In MEDEAS, the particular electricity share in the 36 economic
sectors is modelled through the specification of the electricity intensity (EJ/T$) for each sector. The
electricity intensity depends on both the sectoral energy efficiency improvement (see section
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7.1.2.4) and fuel switch. The assumed switch to electricity in all economy sectors, except transport
(for transport, see section 7.1.2.2), is presented in the below table:
Table 11 : Fuel switch in industry, services, and households

Energy carriers

2050 vs 20096 (2009 = 100%)7

electricity

calculated

heat

80%

liquids

35%

gases

60%

solids

25%

Table 11 demonstrates the projected switch from heat, liquids, gases, and solids to electricity. The
electricity share in each sector depends on the concrete shares of other fuels, so it is calculated
individually.
At the supply side of electricity, in the context of the transition to renewables, there are two major
groups of variables that shape the generation. One is the techno-ecological potential of each
renewable resource. This potential, expressed in TWe (1TWe = 8760 TWh), serves as a constraint
for the utilization of that resource. All respective numbers are specified in Annex 2 of Deliverable
7.1.
The other group of variables is the maximum annual growth rate of each technology. In SCEN3 these
rates are applied for the whole period from 2020 to 2050. While most rates are identical to the ones
specified in Annex 2 of the current Deliverable 7.1, some are changed to reflect the specific policies
in SCEN3, namely higher reliance on nuclear energy and smoother development of renewables.
Table 11 shows only the different (maximum) annual growth rates.
Table 12 : Deployment rate of the different energy producing technologies

6

In this chapter we often refer to 2009, because in MEDEAS_eu all data is available for that year,

while only limited historical data is available for the more recent years.
7

The table shows 2050 share relative to 2009 share. For example, assuming that heat has 30% share

in 2009, a value of 80% in the table would mean that the 2050 heat share is 30% * 80% = 24%.
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Technology

Unit

Rate of change

Nuclear

Annual %

5

Hydroelectric

Annual %

6,5

Pumped-storage hydroelectricity

Annual %

45

Oceanic (waves & tidal)

Annual %

70

Onshore wind

Annual %

5

Offshore wind

Annual %

17

Solar PV (electricity)

Annual %

15

Solar CSP

Annual %

45

Balancing and grid reinforcement represent major electricity system costs, especially when reliance
on renewables is substantial. According to figures from the Bulgarian Electricity System Operator,
the balancing cost is 100,5 EUR/MWh (for 20% RES share), while the grid reinforcement cost is 0,843
EUR/kW.

7.1.2.2

Transport variables

In MEDEAS model, transport energy consumption is determined by the following:
o the sectoral economic activity,
o sectoral energy efficiency improvement (see section 7.1.2.4),
o fuel switch.
In the inland transport, fuel switch from liquids to electricity and gasses is assumed. While by 2030
the gaseous fuel is considered natural gas, after 2030 – it is hydrogen. In both the water and air
transport, shift from liquids to hydrogen is expected. These changes reflect both the modal shift and
the fuel switch within each mode of transport. The model assumptions are shown in Table 13.
Table 13 : Assumed switch of the final energy carriers in the transport sector

Energy carriers

Inland transport

Water transport

Air transport

2009 share

2050 share

2009 share

2050 share

2009 share

2050 share

electricity

7%

38%

-

-

-

-

heat

-

-

-

-

-

-

liquids

90%

41%

100%

53%

100%

50%
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gases

3%

21%

-

47%

-

50%

solids

-

-

-

-

-

-

Additionally, the model allows to specify the concrete vehicle fleet in the target year, by indicating
the share of each type of private and commercial road and rail vehicle. In that way, the model can
reflect a wide range of policies, such as introduction of vehicles that are more efficient,
electrification, and use of alternative fuels. All these assumptions are specified in Deliverable 7.1
Annex 2.

7.1.2.3

Natural gas variables

The natural gas is used in both energy production and final energy consumption sectors. In energy
production – electricity and heat – the natural gas share cannot be directly specified in the model.
Instead, the model gives priority to renewable energy development and distributes the fossil-fuel
resources using by default the historical coefficients, but alternatively the user can modify these
coefficients. The main natural gas coefficients, calculated as average for the whole period 2020 –
2050 based on the ETS pricing, are provided in Table 14.
Table 14 : Natural gas share in electricity and heat production

Energy carriers

Historical share

Future share

(gas) / (coal + gas)

(gas) / (coal + gas)

electricity

0,312

0,600

heat

0,724

0,800

At the final consumption phase, the natural gas consumption depends on both energy efficiency
improvement (see section 7.1.2.4) and fuel switch. Fuel switch for industry, services, and residential
sectors was described in section 7.1.2.1, while for transport – in section 7.1.2.2.

7.1.2.4

Energy efficiency variables

The energy efficiency (EE) policies are modelled using the most comprehensive among the four
possible modelling methodologies offered by MEDEAS model, namely by specifying the target
energy intensity values for the 5 types of energy carriers for each of the 36 demand sectors. In
SCEN3, 2050 is specified as the target year for EE improvement.
The EE dynamics until 2030 follows EUCO3232.5 scenario (EC, 2019b), which considers EU’s 2030 EE
target of 32,5%, differentiated among the four aggregate final energy consuming sectors: industry,
residential, services, and transport. Additionally, the EUCO3232.5 average annual EE improvement
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trend for each sector for the period 2010 – 2030 is applied for the period 2031 – 2050 to arrive to
the 2050 target. These respective numbers are shown in Table 15.
Table 15 : Energy intensity dynamics, (2000=100)

Sector

2030
(EUCO3232.5)

2009

2050
(extrapolated)

2050 vs 2009

industry

88,8

60,0

46,2

0,520

residential

91,0

51,0

33,0

0,363

services

92,9

56,0

35,5

0,382

transport

93,9

60,0

40,9

0,435

Additionally, the ICF (2015) study of the EU industrial EE until 2050 is taken into account to
differentiate the EE potential among the particular industrial sub-sectors. Even though the more
ambitious among the two ICF scenarios is considered – Economic Potential 2 scenario – the EE
improvement until 2050 is only moderate and does not correspond to EU ambition. The 2050 figures
for each of the 8 main industrial energy consumption sectors are therefore corrected to match the
average figure (0,520) in Table 15. The ICF original and corrected figures are presented in Table 16.
Table 16 : Industrial energy intensity in 2050, compared to 2009

Energy intensity 2050 vs 2009,
(ICF Economic potential – 2)

Energy intensity 2050 vs 2009
(corrected)

Iron and steel

0,745

0,525

Non-ferrous metals

0,718

0,506

Chemicals

0,746

0,526

Non-metallic minerals

0,763

0,538

Paper and pulp

0,764

0,538

Food, drink and tobacco

0,711

0,501

Machinery

0,713

0,502

Petroleum refineries

0,744

0,524

The dynamics of the energy intensities shown in Table 15 and Table 16, combined with the target
fuel switch shown in Table 11 and Table 13, determine the inputs in MEDEAS_eu, namely the energy
intensities for the 5 types of energy carriers for each of the 36 demand sectors – see Appendix 2.
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7.2 Model results
7.2.1

Electricity system results

The total electricity share in the final energy demand is shown on Figure 4.

Figure 4 : Share of electricity in the total final energy demand

As the figure illustrates, the significant fuel switch to electricity in the final energy demand,
substantially increases electricity share SCEN3, reaching in 43% in 2050, compared to only 29% in
BAU.
Despite the large increase of the electricity share, in SCEN3 the electricity consumption in absolute
terms is lower than in BAU after 2027, due to the ambitious additional EE policies (see section 7.1).
The electricity demand in SCEN3 is projected to initially increase from about 3800 TWh in 2020 to
4200 TWh in 2025 to feed all activities required for the sharp shift to RES-based economy in the
period. After that it decreases and in the period 2040 – 2050 is relatively stable, reaching about
3600 TWh in 2050, as illustrated on Figure 5.
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Figure 5 : Electricity demand

The projected RES share and the amount of electricity from RES are shown on Figure 6 and Figure
7.

Figure 6 : Share of electricity from RES
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Figure 7 : Electricity generation from RES

By 2050 the share of electricity from renewables increases to 91% in SCEN3 (the remaining being
from nuclear), compared to only 34% in BAU (Figure 6). In absolute terms, the 2050 amount of RES
electricity in SCEN3 is about 2 times higher than in BAU and 3 times higher than in 2020 (Figure 7).
The growth after 2025 is nearly linear and much sharper than the historical one.
The next two figures depict the electricity capacities and amount of generated electricity by
renewable energy source, considering the adopted policies and the bio-physical limits.
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Figure 8 : RES electricity installed capacity by source

Figure 9 : Electricity generation from RES by source
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In 2050, as illustrated on Figure 8, wind onshore and solar PV reach the highest capacity
(respectively 0,62 and 0,59 TW), followed by wind offshore (0,29 TW) and hydro (0,15 TW). The
capacity increase after 2030 is sharper compared to the years before.
In terms of generated electricity (Figure 9), in 2050 wind onshore has the largest contribution (1200
TWh), followed by wind offshore (820 TWh), solar PV (600 TWh) and hydro (340 TWh). The nearly
exponential growth of wind onshore and solar PV is partly determined by their relatively low 2020
amount and the type model input variables – maximum annual growth rates. It is difficult to explain
the reason why hydro electricity in the period 2020 – 2030 decreases provided the slight capacity
increase in the period.
These results are based on the assumption that EU would produce all renewable electricity
domestically and therefore consider the typical capacity factor of solar PV in EU. On the other hand,
the Commission considers the opportunity for the EU to produce electricity from solar in Africa (EC
2011c), where the irradiation value is nearly double of the EU average - 2000 – 2500 kWh/m/year
(IRENA 2016). Such an option would allow to substantially expanding the role of PV.
The share of variable (intermittent) RES generation in the total electricity generation is automatically
calculated considering the nature of each RES source. This share is important for the calculation of
the electricity system balancing costs. By 2050, the share reaches 67% in SCEN3, compared to only
19% in BAU – see Figure 10.

Figure 10 : Share of variable electricity generation in the total generation
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In relation to the above share, the model calculates the need of storage capacities – see Figure 11.

Figure 11 : Electricity storage capacities

Although the 2050 variable RES-based electricity in SCEN3 is about 3,5 times higher than in BAU
(Figure 10), the need of storage capacity is more than 10 times higher (Figure 11). The development
of P-to-X technologies has the potential to substantially lower the storage demand.
The model calculates the accumulated total investment in the electricity system related to RES
development, using dynamic curves for the investment costs in each type of RES (T$/TW), balancing
costs ($/MWh), grid reinforcement costs ($/kW), and other parameters. The result is illustrated on
Figure 12.
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Figure 12 : Accumulated total RES-related investment in the electricity system in T$ (1012$)

The figure shows the high difference between the scenarios, especially after 2030. By 2050 the
accumulated costs in SCEN3 reach $5,9 trillion, compared to $2,8 trillion in BAU. Interestingly, the
majority of the costs in SCEN3 refer not to RES capacity, but to the additional investments necessary
to cope with RES variability, mainly balancing costs. The share of these additional investments is
presented in Figure 13.

Figure 13 : Share of investments to cope with the variable RES in the total RES-related investments

The figure shows that the storage solutions have an increasing share in the total RES-related costs,
reaching 64% in 2050. It is important, therefore, to stimulate both R&D in storage technologies and
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investments in non-intermittent (or less intermittent) sources, such as biomass, hydro, oceanic and
geothermal.
SCEN3 utilizes relatively high share of the hydro technical potential, but very limited shares of
biomass, oceanic and geothermal ones, either due to sustainability issues (biomass) or high costs. It
would be therefore very beneficial to find ways to improve biomass-to-electricity chain
sustainability. For example, increasing the contribution of solid biomass in electricity generation in
SCEN3 from 100 TWh to 300 TWh by 2050, replacing wind offshore, would result in about $0,2
trillion investment costs savings and $0,1 trillion total saving, including both investment and
operational costs.
Another policy direction is to support R&D in the area of oceanic and geothermal electricity. For
example, a sharp decrease of the cost of geothermal electricity capacity would make it competitive
before 2050. The default model parameters assume decrease from 8,9 T$/TW in 2015 to 4,25 T$/TW
in 2050, which limits the technology competitiveness before 2050.
SCEN3 is a scenario based on nearly linear RES growth, as shown on Figure 6. Another possibility is
to increase RES share earlier, e.g. by limiting ETS cap. Such an option is modelled by designing an
additional scenario – SCEN28. The RES share dynamics in SCEN2 is presented on Figure 14.

Figure 14 : RES share in SCEN2
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RES share in SCEN2 increases sharply until 2037 and after that - moderately to reach in 2050 a value
that is almost identical to the one in SCEN3. Surprisingly, the cumulative GHG emissions in SCEN2
are only 0,3 Gt CO2eq. below SCEN3, corresponding to only 0,5% cumulative emission reduction.
On the other hand, the RES-related costs in SCEN2 are much higher, because investment costs of
RES capacities and storage are projected to decrease over time. The accumulated RES-related costs
of SCEN2, compared to SCEN3, are shown on Figure 15.

Figure 15 : Accumulated RES-related investment costs, T$ (1012$)

Due to the large cost difference between the scenarios, SCEN2 is considered unacceptable.
As mentioned above, apart from renewables, the only source of electricity that remains present
until 2050 in SCEN3 is nuclear. The dynamics of the electricity generation from that source is
presented in the below figure.
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Figure 16 : Electricity generation from nuclear

The model (Figure 13) indicates the necessity in SCEN3 to increase the nuclear generation until 2040
to compensate the closure of other fossil-fuel plants and the increased electricity demand, while
after 2040 there is sharp decrease of the generation. Such a development, however, is questionable,
because nuclear capacities are a long term investment and their phase out before end-of-life is not
feasible.
The current model version does not allow comparison of the total energy costs of scenarios (e.g.
SCEN3 vs BAU), because it is focused on RES-related costs and currently does not consider fossil fuel
investment and operating costs. Such a comparison, however, would be very valuable, so it is
recommended to extend the cost data in next model versions.
The model is currently capable of considering specific policy instruments to promote RES (economic
incentives, informational measures, etc.) and barriers only indirectly. The user must assess outside
the model their effect on the input variables. On the other hand, the factors affecting the
effectiveness of policy instruments and barriers are numerous, difficult to quantify, and have
complex interrelation, so the approach chosen in MEDEAS model is perhaps the right one.
Another model limitation is that users cannot specify in detail the development of the fossil fuel –
based electricity generation. Although the model‘s focus on renewables is justified, fossil fuels will
continue to play an important role in the next decades, so this is one more area for further model
improvement.
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7.2.2

Transport results

The final energy demand and the energy intensity in SCEN3 and BAU are shown respectively on
Figure 17 and Figure 18.

Figure 17 : Final energy demand of the transport sector

Figure 18 : Final energy demand intensity of the transport sector, EJ/1012$
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According to Figure 14, by 2050 the final energy demand of the sector in SCEN3 (8 EJ) is about half
of that of BAU (17 EJ). This can be attributed to both energy efficiency and fuel switch to electricity,
reviewed in section 7.1.
The transport activity (number of passenger-km and ton-km) in both scenarios remains identical,
because the model always considers it proportional to the sectoral economic activity. This
represents a limitation to take into account policies that decrease transport activity. However,
model users can easily get around that limitation by specifying the effect of such policies on the
sectoral energy efficiency variables.
As described in section 7.1, the fuel switch policies result in transition from diesel and gasoline to
electricity, liquid biofuels and hydrogen. The related SCEN3 result is illustrated on Figure 19.

Figure 19 : Fuel shares in the final energy demand of the transport sector

As shown on Figure 19, the electricity share increases from less than 2% in 2020 to 49% in 2050. The
2050 share actually covers about 74% of all transport activity, due to the higher efficiency of
electricity conversion compared to the other fuels. By 2050, liquids, substantial share being biofuels,
decrease to 40% of the final sectoral demand. At the same time, gasses increase to 11%. After 2030,
all new gas-fuelled vehicles are considered hydrogen-fuelled ones.
The current fuel structure results in nearly 80% GHG emission reduction by 2050. The model
indicates that further emission reduction may not be feasible. One option to reduce emissions is
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higher transport electrification in the period 2040 – 2050, when the electricity generation becomes
low carbon. A model simulation assuming that the non-electrified transport activity is only 13%,
compared to 26% in SCEN3, results in additional 1,6 T$ (1012$) cumulative RES-related electricity
costs, which is by 27% higher compared to SCEN3. Additionally, such an increase would face
technical constraints in some types of transport, so its feasibility would depend on the future
technology development.
Another option for emission reduction is to increase the share of biofuels in liquid and gaseous fuels.
This would depend on the opportunities to increase the sustainable biofuel potential – a subject
analysed in other reports within Deliverable 7.1. Finally, higher hydrogen share, provided that the
hydrogen supply chain is environmentally and economically sound, may also become a good
opportunity for emission reduction.
In SCEN3, the personal vehicles (so called “household transport” in the model), which account for
53% of the final energy consumption in the sector in 2020, would completely (100%) switch to
electricity by 2049. Their final energy consumption is presented on Figure 17.
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Figure 20 : Final energy demand in personal transport

The changes in the commercial vehicle structure are less dramatic and have much lower effect on
the final energy consumption, due to the small share of this sub-sector.
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In general, the model is very capable to simulate multiple transport policies, allowing users to
specify detailed policies even at vehicle level (for 15 types of vehicles), such as transition from one
type of vehicle to another or transition to alternative (advanced) vehicles of each vehicle type.

7.2.3

Natural gas results

The total final energy consumption of gases – natural gas and hydrogen - is presented on Figure 21.

Figure 21 : Final energy consumption of gases

As illustrated on the above figure, the energy efficiency and fuel switch policies (see section 7.1)
result in significant reduction of gas consumption in SCEN3 by 2050 - 1,4 EJ, compared to 3,3 EJ in
BAU.
At the energy supply side, natural gas is used in both electricity and heat sectors. The dynamics of
its share in the electricity sector is illustrated below.
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Figure 22 : Natural gas share in electricity generation

According to Figure 22, in SCEN3 the intermediary role of natural gas in electricity generation to
replace coal and back-up renewables is only in the period 2020 – 2030, while after that it sharply
declines.
In heat supply, natural gas has different evolution – its use in SCEN3 is continuously decreasing until
2050, as illustrated on Figure 23.

Figure 23 : Final supply of heat produced from natural gas
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The natural gas extraction, both conventional and unconventional9, is presented on Figure 24 and
Figure 25.
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Figure 24 : Conventional natural gas extraction
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Figure 25 : Unconventional natural gas extraction

9

Unconventional natural gas is coalbed methane, methane clathrate, shale gas, synthetic natural

gas, and tight gas.
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The figures show that despite the increase of the unconventional gas extraction, the conventional
will keep its dominant role until 2050.
The model possesses excellent capabilities to simulate the whole supply chain of the natural gas and
provide the respective energy and emission indicators. As mentioned in section 7.2.1, however, it is
recommended to develop further the capabilities related to the calculation of fossil fuel costs – both
investment and operational – to allow more complete comparison of different options.

7.2.4

Energy Efficiency results

The assumed energy efficiency policies result in the following dynamics of the total primary energy
supply (TPES) and total final energy supply (TFES) intensities:

Figure 26 : Total primary energy supply (TPES) intensity
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Figure 27 : Total final energy supply (TFES) intensity

As shown on Figure 26 and Figure 27, the energy intensities in SCEN3 are substantially below the
BAU ones. In particular, the primary energy intensity decreases from 6,1 EJ/T$ in 2020 to 2,9 EJ/T$
(-52%) in SCEN3 and 5,7 EJ/T$ (-7%), while the final energy intensity - from 3,9 EJ/T$ in 2020 to 1,8
EJ/T$ (-54%) in SCEN3 and 3,5 EJ/T$ (-10%) in BAU in 2050.
A number of model simulations assuming different ambition for EE have been produced. The
simulation results clearly show that higher energy intensity (lower EE) targets for 2030 and 2050
would result in:
o disproportionally higher RES-related electricity cost, due to the limited potential of the
affordable resources;
o proportionally higher GHG emissions, when keeping a similar fuel mix.
The sectoral energy intensity evolution aggregated for the 4 main sectors is shown on Figure 2810.

10

MEDEAS_eu considers 36 economic sectors, but due to the poor visibility of the resulting figure,

the sectors were grouped and a simpler figure was prepared outside the model.
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Figure 28 : Dynamics of the final energy intensity by sector

As indicated at Figure 28, the EE in the residential sector improves at a higher rate, compared to
other sectors. In each sector, although the curve for the period 2009 – 2030 is steeper compared to
2031 – 2050, the average improvement rate is identical, as explained in section 7.1.
By specifying the energy intensity of each fuel (see section 7.1), the model implements the fuel
switch in all energy consumption sectors. The aggregate result of SCEN3 is shown on Figure 29.
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Figure 29 : Share of the final energy sources in the total final energy consumption
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As illustrated on Figure 29, in the period 2020 – 2050 electricity and heat shares increase,
respectively from 24% to 43% and from 30% to 32%. For the same period, the shares of the other
energy carriers decrease - liquids from 38% to 17% in 2050, gas from 5% in 2020 to 4% in 2050 and
solids from 4% in 2020 to 3% in 2050. The individual fuels within each fuel group change too. The
share of biofuels in liquids, the share of hydrogen in gasses, and the share of biomass fuels in solids
continuously increase between 2020 and 2050.
The model disposes of a rich toolbox to reflect various energy efficiency targets or limitations – in
either an aggregate or a detailed way. It can consider, therefore, exogenously a large variety of
energy efficiency policies, provided that users are able to quantify their effect.
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8 Conclusions
The activities included in Work Package 7, Task 7.1 aim to explore the opportunities for the energy
policy to minimize the impacts and overcome barriers in the transition to a low carbon economy by
2050 through modeling of the European energy system’s development.
To achieve this goal the study examines:
o Current EU energy policy covering the horizon of 2020
o The main EU energy policy documents towards 2030
o The National Energy and Climate Plans
o The available documents and projections for the EU energy and climate policy until 2050, in
the context of the Paris Agreement
o The modeling of a scenario compatible with 2030 and 2050 targets and planned policy
instruments at EU and Member State levels.
o The capability of the MEDEAS model to reflect EU energy policy and the need for its further
enrichment.
The study made it possible to identify the horizon and major parameters that are driving the EU's
energy and climate policy. It was essential to avoid the trivial transposition of the current EU policy
into the future, ignoring the powerful flow of technological achievements, both in electricity
production and in the mutual conversion of energy and energy carriers.
A condensed analysis of the EU's main regulatory mechanisms in energy and climate has been made:
Emissions Trading System development and Effort Sharing legislation. The analysis also covers the
Clean Energy for All Europeans package, putting a solid foundation for implementing UNFCCC
commitments of the EU, reducing greenhouse gas emissions and ensuring secure, affordable and
sustainable energy for the European citizens.
Particular attention is paid to Regulation (EU) 2018/1999 on the Governance of the Energy Union
and Climate Action.
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At the same time we examined the impact of the EU's energy policy on the Member States, in
accordance with their national conditions and intentions to take responsibility in line with the EU's
obligations to the UNFCC.
In line with the scope of Task 7.1, we analysed the role of electricity, natural gas, energy efficiency
and the future of transport in the transition to carbon-free energy.
Taking into account the long-term goals of the European energy policy, the prospective new
technologies for energy production, conversion and storage, the future role of hydrogen and P-toX technologies, which increase flexibility and overcome the deficiency of intermittence, are shortly
outlined.
Examples of the active energy and climate policies of the major countries - the United States
(California), China, India, Brazil and Japan - are also briefly shown.
Building on the EU’s and Member States’ energy and climate policies, a feasible decarbonization
scenario for the European Union until 2050 has been modelled in MEDEAS_eu. The scenario
achieves the EU commitment to the Paris Agreement for 2050 and the energy efficiency and
renewable energy targets for 2030 and extrapolated until 2050.
The model shows that an increase of the electricity share to 43% in combination with transition to
carbon-free electricity generation (91% RES and 9% nuclear) by 2050 would require substantial
investments. The main ones are the RES-related investments of $5,9 trillion, including nearly $3.2
trillion for RES balancing and $2.7 trillion for new RES capacities. These figures are based on the
assumption that RES capacities increase mostly in second half of the projected period, while an
earlier increase scenario would result in much higher cost. The high balancing costs indicate that
policies (incentives, R&D, etc.) shall favour mainly the non-intermittent RES. In parallel, to ensure
the required growth of RES electricity of 3,5 times compared to the 2017 level, intermittent sources,
storage solutions, and P-to-X technologies need to be stimulated too.
In the transport sector, the combination of a wide range of policies, such as vehicle improvement,
shift to low/no carbon energy carriers (electricity, hydrogen, and biofuels), modal shift, and
transport organization, achieve about 80% emission reduction in the sector by 2050. Higher
emission reduction is not feasible, unless a technology breakthrough takes place. Road transport
needs to be a primary policy focus, due to its high transformation potential, the main measures
being electrification of the passenger transport and shift of the freight transport to alternative fuels.
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Until 2030 natural gas will have an important role in the transition to low carbon economy and its
share will be stable or even growing in most energy production and energy demand sectors. Its role,
therefore, needs to be ensured by relevant policy. After 2030, the natural gas share will be displaced
sharply by renewable sources in the energy production sectors and gradually, mainly by electricity,
in the energy demand sectors.
Energy efficiency at the final consumption is crucial to achieve the EU emission targets and energy
security. A final energy intensity decrease by 54% until 2050, compared to 2020, combined with
fuel switch from liquid and solid fuels to electricity, would allow the low-carbon sources to play a
significant role. Such an ambitious target, however, would require effective all-embracing policy.
Based on the performed numerous policy simulations, it can be concluded that the model is overall
very capable in reflecting low-carbon transition policies, either directly by specifying targets or
measures, or indirectly – by specifying the effect of policies on relevant variables.
The model is particularly advanced in modelling the evolution of the electricity system towards
renewable energies, taking into account the bio-physical limits, the need of electricity balancing,
and the technical and economic characteristics of renewable energy and storage capacities.
Another particular strength is energy efficiency modelling. In this area, the model disposes of a wide
range of modelling methodologies ranging from very simple to very detailed ones.
Despite its advantages, further improvement of MEDEAS model is needed to better reflect energy
policies. One area is to allow the users to better specify the fossil fuel use in electricity and heat
production – both in terms of desired shares and particular dynamics.
Furthermore, it is recommended to enable the model to provide the total energy costs of scenarios,
instead of only the ones related to renewable energy development. This would allow to compare
scenarios with a different degree of penetration of renewables.
Finally, given the promising role of P-to-X technologies in electricity balancing and production of
hydrogen and other syntetic fuels for final use, these need to be considered in the model as well.
The intensely evolving energy and climate policy of the European Union necessitates a systematic
renewal of long-term projection models, such as MEDEAS.
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12 Appendix 1 : Review of National Energy and
Climate Plans
The EU Member States’ integrated national energy and climate plans (NECPs) aim at describing the
main existing and planned policies and measures to achieve the Union’s energy and climate
objectives till 2030 to implement the commitments of the EU regarding the Paris Climate
Agreement.
NCEPs include the objectives to be attained in the following main directions:
o Decarbonisation
o Renewable energy
o Energy efficiency
o Energy Security
o Internal energy market
o Research, innovation and competitiveness
The European Commission will assess the developed NECPs from the point of view of the sufficiency
of the contribution of each Member State for achieving the Union’s climate and energy objectives.
Regarding the first series of NECPs, the assessment will take into consideration the particular
contribution of the MSs to the attainment of the goals by 2030. The Commission provides the
opportunity for updating the last notified NECPs by 1st June 2023 and every 10 years thereafter.
The EC’s goal is to make the integrated plans a tool for strategic planning in the field of energy and
climate within the European Union for the next 50 to 100 years.
In the analysis of the integrated national energy and climate plans, the project’s tasks were
considered, i.e.: goals in the field of climate, of RES, goals and policies with regard to energy
efficiency, power system, natural gas and transport.
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1. Austria
1.1

Climate Targets

o Reduction of GHG emissions (non-ETS) in 2020 by 16% and in 2030 by 36% compared to
2005.
o Total contribution of transport: targeted reduction by approx. 7,2 million t CO2 equivalent
to around 15,7 mtCO2eq compared to 2016 (22,9 mtCO2eq).
o Contribution of buildings: targeted reduction by around 3 mtCO2eq to around 5,1 mtCO2eq
(2016: 8,1 mtCO2eq) by 2030.
o In 2016, Austrian greenhouse gas emissions in the non-ETS sector were approximately 50,6
mtCO2eq. The target for 2030 is 36,4 mtCO2eq (a reduction of around 28%).

1.2

RES Targets

o Increase the share of renewable energy in gross final consumption of energy to 45-50% by
2030 (34% by 2020).
o In 2016, the share was 33,5%, meaning that the interim target is already in sight.
o The share of renewable energy in gross electricity consumption in 2016 was 72,6%, while it
constituted 10,6% of energy use in the transport sector.
o Another objective is to generate 100% of total electricity consumption (national balance)
from domestic renewable energy sources by 2030.
o In 2016 renewable electricity generation was around 51,95 TWh. This corresponds to
71,75% of domestic electricity consumption in 2016, which stood at 72,4 TWh.

1.3

Energy Efficiency

1.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o As part of the Federal Government’s Climate and Energy Strategy (#mission2030), Austria
set itself the target of improving primary energy intensity by 25-30% compared to 2015
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o In 2016, Austria’s final energy consumption of 1 110 PJ exceeded the 2020 target value of
1 050 PJ. In comparison to 2015, it had risen by some 2,8%. The most recent energy balance
sheet for 2017 shows a total final energy consumption of 1,13 PJ, a further increase of 2%
on the previous year
o Cumulative energy efficiency target of 310 PJ in the period 2015-2020; 11 801 ktoe in 2030
o The basis for the calculation of the cumulative saving 2021-2030 (average over the most
recent three-year period prior to 1 January 2019) is the final energy consumption of 23 716
ktoe minus own production/consumption. 0,8% therefore corresponds to a value of 189 ktoe
per year. This results in a cumulative saving in the period 2021-2030 of approximately 10 404
ktoe

1.3.2

Policies

o In Austria’s Climate and Energy Strategy special emphasis is placed on policies and new
technology which may greatly help to improve energy efficiency. This includes, for example,
continuously improving the energy efficiency of the building stock (thermal renovation and
high standards for new buildings) and focusing on electromobility in transport
o Evaluate and develop the Energy Efficiency Act
o A support programme for implementing energy management systems for SMEs
o Use of commercial and industrial waste heat through geographically tailored information on
existing waste heat potential
o Preparation/implementation of pilot projects for ‘energy efficient towns’ and ‘energy
efficient villages’
o Investment in thermal building renovation, high-efficiency home technology and energy
management systems in buildings
o Examining a reduction in the depreciation period for investments in certain energy efficiency
measures
o Including energy efficiency and climate change in learning curricula and technical training
programmes
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o The ‘Energie.Frei.raum’ support programme will be set up by the BMNT in coordination with
the BMVIT as a preparatory phase for the experimental clause.

It will provide an

experimental space for companies to test the systematic application of new integration and
market models for system integration of renewable energy technology, storage and energy
efficiency technology
o Further development of support for commercial energy efficiency improvements and
energy-saving measures
o Public authorities (federal government, provinces, municipalities) setting an example as
regards energy efficiency and energy savings under the Energy Efficiency Act (federal
government), agreements (federal government and provinces) and support (municipalities)
o Applying the best tenderer principle by incorporating life cycle energy consumption into
public procurement (total cost of ownership)

1.4

Electricity System

1.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o The objective is to strengthen the security of supply and become less dependent on
imported energy
o Austria aims to further develop domestic (especially renewable) energy sources. This
includes the objective of generating 100% of total electricity consumption (national balance)
from domestic renewable energy sources in 2030
o Availability of sufficient balancing and control energy and maintaining the flexibility needed
for grid operation
o In 2017, the electricity interconnection level in Austria was 15,3%, already above the EU’s
2030 target of 15%

1.4.2

Policies

o Expand electricity generation from renewable energy sources under the Renewable Energy
Expansion Act
o Synchronize grid development with the development of renewable energy
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o Create a “100 000 rooftops solar panel and small-scale storage programme”
o Abolish the tax on self-produced electricity
o More investment in storage infrastructure (from short-term storage up to seasonal storage)
o Safeguard reserve capacity
o Facilitate local networks and storage facility operators
o Increasing the flexibility of grid through developing high efficiency combined heat and power
plants (CHP plants) to maintain the power and heat supply
o Transmission and distribution networks will be made adapted to increased demand
o Optimal use of existing efficient plants
o An accompanying integrative approach aimed at achieving decentralized power generation
in renewable energy communities, necessary sector coupling, integration of storage
technologies and the use of digitization. Units of grid reserve will be reduced to 250-500 kW
so that smaller renewable generation units and industrial plants can be integrated. This will
apply to industry ‘demand-side’ measures and aggregated dispatch from decentralized
structures by means of pooling.

1.5

Natural gas

1.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o To improve market integration, address bottlenecks at borders and enable cross-border bidirectional gas flows.
o Replacement of a significant share of natural gas by renewable gas (‘greening the gas’) by
means of bio-methane from biogenic residue, hydrogen and other renewable gas production
methods (synthetic methane, etc.).

1.5.2

Policies

o Greening the gas - feed-in of ‘green gas’ into the natural gas distribution system will be
encouraged, for example by means of a –potentially gradual –quota system.
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o Replacement of fossil natural gas - where possible, the natural gas grid will no longer be
expanded for heating/hot-water purposes.
o Significant investment in storage infrastructure.
o By 2030, liquid fossil fuels will no longer be used in federal and provincial public buildings
(owned and used).
o Keeping the position of a key hub in the European gas market, including for gas storage in
storage facilities
o Revision of the 2011 Gas Act
o In order to exploit existing potential for optimization by way of closer mutual consideration
of the electricity and gas system, an integrated grid infrastructure plan at the level of
transmission and distribution networks will be developed

1.6

Transport

1.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o Increase the share of renewable energy in transport in 2030 to at least 14% by using biofuels
and increasing the share of e-mobility (10,6% in 2016)
o To reduce emissions by approximately 7,2 mtCO2eq to around 15,7 mtCO2eq (currently 22,9
mtCO2eq)
o Fossil-free mobility by 2050
o Focus on electromobility
o Increase the share of bicycle use across Austria from its current level, i.e. 7%, to 13% by 2025
o At federal level, the main objectives of the measures are inter-regional infrastructure
development, the creation of strategic framework plans, transport-related taxation and
financing issues related to financial equalization between local authorities (allocation of tax
revenues to provinces and municipalities). The provinces and municipalities, meanwhile, are
primarily responsible for providing an attractive range of local and regional public transport,
spatial planning, pedestrian and cycling infrastructure and parking space management or
parking ordinances
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1.6.2

Policies

o Strengthen and develop public transport, including electrification and mobility management
proposals
o Mobility management for business, cities, municipalities, regions and tourism
o Increase walking and cycling
o Goods transport: shift from road to rail
o E-mobility in private transport
o In order to ensure that the objectives in the transport sector are met, Austria identified eight
strategic fields in #mission2030, ranging from infrastructure development, the creation of a
necessary economic and legal framework, adjustment of the subsidy and levy system,
strengthening of research and awareness-raising to the use of new technology and climatefriendly spatial planning. The Federal Government, provinces and municipalities have so far
announced some 230 specific measures covering the following:
•

Significantly increasing the share of bicycle use

•

Improvements in relation to walking

•

Enhancing public transport through:
- Electrification – the electrification of the Austrian Federal Railways network is
planned to increase from its current level, i.e. 73% to 85% by 2030;
decarbonizing the railways; by 2025, shanters will be substituted for electric
vehicles when replacements are procured; electric vehicles in the
municipal/provincial bus fleet
- Public procurement
- Rail infrastructure plan
- Providing grater and attractive mobility
- Enhancing regional public transport
- Strengthening cooperation with public transport system partners

•

Mobility management to promote climate-friendly, clean mobility

•

Goods transport

•

Electrification plan for passenger and goods transport -roads and infrastructure
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2. Belgium
2.1

Climate Targets

o Belgium has a binding emission reduction target of 35% by 2030 (compared with 2005 levels)
for non-ETS sectors.
o For 2020 the target is to reduce GHG emissions by 15%

2.2

RES Targets

o By 2030, Belgium will generate 18,3% of its gross final energy consumption from renewable
energy sources (RES)
o In 2030, RES production: 6 Mtoe
o In 2016, the share of renewable energy in total final energy consumption was 8,65%
o In 2016, total electricity production stood at 7 788,8 ktoe. The share of electricity generated
from renewable sources was 15,75%. In the transport sector, 5,89% of fuel came from
renewable sources, out of a total of 9 055 ktoe. 8,14% of energy used in heating and cooling
was renewable, out of a total of 18 840 ktoe.

2.3

Energy Efficiency

2.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o Belgium’s contribution to the EU EE target is 22% in primary energy savings and 17% in final
energy savings compared with the PRIMES 2007 baseline by 2030. Compared with 2005
actual consumption, its estimated contribution is 26% in primary energy terms and 12% in
final energy terms.
o Cumulative target during the period 2021-2030 is estimated at 181 TWh.
o Primary energy consumption in 2030: 39 Mtoe
o Final energy consumption in 2030: 33,1 Mtoe
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o For 2020 the indicative energy efficiency target was set at 18% reduction in primary energy
relative to projected gross domestic energy consumption (excluding non-energy uses).
o The energy reduction in 2020 relative to the PRIMES 2007 baseline (53,3 Mtoe) was
calculated using the methodology developed for the 2011 and 2012 National Reform
Programmes. This equates to an energy saving of 9,6 Mtoe and gross domestic energy
consumption of 43,7 Mtoe in 2020. As required by EED, this primary target is converted into
a final consumption target of 32,5 Mtoe in 2020. In 2016, primary energy consumption was
49 Mtoe, equating to 36,3 Mtoe of final energy consumption.
o Each region has its own targets and implements its own policies in order to achieve the
Article 7 objective:
•

Cumulative end-use energy savings target of 114 TWh for the Flemish Region during
the period 2021-2030.

•

For the Walloon Region, Article7 requires a new end-use energy saving of 980 GWh
per year (i.e. a cumulative total of around 53 920 GWh) during the period 20212030

•

Article7 would impose a cumulative energy savings target of 8 438 GWh on the
Brussels Region for the period 2021-2030. This corresponds to an annual saving of
around 153 GWh.

o Common objectives with regard to the energy performance of buildings:
•

to involve civil society and stakeholders closely in taking action;

•

to see a dramatic rise in the rate at which buildings are renovated;

•

to achieve an average output of 100 kWh per m² or less for the entire residential
housing stock by 2050 (equivalent to an A rating in the EPC);

•

to aim for the energy neutrality or decarbonisation (heating, domestic hot water,
cooling and lighting) of buildings in the tertiary sector by 2050.

2.3.2

Policies

o Implementation of Article 7 target in the Flemish Region:
•

building renovation;

•

continued energy policy agreements with companies;

•

the obligations of electricity distribution system operators under the emission
reduction unit (ERU) with regard to existing buildings (both residential and nonresidential) and mileage tax for heavy goods vehicles;
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•

other mileage tax;

o Walloon Region:
•

measures for the building sector derived from the renovation strategy, including the
development of energy services and energy performance contracts, mainly in the
public tertiary sector;

•

industry measures, including pursuing efforts –possibly in another form –under
industry agreements to continue improving final energy consumption;

•

measures to promote the use of renewable heat;

•

transport-related measures

o Brussels Region:

2.4

•

Building measures targeted via the Brussels building renovation strategy, including
restrictions and financial subsidies (i.e. incentives), to be accompanied by a major
public and industry awareness campaign.

•

In transport, the measures are designed to: reduce (individual) mobility needs in
order to lower energy consumption, improving the performance of remaining
vehicles and migrating the Brussels fleet towards a zero-emissions fleet.

Electricity System

2.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o According to the current timetable, Belgium will already have an electricity interconnection
rate of approximately 21% by 2020.

2.4.2

Policies

o A major change in the energy mix following the phasing out of nuclear power by 2025, with
5 918 MW of decommissioned nuclear capacity having to be replaced. Belgium is opting for
an energy mix based on flexible capacity, load shifting, storage and renewable energy. A
monitoring and correction mechanism will therefore be developed to ensure security of
supply, safety, sustainability and long-term affordability.
o As nuclear power is phased out, plans will be drawn up for the decommissioning of nuclear
power plants and the management of radioactive waste.
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o A capacity compensation mechanism will be developed during the period 2022-2025. This
will ensure security of electricity supply and attract investment to develop new capacity or
maintain existing capacity.
o Risk assessments regarding the security of electricity, natural gas and oil supply enshrined in
EU and international legislation.
o Lastly, Belgium is continuing to invest in improving and updating its crisis-management
policy for all relevant energy carriers.

Natural Gas

2.5

2.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o In view of the plans announced to phase-out low-calorific gas supplies from the Netherlands
from 2022 onwards, Belgium plans to switch 1,2 million connections to high-calorific gas
between 2017 and 2029.
o Natural gas is considered a transitional fuel and is therefore part of the 2030 mix. It will be
gradually replaced by biogas
o The share of natural gas in the energy mix of the gross domestic consumption: 2015 – 25,7%;
2020 – 23,5%; 2030 – 35,3%

2.5.2

Policies

o For the period 2020-2030, the need for additional investment in the natural gas network will
be analyzed. Three key pillars:
•

investments to maintain the integrity of the natural gas transmission infrastructure
and to adapt and upgrade that infrastructure (67%);

•

investments in LNG initiatives and cross-border projects (26%);

•

investments intended to cover the growth in capacity made available to final users
(7%).

o The energy pact stipulates that from 2035 at the latest, new housing developments will no
longer be connected to mains gas unless the local network is supplied by renewable gas.
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o Belgium will also examine how, in structural terms, the existing gas network can be put to
use in the wider context of the energy transition, for example by adding green gas, synthetic
gas or hydrogen.

Transport

2.6
2.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o Federal Government: The aim is for 20% of commuting journeys to be made using ‘soft’
modes of transport (electric bikes, walking and cycling, with other motor vehicles limited to
25 km/h) by 2030.
o Flanders is committed to reducing GHG emissions from road transport by at least 27% by
2030 compared with 2005 levels. This translates into maximum emissions of 11,5 Mtoe in
2030.
o Wallonia has developed an ambitious mobility strategy - ‘FAST 2030’, which implementation
will deliver a 25% reduction in GHG emissions from the transport sector.
o Brussels Capital Region has developed Good Move Plan for the period 2018-2028, which is
expected to contribute to a 21% reduction in vehicle kilometers in the Brussels region by
2030.

2.6.2

Policy

o Policies and measures to reduce GHG emissions from transport are organized according to
the following three principles:
•

reducing demand for mobility, mainly through regional planning (reducing distances
between residential areas, amenities and recreational facilities) and a cultural shift
in behaviour;

•

driving the development of mobility through investment in multimodal mobility
systems and promoting a modal shift by strengthening and improving public
transport and encouraging the use of soft mobility (e.g. walking and cycling);

•

aiming for the gradual decarburization of remaining road transport through the use
of low-or zero-carbon technologies.

o Federal Government:
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•

Promotion of biofuels (by 2030, the biofuel incorporation rate will be 14% (in real
terms))

•

Fiscal measures

•

Optimization of rail transport

•

Completion of the Regional Express Network (RER) by 2031

•

Promotion of rail freight

•

Updating the freight subsidy mechanism after 2020

o Flemish Region:
•

From 2030, all new passenger cars sold will produce low levels of carbon emissions
and at least half will be zero-emission vehicles.

•

By 2030, 25% of all new buses (including tour buses, school buses and coaches) will
be low carbon.

•

From 2025, only low-carbon buses will be permitted in urban areas, and only zeroemission vehicles will be allowed in urban centres.

•

From 2019, the Belgian public transport operator De Lijn will only purchase lowemission buses (hybrid, electric, hydrogen, etc.).

•

From 2025, all buses providing an urban transport service will have to be hybrid,
electric or hydrogen-powered. Only zero-emission vehicles will be allowed in urban
centres.

•

At least 5% of all new heavy goods vehicles purchased will be low-emission vehicles
by 2030.

•

30% of new light commercial vehicles and vans will be low-emission vehicles by
2030.

o Walloon Region:
•

Greening the fleet: by 2030 most of the fleet should be replaced either by electric
buses (powered by batteries or hydrogen), or by hybrid or CNG buses.

•

All new cars and buses purchased by local authorities and public transport (bus)
operators from 2025 will be zero-emission vehicles.

•

For lorries the most suitable alternative technology is LNG.

•

In terms of infrastructure, the Walloon Region will seek to ensure that the required
number of public electric charging points, charging points on business premises,
hydrogen fueling stations, LNG fueling stations and CNG fueling stations are in place
by 2030. An increased proportion of these CNG fueling stations will also run on
renewable energy in the form of biogas
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o The Good Move Plan of the Brussels Capital Region foresees implementation of about 50
measures in 6 priorities
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3. Bulgaria
3.1

Climate targets

o National objective for 2030 for reducing GHG emissions pursuant to Regulation (EU) No
2018/842 on binding annual greenhouse gas emission reductions by Member States from
2021 to 2030 (the objective concerns the building stock, agriculture, waste management and
transport sectors) – 0%
o The overall impact of the measures in energy (13,8% compared to 2005), household and
services (22%), waste (36,4%) and transport (11,3%) sectors expressed as estimated
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2020 is estimated at 44 832 MtCO2eq.

3.2

RES Targets

o Share of renewable energy in gross final energy consumption: 16% in 2021; 25% in 2030

3.3

Energy Efficiency

3.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o National EE target for 2030: 27%
o Indicative national energy efficiency contribution – final consumption: 2016 - 10 017 ktoe;
2021 – 10 018 ktoe; 2030 – 9 169 ktoe; 2050 – 9 535 ktoe
o Cumulative target for energy savings: 2021 – 76,11 ktoe; 2030 – 761,06 ktoe; total for the
period – 3 185,81 ktoe

3.3.2

Policies

o Individual energy savings targets for owners of industrial systems and of state and municipal
buildings
o National Programme for Energy Efficiency of Multi-Family Residential Buildings
o Promoting the exemplary role of public buildings: measures on an annual basis to improve
the energy performance of at least 5% of the total gross floor area of all heated and cooled
state-owned buildings used by the public administration.
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o Energy efficient public procurement
o Energy audits and management systems
o Energy taxes or СО2 taxes the effect of which is to reduce final energy consumption;
o financing schemes and instruments or fiscal incentives that lead to the application of energyefficient technologies or techniques and have the effect of reducing final energy
consumption;
o regulations and voluntary agreements which lead to the application of energy efficient
technologies or techniques and have the effect of reducing final energy consumption;
o standards and norms aimed at improving the energy efficiency of products and services,
including buildings and vehicles, except where these are mandatory and applicable in
Member States in accordance with Union law;
o energy efficiency labelling schemes, with the exception of the schemes which are mandatory
and applicable in accordance with Union law;
o education and training — including advisory programmes in the energy sector — that lead
to the application of energy-efficient technologies and have the effect of reducing final
energy consumption.

Electricity System

3.4
3.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o Estimated trajectory for the share of renewable energy in gross final energy consumption in
the electricity sector: 17% in 2021; 17% in 2030
o Gross renewable electricity generation: 7 244 GWh in 2020; 8 046 GWh in 2030
o Objectives with regard to increasing the flexibility of the national energy system:
•

to preserving the key role of indigenous energy resources (coal) and their use in the
existing production facilities in line with the requirements of the environmental
legislation;

•

to preserve the role of nuclear energy which is considered a local energy source;
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•

to maintain and develop the transmission capacity of the electricity transmission
network;

•

to optimize consumption in the energy system through development of the energy
markets;

•

to increase the electricity storage capacity by developing the existing storage
facilities and by building new storage facilities

o Increase the capacity of wind farm and photovoltaic till 17% in gross final energy
consumption in energy sector.
o In accordance with European law, the transmission capacity shall be at least 10% of the
installed generation starting from 2020 and at least 15% from 2030.

3.4.2

Policies

o Low-emission electricity generation through
•

reconstruction of DHC installations and boilers with natural gas turbines

•

institutional support for investments in emission-free electricity generation
facilities: nuclear power

o Reduction of electricity losses of distribution and transmission networks
o Biomass for generation of electricity
o Increasing high efficiency cogeneration
o Preferential prices for renewable electricity generation
o Development of electricity transmission and distribution infrastructure, of smart networks,
of storage facilities and interconnectors
o According to the ten-year plan of ENTSO-e, the interconnection of the electricity system of
Bulgaria will reach 22% after the implementation of the projects of common interest for the
construction of new 400 kV power lines

3.5

Natural Gas

3.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o Diversification of the supply sources and routes and development of local extraction
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o Modernization and expansion of the gas transmission network
o Liberalization of natural gas market

3.5.2

Policies

o Concept for building the Balkan Gas Hub on the territory of Bulgaria.
o Increasing the diversification of the sources of natural gas supply through interconnectors
with neighbouring countries and supplies:
•

from the Caspian Region via the Southern Gas Corridor;

•

of liquefied natural gas from the Mediterranean region and other countries through
a liquefied natural gas terminal.

o Increasing the natural gas storage capacity by developing the existing and building new
storage facilities.
o Replacing electricity with natural gas for heating and household purposes.
o Increasing the use of natural gas in industry through new gas infrastructure.

Transport

3.6

3.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o Estimated trajectory of the share of renewable energy in gross final energy consumption in
the transport sector: 9% in 2021; 14% in 2030
o By 2020: national target for advanced biofuels – 0,05 percentage points in energy content of
the share of energy from renewable sources in all forms of transport.
o Four priority axes:
•

reducing transport emissions;

•

reducing fuel consumption;

•

transport diversification;

•

consumer awareness and training.

o The main targets of the GHG reduction policy in the Transport sector are:
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•

to encourage the manufacture of electric and other environmentally-friendly
vehicles;

•

to promote research and development of environmentally-friendly vehicles and toll
systems;

•

to promote the use of/demand for new environmentally-friendly vehicles;

•

accelerated deployment of the infrastructure for charging electric and hybrid cars;

•

to organise awareness campaigns and build stakeholder capacity for development
of resilient mobility.

o The implementation of the additional measures for this sector will result in GHG emissions
reduction by 11,3% compared to the baseline scenario levels laid down in the NCCAP. The
overall impact of the proposed measures by sector expressed as estimated reduction in
greenhouse gas emissions by 2020 is estimated at 44 832 MtCO2eq.

3.6.2

Policies

o Traffic reduction through transport freight dispatching system
o Reduction of electricity losses through rail dispatching system
o Rail transport rehabilitation and modernization
o Improving public transport, reducing traffic flows in the cities and rollover of the car fleet
o Design and construction of a new road infrastructure and rehabilitation and modernization
of the existing road infrastructure
o Implementing smart transport systems in the national and urban road networks
o Increasing the share of public electric transport: rail, trolleybus, tram, and underground
o Development and promotion of cycling transport
o Development and construction of intermodal terminals for combined transport
o Reducing the share of travel in private motor vehicles by improving and developing urban
public transport and by developing non-motorized means of transport
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4. Croatia
4.1

Climate Targets

o The indicative target for reduction of GHG emissions of ETS sector is at least 43% by 2030
compared to 2005, with an annual reduction of the total EU quota of 2,2% for the period
from 2021 to 2030.
o Reducing GHG emission from Non-ETS sector 7% to 2030 compared to 2005.

4.2

RES Targets

o Indicative targets for RES share in gross final consumption: 28,3% in 2020; 36,4% in 2030.

4.3

Energy Efficiency

4.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o For 2020, the indicative national energy efficiency target expressed as the absolute amount
of final energy consumption is 291,3 PJ (6,96 Mtoe). The corresponding target expressed as
the absolute amount of primary energy is 448,5 PJ (10,71 Mtoe).
o For 2030, the indicative energy efficiency targets are: Primary consumption – 367,76 PJ (8,78
Mtoe); Direct consumption – 286,91 PJ (6,85 Mtoe).
o Indicative cumulative savings for the period 2021 – 2030: 52,08 PJ (1,24 Mtoe)
o Annual renovation rate (calculated) – 1,6%

4.3.2

Policies

o EE obligation scheme for suppliers
o Programme for increasing the number of buildings with nearly-zero energy consumption after 2020, all newly-built buildings will be nearly-zero energy (nZEB) with a tendency for
expansion of the obligation to achieve the nZEB energy consumption standard in the near
future, with the final consumption of approximately 34 kWh/m²a.
o Energy renovation programmes for:
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•

multi-apartment buildings;

•

single family houses;

•

public sector buildings;

•

public lighting

o EMS in the public sector, service & production sector
o Green public procurement
o Informative bills
o Information and education of EE
o Integrated information system for monitoring energy efficiency

Electricity System

4.4
4.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o Indicative targets for the RES share in electricity consumption: 46,7% in 2020; 63,8% in 2030
o The EU electricity interconnection target of at least 15% has already been met and exceeded.
o Goals regarding the security of electricity supply:
•

creating a favorable investment climate for investments in new electricity
generation facilities and revitalization of existing

•

construction of different types of power plants with respect to the characteristics of
the system as a whole (basic, regulation-peak, other)

•

diversification of power plants according to the type of primary energy source used

•

maintaining high availability of the transmission network and cross-border lines

•

maintaining high possibility of cross-border exchanges (further increase of NTC
value at all borders)

•

timely implementation of investment plans of the transmission and distribution
system operators with regulatory supervision

•

implementation of energy efficiency measures to reduce electricity consumption

•

construction of distributed power sources with a low-voltage connection near the
point of consumption.

o Development of electricity transmission infrastructure
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o Connecting Croatia with the EU market at the day-ahead level

4.4.2

Policies

o Integrated planning of security of energy and energy products supply
o Pumped-storage HPPs construction
o Introduction of smart metering
o Development and management of the power system
o Implementation of the ten-year development plan for electricity transmission network
o Ensuring balance of the power system
o Elaboration of the regulatory framework for the active participation of customers on the
electricity market
o It is necessary to diversify delivery routes and increase gas storage capacity
o Energy storage in the power system will contribute to its flexibility. In the forthcoming
period, the construction of a pumped-storage hydroelectric power plant is expected, which
will enable greater integration of variable renewable energy sources, primarily sun and wind
o It is necessary to enable demand response and participation of end customers with own
production on the electricity market
o In addition to intensive construction of renewable energy sources, specific electricity market
conditions of a relatively low average wholesale price
o It is necessary to enable demand response and participation of end customers with own
production on the electricity market
o The termination of operation of a number of conventional power plants in the Republic of
Croatia due to high production costs, failures and ecological constraints
o In addition to the high unavailability of TPP that will likely not decrease significantly in the
next five years, the production capacity of domestic power plants is traditionally greatly
affected by the hydrological situation in the observed year when domestic hydro power
plants are able to produce between approx. 4,6 TWh and 8,1 TWh of electricity
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o It has been assessed that in the reference scenario it will be necessary to import electricity
at an annual level of around 7,4 TWh (in the normal hydrological year), and exceptionally in
case of occurrence of one disadvantageous event (any event that results in decreased
domestic electricity production capacity or increased electricity demand), imports will
increase to 9,3 GWh. In the hours of winter and summer peak loads, the import in the
reference scenario is estimated at a maximum of 1,176 MWh/h (winter), and 1,638 MWh/h
(summer), and in case of occurrence of one disadvantageous event, these values would
increase to 1,561 MWh/h (winter) and 1,983 MWh/h (summer)
o It is necessary to ensure an adequate secondary and tertiary P/f reserve for balancing,
including the intraday market and the organization of balancing energy market. The
construction of additional 150 MW pumped-storage hydroelectric power plants before 2030
is foreseen, primarily due to regulatory requirements in the system

4.5

Natural Gas

4.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o Ensuring domestic operational security of gas supply as well as the security of gas delivery
o Diversification of delivery routes
o Development of gas storage system through expansion of existing and construction of new
infrastructure
o Exploration of gas deposits in Southern Adriatic

4.5.2

Policies

o The size of the liquefied natural gas terminal depends on the interest of market. In the first
phase, the construction of the FSRU vessel (Floating Storage Regasification Unit) is planned,
whose maximum annual natural gas supply will amount up to 2,6 billion cubic meters. The
planned maximum capacity of natural gas supply from the terminal, and indirectly its size
and capacity, is conditioned by the maximum capacity of the gas pipeline system.
o It is estimated that the total investment in the first phase of construction of the liquefied
natural gas terminal would amount to slightly more than HRK 1,7 billion, and the
commissioning is planned for the beginning of 2021.
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o It is necessary to ensure the implementation of an appropriate balancing mechanism that
involves all the entities responsible for imbalances and to ensure an appropriate
remuneration or pricing mechanism for these services.
o The transmission system that serves as internal security of supply will enable a more stable
and secure supply for areas that are powered by gas and have only one power source, and
it will enable the creation of internal loops increasing the security of gas supply.
o Connection of the Croatian gas transmission system with the gas transmission systems of all
neighboring countries is planned, so the gas transmission system operator already in the
preparatory phase of interconnection projects cooperates closely with the operators of
transmission systems of these countries.

4.6

Transport

4.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o Indicative targets for the RES share in transport: 1,3% in 2020; 13,2% in 2030
o To reduce average emission from transport sector

4.6.2

Policies

o Providing information to consumers on fuel cost-effectiveness and CO2 emissions of new
passenger cars
o Special environmental fee for motor vehicles
o Special tax on motor vehicles
o Monitoring, reporting and verification of greenhouse gas emissions in the life cycle of liquid
fuels
o Obligation for the use of RES in transport
o Promotion of clean and EE vehicles in road transport
o Promotion of development of intermodal and integrated transport
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o Legislative adaptation of provisions on the establishment of infrastructure for alternative
fuels
o Financial incentives for energy efficient vehicles
o Development of alternative fuels infrastructure
o Promoting integrated and intelligent transport and development of alternative fuels
infrastructure at the local and regional level
o Training for drivers of road vehicles for eco-driving
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5. Cyprus
5.1

Climate Targets

o A key challenge for Cyprus is its high dependency on fossil fuels for energy in fact, which
makes it crucial for the country to develop both its hydrocarbon and renewable energy
sources. Cyprus is reliant on fossil fuel imports for its electricity needs, and spends over 8%
of its GDP to cover the costs.
o The island also saw the biggest increase in energy demand among the EU28, growing 41%
since 1990 from 1,6 million tonnes of oil equivalent (Mtoe) to 2,3 Mtoe in 2015. However,
Cyprus is determined to find a cleaner solution until it can exploit its own reserves.

5.2

RES Targets

o The 13% Renewable Energy Sources (RES) goal for 2020 is set to be generated by wind farms,
photovoltaic (PV) systems, solar thermal plants and biomass and biogas utilisation plants.
Latest data show that RES accounted for 8,4% of electricity production in 2016.
o RES power production rose 6% in 2016, compared to 2015, mainly on increased output
generated by private photovoltaic systems. Wind farms generated almost 55% of electricity
from RES in 2016, while the private-owned photovoltaic systems generation rose by
approximately 15% from 2015 to 2016.
o This trend is increasing and it is expected that till 2020 the increase of PV installations that
will participate to the competitive electricity market will meet or even exceed the target of
2020 which is 288 ΜW for PV Plants.

5.3

Energy Efficiency

5.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o A reduction of 9,5% results in having primary energy consumption for Cyprus in 2030, no
more than of 2,6 Mtoe, which means reducing the primary energy consumption of the
country about 300 Ktoe compared to what is has been projected in the 2007 EU Reference
Scenario.
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o The cumulative target of the period 2021-2030 will be between 235 000-238 000 toe.

5.3.2

Policies

o Setting measurable progress indicators in building renovation
o Integration of electromobility infrastructure in build environment
o Smart readiness indicator for buildings
o Promotion of building automation and control systems in heating and cooling systems
o Minimum energy performance requirements for new buildings, buildings that undergo
major renovation and building elements that are retrofitted.
o Legislation that defines the technical requirements of Nearly Zero Energy Buildings.
o Compulsory issuing of Energy Performance Certificates (EPC) for new buildings and buildings
that are sold or rented.
o Compulsory inspection of large air conditioning systems and heating systems with boiler.
o Requirements for technical building systems installed in existing buildings
o Legislation for promotion of combined heat and power generation systems and high
efficiency standards in heating and cooling systems.
o Legislation for energy efficiency (energy efficiency in public sector, energy efficiency in
metering and billing, in transformation, transmission and distribution, energy audits etc)
o Legislation for regulating the market for energy auditing in buildings, industries and
transport and the operation of Energy Service Companies (ESCOs)
o Legislation for energy labeling and market surveillance
o Legislations for setting up energy efficiency obligation scheme for energy companies
o High reduction of road transport emissions contributed at the moment 23% of the total
national emissions excluding LULUCF.
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5.4

Electricity System

5.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o Decarbonisation Dimension because electricity imports will preferably come from natural
gas or renewable sources which contribute to the reduction of greenhouse emissions.
o The renewable energy share in generation is limited between 15% and 25% for the period
2021-2030 (8,4% RES in the electricity production in 2016)

5.4.2

Policies

o Support schemes for the production of electricity from renewable energy sources for own
use such Net-metering, net-billing and self-consumption have been implemented as national
policy to promote RES electricity.
o Currently the Net-metering category is applied for small scale photovoltaic systems with
capacity up to 10KW, for all consumers (residential and non-residential). The scope of the
net-metering is to provide the option to residential and small commercial consumers to
cover all or part of their electricity consumption from a PV.
o The generated RES electricity is subtracted from building’s electricity consumption.
Consumers pay only for the difference between the energy consumed and energy produced
(net electricity used) plus a cost that reflects the cost of the electricity grid to support
continuous supply and taxes (VAT, RES levy). The above scheme is expected to continue,
with some modifications in the near future in order to enhance better the self-consumption
for small systems.
o Introducing a Forward, a Day Ahead, an Intraday and a Balancing Market with a Contingency
Reserve to operate a competitive electricity market in Cyprus to increase the share of
renewable energy sources to electricity balance.

5.5

Natural Gas

5.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o Commencement of natural gas supply preferably by the end of the year 2020.
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o Use of natural gas in the electricity supply sector by the end of 2020 via an LNG regasification
facility.

5.5.2

Policies

o Decided to proceed with a policy which will result in the import of Natural Gas in Cyprus fuel
market, by approving the import of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) to Cyprus in a manner
leading to the commencement of natural gas supply by the year 2020. The LNG import route
shall act as the single gas supply route until the indigenous gas sources become available for
the Cyprus market, and will serve as an alternative supply route, for ensuring the security of
inland gas supply.
o Introducing Natural gas via LNG imports to island of Cyprus in order to end the current
energy isolation of Cyprus. The infrastructure project consists of: a) Floating Storage and
Regasification Unit (FSRU); b) a jetty for permanent berthing of FSRU; c) Onshore natural gas
infrastructure.
o Improving Energy Efficiency Dimension as natural gas is more efficient fuel than the other
fossil fuels
o Improving Decarbonisation Dimension because LNG has lower emissions than conventional
fuels.

5.6

Transport

5.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o The RES target for transport sector will be at the level of 10% for the period 2021-2030.
o Biofuels are used in transport sector and the percentage of biofuels to transport fuels is at
2,5% and the greenhouse gas emission reduction is at 1%.

5.6.2

Policies

o Further penetration of plug in hybrid vehicles and electrical vehicles
o Use of natural gas to transport sector will be examine later.
o Develop the market and related infrastructure for the use of electricity, liquefied natural gas
(LNG), compressed natural gas (CNG) and hydrogen in transport
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o Charging points and infrastructures for electric vehicles have been installed in public
buildings and in public roads
o The installation of LPG systems in vehicles and LPG refueling points in retail stations have to
reduce the emission of pollutants and fuel consumption in old vehicles.
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6. Czech Republic
6.1

Climate Targets

o The Czech Republic's main target is to reduce total greenhouse-gas emissions by 30% by
2030 by comparison with 2005, equivalent to a reduction in emissions of 44 million tonnes
CO2eq.
o By 2020, particulate matter emissions of SO2, NOx, volatile organic compounds (VOC) and
NH3 will decrease by comparison with the reference year 2005 as follows: for SO2 by 45%
for 2020 and by 66% for 2030; for NOx by 35% for 2020 and 64% for 2030; for VOC by 18%
for 2020 and by 50% for 2030; for NH3 by 7% for 2020 and by 22% for 2030.
o 34% reduction in greenhouse-gas emissions (by comparison with 2005) will be achieved by
2050.

6.2

RES Targets

o The Czech Republic proposes a 20,8% contribution to the European target by 2030 – an
increase of 7,8 percentage points by comparison with the Czech national target of 13,0% for
2020.
o The average year-on-year growth of RES share in heating and cooling is proposed at 0,8%.
In transport, the target is set as binding on all Member States at 14%.

6.3

Energy Efficiency

6.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o The Czech Republic’s target for 2021–2030 was set at 84 PJ of new energy savings, i.e. 462
PJ of cumulated energy savings by 2030.
o to meet the minimum annual energy savings of 0,8% of annual final energy consumption.
o The Czech Republic’s target for 2021–2030 was set at 84 PJ of new energy savings, i.e. 462
PJ of cumulated energy savings by 2030.
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o To reach primary energy sources at the level of 1 727 PJ in 2030, final consumption at the
level of 990 PJ and energy intensity of GDP at the level of 0,157 MJ/CZK.

6.3.2

Policies

o Long-term renovation strategy to support the renovation of the national stock of residential
and non-residential buildings, both public and private, including policies, measures and
actions to stimulate cost-effective deep renovation and policies and actions to target the
worst performing segments of the national building stock
o Measures to promote energy services in the public sector and measures to remove
regulatory and non-regulatory barriers that impede the uptake of energy performance
contracting and other energy efficiency service models
o Measures to promote the exemplary role of public buildings and energy-efficient public
procurement, measures to promote energy audits and energy management systems11,
consumer information and training measures, and other measures to promote energy
efficiency
o Where applicable to promote the role of local renewable energy communities in
contributing to the implementation of policies and measures for energy efficiency
o To develop measures to utilize energy efficiency potentials of gas and electricity
infrastructure
o In terms of financing, instruments and measures to increase energy efficiency, in addition to
State budget funds there are two major sources of funding for promoting the
implementation of energy saving measures – the European Structural and Investment Funds,
and revenues from the auctioning of emission allowances

6.4

Electricity System

6.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o The highest possible diversification of the energy/electricity mix and the minimization of
sources using large quantities of input fuel which must be imported from abroad.
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o It is important to emphasize the role of nuclear power, which should gradually replace coal
in the electricity mix
o An increase in the share of nuclear energy and renewable sources at the expense of fossil
fuels is also a key prerequisite for achieving long-term commitments to reduce greenhousegas emissions.
o Share of individual fuels in gross electricity generation
2016 level

2040 target level

Coal and other solid non-renewable fuels

50%

11-21%

Nuclear energy

29%

46-58%

Natural gas

8%

5-15%

Renewable and secondary energy sources

13%

18-25%

6.4.2

Policies

o Development of the transmission system (distribution systems) in order to ensure system
and production adequacy and security of electricity supply ensuring long-term fulfilment of
the N-1 criterion;
o measures to ensure the adequacy of production capacities
o development of an integrated electricity market
o measures following from European legislation
o diversification of the electricity mix
o emergency system management and emergency prevention
o Assumed interconnectivity in 2030 (relatively to maximum load) are 58% (export) and 50%
(import) (Scenario A) and respectively 60,2% and 51,8% (Scenario B).
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o Assumed interconnectivity in 2030 according to the Barcelona Agreement (relative to
installed capacity) are 44,1% (export) and 38% (import) (Scenario A) and respectively 44,1%
and 38% (Scenario B).

6.5

Natural Gas

6.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o Support projects ensuring the capacity of gas-storage facilities in the Czech Republic at 35–
40% of annual gas consumption and deliverability guaranteed over a two-month period for
at least 70% of peak daily consumption in the winter
o Create conditions for the reverse flow of the transmission system and the capacity to deliver
gas from the North or the West of at least 40 million m3 per day
o Ensure capacities for an increase in natural gas supply (increase necessary for heat supply,
electricity generation and transport)
o In connection with the decarbonisation targets, prepare the gas transmission and
distribution system for a higher share of new gas types and sector coupling

6.5.2

Policies

o Policies diversification of gas sources and gas transit routes (closely linked to the
development of the transmission system)
o measures following from European legislation
o development of the transmission system (distribution systems) in order to ensure system
adequacy and security of gas supply ensuring long-term fulfilment of the N-1 criterion
o development of an integrated gas market
o a rigorous monitoring of compliance by the gas traders with the security standard of supply
for protected customers
o measures to ensure sufficient storage capacity and the efficient use of gas-storage facilities
o emergency gas system management and emergency prevention
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o Support financially and institutionally both the transformation of existing biogas stations to
biomethane production, and new biomethane stations including their connection to the gas
system

6.6

Transport

6.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o Create conditions for the development of a quality transport system, which makes use of the
characteristics of the various modes of transport and relies on the principles of competition
with regard to its economic and social impacts and its impacts on the environment and public
health
o The developments in electromobility and future electricity consumption in the transport
sector are also very important in terms of contributing to the 14% target of share of
renewable energy in transport. In 2016, total electricity consumption in transport amounted
to 1 636 GWh, with the rail transport accounting for the vast majority (94%)

6.6.2

Policies

o The developments in electromobility and future electricity consumption in the transport
sector are also very important in terms of contributing to the 14% target of share of
renewable energy in transport. In 2016, the total electricity consumption in transport
amounted to 1 636 GWh, with the rail transport accounting for the vast majority (94%).
o The existing excise tax on natural gas in transport will be maintained until 2020 (in line with
the existing Excise Tax Act)
o The development of the use of different types of natural gas vehicles and the development
of infrastructure will be supported by the State
o Vehicles for the transport of persons or freight vehicles with a maximum permissible weight
of less than 12 tonnes using alternative fuel (hybrid drives, electric motors, CNG, LPG and
bioethanol E85) are exempt from road tax
o In the 2014–2020 period, support for ‘clean mobility’ is provided by several current
Operational Programmes.
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o Purchase of zero-emission electric buses, including the development of the related
infrastructure
o The volume of natural gas consumed in the transport sector will reach about 284 million m3
with a 50% biofuel share / 192 million m3 with a 74% biofuel share between 2021 to 2025
o The number of vehicles will reach about 100–160 thousand CNG vehicles and 500–1 000 LNG
V1 vehicles in period 2026 to 2030
o The number of CNG filling stations will exceed 500 at the end of the year 2030 (340 public
and 160 non-public) and 14 LNG stations
o That hydrogen mobility should be supported by the same measures as electromobility,
because it constitutes ‘hydrogen electromobility’
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7. Denmark
7.1

Climate Targets

o Consistency with Denmark’s long-term low emission strategy is ensured as Denmark’s
targets under the ESR regulation and the LULUCF Regulation are to be seen as steps in 20212030 towards the Government’s long-term objective to become a carbon neutral society by
2050.The targets 2021-2030 are consistent with the target for 2050
o 2030: Limit Denmark’s non-ETS greenhouse gas emissions in 2030 at least by 39% in relation
to Denmark’s emissions in 2005
o The aim of achieving climate neutrality by 2050 requires that Denmark capture and store
carbon currently in the atmosphere

7.2

RES Targets

o In 2020 Denmark expects to reach an overall renewables share of 42%, according to
Denmark’s Energy and Climate Outlook 2018. The individual shares for electricity, district
heating and transport are estimated at 79,6%, 73% and 8,7% respectively.
o The Danish binding EU target for 2020 is 30%. Denmark plans to count the extra 12
percentage points as early effort towards the 2030 RES target. The new policy agreement
includes a number of new initiatives, described below, that will set the path towards the
approximately 55% renewables share in 2030.

7.3

Energy Efficiency

7.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o Denmark has therefore developed a great expertise in energy efficiency, which has made it
possible to keep energy consumption largely unchanged in spite of significant economic
growth over the last three decades. The Danish gross energy consumption by 2020 is defined
in the outlook as the gross energy consumption excluding non-energy consumption of 707,2
PJ (16,89 Mtoe). This is a reduction of gross energy consumption by 16,9% in 2020 compared
to 2006.
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o The corresponding indicative target for final energy consumption (excluding consumption
for non-energy purposes) by 2020 is 615,5 PJ (14,70 Mtoe). This is a reduction of 7,7%
compared to 2006.
o The Danish gross energy consumption by 2030 is estimated to approx. 780 PJ (18,6 Mtoe).
o The corresponding indicative contribution for final energy consumption (excluding
consumption for non-energy purposes) by 2030 is approx. 660 PJ (15,8 Mtoe).
o The Danish targets are calculated as:
•

An annual target of 1,5%: 6,18 PJ

•

Savings by 2020 (7 x 1,5%): 43,23 PJ

•

Cumulative Savings 2014-2020 (28 x 1,5%): 172,93 PJ

7.3.2

Policies

o Following from the agreement significant investments to reach the ambition of a lowemission society by 2050 will be made
o The green transition takes place in the energy sector and through the Danish climate policy.
In this context, the parties agreed that Denmark will work towards net zero emissions in
accordance with the Paris agreement and for a net-zero-emission target in the EU and
Denmark by 2050
o Finally, the parties note that a long-term renovation strategy for existing buildings is being
developed. This strategy will include indicative milestones for building renovation for 2030,
2040 and 2050

7.4

Electricity System

7.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o Denmark will in the coming years significantly expand its capacity of renewable energy. In
the electricity sector new capacity is primarily expected to be solar PV and wind, but also
solid biomass will play an important role in the conversion of the remaining central power
plants still operating on coal. New technology neutral tenders for wind and solar PV will be
conducted in 2018 and 2019, whereas further RES technologies will be added in the
technology neutral tenders conducted from 2020-2024. Tenders for offshore wind has been
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conducted and contracts signed for the first 400 MW to start production in 2019, and 350
MW to start production in 2020 and 600 MW to start production in 2021. Additional tenders
for three offshore wind parks of a total of at least 2 400 MW have also been decided.
o In Denmark the probability of electricity being available to the consumer, when it is
demanded, is better than 99,99% and there has been no historic lack of electricity supply
due to insufficient generation capacity or interconnector. In the year 2020 Denmark will
have more interconnector capacity than the maximum Danish electricity consumption and
together with the domestic installed electricity production capacity, Denmark is solidly
based in the matter of security of electrical supply.

7.4.2

Policies

o Denmark is phasing out the public service obligation originally put on the electricity bill to
finance support for renewables. At the same time to reduce the electrical heating tax by 152
DKK/kWh (2018 prices), effective from 2021. Thus the electricity heating tax will be reduced
from 307 DKK/kWh to 155 DKK/kWh (2018 prices). The tax reduction constitutes a followup on the Agreement on Business and Entrepreneur Initiatives.
o The reduction of the electrical heating tax promotes the green transition in the heating
sector by increasing the use of individual heat pumps and heat pumps in district heating
systems. It also increases the incentive for utilizing surplus heat.
o Denmark has entered a cooperation agreement with Germany which will result in statistical
transfers from Denmark to Germany, corresponding to the electricity production from 50
MW solar PV financially supported by Germany.
o Denmark is also preparing specific support schemes for wind turbines with a testing purpose
from 2018-2024.
o Denmark has some of the highest consumption taxes on electricity in the EU. As the
renewables share in electricity steadily increases, the Danish Parliament wishes to improve
incentives for the use of electricity over other types of energy, especially in the heating
sector. For that purpose it is agreed gradually to reduce the electricity taxes in the period
from 2019-2025.
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7.5

Natural Gas

7.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o Within natural gas sector Denmark has the objective to further develop the international
cooperation on security of supply by increasing physical interconnections and ensuring
common understanding on risks to supply
o The importance of natural gas in the Danish energy supply has been decreasing in the last
decade. This development is expected to continue in the following years as natural gas is
expected to cover respectively about 15% in 2023, 14% in 2023 and 12% in 2030 of the total
Danish energy mix.

7.5.2

Policies

o The energy loss in the Danish gas net is very low and is approximately 0,06% of the total gas
consumption. Efficiency potentials are primarily related to the choice of components;
compressors and boilers and the choice of pressure and temperature.

There is no

measureable loss of gas from storage. As an example, all compressor drives in the Danish
system are electrical powered.
o The gas net is continuously optimized and components are renewed with more energy
efficient components, when the grid is maintained. Because of the very low net loss it is not
possible to point to significant efficiency potentials, which is not being taken care of in the
continuous maintenance of the grid
o The Danish TSO (Energinet) and the Polish TSO (Gaz-System) have taken the final investment
decision to establish the Baltic Pipe project. The project will make it possible to transport up
to 10 BCM Norwegian gas to Poland from October 2022 through the Danish gas
infrastructure. The project will connect the Danish and Polish gas markets including the
possibility for Denmark to import gas from Poland

7.6

Transport

7.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o In 2020, RES share in transport – 8,7%
o Low-emission mobility and/or electrification of transport.
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7.6.2

Policies

o Stop on the sale of new petrol and diesel cars in 2030, and plug-in hybrid cars in 2035
o In the Energy policy agreement from June 2018 there has been made a reservation on an
amount of 500 million DKK for the years 2020-2024 – 100 million DKK a year for the transport
sector. The pool shall be used to support green solutions in the transport sector
o In transport, according to present Danish legislation, suppliers must blend at least 5,75% of
biofuels in the transport fuel they put on the market. From January 1, 2020, they must blend
in at least 0,9% of advanced biofuels
o Phase-out of sales of new petrol and diesel cars in 2030, and of new plugin hybrid cars in
2035
o Lower taxation on green company cars
o Ensuring parking spaces with charging stations for low-emission cars
o Denmark’s municipalities can grant low-emission cars permission to drive in bus lanes
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8. Estonia
8.1

Climate Targets

o Estonia’s binding GHG reduction/limitation objectives come from the Effort Sharing
Regulation and LULUCF regulations.
o In accordance with the Effort Sharing Regulation, the objective for Estonia is to reduce GHG
emissions in the sectors beyond the scope of the emissions trading scheme by 13% of 2005
levels by 2030.
o Estonia’s target will be to ensure that the emissions of the LULUCF sector will be
compensated by carbon capture by the same sector and the total emissions of the LULUCF
sector and carbon capture are at least in balance.
o The long-term objective for Estonia is to transition to a low carbon emission economy, which
would mean iterative and purposeful reorganization of the economy and energy system to
make them more resource efficient, productive and greener. This would entail changes in
energy production, transport, forestry and agriculture, but also in people’s daily habits. The
target for Estonia by 2050 is to reduce GHG emission by approximately 80% compared to
1990 levels.

8.2

RES Targets

o If flexible collaboration mechanisms with other EU Member States are launched successfully,
it could be possible to increase the share of electricity from renewable energy sources in
Estonia’s final electricity consumption to 50%.
o Estimated trajectories for RES share in the final electricity consumption: 2020 – 17,6%, 2030
– 30,0%
o Considering the year 2030 target, Estonia’s target is to cover the need for 2nd generation
biofuels with biomethane. There is potential for the use of gaseous fuels in Estonia, and
biomethane has an important role in this. For that purpose, it is necessary to produce up to
40 Mm3 of biomethane (375 GWh) by 2030. Calculation of the 2020 level takes into
consideration the so-called multipliers, but the level for 2030 is set for actual volumes or it
is not calculated (i.e. does not contain multipliers).
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Energy Efficiency

8.3

8.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o Overall EE target: primary energy consumption in 2030 - 230 PJ (10% less than in 2012)
o Final energy consumption - 32 TWh (115 PJ)
o Energy intensity of the Estonian economy - 2 MWh/1000 €GDP2012.
o The cumulative amount of end-use energy savings to be achieved over the period 2021 –
2030 is 14 422 GWh (0,8%/year (960 TJ) of the average final energy consumption for 2016 –
2018).
o The total floor area of public buildings to be renovated during the period 2021 – 2030 is 290
000 m2

8.3.2

Policies

o Measures of ESDP 2030, directly contributing to EE:
•

Increasing availability of alternative fuels in transport

•

Reducing the demand for motorised individual transport

•

Efficient transport fleet

•

Increasing energy efficiency of the existing building stock

•

Increasing expected energy efficiency relating to new buildings

•

Efficient transport of heat

•

Example of the public sector

•

Energy saving in other sectors.

o EE obligation schemes and alternative policy measures:
•

Taxation of energy carriers (VAT, fuel and electricity excise duty)

•

Measures in final consumption sectors
- Promotion of fuel-efficient driving;
- Spatial and land use measures in cities to increase the fuel-efficiency of
transport and enhancement of the transportation system;
- Development of convenient and modern public transport;
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- Establishment of road charges for heavy duty vehicles;
- Development of railway infrastructure (incl. construction of Rail Baltic);
- Reconstruction of public sector and business buildings; and
- Reconstruction of private residences and apartment buildings.
o Implementation of the measures listed below will also be considered:
•

Additional increasing of fuel-efficiency of the transport sector;

•

Additional promoting of fuel-efficient driving;

•

Additional spatial and land use measures in cities to increase the fuel-efficiency of
transport and enhancement of the transportation system;

•

Additional activities for development of convenient and modern public transport;

•

Congestion charge in Tallinn;

•

Additional reconstruction of public sector and business buildings; and

•

Additional reconstruction of private residences and apartment buildings.

o Promotion of energy services in public sector and EPC
•

The development of the energy services market is regulated under the Energy
Sector Organization Act

•

Several financial instruments for EE projects have been developed by the State (SA
KredEx, EIC)

o Other policies, measures and programmes:
•

Exemplary role of the public sector buildings:
- Reconstruction of public sector and business buildings
- Establishment of minimum requirements for nZEB
- Additional reconstruction of public sector and business buildings

•

Promotion of the EE public procurements – established in the Energy Sector
Organization Act and in the Regulation “Energy efficiency requirements for the
products, services and buildings purchased by the central government”

•

Energy audits – established in the Energy Sector Organization Act; minimum
requirements of the energy audit are laid down with the Regulation No. 76
“Minimum requirements of the energy audits”

•

Replacement of pipelines - Reduction of the diameter of the district heating pipeline
and installation of the pre-insulated pipes
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8.4

Electricity System

8.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o RES share in the final power consumption – by 10% in 2030
o Electric power of the cogeneration stations producing to the DH network – 817,5 MWel
o Share of imported fuels in power generation – less than 50%
o Share of domestic electricity in the conditions of the open market – more than 60%
o An average total duration of interruptions in the distribution system per point of
consumption a year – less than 90 minutes
o Amount of energy not provided in the transmission system – less than 150 MWh
o In 2017, the interconnectivity of the Estonian electricity grids with the neighbouring
countries (Latvia, Finland) was 63%2

8.4.2

Policies

o Development electrical energy production
o Efficient transmission eligible for electrical energy sector needs
o Baltic States synchronization project

8.5

Natural Gas

8.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o Share of the biggest supply source in the gas supply – 70%
o Share of the biggest gas seller in the market – 32%

8.5.2

Policies

o Plan for safeguarding the gas supply disruptions
o Preventive action plan for reducing the risks that affect the security of gas supply - every two
years
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Transport

8.6

8.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o Transport demand in use of passenger cars compared to 2010 - Increase ≤ 5% (2030)
o Fuel consumption of the transport fleet in 2030 will not exceed the level of 2012 - ≤ 8,3 TWh
o In 2020, the share of renewables on the gross energy consumption in transport to be 10%
o Development of electromobility

8.6.2

Policies

o Increasing the percentage of biofuels in the transport sector
o Increasing the fuel efficiency of the transport sector
o Promotion of fuel-efficient driving
o Spatial and land use measures in cities to increase the fuel-efficiency of transport and
enhancement of the transportation system
o Development of convenient and modern public transport
o Application of the following measures is still in progress:
•

Additional increasing of fuel-efficiency of the transport sector;

•

Additional promoting of fuel-efficient driving;

•

Additional spatial and land use measures in cities to increase the fuel-efficiency of
transport and enhancement of the transportation system;

•

Additional activities for development of convenient and modern public transport;

•

Establishment of road charges for heavy duty vehicles;

•

Congestion charge in Tallinn; and

•

Development of railway infrastructure (incl construction of Rail Baltic)
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9. Finland
9.1

Climate Targets

o According to the Effort Sharing Regulation (ESR), Finland should by 2030 reduce its
greenhouse gas emissions by 39% compared to 2005 levels. This corresponds to a permitted amount of a 20,6 Mt CO2 equivalent in 2030
o To achieve the target, Finland will take advantage of the so-called one-off flexibility. The
maximum annual flexibility set for Finland is 0,7 Mt CO2 equivalent.
o The LULUCF flexibility mechanism included in the Commission's proposal has not been taken
into account because of the uncertainty related to it. Finland will include in the reporting
information on utilizing LULUCF flexibility as soon as it becomes available. Finland will use
the other flexibility mechanisms such as transfers between years and emissions trading
between the Member States when needed.
o Other national objectives and goals aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions include the
objectives outlined in the National Energy and Climate Strategy to prohibit the use of coal
for energy by 2030 and to halve the domestic consumption of mineral oil (petrol, diesel oil,
light and heavy fuel oils and aviation fuels) from 2005 levels by 2030.
o The objectives and measures for promoting the use of transport biofuels and other RES in
transport have been recorded to the National Energy and Climate Strategy, to the Mediumterm Climate Change Plan and to Finland's plan compliant with the Directive on the
deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure (2014/94/EU). The aim is to increase the
share of transport biofuels in all transport fuels consumed in Finland to 30% by 2030.
Another objective is to bring the number or electricity-powered cars in Finland to at least
250 000 and the number of gas-powered cars to 50 000 by 2030.

9.2

RES Targets

o The national renewable energy target set for 2030 in the National Energy and Climate
Strategy is 50% of the final energy consumption.
o RES share in the final energy consumption of road transport – 30%
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9.3

Energy Efficiency

9.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o Finland's indicative national energy efficiency target for 2020 is the absolute level of final
consumption of energy at 310 TWh.
o The corresponding level of primary energy consumption is estimated to 417 TWh.
o The 2030 energy efficiency target in final energy consumption is at some 305 TWh.
o Corresponding primary energy supply is about 420 TWh.

9.3.2

Policies

o Energy efficiency agreements - cover the business, real estate and municipal sectors and the
distribution of heating fuel oils
o Transport fuel taxation
o Energy audits
o Energy performance of buildings
o Promotion of EE at system level - planning of networks and in tariffs and regulations
o Maintaining the preconditions for CHP generation
o District heating and cooling
o Communication and training to promote EE
o EE in awarding public contracts
o Energy Aid scheme – investment and research projects
o Regional cooperation with Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Iceland, as well as the Baltic
states
o Funding
o “Energy efficiency first” principle
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9.4

Electricity System

9.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o The National Energy and Climate Strategy sets a national target of 55% for energy selfsufficiency
o Prohibit the use of coal for energy by 2030

9.4.2

Policies

o The National Emergency Supply Agency holds imported fuels in state-owned reserves to last
for the normal consumption of an average of five months.
o Of the Nordic countries, Finland has agreements concerning security of supply with Sweden
and Norway.
o The power reserve system (strategic reserve) secures the security of electricity supply in
Finland in situations in which the market-driven production of electricity does not cover
consumption.
o Regulation on risk-preparedness in the electricity sector.

9.5

Natural Gas

9.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o Opening of the gas market from the beginning of 2020, the construction of the Bal-tic
connector gas pipeline and the related objective of creating a regional gas market comprising
Finland and the Baltic states, which will reduce the dependency on natural gas imported
from Russia

9.5.2

Policies

o The construction of the Baltic connector gas pipeline between Finland and Estonia will
enable the opening and renewal of the gas market. When this investment is completed, the
exemption from the Internal Market in the Natural Gas Directive will be dropped, and the
gas market will be fully open for competition from the beginning of 2020.
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o In the new natural gas market act, price regulation of piped gas will be dropped, and gas
marketplaces and internal market rules will be introduced. The objective is to create a
regional gas market comprising Finland and the Baltic states starting from the beginning of
2020.
o Plans for the prevention of risks in the security of supply of natural gas (prevention plan) and
for measures to be taken in disruptions of supply (emergency plan).
o Building of import terminals for liquefied natural gas.
o To prepare for any disruptions in the availability of imported energy and to meet its
commitments under international obligations, Finland keeps reserves of imported fuel
covering on average the normal consumption of five months. This amount does not include
the natural gas consumption by industry. As regards natural gas, the reserves comprise
compulsory stockpiles of companies and state-owned reserves.
o Obligation for the natural gas system operators to develop the network.

9.6

Transport

9.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o The National Energy and Climate Strategy and the Medium-term Climate Change Plan have
set the objective to increase the share of biofuels to 30% of fuels used in road transport and
to replace 10% of light fuel oil use with bio liquids.
o In transport sector, the objective is also to increase the number of electric cars to at least
250 000 and the number of gas-powered cars to at least 50 000 by 2030.

9.6.2

Policies

o Energy and carbon dioxide taxes
o Promoting of the use of biofuels
o Promoting of biogas in road transportation
o Improving the EE of vehicles
o Improving the EE of transport system
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10. France
Climate Targets

10.1

o Decarbonisation of the energy system and achieving carbon neutrality by 2050
o France’s 2030 target for greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions not covered by the EU Emissions
Trading System (non-ETS), is -36%compared to 2005
o Greenhouse gas emissions reduction targets under ESR (compared to 2005):
•

2017: 11%

•

2020: 16% (existing measures); 17% (with additional measures)

•

2030: 26% (existing measures); 41% (with additional measures)

RES Targets

10.2

o Share of renewable energy in the gross final energy consumption:
•

2017 – 16,3%

•

2020 – 23%

•

2030 – 32%

Energy Efficiency

10.3

o Primary energy consumption:
•

2017 – 239,5 Mtoe;

•

2020 – 233,1 Mtoe;

•

2030 – 208,3 Mtoe

o Final energy consumption:
•

2017 – 148,9 Mtoe;

•

2020 – 144,6 Mtoe;

•

2030 – 131,4 Mtoe
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10.4

Electricity System

o In terms of energy security, France faces the challenges to decrease the share of nuclear
energy, and to phase-out coal power plants.
o As regards the internal energy market, peak consumption is a key element dictating crucial
features of the French electricity system.
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11. Germany
11.1

Climate Targets

o National climate goal: at least -55% by 2030 compared to 1990
o ETS: EU-wide goal of -43% by 2030 compared to 2005
o ESR: -38% by 2030 compared to 2005
o LULUCF: no net debit rule

11.2

RES Targets

o Share of renewable energies in gross final energy consumption: 30% in 2030 (share in 2020:
18%)
o The Renewable Energy Sources Act provides for a continuous increase in the share of
renewables in gross electricity consumption to 40-45% in 2025, 55-60% in 2035, and at least
80% in 2050. The 2010 Energy Concept also sets the goal of increasing the share of
renewables to 50% by 2030.
o The Federal Government has used the EU’s goal for a 27% share of RES in the heating and
cooling sector for 2030.

11.3

Energy Efficiency

11.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o Based on the Energy Concept’s energy efficiency goal of -20% by 2020 and -50% by 2050 (in
each case primary energy consumption compared to 2008)
o Calculated on a linear basis using existing goals and Eurostat figures, the national target for
primary energy consumption amounts to around 230 Mtoe for 2030, which corresponds to
a drop in consumption of 30% compared to 2008.
o Increased heat supply efficiency for buildings
o Decreased primary energy demand for buildings
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11.3.2

Policies

o National Energy Efficiency Action Plan
o Development of an EE strategy
o EE strategy for buildings
o Energy consulting for residential buildings (on-site consulting/individual renovation
roadmap)
o Energy consulting for non-residential buildings owned by municipalities/charitable
organizations
o Energy consulting for SMEs
o National efficiency label for old heating installations
o New Buildings Energy Act
o Tax incentives for energy-related building renovations
o Federal Government’s CO2 Building Modernization Programme
o Market incentive programme for renewable energies in the heating market – for both
residential and non-residential buildings
o Funding programme “EE and process heat from RES in industry – subsidies and loans and
competition”
o EE incentive programme: (1) the installation of ventilation systems (ventilation package) in
combination with renovation measures involving the building shell with a view to avoiding
structural damage (including mould), (2) the replacement of inefficient heating installations
with efficient heating installations (heating package), (3) the market launch of stationary fuel
cell heating systems in new and existing buildings.
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Electricity System

11.4

11.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o The indicative trajectory for renewable energies’ total share in gross final energy
consumption rises on a linear basis, from 18% in 2020 to 30% in 2030. The annual growth
comprises 1,2 percentage points.
o Progress in expanding renewable energies is measured on the basis of reliable reference
points: accordingly, renewables are to account for 18% of the additional growth between
2020 and 2030 in the year 2022 (so renewable energies’ share is then 20,2%), 43% in 2025
(i.e. renewable energies’ share is to comprise 23,2%), and 65% in 2027 (i.e. with renewable
energies’ share then comprising 25,8%).
o A phase-out of the use of nuclear power to generate domestic electricity by the end of 2022
o Gradual reduction in coal-fired power generation
o The target-value for interconnectivity (as thermic interconnector capacity) is set at 30% for
the year 2030

11.4.2

Policies

o Photovoltaic open-area installations costs were cut from 9 ct/kWh in 2015 to 4 ct/kWh in
2018 (in 2005 the power generation costs for PV open-area installations were much higher
still, at around 40 ct/kWh).
o The quantities for tender up to 2030, as established in the Renewable Energy Sources Act
2017, are as follows:
•

For onshore wind, starting in 2017, calls for tender are being conducted for 2 800
MW each year for three years; from 2020 the figure is 2 900 MW each year; the
Omnibus Energy Act provides for special tenders, relating to an additional 4 GW,
spanning the period 2019–2021.

•

For offshore wind facilities, in all, 3 100 MW are put up for tender for the period
2021–2025 (for 2021 and 2022, the plan is to add an additional 500 MW annually;
700 MW are to be added annually between 2023 and 2025); this is in addition to an
annual average of 840 MW in the period 2026–2030.

•

For photovoltaic installations from a size of 750 kW, each year 600 MW are to be
made available for tender. In total, a deployment corridor of 2 500 MW per year is
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the goal for photovoltaics; the Omnibus Energy Act provides for special calls for
tender that involves an additional 4 GW, spread over the years 2019–2021.
•

11.5

For biomass installations, a quantity of 150 MW per year is the subject of tenders,
applying to the period 2017–2019; for 2020–2022 the respective annual figure is
200 MW.

Natural Gas

11.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o Natural gas remains a substantial part of energy supply to Germany.
o There are relatively many import routes available for supplying the German market with
natural gas.

11.5.2

Policies

o In Germany it is a matter of principle that the companies, particularly the operators of longdistance grids and gas distribution grids, are set the task of eliminating risks or disruptions
by grid-related and market-related measures.
o The gas industry is making intensive efforts to expand the natural-gas infrastructure
(distribution lines and storage capacity) and to further broaden-out the sourcing of natural
gas. There are cross-border flows of energy resources with all neighbouring countries; in
addition, gas supplies from Russia and Norway respectively come via pipelines, without a
transit through other countries.
o With its tax-based funding support to natural gas as a fuel until 2026, in addition to
dispensing with the toll until 2020, the Federal Government has shown its interest in
substantially expanding natural-gas-powered mobility. Especially through using biogas, this
can contribute to savings in the use of CO2.
o It is crucial for safeguarding security of natural-gas supply, especially in the case of
bottlenecks, and for managing seasonal fluctuations in consumption, that sufficient storage
capacity is available with a high storage performance( at present, 280 underground storage
facilities are operated commercially, at 51 locations).
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Transport

11.6

11.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o To increase the share of renewables in the transport sector significantly by 2030
o Germany plans to limit the share of first-generation biofuels to 5,3%. By way of contrast,
the share of advanced biofuels will increase by 2030 to between at least 1,75% (double
counting) or 3,5% (single counting).
o The 2010 Energy Concept stipulates that final energy consumption in the transport sector
must be reduced by around 10% by 2020 and by around 40% by 2050 (in both cases
compared to 2005). In addition, the Federal Government states in its Climate Action Plan
2050 that Germany’s transport system will be almost independent of fossil carbon fuels and
therefore largely GHG-neutral by 2050

11.6.2

Policies

o National Platform “Future of Mobility”
o Funding of e-mobility
•

Purchase premium (“environmental bonus”) for new vehicles

•

Tax arrangements for the private use of e-mobility

•

Improvements in charging infrastructure

•

Increasing the proportion of electrical vehicles

o Amendments to the Charging Stations Regulation
o National Strategical Framework for the expansion of fuel infrastructures – charging
infrastructure for electric vehicles, NG supply and hydrogen supply
o Further development of the National Innovation Programme for Hydrogen and Fuel Cell
Technology
o Boosting Germany’s status as a location for battery cell production
o Specific measures for reducing urban traffic emissions – urban transport electrification,
construction of charging infrastructure digitalization of transport systems, retrofitting of
exhaust after-treatment systems in diesel buses
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o Funding of alternative drive systems for local public transport
o Further development of the Mobility and Fuels Strategy 2013
o Biofuels
o Funding of NG mobility through adoption of tax incentives until 2026 and an exemption from
road tolls until 2020
o Procurement of electric vehicles – information campaign
o National cycling plan
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12. Greece
Climate Targets

12.1

o For non-ETS sectors, a target is set to reduce GHG emissions by at least 16% compared to
the respective emission levels for 2005
o The emission reduction for the sectors covered by the ETS is 63%.
o Greece has set quantitative targets on the reduction of national emissions of certain air
pollutants for the period 2020 – 2029 and for the year 2030 compared to 2005.

RES Targets

12.2

o The target for the RES share in the gross final energy consumption is of at least 30%.
o According to the Target and Policy Achievement Scenario of the energy system, this goal is
achieved with a contribution share of 31%, considering that the share of the use of heat
pumps to meet cooling needs in a highly energy efficient manner is not accounted for as RES
contribution. If this share is finally accounted for, also in line with the RES Directive referring
to a RES contribution to heating and cooling, the share is 32% and has been defined as a
national target for the year 2030.
o Additional targets are that the RES contribution share in gross final electricity consumption
reaches at least 55%, the RES share for heating and cooling needs exceeds 30% and the RES
share in the transport sector exceeds 14%.
o Evolution of RES shares:
•

Gross final energy consumption: from 18,0% in 2020 to 31,0% in 2030

•

Final consumption of heating and cooling: from 24,5% in 2020 to 32,3% in 2030

•

Gross electricity consumption: from 29,1% in 2020 to 56,4% in 2030

•

Final consumption of transport: from 6,0% in 2020 to 20,0% in 2030
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Energy Efficiency

12.3

12.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o The objective is to achieve energy savings in final energy consumption of at least 32,5%
compared to the projected evolution of final energy consumption by 2030, as estimated in
2007 in the European energy policies, so that FEC does not exceed 18,1 Mtoe in 2030.
o According to the scenario of additional policies and measures/ scenario of achieving the
objectives of the energy system presented, this target is achieved at an energy saving rate
of 32,6%.
o Concerning energy savings, the target of final energy consumption of 18,1 Mtoe corresponds
to primary energy consumption of up to 24,7 Mtoe in 2030.
o At least 7-7,3 Mtoe of cumulative energy savings should be achieved over the period 2021 2030, but the target will be re-calculated on the basis of the final energy consumption figures
for the years 2016 - 2018.
o The target of an annual energy renovation of the total area of the thermal zone of the
buildings of the central public administration is equal to 5 400 square meters, representing
3% of the total area.
o A central quantitative target for the renovation and replacement of residential buildings with
new nearly zero-energy consumption buildings, which could in aggregate amount to 10% of
all homes by 2030. The target set is that at least 40 000 homes be upgraded or replaced by
new energy-efficient ones on a yearly basis.
o Increase the direct use of natural gas in the final consumption sectors by at least 50%
compared to 2016.

12.3.2

Policies

o Policy priorities to promote energy efficiency over the period 2021-2030:
•

Improvement in EE of public buildings

•

Improvement of EE of private buildings

•

Promoting market mechanisms and energy audits

•

Horizontal measures to improve EE
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•

Improvement in EE of industrial sector

•

Improvement in EE of transport sector

•

Improvement in EE of electricity and gas infrastructures

•

Promoting measures for modernizing water/sewage and irrigation infrastructures

o Specific policy measures:
•

Energy efficiency obligation schemes and alternative policy measures

•

Long-term strategy to renovate the national stock of residential and non-residential
buildings, both public and private

•

Policies and measures to promote energy services in the public sector – EPCs and
joint ventures between private and public sectors

•

Other planned policies, measures and programmes to achieve the indicative
national energy efficiency target for 2030: promotion of CHP and expansion of gas
distribution networks, incl. autonomous CNG networks; energy upgrade programme
for street lighting; financing tools to modernize water and irrigation infrastructure;
promoting innovative smart city models; development of a common and open
database and the establishment of a legislative framework for the setting up of
innovative technology procurement groups; green procurement.

o Policies and measures to promote the role of local energy communities - Sustainable Energy
Action Plans and the Energy Efficiency Plans of Buildings
o Measures to exploit the energy efficiency potential of gas and electricity infrastructure - in
load transmission, distribution and management and in the interoperability of networks, as
well as in energy generation facilities including energy microgeneration facilities
o Financing measures including support and use of EU funds in this area at national level:
•

upgrading of the building stock through energy efficiency contracts and, more
generally, through public-private partnership;

•

establishment of the Energy Efficiency Fund;

•

continuation of tax relief measure through the doubling of the fixed asset
depreciation rate of the investment in energy savings by legal persons, whereas
respective tax relief policy measures will also be examined with regard to other
sectors, taking into account the estimated overall effects on the Greek economy;

•

introduction of tendering procedures for the achievement of energy savings.
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Electricity System

12.4

12.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o Utilization of RES potential for both power generation and direct disposal and use in final
consumption, as well as exploration for the extraction and exploitation of domestic
hydrocarbon deposits are energy policy axes for the coming period
o RES share in gross electricity consumption targets:
•

2020 – 29,1%

•

2030 – 56,4%

o Electricity generation from RES:
•

2020 – 17 651 GWh

•

2030 – 34 746 GWh

o Interconnection of autonomous island electrical systems (interconnection or upgrading of
all autonomous electrical systems by the year 2030)
o Increasing cross-border transmission capacity (15% interconnectivity in 2030)
o Raising the country’s profile as a regional energy hub
o To increase demand-side participation in the electricity market and to promote the
deployment of storage systems that will enable electricity prices to be restricted, and will
strengthen the penetration of RES into the system and the power adequacy of the electricity
system

12.4.2

Policies

o As regards the siting of RES projects, the specific physical planning and sustainable
development framework for renewable energy sources sets out the main directions and the
general rules for the siting of RES projects across Greece.
o The promotion of RES technologies for the production of electricity with minimal operational
support is a key priority for the next period, as this will reduce the charges imposed on
consumers for the development and operation of RES plants.
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o Operating aid for the most economically competitive renewable energy technologies such
as photovoltaic and wind power plants is expected to be continually decreasing and
ultimately eliminated over the medium term, as plants using these technologies will be fully
competitive on the electricity market.
o The Sliding Feed-In Premium will continue to be the key tool for supporting RES technologies
for electricity generation as a whole whereas, at the same time, particular provision will still
be made for installations with low installed capacity to which fixed price operating aid will
be applied.
o Innovative and pilot RES projects will continue to be eligible for financial support through
operating and investment aid on condition that they have been proven to lead to an increase
of the domestic added value and that they contribute to meeting local and/or special energy
needs

12.5

Natural Gas

12.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o Policy measures for promoting the use of natural gas in industry, households and the tertiary
sector make a significant contribution towards attaining the objective for 2020.

12.5.2

Policies

o The use of natural gas is encouraged through measures of a political nature, e.g. the
liberalization of the energy market, the adoption of tax incentives, the deduction of
interconnection charges, ensuring a competitive price for gas compared to other fuels.
o The discount granted in interconnection charges, as well as the direct availability of gas
intended to be used extensively as basic fuel and the accessibility of industrial plants to gas
as a result of the expansion of networks and infrastructure.
o In the field of natural gas, the projects planned for the development, enhancement and
interconnection of the national gas system (ESFA) have helped use different energy sources.
The Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP) has been under construction since 2016. The TAP will have
an 878 km long path and serve as an continuation of the much larger TANAO/TANAP pipeline
(1 850 km), which crosses Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey. The initial carrying capacity of
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TAP is 10 bcm of gas per year. However, its capacity may even exceed 20 bcm by the addition
of two further compressor stations.
o As regards gas storage, holders of power generation authorisations must, under the
conditions laid down in their authorisations and with a view to responding to gas supply
crises, ensure the uninterrupted operation of their plants on natural gas for not less than
five days in case of an unscheduled interruption in the supply of gas. Some electricity
producers have opted for fulfilling the above specific condition by maintaining an LNG
reserve in a storage facility. However, despite the ongoing upgrade B of the Revythousa
Terminal (construction of a third container), using this infrastructure for electricity producers
to fulfil their above-mentioned obligation is considered to be technically impossible unless
infrastructure is set up for long-term gas storage (e.g. underground container).
o The measure ‘Interruptible gas consumers’ has made a substantial contribution towards the
security of supply by allowing the demand for natural gas to be interrupted at specific levels
in crisis situations.
o Examine possibility of injecting either hydrogen or methane produced from RES in the
natural gas network.

Transport

12.6

12.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o Share of RES in the transport sector to exceed 14% during the period 2021 – 2030
o Promotion of the use of biofuels, other RES, electricity and natural gas in transport
o Promotion of innovative transport technologies

12.6.2

Policies

o In the transport sector, various policy measures will be combined:
•

First, the integration of the necessary infrastructure for the promotion of alternative
fuels in transport is a priority, and a review of the existing institutional framework
for the development of an alternative fuel infrastructure market and the
introduction of tax incentives for all types of alternative fuels will be launched.

•

The implementation of infrastructure projects in the field of road and rail transport
combined with the drawing-up of plans for the shifting of commercial transport
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operations is expected to bring about significant improvement of energy efficiency
in the sector.
•

The role of Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans will also be crucial in improving energy
efficiency in the transport sector, by covering all modes of transport, including
public transport and active modes of transport such as walking and cycling.

•

The obligation to allocate energy efficient vehicles to public services and
organisations will be respected, while upgrading of public transport with new
technology vehicles will be achieved as far as this is economically, technically and
resource efficient.

•

The highly successful replacement programme for passenger cars and light trucks
with new energy-efficiency ones, will be repeated through a broader funding
scheme, in order to replace public and freight vehicles.
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13. Hungary
13.1

Climate Targets

o In the long term, Hungary plans a minimum 52% reduction of gross emissions by 2050, noting
that the preferred rate of reduction is 85% compared to 1990, if enabled by the country's
economic potential, i.e. a gross GHG emission reduction of 52–85% should be achieved by
2050 compared to 1990 (according to the National Climate Strategy).
o As an intermediate goal, GHG emissions should be reduced by at least 40% by 2030
compared to 1990, i.e. gross emissions in 2030 may not exceed the gross value of 56,28
million tCO2e (the value for 2017 is 64,44 million tCO2e based on the preliminary inventory
report, indicating a need to achieve an emission reduction of 8,2 million tCO2e).
o Emissions of non-ETS sectors during the period 2013-2020 may increase by 10% compared
to the 2005 levels.
o Pursuant to the Effort Sharing Regulation, Hungary's reduction target is -7% during the
period 2021-2030.

13.2

RES Targets

o Hungary set the target of reaching a 20% share of renewable energy sources within primary
energy consumption by 2030 (2020 - 14,65%)
o In 2016, the share of RES equaled 20,76% within energy consumption for heating and for
cooling purposes, 7,2% within electricity consumption, and 7,44% within energy
consumption in transport. The consumption of renewable energy exceeded the sub-target
by approximately 11,5 percentage points in relation to energy consumption for heating and
for cooling purposes –exceeding the share set for 2020 each year since 2011, primarily as a
result of consumed biomass quantities –and by 0,8 percentage points in relation to energy
consumption in transport.
o In 2030, the quantity of electricity from renewable resources is expected to exceed 6 500
GWh, with approximately 70% of such quantity attributable to photovoltaic panels.
According to the forecast, the share of renewable energy use will amount to 12,8% of gross
final electricity consumption in 2030.
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13.3

Energy Efficiency

13.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o Based on the national objective of Hungary, energy consumption in 2030 should not exceed
the value for 2005 (gross final energy consumption of 27,6 Mtoe).
o The energy efficiency measures will reduce the value of expected energy consumption –
without the measures –in 2030 by approximately 8–10%.With the existing policy measures,
final energy consumption may increase by 14% between 2015 and 2030 based on the
forecast. The increase is attributable to the rise in industrial production and higher fuel
consumption resulting from increasing income, while household energy consumption is
expected to decrease. The weight of electricity and petroleum products is expected to
increase within the end consumer energy mix, while the share of other energy sources will
decline

13.3.2

Policies

o The large-volume ESCO programme, involving private funding, improving the energy
performance of buildings, and a large volume, multi-year household building energy
programme, with the possible inclusion of the transport sector, could be implemented as
part of the obligation scheme.
o The combination of these measures will allow a reduction of heating/cooling energy
consumption by several digits, currently accounting for 40% of domestic primary energy
consumption, and will also produce results in the growing transport sector.

13.4

Electricity System

13.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o The development of photovoltaic systems is a priority of the national plan, with the aim of
increasing roughly 700 MW installed capacity in 2018 to a total capacity of 3 000 MW by
2022 and 2023.
o Hungary aim to boost geothermal electricity generation, and to create possibilities for using
biological materials – produced locally and in a sustainable form – for electricity generation
under continuous monitoring.
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13.4.2

Policies

o The increase in electricity generation for the grid in Hungary was primarily boosted by the
so-called feed-in system (FIS) until the end of 2016, which provides support of an operational
nature (guaranteed feed-in tariff higher than the market price).
o This system was replaced by the Renewable Energy Support Scheme (RESS) in 2017, which
also provides operational support and supports the market integration of renewable energy
generation as well. In addition supporting the construction of new units, the RESS also
supports the use of renewable energy (so-called brown bonus).
o Hungary supports the photovoltaic panel investments of households and autoproducer
SMEs with investment aid tenders; we aim to achieve an even faster increase of PV capacities
by simplification of these schemes and the availability of supplementary financing.
o Hungary aims to encourage ‘home-made’ energy production, i.e. renewable energy
generated from sources available on-site, and to draw up a comprehensive concept of
renewable energy communities.
o The construction of heat generating facilities based on renewable energy sources receives
investment aid in Hungary, which contributes to the significant increase in biomass based
and geothermal generation of district heat.

13.5

Natural Gas

13.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o The further increase of the security of supply on the natural gas market is a national
objective, which can be implemented through route and source diversification.
o Natural gas-fired power plants – with their flexibility – can support balancing the varying
availability of renewable energy sources, contributing to the establishment of a climatefriendly energy sector.
o Hungarian natural gas storage facilities have a stabilizing effect on natural gas supply in the
whole region.
o Hungary imports 80% of its natural gas, most of which originates from Russia, therefore the
issue of natural gas deliveries from Russia is of paramount importance for Hungary.
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13.5.2

Policies

o Hungary diversification plans cover the construction of the Hungarian-Slovenian-Italian
corridor, which is important in terms of trade and the security of supply.
o The energy mix will also change favourably; the share of renewable energy sources and
electricity will increase, while that of coal and natural gas consumption will decrease.
o Consumers eligible for universal service may purchase natural gas at (capped) administrative
prices.
o The underground gas storage facilities play a key role in guaranteeing the security of natural
gas supply and the satisfaction of winter peak demand (on a colder winter day, namely,
roughly half of Hungary’s natural gas is supplied from gas storage facilities).

13.6

Transport

13.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o In 2016, the share of renewable energy sources within energy consumption in transport was
7,44%.
o In 2030, the share of using renewable energy in the transport sector may reach 8,1%.
o Capping of GHG emissions at 15,66 million tCO2e in transport, with control of the current
trend of strong growth

13.6.2

Policies

o Greening of transport by supporting electromobility and developing rail and other public
transportation vehicle fleets.
o In the transport sector, beyond the expected development of new biofuels, electromobility
based on renewable electricity will also play a more prominent role in fulfilling national
renewable energy consumption targets.
o In the field of transport, acceleration of the spread of electromobility, i.e. the electrification
of road transport for reaching the renewed 20% target (450 000 electric cars, and 45 000
public normal and high-capacity charging points by 2030).
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o In transport, the use of biofuels in Hungary is determined by the mandatory blending ratio
stipulated by law. To increase the use of biofuels, the mandatory blending ratio will increase
from 4,9% to 6,4% in 2019 (taking into account multiplication).
o Electric transport on roads (electromobility) is already receiving substantial State aid (nonrefundable aid and tax advantages for the purchase of pure electric vehicles, support of
electric charging points etc.).
o Promotion of the use of electric vehicles by means of traffic management.
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14. Ireland
Climate Targets

14.1

o The National Policy Position envisages that policy development will be guided by a long-term
vision based on:
•

an aggregate reduction in carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions of at least 80% (compared
to 1990 levels) by 2050 across the electricity generation, built environment and
transport sectors; and,

•

in parallel, an approach to carbon neutrality in the agriculture and land-use sector,
including forestry, which does not compromise capacity for sustainable food
production.

o 20% emission reduction in non-ETS sector in 2020 compared to 2005, according to the EU
Effort Sharing Decision
o 30% emission reduction in non-ETS sector in 2030 compared to 2005, according to the EU
Effort Sharing Regulation

14.2

RES Targets

o Based on an estimated average annual final energy figure of 137 500 GWh for the years 2016
to 2018 and applying the factor of 0,8%, when taken over 10 years, the cumulative target for
the years 2021 to 2030 will be 60 500 GWh (or the equivalent of delivering 1 100 GWh of
new savings for each year).
o Under the Renewable Energy Directive 2009/28/EC, Ireland is legally bound to deliver 16%
of its final energy requirements from renewable sources by 2020. Ireland has committed to
meeting this overall renewable target by achieving 40% renewable electricity, 12%
renewable heat and 10% renewable transport by 2020.
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Energy Efficiency

14.3

14.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o Ireland’s energy efficiency target for 2020 is 20%. The target is calculated based on the
average final energy used over the period 2001-05 and is equivalent to 31 925 GWh of
primary energy savings by 2020.
o A separate target has been set for the public sector to reach 33% energy savings by 2020 to
contribute to the national effort towards the 20% target.
o Beyond 2021, the Government has identified a technical potential to save up to a further 16
000 GWh in the period towards 2030.
o Ireland’s further commitment for 2030 will be to intensify effort and investment aiming to
deliver a 24,7% [39 377 GWh] (NECP 2) /25,1% NECP 4 efficiency by 2030.

14.3.2

Policies

o The 2030 energy efficiency target will be attained on the basis of the continuation of
measures already in place, upscaling and adding to those measures based on the approach
and level of investment set out in the National Development Plan.
o The key measures for the Built Environment sector include:
•

Commission study on the wider economic costs and benefits –including in the areas
of climate, decarbonisation and rural development –of potential extensions of the
Irish Natural Gas network, and related funding options;

•

Rollout of the Warmth and Wellbeing Scheme –1 500 homes will be upgraded for
occupants who qualify for the scheme;

•

Implement the Deep Retrofit pilot. This pilot scheme was launched by SEAI in 2017
to establish how best to support deeper levels of renovation in the residential
sector, with a view to gaining practical experience of how to develop a residential
energy efficiency offering post-2020;

•

New BER Advisory report to be introduced;

•

Roll out theEXEED Programme;

•

Provide support to SMEs;

•

Establish a new Behavioural Economic Unit in SEAI;
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•

Implementation of Public Sector Energy Efficiency Strategy (PSEES)

Electricity System

14.4

14.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o Cease of using coal for electricity generation by 2025; cease harvesting peat for electricity
generation before 2030.
o To maintain and, where necessary, facilitate the enhancement of resilience of electricity
network, to improve diversity of electricity supply, and to increase indigenous production of
clean energy sources; to facilitate, as a preference, commercial investment through policy
and regulatory certainty; to ensure close cooperation on security of supply at EU and
regional level, in particular continued cooperation with the UK.
o To ensure that there is sufficient flexibility in the energy system to maintain energy security
of supply and facilitate the integration and transition to clean energy sources in the most
cost effective way; to support further electricity interconnection to improve the functioning
and flexibility of the national energy system

14.4.2

Policies

o Electricity generation:
•

Oversee the establishment of Bord na Móna Bioenergy

•

Finalise and progress actions on bioenergy as part of the NECP process

•

Carry out and Interim Review of the Offshore Renewable Energy Development Plan
(OREDP)

•

Develop a regulatory policy for electricity interconnectors for Ireland

•

Carry out a study to identify the most suitable replacement low carbon technology
for the Moneypoint generation plant

•

In line with Bord na Móna’s sustainability strategy, oversee review of future of peat
generation plants
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Natural Gas

14.5

14.5.1

Objectives and Targets

14.5.2

Policies

Transport

14.6

14.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o The Irish transport sector sets an ambitious target that by 2030 all new cars and vans sold in
Ireland will be zero emissions (or zero emissions capable) with the use of fossil fuel vehicles
rapidly receding. The main fuel options that could provide alternatives to oil in transport
are, namely: electricity, hydrogen, biofuels, and natural gas, in the forms of compressed
natural gas (CNG), liquefied natural gas (LNG), and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG).It is likely
that electricity will fuel the majority of passenger cars, commuter rail and taxis, while natural
gas and biofuels will play an increasingly important role for larger vehicles (heavy goods
vehicles and buses). Hydrogen use is also anticipated to increase its penetration across the
entire fleet spectrum in the coming decades but not in the short-term.
o 10% Renewable transport by 2020

14.6.2

Policies

o The key measures for the Transport sector include:
•

Undertaking a review of public transport policy;

•

Investment in more capacity and quality improvements in public transport provision

•

Implementation of Smarter Travel programmes and measures

•

Rollout of the National Transport Authority’s ‘BusConnects’ programme which aims
to increase bus passenger numbers in the Dublin region by 50%;

•

A commitment under the National Development Plan to purchase no diesel only
public service urban buses from July 2019 onwards;

•

Commitment to supporting the early transition to alternative fuels by maintaining
and building upon existing tax and financial incentives for low emissions vehicles;

•

A commitment to advance the existing biofuels obligation scheme by consulting on
moving to higher biofuels concentrations in our fuel mix;
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•

An ambition that all new cars and vans sold in Ireland from 2030 will be zero
emission (or zero emissions-capable), in line with the National Policy Framework:
Alternative Fuels Infrastructure for Transport in Ireland: 2017-2030.
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15. Italy
15.1

Climate Targets

o Reduction in GHG vs 2005 for all non-ETS sectors: 13% in 2020; 33% in 2030
o With reference to 2020, the projections show that Italy has substantially exceeded the level
of reduction expected for emissions in both the ETS and non-ETS sector. In particular, the
most recent data available from the 2016 national inventory, greenhouse gas emissions for
the non-ETS sector, show a reduction of approximately 18% compared to 2005, which should
increase to approximately -21% by 2020, thus representing an ‘over-achievement’ of 246
MtCO2eq cumulative for the overall period 2013-2020
o With reference to the non-ETS sector, in order to comply with the emissions trajectory for
the period 2021-2030, which should lead to a 33% reduction compared to 2005 levels, a
minimum cumulative reduction of emissions of approximately 142 MtCO2eq compared to
the reduction achievable with existing policies will be needed, which reduction will primarily
be achieved in the transport, civil and industrial sectors.
o For the ETS emissions, the targets are: 21% in 2020; 43% in 2030

15.2

RES Targets

o Share of energy from RES in the gross final energy consumption in 2020 – 17%; in 2030 –
30%
o Share of energy from RES in the gross final energy consumption in the transport sector: 2020
– 10%; 2030 – 21,6% (2 337 ktoe)
o Gross production of electricity from RES: 9 729 ktoe in 2017; 16 060 ktoe in 2030 (55,4% RES
share)
o Final consumption of RES for heating and cooling: 11 211 ktoe in 2017; 14 701 ktoe in 2030
(33% RES share)
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15.3

Energy Efficiency

15.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o Reduction in primary energy consumption compared to the PRIMES 2007 scenario: 2020 –
24%; 2030 – 43%
o Final consumption savings as a result of obligatory EESs: -1,5% per year (without transport)
in 2020; -0,8% per year (with the transport sector) in 2030
o With regard to the absolute level of energy consumption for 2030, Italy is pursuing a target
of 132,0 Mtoe of primary energy and 103,8 Mtoe of final energy (in 2020 respectively, 148,2
Mtoe and 116,4 Mtoe)
o In order to comply with the obligation, a reduction in final energy consumption equal to
approximately 9,3 Mtoe/year by 2030 will be promoted through active policies, to be
attained primarily in non-ETS sectors
o The aim for 2030 will be to achieve an annual energy saving from the renovation of buildings
of 5,7 Mtoe, 3,3 Mtoe of which will derive from the residential sector and 2,4 Mtoe from the
tertiary sector (public and private). Bearing in mind that the average technical lifetime of
the measures is 20 years, an indicative annual savings target of 11,4 Mtoe has been identified
for 2040 and 2050, 6,6 Mtoe of which is attributed to the residential sector and 4,8 Mtoe to
the tertiary sector.

15.3.2

Policies

o White Certificates scheme
o Tax deductions for energy-efficient measures and restoration of existing buildings
o “Conto Termico 2.0” scheme - supports both the production of renewable thermal energy
and measures by the civil sector (which covers the residential and tertiary sectors) and public
bodies, aimed at improving the energy efficiency of buildings and installations
o The National Fund for Energy Efficiency
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Electricity System

15.4

15.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o Electricity production facilities are undergoing a major transformation thanks to the target
of phasing out coal-fired generation by as early as 2025 and the promotion of the widespread
use of renewable energy sources (55,4%).
o The national objectives in the context of energy security for the electricity sector are divided
between infrastructure objectives, which aim to increase the security of supply in various
projected situations, in line with the ENTSO-E scenarios and with the projections of the TSO,
and management/organisational objectives, which aim to bring about the necessary
legislation allowing the barriers and restrictions that hinder the implementation of the
aforementioned measures to be eliminated, and in order to target investments towards the
general objectives of the plan, in accordance with cost/benefit efficiency criteria.
o To introduce new market instruments, in order to channel investments towards new storage
systems and generation capacity and to promote (as in the case of the market for network
services) a progressively more active role for demand and other resources that can support
adequacy, on the basis of pre-established standards.

15.4.2

Policy

o Electric RES:
•

Exemption from self-consumption charges for small plants

•

Promotion of PPAs for large renewable energy plants

•

Incentivisation of large renewable energy plants by means of competitive
procedures for more mature technologies

•

Support for large renewable energy plants by means of non-competitive, innovative
technologies

•

Aggregation of small plants to access incentives

•

Consultation with regional authorities to identify suitable areas

•

Streamlining of authorizations and procedures to revamp/repower existing plants

•

Promotion of initiatives to optimize production from existing plants

•

Support for installing distributed storage systems
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•

Streamlining of authorizations for self-consumers and renewable energy
communities

•

Review of the rules for granting hydropower concessions

o Electricity security:
•

Adaptation of the guidelines concerning authorizations for thermoelectric plants

•

Updating of the Emergency Security Plan for the Electricity System

•

Cybersecurity

•

Capacity markets

•

Defense plans for the transmission network and adoption of measures for
continuous adaptation of technologies

•

Plans on the resilience of networks towards extreme weather events

o Electricity market:
•

Adaptation of the measure in favour of energy-intensive businesses

•

Updating of the dispatching model and the role of DSOs

•

Completion of the liberalization of retail markets

•

Deployment of technology for integrating vehicles with the electricity grid: vehicleto-grid

•

Upgrading of concentrated storage systems

•

Reorganization and streamlining of self-consumption configurations

•

Excess Single National Price (PUN) for electricity

•

Development of continuous trading on the intraday market

•

Development of market coupling

•

Development of energy communities

•

Development of distribution storage systems

•

Development of storage systems coherent with the safe and effective management
of the national transmission network

•

Upgrading of electricity interconnections with foreign countries

•

Development of the internal network

•

Aggregation of generating plants, including in association with storage systems, and
consumption units in order to access the services markets
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Natural Gas

15.5

15.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o In the gas sector, the main objective is to ensure that the overall system is more secure,
flexible and resilient and able to deal with a market situation that is, by nature, increasingly
uncertain and volatile, as well as supporting the robust development of non-programmable
renewable sources, by ensuring that energy demand is met, above all in relation to peaks in
demand that coincide with low production levels from renewable sources.

15.5.2

Policy

o The objectives may be achieved by:
•

increasing the diversification of sources of supply, by optimizing the use of existing
infrastructure and the development of the LNG market;

•

improving the flexibility of the national system with respect to sources of supply by
means of updating the gas transport network, including for the purpose of
increasing its security and control standards, in accordance with the provisions of
the 10-year development plans for transport companies;

•

improving the security margin in the event of large peaks in demand;

•

coordinating the national emergency plans with those of the other countries along
the same physical supply corridors, as provided for by European Regulation
2017/1938 on the security of the gas system, by additionally establishing possible
solidarity measures between Member States.

o Gas security:
•

Updating of the emergency plan for the Italian natural gas system

•

Coordination of the 10-year plans to develop the Italian national network of gas
pipelines with the plans of other European TSOs

•

Cybersecurity

•

Diversification of sources of supply, incl. by means of LNG

•

Revision of the preventive action plan for the Italian natural gas system

•

Organization of solidarity measures between MSs

o Gas market:
•

Introduction of Sulphur Emission Control Areas to Italian seas
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•

Reduction of the spread between gas prices at the virtual trading point and NorthEuropean price hubs

•

Tax stabilization for LNG in the transport sector

•

Liberalization of retail markets

•

Development of the use of biomethane in non-transport sectors (establishment of
single points of contact, streamlining measures)

•

Development of LNG in the maritime transport and heavy goods vehicle sector

Transport

15.6

15.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o Share of RES: 21,6% in 2030 (5,5% in 2017)

15.6.2

Policy

o RES in the transport sector:
•

Incentives for biomethane and other advanced biofuels

•

Obligation on biofuels and other RES

•

6% reduction in GHG emissions from fuels by 2020

•

Sustainability certification of biofuels

o Efficiency in the transport sector:
•

National Plan for Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure

•

Upgrading of infrastructure (regional rail transport; rapid mass transport systems)

•

Urban Plans for Sustainable Mobility

•

Renewal of public passenger transport vehicles (fleet of local public transport
vehicles; trains; obligation to acquire vehicles using alternative fuels for public
service)

•

Renewal of private passenger transport vehicles (regulatory measures; Directive on
the deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure; incentives to acquire more
efficient vehicles with lower climate-changing emissions)

•

Modal shift in: passenger transport, freight transport

•

Renewal of freight transport vehicles
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16. Latvia
16.1

Climate Targets

o GHG emission reduction target, compared to 1990: 57% in 2017; 55% for 2030
o GHG emission reduction: 12,13 MtCO2eq in 2020
o Non-ETS activities, compared to 2005: +7% in 2017; +17% in 2020; -6% in 2030
o Non-ETS activities: 9,9 MtCO2eq in 2020
o ETS activities, compared to 2005: -28% in 2017; -21% in 2020; - in 2030
o LULUCF: 0 mln.t in 2020; -3,1 mln.t in 2030

16.2

RES Targets

o Share of energy, produced from RES in the final energy consumption: 37,2% in 2016; 40% in
2020; 45% in 2030

16.3

Energy Efficiency

16.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o Optional target - primary energy consumption: 4,39 Mtoe in 2016; 5,4 Mtoe in 2020; 4,33
Mtoe in 2030
o Optional target - final energy consumption: 3,92 Mtoe in 2016; 4,47 Mtoe in 2020; 3,57 Mtoe
in 2030
o Mandatory national target - cumulated final energy savings: 0,18 Mtoe in 2016; 0,85 Mtoe
in 2020; 1,7 Mtoe in 2030
o Building renovation target (total renovated m2): 678 460 m2 in 2020
o Target for developing NZEBs: from 2019 for government buildings, from 2021 for other new
buildings
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o Considering the methodology laid down by the Proposal for amending Directive2012/27/EU,
the annual quantity of new savings for Latvia is established at 1,3 PJ and the total energy
savings for the period from 2021 to 2030 is established as Latvia's mandatory target of
cumulating the final energy savings of 19 871 GWh (71,53PJ)

16.3.2

Policies

o Implementation of the support programmes of EU funds
o Review of tax rates in order to promote reduction of energy consumption and change of
habits of inhabitants and economic operators with the aim of improving EE and ensuring
energy savings
o Review and enhancement of construction standards and the need to ensure that renovated
buildings consume the least amount of energy possible and new buildings are constructed
as NZEB
o Broadening the scope of the EEOS by including the largest energy traders to promote their
involvement in the reduction of energy consumption by their customers

16.4

Electricity System

16.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o Share of energy produced from RES in gross final energy consumption in electricity
production: 52% in 2016; 53,4% in 2020
o No additional targets for reducing energy imports in Latvia
o No additional targets, policies and measures for electricity interconnectivity are foreseen
o According to the electricity metering modernization plan of AS Sadales tīkls, it is planned to
install smart meters for all customers of AS Sadales tīkls by 2022.

16.4.2

Policies

o The ratio of interconnections in Latvia in 2017 was 80%, therefore it can be considered that
Latvia has already reached the interconnection target and additional targets as well as
additional policies and measures for reaching these targets are not being set.
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o The most important measure for market integration is currently the synchronization of the
electricity networks of the Baltic States with European networks.

16.5

Natural Gas

16.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o Diversification of natural gas supply

16.5.2

Policies

o Introduction of alternative natural gas suppliers in the market
o Construction of the Gas Interconnector Poland-Lithuania (GIPL) for supplying natural gas;
o Construction of the regional LNG terminal;
o Construction of the Balticconnector interconnection between Finland and Estonia;
o Modernisation of Inčukalns UGSF;
o Ensuring natural gas supplies to the region by third parties with the use of the existing
natural gas supply infrastructure (i.e. by diversifying natural gas supply sources instead of
routes)

16.6

Transport

16.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o Share of energy, produced from RES in the gross FEC in transport: 2,8% in 2016; 10% in 2020;
14% in 2030
o Share of advanced biofuels in gross FEC in transport: 3,5% in 2030

16.6.2

Policies

o EEOS for transport fuel distributors or retailers
o Tax policy that promotes regional cooperation/regional consultations regarding the policy of
transport taxes.
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o Increasing energy efficiency of electric vehicles and links with other means of transport.
o Promoting the model role of the public sector in implementing energy efficiency measures
in transport.
o Promoting wider use of RES in public transport, including by implementing further
electrification of railway transport and performing modifications of public transport to
transition to using biofuels.
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17. Lithuania
Climate Targets

17.1

o GHG reduction targets compared to 1990 level: 20% in 2020; at least 40% in 2030
o GHG reduction targets in ETS sectors compared to 2005 level: 21% in 2020; 43% in 2030
o GHG reduction targets in non-ETS sectors compared to 2005 level: +15% in 2020; -9% in 2030
o Long-term targets: 40% in 2030; 60% in 2040; 80% in 2050

RES Targets

17.2

o RES utilization in final energy: 23% in 2020; 45% in 2030 (25,6% in 2016)

Energy Efficiency

17.3

17.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o EE target for 2020: 17%
o In 2030: Energy intensity 1,5 times lower than in 2017 (6,8% in 2016)

17.3.2

Policies

o The main directions for achieving energy efficiency target:
•

To promote integrated renovation of multi-apartment and public buildings
(prioritizing renovation in quarters) and to save about 2,6–3 TWh of energy in the
renovated multi-apartment and public buildings by 2020 and 5–6 TWh by 2030 (by
adding up savings in each year).

•

To quickly develop low-energy-intensive industries and industries increasing energy
efficiency, to deploy and acquire the most up-to-date and environmentally-friendly
technologies and equipment.

•

To increase energy efficiency in the transport sector by renovating the fleet,
switching to modern and efficient public transport, optimizing the infrastructure for
the use of transport and alternative fuel by electrifying or using alternative fuels.
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o The Energy Efficiency Action Plan for 2017-2019 describes energy efficiency improvement
policies:
•

taxes on fuel;

•

renovation of apartment buildings;

•

increasing the energy efficiency of public buildings;

•

energy audits in industry;

•

agreements with energy suppliers on consumer education and counseling;

•

agreements with energy companies on energy saving;

•

replacement of boilers in households.

•

As of 2020 new buildings should be of A++ energy efficiency class.

•

As of 2019 new public buildings should be of A++ energy efficiency class.

17.4

Electricity System

17.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o Interconnectivity level: 10% in 2020; 15% in 2030 (23% in 2016)
o To synchronize the electricity systems with the European network
o To increase the share of electricity production from RES in the final electricity consumption
up to 30% in 2020, 45% in 2030 and 80% in 2050
o Electricity imports will be replaced by local electricity generation: it is planned that in 2020
electricity generation in Lithuania will account for 35% of total final electricity consumption
(65% imported), in 2030 – 70% (30% imported), and in 2050 – 100%

17.4.2

Policies

o Lithuania is part of the Nordic and Baltic wholesale electricity market. The interconnection
capacity for electricity in the Baltic States increased to 23,7% in 2017, exceeding the 10%
target.
o Electricity transmission network development for synchronization till 2025:
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•

Accurate number of lines with Poland and connection schemes needed for
synchronous work with continental Europe would be revealed after study led by
ENTSO-E for technical connection conditions

•

Direct current converter in Alytus transformer substation usage and need of new
converters will depend on negotiations results with Russia and Belarus according to
reorientation of Baltic state’s system for synchronous work with continental Europe
network.

17.5

Natural Gas

17.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o Regarding gas transmission infrastructure, the main objective is to ensure a technically
secure and diversified supply of natural gas to the users at competitive prices.
o It is anticipated that in Lithuania natural gas will remain an important energy resource for
the transition to a low-carbon economy in 2050. In 2020–2030, the demand for natural gas
in the country will reach 20,4–20,9 TWh, of which about 51% will be comprised of the
demand for gas as a raw material in the fertilizer industry. The demand for natural gas is
expected to increase to 24,5 TWh by 2040 and consumption of natural gas as a raw material
for fertilizer production (non-energy use) is expected to amount to 44%. The increase of
natural gas consumption as a primary energy resource in the country is associated with an
increase in the RES balancing needs in the production of electricity and heat. In 2050, the
total consumption of natural gas in the country will be 20 TWh, of which 55% will be
consumed for non-energy purposes (fertilizer production).

17.5.2

Policies

o to ensure a long-term access to the global LNG market;
o full integration to common European gas market by construction of the gas interconnector
between Poland and Lithuania (GIPL project) and implementation of the EU gas network
codes;
o creation of a regional natural gas market in the Baltic States (with the possibility to expand
to Finland) to increase market’s liquidity, competitiveness and more efficient use of the
existing infrastructure in Lithuania;
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o to develop Lithuania’s position as the regional LNG supply and competence hub, technology,
innovations and business models for LNG application in transport, energy and maritime
sectors;
o improvement of interconnection between Latvia and Lithuania;
o modernization of the natural gas transmission and distribution infrastructure -facilitating
access for biogas to the transmission system.
o Excise-tax Exemption on Natural Gas Used for Public Transport.
o Excise-tax Exemption for Natural Gas Used in Electricity and Heat Production.

17.6

Transport

17.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o RES utilization in transport: 10% in 2020; 15% in 2030 (3,6% in 2016)
o Upgrading the transport infrastructure, implementing the dedicated impact reduction
measures, modernizing the public transport fleet, and using alternative energy sources.
o the energy intensity of transport shall be reduced by 2,4 times in comparison with the
current level in the transport sector by 2050

17.6.2

Policies

o Use of alternative fuels in the transport sector and its electrification;
o Promote a more efficient use of energy resources and energy in the transport sector by
economic and administrative measures;
o develop a sustainable mobility culture, encourage the public to sparingly use energy in
transport, and develop the requisite skills;
o increase energy efficiency – promote the use of alternative energy sources (fuel) in
transport, establish the requisite infrastructure, and upgrade the public transport fleet;
o In the Lithuanian fleet, around 15 000 electric cars are anticipated by 2025, of which there
are expected to be 6 000 in 2020;
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o Planned measures:
•

Formation and promotion of eco-driving skills

•

Promoting the purchase of low-emission vehicles

•

Promoting alternative fuel use in intercity public transport vehicles

•

Implementation of E-tolling for freight transport

•

Implementation of incentives for the use of combined freight transport

•

Promoting the use of LNG in transport.
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18. Luxemburg
18.1

Climate Targets

o Reduction of GHG emissions for the sectors outside the emissions trading scheme by
between 50% and 55% by 2030 compared to the base year of 2005

18.2

RES Targets

o Luxembourg is aiming to increase the share of renewable energy from 11% in 2020 to
between 23% and 25% by 2030

18.3

Energy Efficiency

18.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o Efficiency target for 2030 (versus EU PRIMES in 2030) - 44%
o Final energy demand – 35 568 GWh
o Renovation rate 2020 – 2030: 2,7%
o Renovation intensity (average reduction in heat requirement after full renovation): 72%
o The cumulative final energy savings from all sectors (private households, trade, commerce
and services, industry and transport) amount to around 8,3 TWh in the case of the
implementation of the planned energy efficiency measures in the period from 2021 to 2030.
o Energy efficiency target of 49 292 GWh for 2020

18.3.2

Policies

o Implementation of a national initiative for energy renovation of existing buildings
o Increased application of ISO 50001 and obligatory audits for non-SMEs (in the context of the
EU Directive on energy end-use efficiency and energy services) and the introduction of
energy efficiency networks in Luxembourg (either according to the Swiss model or the more
competitive, voluntary German model).
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o There will also be improved advice services through high-quality training of the energy
advisers, and increasing offers or acceptance of energy services of the energy suppliers and
other suppliers (e.g. contracting companies and financing offers from machine and
equipment manufacturers).
o Higher and earlier investments in new, more energy efficiency machines and equipment,
even where re-investments are due

Electricity System

18.4

18.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o RE share in electricity sector:
•

2016 – 6,7%

•

2020 – 23,5%

•

2030 – 33,6%

o Rapid achievement of an internal electricity market with intensive cross-border competition
between suppliers and tap in to the flexibility potential of consumers
o Further intensification of regional cooperation in the field of energy security
o Significant increase of the share of consumers actively participating in the electricity market
o The interconnection level in relation to the annual peak load is currently approximately
270%. With the network development projects that are currently planned, this will increase
to approximately 400% in 2030 and should therefore offer sufficient reserves to be able to
flexibly manage future increases in consumption in all areas
o Bringing about an internal energy market
o Switch 95% of electricity meters to Smart Meters by 2019

18.4.2

Policies

o Transmission network expansion
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Natural Gas

18.5

18.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o Enhancement of the joint gas market with Belgium
o Further intensification of regional cooperation in the field of energy security in the case of
gas. Further-reaching national measures for guaranteeing energy security in terms of gas
are currently not considered necessary or expedient

18.5.2

Policies

o Replacement of gas meters with smart meters by 2021
o No further measures are envisaged for extending the gas infrastructure. The import capacity
will be increased by other measures, such as improving the use of these capacities through
cross-border cooperation.

Transport

18.6

18.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o RE share in transport sector:
•

2016 – 5,9%

•

2030 – 21,9%

o Three main pillars: expanding active mobility, shifting from individual transport to public
transport and promoting electromobility
o E-mobility (share of electric cars/plug-in hybrids in existing vehicles 2030): 49%

18.6.2

Policies

o Increase of fuel tax
o Setting up a joint national infrastructure of public charging stations for electric vehicles. This
should mean a total of 800 stationary chargers being installed in public areas and in park &
ride car parks by 2020.
o Low-emission mobility:
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•

newly constructed tram in the capital city,

•

public transport that can be freely used as of 2020,

•

expansion of the cycle path network,

•

nationwide expansion of charging infrastructure for electromobility and

•

financial accompanying measures for supporting electromobility (including the
PRIMe Car-e support scheme)
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19. Malta
19.1

Climate Targets

o 19% GHG emissions reduction target under the Effort Sharing Regulation, compared to 2005
level.

19.2

RES Targets

o Malta is required to meet a 10% RE share in gross final consumption of energy by 2020
o 10,6/13,3% share of renewable energy in gross final energy consumption in 2030 (two
scenarios).
o The highest contribution towards Malta’s renewable energy target is expected to come from
solar PVs, (estimated at approximately 37% of RES generation in 2020, increasing to 42% of
the total RES share in 2030)

19.3

Energy Efficiency

19.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o Malta’s indicative energy efficiency contribution to the 2030 target is an energy intensity
level of 0,08 toe/€2005 as compared to a level of 0,15 toe/€2005in 2005
o The primary energy and final energy consumption levels in absolute terms are projected to
be 1 156 ktoe and 858 ktoe respectively
o The revised EED requires from Malta to achieve new savings each year from 1 January 2021
to 31 December 2030 equivalent to 0,24% of annual final energy consumption averaged over
the most recent three-year period prior to 1 January 2019.
o An average of 1,5 ktoe of new savings are required each year (based on an indicative linear
trajectory) from 1 January 2021 to 31 December 2030 reaching 83 ktoe of cumulative energy
savings by end 2030
o The total floor area to be renovated by 2020 is established at 5 237 m2/annum, which is
estimated to amount to total energy savings of 555 390 kWh.
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19.3.2

Policies

o Energy savings obligations and incentives for all energy end-use sectors
o Malta will launch new schemes post-2020 in order to incentivize the installation of solar
water heaters and photovoltaic panels for own consumption.
o In the case of households and other small consumers, the Government will continue
incentivizing the uptake of new technologies, as well as fostering behavioural change where
necessary
o Energy efficiency schemes and grants will specifically address vulnerable households and will
also address the shift to technologies which require significant capital outlay, or which result
in relatively long payback periods.
o Malta is expected to replace over 33 000 lamps from the present lighting luminaries to LEDs.
o Promotion of EMSs (“voluntary scheme”)

19.4

Electricity System

19.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o Continued diversification of energy sources
o Ensure competitive electricity prices for households, commercial and industrial sectors
o Under the policy scenario, solar PV is expected to reach just over 260 MWp by 2030. PV
technology is projected to contribute to between 30-40% (depending on the policy scenario)
of Malta’s RES contribution in 2030.
o By 2017,Malta had closed its inefficient power generation units and was exclusively using
natural gas for electricity generation which is delivered as LNG. However, plans are in
progress for the construction of a gas pipeline to link Malta to the European gas grid in Sicily.

19.4.2

Policies

o The Government intends to extend its current policy framework to cover the period from
2021-2030 and adopt new measures where appropriate, with the goal of increasing the
consumption of electricity generated from solar PV installations.
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o To extend the present support framework beyond 2020 to new solar PV installations which
are connected to the grid
o Malta intends to adopt a simplified procedure for repowered systems of larger capacity
(greater than 16 Amps per phase)

19.5

Natural Gas

19.5.1

Objectives and Targets

19.5.2

Policies

o Gas Pipeline Project between Malta and Sicily, Italy to be finalized by 2024

19.6

Transport

19.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o The RES-T trajectory is expected to be predominantly composed of biofuels, to be achieved
mainly through the extension of the present substitution obligation on importers of road
diesel and petrol who will be required to further increase the share of biofuels in the fuel
mix. The share of renewable energy from electricity in transport is due to a projected
increase in the share of electric vehicles in the road transport vehicle fleet. It must be noted
that there is no rail system in Malta

19.6.2

Policies

o The Maltese Government is in the process of determining a cut-off date for the importation
and registration of Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) passenger vehicles in Malta.
o Bioenergy will grow slightly between 2021-2030 largely due to an increasing percentage of
biofuels in road fuels in line with the substitution obligation on fuel suppliers which will reach
14% in 2030.
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20. The Netherlands
20.1

Climate Targets

o 49% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2030, compared to 1990
o Indicative allocation of the 49% target by 2030 in terms of MtCO2eq.: 14,3 Mt industry, 7,3
Mt mobility, 3,4 Mt buildings, 20,2 Mt electricity, 3,5 Mt agriculture and land use.
o Effort Sharing Regulation target of 36% in emission reductions by 2030 compared to 2005.
Assuming emissions of 122 Mt in 2005, this would be a decreasing budget of up to 78 Mt by
2030.

20.2

RES Targets

o The Netherlands will be assuming a bandwidth of 27 to 35% as the national contribution to
the 2030 EU target for renewable energy. This contribution depends on the extent to which
Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) and nuclear power are used, the share of renewable
energy in transport that is included in Dutch law as a result of the revised renewable energy
directive and the technological saving measures in addition to the autonomous efficiency
improvements that are expected.

20.3

Energy Efficiency

20.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o Achieve a primary energy consumption of 1 950 petajoules by 2030 (excluding use for nonenergy purposes).
o In terms of final energy consumption, this contribution can be translated into an expected
final energy consumption of 1 864 petajoules by 2030.
o By 2050 emissions from buildings will need to be near zero, coupled with action on industrial
processes.
o the government is committed to ensuring a substantial percentage of buildings are no longer
heated using natural gas
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o carbon reduction targets will be selected as indicative milestones for the process of making
the built environment more sustainable. The progress will be measured according to the
number of Mt in carbon reduction. The indicative milestones for 2030, 2040 and 2050 will
be determined.

20.3.2

Policies

o obligation for businesses with a consumption greater than 25 000 m3 gas per year and/or 50
000 kWh per year to implement all energy saving measures.
o energy tax: tax on the consumption of electricity and gas within all sectors
o energy saving investment credit: continuous tax scheme for the deduction of investments in
energy efficiency.

20.4

Electricity System

20.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o Phase out coal-based production of electricity by 2030.
o Increase the capacity of offshore wind to 4,5 GW of installed capacity by 2023. Between
2024 and 2030, offshore wind farms will be realised with an average expansion of 1 GW per
year, resulting in roughly 11,5 GW of installed capacity by 2030.
o No specific target with regard to a rate of interconnection by 2030. It has already had an
interconnection rate above 15% (in 2016, this was 16,0%)
o Interconnection capacity is expected to double from 5,55 GW in 2016 to 10,8 GW in 2025
o More flexibility in the system to be necessary as a result of a continuing increase of
intermittent sources in the electricity system.

20.4.2

Policies

o The electricity market will be organized in such a way as to allow investments in the use of
flexibility (including by/of small consumers) to be rewarded in line with the market.
o Any obstacles to storage will be removed.
o investments are being made in the national grid to increase domestic capacity.
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o Producers are eligible to receive a subsidy for the sustainable energy that they produce. The
grant scheme reimburses the difference between the cost price of renewable energy and
the market value of the energy supplied: the non-profitable share. As of 2020, the grant
scheme is set to be expanded to also stimulate other techniques that reduce carbon
emissions.
o minimum carbon price for electricity production to stimulate transition from coal to
renewables
o Additional sites will be made available for offshore wind farms
o Encourage renewable self-consumption through a fiscal measure for solar panels used by
small consumer.
o Fiscal incentive scheme for energy cooperatives that stimulates regional renewable energy
communities (energy cooperatives).

Natural Gas

20.5

20.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o In the field of natural gas, efforts are chiefly focused on significantly reducing the use of
primarily low-calorific natural gas from Groningen within the short term, with users of lowcalorific natural gas being encouraged to make the transition to sustainable energy sources.
o The gas transmission and distribution infrastructure of the Netherlands is mature and robust
and, as such, no major projects are envisaged. The only notable exception is the construction
of a new, large-scale nitrogen plant that will allow 5 to 7 bcm of high-calorific gas to be
converted into low-calorific gas annually.

20.5.2

Policies

o in relation to the phasing out of gas extraction from the Groningen gas field, steps will be
taken to reduce the consumption of low-calorific gas:
•

encouraging large-scale industrial users to switch from low-calorific gas to other
forms of energy;

•

phasing out natural gas as a heat source from the built environment, starting with
new construction projects; the task of making neighbourhoods free of natural gas
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are delegated to municipalities themselves, using grants from the Central
Government
•

reducing the foreign demand for low-calorific gas in consultation with Belgium,
Germany and France

•

construction of a new, large-scale nitrogen plant that will allow 5 to 7 billion m3 of
high-calorific gas to be converted into low-calorific gas each year.

o boost the extraction of natural gas from small fields in the North Sea. The current conditional
investment allowance of 25% is to be replaced by a generic investment allowance of 40%.

20.6

Transport

20.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o To reduce average emissions from passenger cars by 44% by 2030 in respect of 2010, those
of vans by 33%, lorries and buses by 20%, shipping by 24% and aviation by 17%.

20.6.2

Policies

o all new cars to be zero-emissions vehicles as of 2030
o support to electric cars
o support to sustainability improvements in logistics - focus on innovation and logistics
optimization in order to strengthen competitiveness and achieve a higher level of carbon
efficiency within the chain.
o support to sustainable energy carriers in mobility
o support to sustainability improvements for passenger mobility
o the government is examining the priority use of sustainable, advanced biofuels, renewable
Power-to-X fuels and synthetic fuels in sectors where, at present, no alternatives are
available, or for modes of transport that still use a combustion engine.
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21. Poland
21.1

Climate Targets

o Poland may increase emissions in non-ETS sectors up to +14%until 2020 as compared with
2005
o Therefore, the proposed 2030 target at a level of -7% should be regarded as an ambitious
commitment.
o Regarding LULUCF, Poland has been allocated a compensation limit for 10 years (2021-2030)
amounting to -22,5 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent (this is the total maximum limit that can
be used over a period of 10 years).

21.2

RES Targets

o Poland declares to achieve a 21% share of RES in gross final energy consumption (aggregate
consumption in the electricity sector, heating and cooling sector, as well as for transport
purposes) by 2030
o In transport, a 10% share of renewable energy is envisaged to be reached in 2020, with a
14% share to be reached by 2030.
o The share of RES in net electricity generation is expected to grow to ca. 27% by 2030.
o According to Directive 2009/28/EC, Poland has been obliged to achieve a minimum 15%
share of renewable energy in gross final energy consumption by 2020. In 2017, the share of
renewable energy was 11%. Having regard to the progress in the development of RES to
date, the national commitment concerning 2030 should be regarded as ambitious.

21.3

Energy Efficiency

21.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o National 2030 energy efficiency target at 23% with respect to the primary energy
consumption as forecast by PRIMES 2007
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o Poland has adopted an alternative solution according to which the expected target energy
saving value for the years 2021-2030, relating to undertaking measures aimed at improving
the energy performance of buildings, should amount to 43 440,1 MWh.
o Residential building national stock long-term renovation targets:
•

the share of thermally insulated residential buildings in the total housing stock will
amount to 70% in 2030 (as compared with 58,8% in 2015),

•

the number of people living in sub-standard conditions due to overpopulation or the
poor technical condition or absence of technical facilities will decrease to 3 300 000
in 2030 (from 5 360 000 in 2011)

o All new buildings are to be nearly zero-energy buildings by 31 December 2020, and-new
buildings occupied and owned by public authorities are to be nearly zero-energy buildings
after 31 December 2018.

21.3.2

Policies

o Poland will continue to follow the system of white certificates, setting out energy efficiency
obligations, in the period 2021-2030.
o A mechanism stimulating pro-saving behaviour is expected to be in place in the period 20212030.
o Support for thermal upgrading and renovation investment projects, including broader ones
undertaken as part of revitalization of degraded areas.
o The national plan to increase the number of low-energy buildings defines measures to be
undertaken by the government administration authorities to promote low-energy buildings,
including at the design, construction and redevelopment stages, in a manner ensuring their
energy efficiency, and to improve the availability of renewable energy in new and existing
buildings

21.4

Electricity System

21.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o Reduction of the share of coal and lignite in electricity production to 60% in 2030 and a
further decreasing trend until 2040
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o Implementing nuclear power projects in Poland - The first generation unit (with a capacity
of ca. 1-1,5 GW) of the first nuclear power plant is expected to be commissioned in 2033. A
further five such units are planned to be commissioned in the following years (by 2043).
o Expansion of electricity generation capacity ensuring the coverage of power demand
o Independence from electricity imports from third countries is expected to be maintained
until 2030
o 300 energy sustainable areas will be created by 2030 at the local level (energy clusters,
energy cooperatives etc.)
o Until 2030, the capacity of the existing cross-border interconnections of Poland is planned
to be increased due to the implementation of projects located in the Poland-Lithuania and
Poland-Germany corridors, as well as the introduction of the FBA methodology in the CORE
region as a mandatory methodology
o Electricity transmission infrastructure objectives:
•

to safeguard the security of electricity supplies –understood as the capacity of the
electricity system to ensure the security of operation of the electricity grid and to
balance electricity supply with demand;

•

to ensure the long-term capacity of the electricity system with a view to meeting
reasonable transmission needs relating to domestic and cross-border trading in
electricity, including the needs relating to the expansion of the transmission
network, and, where appropriate, the expansion of interconnections with other
electricity grids.

21.4.2

Policies

o The Transmission System Operator (TSO) will have to create a backbone network which is
necessary for the National Power System; development of extra high voltage network
o replacing low-efficiency coal-fired power plants by new high-efficiency plants meeting strict
environmental standards concerning pollution emissions;
o increasing the use of renewable energy sources and developing reserve gas sources in
connection with it;
o implementing nuclear power projects;
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o increasing energy efficiency.
o Development of smart electricity grids

21.5

Natural Gas

21.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o Diversification of the sources and directions of natural gas supplies and the enhancement of
the possibilities of gas supplies from directions alternative in relation to the eastern direction
o Maintenance of the natural gas production level in Poland and attempts to increase it with
the use of innovative hydrocarbon extraction methods
o Construction, expansion and modernization of an internal gas transmission network
o Integration of the national natural gas transmission system with the systems of the Central
and Eastern Europe states and the Baltic Sea region
o Gas market liberalization –tariff deregulation in the gas trading sector

21.5.2

Policies

o The directions and sources of gas supplies will be further diversified by carrying out two key
projects -the construction of the Northern Gateway and the expansion of interconnections
with neighbouring countries. This will enable the creation of conditions for establishing a
gas transmission and trading hub in Poland for the countries of Central and Eastern Europe
and Baltic states.
o Implementation of a two-way Poland-Ukraine gas interconnection

21.6

Transport

21.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o Indirect target – by 2025, reduction of CO2 emissions in passenger cars and light duty trucks
by 15% as compared with 2021;
o Main target – by 2030, reduction of CO2 emissions in passenger cars and light duty trucks by
30% as compared with 2021.
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o The following ambitious targets have been adopted for 2030 in relation to the expansion of
alternative fuel infrastructure:
•

6 000 normal power charging points for electric cars and 400 high power charging
points in 32 selected agglomerations;

•

70 compressed natural gas (CNG) refueling stations in selected agglomerations;

•

32 general access compressed natural gas (CNG) refueling stations, four liquefied
natural gas (LNG) refueling stations along the TEN-T core network and installations
for bunkering vessels with LNG

21.6.2

Policies

o Development of e-mobility and alternative fuels in transport
o Improvement in the energy efficiency of transport and emission reduction through support
for:
•

transport mode structure diversity and complementarity within the system of
domestic and international transport links;

•

least polluting transport organisation solutions;

•

transport traffic demand management

•

sustainable urban mobility;

•

implementation of modern transport technologies reducing the adverse impact of
transport on the environment
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22. Portugal
22.1

Climate Targets

o Under Regulation (EU) 2018/842, reduction of GHG emissions (without LULUCF) by 17% by
2030, compared to the 2005 levels
o Under LULUCF Regulation, the maximum volume of offsetting for 2021 to 2030, in the case
of Portugal will be 6,2 million tonnes equivalent of CO2
o National targets for reduction of GHG emissions for the 2030 horizon – 45% to 55%,
compared to 2005
o According to RNC2050, the objectives for emissions reductions are: by 65% to 75% by 2040
and by 85% to 90% by 2050 (i.e. achievement of carbon neutrality)

22.2

RES Targets

o Indicative trajectory to the EU binding target for RES in the gross final energy consumption:
31% in 2020, 47% in 2030

22.3

Energy Efficiency

22.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o Reduction in primary energy consumption by 35%
o The indicative national energy efficiency contribution to achieving the Union's binding
energy efficiency target by 2030 in terms of absolute level of primary energy consumption
and final energy consumption is: PEC – 21,8 Mtoe in 2020 and 20,2 in 2030; FEC – 17,5 Mtoe
in 2020 and 17,7 Mtoe in 2030
o The total cumulative amount of energy savings to be achieved over the period 2021-2030
under Article 7 is 6 739 682
o Milestones regarding buildings EE renovation and energy savings - not yet available
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22.3.2

Policies

o Review of legal framework on the management and efficiency of energy consumption and
reinforcement of monitoring systems;
o Ensure improvement in the efficiency of energy consumption in the different sectors of the
national economy;
o Promote the energy renewal of building stock and NZEB buildings;
o Promote the increased use of more efficient equipment and products by renewing existing
equipment and products;
o Promote the rational use of energy among end consumers;
o Promote the energy renewal of public administration buildings and infrastructure;
o Promote the energy requalification of public lighting;
o Provide qualified energy efficiency technicians for the energy sector;
o Simplify procedures and redirect and reinforce financing programmes and funds;
o Stimulate R&D&I in the area of energy efficiency.

Electricity System

22.4

22.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o Share of RES in the gross final energy consumption of electricity: 68% (4,6 Mtoe) in 2020,
80% (6,1 Mtoe) in 2030
o Portugal’s target for the development of interconnections in the electricity sector is 15%
interconnection by 2030
o Security of electrical power:
•

complete decarbonisation of electricity production, with production coming entirely
from indigenous sources of renewable energy

•

emphasis on reinforcing interconnections with Spain and also through the
interconnection with Morocco
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o National energy dependency to continue on a downward trend, to a minimum of 65% by
2030
o By 2030, an increase in storage capacity is planned towards the end of the decade, based
essentially on reversible pumped hydroelectric energy

22.4.2

Policies

o Promote the decarbonisation of the electricity production system, including the closure of
coal-fired power plants by 2030
o By 2030, an increase in storage capacity is planned towards the end of the decade, based
essentially on reversible pumped hydroelectric energy. Initially, hydrogen and battery
technology will be employed, more specifically through, fuel cells and power-to-gas
technology, supported by R&D&I.
o Reinforce and optimise the operation of transmission and distribution networks, taking into
account the objectives and expected locations of new renewable production capacity;
o Promote the suitable planning of low voltage networks;
o Promote systems for flexibility and dynamic management in consumption to support the
management of the electricity system;
o Promote storage systems by creating a legal framework;
o Promote the integration of energy systems and intersector energy interconnection:
Electricity/H2 and Gas; Electricity/Heat and Electricity;
o Promote the digitalisation of the energy system by promoting and expanding smart
networks, smart meters and other instruments;
o Promote the integration of the internal energy market with a view to harmonization and
balance/fairness in prices, regionally and on an EU level;
o Promote the diversification of sources and supply routes for energy resources;
o Plan and foster the integrated and joint management of the network from a regional and
trans-border perspective;
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o Promote the development of interconnections and reinforce regional cooperation.
o Accelerate participation by small-scale renewable production in market mechanisms,
promoting the respective bundling of such production;
o Stimulate R&D&I in smart energy management systems and new infrastructures

22.5

Natural Gas

22.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o Energy storage in the natural gas and oil and oil derivatives sectors
o Development of the NG transmission and distribution network
o Implementation of gas transmission infrastructure projects (NSI West Gas) by 2030.

22.5.2

Policies

o Creation of security reserves with a view to being able to respond to crisis situations or in
the event of supply emergency/disruption in such products
o Implementation of projects which could increase the use of LNG and improve LNG reception
capacity at the Sines Terminal, to strengthen Portugal’s role as an ‘entry point’ for natural
gas into the internal market/European gas system

22.6

Transport

22.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o Share of RES in the gross final energy consumption of transport: 8% (5,4 Mtoe) in 2020, 20%
(4,6 Mtoe) in 2030
o Full decarbonisation of the road and rail transport sectors, including the replacement of
technology (with clear focus on electric, smooth and shared mobility), but also with regard
to the spatial organisation models of cities and economic and leisure activities and
requirements in terms of mobility, including collective mobility instead of individual mobility
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22.6.2

Policies

o Promote energy transition in the transport sector on a cost-effective basis, focusing on
electrification, advanced biofuels and hydrogen;
o Promote and support electric mobility;
o Reinforce the capacity of the electric vehicle charging infrastructure on all levels (buildings,
services, public roads, service stations, etc.);
o Reinforce the alternative fuel supply infrastructure at national ports and on the main road
networks;
o Promote goods transport by rail and sea;
o Stimulate R&D&I in transport systems.
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23. Romania
23.1

Climate Targets

o ETS emissions (% compared to 2005): -43,9%
o Non-ETS emissions (% compared to 2005): -2%
o Total share of renewable energy in final gross energy consumption 27,9% (RES-E 39,6%, REST 17,6% and RES-H&C 31,3%
o Energy Efficiency (% to PRIMES 2007 projection for 2030): -37,5%

23.2

RES Target

o Considering that the overall share of renewable energy in gross final energy consumption of
24% for 2020 was exceeded (25% in 2016, according to Eurostat) and its evolution (estimated
at 26,2% in 2020), the projections based on the assumptions used to implement this Plan,
indicate a global share of renewable energy in the gross final energy consumption of 27,9%
for 2030.

23.3

Energy Efficiency

23.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o Reported to the forecast for the primary energy consumption for 2030, as calculated in
PRIMES 2007 scenario for Romania, respectively 58,7 Mtep, the WPM scenario estimates a
37,5% decrease in 2030.
o From this perspective, energy efficiency measures will lead to a decrease in primary energy
intensity, from 195 toe / EUR'15 in 2015 to around 150 toe / EUR'15 in 2030.
o Romania should reach a real (indicative) annual energy savings rate (as stipulated in Article
7 of the amended 2012/27 / EU Directive) of at least 0,8% between 2021 and 2030.

23.3.2

Policies

o Long-term renovation strategy to support the renovation of the national stock of residential
and non-residential buildings, both public and private
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o Exploit energy efficiency potential of the building sector, via thermal insulation programs for
the public sector, apartment buildings and the energy poverty affected communities.
o Develop smart metering and smart grids.
o Promote heating systems with thermal panels for heated water production, especially in
rural areas.
o Step-by-step implementation of smart city concept, integrating developed infrastructure;
implementation of IoT at residential level.
o Opportunity analysis for efficient, non-polluting district heating systems.
o Attract private capital to invest in energy efficiency of buildings.
o Investments in high-efficiency cogeneration, district heating and cooling

23.4

Electricity System

23.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o Indicative trajectory of the share of energy from renewable sources in gross final
consumption of electricity, 2021-2030 (RES-E): 41,8% in 2020, 43,6% in 2025 and 39,6% in
2030.
o Indicative trajectory of the share of energy from renewable sources in the gross final
consumption of energy in the heating and cooling sector, 2021-2030 (RES-H&C): 26,5% in
2020, 29% in 2025 and 31,3% in 2030.
o Indicative trajectory of the share of energy from renewable sources in gross final
consumption of energy in the transport sector, 2021-2030 (RES-T): 10% in 2020, 12,5% in
2025 and 17,6% in 2030.
o Total gross final consumption of electricity from renewable sources, [ktoe]: 2 232,8 in 2020,
2 404,9 in 2025 and 2 960,9 in 2030.
o From the point of view of the residual power flexibility (produced from sources other than
wind / photovoltaic - thermal, hydro, nuclear, biomass), critical for the year level are
considered to be high winter / summer hours, minimum / maximum thermal and extreme
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hydraulic hours (minimum / maximum). Romania need to install additional capacity of at
least 400 MW in the 2020 horizon, i.e. 600 MW (in addition to 2020) in 2025.
o Romania aims to integrate battery energy storage systems at a capacity of over 400 MW, in
particular with the aim of flattening the load curve and providing an additional reserve
exploitable in the form of technological system services (TSS) - fast and tertiary regulation.

23.4.2

Policies

o Long-term energy production from renewable sources can be ensured by developing the
infrastructure to increase the capacity for renewable energy production, by developing
feasible market mechanisms and transforming the transmission and distribution network,
considering modernization and digitalization projects.
o Introducing the possibilities for storage and aggregated production between multiple
producers and / or consumers.
o Introducing the virtual power plant concept, which aims to integrate a large number of
renewable units into existing power systems, by increasing flexibility of the grid-connected
sources (for example, controlling the delivery frequency or interruption of energy delivery,
with short notice period).

Smart control of these elements could standardize the

predictability of RES supply, delivering energy in a fluid and cost-effective manner, without
overloading the network.
o Introducing a unique pricing mechanism that compensates for the imbalances of
unscheduled RES plant, which are not disadvantaged by traditional operators due to
fluctuations in the availability of RES resources.
o Adopt advanced technologies in the energy sector by attracting private investments,
supporting scientific research and developing strategic partnerships.
o Organize competitive bidding procedures to award the contracts to the development of
installed capacities for wind and solar energy.
o Develop capacities and mechanisms to integrate the discontinuous RESs in the national
energy system and in the electrical accumulators’ systems, including the small storage
capacities at the prosumer premises.
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o The digitalization of the Romanian energy system, including of transmission and distribution
networks (“smart grids”) plays an important role in increasing the energy production from
renewable sources and in transforming the Romanian energy market in a “fit-for-RES”
market and in increasing the RES integration.
o The introduction of smart meters in energy systems must be a national priority as a first step
in the digitalization of infrastructure. The main objective of smart metering is to streamline
meter reading, optimize operating costs, reduce technological losses, reduce interruptions
and improve the fixing time in case of interruptions.
o Smart grids allow bidirectional communications and real-time monitoring and coordinating
systems that lead to a more efficient network operation (for example, for forecasting and
identifying congestion, network flexibility) and ultimately a lower cost for distribution.
o Integration of distributed production systems and prosumers into the power grid system.
o Invest in new power generation capacities while achieving the energy security,
competitiveness and decarbonisation targets of the energy sector; consider investments in
energy innovative technologies.
o Ensure the financing mechanisms for investments in new electricity production capacities
with no GHG emissions, while being economically efficient.
o Provide financing mechanisms to finalize hydro-energetic facilities for complex utilization
(agricultural irrigations, flood protection, water supply, etc.).

23.5

Natural Gas

23.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o Related to natural gas supply, Romania is considering the development of the national
transmission system of natural gas on the Bulgaria – Romania – Hungary – Austria (BRUA)
corridor and the development, on the Romanian territory, of the Southern Transmission
Corridor for taking over the Black Sea gas. The existing interconnection points will continue
to be used on the following directions: North-West (Mediesul Aurit), South-East (Isaccea)
with Ukraine, West with Hungary, South with Bulgaria and East with Republic of Moldova.
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23.5.2

Policies

o Timely provisioning of the necessary infrastructure regarding market access for new natural
gas fields production, both onshore and offshore.
o Gradual liberalization of regulated prices for both non-household and household consumers.
o Encourage initiatives to modernize existing natural gas storage capacities in order to achieve
increased flexibility by using multi-cycle storage capacities.
o Increase the interconnection of the national network of natural gas transmission to the
European network.
o Liberalization of the natural gas market.

23.6

Transport

23.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o To reduce average emission from transport sector.
o Estimated trajectories for the share of renewable energy in transport sector is 14% in 2030.

23.6.2

Policies

o Develop sustainable, resilient, climate-friendly, smart, safe and intermodal TEN-T rail
transport networks.
o Development of intelligent digital road and rail traffic management systems.
o Development of intelligent digital urban management systems.
o Optimize and reduce energy consumption in transport by supporting the development of
multimodal transport (including TEN-T), national waterways and ports.
o Increase efficiency of urban transport, including the extension of the metro transport
network.
o Introduce strong economic incentives for an environmentally friendly transport system
through price instruments.
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o Develop cycling infrastructure.
o Promote alternative fuel infrastructure, complement and simplify the related legal
framework.
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24. Slovakia
Climate Targets

24.1

o Reduce greenhouse gas emissions by at least 20% by 2020 compared to 1990, with a
conditional shift to a 30% reduction provided that other developed countries commit
themselves to comparable emission reductions.
o The Slovak Republic has one of the lowest emission energy sectors in the EU due to the high
share of nuclear in electricity generation and the high share of natural gas in the heating
industry. The only scope for decarbonisation of the energy sector is now in the substitution
of coal by low-emission sources, in energy efficiency measures and in the decarbonisation
of transport.

RES Target

24.2

o The indicative trajectory for Slovakia starts at 14% in 2020.
o Overall RES share (%) in 2030 will be 18%.

Energy Efficiency

24.3

24.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o National indicative targets for energy efficiency and contributions
•

Primary energy consumption in 2020 : 16,38 Mtoe, 20%

•

Final energy consumption in 2020 (Eurostat) 10,39 Mtoe, 23%

•

National indicative contribution to the EU target of 32,5% in 2030

o The cumulative volume of final energy savings from 2021 to 2030 is 949,2 GWh.

24.3.2

Policies

o Mandatory hydraulic regulation of the heat and hot water distribution system including the
provision of hot water distribution with appropriate thermal insulation in buildings with a
total floor area greater than 1000 m2.
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o The obligation to monitor, evaluate and provide consumption data to the operator of the
energy efficiency monitoring system for central government authorities, municipalities,
higher territorial units, organisations in their jurisdiction and building owners/administrators
with a total floor area of more than 1000 m2.
o Improving the thermal and technical characteristics of residential housing.
o Improving energy efficiency in industry
o Implementing energy efficiency measures for entities, particularly in industry and the energy
sector, in order to reach agreed energy savings or provide information.

24.4

Electricity System

24.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o Indicative trajectory of the share of RES in final energy consumption in electricity sector:
2020 – 22,3% ; 2030 – 25%
o Expected gross final consumption of electricity from RES : 2020 – 598 ktoe ; 2030 – 759 ktoe
o The Slovak Republic has one of the lowest emission energy sectors in the EU due to the high
share of nuclear in electricity generation and the high share of natural gas in the heating
industry. The only scope for decarbonisation of the energy sector is now in the substitution
of coal by low-emission sources, in energy efficiency measures and in the decarbonisation
of transport. After replacing solid fossil fuels with renewable energy sources, we will have
one of the lowest emission energy sectors in the whole of the EU (specifically the 7th least
energy-intensive CO2 emissions across the EU in terms of the CO2 intensity of electricity and
heat generation) and therefore the potential for more robust RES implementation must be
sought in countries where fossil fuels are used to a greater extent - there, the
implementation of RES and decarbonisation will be much more cost-effective.

24.4.2

Policies

o Mandatory blending of biocomponents into transport fuels. Maintaining a share of 7% of
biofuels from food crops after 2020.
o Mandatory blending of advanced biofuels into transport fuels. Achieving 3.5% of advanced
biofuels by 2030
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o Promoting electricity production through redemption prices (up to 500kW). New sources electricity generation 1TWh in 2020-2030. Promoting electricity production through the
auction system
o Support for decentralised electricity generation.
o Support for business and household to use of renewable energy.
o Mandatory quantity of RES in centralised heat supply systems. Support for the renovation
of heat distribution pipes.
o Where applicable, specific measures on the promotion of the use of energy from biomass,
especially for new biomass mobilization.
o The development of energy storage will ensure the integration of variable RES into the
system. Such a system allows the storage of locally produced energy and to consume it
independently of demand.
o Integrating local energy storage in storage appliances, energy stores and electric vehicles is
therefore an important element of the smart grid.
o Local power consumption management concepts are being developed based on good
mapping and analysis of the ratios in the system so that electricity at the production site is
not transformed to a higher voltage and then back to a lower voltage at the remote location.
o Ensuring a flexible, low-carbon and sustainable structure of the source of electricity
generation requires an increase in storage capacity by building a new pumping hydroelectric
power plant.

24.5

Natural Gas

24.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o The Slovak Republic is an important transit country gas moving for east-west and west-east.
There is a need to complete connections in the north-south direction in order to preserve
the position of the Slovak Republic.
o Development of underground gas storage.
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o The options for transporting emergency gas supplies from other directions/countries,
including securing auxiliary supplies of gas through reverse flow from the Czech Republic and
Austria.

24.5.2

Policies

o the assessment of gas policy was carried out by the transmission system operator, by the
gas distribution network operators as well as by the gas storage operators.
o The necessary investments identified in the gas industry are about 30 mil. EUR for the entire
ten-year period, to which the large investment projects of cross-border interconnections
referred to in the Ten-Year Network Development Plan for Gas Transport (TYNDP) need to
be added.
o Diversification of natural gas routes and sources: “Polish-Slovak interconnection of gas
networks” project; The "Eastring” project should pass through Slovakia, Hungary, Romania
and Bulgaria. On 20 September 2018, eustream, a.s. the Slovak TSO, presented the results
of the feasibility study for the Eastring gas pipeline, for which it received a grant from the
CEF Fund amounting to 50% of the eligible costs up to 1 million EUR. Based on this, a 1,208
km long pipeline route between the Veľke Zlievci (Slovakia/Hungary border) and Malkoçlar
(Bulgaria/Turkey border) was evaluated as the optimal route for a gas pipeline.
o Where applicable, main infrastructure projects envisaged other than Projects of Common
Interest (PCIs).

24.6

Transport

24.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o To reduce average emission from transport sector.
o Estimated trajectories for the share of renewable energy in transport sector is 14% in 2030.

24.6.2

Policies

o Using a unified system environment for collecting, processing, sharing, distributing and using
traffic information in specific information, control and telematics applications to create the
conditions for reducing negative environmental impacts and reducing the energy intensity
of transport.
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o Planning of large-scale infrastructure projects as well as nature protection. An integrated
approach to the development of a safe transport system in the Carpathian region that is
environmentally friendly.
o Preparing legislation to define low-emission zones in cities.
o Updating the set of indicators and the biodiversity protection status for the SR, fulfilling the
tasks of the Biodiversity Action Plan.
o an increase in the share of public passenger transport, in particular passenger rail transport,
by transferring journeys from individual passenger transport.
o increasing the share of rail freight by transfer from road freight.
o improving the efficiency of rail transport operations.
o Renewal and upgrading of the vehicle park.
o Building and upgrading transport infrastructure.
o From the financial point of view, sufficient funds will need to be earmarked to change the
trend in transport consumption, which will require a major effort in the future, supported
by adequate funding. The estimated value of this for 2021-2030, with an estimated share of
energy savings of 6,1% against total savings to be generated from measures implemented
after 2020, is based on preliminary analyses at about €3,86 billion.
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25. Slovenia
25.1

Climate Targets

o Reducing GHG emissions by 2030 in accordance with the Burden Sharing Regulation by 15%
in comparison to 2005;
o Indicative sectoral targets for reducing GHG in sectors that are not included in the Emissions
Trading Scheme by 2030 (so called ESD sectors) are as follows: transport: + 18%; general
use: - 66%, agriculture: + 6%, waste management: - 57%, industry: - 32%, energy: - 16%
o Reducing greenhouse-gas emissions in buildings by at least 70% by 2030 relative to 2005
o Reducing energy end-use in buildings by 30% by 2030 relative to 2005
o Striving to reduce the use of fossil energy sources and dependency thereon to the greatest
extent possible by gradually phasing out their use with great emphasis on increasing the
efficient use of energy, and greater use of renewable and low-carbon sources

25.2

RES Target

o A 27% share of renewable sources in final energy consumption by 2030
o Achieving at least 2/3 of renewable energy use in buildings by 2030 (i.e. the share of RES in
the final consumption of energy products without electricity and district heating included)

25.3

Energy Efficiency

25.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o Increasing the efficient use of energy (and, consequently, reducing its use) is the first and
key measure towards low-carbon society (ReECS Motion, paragraph 71).
o Scenario, which was prepared in order to develop the Long-term Energy Balances that served
as the basis for different strategic documents, is based on the assumption that the primary
energy consumption in Slovenia will not exceed 82 024 GWh in 2030.
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o The intermediate objectives of the Long-Term Strategy for Mobilising Investments in the
Energy Renovation of Buildings by 2030 are as follows: reducing energy end-use in buildings
by 30% by 2030 relative to 2005; energy-saving renovation of almost 26 mio of m2 of building
areas or 1,3–1,7 mio of m2 per year, of which more than a third according to the nearly zeroenergy buildings standard (AN sNES).
o at the level of final energy consumption, the overall final consumption in 2020 will not
exceed 59,52 TWh;
o at the level of final energy consumption in industry, the overall final consumption in 2020
will not exceed 15,21 TWh;
o at the level of final energy consumption in transport, the overall final consumption in 2020
will not exceed 25,59 TWh;
o at the level of final energy consumption in households, the overall final consumption in 2020
will not exceed 12,10 TWh.
o at the level of final energy consumption in services, the overall final consumption in 2020
will not exceed 6,62 TWh.

25.3.2

Policies

o adopted the Action Plan for Energy Efficiency 2017–2020 (AN URE 2020), which is the second
action plan that Slovenia has prepared under Directive 2012/27/EU on energy efficiency or
the fourth action plan since 2008.
o

incentives in the form of grants to reduce energy use in the housing sector, which have been
allocated since 1991 and saw a significant increase between 2008 and 2014;

o grants to reduce energy use in the public sector have been allocated since 2010;
o regulations on the energy performance of buildings: the regulations brought into force
comply with the criteria applying to nearly zero-energy building requirements.
o Activities have already been planned in relation to the following measures:
•

promoting the energy services market,

•

ensuring a stable support environment; quality management;
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25.4

•

promoting measures for special target groups( vulnerable households, buildings in
the business sector, particularly SMEs, cultural heritage buildings);

•

coordinating policies and measures, and coordination with development policy in
particular( implementation of demonstration projects and incentives aimed at
earlier phases of the development of technologies).

Electricity System

25.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o RES target share in the electricity sector is 47,4% in 2030 (38,6% in 2020)
o Slovenia's electricity interconnection level was at 83,6% in 2017, thereby being already well
above the 2020 target of 10% and the 2030 target of 15%
o In the long run, gradual phasing out of the the use of fossil resources and end of existing
nuclear power plant’s life cycle

25.4.2

Policies

o two scenarios were elaborated: wind (better use of wind energy) and solar (better use of
solar energy);
o solar scenario proved better from the economic and environmental point of view and was
thus chosen to be the scenario of the updated policy;
o among the technologies for electricity production from RES, large hydro power plants (HPP)
have energy and macroeconomic advantages -technical potential for energy production in
HPP, which amounts today to 51%, additional 13,6 percentage points of potential are
planned to be used, meaning that 62% of the technical potential will be used by 2030.
o development of intelligent networks will enable active role of consumers and increased
utilization of RES at the local level.
o During the transition period, solar energy will partly take over the burden resulting from the
phasing out of fossil fuels. Slovenia will continue to increase intensively the utilization of
solar energy, in particular for the production of electricity, and also the passive use of solar
energy by means of buildings that will be modified and adapted to solar energy.
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o Solar energy is expected to play an important role in self-handling of buildings,
neighbourhoods or wider communities with electricity in connection with energy storage
and heat from heat pumps.

25.5

Natural Gas

25.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o The supply of natural gas to Slovenia takes place from Russia and individual hubs of the
European gas market. From Austria, natural gas physically flows via the Ceršak entry point,
and from Italy via the Šempeter entry point.
o The trading hubs from which natural gas is supplied to Slovenia are supplied with natural gas
from the EU, Norway, the Russian Federation and North Africa as well as with liquefied
natural gas (LNG) from other locations.
o Through the Ceršak interconnection point, the transmission system operator can supply all
Slovenian consumers, regardless of their location.

25.5.2

Policies

o the positive trend is the increasing the share of supply via the Ceršak point.
o the suppliers can provide a competitive supply for all consumers where this is not restricted
by an interconnection point or a possible bottleneck on the natural gas transmission
network.
o The transmission system that serves as internal security of supply will enable a more stable
and secure supply for areas that are powered by gas.

25.6

Transport

25.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o To reduce average emission from transport sector- Indicative reduction target relative to
2005: +27% (in 2020) and +18% (in 2030)
o indicative sectoral targets for reducing GHG in transport is + 18% by 2030.
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25.6.2

Policies

o Reducing greenhouse gas emissions from fuels used in transport
o Realization Low Emission Mobility
o Developing of appropriate alternative fuels infrastructure
o For passenger cars, the optimal scenario foresees the increase in share of passenger cars on
alternative fuels to 20% by 2030
o For transport by bus, the optimal scenario foresees the use of compressed natural gas (CNG)
as the main alternative fuel and, consequently, the establishment of charging infrastructure
for CNG in urban environments by 31 December 2020
o For heavy goods vehicles, the liquefied natural gas (LNG) is identified as the optimal energy
product, i.e. so called bi-fuel versions, meaning that engines use diesel fuel and gas
simultaneously. The bi-fuel versions enable the use of LPG, CNG and LNG. Namely, up to
30% of diesel fuel is replaced with gas
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26. Spain
Climate Targets

26.1

o In 2030, 21% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions compared to 1990
o As a result of the measures mentioned in this Plan, there will be a change from 340,2 MtCO2eq emitted in 2017 to 226,7 MtCO2-eq in the year 2030
o The non-ETS sectors (residential, transport, agriculture, waste, fluorinated gases and
industry not subject to emissions trading) will contribute with a mitigation of 38% in 2030
compared to the levels in 2005, while the sectors subject to emissions trading will contribute
with a decrease of 60% compared to 2005
o In 2050 the objective is to achieve climate neutrality, with the reduction of GHG emissions
by at least 90%, in line with the European Communication

RES Targets

26.2

o In 2030, 42% of energy end-use from renewables
o In 2050 the objective is to achieve a 100% renewable electricity system

Energy Efficiency

26.3

26.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o In 2030, 39,6% improvement in energy efficiency (20% in 2020) so that the primary energy
consumption does not exceed 98.2 Mtoe in that year
o The reduction in primary energy consumption proposed in this Plan is equivalent to 1,9%
annually since 2017, which when linked to an expected increase in Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) in the same period of 1,7%, shows an improvement of the primary energy intensity of
3,6% per year until 2030
o Cumulative energy savings in the period:
•

firstly, between 1 January 2014 and 31 December 2020, amounting to 15 979 ktoe
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•

and secondly, between 1 January 2021 and 31 December 2030 - equivalent to 36
809 ktoe.

•

this means that new and additional savings are achieved every year, from 1 January
2021 to 31 December 2030, which are equivalent to 669 ktoe/year

26.3.2

Policies

o Measures for energy efficiency in existing buildings in the residential sector (thermal
envelope and thermal facilities)
o renewal of residential equipment (domestic sector)
o Energy efficiency in service sector buildings (existing buildings used for services, with public
ownership by any Administration, or with private ownership)
o Energy efficiency measures for cooling equipment and large air-conditioning facilities in the
services sector and public infrastructure
•

measures to upgrade large air-conditioning facilities, cooling equipment and
refrigeration and freezing compartments;

•

measures to improve the energy efficiency of publicly owned infrastructure, mainly
street lighting systems and water treatment, purification and desalination facilities.

o Promotion of energy services
o Public sector: proactive responsibility and energy-efficient public procurement
o Energy audits and management systems
o Communication, information and training
o Other measures to promote energy efficiency: the transition to highly efficient co-generation

26.4

Electricity System

26.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o In 2030, 74% renewable energy in electricity generation (100% in 2050)
o The progress of renewables in the 2021-2030 period: electricity generation: increases from
9 793 to 20 988 ktoe
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o With regard to storage, an increase in pumping technologies and batteries with an additional
6 GW stands out, contributing greater capacity for managing generation.
o Currently, the interconnection ratio of Spain is less than 5% of the generation capacity
installed in the system. In 2020, despite the planned interconnections, Spain will be the only
one in the European Union that falls below the 10% objective, so it will be necessary to
continue developing new interconnections
o Energy security objectives:
•

reduction of energy dependency, especially the importing of fossil fuels; (17%
energy dependency in 2017 to 59% in 2030)

•

diversification of energy and supply sources; (Maximising the diversification of both
energy sources and countries of origin of the supply)

•

preparation to face limitations or interruptions in the supply of energy sources;

•

increase in the flexibility of the national energy system (taking advantage of the
possibilities both from the side of the energy supply and from the demand of the
energy-consuming sectors)

o Internal energy market:
•

interconnectivity; (Achieving an interconnection level of 15% in 2030)

•

energy transmission infrastructure; (Integration of renewables and reinforcement in
non-peninsular territories)

•

integration of the internal energy market; (optimization of market operation)

•

implementation of the National Strategy against Energy Poverty

26.4.2

Policies

o Development of new facilities for generating electricity using renewables (Over the 20212030 period, the installation of 57 GW of additional capacity for generating electricity using
renewables is planned.)
o Integration of renewables into the electricity grid
o Development of self-consumption using renewables and distributed generation
o Promotion of renewable gases (for electricity generation)
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o Plan for the technological upgrading of existing electricity generation projects with
renewable energies
o Promotion of bilateral renewable electricity contracts
o Promotion of energy efficiency in the national electricity infrastructure including promoting
design criteria based on efficiency, increasing line and cable sections, improving capacity
factors and increasing voltage, upgrading substations, optimising the low-voltage network
and the grid system, demand management, optimising the use of smart meters and reducing
fraud.
o Extension of contingency plans (to prevent the unfolding of incidents that may have
significant repercussions on supply or generating units, minimise the scope and the scale of
incidents when they occur, and return the electricity system to normal operating status after
severe incidents that have caused power cuts)

Natural Gas

26.5

26.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o Strengthening the market, ensuring the protection of gas consumers

26.5.2

Policies

o For gas infrastructure, both for transmission and distribution networks and in regasification
plants, a mechanism has been established to identify losses in the facilities, in order to
incentivize the reduction of these by the owners.
o Updating of the Preventive Action Plan and Emergency Plan
o Integration of the gas market:
•

Establishing the logistical model of regasification plants through the development of
Royal Decree 984/2015, to maximise flexibility in the system, allowing progress
towards a model that enables liquid natural gas (LNG) sales contracts, regardless of
the physical plant in question.

•

Expansion of the measures for promoting liquidity (mandatory negotiation in the
organised market of natural gas for certain purposes, market creators).
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•

Taking advantage of the storage capacity for LNG in Spanish plants, as well as their
capacity for regasification, to convert them into a physical hub at EU level, both for
natural gas and renewable gas or hydrogen.

o Protection of gas consumers:
•

Simplifying link-ups: introducing the possibility of execution by the applicants
themselves

•

Simplifying the process of changing provider: introducing a process that prevents
delays and extending the powers of review of the regulator

•

Reducing fraud: strengthening the role of distributors in the detection of fraud and
communication procedures with providers

•

Implementing smart meters

o Improving the competitiveness of the retail gas sector
o Development plan for gas demand management

26.6

Transport

26.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o The mobility-transport sector contributed to 26,1% of emissions in 2017. With the reduction
of 28 Mt CO2 equivalent, a reduction of 35% is achieved.
o Renewables in mobility-transport that reaches 22% through electrification (5 million electric
vehicles in 2030) and the use of advanced biofuels
o Gradually reduce the emissions of passenger cars and light commercial vehicles so that no
later than 2040 they will be vehicles with emissions of 0gCO2/km.
o The progress of renewables in the 2021-2030 period: transport (biofuels): evolves from 2
283 to 1 568 ktoe

26.6.2

Policies

o Advanced biofuels in transport
o Modal shift measures (promoting more efficient modes of transport)
o Measures for more efficient use of means of transport
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o Measures to upgrade the vehicle fleet (general public and companies with vehicle fleets)
o Measures to promote electric vehicles (general public and companies with vehicle fleets)
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27. Sweden
27.1

Climate Targets

o By 2045, Sweden is to have no net emissions of greenhouse gases into the atmosphere and
should thereafter achieve negative emissions. This means emissions from activities in
Swedish territory are to be at least 85% lower by 2045 compared with 1990.
o Emissions in Sweden outside of the EU ETS should, by 2030, be at least 63% lower than
emissions in 1990, and by 2040 at least 75% lower. To achieve these targets by 2030 and
2040, no more than 8 and 2 percentage points, respectively, of the emissions reductions may
be realised through supplementary measures.
o Emissions from domestic transport are to be reduced by at least 70% by 2030 compared with
2010. Domestic aviation2is not included in the goal since this subsector is included in the
EU ETS.

27.2

RES Targets

o 50% RES target for 2020
o No RES target for 2030. 65% RES in 2030 according to the indicative trajectory.

27.3

Energy Efficiency

27.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o By 2030, Sweden’s energy use is to be 50 percent more efficient than in 2005. The target is
expressed in terms of primary energy use in relation to gross domestic product (GDP).
o The target for 2020 is a 20 percent reduction in energy intensity compared to 2008.
o Sweden will have a primary consumption of 482 TWh and final consumption of 364 TWh by
2030.

27.3.2

Policies

o Energy and carbon dioxide taxes. Taxation of energy have been used in Sweden for a long
time. An energy tax on petrol and diesel was introduced in 1924 and 1937, respectively.
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Heating fuels and electricity became subject to an energy tax in the 1950s. A carbon dioxide
tax, based on the fossil carbon content in the fuel, was introduced in 1991 and aims at
reducing the emissions of carbon dioxide in sectors outside the EU ETS.
o Building regulations, energy performance certificates for buildings
o Support for renovation and energy efficiency of rental apartments
o Support for refurbishment of schools
o Energy declaration
o Eco Design Directive and energy labelling
o Advisory Services, training programmes, dissemination of information
o Technology procurement
o Obligatory energy audits for large enterprises
o Companies which have carried out their energy audits may apply for support for either
projecting further energy efficiency actions or investing in energy efficiency measures
identified in the audit.
o Grants for small and medium-sized enterprises for energy surveys.
o A new regulatory model for grid operators' revenue was introduced in 2014 to encourage
energy efficiency. Operators that contribute to energy efficiency are allowed to have a
greater return on the capital base, while companies operating in a way that is not compatible
with an efficient use of the electricity grid are only allowed to have a smaller revenue.

27.4

Electricity System

27.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o 100% renewable electricity production by 2040
o Sweden don’t have a specific target for interconnectivity by 2030, but projections from the
Swedish TSO Svenska Kraftnät points to a level of 27% by 2030, given from an expected
import capacity of 12 350 MW and an installed electricity generation capacity of 46 049 MW.
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Sweden had at the end of 2017 an interconnection level of 26 percent. Total import capacity
was 10 250 MW and installed electricity generation capacity was 39 799 MW.
o Energy transmission infrastructure: no national key infrastructure objectives in this area.
o Sweden believes it is more cost efficient to deploy the renewable technologies which the
market deems most profitable instead of determining the share of each technology
beforehand.
o For storage, there is no specific objective.

27.4.2

Policies

o Fuels used for electricity production are not subject to energy tax nor carbon dioxide tax,
but the produced electricity is subject to the energy tax on electricity.
o Electricity certificate system. Through the system, electricity producers are allocated a
certificate for every MWh of renewable electricity produced, which can then be sold in an
open market. The buyers are mainly electricity suppliers who are obliged to purchase
electricity certificates corresponding to a certain share, or quota, of their electricity
deliveries. The quota is gradually increased to reach the targets.
o Tax relief or households and businesses for micro-production of renewable electricity fed
into the grid. The income tax reduction is SEK 0,60/kWh.
o Tax exemption for micro-production of renewable electricity consumed at the place of
production.

Exemption from energy taxation of electricity applies to electricity not

transferred to a power grid with network concession if produced in a plant in with an
installed generator capacity of less than 50 kW, by a producer who possesses a total installed
generator capacity of less than 50 kW.
o Support for solar power - covering 30 percent of the costs of PV.
o Electricity prosumers feeding in less electricity into the grid than what they purchase on a
yearly basis are exempted from the network charge for the electricity they feed in.
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27.5

Natural Gas

27.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o N/A

27.5.2

Policies

o Sweden follows the revised Gas Security of Supply Regulation, which sets operational
requirements for gas supply security. Based on the Regulation and Swedish Constitution,
Law (2012:273) and Regulation (2012:275) on Natural Gas Supply (which complement the
Regulation), there is a National Preventive Action Plan and National Crisis Plan. In addition
to these, there are also regulations and general advice developed.

These include

requirements for natural gas companies and large consumers of natural gas.

The

requirement means, among other things, that "protected customers", that is, consumers,
should be able to receive gas for at least 30 days in case of disturbances or disruptions in
deliveries.

27.6

Transport

27.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o N/A

27.6.2

Policies

o Carbon dioxide tax and energy tax in the transport sector. Petrol and diesel are covered by
both an energy tax and a carbon dioxide tax. The carbon dioxide tax is also levied on natural
gas.
o Low-blended biofuels covered by the reduction obligation scheme are subject to the same
carbon tax and energy tax rates as if they were of fossil origin. High-blended biofuels are
not covered by the reduction obligation scheme and the part of biomass origin in highblended sustainable biofuels are exempt from both carbon tax and energy tax.
o Emission reduction obligation. An emission reduction obligation scheme was introduced 1
July 2018. The emission reduction obligation is part of a Fuel Change Reform, which also
includes changes in the taxation of petrol and diesel, and puts an obligation on petrol and
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diesel suppliers and large consumers to reduce carbon dioxide emissions from petrol and
diesel, through increased biofuel blending into these fuels.
o Tax on air travel. With the aim to reduce climate impact from aviation, a tax on air travel
has been introduced with effect from 1 April 2018. The tax is designed as a tax on
commercial flights and is paid for passengers travelling from a Swedish airport.
o Requirements for renewable fuels at filling stations. The availability of renewable fuels has
been subject to legislation requiring that filling stations with annual sales of petrol and diesel
above 1,500 m3 must supply at least one kind of renewable fuel.
o Differentiated vehicle tax. There are currently two systems for light vehicle taxation in
Sweden, vehicle tax rates are based on either carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions or weight.
o Bonus-malus-system for new light vehicles. Vehicles with low emissions of carbon dioxide
are qualified for a bonus at purchase, while vehicles with high emissions of carbon dioxide
are taxed at a higher rate for the first three years.
o Electrical bus premium. Regional public transport agencies are eligible to apply for an
electrical bus premium.
o Electric vehicle premium to improve the possibilities of commuting and transportation with
electric bicycles or electric scooters.
o Charge at home-grant to support households that invest in installations of charging points
for electric vehicles.
o The government allocates SEK 1 billion 2018–2023 to support the switch to an electrified
transport sector and develop sustainable solutions for electric cars and other electric
vehicles including batteries. The investment also refers to developments in biogas.
o scheme for investments in public transport and cycling infrastructure at the regional and
local level in Sweden
o In order to stimulate the transfer of freight transport by road to shipping a temporary Ecobonus system has been introduced
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28. UK
Climate Targets

28.1

o Since 1990, the UK has cut emissions by over 40% whilst growing the economy by over twothirds.
o to raise 2050 target of cutting emissions by at least 80% relative to 1990 levels to meet
international climate targets set out in the Paris Agreement.

RES Target

28.2

o In 2017, renewable electricity accounted for more than a quarter (27.9%) of the UK’s
electricity generation.

28.3

•

The Scottish Climate Change Plan and Scottish Energy Strategy place a strong
emphasis on the strength and potential for growth in the Scottish renewable energy
sector – setting a target of 50% of all of Scotland’s heat, transport and electricity
consumption to be supplied from renewable sources.

•

The Welsh Government has set targets for generating 70% of its electricity
consumption from renewable energy by 2030.

Energy Efficiency

28.3.1

Objectives and Targets

o Emissions from business and the public sector falling by 30% by 2032 on today’s levels
through significant improvements in energy efficiency.
o Reducing energy use per unit of output as well as reducing the carbon content of industrial
energy use by at least 14% by 2032.
o Switching to cleaner fuels.
o To meet the UK’s 2050 target, emissions from the buildings and activities of the public sector
will need to be near zero.

This will mean improving energy efficiency and energy

management, and decarbonizing the heating and cooling of buildings.
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28.3.2

Policies

o Support around £3,6 billion of investment to upgrade around a million homes through the
Energy Company Obligation (ECO), and extending support for home energy efficiency
improvements until 2028 at the current level of ECO funding (i.e. £640 million per annum).
o Build a market for energy efficiency by making it as easy as possible for people to pay for and
make home energy efficiency improvements.
o The Green Deal enables consumers to take out loans to pay for energy efficiency
improvements in their properties, with repayments made through their energy bill. The UK
Government intends to improve the Framework, so that it can best support future use of
“pay as you save”, as well as simplify and reduce costs, whilst providing adequate protection
for consumers.
o The UK Government is also supporting development of the energy services market, currently
working with Local Partnerships to provide capacity support to public bodies across England
to access an energy services procurement framework under the Re:Fit programme. Similar
support is provided by the Greater London Authority in London and the Welsh Government
in Wales.

28.4

Electricity System

28.4.1

Objectives and Targets

o The UK’s low carbon policies and abundant natural resources have seen renewable
electricity capacity increase by more than three times since 2010.
o The UK already has a world-leading offshore wind sector and is well placed to benefit from
further investment in renewables innovation to accelerate cost reduction.
o The UK Government expects to invest around £900 million of public funds between 2015
and 2021 in research and innovation in the power sector, including around £177 million in
partnership with the Research Councils and Innovate UK to further reduce the cost of
renewables. Innovation opportunities are likely to arise in a number of areas, including
floating offshore wind platforms and advanced solar PV technologies.
o The UK Government is working to improve the route to market for renewable technologies.
The next Contracts for Difference allocation round for less established technologies such as
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offshore wind will open by May 2019. The Government intends to run subsequent auctions
around every 2 years after this. Depending on the price achieved, these auctions will deliver
up to 2 GW of offshore wind each year in the 2020s.
o The consumption of electricity from renewable sources in Northern Ireland has risen from
3% in 2005 to 35,2% during the period April 2017 to March 2018 . This is largely attributed
to the success of the Northern Ireland Renewables Obligation. These installations have a
capacity to generate 1 638 MW of renewable electricity as of September 2018. With a
further 158 MW of capacity scheduled to be added to the grid within the next few months,
it is envisaged that capacity will increase to almost 1 800 MW (which equates to NI’s peak
winter demand), ensuring that the target set by the Northern Ireland Executive in 2010 (that
the level of electricity consumed from renewable sources would reach 40% by 2020) will
have been met, if not exceeded.

28.4.2

Policies

o Delivering clean, smart, flexible electric power.
o The Renewables Obligation (RO) scheme operates by putting an obligation on UK electricity
suppliers to present a certain number of Renewables Obligation Certificates (ROCs) in
respect of each MWh of electricity supplied during an obligation year. Suppliers buy these
ROCs from renewable generators (or traders). Generators obtain them free of charge in
relation to the renewable electricity they generate. The scheme is paid for by consumers
through their energy bills and the UK Government is committed to keeping these bills as low
as possible. By the end of March 2017, 25 156 stations had been accredited, with a
renewable energy capacity of 29,2 GW. In 2016/17, 65,2 TWh of renewable electricity was
generated at a scheme cost of £4,5 billion.
o

The RO has now been replaced by the Contracts for Difference scheme in GB.

o The Feed-in Tariff (FITs) scheme was introduced to England, Scotland and Wales on 1 April
2010, under powers in the Energy Act 2008. The intention was to encourage deployment of
small-scale (up to 5MW) low-carbon electricity generation, particularly by organisations,
businesses, communities and individuals that have not traditionally engaged in the electricity
market. The technologies supported under FITs are: solar PV, onshore wind, hydropower,
anaerobic digestion (AD), and micro (<2kW) combined heat and power (micro-CHP). Since
its introduction, the FIT scheme has supported over 800 000 installations, or 6 GW of
capacity. 99% of installations are solar, which consist of 80% of overall capacity. The UK
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Government response to the FIT review introduced a capping mechanism to put the scheme
on a more sustainable footing and announced the closure of the generation tariff in 2019.
o The Contracts for Difference (CfD) scheme was introduced in GB in 2014 and is the UK
Government’s main mechanism for supporting new low carbon electricity generation
projects. The scheme has been a success, delivering substantial new investment and helping
deliver significant reductions in the costs of some renewable technologies. Contracts are
awarded in a series of competitive ‘pay as clear’ auctions, with the lowest price bids being
successful, which drives efficiency and cost reduction.

28.5

Natural Gas

28.5.1

Objectives and Targets

o The UK imports natural gas from third countries in two ways: pipelines from Norway and
LNG import and regassification facilities. The UK currently has an import deliverability of ~57
bcm/y from Norway and ~49 bcm/y from LNG import terminals.
o Historically the majority of UK LNG has come from Qatar (around 84% of total UK LNG
imports in 2017), the world’s largest LNG producer.

28.5.2

Policies

o Shale gas could be a new domestic source of natural gas for the UK as production from the
North Sea declines and UK rely increasingly on imports.
o In response to the decline in production from the United Kingdom Continental Shelf (UKCS),
the Oil and Gas Authority was established with a remit of maximising economic recovery
from the UKCS. It has a number of strategies in place to deliver this aim, working closely
with industry, to improve exploration rates, technology innovation and deployment. The
number of wells in the exploration, appraisal and development phases has been on a
downwards trend since 2008. In 2015 and 2016 the UK Government has provided £40
million for seismic surveys to encourage exploration in under-explored areas.
o The development of a successful UK shale gas industry has the potential to improve
investment prospects for the production sector in the longer-term.
o The obligation on National Grid is to develop a centralised gas demand side response (DSR)
mechanism to encourage greater demand-side participation from industrial and commercial
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users. This service allows large gas consumers to offer, via a centralised mechanism, to
reduce the amount of gas they use during times of system stress in exchange for a payment.

28.6

Transport

28.6.1

Objectives and Targets

o In 2017, 4,6% of transport energy came from renewable sources.
o Biofuels now account for around 3% of fuel sales, with around two thirds of that derived
from wastes.
o The Renewable Transport Fuels Obligation (RTFO) has been increased from the current level
of 4,75% to 9,75% for 2020, rising to 12,4% in 2032.
o Setting a target trajectory for low carbon fuels to 2032 (rising from ~3% of transport energy
today to ~7% by 2032).

28.6.2

Policies

o Investment up to £841 million for innovation in low carbon transport technology and fuels.
o Accelerating the shift to low carbon transport.
o Bioenergy for transport is expected to be used in all forms of transport including for aviation
fuels.
o Decarbonising road transport and developing zero and low emission vehicles is clearly set
out in recent strategies, including the Road to Zero, Clean Growth Strategy and Industrial
Strategy.
o The Green Bus Fund (GBF) allowed bus companies and local authorities in England to
compete for funds to help them buy new low carbon emission buses.
o The UK Government is also taking action to support modal shift, enabling people to choose
the most sustainable mode of travel for their journey.
o The UK invest in public transport and walking and cycling, as well as driving down emissions
from aviation and shipping.
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In the Road to Zero strategy, published in 2018, the UK Government reaffirmed that it will
end the sale of new conventional petrol and diesel cars and vans by 2040. By 2030, the UK
Government wants to see at least 50% and as many as 70% of new car sales to be ultra low
emission and up to 40% of new van sales.
o The UK Government is promoting the transition to bi-mode (modern diesel / electric) trains,
and trains using alternative technologies such as power by batteries or hydrogen fuel cells.
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13 Appendix 2 : Energy intensity of the 36
MEDEAS sectors
Sector

Agriculture,
Hunting,
Forestry and
Fishing

Mining and
Quarrying

Food,
Beverages and
Tobacco

Textiles and
Textile
Products

Energy
carrier

2050 Energy intensity
2009 Energy intensity

– unchanged fuel
structure

2050 Energy intensity
- changed fuel
structure
(input in MEDEAS_eu)

Electricity

0,290

0,151

0,512

Heat

0,020

0,010

0,008

Liquids

1,530

0,796

0,279

Gases

0,750

0,390

0,234

Solids

0,199

0,103

0,026

Electricity

1,840

0,957

1,953

Heat

0,360

0,187

0,150

Liquids

0,840

0,437

0,153

Gases

6,330

3,292

1,975

Solids

1,120

0,583

0,146

Electricity

0,430

0,216

0,308

Heat

0,047

0,024

0,019

Liquids

0,201

0,101

0,035

Gases

0,353

0,177

0,106

Solids

0,140

0,070

0,018

Electricity

0,410

0,213

0,299

Heat

0,037

0,019

0,015

Liquids

0,266

0,138

0,048

Gases

0,338

0,176

0,105

Solids

0,036

0,019

0,005

Electricity

0,220

0,114

0,172
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Sector

Leather,
Leather and
Footwear

Wood and
Products of
Wood and
Cork

Pulp, Paper,
Paper ,
Printing and
Publishing

Coke, Refined
Petroleum and
Nuclear Fuel

Chemicals and
Chemical
Products

Energy
carrier

2009 Energy intensity

2050 Energy intensity
– unchanged fuel
structure

2050 Energy intensity
- changed fuel
structure
(input in MEDEAS_eu)

Heat

0,017

0,009

0,007

Liquids

0,237

0,123

0,043

Gases

0,156

0,081

0,049

Solids

0,012

0,006

0,002

Electricity

0,770

0,400

0,703

Heat

0,175

0,091

0,073

Liquids

0,288

0,150

0,052

Gases

0,159

0,083

0,050

Solids

1,236

0,643

0,161

Electricity

0,475

0,256

0,546

Heat

0,200

0,108

0,086

Liquids

0,210

0,113

0,040

Gases

0,470

0,253

0,152

Solids

1,010

0,544

0,136

Electricity

0,495

0,260

1,883

Heat

9,310

4,883

3,906

Liquids

6,550

3,435

1,202

Gases

0,807

0,423

0,254

Solids

0,010

0,005

0,001

Electricity

0,910

0,478

0,705

Heat

0,525

0,276

0,221

Liquids

0,470

0,247

0,086

Gases

0,760

0,399

0,240

Solids

0,247

0,130

0,032
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Sector

Rubber and
Plastics

Other NonMetallic
Mineral

Basic Metals
and Fabricated
Metal

Machinery,
Nec

Electrical and
Optical
Equipment

Energy
carrier

2009 Energy intensity

2050 Energy intensity
– unchanged fuel
structure

2050 Energy intensity
- changed fuel
structure
(input in MEDEAS_eu)

Electricity

0,714

0,371

0,433

Heat

0,097

0,050

0,040

Liquids

0,162

0,084

0,029

Gases

0,191

0,099

0,060

Solids

0,059

0,031

0,008

Electricity

1,310

0,704

1,470

Heat

0,047

0,025

0,020

Liquids

1,798

0,967

0,338

Gases

1,660

0,893

0,536

Solids

1,500

0,807

0,202

Electricity

1,040

0,546

0,845

Heat

0,067

0,035

0,028

Liquids

0,334

0,175

0,061

Gases

0,730

0,383

0,230

Solids

0,887

0,466

0,116

Electricity

0,229

0,115

0,150

Heat

0,025

0,013

0,010

Liquids

0,144

0,072

0,025

Gases

0,103

0,052

0,031

Solids

0,006

0,003

0,001

Electricity

0,130

0,068

0,086

Heat

0,016

0,008

0,007

Liquids

0,075

0,039

0,014

Gases

0,050

0,026

0,016
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Sector

Transport
Equipment

Manufacturing
, Nec;
Recycling

Electricity, Gas
and Water
Supply

Construction

Sale,
Maintenance
& Repair of

Energy
carrier

2009 Energy intensity

2050 Energy intensity
– unchanged fuel
structure

2050 Energy intensity
- changed fuel
structure
(input in MEDEAS_eu)

Solids

0,002

0,001

0,000

Electricity

0,215

0,112

0,135

Heat

0,037

0,019

0,015

Liquids

0,078

0,041

0,014

Gases

0,080

0,042

0,025

Solids

0,004

0,002

0,001

Electricity

0,550

0,286

0,360

Heat

0,060

0,031

0,025

Liquids

0,320

0,166

0,058

Gases

0,104

0,054

0,032

Solids

0,044

0,023

0,006

Electricity

1,910

0,993

1,261

Heat

0,198

0,103

0,082

Liquids

0,134

0,070

0,024

Gases

1,601

0,833

0,500

Solids

0,406

0,211

0,053

Electricity

0,058

0,030

0,094

Heat

0,005

0,003

0,002

Liquids

0,349

0,182

0,064

Gases

0,047

0,024

0,015

Solids

0,012

0,006

0,002

Electricity

0,233

0,089

0,143

Heat

0,030

0,011

0,009

Liquids

0,350

0,134

0,047
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Sector

Motor
Vehicles &
Motorcycles

Wholesale
Trade &
Commission
Trade

Retail Trade,
Repair of
Household
Goods

Hotels and
Restaurants

Inland
Transport

Water
Transport

Energy
carrier

2009 Energy intensity

2050 Energy intensity
– unchanged fuel
structure

2050 Energy intensity
- changed fuel
structure
(input in MEDEAS_eu)

Gases

0,134

0,051

0,031

Solids

0,007

0,003

0,001

Electricity

0,155

0,059

0,106

Heat

0,020

0,008

0,006

Liquids

0,317

0,121

0,042

Gases

0,090

0,034

0,021

Solids

0,011

0,004

0,001

Electricity

0,377

0,144

0,214

Heat

0,047

0,018

0,014

Liquids

0,388

0,148

0,052

Gases

0,256

0,098

0,059

Solids

0,020

0,008

0,002

Electricity

0,384

0,147

0,214

Heat

0,057

0,022

0,017

Liquids

0,337

0,129

0,045

Gases

0,298

0,114

0,068

Solids

0,023

0,009

0,002

Electricity

0,392

0,171

0,702

Heat

0,000

0,000

0,000

Liquids

5,000

2,177

0,762

Gases

0,177

0,077

0,385

Solids

0,000

0,000

0,000

Electricity

0,000

0,000

2,008

Heat

0,000

0,000

0,000
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Sector

Air Transport

Other
Supporting
and Auxiliary
Transport
Activities

Post and
Telecommunic
ations

Financial
Intermediation

Energy
carrier

2009 Energy intensity

2050 Energy intensity
– unchanged fuel
structure

2050 Energy intensity
- changed fuel
structure
(input in MEDEAS_eu)

Liquids

14,770

6,431

2,251

Gases

0,000

0,000

0,000

Solids

0,010

0,004

0,001

Electricity

0,000

0,000

0,000

Heat

0,000

0,000

0,000

Liquids

19,980

8,699

4,349

Gases

0,000

0,000

4,349

Solids

0,000

0,000

0,000

Electricity

0,200

0,076

0,188

Heat

0,040

0,015

0,012

Liquids

0,858

0,328

0,115

Gases

0,091

0,035

0,021

Solids

0,004

0,002

0,000

Electricity

0,148

0,057

0,099

Heat

0,022

0,008

0,007

Liquids

0,292

0,112

0,039

Gases

0,083

0,032

0,019

Solids

0,002

0,001

0,000

Electricity

0,071

0,027

0,043

Heat

0,013

0,005

0,004

Liquids

0,096

0,037

0,013

Gases

0,056

0,021

0,013

Solids

0,002

0,001

0,000

Electricity

0,162

0,062

0,076
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Sector

Energy
carrier

2009 Energy intensity

2050 Energy intensity
– unchanged fuel
structure

2050 Energy intensity
- changed fuel
structure
(input in MEDEAS_eu)

Heat

0,047

0,018

0,014

Real Estate

Liquids

0,060

0,023

0,008

Activities

Gases

0,053

0,020

0,012

Solids

0,011

0,004

0,001

Electricity

0,098

0,037

0,074

Heat

0,016

0,006

0,005

Liquids

0,236

0,090

0,032

Gases

0,100

0,038

0,023

Solids

0,004

0,002

0,000

Electricity

0,260

0,099

0,167

Heat

0,044

0,017

0,013

Liquids

0,342

0,131

0,046

Gases

0,320

0,122

0,073

Solids

0,015

0,006

0,001

Electricity

0,274

0,105

0,176

Heat

0,094

0,036

0,029

Liquids

0,388

0,148

0,052

Gases

0,277

0,106

0,064

Solids

0,010

0,004

0,001

Electricity

0,226

0,086

0,135

Heat

0,058

0,022

0,018

Liquids

0,253

0,097

0,034

Gases

0,208

0,080

0,048

Solids

0,009

0,003

0,001

Renting of
M&Eq and
Other Business
Activities

Public Admin
and Defence;
Compulsory
Social Security

Education

Health and
Social Work
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Sector

Other
Community,
Social and
Personal
Services

Private

Energy
carrier

consumption
expenditure
by households

structure

2050 Energy intensity
- changed fuel
structure
(input in MEDEAS_eu)

Electricity

0,312

0,119

0,201

Heat

0,093

0,036

0,028

Liquids

0,395

0,151

0,053

Gases

0,330

0,126

0,076

Solids

0,053

0,020

0,005

Electricity

0,000

0,000

0,000

Heat

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

0,000

Solids

0,000

0,000

0,000

Electricity

0,475

0,172

0,409

Heat

0,129

0,047

0,037

Liquids

1,288

0,467

0,164

Gases

0,720

0,261

0,157

Solids

0,280

0,102

0,025

Households
Liquids
with Employed
Gases
Persons

Final

2009 Energy intensity

2050 Energy intensity
– unchanged fuel
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Annex 2: Strategies to minimize impacts and
reduce barriers in the transition
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Scope of document
This report is aimed at producing policy recommendations in order to minimise the energy, raw
materials and economic costs of the transition and to suggest adaptation strategies to climate
change impacts.
Despite those costs and impacts had already been analysed in WP6 using the Green Growth scenario
as a reference, in this work they are revaluated using a newly created scenario that achieves a
minimum of 90% of penetration of RES getting as close as possible to meeting the mid-century
carbon budget, with a quasi-stationary economy and with an almost complete energy shift of all
economic sectors to electricity.
Model simulations are combined with an analysis of the current EU policies and regulations in order
to generate policy recommendations to minimise costs and impacts of the transition.
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List of abbreviations and acronyms
BAU

Business as Usual scenario

CCS

Carbon capture and Storage

CIGS

Copper-Indium-Gallium-Selenide

CRMs

Critical Raw Materials

CTL

Coal to Liquids

CSP

Concentrated solar power

EEA

European Environment Agency

EIP

European Innovation Partnership

ELF

Energy Loss Function

EOL

End-of-life

ETS

Emission Trading Scheme

EWP

Extractable Wind Power

GG

Green Growth

GHG

Greenhouse Gas

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GDPpc

Gross Domestic Product per capita

GNP

Gross National Product

GPI

Genuine Progress Indicator

GTL

Gas to Liquids

HREE

Heavy Rare Earth Elements
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HVC

High Value Chemicals

IOA

Input-Output Analysis

LHV

Lower Heating Value

LREE

Light Rare Earth Elements

NPP

Net Primary Production

NRE

Non-Renewable Energy

NRES

Non-Renewable Energy Sources

OLT

Optimal Level Transition scenario

PGM

Platinum Group Metals

PHEV

Plug in Hybrid Electric Vehicle

PSH

Pumping-storage hydropower

PtX

Power to X

PV

Photovoltaic

RES

Renewable Energy Sources

RT

Renewable Transition

SSP

Shared Socioeconomic Pathways

TRANS

Transition scenario

TRANS_CC

Transition Scenario under Climate Change impacts on energy supply

WEEE

Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment
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Introduction
This document addresses subtasks a (Energetic costs), b (Raw Materials costs), d (Economic costs)
and e (Strategies to deal with climate change impacts) of Task 7.2- Policy analysis and
implementation strategies of MEDEAS project.
With the meeting of the informal European Council on 27 October 2005 at Hampton Court, the
European Union put behind a long period of time in which energy policies were not of obligatory
compliance. Since then, several energy-related European Directives have been approved.
Historically, the main strategic issues addressed by the EU energy legislation have been energy
security, the integrated European energy market, energy efficiency and supporting the
development of low-carbon renewable technologies by guaranteeing investment and funding
innovation and development. The final aim of most of the available energy policies is tackling climate
change.
The availability of raw materials is also essential for sustaining the economy of the European Union.
Indeed, raw materials are used to produce a broad range of goods required by our societies and
according to estimates by the European Commission, some 30 million jobs depend on their supply.
Moreover, the EU relies heavily on materials produced outside of its borders, especially on those
that are most critical for the transition, and international competition is intensifying driven by the
growing demand for raw materials in emerging economies. Demographic growth, the advent of new
technologies and the urgent decarbonisation of the global economy are expected to further increase
the demand and competition for raw materials in the coming decades.
The EU has developed policy frameworks, action plans and legislation to become more resourceefficient and guarantee raw materials security in the next decades (see section EU policies affecting
Raw materials for more detail). Efficient use of materials and recycling are considered key to
guarantee sustainable supply.
The strategies to minimise energy, economic, and material costs and climate change impacts have
been analysed combining detailed reviews of the European policies and legislation on three aspects,
and simulation experiments using the MEDEAS models.
In Tasks 6.2a and 6.2b, three different scenarios based on the GG (green growth) narrative, but with
different penetration of RES (50%, 75% and 100%) by 2060 were simulated with the MEDEAS global
model in order to assess their energetic and raw materials costs. The GG describes a scenario of
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economic growth and demographic decline, that achieves a reduction of energy and materials
through the electrification of the system and improvements in energy efficiency, increase in
recycling rates of minerals and the transition to low carbon energy production technologies
(IEA/OECD, 2017).
Those model projections pointed that, in order to reach a 100% RES system while maintaining
economic growth, the energy invested would reach 200 EJ, which the authors indicate represents
more than 50% of the current total final energy supply. In fact, the default GG scenario defined for
Europe in the MEDEAS project reaches a maximum RES penetration of about 40% by 2050, hence
failing to complete the transition, and leading to a sustained economic decline due to energy
scarcity. That comes as a result of the combination of insufficient implementation rates of RES
technologies and the low values of the techno-ecological potentials given to some technologies,
which are in the lower range of the values found in literature.
Additional, model projections obtained from the scenarios designed in D3.5, indicated that the midcentury carbon budget targets developed in D5.1 for the European Union, would only be met
through a planned economic degrowth and a significant population decline starting from 2020,
combined with an important deployment of RE producing technologies.
Hence, in this work we design two (World and EU) new transition scenarios (TRANS, from now
onwards) to derive policy recommendations at European scale, since neither the GG scenario nor
the scenario of economic decline of D3.5 can be used for that purpose. These new scenarios achieve
more than 90% of share of RES by 2050 with more controlled use of resources (average energy
investments between 2020 and 2050 of 11.7% and 15.8% of the total final energy consumption of
the World and EU, respectively) and a smoother economic adaptation. Moreover, albeit the midcentury carbon budget is not met (target = 29.3 GtCe, TRANS = 30.05 GtCe), the almost complete
decarbonisation of all economic sectors achieved, make the path towards the 2100 look much
brighter.
The TRANS scenarios implement policies at both energetic and economic levels: on the one hand,
we impose a quasi-stabilisation of the economy to the levels before the transition; and on the other
hand, we enforce the electrification of all sectors and improvements in energy efficiency. Indeed,
we combine energetic and economic policies with the expectation to progressively reduce the
energy intensities, while maintaining current standards of living. The rest of hypothesis used to build
these scenarios will be detailed in the section
The new TRANS (Transition) Scenarios.
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In order to quantify energetic costs and derive policy recommendations to minimise them, a default
simulation using the TRANS scenario, and a few extra simulation experiments are run using the
European model.
Regarding raw materials costs, a default simulation with the TRANS scenario is initially run in order
to quantify them. Then, three simulation experiments are carried out in order to evaluate the effect
of 3 individual policies on the demand of raw materials. The material costs of the TRANS scenario
are compared with those of the GG scenario with a penetration of 100% RES, to demonstrate the
need to abandon such unviable paths.
Regarding economic costs, we use input-output methodology to identify those sectors that are
directly and indirectly benefiting or losing from the low-carbon transformation, because of an
increase in renewable electricity production. We calculate the value-added effects for each sector
that is directly or indirectly linked to electricity production. The value chains of fossil fuel industries
and renewable sectors differ considerably. Accordingly, some linked sectors profit significantly,
whereas others lose out. It will be essential to facilitate sector linkages to adapt sectors to the
transition.
Strategies to adapt to climate change impacts on the Renewable Transition are analysed combining
simulations with the MEDEAS models and an IOT analysis. This methodology is used to evaluate the
following expected impacts of climate change:
1) Changes in solar radiation intensity
2) Changes in wind characteristics
3) Increased role of air-conditioning: need of heating and cooling
4) Impacts of these changes on social strata
The policy recommendations derived from the results of the aforementioned analysess are
summarized in section Policy recommendations.
Finally, it is important to note that a significant portion of the discussion made in this work, and the
subsequent policy recommendations, are mostly based on projections obtained with the MEDEAS
models. Although the assumptions behind the simulated scenarios, the limitations of the model and
their potential effect on the simulation results are thoroughly discussed along the document, the
outcomes of this work must be analysed with caution.
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The new TRANS (Transition) Scenarios
Both the Global and European transition scenarios are based on their respective GG scenarios, but
with the changes described below.
Note that the European model feeds on the results of the simulations of the Global model, and for
that reason, and even though we aim to provide policy recommendations exclusively at EU scale,
we need to create a Global scenario compatible with what we simulate at EU level.

Global transition scenario
Techno-ecological potentials and deployment rates
Table 1Table 2 and Table 3 show the annual potentials that were used for the different energy
producing technologies included in the MDEAS models, while Table 4 shows their implementation
rates.
Both the potentials and the rates are more optimistic than those of the GG scenario. Indeed, the
techno-ecological potentials used in the GG scenario are in the lower range of those found in
literature. Instead, in this work we obtain most of them from Deng et al. (2014), which are generally
above of those of GG.
Table 1 : Techno-ecological potentials of RES to produce electricity used for the global model scenario.

Energy source

Unit

Technoecological
potential

Reference

Hydroelectric

TWe

1.2

(EUROELECTRIC, 2000)

Geothermal

TWth

0.88

Deng et al. (2015) assuming that half goes to
heat and the other half to electricity.

Pumped-storage hydroelectricity

TWe

0.6

50% of hydroelectric potential

Oceanic (waves & tidal)

TWe

0.95

IEA-OES (2007)

Onshore wind

TWe

3.36

Deng et al. (2015), average between low and
high values

Offshore wind

TWe

13.46

Deng et al. (2015), average between low and
high values

Solar on land (PV and CSP)

MHa

325

Deng et al. (2015), average between low and
high values, approximating 1EJ/year per MHa
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Table 2 : Techno-ecological potentials of RES to produce heat used for the global model scenario.

Energy source
Solar PV
Geothermal

Unit

Techno-ecological
potential

Reference

EJ

22

D4.1

TWth

0.88

D4.1

Table 3 : Maximum yearly potential energy generation from bioenergy and waste at global scale.

Energy source

Unit

Max potential

Reference

Waste

EJ

4

D4.1

Biogas

EJ

35.9

WBA (2013)

Bioenergy from residues (NPP)

EJ

25

D4.1

Bioenergy conventional for heat &
electricity

EJ

30

D4.1

Table 4 : Deployment rate of the different energy producing technologies, starting from 2020 for all
technologies, except for cellulosic biofuels and third generation biofuels, that are estimated to reach
market readiness by 2025.

Technology

Unit

Rate of change

Nuclear

Annual %

1.5

Hydroelectric

Annual %

5.6

Geothermal (electricity)

Annual %

4.8

Geothermal (heat)

Annual %

20

Pumped-storage hydroelectricity

Annual %

50

Oceanic (waves & tidal)

Annual %

20

Onshore wind

Annual %

30

Offshore wind

Annual %

35

Solar PV (electricity)

Annual %

30

Solar PV (heat)

Annual %

30

Solar CSP

Annual %

Waste

Annual %

30
0.04436

Biogas

Times vs past

3
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Technology

Unit

Rate of change

Biofuels second generation

Annual %

5

Biofuels third generation

Annual %

5

Bioenergy conventional for heat & electricity

Annual %

5

Cellulosic biofuels

Annual %

8

Solid bioenergy for heat

Annual %

20

Desired GDPpc and population growth
In this study we set the objective to reach a quasi-stationary economy of the approximate size of
that before the transition as early as possible and that extends until at least 2050, which
corresponds to the end of the studied period. This is imposed through the « desired GDPpc »
variable of the model, using the GDPpc growth rates shown in Figure 1.
0,045

GDPpc growth rate (%)

0,04
0,035
0,03
0,025
This work

0,02

SSP2

0,015
0,01
0,005
0
2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

2055

Years

Figure 1 : Comparison of the desired GDPpc used in this work with that defined by SSP2, from 2015 to 2050
(the values of the curve from this work can be found in Table 22).

Please note that the image above does not represent the GDPpc itself, but its rate of change over
the years, and that the rate is above zero over the entire time-frame.
In terms of demographic changes, we use the SSP2 projection from the Shared Socioeconomic
Pathways.
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Objective energy intensities
We impose that all sectors, except for “Chemicals and chemical products” and “Rubber and
plastics”, have to be electrified by 2060. Those two sectors use the fossil fuels as the raw material
to produce HVC (high value chemicals), and therefore cannot be completely electrified. The goal
energy intensities of this sector, as well as those of the Households, are calculated separately.
For the rest of the sectors, except for the energy intensities of electricity, the rest (liquids, gases,
solids and heat) will reach a value of zero by the target date. To calculate the equivalent electricity
intensity from the intensities of the current energy mixes of each sector, we use the results from
Olivares (2015) and Olivares et al. (2018).
Olivares (2015) calculated the electricity demand of 21 economic sectors, for a completely
electrified economy, based on data from 2005. Table 5, which is adapted from Table 5 of that work,
shows the actual overall energy use by all 21 economic sectors (second column), compared to the
value the author calculated for a Post-Carbon Economy of the same size (third column). The fourth
column shows the ratio between the two.
Table 5 : Comparison of the actual mean annual power consumed by each sector in 2005 with that of the
same size economy but shifted to electricity (when possible). Adapted from Table 5 in Olivares (2015).

Energy End Use

Final Energy in
2005 (GW)

Final Energy in PostCarbon Economy (GW)

Ratio

Road

2100

893

-

Rail

73

52

-

Shipping

285

830

-

Air

330

696

-

Pipelines

90

0

-

Total transport

2900

2471

-

Residential and commercial

3800

2954

0.7773684211

Agriculture, forestry, fishery

240

188

0.7833333333

Wood and wood products

42

35.8

0.8523809524

Transport equipment

45.2

39.2

0.8672566372

Machinery

128.6

110.7

0.8608087092

Construction

46.9

27.1

0.5778251599

Mining and quarrying

72

14

0.1944444444

Textiles and leather

72

64.1

0.8902777778
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Energy End Use

Final Energy in
2005 (GW)

Final Energy in PostCarbon Economy (GW)

-

>541 to >596 *

115 + 1

115 + 1 + 1.6 + 0.2

1.015517241

Food and tobacco

190

162.6

0.8557894737

Paper, pulp and print

216

173.2

0.8018518519

Non-metallic minerals

350

236

0.6742857143

476 + 4.8

720 + 4.8

1.507487521

Chemicals and petrochemicals

1057

628 to 785 **

0.7426679281

Others

588.3

424.5

0.7215706272

Total Industry

3405

3292 to 3504

1.02907489

10,343

8912 to 9124

Renewable feedstock
Non-ferrous metals

Iron and steel

Total

Ratio
-

* This power is embedded in the raw materials used for producing charcoal and biogas and it does not add to the
electrical power produced by a post-carbon economy. The range depends on the use or not of best available
technologies (BAT) for charcoal production; ** The first (second) value corresponds to 15% (the same as in 2005)
production of ammonia and 49% (45%) of HVCs production of 2005, respectively.

Olivares et al. (2018) updated the calculations made in his 2015 article, focusing specifically on the
transport sector, and using data from the actual transport sector of 2014. Therefore, and only for
the transport sector, the results from Olivares et al. (2018) (Table 6) will be used instead of those of
Olivares (2015).
Table 6 : Comparison of the actual energy consumed by each transport subsector in 2014 with those of the
same size transport sector but shifted to electricity. Adapted from Table 3 in Olivares et al. (2018).

Energy end use

Final energy in 2014
(PJ)

Future final energy (PJ)

Ratio

Road

82,725

25,293

0.3057479601

Rail

2195

1386

-

Shipping

10,383

27,255

2.624963883

Air

11,556

24,614/28,774/48,150 a

2.489961925

114

97

0.850877193

101,585

78,646 / 82,806 / 102,182 a

Pipelines/fuel transport
Total transport

a The three values correspond to the use of hydrogen, methane and jet fuel, respectively, as the main fuel for the aircrafts.

Then, to obtain the energy intensity of all sectors (except for Households and Chemicals and
chemical products sectors in the MEDEAS model, that will be discussed later), we calculate the total
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energy intensity of each sector (electricity + liquids + solids + gases + heat) using the values of the
WIOD database (Dietzenbacher et al., 2013; Timmer et al., 2012), and multiply each by the
corresponding ratios from Table 5 and Table 6, to obtain their energy intensities for electricity only.
As previously mentioned, the intensities for solids, liquids, gases and heat were set to 0 (Table 20 in
the Appendix).
Table 7 shows the correspondence of the economic sectors of Olivares (2015) and those of the
current work.
Table 7 : Conversion of sectors from Olivares (2015) to the current work

This work
Agriculture hunting forestry and fishing
Mining and quarrying

Olivares (2015)
Agriculture, forestry, fishery
Mining and quarrying

Food beverages and tobacco

Food and tobacco

Textiles and textile products

Textiles and leather

Leather and footwear
Wood and products of wood and cork
Pulp paper printing and publishing
Coke refined petroleum and nuclear fuel
Chemicals and chemical products

Wood and wood products
Paper, pulp and print
Chemical and petrochemical

Rubber and plastics
Other non-metallic mineral
Basic metals and fabricated metal
Machinery nec
Electrical and optical equipment
Transport equipment
Manufacturing nec recycling

Non-metallic minerals
Iron and steel
Machinery
Others
Transport equipment
Others

Electricity gas and water supply
Construction

Construction

Sale maintenance and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles retail
sale of fuel

Others

Wholesale trade and commissions trade except of motor vehicles and
motorcycles

Residential and commercial
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This work

Olivares (2015)

Retail trade except of motor vehicles and motorcycles repair of
household goods
Hotels and restaurants
Inland transport

Road

Water transport

Shipping

Air transport
Other supporting and auxiliary transport activities of travel agencies

Air
Residential and commercial

Post and telecommunications
Financial intermediation
Real estate activities
Renting od meq and other business activities
Public admin and defence compulsory social security
Education
Health and social work
Other community social and persona services
Private households with employed persons

It is important to note that the obtained objective energy intensity of the air transport sector was
divided by two, as Olivares et al. (2018) suggested that transitioning the air sector of the size of 2014
would not realistically be possible.
Despite in their article they also argue that the light vehicle fleet should ideally be halved in a carbonfree economy too, in this work we opt not to do so, since in the MEDEAS models, the future number
of light vehicles is correlated to the evolution of the GDP, and as we showed earlier, in this work we
impose a stabilisation of its growth.
The intensities of the “Chemicals and chemical products” and “Rubber and plastics” sectors are
calculated independently, since they will still need to use oil, gas and coal to produce HVC’s.
The chemical sector energy intensities for gas, solids and electricity were calculated assuming that
both charcoal and natural gas will be used as raw materials for the production of HVCs (ammonia,
olefins and aromatics and others) and electricity for processes like polymerisation and olefins
processing, which are nowadays powered also with heat and liquids. Energy data used for these
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calculations was obtained from the Chemical and petrochemical sector of 2005, in Table 8.22 of
Banerjee et al. (2012).
For the Household sector, we take the 2005 total energy consumption of the “Residential and
commercial” sector (from Olivares, 2015) and compare it to the total amount consumed by the 2005
WIOD “Household” sector. We observe that the “Residential and commercial” sector (from Olivares,
2015) consumes 19% of the liquids and the remaining 81% are used for household transport. The
assumption made here is that household transport can be electrified in much the same way as the
Road sector (using the same ratio in Table 6). Therefore, apart from the intensity for electricity, the
rest of energy intensities for the household sectors are set to zero.
The objective energy intensities for 2050 obtained from the previous calculations are shown in Table
20 in Appendix.

Inland and household transport policies
The inland transport and the household transport are the only transport sub-sectors that are
modelled in a mixed bottom-up and top-down approach, and therefore policies can be implemented
in order to reshape them. The other transport sub-sectors considered in MEDEAS (Air Transport,
Water Transport and Other transport) are modelled in a top-down approach, based on demand and
their respective energy intensities.
The imposed share of land vehicles by 2050 is shown in Tables Table 8 and
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Table 9.
Table 8 : Expected household sector vehicle percentages by type and fuel by 2050.

Vehicle type

Unit

Value

Electric four-wheeler

%

100

Hybrid four-wheeler

%

0

Gas four-wheeler

%

0

Electric two-wheeler

%

100

Number of two wheelers over all vehicles

%

34
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Table 9 : Expected inland transport sector vehicle percentages by type and fuel by 2050.

Vehicle type

Unit

Value

Hybrid heavy vehicles

%

100

Gas heavy vehicles

%

0

Electric light cargo vehicles

%

100

Hybrid light cargo vehicles

%

0

Gas light cargo vehicles

%

0

Electric bus

%

100

Hybrid bus

%

0

Gas bus

%

0

Electric train

%

100

Other policies
EROI feedback on the economy
Several authors have pointed that an EROI lower than 10:1 (Hall et al., 2009; Prieto and Hall, 2013)
or 5 :1 (Brandt, 2017) would result in the collapse of the economy.
The model allows to explore the effect of the EROI on the economy, by allowing the user to activate
or deactivate that model feedback.
For the world scenario, the EROI feedback on the economy has been deactivated.

Fuel shift: sensitivity to energy scarcity and forgetting factor
In the latest versions of the MEDEAS models, the scarcity of one fuel encourages all economic
sectors to shift towards a replacement fuel. The rate at which such fuel shifts take place can be
controlled with the «Sensitivity to scarcity » and the « Energy scarcity forgetting factor» parameters.
In the current scenario, we simulate a high sensitivity to scarcity, and a forgetting factor of 5 years
both for the households and the rest of the sectors. For more information on the meaning and the
impact of these parameters, readers are referred to the model documentation.
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Afforestation program
The afforestation program, which is the only CO2 sequestration policy implemented in the MEDEAS
models, is activated in the global scenario. This corresponds to performing a global afforestation
program covering 345 MHa. The potential CO2 sequestration obtained by applying this policy is
discussed in Nilsson and Schopfhauser (1995).

Phase out of fossil fuels for electricity and heat production
The simulated scenario enforces the phase-out of oil for heat and electricity production by 2060.
Previous experiments with the model have demonstrated that a faster oil phase-out might lead to
a situation of electric and/or heat energy scarcity and thus to economic decline.

GTL and CTL
Gas to liquids and Coal to liquids growth rate are set to zero, due to the inefficiency and the high
GHG emissions of both transformation processes.

Recycling rates
MEDEAS estimates the materials demand for the 6 technologies considered key for the energy
transition (solar PV, solar CSP, wind onshore, wind offshore, electric vehicle batteries and grids).
Hence, the demand of 58 materials (of which 19 minerals) associated to each scenario are
calculated. On the other hand, the demand of minerals of the rest of the economy is estimated as a
function of GDP based on historical data (1994-2015) (USGS, 2017).
The user can select the annual improvement rate of recycling, with respect to the current values,
for the 19 minerals considered (see Table 28 of D4.1) for the 6 RES key technologies and the rest of
the economy.
In the current work we defined an annual increase of the recycling rates of both the materials
required for the RES technologies and for the rest of the economy of 5%.
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European transition scenario
Techno-ecological potentials and deployment rates
Tables Table 10Table 11 and Table 12 show the annual potentials that are used in the transition
scenario for the different energy producing technologies included in the MDEAS models, while Table
13 shows their implementation rates.
As for the global scenario, both the potentials and the rates are more optimistic than those of the
GG scenario. In this work we obtain most of them from Deng et al. (2014), which are generally above
of those of GG.
Table 10 : Techno-ecological potentials of RES to produce electricity used for the European model scenario.

Energy source

Unit

Technoecological
potential

Reference

Hydroelectric

TWe

0.063

Deng et al. (2015) average between high and low values.

Geothermal

TWth

0.0238

Deng et al. (2015) assuming that half goes to heat and the
other half to electricity.

Pumped-storage
hydroelectricity

TWe

0.1

Own estimation. Overestimated to compensate for lack of
storage technologies in the model.

Oceanic (waves & tidal)

TWe

0.1

Ocean Energy Forum (2016)

Onshore wind

TWe

0.111

Deng et al. (2015) average between high and low values.

Offshore wind

TWe

1.78

Deng et al. (2015) average between high and low values.

Solar on land (PV and
CSP)

MHa

-

Endogenously calculated

Table 11 : Techno-ecological potentials of RES to produce heat used for the European model scenario.

Energy source

Solar PV
Geothermal

Unit

Technoecological
potential

Reference

EJ

-

Endogenously calculated

TWth

0.0238

Deng et al. (2015) assuming that half goes to
heat and the other half to electricity.
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Table 12 : Maximum yearly potential energy generation from bioenergy and waste at European scale.

Energy source

Unit

Max potential

Reference

Waste

EJ

2

D4.2

Biogas

EJ

2.8

WBA (2013)

Bioenergy from residues (NPP)

EJ

0.825

D4.2

Table 13 : Deployment rate of the different energy producing technologies, starting from 2020 for all
technologies, except for cellulosic biofuels and third generation biofuels, that are estimated to reach
market readiness by 2025.

Technology

Unit

Rate of change

Nuclear

Annual %

1

Hydroelectric

Annual %

10

Geothermal (electricity)

Annual %

20

Geothermal (heat)

Annual %

15

Pumped-storage hydroelectricity

Annual %

80

Oceanic (waves & tidal)

Annual %

80

Onshore wind

Annual %

80

Offshore wind

Annual %

80

Solar PV (electricity)

Annual %

60

Solar PV (heat)

Annual %

30

Solar CSP

Annual %

Waste

Annual %

50
0

Biogas

Times vs past

40

Biofuels second generation

Annual %

8

Biofuels third generation

Annual %

8

Solid bioenergy for heat

Annual %

0

Desired GDPpc and population growth
As for the global scenario, for the European transition scenario we impose a quasi-stationary
economy of the approximate size of that before the transition. This stationary stage should be
reached as soon as possible, and last until the end of the simulation period. The « desired GDPpc »
growth rate that allows reaching such quasi-stationary state is shown in Figure 2.
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0,016

GDPpc growth rate (%)

0,014
0,012
0,01
0,008

This work

0,006

SSP2

0,004
0,002
0
2010

2015

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050

2055

Years

Figure 2 : Comparison of the desired European GDPpc used in this work with that defined by SSP2, from
2015 to 2050 (the values of the curve from this work can be found in Table 22).

Again, note that the image above does not represent the GDPpc itself, but its rate of change over
the years.
In terms of demographic changes, we use the SSP2 projection from the Shared Socioeconomic
Pathways.

Objective energy intensities
For the European sectorial energy shift we used the same percentage of change of the total intensity
of each sector than for the Global energy shift, and the same percentage change of each final fuel
intensity with respect to the total of the sector. The target energy intensities for Europe can be
found in Table 21 in the Appendix.
As in the World model, and for the same reason, the energy intensity of the transport sector was
divided by two.

Inland and household transport policies
The expected households and transport sector vehicle percentages by type and fuel by 2050 are the same
as for the global scenario (Table 8 and
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Table 9, respectively).

Other policies
EROI feedback on the economy
As in the Global TRANS scenario, at European level the feedback loop linking the EROI to the
economy has been deactivated.

Fuel shift: sensitivity to energy scarcity and forgetting factor
As for the Global transition scenario, we set the sensitivity to energy scarcity to the highest value
(3), and set a forgetting factor of 5 years, for both households and all other sectors.

Afforestation program
The carbon capturing afforestation program is also activated in the European model.

Phase out of fossil fuels for electricity and heat production
At EU scale, as for the global transition scenario, we impose that the phase-out of oil for heat and
electricity generation takes place by 2050.

GTL and CTL
The rate of development of Gas to liquids and Coal to liquids are set to zero in the European
transition scenario.

Recycling rates
In the transition scenario for the European model, recycling rate yearly changes are set to 5% for
both the key materials used by RES technologies and for the rest of materials.
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Energy costs
Energy policies in the EU
In 2015, the Framework Strategy for Energy Union (COM/2015/080 final) was launched as one of
the European Commission's 10 Priorities, to coordinate the transformation of the European energy
supply.
The 5 priority dimensions of the Energy Union are to:
•

Ensuring security of energy supply in the EU

•

Ensuring the functioning of the internal energy market and the interconnection of energy
networks

•

Promoting energy efficiency and energy savings

•

Decarbonising the economy and move towards a low-carbon economy in line with the Paris
Agreement

•

Promoting and financing research, innovation and competitiveness

Since its launch in 2015, the European Commission has published the four regular progress reports
on the evolution of the Energy Union:
1. First Report on the State of the Energy Union, November 2015
2. Second Report on the State of the Energy Union, 1 February 2017
3. Third Report on the State of the Energy Union, 23 November 2017
4. Fourth Report on the State of the Energy Union, 09 April 2019
These reports take stock of the progress made towards the objectives defined in Energy Union
Strategy and highlight the issues where further attention is needed.
The 2020 climate & energy package (containing Directives 2009/29/EC, 2009/28/EC, 2009/31/EC
and Decision No. 406/2009/EC) defined the main targets to be reached by 2020:
•

20% cut in greenhouse gas emissions (from 1990 levels)

•

20% of EU energy from renewables

•

20% improvement in energy efficiency

Those targets enacted in legislation in 2009, and were expected to be met by taking action in the
following areas:
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•

Reducing emissions of the sectors included in the Emissions trading system (ETS)

•

Setting national emission reduction targets

•

Setting national targets for renewable energy

•

Innovation and financing for the development of low carbon technologies

•

Increasing energy efficiency

Citing the 4th Report on the State of the Energy Union from April 2019, “The EU is well on track to
achieve its 2020 target for reductions in greenhouse gas emissions”. However, according to the
same report, the target energy efficiency improvement has not yet been met. Similarly, and
although 11 Member States had already exceeded their 2020 target renewable energy shares by
2017, at least 7 Member States are still far from reaching their specific targets.
While the EU is still on track to meet its 2020 targets, the current policy agenda is driven by the 2030
climate and energy framework, adopted by the European Council on 24 October 2014, which
includes EU-wide targets and policy objectives for the period between 2020 and 2030 to meet its
long-term 2050 greenhouse gas reductions target. The figures for renewables and energy efficiency
have subsequently been increased in the context of the Clean Energy for all Europeans package. This
package was approved on 30 November 2016 by the Commission and includes eight legislative
proposals covering governance, electricity market design, energy efficiency, energy performance in
buildings, renewable energy and rules for the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators
(ACER), and marks a significant step towards the implementation of the energy union strategy. After
political agreement by the Council and the European Parliament in 2018 and early 2019, enabling
all of the new rules to be in force by mid-2019, EU countries have 1-2 years to transpose the new
directives into national law.
The final targets for 2030 are:
•

a 40% cut in greenhouse gas emissions compared to 1990 levels

•

at least a 32% share of renewable energy consumption, with an upward revision clause for
2023.

•

indicative target for an improvement in energy efficiency at EU level of at least 32.5%,
following on from the existing 20% target for 2020

•

support the completion of the internal energy market by achieving the existing electricity
interconnection target of 10% by 2020, with a view to reaching 15% by 2030

And the policies proposed to meet the targets are:
•

A reformed EU emissions trading scheme (ETS)
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•

New indicators for the competitiveness and security of the energy system (i.e. price
differences with major trading partners, diversification of supply, interconnection capacity
between EU countries)

•

New governance system based on national plans for competitive, secure, and sustainable
energy.

Since this work aims at providing policy recommendations to reduce energy costs, here we analyse
specifically the EU policies targeted at reaching a 32% share of renewables and increasing energy
efficiency by 32.5%.
To meet the EU’s new energy and climate targets for 2030, Member States were required to establish
a 10-year National Energy and Climate Plans (NECP) for the period from 2021 to 2030 (and every
subsequent ten-year period), setting out how to reach its national targets, including the binding
national target for reducing gas emissions that are not covered by the EU Emissions Trading System
(ETS). The first draft was due by the 31 December 2018, and after review, the final NECPs including
the recommendations of the Commission, are due to be submitted by each Member State by the
end of 2019. After that, Member States are expected to report on the on the progress they make in
implementing their NECPs on a biennial basis.
Regarding energy efficiency, In December 2018, the revised Energy Efficiency Directive entered into
force (amending Directive EU (2018/2002)) updating some specific provisions and introducing some
new elements. As mentioned above, it establishes a EU energy efficiency target for 2030 of at least
32.5% (compared to projections) with a clause for a possible upwards revision by 2023.
The main focuses to increase energy efficiency across the EU are shifting to more efficient transport
modes, improving energy efficiency of buildings, products and road transport, and financing energy
efficiency (support schemes and initiatives to accelerate energy efficiency investments). These
measures include:
•

annual reduction of 1.5% in national energy sales

•

energy efficient renovations to at least 3% of buildings owned and occupied by central
governments per year

•

mandatory energy efficiency certificates for the sale and rental of buildings

•

minimum energy efficiency standards and labelling for a variety of products such as boilers,
household appliances, lighting and televisions

•

preparation of National Energy Efficiency Action Plans every three years
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•

planned rollout of close to 200 million smart meters for electricity and 45 million for gas by
2020

•

energy audits of large companies at least every four years

•

protecting the rights of consumers to receive easy and free access to data on real-time and
historical energy consumption

•

guidelines on good practice in energy efficiency.

Regarding the renewable energy targets, the revised renewable energy directive 2018/2001/EU,
which updates the original renewable energy directive (2009/28/EC), entered into force in
December 2018, as part of the Clean energy for all Europeans packages. The goal of this Directive is
to accelerate investment in innovation and modernisation in key sectors, to provide guiding
principles on financial support schemes for RES, RE self-consumption, energy communities and
district heating and to enhance mechanisms for cross-border cooperation and simplify
administrative processes. In addition, the Renewable Energy Directive sets out biofuels
sustainability criteria for all biofuels produced or consumed in the EU to ensure that they are
produced in a sustainable manner, to meet their 10% renewables target in transport.
As stated above, this new directive, which includes 131 measures, establishes new renewable
energy targets for the EU for 2030 of at least 32%, with a potential upwards revision by 2023.
In addition to the 2020 and 2030 strategies, in November 2018, the Commission presented its
strategic long-term vision, A Clean Planet for All, to become a climate-neutral economy by 2050, in
line with the Paris Agreement objective to keep global temperature rise below 2ºC.
The proposed Strategy does not add new policies or revise the 2030 targets, but defines seven
strategic building blocks in which action is required in the path towards a climate neutral economy:
•

Maximise the benefits from Energy Efficiency including zero emission buildings

•

Maximise the deployment of renewables and the use of electricity to fully decarbonise
Europe’s energy supply

•

Embrace clean, safe and connected mobility

•

A competitive EU industry and the circular economy as a key enabler to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions

•

Develop an adequate smart network infrastructure and inter-connections

•

Reap the full benefits of bio-economy and create essential carbon sinks

•

Tackle remaining CO2 emissions with carbon capture and storage.
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Methodology
In this section we present the simulations that will be run and the indicators that will be used to
evaluate the associated energy costs of the TRANS scenario. The results of these simulations will be
interpreted later in the document, and several policies focusing on minimising energy costs will be
derived.
The first simulation is run with the MEDEAS_w model (v1.3), using the TRANS scenario described
above, since some of the results from that simulation are needed by the European model at runtime.
The most relevant results of this previous simulations are also analysed in the World-level results
section to provide an overview of the international context in which the European transition might
take place if the policies implemented in the TRANS scenario are applied globally.
A default simulation with the TRANS scenario is then run with the MEDEAS_eu model (v1.2) and the
results of general indicators (GDP, total final energy consumption, share of RES with respect to the
total consumption, etc.) are interpreted (section EU-level results).
Then we focus specifically on the evaluation of the energy costs at European level. Following the
approach used in Task 6.2, the EROI is used as the main indicator of the energetic costs of the
transition. We also look at the share of energy invested in the deployment of RES with respect to
the total final energy consumption, and we identify the fuels used to cover that extra energy
demand (either fossil fuels or RES).
The energy savings obtained by dividing the aviation sector to half its current size is also evaluated
with a new simulation setting its size back to the original value. The date of the phase-out of oil for
electricity production will also be delayed pinpointing the consequences of such restraining policy.
Finally, we evaluate the impact on the GDP and the energy consumption of increasing energy
efficiency of all economic sectors by 15%, 25% and 50% by 2050, with respect to the values of 2014
for the transport sectors, and 2005 for the rest.
These results are later used to derive the policy recommendations presented in section Policy
Recommendations.
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Results
In this section we initially present the most relevant results of the simulations run with the global
model and European, to give the reader an idea of the international context in which the European
transition might take place. Then, in section Energy costs at European level, we focus specifically on
the interpretation of the energy and materials costs of the transition in Europe.
In most plots, and for the sake of comparison, the results for three scenarios will be presented:
those of the transition (TRANS from now on) scenario (SCEN3 in the legends) those of the GG
scenario (SCEN2 in the legends) and those of the BAU (SCEN1 in the legends).

General overview of the TRANS scenario
World-level results
Figure 3 shows the projected global GDP for the BAU (green), GG (blue) and the TRANS (red)
scenarios.

Figure 3: Evolution of the Global GDP (in T$) for the BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios.

The BAU scenario leads to a permanent economic decline, while the GG shows an almost constant
growth rate of the GDP, with some stagnation by the end of the simulation period. On the other
hand, in the TRANS scenario the GDP peaks at around 2030, and decreases progressively until
around 2040, from where it starts to climb again at a much slower pace than before the transition.
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Figure 4 shows the share of renewable energy supply with regards to the total energy supply. From
this plot it is clear that only in the TRANS scenario the phase-out of fossil fuels is almost complete
by 2050, reaching shares of renewable energies around 90% of the total primary energy supply.
With the GG scenario the transition is still halfway by mid-century.

Figure 4: Share of renewable energy supply with regards to the total primary energy supply for the BAU
(green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios at global scale.

With that massive deployment of RES, the electricity production reaches around 70% of the
maximum potential (42.2 TW for the TRANS scenario) (Figure 5, left). On the other hand, all the
studied scenarios reach their maximum potential generation of renewable heat before the end of
the simulated period (2.54 TW for the TRANS scenario) (Figure 5, right).

Figure 5 : Percentage of remaining potential for renewable electricity (left) and heat (right) production with
respect to their maximum respective potential values for the BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red)
scenarios. Please note that the initial potentials are the same for BAU and GG, but much higher for the
TRANS scenario.
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The smaller economy of the TRANS scenario, combined with the decrease of the size of the air
transport sector and the increased energy efficiencies obtained with the electrification of the
system, make it a much less power-hungry scenario than the GG. The total energy consumption is
still higher than in the BAU scenario, which represents a scenario of collapse (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Total final energy consumption for the BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios.

The net energy consumption per capita in the TRANS scenario (Figure 7), following the decline of
the total final energy consumption, reaches values slightly above the BAU scenario, but still below
historical values. It does not show signs of reaching stability in the short term.

Figure 7 : Total final net energy consumption per capita for BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red)
scenarios at global scale.

The lower total energy consumption combined with the higher renewable energy share makes the
TRANS scenario the one with the lowest CO2 emissions by the end of the period. Until around 2030,
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emissions are considerably higher in the TRANS scenario, but by then enough renewable energy is
produced and the emissions start to decline (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Total CO2 emissions for BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios at global scale.

Those extra emissions in the TRANS scenario with respect to the other scenarios, are already
compensated by 2040 (Figure 9), making it the best scenario to mitigate the effects of climate
change too (Figure 10).

Figure 9: Cumulative emissions for BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios at global scale.
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These lower emissions in the TRANS scenario translate to lower temperature increase by 2050,
below the 2ºC of the Paris Agreement (Figure 10).

Figure 10 : Temperature change for BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios at global scale.

However, the effort made to make the transition does come at a price. The EROI is substantially
lower in the TRANS scenario, reaching values below 5 :1, and hence risking attaining the “net energy
cliff” (Figure 11).

Figure 11: Standard EROI of the system for BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios at global
scale.
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Moreover, the energy invested in the transition (Figure 12, left) is, as expected, the highest in the
TRANS scenario, and reaches 76.7 EJ by 2050, which corresponds to roughly a quarter (21.3%) of
the total final energy consumption (Figure 12, right).

Figure 12 : Final energy investment (FEI) on RES (left) and share of FEI on the total final energy consumption
(right) for the BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios.

EU-level results
As was done for the World model, in this section we present a general overview of the projections
obtained with the TRANS scenario at European level.
In addition, we put the focus on the evaluation of the energy and materials costs, and present the
projections of the few extra simulations detailed in the Methodology.
Figure 13 depicts the projected evolution of the GDP at European scale for the three compared
scenarios: BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios. In the later, the GDP starts a
progressive decline from around 2027, and stabilizes again around 2032. After that, the trend is a
sustained growth of the economy until the end of the period, although at a much lower rate than it
grew before the transition. The BAU scenario peaks between 2030 and 2040, and starts an
uncontrolled decline, which is expected to continue after the end of the simulation period. On the
contrary, in the GG scenario the GDP continues to grow at historical rates.
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Figure 13: Evolution of the European GDP (in T$) for the BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios.

The results of the previous figure must be interpreted together with those of Figure 14 to get the
full picture of the differences between the three scenarios. Indeed, the TRANS scenario allows a RES
penetration of almost 100%, while the GG and the BAU are far from even reaching 50%.

Figure 14: Share of renewable energy consumption with regards to the total final energy consumption for
the BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios at European level.

By 2030, the share of renewables with respect to the energy consumption reaches 30.7%, which is
close to the 32% target of the EU.
The massive shift from fossil fuels towards renewable energy sources in the TRANS scenario is
reflected as well in the total CO2 emissions which, despite an initial peak around 2025, they decline
sharply until 2035, and at a slower pace since then and until 2050 (Figure 15).
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Figure 15 : Total CO2e emissions for BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios at European level.

The emissions in 2030 for the TRANS scenario are 5.51 Gt CO2eq, which corresponds to a decrease
of 2.47% with respect to the emissions of 1990 (5.65 GtCO2eq), while the EU target reduction for
2030 is 40%.
Those extra emissions required to materialise the transition are compensated before 2035 if

GtCe

compared to the other two scenarios (Figure 16).

Figure 16 : Cumulative carbon equivalent emissions from 1995 for BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red)
scenarios at European scale.
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Moreover, despite the target emissions reduction for 2030 is not met in the TRANS scenario, the
total carbon emissions between 2020 and 2050 are 30.05 GtC, which is not far away from the carbon
budget for Europe for the same period, which was calculated in WP3 (29.3GtC).

Energy costs at European level
After the peak of energy demand between 2020 and 2030, the efficiency gains obtained from
transitioning all sectors to electricity, and the slightly smaller economy, result in a significantly lower
energy consumption in the TRANS scenario. Moreover, the energy consumption stabilizes at levels
similar to those before the transition (Figure 17).

Figure 17: Total final energy consumption for the BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios at
European level.

The 2030 EU target final energy consumption is 956 Mtoe (40 EJ), while the simulated energy
consumption with the TRANS scenario in the same year is 1306.5 Mtoe (54.7 EJ).
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This peak of energy consumption can be explained by the energy invested in building new RES
infrastructure (Figure 18, left), which peaks by 2035 at about 35% of the total final energy
consumption (Figure 18, right).

Figure 18 : Final energy invested in RES (left) and percentage of the total final energy consumption invested
in RES (right) for the BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios at European level.

This enormous investment of energy is reflected in the standard EROI of the system, which is
dynamically calculated for the renewable technologies. Indeed, in the peak of energy investment,
the EROI of the system goes below 5, and after that it oscillates around a value of 5:1 (Figure 19).

Figure 19 : EROIst of the system for the BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios at European
level.
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Tracing back the origin of the energies that power the transition, we can see that even though the
total energy consumption of non-renewable energy decreases over time (Figure 14), during the peak
of the transition their consumption to produce electricity increases significantly (Figure 20).

Figure 20 Electricity generation from fossil fuels for the BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios at
European level.

This extra demand is translated into increased extraction (Figure 21) and imports of fossil fuels from
the rest of the world (Figure 22).
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Figure 21 : Extraction of coal (top left), conventional gas (top right), unconventional gas (bottom right) and
primary energy supply of oil (bottom left) of Europe for the BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red)
scenarios.
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Figure 22 : Imports of coal (top left), conventional gas (top right), oil (bottom left) and unconventional gas
(bottom right) from the rest of the world for the BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios at
European level.

Evaluation of Policy impacts on the TRANS scenario
Policy 1: Cutting the size of the aviation sector by half
If the air transport is kept at the current size, despite the transition makes the overall energy
demand of the transport sector decrease, around 2030 it stabilises at about 17 EJ per annum (Figure
23, left). If, instead, the size of the aviation sector is halved by 2050, the energy savings are
considerable (~2 EJ/year or 4% of TFEC) by the end of the period (Figure 23, right).
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Figure 23 : Total final energy demand of the transport sector of the current size (left) and halving its size
(right, corresponds to the default TRANS scenario).

Policy 2: Increasing energy efficiency
The 2030 EU target for energy efficiency improvement is 32.5 % with respect to 1990. In the
simulations presented in the Figure 24, the 15%, 25% and 50% efficiency improvement targets were
set for 2050, and the percentages were calculated from the efficiencies of the transport sector of
2014 and from values for 2005 for the remaining sectors. Therefore, the results presented hereafter
cannot be directly used to evaluate the likelihood of meeting the 2030 EU energy efficiency targets.
Nevertheless, it is worth noticing that none of the efficiency gains imposed in our experiment, not
even a 50% improvement, allow meeting the EU energy consumption target by 2030 (40 EJ or 956
Mtoe).
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Figure 24 : GDP (left) and energy consumption (right) for 15% (top), 25% (middle) and 50% (bottom) energy
efficiency gains by 2050, for the BAU (green), GG (blue) and TRANS (red) scenarios at European level.
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Policy 3: Delaying the phase-out of oil for electricity and heat
generation
Figure 25, shows that even if oil is phased-out as late as 2100, there will still be a decline of the
economy by 2030, although less pronounced than if it is imposed in 2060 and even less than in 2040.

Figure 25 : GDP for phase-out date of oil for heat and electricity production of 2040 (top left), 2060 (top
right, default in TRANS) and 2100 (bottom).
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Discussion
Evaluation of energy costs in literature
Most studies on the evaluation of the energy costs of the transition have focused on the study of
the EROI (energy return over energy invested) concept (Hall et al., 2009). Some other studies have
quantified the final energy requirements of transitioning specific economic sectors (Olivares et al.
2018). In the MEDEAS models the energy costs can be evaluated not only from the production side
(EROI), but also from the demand side, obtained by combining economic demand (IO tables)
(monetary units) and energy intensities (energy units per monetary units). Most of the available
studies, however, coincide in the fact that replacing traditional non-renewable energy with
renewables, would require the use of energy-intensive technology for their construction and
maintenance, which in the absence of sufficient renewable energy capacity, would have to be built
using fossil fuels and would result in a decline of the overall system EROI (Hall et al., 2014).

The TRANS scenario
In a fast transition scenario as the one simulated in the current work (TRANS), the economy is
expected to slow down at first, due to the enormous monetary, resources and energetic investment
required. However, in the eventual case the transition is successfully completed and that the energy
produced by RES is sufficient to cover the energetic demands of the future society, and if nothing
else changes, the economy will tend to continue growing, continuing to aggravate the depletion of
resources (water, materials) and the occupation of land, the destruction of habitats and extinction
of species. To avoid taking the same catastrophic path again, we decreased the per capita annual
GDP growth expectations to 0.4%. It must be noted that such economic slowdown cannot happen
without a restructuring of the economy, which cannot currently be simulated with the MEDEAS
models due to the static implementation of the IO tables.
The casualty between economic growth and energy consumption has been the subject of many
studies since the late 70’s (Ikegami and Wang, 2016). However, while some studies found a
unidirectional causality running from GNP, others reported a bidirectional relationship. Few others
have reported evidence of neutrality of energy consumption and economic growth. Whatever the
situation, the causation between energy consumption and economic growth has significant
implications in policy making (Akinlo, 2008).
To this regard, it is also worth mentioning that the current economic indicators (i.e. GDP, GNP) are
intimately linked to the fossil fuels era (Murphy et al., 2011), and therefore will need to be replaced
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in the future carbon-free society. This was made particularly clear during the 2008 economic crisis
(and in previous crises as well) in which a rise on the price of fossil fuels resulted in a pronounced
economic decline (Hall et al., 2009). The inadequacy of this indicator is also apparent with the
increase of the GDP that occurs during the first stages of the transition, in which the peak of
consumption of fossil fuels is accompanied by a significant increase in the growth rate of the GDP
(Figure 3).
The dramatic decrease in the projected energy demand achieved with the TRANS scenarios is a
desirable situation, since there is great uncertainty on the energy that could potentially be
generated with the future mix of renewable technologies. Indeed, a wide range of values for the
potential electricity generation from different RE mixes is found in literature, from the more
pessimistic 12 TW of Delucchi and Jacobson (2011) to the more optimistic 250 TW of Jacobson and
Archer (2012). Although the results are not presented in this work, the total primary energy use per
capita in the global model is above the considered minimum required to fulfil the acceptable
standard of living (30-40 GJpc) (Goldemberg, 2001; Rao et al., 2014; WBGU, 2003), and for the
European model it is above the 106 GJpc (Arto et al., 2016) threshold to reach high development
(HDI>0.8).
Moreover, in this work we reconsidered the techno-ecological potentials of the different RES
technologies, using more optimistic values than those of the GG scenario. This way, the total
electricity production potential from RES of Europe went from 2.12 TW in the GG scenario to 3.92
TW in the TRANS scenario. On the other hand, the total potential for heat went from 0.260 TW to
0.266 TW. To put it in perspective, according to Eurostat, the total energy consumption of the EU28
in 2017 was 1.49 TW. At global scale, the potentials used for the GG were 2.55 TW for heat and 9.6
TW for electricity, while in the TRANS scenario we set the values to 2.54 TW for heat and 42.2 TW
for electricity.
The large rates of RES deployment considered in this work, especially those of the European
scenario, which might be judged unrealistic, demonstrate the urgency of the situation if Europe is
to meet its carbon budget by 2100. Those large values were selected in order to get to 2050 with at
least 90% of the energy demand covered by RES and as close to the mid-century carbon budget as
possible. It is also worth mentioning here that, the objective of this work was not to provide the
ideal energy mix, but rather to prove that the costs of the transition remain relatively affordable if
it is addressed sooner than later and with the right planning.
In the current version of the MEDEAS models only the EROI of the RES for electricity generation are
dynamically estimated, while those of the rest of energy sources remain constant over time. Under
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such circumstances, to our understanding it would be unfair to compare the EROIs of the BAU and
the TRANS scenarios, since the BAU scenario is mostly powered with fossil, whose EROIs are
expected to decline in the coming decades (Murphy, 2014). Therefore, in the TRANS scenario the
EROI feedback loop was deactivated, hence the energy demand is not affected by the variations of
the EROI of the system over time.
Despite the impact of the EROI is not considered, the low EROI of the system obtained with the
TRANS scenario should be a matter of concern. Indeed, some authors consider that any society risk
collapsing for values below 5:1 (Brandt, 2017). Such low values could be avoided with good planning
and a wider deployment of the highest EROI RES technologies (i.e. hydropower and wind), whenever
possible. To this same regard, in this work the possibility to import renewable energy from
neighbour regions with higher RES potentials was not considered and could be a potential
workaround to the likely “net energy cliff” induced by such low EROIs.
During the elaboration of this work, it was also apparent that having enough energy storage capacity
to deal with the intermittency of RES was key to cover the energy demand. Indeed, Hall et al. (2014)
claims that increasing the size of RES deployments beyond 20 percent of the grid capacity, would
likely require the construction of large, energy intensive storage infrastructures. The MEDEAS
models only include two storage technologies: PHS and EV batteries; while other storage
technologies such as power-to-gas or Compressed Air Energy Storage are left aside. Especially in the
EU scenario we found the lack of storage to be limiting by the end of the simulated period, and we
chose to overestimate PHS potential storage capacity, giving it a value of 0.1 TWe. This hypothesis
may have unexpected results that should be evaluated (higher energy investments of RES, etc), and
that could be avoided by adding other existing storage technologies in the models. Whatever the
case, Hall et al. (2014) also warns that states that if included within EROI assessments, this extra
storage capacity would likely reduce EROI of the system considerably.
Regarding the assumptions made in the transport sector and following the hypotheses of Olivares
et al. (2018), the total final energy intensities for air and marine transport sectors were attributed
exclusively to electricity. The actual intensities of electricity were obtained by considering that those
sectors, at their actual size of 2014, would be using renewable gas produced from renewable
electricity (P2G). This was required since the MEDEAS model does not include P2G, nor does it allow
to power the marine and air transport sectors with renewable gas. Moreover, Olivares et al. (2018)
also argue that the service the aviation sector provides in relation to its energy costs, would justify
dividing its energy consumption by two in a future carbon-free society. In the TRANS scenario, and
since the MEDEAS models do not estimate the number of planes of the aviation fleet, this effect has
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been achieved by dividing the energy intensity of this sector by two. This hypothesis has proven to
decrease the overall energy consumption of the EU by 4%.
Albeit the household transport sector was simulated maintaining the same size of the fleet (evolving
proportional to the GDP), and following Olivares et al. (2018) recommendation, it would be
desirable to also decrease its size and promote public transport to cover households’ mobility needs.
This would have a special impact on energy saving and on the lithium demand.
Concerning the efficiency improvements (Figure 24), it would seem that the higher the energy
efficiency, the bigger the decoupling between energy consumption and GDP. Indeed, higher
efficiency improvements result in more economic stability (higher energy availability) and lower
overall energy consumption. However, this is unlikely to happen in reality, since the surplus of
energy obtained from savings would be used to generate more economic activity (Jevons paradox).
This inconsistency highlights the fact that the MEDEAS models cannot reproduce the changes in the
economic structure that would result from higher energy availability (energy savings).
The only situation in which the energy efficiency improvements would have a visible impact would
be in periods of energy scarcity, where having that extra energy would allow to maintain higher
economic growth.
The implications on the power grid of opting for a fully centralised or a more decentralised energy
supply system could not be evaluated with the current version of the model.
Finally, as Hall et al., 2014 points out, and this study confirms, renewable energy systems are heavily
supported by fossil fuels. Indeed, this study indicates that the transition cannot be accomplished
without intensive use of fossil fuels, especially in the initial stages, and until enough renewable
energy is available.

Analysis of the EU targets and policies for 2030
In this section we focus on the 2030 targets, since at this point in time little can be done from a
policy perspective to meet the 2020 targets.
According to the model projections, the large amount of energy required to make the transition
makes it very unlikely to reach the 2030 final energy consumption target (target=956 Mtoe or 40EJ,
TRANS=1306.5 Mtoe or 54.7 EJ). As discussed above, the same happens for the reduction of CO2eq
emissions with respect to those of 1990 (target=40%, TRANS =2.47%), although by 2050 the carbon
budget is almost met (target=29.3 GtCe, TRANS =30.05 GtCe).
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This fact highlights the uselessness of imposing very restrictive short-term energy consumption
targets and carbon budgets. Indeed, setting too strict carbon budgets in the short term may
inadvertently penalize those countries pioneering the energy transition. Indeed, as has been shown
in the Results section, embarking on the energy transition results in rising energy consumption and
GHG emissions at first, until enough renewable capacity is available.
Similarly, based on model projections, the desirable reduction of energy consumption may not be
achieved exclusively by defining energy efficiency targets (Jevons paradox). In the TRANS scenario,
the more notable reduction of energy consumption has been achieved through an enforced
stabilisation of the economy.
Based on that, it would seem more adequate to impose target shares or RES for each country at
specific times. Those targets were already set for the 2020 landmark, and as mentioned in the
section Energy policies in the EU, it is unlikely that all EU countries will meet them. In the TRANS
scenario the average EU share of renewables with respect to the energy consumption reaches 30.7%
by 2030, which is close to the 32% target for the EU. In any circumstance, this indicator must be
combined with the actual renewable energy generation potential of each country, in order to make
it fairer to those countries with less potential.
Another relevant subject in order to define country specific energetic targets involves analysing the
degree of externalisation of their economies. Indeed, the most advanced economies tend to
externalize most of its manufacturing and agriculture, seemingly being more energy efficient.
In addition, model projections obtained in the current work show that in order to prevent an
increase in the primary energy demand due to growing transformation losses (from fossil fuels to
electricity), the progressive electrification of all economic sectors must be accompanied by similar
rates of growth of renewable electricity generation.
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Conclusions
This report addresses Task 7.2a, that was aimed at providing policy recommendations to reduce the
energy costs of the energy transition.
With that objective, two new transition scenarios for the World and the EU models were developed.
The main hypothesis behind those scenarios, which was derived from previous results of the
MEDEAS project, is that the economic growth will need to slow down (if not halt), in order to make
the transition affordable in all regards. Policies in that direction were combined with an almost
complete electrification of all economic sectors, with efficiency gains and with a drastic reduction
of the size of the aviation sector. In the production side of things, a fast deployment of renewable
energy technologies was implemented, and enough storage was provided to reduce the impacts of
RES intermittency.
The values of the techno-ecological potentials of most technologies were increased in comparison
to the default values of the GG scenario, which are in the lower range of literature, to avoid
obtaining biased results due to the large uncertainty associated with those figures.
One of the most obvious take-home message from the results of the simulations performed in this
work is that the energy cost of the transition will initially be paid with fossil fuels (mostly imported),
with a subsequent increase in greenhouse gas emissions across all Europe. As a result, the model
projections indicate that the 2030 EU targets for energy consumption and emissions reduction are
very unlikely to be met. However, if the investment in RES is maintained over time, the progressively
larger RES installed capacity might be able to cover almost entirely the energy demand of the EU
and be very close to meeting the mid-century carbon budget.
Another result from this work is that a good planning and geographical distribution of the different
technologies will have to be made in order to optimize the potential of each RE technology,
increasing their capacity factors in order to avoid the net energy cliff that might occur if the EROI of
the system becomes too small.
A compilation of the policy recommendations resulting from this work can be found in Policy
Recommendations.
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Materials costs
EU policies affecting Raw materials
EU’s Commission actions to guarantee a sustainable supply of raw materials are addressed from two
sides:
•

the raw materials initiative (EC, 2008)

•

the European innovation partnership (EIP) on raw materials (EC, 2012)

In addition to the previous points, one of the three main objectives of the 7th Environment Action
Programme (Decision No 1386/2013/EU), which will be guiding the European environment policy
until 2020, is to turn the Union into a resource-efficient economy by, among many other proposals,
maximizing recycling and re-use.
The raw materials initiative was adopted by the Commission in 2008 and defines the strategy for
tackling the issue of access to non-energetic raw materials used in the European industry, based on
3 pillars (EC, 2008):
1. granting access to raw materials from international markets under the same conditions as
other industrial competitors
2. granting sustainable supply of raw materials from European sources
3. boosting resource efficiency and supply of ‘secondary raw materials’ through recycling and
decreasing imports dependence
Regarding the third point, the legislation on recycling is available on the following Directives:
•

Directive 2002/96/EC on Waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE),

•

Directive 2000/53/EC on end-of-life vehicles,

•

Directive 2006/66/EC on batteries and accumulators and waste batteries and accumulators,

•

Directive 94/62/EC on packaging and packaging waste,

•

Directive 2006/12/EC on waste

Also within the raw materials initiative, since 2011 a list of critical raw materials (CRMs) in the EU is
published by the Commission on a regular basis. The EU considers CRMs those non-energy and nonagricultural raw materials of high importance to the economy and of high risk associated with their
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supply. The economic importance is corrected by the substitution index (SIEI), which represents the
technical and cost performance of the substitute raw materials for individual applications.
Since the publication of the first list of CRMs in 2011, the Commission has published two other lists
in 2014 and 2017, respectively. The number of CRMs identified went from 14 in the first list, 20 in
the second to the 27 of the third one.
For the first time, in the third list individual assessment results are available for the 3 grouped
metals: HREEs (heavy rare earth elements), LREEs (light rare earth elements), and PGMs (platinum
group metals).
The 27 raw materials included in the 2017 list were (EC, 2017a): Antimony, Beryllium, Borates,
Cobalt, Coking Coal, Fluorspar, Gallium, Germanium, Indium, Magnesium, Natural Graphite,
Niobium, Phosphate Rock, Silicon Metal, Tungsten, PGMs, LREEs and HREEs, Baryte, Bismuth,
Hafnium, Helium, Natural Rubber, Phosphorus, Scandium, Tantalum, and Vanadium.
The Commission also publishes lists of non-critical materials (EC, 2017b), which despite not being
critical are still important to the EU economy.
In 2017, a revised methodology for establishing the EU list of critical raw materials was published
(EC, 2017c). The objectives pursued with the publications of such lists include:
•

strengthening the competitiveness of the European industry

•

promoting efficient use and recycling of critical raw materials

•

increasing awareness of supply risks

•

negotiating trade agreements, developing research and innovation actions and implementing
the 2030 agenda on sustainable development and its sustainable development goals.

In addition, in 2018, the Commission published a report on CRMs and the circular economy (EC,
2018), in which important sectors for CRMs were reviewed and relevant EU policies were described.
More information on raw materials policies, legislation can be found in the Raw Materials
Information System 2.0 (EC, 2017d), which was launched in November 2017 and is part of the EU’s
raw material knowledge base.
Finally, in 2019 the Joint Research Centre (JRC) published a report on the Recovery of critical and
other raw materials from mining waste and landfills (EC, 2019)
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The European Innovation Partnership (EIP) on Raw Materials is a stakeholder platform that brings
together representatives from industry, public services, academia and NGOs. It reinforces the Raw
Materials Initiative by translating the strategic policy framework into concrete actions and by
mobilizing the stakeholder community to implement them. Its main objective is to secure the EU
industry with supply of raw materials so that its contribution to the EU GDP reaches 20% by 2020.
It will also ensure a sustainable supply of raw materials to the EU economy in order to meet the
objectives of the innovation union and resource efficient Europe Commissions flagship initiatives.
The EIP strategic implementation plan set out specific objectives and targets for 2020 and includes
95 actions, both technological and non-technological, to foster innovative solutions.
The Innovation Union is among the 7 flagship initiatives of the Europe 2020 Strategy and contained
30 actions to 1) improve Europe’s performance on science, 2) remove obstacles to innovation and
3) transform the way public and private sectors work together.
The Resource-efficient Europe is also part of the Europe 2020 Strategy and the Roadmap to a
Resource-Efficient Europe (EC, 2011) sets the framework for the design and implementation of
future actions, and outlines the structural and technological changes needed up to 2050. It proposes
ways to increase resource productivity and decouple economic growth from resource use and its
environmental impact.
In the same line, in 2015, the Commission adopted the Circular Economy Action Plan (EC, 2015),
which included measures aimed at stimulating Europe's transition towards a circular economy,
boosting global competitiveness, fostering sustainable economic growth and generating new jobs.
This action plan included 54 measures covering production, consumption, waste management and
the market for secondary raw materials and a revised legislative proposal on waste, and target dates
for their accomplishment. Other initiatives were adopted by the European Commission in 2018,
regarding the reduction of the impact of certain plastic products on the environment and the
regulation on minimum requirements for water reuse. Also in 2018, a revised legislative framework
on waste entered into force, setting targets for the reduction of waste and establishing long-term
goals for waste management and recycling. Three years after adoption, the Circular Economy Action
Plan is fully completed.
Also, within the framework of the Resource-Efficient Europe, the Commission publishes the
Resource Efficiency Scoreboards, which are a set of indicators used to illustrate the progress
towards increased resource efficiency of individual Member States and the European Union as a
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whole, and are based on the most recent statistics from Eurostat, the European Environment Agency
and other internationally recognized sources.
A report illustrating how mining can contribute to the achievement of the Sustainable Development
Goals was also published on November 2016 (CCSI et al., 2016).
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Methodology
The raw materials costs are evaluated from the results of a default simulation with the MEDEAS_eu
model combined with the TRANS scenario. To see the main hypothesis of the TRANS scenario, the
reader is referred to Task 7.2a.
Before the evaluation of the raw materials costs, we analyse the resulting energy mix by 2050. This
result will be used later in the document to justify the demand of each raw material by relating it to
the installed capacity of each RES technology for electricity generation.
Then we start the evaluation of the raw materials costs by comparing the demand for the 19
minerals between the BAU and the TRANS scenario. After that, we compare the demand for each
material in the TRANS scenario with their actual estimated reserves and resources. Then we analyse
the demand over time of the more critical elements detected in the previous step.
Once the materials costs of the TRANS scenario quantified, we change some policies to evaluate
their impact in terms of raw materials costs. The three tested policies are:
•

Increasing the recycling rates of the materials used in RES technologies and EV batteries

•

Increasing the durability (number of cycles) of EV batteries

•

Increasing the lifespan of solar cells

The results of these simulations will be interpreted later in the document, and several policies
focusing on minimising material costs will be derived from them.
Note that the terms “reserves” and “resources” will be used in several occasions throughout the
document. A resource is the amount of a geologic commodity that exists in both discovered and
undiscovered deposits. Reserves, on the other hand, are that fraction of a resource that has been
discovered, has a known size, and can be extracted at a profit.
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Results
Three quarters of the energy consumed by 2050 in the TRANS scenario is in the form of electricity
(Figure 26). Only 2% of the energy consumed is non-renewable.
1,5
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13,0
Electricity
Biogas
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Heat from RES
Solids BioE
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NRE

Figure 26 : Energy mix of the TRANS scenario by 2050 (in % of share).

That electricity is 100% renewable, and more than 90% is produced between solar PV (55%),
offshore and onshore wind (23% and 13%, respectively). Hydropower brings another 5.3% of the
electricity, while the remaining RES technologies provide ca. 2% (Figure 27).
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Figure 27 : Electricity mix for the TRANS scenario by 2050 (in % of share).

Compared to BAU, the TRANS scenario considerably increases the demand of raw materials by 2050
(Figure 28). Especially remarkable is the Ca. 50-fold increase for Lithium. The extra demand for this
material obeys to their key role in the manufacturing of EV batteries.
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Increase in demand of TRANS with respect to
BAU
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Figure 28 : Increase in demand for minerals used in alternative technologies, between 2015 and 2050, for
the TRANS scenario with respect to the BAU scenario (e.g. the demand for Lithium of the TRANS scenario is
more than 50 times that of the BAU scenario).

Comparing the cumulative demand by 2050 of the different materials with their reserves and
resources (Figure 29), it can be seen that the demand for Tellurium and Indium will exceed their
available reserves by far.
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Demand vs Reserves and Resources
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Figure 29 : Cumulated extraction (2015-2050) of minerals for alternative technologies vs current resources
and reserves for the TRANS scenario.
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Indeed, the cumulated demand for Tellurium and Indium of the EU in the TRANS scenario exceed
their respective available reserves before 2035 (Figure 30, left). Tellurium availability seems more
critical than Indium, since it is the only raw material considered in the MEDEAS model whose
demand exceeds also its resources (Figure 30, right).

Figure 30 : Share of cumulative materials to extract for alternative technologies at EU scale with respect to
the current reserves (left) and resources (right).

Similarly, the EU alone would require 50% of the reserves of Gallium, which is also used in PV solar
cells manufacturing, and 36% and 31% of the reserves of Silver and Tin, respectively.

Increasing raw materials recycling rates
Figure 31 shows that, according to model projections, it would take sustained 40 to 45% yearly
increases in the recycling of raw materials so that neither Tellurium nor Indium demands would
exceed the current reserves before 2050. At the specified growing recycling rates, 95% of these
materials would be recycled by 2034.

Figure 31 : Share of cumulative materials to extract for alternative technologies at EU scale with respect to
the current reserves for 5% (left, corresponds to the default TRANS scenario) and 45% (right) rates of yearly
increase of recycling. Note that the y-axis scale is different for the two plots.
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Although it is out the scope of the current work, going from 5% to 30% annual increase of the
recycling rates for the minerals used in the manufacturing of the RES technologies for electricity
generation and EV batteries, results only in slight improvements on the EROI of the different RES
technologies for electricity generation shown in Figure 32.

Figure 32 : Dynamic EROI of wind onshore, wind offshore, solar PV and CSP for 5% (top) and 30% (bottom)
yearly increases of the recycling rates of the minerals used in the manufacturing of the RES technologies for
electricity generation and EV batteries in the TRANS scenario.

Increasing the durability (number of cycles) of Li-ion batteries by
30%
Fully charged, the batteries considered in the MEDEAS models can store 21,3 KWh. Increasing the
net energy embedded on batteries over their lifespan by 30%, from 2000 cycles (138024 MJ) to 2600
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cycles (179431 MJ), while maintaining the same battery capacity factor (with 200 cycles per year),
batteries would last 13 years, rather than 10. That is maintaining the 10% losses considered over
the lifespan of the battery, due to efficiency losses after the 2600 cycles.
This improvement alone would represent a 15% reduction of the demand for the main constituents
of EV batteries (Lithium, Copper, Aluminium and Manganese) by 2050.
Table 14 : Comparison of the projected materials demand (in Mt) for 2000 cycles and 2600 cycles (+30%)
batteries lifespans.

Element

Mt (2000 cycles)

Mt (2600 cycles)

Lithium

2.9

2.4

Copper

13.3

11.3

Aluminium

20.0

17.0

Manganese

68.9

58.4

Increasing lifespan of and solar cells
Increasing the lifespan of PV solar cells from the default 25 years of the MEDEAS models to 35 years,
results in savings of 1.3% of materials such as Tellurium, Indium and Gallium, which are critical
elements for the transition (Figure 29).
Considering a lifespan of 25 years, until 2050 only the solar PV capacity installed before 2025 will
need to be replaced. On the other hand, considering a lifespan of 35 years, only the installed
capacity installed before 2015 will need to be replaced in 2050. Therefore, that 1.3% difference in
materials demand corresponds to the replacement of the installed solar PV capacity between 2015
and 2025, which is still relatively small, since the transition has only been on for 5 years.
Therefore, the effects of this measure will be more noticeable once there is more installed capacity,
and especially after 2055 (2020 + 35 years) where the PV capacity installed after 2020 will need to
be replaced. This fact can also be observed in Figure 30 (which was obtained using a lifespan of 25
years), which shows that, after showing signs of stabilization from around 2037, the demand for
Tellurium and Gallium increases again from 2045 (2020 + 25 years).
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Discussion
The materials module in the MEDEAS models
The evaluation of material costs of the energy transition has been approached in several ways in
literature: the more generalistic approach focuses on large-scale exploitation of RES combining
different technologies (Lund, 2007; Jacobson and Delucchi, 2011;García-Olivares et al., 2012); that
focusing on specific RES technologies such as Solar PV (Elshkaki and Graedel, 2014), Wind (Elshkaki
and Graedel, 2015), Hydrogen (Kleijn and van der Voet, 2010), CSP (Pihl et al., 2012), EV batteries
(Andersson, 2001, Gruber et al., 2011); and even those that focus on the materials costs of
transitioning specific economic sectors, such as the transport sector (García-Olivares et al., 2018).
In contrast, the main objectives of the materials module in the MEDEAS models are:
•

to assess the implications that mineral depletion may exert on this transition in relation to
potential mineral supply constraints

•

to allow the estimation of EROI of a set of key alternative energy technologies.

The demand of 58 materials (19 of which are minerals) is estimated by the model. The demand is
divided into that of the materials required by 6 key technologies for the transition and that of the
rest of the economy.
The 6 key technologies for the energy transition are: solar PV, solar CSP, wind onshore, wind
offshore, electric vehicle batteries and grids. The materials demand of the first 5 technologies were
either obtained from literature or from data for comparable technologies. Both the new installed
capacity and the operation and maintenance activities of each of those technologies are considered
to estimate their material requirements. On the other hand, the material requirements for grids is
estimated as a function of the installed power of renewable variable electricity generation
technologies (CSP, solar PV, wind onshore and wind offshore), and are assigned to them. O&M
material requirements of both the existing and new grids are not considered.
On the other hand, the demand of minerals of the rest of the economy is approximated as a function
of GDP from historical data from the US Geolocial Survey between 1994 and 2015.
After accounting for recycling rates, the demand for minerals is compared with their current
reserves and resources for qualitative detection of materials security risks, although in the current
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version of the model, potential mineral scarcity does not affect the economy (i.e. mineral
consumption always fulfils demand).
Regarding recycling, In MEDEAS the End-of-Life-Recycling Rate (EOL-RR) is applied, which
corresponds to the percentage of a metal in discards that is actually recycled. The values of EOL-RR
(in %) for the elements considered were obtained from UNEP (2011). The user can select the annual
improvement in the rate of recycling for the 19 minerals considered during the timeframe of the
simulations for the 6 RES key technologies and the rest of the economy. The improvement of mineral
recycling has two impacts in the model: 1) reducing the demand of minerals to be mined and 2)
improving the EROI of the 6 RES technologies considered.

Simulation results
The projections obtained with the TRANS scenario show an increase of the demand for materials,
since it enforces a rapid deployment of RES technologies and the electrification of the system.
However, several of the hypothesis of this scenario partially compensate the increased demand. The
most important one is the slowdown of economic growth, which results in smaller demand for raw
materials of all economic sectors, fewer electric vehicles and a smaller overall energy consumption
(hence smaller RES capacity, electric grid and fewer EV batteries). Moreover, the TRANS scenario
also considers a yearly growth of 5% of the recycling of all materials included in the model.
The TRANS scenario and the GG scenario with 100% penetration of RES (from Task 6.3b) obtain
equal results in terms of share of RES with respect to the final energy consumption. The GG scenario,
however, has much higher materials costs. Indeed, comparing the demand of the GG scenario with
the resources of each material, the following results were obtained: Tellurium and Indium demand
exceeded 3000% of their resources, for Gallium it was higher than 400%, for Silver, Lithium and Tin
it was above 120%, for Cadmium it was 70% and the demand for Manganese was above 50% of the
resources. In contrast, in the TRANS scenario only the demand for Tellurium exceeded its estimated
resources. This result shows that the GG scenario is not a valid scenario for the transition in terms
of raw materials costs.
These simulation results are in agreement with most literature studies, that have generally
concluded that Tellurium and Tndium could hinder the transition (García-Olivares et al., 2012; Pihl
et al., 2012; Solé et al., 2015). Those same studies also include other limiting metals such as
ruthenium, lithium, nickel, platinum and silver, that in the TRANS scenario were not found to be
particularly problematic.
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From the results of these simulations the materials that appear to be more critical are those
required in the manufacture of PV solar cells. This is a consequence of the great importance that
solar PV is given in the TRANS scenario, which produces more than 55% of the total electricity, and
covers Ca. 40% of the total energy demand by 2050 (Figure 26 and Figure 27). Wind onshore and
offshore combined make up 33% of the total electricity production and hydropower covers 5,3%.
The remaining production is shared between geothermal, oceanic, bioenergy and CSP.

In

comparison, in the scenario designed by Ram et al. (2017) even more importance is given to solar
energy, with a 69% share of the total electricity production, followed by wind energy (18%),
hydropower (8%) and bioenergy (2%). On the other hand, the total installed capacity of solar PV of
the TRANS scenario is 6 TW, while the estimations of the IRENA are more conservative, with 4.5TW
(IRENA and IEA-PVPS, 2016).
Although not particularly high in the list, Gallium and Indium are among EU’s CRMs (EC, 2017a). On
the other hand, neither Tellurium nor Lithium, which proved to be relatively scarce and in high
demand in the TRANS scenario, are in the list of CRMs, but they are instead listed in the non-critical
raw materials factsheets (EC, 2017b), together with other materials included in the MEDEAS model,
such as Aluminium, Chromium, Coking coal, Copper, Lead, Nickel, Silver, Tin, Titanium and Zinc.
Tellurium is mainly used in Cadmium-telluride solar cells (40%), in thermo-electric devices (30%) and
in other industrial applications. Tellurium combined with Cadmium constitute the active layer in
photovoltaic thin-film solar panels, which are the second most common type of solar cell (behind
Crystalline Silicon), but represent only 5% of the total photovoltaic installed capacity. Silicon cells
are more efficient than Cadmium-telluride solar cells, but also more expensive due to their extra
materials requirements. Other types of cells with similar performance than Cadmium-telluride cells
are Copper-Indium-Gallium-Selenide (CIGS) cells. It must be noted, however, that Silicon metal,
Indium and Gallium are in the list of critical raw materials, while Cadmium is not in any of the two
lists (EC, 2017b). If the demand from the rest of the world for Tellurium and Indium were to be
considered, the 2035 reserves depletion landmark obtained in this work would certainly be reached
years before.
It must be noted, that despite in the TRANS simulations the projected demand for Tellurium exceeds
not only the available reserves but also the resources, that does not have any impact on the
economy. This is a current limitation of the materials module of the MEDEAS models, that needs to
be addressed in future releases. In the real world, a substitute for Tellurium needs to be found
before year 2050 to prevent economic implications of the scarcity of this material.
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On the other hand, Lithium’s main uses at EU level are: glass and ceramics (57%), batteries (25%),
cement (6%), lubricating greases (6%) (EC, 2017b). Although NiCd, NiMH or lead-acid batteries
compete with Li-ion batteries in the rechargeable batteries market, their performance is lower in
electric vehicles and Li-ion batteries account for the highest power storage density. In this work, the
50-fold increase of Lithium demand seen in Figure 28 would result in a demand of roughly 20% of
the current global reserves of this element by 2050, for the EU alone.
In this work we also evaluated the impacts of increasing the recycling rates of all materials needed
to build RES technologies and batteries. It was seen that increasing the recycling rates slightly
improves the EROIs of the RES technologies. That is due to the fact that raw material extraction is
generally more energy intensive than recycling. Model projections also indicate that to prevent the
depletion of Indium and Tellurium, the recycling rates of these two materials would need to increase
dramatically (40-45% annually). To this regard, more significant quantities of Tellurium are likely to
become available for recycling from cadmium-tellurium photovoltaic solar cells when they reach
their end-of-life stage, but so far many of the end uses of Tellurium are dissipative, meaning that
very little material becomes available for recycling. In addition, both Tellurium and Indium contents
in final products are too small to be separated during recycling processes with the result that they
become further dispersed rather than concentrated (EC, 2017b). Therefore, it is unlikely that the
recycling rates of these two materials can increase sufficiently to be able to compensate for their
low abundance in nature.
However, recycling or repurposing solar PV panels at their EOL can unlock an estimated stock of 78
million tonnes of raw materials and other valuable components globally by 2050 (IRENA and IEAPVPS, 2016). If fully injected back into the economy, they estimate, the value of the recovered
material could exceed USD 15 billion by 2050. Those results were obtained considering an average
lifespan of PV solar cells of 30 years. In this work we evaluated the effect it would have to extend
the lifespan of PV solar cells on the demand for their composing materials, which showed to be
relatively small (1.3% less demand) by 2050. However, we also discuss that this value is expected to
increase as more PV solar cells will be installed in the years to come. Therefore, all efforts made to
increase the lifespan of PV solar cells will contribute to reduce the mining of the required materials.
To this regard, the EU is the first region to have adopted PV-specific waste regulations. While most
countries around the world classify PV panels as general or industrial waste, the EU pioneered ewaste regulations, which cover PV-specific collection, recovery and recycling targets. Indeed, based
on the extended-producer-responsibility principle, the EU Waste Electrical and Electronic
Equipment (WEEE) Directive requires all producers supplying PV panels to the EU, to finance the
costs of collecting and recycling end-of-life PV panels (IRENA and IEA-PVPS, 2016).
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Conclusions
This report addresses Task 7.2b, that was aimed at providing policy recommendations to reduce the
raw materials costs of the energy transition.
The realisation that the GG scenario with 100% RES was unrealistic both in terms of energetic and
raw materials costs led to the development of two new transition scenarios for the World and the
EU models in Task 7.2a. The main hypothesis behind those scenarios is that the economy will need
to stabilise, in order to make the transition affordable in all regards. A fast deployment of renewable
energy technologies was implemented, and sufficient storage was provided to reduce the impacts
of RES intermittency.
The projections obtained under this scenario show notable savings in terms of raw materials with
respect to the GG scenario at EU level. Only the projected demand for Tellurium exceeds its
estimated resources in the TRANS scenario. Despite that, it must be noted that the TRANS scenario
requires an increase of up to 50 times the current demand for Lithium, and more than 30-fold for
Indium, Gallium, Tellurium, Vanadium, Cadmium and Manganese. This results from the fact that in
the TRANS scenario, by 2050 up to 55% of the electricity is produced with PV solar cells, and all
materials listed above are used in their manufacture.
In addition, in this work we tested the impact on the demand for raw materials of increasing the
recycling rates of the materials used in RES technologies and batteries, increasing the durability of
EV batteries and increasing the lifespan of PV solar cells.
A compilation of the policy recommendations resulting from this work can be found in section Policy
Recommendations.
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Economic costs
The low-carbon transformation requires fundamental structural change throughout the economy.
While renewable energy policies have been analysed and reviewed extensively (Foxon et al., 2005;
Jacobsson and Lauber, 2006; Lipp, 2007; Negro et al., 2012), including the effectiveness of emission
trading schemes and carbon taxes (Klenert et al., 2018; Venmans, 2012), there are considerably less
studies that analyse the drivers and barriers of the transformation across sectors. Several sectors
are dependent on fossil energy provision, being suppliers to the energy sectors or directly or
indirectly profiting from fossil energy supply. Policies concerning the phase-out of fossil energy
sectors are crucial to enable the transformation, but an extended view on the linked and dependent
sectors may turn out as significant as focusing on the energy sectors directly. Also, indirectly
dependent sectors could compromise the transition.
A recent study by the Overseas Development Institute together with the Natural Resources Defense
Council, the International Institute for Sustainable Development and Oil Change International
(Gençsü et al., 2019) revealed that the G20 countries increased their subsidies towards coal-based
electricity generation by around 275% from 2013-14 to 2016-17, from 17.2 billion USD to almost
47.3 billion USD per year. The political economy of coal subsidies acts as a significant barrier to
decarbonisation (Aklin and Urpelainen, 2013). Although some countries, including Canada, Germany
and China, have introduced policies to support workers and communities to overcome coal
dependence (Gençsü et al., 2019), there are additional challenges across sectors that are indirectly
affected. There are sectors that could significantly gain or lose from the transition, and a key policy
implication will be whether the losing sectors could, within the political economy prevent lowcarbon transformation efforts and related policies, or potentially adapt and become providers to
renewable electricity sectors.
This report is devoted to identifying economic strategies to gain acceptance of the necessary sectorlevel adaptations for the low-carbon energy system transformation. The outcomes of the report will
be used to propose socially just, economically viable and environmentally smart economic policies
during the transformation period. The report derives policy conclusions concerning critical sectors
that could compromise the transition, and sectors that could directly and indirectly profit from the
transition. The report draws on results from an extensive analysis of sectoral value-added effects to
identify which sectors could indirectly gain and which sectors could indirectly lose in the transition
by being dependent either on fossil or renewable energy sectors, respectively.
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The analyses are based on an input-output framework that builds on EXIOBASE v3 (Stadler et al.,
2018) and data for calculating the sector differences at the country levels. We use calculations of
value-added effects by economic sectors. EXIOBASE v3 (Stadler et al., 2018) provides input-output
tables for the current economies. We decided not to use WIOD (Dietzenbacher et al., 2013), because
EXIOBASE provides a highly disaggregated electricity sector, covering the most important renewable
energies. Whereas WP4 and WP6 were still building on a combination of WIOD and EXIOBASE v2 to
model the evolution of the input-output structure within MEDEAS, we have now completely moved
to EXIOBASE v3, which was officially released in April 2018. Whereas EXIOBASE v2 provided already
a highly disaggregated electricity sector (see Section 2), it did not provide a time series. This has
changed with version 3 and helps us to provide a detailed scenario analysis for the evolution of
renewable energies.
The EU Reference Scenario 2016 (Capros et al., 2016) provides the reference energy mix projections
in electricity production for each of the EU 28 countries. We decided to choose those scenarios,
because the MEDEAS country level model scenarios are currently not available for all the countries
covered in this report. There is considerable heterogeneity in the energy mix across EU countries
that we focus on, which requires scenarios that are coherently available for all EU countries.
Similar to the report in D7.2, we provide an analysis at the aggregate EU level and three countrylevel case studies are analysed, which can be classified as advanced in decarbonising their energy
sector (Austria), or have adopted ambitious decarbonisation policies (Germany and the United
Kingdom). In addition, three countries are analysed – Czechia, Poland and Bulgaria – which can be
classified as coal-based economies. These cases are compared to the early adopters.
The analysis reveals the sectors that are affected positively or negatively by the low-carbon
transformation. The key insight for policy conclusions is the strengthening of coalitions across
sectors that are indirectly profiting from the transformation, while, simultaneously, providing
strutural adjustment assistance to those sectors that could otherwise become losers in the
transformation. These policies need to be designed pro-actively, as they have an advantage over
reactive policy implementation in terms of social and economic acceptance.

This report is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the methods used to analyse the sector-level
effects to identify those sectors that could compromise the transition. Sector 3 provides the results
for all countries analysed and discusses the sectors that are affected and could gain or lose from the
transition. Section 4 discusses policy implications concerning prices regulations in terms of taxes,
regulations, and tradable quota obligations. Section 5 derives conclusions that help reduce barriers.
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Methodology
The analyses are based on input-output analysis (IOA), which we apply in order to see the structural
changes induced by the hypothetical 100% renewable energy transition throughout the economy.
IOA allows capturing inter-industry linkages and measuring their direct and also indirect effects of
externally imposed changes (Cella, 1984; Kerschner and Hubacek, 2009b). It therefore allows to
track changes not only in the affected sectors, but also those transmitted throughout the supply
chains in the economy – domestically as well as internationally, linked through trade relations. The
following methodological section builds upon MEDEAS Deliverable 6.2, part 2.6.2 (MEDEAS, 2018),
based on input-output analysis description provided in Miller and Blair (2009).
The basic input-output industry-to-industry transaction table (note: there exist also commodity-bycommodity tables, but since we use the industry-by-industry ones, we provide an explanation for
this type of input-output tables) consists of rows showing “Who gives to whom?” and columns
showing “Who receives from whom?” in an economy, as shown in a simplistic form in Table 3 below.
There, each cell shows deliveries FROM the row industry TO the column industry, where the
transaction is measured in monetary terms, for a given time period (usually one year).
Table 15: Simple input-output structure of an economy with three sectors (Agriculture, Industry, Services).

Industry to industry input-output table
From↓ | To→
Agriculture

Agriculture

Industry
„What Industry pays for
commodities delivered
by Agriculture“

„What Services pay for
commodities delivered
by Industrial sectors“

Industry
Services

Services

„What Industry pays to
Services“

According to Miller and Blair (2009a), if the economy is divided into n sectors, and if we denote by
Xi the total output of sector i and by Yi the total final demand for sector i’s product, we may write
sector i’s output:
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Xi = zi1 + zi2 + … + zii + … + zin + Yi
Xi … total output of sector i
zi1 … products going from sector i to sector 1
Yi … total final demand for sector i’s product
The z terms on the right-hand side represent the so-called interindustry sales by sector I (to sectors
1, 2, …, i, …, n). The entire right-hand side is the sum of all sector i’s interindustry sales and its sales
to final demand (Yi). The equation above represents the distribution of sector i’s output – what the
sector i delivers to other (1, 2, …, i, …, n) sectors. The following set of equations represents the
outputs of each of the n sectors:
X1 = z11 + z12 + … + z1i + … + z1n + Y1
X2 = z21 + z22 + … + z2i + … + z2n + Y2
……………
Xi = zi1 + zi2 + … + zii + … + zin + Yi
……………
Xn = zn1 + zn2 + … + zni + … + znn + Yn
Consider the information in the ith column of z’s on the right-hand side – these are sales to sector i
(i’s purchases of the products of other sectors (1, 2, …, i, …, n) in the economy):
z1i
z2i
…
zii
…
zni
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The column thus represents the sources and magnitudes of sector i’s inputs. Clearly, during the
sector’s production, the industry also pays for other items such as labour and capital – and uses
other inputs as well, for example inventoried items. All of these elements together are termed the
value added in sector i. In addition, imported goods (deliveries from sectors in a foreign economy)
may be also purchased as inputs by sector i. For graphical representation of the relations between
these segments of the economy, see Figure 4 below. It shows a multi-regional input-output
structure on an example of EXIOBASE (which we also use for our analysis), where labour, capital,
inventoried items (value added) are termed as Factor Inputs.

Figure 33. Multiregional Input-Output Table. Source: Wood et al. (2015)
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All of the inputs (value added or the factor inputs as well as imports) are often lumped together as
purchases from what is called the payments sector, whereas the z’s on the right-hand side of the
equation represent the purchases from the processing sector, the so-called interindustry inputs.
Note that each sector can also use its output as its own input. Therefore, the interindustry inputs
include also the so-called intra-industry inputs (what the sector delivers to itself).
The magnitudes of interindustry flows can be recorded in a table, with sectors of origin (i.e. sellers)
listed on the left, and the same sectors, now “destinations” (i.e. purchasers), listed across the top –
see Figure 3 above. If we focus on the “column reading” of the table, the cells show each sector’s
inputs (purchases from other sectors). From the row point of view, the figures represent each
sector’s outputs (sells to other sectors).
The interindustry flows from sector i to j (for a given period – most usually 1 year) depend entirely
and exclusively on the total output required from sector j for the same period. For example, Miller
and Blair (2009) give an example of cars. The more cars produced in a year, the more steel will the
automobile producers need during that year. The so-called technical coefficients define the ratio of
input from each other sector to the total output of a given sector (in other words, the Euros’ or
Dollars’ worth of inputs from sector i per Euro’s worth of output of sector j) as shown below in
Figure 5 (Miller and Blair, 2009).

Figure 34. Technical coefficients in a simple input-output structure of an economy with three sectors.

It is important to note that IOA assumes constant returns to scale, i.e. fixed technical coefficients,
regardless of the scale of production. In addition, input-output analysis requires that a sector uses
inputs in fixed proportions. However, since the fixed proportion of technical coefficients may be
also theoretically seen as the “technology of production” (what the sector needs from other sectors
in which proportions to maintain its production), the proportions may be also modelled in the
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original transaction table (see Figure 3 above). This may be done by multiplying the matrix of
interindustry and intraindustry monetary flows by coefficients reflecting the changes in inputs from
selected (=modelled) sectors, if one would want to change the “production technology”. Such
approach could, for example, help the modelling process with assuming certain levels of
technological progress (or other organizational changes in production).
In order to model an increased production from certain sectors (renewable energy sources),
whereas downscaling production from other (non-renewable energy sources), the vectors (rows
and columns of the respective sectors) were multiplied by coefficients, reflecting the increase or
decrease in production in the given sector, compared to the reference base year (2015). Specifically,
we focused on modelling EXIOBASE sectors dealing with electricity production (as also shown in
Table 2 above), namely:
•

Production of electricity by coal

•

Production of electricity by gas

•

Production of electricity by nuclear

•

Production of electricity by hydro

•

Production of electricity by wind

•

Production of electricity by petroleum and other oil derivatives

•

Production of electricity by biomass and waste

•

Production of electricity by solar photovoltaic

•

Production of electricity by solar thermal

•

Production of electricity by tide, wave, ocean

•

Production of electricity by Geothermal

•

Production of electricity nec

Whereas the model assumes declining production in non-renewable energy sectors (Production of
electricity by coal, Production of electricity by gas, Production of electricity by nuclear, and
Production of electricity by petroleum and other oil derivatives, respectively), it works with gradual
increase of electricity production from the rest of the sectors (excluding Production of electricity
nec), according to the energy mix projections provided by Capros et al. (2016) and gradually scaled
up to cover 100% of electricity production in each modelled case (EU28, Austria, Germany, the
United Kindgdom, Czechia, Poland and Bulgaria). Figures 6, 7, 12, 13, 18, 19, 24, 25, 30, 31, 36, 37,
42 and 43 show always first the initial “current” state (year 2015), and then the final state (year
2050) of the energy mix for electricity production in each country, respectively for the EU28 in case
of Figures 6 and 7.
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The modelling process is done in two steps. First, the production levels of non-renewable energy
sources are decreased by 50% by 2030, and the same 50% of electricity production is covered by
increased share of renewable energy sources, maintaining the overall output of electricity
production at the 2015 levels (2015 = the reference year). Second, by 2050, the production of
electricity from the non-renewable energy sources is taken down to zero, whereas the production
from renewables is scaled up to cover 100% of the electricity generation. Therefore, two modified
input-output transaction tables are created, representing years 2030 and 2050 (note that in the
following sections, we only provide the energy mixes for 2015 – the reference year – and then for
2050, since the 2030 situation is simply on the half way between these two).
In the input-output logic described above, the interindustry inputs (transactions) from the nonrenewable sectors (Production of electricity by coal, Production of electricity by gas, Production of
electricity by nuclear, and Production of electricity by petroleum and other oil derivatives) are
multiplied by coefficients, representing the overall decline (2030 decline of 50%, 2050 decline of
100%) of production. The opposite is done for the renewable energy sources, which are multiplied
by coefficients representing how much these sectors should grow in terms of production in order
to cover the “gap” generated by decreasing production of electricity from the non-renewables.
As we already argued in report D6.2 (part 2.6), to identify key features of the post-carbon inputoutput economic structure, it is therefore necessary to focus on the technical coefficients and their
expected evolution over the tracked period (i.e. until 2050). The determinants of the technical
coefficients cover technological progress (Leontief, 1983), but also infrastructure policies,
substitution due to relative price changes, as well as industrial structure (Peneder, 2003).
The analysis models the sectoral effects under “ceteris paribus” conditions, i.e. assuming no other
change in the economy (nor economic growth, nor any population dynamics) to separate the
difference that the sector changes make from other effects (i.e., assumed developments of the
economy’s overall output, population developments etc.).
We link the current distribution of energy sources for electricity production from EXIOBASE v3 with
country-specific projections regarding the energy mix in the future. Then we replace gradually the
electricity production from non-renewable energy sources. The model counts with a 100% decline
of the non-renewable electricity production, while keeping the demand constant.
The energy mix projections used as scenarios for assessing the employment effects are adapted
from the EU Energy Reference scenario 2016 (Capros et al., 2016), with renewable energy sources
hypothetically scaled up to cover 100% of the electricity generation, without changing the overall
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output of the electricity production. The EU Energy Reference scenario shows projections given by
each EU country until 2050. Matching the EXIOBASE v3 sectors to those from Capros et al. (2016)
was done using the following concordance matrix.
Table 16: Concordance matrix matching EU Reference Scenario and EXIOBASE v3 sectors

EU Energy Reference sector

EXIOBASE v3 sector

Solids

Production of electricity by coal

Gas (including derived gases)
Nuclear energy
Hydro (pumping excluded)
Wind
Oil (including refinery gas)
Biomass-waste
Solar
Geothermal and other renewables
Other fuels (hydrogen, methanol)

Production of electricity by gas
Production of electricity by nuclear
Production of electricity by hydro
Production of electricity by wind
Production of electricity by petroleum and other oil
derivatives
Production of electricity by biomass and waste
Production of electricity by solar photovoltaic
Production of electricity by solar thermal
Production of electricity by tide, wave, ocean
Production of electricity by Geothermal
-

-

Production of electricity nec

Source: Capros et al. 2016, Stadler et al., 2018

To simulate the situation in 2050, the non-renewable energy sources (in the EXIOBASE v3 structure
– on the right side of the table: Production of electricity by coal, Production of electricity by gas,
Production of electricity by nuclear, Production of electricity by petroleum and other oil derivatives)
are replaced, scaling up the remaining share of renewable energy sources to cover the “current”
(=2015) levels of electricity production. Note that since most of the modelled countries does not
produce electricity from solar thermal, tide, wave and ocean, nor geothermal sources, these sources
are usually not present in the 2050 energy mix projections (since zero levels cannot be scaled up).
We are aware of the limitations of the assumptions present in scaling up the electricity production
from renewable sources based on these scenarios. However, there are no consistent datasets
regarding future energy mix projections at the country levels that assess the feasibility of the fully
decarbonised (and renewable energy sources based) electricity production across the EU countries.
We present the energy mix projections for each of the considered countries below (separately for
2015 and 2050). We first analyse and briefly comment results for each country separately. In the
Conclusions, we summarise and interpret the results.
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Results
We provide the assessment first for selected EU countries (three of them as “coal-based economies”
and three as “early adopters” with already existing adaptation policies for the decarbonisation of
their economies). Two of these countries are among the country level case studies of MEDEAS
(Austria, Bulgaria). The primary focus of MEDEAS is on the EU28. We provide results for the
aggregated EU level, but the EU aggregation loses country-specific details due to large differences
in energy mixes between the countries (i.e. coal-based countries versus countries with a high share
of renewable or low-carbon sources of energy). Therefore, we consider the country level as much
more important for any policy recommendations. As stated below, we can observe diverging trends
taking place in the different countries that we analysed.

Sector-level effects for the EU28

Figure 35 : Energy mix in production of electricity – EU28 (current 2015)
Source: Capros et al. 2016, adapted according to EXIOBASE v3 sectors
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Figure 36 : Energy mix in production of electricity – EU28 (projection 2050)
Source: Capros et al. 2016, adapted according to EXIOBASE v3 sectors with renewable energy sources scaled up
to cover 100% of the production

As the following figure illustrates, the overall value-added effect at the EU28 level is negative but
negligible, with a decrease of around 0,4%. More crucial is the sector-level differential effect of the
transformation.
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Figure 37 : Value added change under 100% renewable electricity transition – EU28 (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

Figure 38 : 10 domestic sectors with highest value added gains under 100% renewable electricity transition
– EU28 (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations
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The gaining sectors obviously include the renewable electricity sectors that contribute to the
transformation. More important for our analysis, however, are the indirect effects on linked sectors.
Interestingly, the media sector shows up first with an non-negligible share in terms of value-added
gains in relation to the renewable electricity sectors. Apparently, the media sector seems to be more
strongly linked to the renewable electricity sectors than to fossil fuel sectors. Agriculture with crop
cultivation is an obvious sector gaining directly from biomass processing for electricity generation.
More interestingly, the pulp-and-paper industry seems to gain from the transformation. This seems
counter-intuitive, as woody biomass use for energy purposes competes with material uses.
Apparently, the re-processing cascading use seems to profit from the transformation and could be
a crucial candidate for a circular economy. We now turn to the losing sectors.

Figure 39 : 10 domestic sectors with highest value added losses under 100% renewable electricity transition
– EU28 (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

As with the gaining sectors above, the first sectors losing out are obviously the fossil fuel sectors,
and the directly linked primary sectors of mining and extraction. A crucial losing and, potentially
compromising sector appears to be “Other land transport”. This occurs despite the significant
demand for biomass transport for the bioenergy sectors. Herein lies a potential to adapt the
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transport sector, however. If the transport sector manages to generate value added from improving
biomass transport, then the potential losses could be mitigated.
The following two figures also consider the effects on labour demand, given that labour input is a
key share of value added. The analysis identifies whether there are considerable differences in terms
of value added for capital and labour in the gaining and losing sectors.

Figure 40 : 10 domestic sectors with highest employment gains – EU28 (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

A key insight on the gaining side are private households, who gain from the renewable energy
transformation in terms of labour. This is an obvious, but highly interesting result. Households are
strongly involved in solar PV and wind projects, especially in the case of rooftop installations of solar
PV.
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Figure 41 : 10 domestic sectors with highest employment losses – EU28 (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

There are no significant differences on the losing side in terms of labour effects, except for computer
and related activities. This could, similar to land transport, be a case for adaptation, as there is no
reason why computer activities should be more strongly linked to fossil fuel sectors.

Sector-level effects of early policy adopters
Currently (respectively in 2017), Austria’s electricity is generated by 72.2% from renewable energy
sources (“SHARES (Renewables) - Eurostat,” 2019). The starting point for the model was set to 2015,
where the most recent comprehensive data were available. In 2015, renewable energy sources
generated 73.0% of electricity in Austria. Scaling up only renewable sources, the hydro part would
generate 62.6%, wind 21.1%, biomass and waste 9.3%, and solar photovoltaic 6.9%.
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Figure 42 : Energy mix in production of electricity – Austria (current 2015)
Source: Capros et al. 2016, adapted according to EXIOBASE v3 sectors
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Figure 43 : Energy mix in production of electricity – Austria (projection 2050)
Source: Capros et al. 2016, adapted according to EXIOBASE v3 sectors with renewable energy sources scaled up
to cover 100% of the production

The following figure provides the aggregate domestic value-added effects. This effect is minimal,
with an increase by 0,03%.
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Figure 44 : Value added change under 100% renewable electricity transition – Austria (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

The value added results concerning the 10 most gaining and the 10 most losing sectors are provided
in the following two figures. In Austria, one of the key gaining sectors is forestry. Also transmission,
distribution and trade of electricity are gaining significantly. This is an important result in terms of
sector-level effects. Whereas electricity infrastructure is usually considered a significant barrier and
cost for the transformation, this perspective should also be complemented by the fact that the
utility infrastructure sectors are gaining in terms of value added.
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Figure 45 : 10 domestic sectors with highest value added gains under 100% renewable electricity transition
– Austria (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations
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Figure 46 : 10 domestic sectors with highest value added losses under 100% renewable electricity transition
– Austria (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

At the level of labour effects across sectors, we can see that the main winners in terms of industries
with the highest employment gains are, apart from the growing renewable energy sectors
themselves, also those where demand for labour is generated indirectly through trade links in the
Austrian economy, such as Forestry, logging and related service activities, Biogasification of
sewerage sludge, or electricity transmission and distribution, which are apparently more costly for
renewable energies than for non-renewables. In other words, apart from the employment gains in
the renewable energy sectors themselves, we can observe significant, though not that strong
increases in labour demand due to the supply chain links from the renewable energy sectors.
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Figure 47 : 10 domestic sectors with highest employment gains – Austria (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

Losses are expected in the sectors strongly linked to the non-renewable sources of electricity
production, such as gas and coal, manufacturing gas being of the most important examples.
Interestingly, other indirectly affected sectors comprise of retail trade, wholesale trade, and
supporting and auxiliary transport activities (in accordance with Kerschner and Hubacek (2009b)),
as well as for example manufacturing of electrical machinery.
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Figure 48: 10 domestic sectors with highest employment losses – Austria (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

Germany generated 34% of electricity from renewable energy sources in 2017 (“Renewables in
Electricity Production,” 2018). The 2015 situation is similar, showing that Germany relies heavily on
coal production (45.7%), respectively gas (12.5%). The starting point is therefore very different to
the Austrian situation.
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Figure 49 : Energy mix in production of electricity – Germany (current 2015)
Source: Capros et al. 2016, adapted according to EXIOBASE v3 sectors
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Figure 50 : Energy mix in production of electricity – Germany (projection 2050)
Source: Capros et al. 2016, adapted according to EXIOBASE v3 sectors with renewable energy sources scaled up
to cover 100% of the production

The changes in aggregate value-added effects are, similar to Austria, again minimal.
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Figure 51 : Value added change under 100% renewable electricity transition – Germany (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

Because the energy mix projection, scaled up to cover 100% of electricity production from
renewable energy, calculates with increased share of biomass and biogas for electricity production,
it is no surprise that the related sectors also create the most value added (specifically biogasification
and production of electricity from biomass and waste itself, together with cultivation of crops). The
other gaining sectors are the other three renewable energy sources – wind, solar PV and
hydropower energy. Interestingly, sectors related to paper production are among those mostly
connected (in terms of value added) to the increase of renewables, which applies not only to
Germany, as will be seen further below.
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Figure 52 : 10 domestic sectors with highest value added gains under 100% renewable electricity transition
– Germany (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

Figure 53 : 10 domestic sectors with highest value added losses under 100% renewable electricity transition
– Germany (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations
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In terms of employment effects, there are no significant differences, as the following two figures
reveal.

Figure 54: 10 domestic sectors with highest employment gains – Germany (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

Apart from the shrinking fossil fuel (coal and gas and related mining of coal and lignite and gas
manufacturing) sectors, retail trade together with other land transport, construction, or wholesale
trade are on decline. In terms of the construction sector (again, in accordance with Kerschner and
Hubacek (2009b)), these results might in fact reflect one of the weaknesses of the approach, which
does not make a difference between capital investments and operation and maintenance costs. If
it would, the employment effects for construction would be very likely completely different, since
building new renewable energy infrastructures would require a lot of investments from this sector.
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Figure 55: 10 domestic sectors with highest employment losses – Germany (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

The UK was producing 30.2% of its electricity from renewable energy sources in 2017 (“Renewables
in Electricity Production,” 2018). The UK’s case is somewhat different from both Germany and
Austria, since the country relies on a mixture of gas and nuclear energy, but already has a significant
share of electricity generated by wind (25.8%), as well as biomass and waste (13.8%).
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Figure 56 : Energy mix in production of electricity – United Kingdom (current 2015)
Source: Capros et al. 2016, adapted according to EXIOBASE v3 sectors
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Figure 57 : Energy mix in production of electricity – United Kingdom (projection 2050)
Source: Capros et al. 2016, adapted according to EXIOBASE v3 sectors with renewable energy sources scaled up
to cover 100% of the production

Figure 58 : Value added change under 100% renewable electricity transition – United Kingdom (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations
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The positive value-added effects are again strongest in re-processing secondary paper and in media,
similar to the EU28 level aggregate effects. Also the losses show no significant deviations to earlier
findings.

Figure 59 : 10 domestic sectors with highest value added gains under 100% renewable electricity transition
– United Kingdom (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations
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Figure 60 : 10 domestic sectors with highest value added losses under 100% renewable electricity transition
– United Kingdom (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

Domestically, the UK’s 100% renewable energy-based production would have to also build
significantly on biomass and biogas, which are also probably the most labour-intensive renewable
energy sources (not only in terms of their direct operation, but also through the supply chains,
including crop cultivation, pulp production etc.). Interestingly again, the paper production related
sectors were among those winning many jobs in the transition scenario. This is probably because of
their connection to the biomass production, but it is also questionable if the rise would be so strong
and how exactly this link works. However, this goes beyond the scope of our analysis.
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Figure 61: 10 domestic sectors with highest employment gains – United Kingdom (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

The largest losses in employment can be expected in the gas for electricity sector (-54 000 jobs).
Interestingly. Computer and related activities seem to be again strongly related to the job losses in
the fossil and nuclear energy sectors, as well as trade sectors and other business activities.

Figure 62: 10 domestic sectors with highest employment losses – United Kingdom (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations
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Sector-level effects in coal-based economies
The Czech Republic currently produces less than 14% of electricity from its renewable energy
sources, that are dominated by hydropower (“SHARES (Renewables) - Eurostat,” 2019). The rest of
the electricity is produced from nuclear (34.6%) and coal (52.6%) sources, with a minor share of gas
(4.5%).

Figure 63 : Energy mix in production of electricity – Czechia (current 2015)
Source: Capros et al. 2016, adapted according to EXIOBASE v3 sectors
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Figure 64 : Energy mix in production of electricity – Czechia (projection 2050)
Source: Capros et al. 2016, adapted according to EXIOBASE v3 sectors with renewable energy sources scaled up
to cover 100% of the production

Unlike the other countries before, the Czech Republic is significantly gaining in terms of value added,
with an increase of almost 1% from 2015 to 2050.
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Figure 65 : Value added change under 100% renewable electricity transition – Czechia (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

On the disaggregated sector level, the indirect gains are distributed across trade sectors. This is
interesting because in the case of the early adopters, the trade sectors are on the losing side. The
effects on motor vehicles is minimal and is probably not strongly related to any clear renewable
transition effects.

Figure 66 : 10 domestic sectors with highest value added gains under 100% renewable electricity transition
– Czechia (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations
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Figure 67 : 10 domestic sectors with highest value added losses under 100% renewable electricity transition
– Czechia (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

Biogasification and cultivation of crops dominate heavily the employment gains, since the energy
mix from the EU Reference Scenario scaled up to 100% in the Czech Republic would have to rely
from 47% on biomass and biogas for electricity production. Again, the paper sectors make a
significant part of the rise and it would be interesting to further analyse this link.
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Figure 68: 10 domestic sectors with highest employment gains – Czechia (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

Electricity production from fossil fuels and coal and lignite mining, as well as construction (which
probably has established links to the coal and nuclear power sectors) and other land transport (for
which it might be true as well), is expected to decrease significantly, together with financial
intermediation.
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Figure 69: 10 domestic sectors with highest employment losses – Czechia (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

Poland has even lower shares of renewable energy in electricity production then the Czech Republic
– slightly above 13% percent in 2017 (“SHARES (Renewables) - Eurostat,” 2019). Since there are no
nuclear power plants in Poland, coal covers up to 80.1% of electricity production, and wind and
biomass constituting the second place with 6.5%.
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Figure 70 : Energy mix in production of electricity – Poland (current 2015)
Source: Capros et al. 2016, adapted according to EXIOBASE v3 sectors
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Figure 71 : Energy mix in production of electricity – Poland (projection 2050)
Source: Capros et al. 2016, adapted according to EXIOBASE v3 sectors with renewable energy sources scaled up
to cover 100% of the production
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Figure 72 : Value added change under 100% renewable electricity transition – Poland (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

The gains across indirectly linked sectors appears to be minimal in Poland. In Poland, as in the case
of early adopters, the trade sectors are again on the losing side, with implications for pro-active
structural adjustment measures to facilitate adaptation of the related industries.
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Figure 73 : 10 domestic sectors with highest value-added gains under 100% renewable electricity transition
– Poland (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations
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Figure 74 : 10 domestic sectors with highest value-added losses under 100% renewable electricity transition
– Poland (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

Sectors related to biomass and biogas electricity production would grow in terms of employment –
biogasification of sewage, cultivation of crops, production of electricity from bioenergy itself, as well
as forestry and logging occupy the first four places among the « winners », together with cultivation
of cereal grains and wheat behind. The losing sectors have very similar structure to the ones of
Czechia, with the fossil fuels sectors being linked to construction and other land transport, among
others.
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Figure 75: 10 domestic sectors with highest employment gains – Poland (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

Figure 76: 10 domestic sectors with highest employment losses – Poland (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations
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Bulgaria has an energy mix structure very similar to the one of the Czech Republic. Bulgaria
generates approx. 19% of its electricity from renewables with a majority of hydro power (“SHARES
(Renewables) - Eurostat,” 2019).

Figure 77 : Energy mix in production of electricity – Bulgaria (current 2015)
Source: Capros et al. 2016, adapted according to EXIOBASE v3 sectors with renewable energy sources scaled up
to cover 100% of the production
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Figure 78 : Energy mix in production of electricity – Bulgaria (projection 2050)
Source: Capros et al. 2016, adapted according to EXIOBASE v3 sectors

Figure 79 : Value added change under 100% renewable electricity transition – Bulgaria (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations
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In the case of Bulgaria, the renewable electricity-generating sectors do not show up on the top of
the gaining sectors. Otherwise, there is no significant difference, except for the fertiliser industry,
which might be indirectly profiting from biomass production for bioenergy.

Figure 80 : 10 domestic sectors with highest value-added gains under 100% renewable electricity transition
– Bulgaria (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations
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Figure 81 : 10 domestic sectors with highest value-added losses under 100% renewable electricity transition
– Bulgaria (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

In Bulgaria the situation with the gaining sectors in terms of employment is different from Poland
and the Czech Republic, which would have to rely on bioenergy. Wind would make the biggest gains
in employment structure, although the biomass sectors are also present. Interestingly, lead, zinc
and tin production would rise as well, probably needed for the construction and operation of wind
energy. Also, concerning the « losers », the biggest losses could be expected in the nuclear power
sector, only then followed by coal and gas.
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Figure 82: 10 domestic sectors with highest employment gains – Bulgaria (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

Figure 83: 10 domestic sectors with highest employment losses – Bulgaria (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations
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Discussion
The protests of the yellow vest movement in France have brought the socio-economic dimensions
of climate change mitigation to the forefront again. A vast majority of an internet sample of French
people supported the movement in a survey in 2018 (Grillmayer, 2019). Despite the fact that France
has already one of the highest taxes on fuels and tax shares more generally, this policy proposal
seemed to have provoked a tipping point of resistance in society. Although further research is
necessary on the actual process dynamics, there are some fundamental insights that provide lessons
learnt for social acceptance. One such key lesson is that, whereas economists focus on the Pigouvian
effect of carbon taxes on fossil fuel demand, most citizens focus on the way how the revenues raised
by such a tax are actually used (recycled), without considering their elasticities of demand (Klenert
et al., 2018). Framing of carbon taxes is fundamental. The neglect of this insight has probably
contributed to the social unrests in France. Any fundamental policy concerning the low-carbon
transformation of societies needs to anticipate and study the potential social reactions that matter.
The key insight for policy conclusions in the case of sector-level differences is the strengthening of
coalitions across sectors that are indirectly profiting from the transformation, while, simultaneously,
providing strutural adjustment assistance to those sectors that could otherwise become losers in
the transformation. These policies need to be designed pro-actively, as they have an advantage over
reactive policy implementation in terms of social and economic acceptance.
Losses are expected in the sectors strongly linked to the non-renewable sources of electricity
production, such as gas and coal, manufacturing gas being of the most important examples.
Interestingly, other indirectly affected sectors comprise of retail trade, wholesale trade, and
supporting and auxiliary transport activities. This occurs despite the significant demand for biomass
transport for the bioenergy sectors. Herein lies a potential to adapt the transport sector, however.
If the transport sector manages to generate value added from improving biomass transport, then
the potential losses could be mitigated.
Transmission, distribution and trade of electricity are gaining significantly. This is an obvious, but
important result in terms of sector-level effects. Whereas electricity infrastructure is usually
considered a significant barrier and cost for the transformation, this perspective should also be
complemented by the fact that the utility infrastructure sectors are gaining in terms of value-added
effects. This suggests updating the framing of infrastructure investment costs also as a benefit to
the economy in terms of value added.
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Conclusions
In this report we addressed Task 7.2d, aimed at producing policy recommendations in order to
minimise the impacts of the low-carbon transformation and reduce barriers via economic strategies.
Strategies were outlined to support critical economic sectors that can support or compromise a
renewable transition. We used input-output methodology to identify those sectors that are directly
and indirectly benefiting from the low-carbon transformation, because of an increase in renewable
electricity production. We calculated the value-added effects for each sector that is directly or
indirectly linked to electricity production.
The value chains of fossil fuel industries and renewable sectors differ considerably, and therefore
some industries that procure to fossil fuel sectors will be negatively affected by the transformation.
Some of these sectors could potentially adapt to cater to renewable sectors, while others necessarily
lose out and could compromise the transition.
We find that transport sectors are on the losing side, but could be adapted to provide transport
services for the biomass provision for bioenergy. Electricity transmission and distribution are on the
winning side. This is an important message to show that the infrastructure investment costs also
have positive effects in terms of value added. This suggests updating the framing of infrastructure
investment costs also as a benefit to the economy in terms of value added.
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Climate change
Methodology
Three baseline scenarios are considered: BAU, OLT and TRANS. The default TRANS scenario is
adapted to evaluate climate change impacts, while the other two are kept unchanged. By including
the expected climate change impacts (changes in wind, solar radiation, cooling-heating and social
impacts) on the TRANS scenario we expect to get a better understanding of the effectiveness of
policies and strategies under different conditions of temperature increase and other associated
costs.
Below are the changes that will be applied to the default TRANS scenario in order to artificially
reproduce the aforementioned impacts of climate change:
•

Change in solar radiation intensity: this will affect the energy supply from PV and CSP.
In this work we will introduce this effect by decreasing the maximum techno-ecological
potential of these technologies. Models show that moderate changes of solar radiation
result in small increases of the solar energy output, while under severe changes PV may
reduce its potential across Europe (report on T6.3a). Thus, based on this result, we will
reduce the ‘cell efficiency solar PV in target year’ variable by 10%.

•

Change in wind characteristics: this will affect wind onshore and offshore. This could
have impacts in the capacity factor and in the Techno-ecological potential of offshore
and onshore wind technologies. In MEDEAS the capacity factor is setup as an initial
condition and then calculated endogenously. According to the bibliography cited in
report for Task 6.3a, the EWP won’t be seriously affected in the EU due to compensating
geographical changes in the wind patterns over North-South European regions. Thus if
there is a negative impact, it could be associated to a high variability, which compromises
directly the capacity factor. However, although the capacity factor is estimated
dynamically in MEDEAS, target values cannot be defined at specific points in time. For
this reason, we will consider a decrease of 10% in the techno-ecological potential for wind
(both onshore and offshore).

From now on, the TRANS scenario (both at World and EU geographical levels) including the previous
modifications will be referred to as TRANS_cc (TRANSition under Climate Change impacts). The
effectiveness of the policies included in this scenario will be evaluated by looking at key model
output variables (Table 17).
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Table 17: Variable name in the MEDEAS_w model and their meaning.

Variable name

Meaning

Temperature change

Temperature change from 1990

Cumulative CO2e GHG emissions

Total cumulative emissions of all GHG in CO2e units

CO2 emissions

CO2 emissions in EU

FE total generation all RES elec TWh

Final Energy total generation for al RES electricity Tera
Watt hour

Demand storage capacity

Demand of storage in Tera Watt

Desired variation of GDPpc

Desired variation of the GDP per capita

On the other hand, to evaluate the impacts of changes in heating and cooling demand, which can
be considered to be aggregated in the economic module of MEDEAS, we use the IOT part of
MEDEAS. In addition, we analyse the evolution of the IOT employing the EXIOBASE v3 Multi-Regional
Input-Output (MRIO) database (Stadler et al., 2018). This analysis considers changes in the
households’ sector (electrification of all activities) and will use IOT methodology to evaluate the
aggregate impacts of climate change through each sector linked with final household demand.
In order to model an increased production from certain sectors (renewable energy sources),
whereas downscaling production from other (non-renewable energy sources), the vectors (rows
and columns of the respective sectors) were multiplied by coefficients, reflecting the increase or
decrease in production in the given sector, compared to the reference base year (2015). Specifically,
we focused on modelling EXIOBASE sectors dealing with electricity production (see Deliverable 7.2).
The analysis models the sectoral effects under “ceteris paribus” conditions, i.e. assuming no other
change in the economy (nor economic growth, nor any population dynamics) to separate the
difference that the sector changes make from other effects (i.e., assumed developments of the
economy’s overall output, population developments etc.). We link the current distribution of energy
sources for electricity production from EXIOBASE v3 with country-specific projections regarding the
energy mix in the future. Then we replace gradually the electricity production from non-renewable
energy sources. The model counts with a 100% decline of the non-renewable electricity production,
while keeping the demand constant.
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To simulate the situation in 2050, the non-renewable energy sources (in the EXIOBASE v3 structure
– on the right side of the table: Production of electricity by coal, Production of electricity by gas,
Production of electricity by nuclear, Production of electricity by petroleum and other oil derivatives)
are replaced, scaling up the remaining share of renewable energy sources to cover the “current”
(=2015) levels of electricity production. Note that since most of the modelled countries does not
produce electricity from solar thermal, tide, wave and ocean, nor geothermal sources, these sources
are usually not present in the 2050 energy mix projections (since zero levels cannot be scaled up).
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Results
Evaluation of the effects of solar radiation and wind changes on
the European socio-economy and energy system
Global context
To give an international context to the simulations at EU scale, we first run a simulation at Global
scale. The output variables of interest (Table 17) from this simulation are shown in Figure 84.
Figure 84 shows the temporal evolution of the six output variables from Table 17 for the simulation
run with the MEDEAS_w model for BAU, OLT, TRANS and TRANS_cc scenarios.
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a

b
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d

e

f

Figure 84 : World simulation results. Temperature change (a), cumulative emissions (b), total CO2e
emissions (c), Final RES Energy generation (d), demand for storage capacity (e) and GDPpc (f) for BAU
(BAU), OLT (SCEN2), TRANS (SCEN3) and TRANS_CC (SCEN4) scenarios.
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Figure 84a shows the temperature change. When a global transition to RES is undertaken the
temperature change slows down. The degree of the slowdown depends on the strength of the
transition: neither the BAU nor the OLT scenarios achieve the two-degree target, but more
interestingly, for the more ambitious TRANS scenario there is a level of saturation due to the rapid
decarbonisation. The result for the TRANS_CC scenario (SCEN4, green line) is almost identical to that
of the TRANS scenario, which means that the lower techno-ecological potential in RES supply has
no significant impact on temperature change. The cumulative CO2e emissions (Figure 84b) show
similar trends with the temperature evolution, and both TRANS and TRANS_CC scenarios have a
relative saturation while OLT and BAU scenarios continue to increase since they fail to achieve a
high penetration of RES in the socio-economy. Albeit the rate of CO2 emissions also decrease for
OLT and BAU (Figure 84c), that obeys to periods of energy scarcity and economic decline, rather
than to direct decarbonisation efforts. Such behaviour is framed in a context of a growing
population (identical for all the scenarios) reaching more than 9 billion people by 2050 and a
different economy evolution for BAU, OLT and TRANS but very similar for TRANS and TRANS_CC
(Figure 84f). Finally, Figure 84d shows the storage capacity requirements, which are again
significantly greater for the TRANS and TRANS_CC scenarios than for BAU and OLT. No significant
differences between the TRANS and TRANS_cc scenarios are observed either for storage
requirements of the. while only small differences exist between TRANS.

EU results under similar World and European contexts
Figure 85 shows the same simulation outputs as those of Figure 84 but at EU geographical level. The
EU model uses input variables that are the output of the simulation at World scale (nested
approach). The correspondence between the scenarios for the global and EU simulations are shown
in Table 18.
Table 18: Correspondence between World and EU scenarios for the simulation results of Figure 85, Figure
86, Figure 87 and Figure 88.

World simulation scenarios

EU simulation scenarios

BAU

BAU

OLT

OLT

TRANS

TRANS

TRANS

TRANS_cc
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Figure 85 : EU simulation results. Temperature change (a), cumulative emissions (b), total CO2e emissions
(c), Final RES Energy generation (d), demand for storage capacity (e) and GDPpc (f) for BAU (BAU), OLT
(SCEN2), TRANS (SCEN3) and TRANS_CC (SCEN4) scenarios.
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Note that the temperature change shown in Figure 85a is taken from the world simulation (Figure
84a). In terms of cumulative GHG emissions (Figure 85b), a similar behaviour than for the World
simulation is observed, but with more pronounced differences between TRANS and TRANS_CC.
Moreover, the cumulative emissions have a higher slope for EU TRANS and TRANS_CC than for the
same scenarios in the World simulation. CO2e emissions (Figure 85c) decline faster in those two
scenarios, but again there are differences between the two. Logically, TRANS_CC is less effective in
reducing emissions due to its lower Techno-ecological potentials, which affect the evolution of RES
when high deployment is required: the two curves start diverging from 2025, when the effort in the
development of RES is at its peak. Both TRANS and TRANS_CC energy generation grow steadily till
the end of the period but with higher production in the TRANS_cc scenario (Figure 85d). This extra
energy generation responds to the extra demand to remediate the consequences of climate change.
As a result of the increased electricity generation from RES, there is an increase in the demand for
storage capacity, which is more notable for the TRANS_cc than for the TRANS scenario (Figure 85e).
Such growth in energy supply eases the economic activity, which in the case of TRANS_CC, gives a
different result than TRANS, growing further to later stabilize and slightly shrink by the end of the
period (Figure 85f). This result is counter intuitive, and demonstrates once more the tight link
between fossil fuels and GDP. Again, all these results are framed in a EU with growing populations,
with well over 540 million people by 2050.
Another important aspect to investigate is whether the imports of energy under a scenario of
climate change (TRANS_CC) will be affected, making the EU more dependent on external energy
sources. The evolution of imports of non-renewable energy under the different scenarios is shown
in Figure 86.

Figure 86: Imports from Rest of the World of non-renewable Energy sources for BAU (BAU), OLT (SCEN2),
TRANS (SCEN3) and TRANS_CC (SCEN4) scenarios.
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As expected, the TRANS scenario represents the most desirable situation, since it dramatically
reduces the need for energy imports, due to the decisive implementation of RES and the absence
of climate change impacts. On the other hand, the extra energy invested to tackle climate change
makes the TRANS_CC scenario more dependent on imported fossil fuels. Finally, while the fossil
energy imports of the BAU scenario decrease by the end of the simulation as a result of a lower
overall energy demand (economic stagnation), in the OLT scenario imports keep growing steadily
until 2050.
The share of renewable electricity with respect to the total electricity generation for the four
scenarios is shown in Figure 87a, and the shape of the curves are complementary to those of Figure
86. Indeed, in general, the wider the RES penetration the less need for imports. Again, there are
visible differences between TRANS and TRANS_CC scenarios, being the later less efficient in terms
of RES penetration. Consequently, the electricity generation from NRES (Figure 87b) decays in both
TRANS and TRANS_CC but with greater extent in the TRANS scenario.

a

b

Figure 87: Share of renewable electricity with respect to the total electricity generation (a) and electricity
generation from non-RES origin (b) for BAU (BAU), OLT (SCEN2), TRANS (SCEN3) and TRANS_CC (SCEN4)
scenarios.

Figure 88 shows the per capita carbon footprint of all four scenarios. As in the previous figures, the
TRANS scenario is the most desirable one, followed by the TRANS_CC scenario.
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Figure 88: Per capita Carbon footprint for BAU (BAU), OLT (SCEN2), TRANS (SCEN3) and TRANS_CC (SCEN4)
scenarios.

EU results in a BAU global context
In this section we analyse the consequences of the World sticking to BAU for the economy, energy
requirements and imports of the EU. Only the OLT scenario at EU level uses data from the OLT at
Global level. The correspondence of the different scenarios at Global and EU level are shown in
Table 19.
Table 19 : Correspondence between World and EU scenarios for the simulation results of Figure 89, Figure
90Figure 91 and Figure 92.

World scenario

EU scenario

BAU

BAU

OLT

OLT

BAU

TRANS

BAU

TRANS_cc

Figure 89 shows the results of the simulation at EU level (the results of the simulation at global scale
are not shown).
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Figure 89: EU simulation with combined scenarios in TRANS and TRANS_CC. Temperature change (a)
cumulative emissions (b) total CO2e emissions (c) Final RES Energy generation (d) demand for storage
capacity (e) and GDPpc (f) for BAU (BAU), OLT (SCEN2), TRANS (SCEN3) and TRANS_CC (SCEN4) scenarios.
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Although the differences between TRANS and TRANS_CC are less significant, the difference between
these two and BAU and OLT continue to be very important, particularly when emissions (both
cumulative and total CO2e, Figure 89b and Figure 89c) are analysed. In this case, only two trends
exist on the temperature change, those of OLT and BAU, which were the only two scenarios
simulated at global scale. It seems, however, that neither the temperature changes nor the changes
in the production of energy have significant effects on the system. This is shown in Figure 89d, for
the total electricity generation in the EU and for the demand of storage facilities (Figure 89e). The
per capita GDP behaves differently for the TRANS scenarios (both TRANS and TRANS_CC) than for
OLT and BAU. Figure 89f shows how BAU suffers economic stagnation and decline, OLT can keep
growing and the two TRANS scenarios saturate around 2030 and slightly decline towards the end of
the simulated period.
Imports of NRES from the rest of the World are shown in Figure 90. BAU and OLT follow the same
approach shown in the previous section, while TRANS and TRANS_CC are practically identical, but
with a shape more similar to that of the TRANS_CC from the previous section. The figure, shows the
benefit of TRANS scenarios, which reduce not only GHG emissions but also diminishes the imports
of NRES of the EU. This decline is due to the increase of RES in the energy mix, as shown in Figure
91a with the share of RES electricity generation and the final energy generation from NRES (Figure
91b). As before, Figure 91a and b are complementary and show the high penetration of RES in TRANS
and TRANS_CC. Once again, the curves for the two scenarios are identical, which reveals the little
effect climate change has in the energy supply in the TRANS scenarios.

Figure 90: Imports from the rest of the World of non-renewable energy sources.
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a

b

Figure 91 : Share of RES electricity generation (a) and electricity generation from non-RES (b).

Finally, the carbon footprint of the four scenarios is shown in Figure 92. Again, TRANS and TRANS_CC
scenarios results are identical but note that in this case it is the TRANS scenario shifts to resemble
the TRANS_CC behaviour. This means that if the rest of the World does not undertake the transition
this will make the EU more carbon intensive.

Figure 92: Per capita carbon footprint in the four scenarios.
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Input-output analysis of climate change effects of household
electricity demand
The following results show the aggregate GHG emission effects of a one-unit increase in final
household demand for the 20 sectors with the highest GHG emission potential. As the findings
reveal, one of the key emitting sectors is steam and hot water supply, with the second largest GHG
footprint. Water and air transport are also very strong emitters, as is manufacturing of cement and
plastics on the 8th position. All other sectors have significantly less GHG emission footprints.

Figure 93: 20 domestic sectors with highest total greenhouse gas emissions footprint – EU28 (2015-2050)
Source: EXIOBASE v3, own calculations

Under the assumption of partial decarbonisation of the steam and hot water demand from
households until 2050, implying a reduction in the demands of steam and hot water supply from
the most emitting sources, we do not find a solution that reduces GHG emissions of the sector
significantly. Steam and hot water supply appears to be a difficult sector in terms of adaptation.
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Discussion and conclusions
Climate change is a prominent signal of the changes produced by humans on the planet. This
environmental phenomenon, not only of the atmosphere, but also of the biosphere, the
hydrosphere and the lithosphere, has produced a change in the geological record of the Earth. In
this sense, the Anthropocene is proposed as a new paradigm that places human influence on a level
comparable to geophysical processes (Maslin et al., 2015; Steffen et al., 2011; Waters et al., 2016).
In this paradigm, the biosphere and the model of life we have met so far is called into question
(Ceballos et al., 2015; Haberl et al., 2007; Scheffers et al., 2016; Vitousek et al., 1997). Demographic
growth, the use of resources, the transformation and fragmentation of habitats, the production and
consumption of energy and global warming can promote a critical transition on a planetary scale
(Barnosky et al., 2012; Scheffer et al., 2009). As in ecological systems, critical transitions lead to a
change in state that changes trends abruptly and produce unexpected biotic effects (Boerlijst et al.,
2013; Hastings and Wysham, 2010). Humans, depending on the biosphere, are vulnerable to the
diminished resilience of ecosystems (Baveye et al., 2013; Fisher et al., 2008; Guo et al., 2010;
Selomane et al., 2015). These sudden changes, coupled with other socioeconomic factors, can
increase social inequality by limiting climate change adaptation and mitigation capacity (IPCC, 2014;
Lutz and Muttarak, 2017). In front of this ecological, energy, financial and even humanitarian crisis
(Carnicer and Peñuelas, 2012; Moldan et al., 2012; United Nations Development Program, 2007)
establishing a transition towards sustainable development becomes necessary and urgent.
The MEDEAS models (MEDEAS_w and MEDEAS_eu, v1.2) implement model C-Roads1 (Sterman et
al. 2012) in its climate module. Based on economic activity and the associated energy consumption,
the models estimate CO2 emissions, which are translated to temperature changes through the CRoads formulation. Moreover, the CO2eq emission are used to calculate the value of the ‘energy
loss function’ (ELF), which represents the damages climate change produce on the socio-economy,
by reducing the net energy available to society.
It is important to note that part of the results discussed in this section are projections obtained with
the MEDEAS models under selected scenarios to frame the hypotheses and constraints of the
system evolution. As any complex mathematical model, the MEDEAS model includes a vast number
of parameters and assumptions, which will result in a certain degree of output uncertainty.
Moreover, certain technologies expected to play an important role in the future energy system (e.g.
PtX, CCS, etc.) are not included in the current version, and should be considered in further releases

1

https://www.climateinteractive.org/tools/c-roads/
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as improvements of the model. In addition, projections are made until 2050, based on the
technologies that are currently available, ignoring any future technological progress that might
contribute to counteract climate change and ease the transition.
In the MEDEAS models, the environmental and climate change damages are included in the form of
an Energy Loss Function (ELF) that reduces the net energy delivered to the society, assuming that
when climate change reaches a certain threshold not compatible with humanity (1000 ppm of
CO2e), the energy losses would reach 100% of the total energy supply. Those damages are modelled
as losses (share of final energy) hence, the ELF function affects the drivers of growth instead of the
level of GDP output (Dietz and Stern, 2015). Mathematically, the ELF is represented with a logistic
curve that uses CO2 concentrations and land-use change as climate change indicators.
Therefore, climate change impacts are considered to only affect the demand of energy, while no
effects on the supply side are included. For this reason, in the current work we created a new
scenario, based on the TRANS scenario (TRANS_cc), which artificially includes the expected effects
of climate change on the supply of RES electricity, and when compared to the other scenarios allows
to quantify the potential impacts of climate change on the supply of RES.
In the model, climate change is considered to affect the energy demand of all sectors proportionally,
multiplying the actual demand of each of them by the same value (ELF). In this work, we evaluated
the impacts of climate change on the demand patterns of households, and more particularly
focusing on the expected increase on the use of for cooling and heating due to climate change. This
analysis was made by adapting the parameters corresponding to households on the IO tables
included the model, and is used to evaluate the effectiveness of EU policies on energy efficiency
affecting households.
For all the above reasons, the model is better suited for quantifying the impacts of climate change
(again, only in the demand side) and less indicated to be used to suggest adaptation mechanisms
for the different sectors.
In addition, the only carbon sequestration policy included in the MEDEAS models is an afforestation
program. This afforestation program covers 345 MHa and has a maximum carbon capture of 1.5
GtC/year 50 years after its debut (Nilsson and Schopfhauser, 1995).
The Paris Agreement was adopted on December 12, 2015, at COP21, and has been ratified by 166
countries. The goal of the agreement is to limit the increase in global temperatures to less than 2°C
(ideally below 1.5ºC), to increase the capacity of countries to adapt to climate change and to direct
financial flows toward economic activities that produce very low greenhouse gas emissions.
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The current policy agenda on climate and energy for the EU is driven by the 2030 climate and energy
framework, adopted by the European Council on 24 October 2014, which includes EU-wide targets
and policy objectives for the period between 2020 and 2030 to meet its long-term (2050)
greenhouse gas reductions target, in line with the Paris Agreement. The figures for renewables and
energy efficiency were subsequently increased in the context of the Clean Energy for all Europeans
package. This package was approved on 30 November 2016 by the Commission and includes eight
legislative proposals covering governance, electricity market design, energy efficiency, energy
performance in buildings, renewable energy and rules for the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy
Regulators, and marks a significant step towards the implementation of the energy union strategy.
Among the 4 main targets, there is the one regarding CO2 emissions, which aims at reducing CO2
emissions by 40% compared to 1990. For 2050, EU leaders have endorsed the objective of reducing
Europe’s GHG emissions between 80 % and 100 % (climate neutrality) compared to 1990 levels (EC,
2018). The European Commission has also published a roadmap for building the low-carbon
European economy that this will require.
To meet EU’s new energy and climate targets for 2030, Member States were required to establish a
10-year National Energy and Climate Plans (NECP) for the period from 2021 to 2030 (and every
subsequent ten-year period), setting out how to reach its national targets, including the binding
national target for reducing gas emissions that are not covered by the EU Emissions Trading System
(ETS). The first draft was due by the 31 December 2018, and after review, the final NECPs including
the recommendations of the Commission, are due to be submitted by each Member State by the
end of 2019. After that, Member States are expected to report on the on the progress they make in
implementing their NECPs on a biennial basis.
In addition, in 2013, the European Commission adopted an EU strategy on adaptation to climate
change (EC, 2016). The EU Adaptation Strategy focuses on three key objectives:
1. Promoting action by Member States (currently 25 MS have already defined their adaptation
strategies)
2. 'Climate-proofing' action by promoting adaptation in key sectors and areas (coastal and
marine, health, infrastructure, rural development, etc.) and cohesion policy, ensuring that
Europe's infrastructure is made more resilient, and promoting the use of insurance against
natural and man-made disasters.
3. Better informed decision-making by addressing gaps in knowledge about adaptation and
further developing the European climate adaptation platform (Climate-ADAPT).
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The Climate-ADAPT platform was launched in 2012 in a joint effort by the European Commission
and the European Environment Agency (EEA) to build an updated knowledge base on adaptation to
climate change in Europe, to enhance effective uptake by decision makers and contribute to better
coordination among sectors and governance levels. The portal provides information on vulnerability
assessments, adaptation policies and strategies, funding opportunities, results from research and
news and events. It also includes a database to share information on adaptation in Europe from
resources held elsewhere.
Temperature change of the atmosphere is a global phenomenon and does not depend exclusively
on EU emissions. In this work we presented the global context under the TRANS scenario, which
implements equivalent policies to those of the TRANS scenario at EU level. In this scenario, the
projected temperature change by 2050 is 1.71 ºC, which is above the ideal 1.5ºC expected by 2100.
However, the simulated temperature change flattens before 2050, which may indicate that unless
unaccounted for GHG are emitted (e.g. release of methane stored in the Arctic permafrost, etc.),
the global temperature increase could potentially remain below the 2ºC limit defined in the Paris
agreement. On the contrary, if the world would opt for BAU or OLT scenarios, projected
temperatures increase by 1.83ºC or 2.05ºC, respectively.
In Task 7.2a, based on model projections we estimated that neither the energy consumption nor
the CO2eq emissions reduction (with respect to those of 1990) targeted for 2030 would be met (for
energy, target=956 Mtoe vs TRANS=1306.5 Mtoe; for emissions, target=-40% vs TRANS=-2.47%).
However, by 2050 the mid-century carbon budget estimated in WP3 will almost be met (target=29.3
GtCe, TRANS =30.05 GtCe). In addition, and although EU’s 2050 GHG reduction target is not met
either (80-100% reduction compared to 1990), a reduction of 70 % is achieved, and the decreasing
trend of emissions seems to indicate that that objective could be attained short after.
The TRANS scenario represents an ideal situation of very rapid RES deployment and electrification.
Hence, the fact that neither the 2030 nor the 2050 EU targets are met in the model projections,
even under such optimistic scenario, highlights the growing urgency of the situation. Projections
from numerical experiments carried out in Task 7.2a showed that it is very unlikely that the energy
consumption targets defined by the EU for 2030, hence those of GHG emissions, are met based
exclusively on efficiency improvements. All this points to the fact that the sustained economic
growth that the EU has enjoyed to date is not a viable scenario for the future.
In addition, in Task 7.2a it was already discussed that, due to the extra energy demand (hence extra
GHG emissions) required to make the transition, setting too strict carbon budgets in the short term
may inadvertently penalize those countries pioneering the energy transition.
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In terms of supply, the first message to extract from the simulation results of this work is that the
transition should start as soon as possible to delay as much as possible the negative effects of
climate change on both the demand and supply of energy. Moreover, the pace and capacity of RES
to deploy over time and the progressive electrification must take into account potential future
climate change impacts, so that the future supply infrastructure can meet the potential extra
demand. Indeed, with the TRANS_CC scenario, climate change reduces the supply of electricity
produced from RES, which combined with the growing electricity demand following the fast
electrification, results in a potential increased demand for fossil fuels to produce electricity. This
phenomenon also causes an increase in the overall energy consumption (already described in Task
7.2a), since the transformation process involves energy losses. In addition, the extra CO2 emissions
resulting from the increased burning of fossil fuels, makes the ELF function kick in (results not
shown), increasing even further the energy demand to mitigate and adapt to the impacts of climate
change, hence reducing the net energy available to the society.
Moreover, if the world does not embark in the transition, model projections seem to indicate that
the impacts on the energy demand at EU level caused by the extra GHG concentration in the
atmosphere will exceed those on the supply (imposed artificially in the TRANS_cc scenario). Despite
in that scenario the transition can still take place (at a slower pace), the energy costs are significantly
higher, and so are the GHG emissions of the EU. These projections suggest that not only as an act of
altruism but also for its own benefit, in addition to work on its own transition the EU should also
exert pressure at international level so that other countries take the same path, and if possible,
contribute to the delineation of transition pathways (and potentially financing) of less favoured
world regions.
According to Eurostat, the dependency rate on foreign energy imports went from 40% to 55 %
between years 2000 and 2017, and the results presented in this work indicate that both the energy
transition and climate change impacts may increase even further such dependence, making the EU
vulnerable to political instabilities and supply shortages in the producing countries. To put that in
perspective, and also according to Eurostat, in 2018 almost two thirds of the extra-EU's crude oil
imports came from Russia (27.3 %), Norway (11.2 %), Iraq (6.9 %), Kazakhstan (7.8%), Nigeria (8.1%)
and Saudi Arabia (6.6 %). Similarly, more than three quarters of the EU's imports of natural gas came
from Russia (40.2 %), Norway (35 %), Algeria (11.3 %) and Qatar (5.8%), while almost three quarters
of solid fuel (mostly coal) imports originated from Russia Colombia and United States.
Another relevant subject in order to define country specific climate change targets involves
analysing the degree of externalisation of their economies. Indeed, a significant fraction of the CO2
emissions of Asian and Eastern European countries result from the production of goods consumed
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in Western Europe (and other world regions). If the accounting system was consumption-based, in
2014 the annual CO2 emissions of many European economies would increase by more than 30%
(Peters et al., 2012).
The analysis of GHG emission footprints revealed a number of sectors that are crucial for
decarbonisation. Standing out among them is steam and hot water supply. We find that even with
changing household demand building on partial decarbonisation, this sector is difficult to adapt.
The ”A Clean Planet for All” provides a fundamental building block and strategy to “maximise the
benefits from Energy Efficiency including zero emission buildings”, which appears to be essential
also in relation to household demand for hot water supply. It will be crucial to find ways to transform
hot water supply through adequate technologies and investments of household owners and real
estate companies.
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Policy recommendations
Based on the results of this work, and assuming the non-negligible limitations of the model and
hypotheses discussed all along the document, new technological advances (none of them yet
included in the MEDEAS models) may be the main potential alternative to a planned economic (and
demographic) stabilisation, in order to effectively reduce energy and material costs and mitigate
climate change impacts. Accordingly, and unless economic stabilisation is taken into consideration
as a complementary measure, the main recommendation of this work is to incentivise and support
the development of emerging technologies to guarantee the sustainability of the energy system and
to mitigate the impacts of the current climate and environmental crises.
Specific recommendations to reduce energy and materials costs and mitigate climate change
impacts are summarised hereafter.
Regarding the reduction of energy costs, the main policy recommendations that can be derived
from the current work are:
(1) Policies to reduce energy costs must not consider energy alone nor a single geographical
region, but must be designed in a holistic way, including environmental and socio-economic
aspects and their interrelations across different regions of the world.
(2) Energy efficiency policies do not guarantee a reduction of the overall energy consumption
(Jevons paradox), hence they must be accompanied by more direct measures.
(3) Larger energy cuts must be made on sectors providing low service to society with regards to
their energetic (and environmental and social) costs (e.g. aviation sector, tourism).
(4) The energy costs of the inland transport need to be minimised by reducing the size of the
vehicle fleet, moving all freight transport from roads to railways and promoting car sharing.
Fossil fuels should be replaced by renewable gas and/or hydrogen for long distance travel.
(5) Energy consumption is expected to increase in the short term (hence carbon emissions) to
allow building the infrastructure required to make the transition. Short term carbon budgets
and energy efficiency targets might inadvertently penalize countries taking the lead in the
transition and discourage countries with the lowest penetration of RES.
(6) Relating to point 5, the supply of fossil fuels must be guaranteed in the initial stages of the
transition (supply security).
(7) Country-specific shares of RES are a priory the most effective measures to reduce carbon
emissions. These shares must be determined based not only on the actual RES potential of
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each country, but also on the degree of externalisation of their economic activity in order to
set realistic and fair targets.
(8) Externalisation of the energy supply to other world regions is not bad per se, especially for
countries with low RES potentials, but must not be abused in order to increase the share of
RES and reduce GHG emissions in EU countries.
(9) The interconnectivity of the electric grid will be key for to homogenize RES supply across all
EU countries.
(10)

Storage will be key to guarantee a stable supply with RES. More investment is

required in order to develop higher capacity and less resource intensive storage
technologies.
(11)

Electrification and storage and RES capacity must be planned altogether to tackle

supply intermittency and to be able to supply the progressively growing demand of
electricity of all economic sectors resulting from their growing electrification. Unbalances
between the three might result in intermittency of supply, increased demand for fossil fuels
and increased overall energy consumption due to transformation losses.
(12)

High EROI RES technologies must be privileged whenever possible. Otherwise an

overcapacity will be required to meet the increased net energy demand.
The main policies that can be derived for the minimisation of the raw materials costs are:
(1) Securing the supply of raw materials is essential in order to meet the growth in demand that

the energy transition will bring.
(2) The 2050 energy mix should be planned and designed taking into account the expected

demand for raw materials, their respective resources and reserves, their economic
importance, the international context in which they are being produced, their embedded
energy, their recyclability and the environmental impacts along their life-cycle.
(3) Research must be financed to develop more resource efficient and durable RES technologies,

and to find replacement materials for the most critical ones. The more durable the new
technologies, the later a new technological change will be required once the materials that
are used in current technologies become scarce.
(4) Diversify the storage capacity using a combination of different technologies to diminish the

demand for the critical materials required to build batteries.
(5) The EU should be accountable for all impacts generated for the extraction of raw materials

and the manufacturing of the end use products consumed within its borders, even if they
take place in other world regions.
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(6) The end of life management strategy of RES technologies must be developed during their

design-phase. Targets must be set for manufacturers in terms of recyclability, reusability and
waste generation. Planned obsolescence practices must be banned and criminalised.
(7) Increasing recycling of raw materials and improving the energy efficiency of the mining

sector are essential to maintain acceptable EROIs for RES technologies.
(8) Developing action plans to tackle the increase of e-waste that the transition will bring.

Limiting externalisation of waste and incentivising recycling, reuse and repurposing of waste
within the EU borders (circular economy).
The main policies that can be derived from the analyses conducted concerning the economic costs
and effects of the transition are the following:
(1) Adaptive measures to make the trade and transportation sectors fit for the renewable
energy transition, by facilitating adaptation investments in the trade and transport sectors.
Facilitation could be achieved by European innovation actions and related pilot projects.
(2) Strengthening the coalitions of trade and transport sectors with the different renewable
energy sectors. This process could be facilitated in synergy with innovation actions through
the support of related exhibitions/fairs as well as best-practice and knowledge transfer
across member states.
(3) Extending the connected mobility strategy of the EC’s strategic vision to include connected,
smart and sustainable transport logistics that could facilitate the renewable energy
transition by transport sector adaptation. Untapped synergies between personal mobility
and transport could be uncovered.
(4) Highlighting the relevance of the electricity infrastructure for economic value added.
Electricity network infrastructure is usually considered a significant cost for the
transformation. On the other hand, the infrastructure is at the same time gaining in terms
of value added and employment.
(5) Households gain considerably from the renewable energy transformation in terms of value
added and also labour demand. Households are strongly involved in solar PV and wind
projects, especially in the case of rooftop installations of solar PV. A key measure will be to
enable households and real estate companies to invest in zero emission building
technologies.
(6) All facilitated coalitions and strengthened collaborations between sectors can also create
new innovation potential for a circular economy. The circular economy also enables the
reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.
Finally, the policy recommentations to reduce climate change impacts are:
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(7) Improving energy efficiency is necessary, but not sufficient to reduce emissions and it does
not guarantee a reduction on the overall energy consumption (Jevons paradox). Short-term
carbon budgets may have a discouraging effect on those countries that will need more
efforts to make the transition.
(8) Electrification and RES deployment must be planned together to guarantee the electricity
supply, and prevent energy losses from burning fossil fuels to produce the extra electricity
required. The implementation of both must be fast to guarantee availability of fossil fuels,
reduce the dependency on imports and to delay as much as possible the effects of climate
change both on the energy supply and demand.
(9) Shifting all household energy demand to renewable sources will be essential and will have
to include solutions to hot water provision at the household level.
(10)

Leading the energy transition at international level and helping less favoured regions

to follow the same path will be beneficial globally and also at European level. This help could
be either in the form of technical guidance and/or through financing. The EU should also
create the structures so that regions not endorsing the international agreements on
decarbonisation pathways could be sanctioned.
(11)

Basing CO2 emissions accounting on consumption, rather than on production, would

penalize countries with high levels of externalised manufacture, making the CO2 accounting
fairer to the manufacturing countries and regions.
(12)

Financing the development of carbon capture technologies, stopping deforestation

and promoting afforestation around the world will be key in order to remain below the 2ºC.
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Appendix to Annex 2
Table 20 : Objective energy intensities of all economic sectors for 2050 in the world model.
Sector

Agriculture, Hunting, Forestry and
Fishing

Mining and Quarrying

Food, Beverages and Tobacco

Textiles and Textile Products

Leather, Leather and Footwear

Wood and Products of Wood and Cork

Pulp, Paper, Paper , Printing and
Publishing

Final source Intensities of electrified economy (EJ/T$ US1995)
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity

3.03
0
0
0
0
1.67
0
0
0
0
1.95
0
0
0
0
1.79
0
0
0
0
0.83
0
0
0
0
2.62
0
0
0
0
3.11
0
0
0
0
0
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Sector
Coke, Refined Petroleum and Nuclear
Fuel

Chemicals and Chemical Products

Rubber and Plastics

Other Non-Metallic Mineral

Basic Metals and Fabricated Metal

Machinery, Nec

Electrical and Optical Equipment

Transport Equipment

Manufacturing, Nec; Recycling

Final source Intensities of electrified economy (EJ/T$ US1995)
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity

0
0
0
0
1.36
0
0
2.6
0.6
1.36
0
0
2.6
0.6
9.32
0
0
0
0
10.05
0
0
0
0
0.74
0
0
0
0
0.36
0
0
0
0
0.58
0
0
0
0
3.09
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Sector

Final source Intensities of electrified economy (EJ/T$ US1995)

Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Electricity, Gas and Water Supply
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Construction
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Sale, Maintenance and Repair of Motor Heat
Vehicles and Motorcycles; Retail Sale of Liquids
Fuel
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Wholesale Trade and Commission
Trade, Except of Motor Vehicles and
Liquids
Motorcycles
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Retail Trade, Except of Motor Vehicles
and Motorcycles; Repair of Household
Liquids
Goods
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Hotels and Restaurants
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Inland Transport
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Water Transport
Electricity

0
0
0
0
6.33
0
0
0
0
0.54
0
0
0
0
0.69
0
0
0
0
0.57
0
0
0
0
1.28
0
0
0
0
2.03
0
0
0
0
2.48
0
0
0
0
62.05
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Sector

Air Transport

Other Supporting and Auxiliary
Transport Activities; Activities of Travel
Agencies

Post and Telecommunications

Financial Intermediation

Real Estate Activities

Renting of M&Eq and Other Business
Activities

Public Admin and Defence; Compulsory
Social Security

Education

Final source Intensities of electrified economy (EJ/T$ US1995)
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity

0
0
0
0
31.235
0
0
0
0
2.43
0
0
0
0
0.71
0
0
0
0
0.29
0
0
0
0
0.39
0
0
0
0
0.67
0
0
0
0
1.77
0
0
0
0
1.54
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Sector

Health and Social Work

Other Community, Social and Personal
Services

Private Households with Employed
Persons

Final consumption expenditure by
households

Final source Intensities of electrified economy (EJ/T$ US1995)
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids

0
0
0
0
1.1
0
0
0
0
1.34
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0

Table 21 : Objective energy intensities of all economic sectors for 2050 in the EU model.
Intensities of electrified
Sector

Final source

Agriculture, Hunting, Forestry and Fishing

Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases

Mining and Quarrying

economy (EJ/T$ US1995)
2.197056312
0
0
0
0
2.041453931
0
0
0
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Intensities of electrified
Sector

Final source

Food, Beverages and Tobacco

Textiles and Textile Products

Leather, Leather and Footwear

Wood and Products of Wood and Cork

Pulp, Paper, Paper , Printing and Publishing

Coke, Refined Petroleum and Nuclear Fuel

Chemicals and Chemical Products

Rubber and Plastics

Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids

economy (EJ/T$ US1995)
0
1.005204165
0
0
0
0
0.967038726
0
0
0
0
0.566763876
0
0
0
0
2.237470193
0
0
0
0
2.334804012
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.204187958
0
0
0.746275191
0.039742466
0.071852698
0
0
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Intensities of electrified
Sector

Final source

Other Non-Metallic Mineral

Basic Metals and Fabricated Metal

Machinery, Nec

Electrical and Optical Equipment

Transport Equipment

Manufacturing, Nec; Recycling

Electricity, Gas and Water Supply
Construction

Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat

economy (EJ/T$ US1995)
0.262610421
0.01398517
4.264331428
0
0
0
0
4.612654134
0
0
0
0
0.434328757
0
0
0
0
0.19983654
0
0
0
0
0.36070383
0
0
0
0
0.77688106
0
0
0
0
3.066695241
0
0
0
0
0.270731453
0
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Intensities of electrified
Sector

Final source

Sale, Maintenance and Repair of Motor Vehicles and
Motorcycles; Retail Sale of Fuel

Wholesale Trade and Commission Trade, Except of Motor
Vehicles and Motorcycles

Retail Trade, Except of Motor Vehicles and Motorcycles;
Repair of Household Goods

Hotels and Restaurants

Inland Transport

Water Transport

Air Transport

Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity

economy (EJ/T$ US1995)
0
0
0
0.542679245
0
0
0
0
0.462728051
0
0
0
0
0.850531366
0
0
0
0
0.852950057
0
0
0
0
1.701805722
0
0
0
0
38.76958472
0
0
0
0
24.8854383
0
0
0
0
0.931310038
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Intensities of electrified
Sector

Final source

Other Supporting and Auxiliary Transport Activities;
Activities of Travel Agencies

Post and Telecommunications

Financial Intermediation

Real Estate Activities

Renting of M&Eq and Other Business Activities

Public Admin and Defence; Compulsory Social Security

Education

Health and Social Work

Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids

economy (EJ/T$ US1995)
0
0
0
0
0.424436799
0
0
0
0
0.182322125
0
0
0
0
0.252714157
0
0
0
0
0.353676734
0
0
0
0
0.759791078
0
0
0
0
0.808311489
0
0
0
0
0.585406041
0
0
0
0
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Intensities of electrified
Sector

Final source

Other Community, Social and Personal Services

Private Households with Employed Persons

Final consumption expenditure by households

Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids
Electricity
Heat
Liquids
Gases
Solids

economy (EJ/T$ US1995)
0.914615454
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.967559675
0
0
0
0

Table 22 : Values of the desired GDPpc growth rate for plots of Figure 1 and Figure 2 (% in decimal form).
year

TRANS EU

TRANS World

2015

0,015017731

0,038489074

2016

0,015017731

0,038444667

2017

0,015017731

0,038378621

2018

0,015017731

0,038280533

2019

0,015017543

0,038135182

2020

0,01501722

0,03792049

2021

0,015016341

0,037604899

2022

0,015013954

0,037144246

2023

0,01500747

0,036478726

2024

0,014989881

0,035531359

2025

0,014942348

0,034210825

2026

0,014815147

0,032423052

2027

0,01448356

0,030095966
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year

TRANS EU

TRANS World

2028

0,013675113

0,027217041

2029

0,011988564

0,023871314

2030

0,009386082

0,020254341

2031

0,0067836

0,016637368

2032

0,005097051

0,013291641

2033

0,004288605

0,010412717

2034

0,003957017

0,008085631

2035

0,003829816

0,006297857

2036

0,003782283

0,004977323

2037

0,003764694

0,004029957

2038

0,00375821

0,003364437

2039

0,003755823

0,002903784

2040

0,003754944

0,002588192

2041

0,003754621

0,002373501

2042

0,003754502

0,002228149

2043

0,003754458

0,002130062

2044

0,003754442

0,002064015

2045

0,003754436

0,002019608

2046

0,003754434

0,001989781

2047

0,003754433

0,00196976

2048

0,003754433

0,001956327

2049

0,003754433

0,001947318

2050

0,003754433

0,001941276
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Annex 3: Role of market conditions and political
support for the transition
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Scope of document
This report presents the findings of MEDEAS Task 7.3 on the role of market conditions and political
support for the transition to a low-carbon economy. Specifically, this report focuses on the EU and
Member States’ policies in financing cross-border infratructure investments, price regulation and
environmental impacts. Each of these aspects are analyzed in a separate section. The first section
on financing cross-border insfrastructure investments discusses the need for cross-border
infrastructure and the European strategy towards this, it reviews the approaches and sources of
financning and analyzes the main challenges and reasons for delays, identifying some key policy
priorities that will be required to overcome these challenges. The second section on price regulation
discusses the implemented and planned policies of Member States on pricing to support the
transition to a low carbon economy and based on a methodological approach assesses the
effectiveness of policies, which leads to the identification of a list of policy priorities. Finally, the
third section summarizes the known environmental impacts of the individual renewable energy
sources and suggest the measures that would balance the development of renewable energy
sources on one hand, while protecting valuable fauna and flora species and their habitats on the
other. The report also summarizes the existing EU policies important for environmental protection
and gives an overview of two explicit cases from Austria and Bulgaria, where good practise is
highlighted, next to negative examples that should not be practiced elsewhere. Finally there are
some recommendations in the report, namely for improving of the EU policies and setting up a
legislative framework in the member states, but also inputs for the MEDEAS model, where only
some of the environmental limits have been reflected during its development.
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List of abbreviations and acronyms
ACER Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators
BEMIP Baltic Energy Market Interconnection Plan
CA-RES Concerted Action for Renewable Energy Sources
CAP

Common Agricultural Policy

CEER Council of European Energy Regulators
CEF

Connecting Europe Facility

CF

Cohesion Fund

CHP

Combined Heat and Power

CSP

Concentrated Solar Power

DG ENER
DKK

Directorate-General for Energy

Danish krone

EBRD European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
EC

European Commission

EEA

European Environmental Agency

EEAG Guidelines on State aid for Environmental protection and Energy 2014-2020
EEPR European Energy Programme for Recovery
EFSI

European Fund for Strategic Investments

EFTA European Free Trade Association
EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

EIB

European Investment Bank
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ENTSO-E

European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity

ENTSO-G

European Network of Transmission System Operators for Gas

ERDF European Regional Development Fund
ESF

European Social Fund

ESIF

European Structural & Investment Funds

EU

European Union

EU-ETS European Emissions Trading System
FIT

Feed In Tariff

GDP

Gross Domestic Product

GHG

Greenhouse gas

GSE

Gestore dei Servizi Energetici

HAWT Horizontal Axis Wind Turbines
IBRD International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
IEA

International Energy Agency

IPCC

International Panel on Climate Change, United Nations body

ITRE

Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

KfW

Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau Bank

LCOE Levelized Cost of Electricity
LNG

Liquified natural gas

MW

Megawatt

NEC

National Emissions Ceiling (Directive)

NECP National Energy and Climate Plan
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NGO Non-Governmental Organization
NP

National Park

NSI

North-South Interconnector

NSOG North Seas Offshore Grid
OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
p.a.

per annum – anually

PCI

Project of Common Interest

PM2,5 Particulate Matter, 2.5 micrometers or less (air pollutants)
PRIMES

Price-Induced Market Equilibrium System model

PPS

Purchasing Power Standards

PSO

Public Service Obligation

PV

Photovoltaics

RAB

Regulated Asset Base

RE

Renewable Energy

RED

Renewable Energy Directive

REFIT Irish Renewable Energy Feed In Tariff Scheme
RES

Renewable Energy Sources

RESS

Renewable Electricity Support Scheme

SAC

Special Areas of Conservation

SEAI

Sustainable Energy Authority Of Ireland

SFM

Sustainable Forest Management

SHARES

SHort Assessment of Renewable Energy Sources tool
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SIG

Sustainable Infrastructure Group of EBRD

SPA

Special Protected Area

TEN-E Trans-European Networks for Energy
TSO

Transmission System Operator

TYNDP Ten-year network development plant
UGS

Underground gas storage

UNFCCC

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
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Section A. Financing cross-border infrastructure
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1 Need for cross-border infrastructure
Cross-border interconnectors are a multi-purpose investment. In the past they have been used
mainly as a back-up of national energy systems in cases of emergency shortages or surpluses,
whereas their socioeconomic value has only been later ascertained (Jacottet, 2012). The European
Commission has supported the implementation of fundamental energy infrastructures and has
recognized the need of enhancing cross-border infrastructure and interconnections in the gas and
electricity network as a step towards common energy markets (Internal Energy Market) (European
Commission, 2019). The benefits of this are:
a) A more resilient power system to external shocks
b) Increased system stability
c) Enhanced security of supply and end of isolation of Member States in terms of energy supply
d) Enhanced economic performance, increased competition and significant cost-effectiveness,
better prices for consumers
e) Cheap integration of renewables (the current electricity network is designed according to
conventional plants, therefore it does not cover the production from renewables, new
infrastructure can lead to better connectivity between areas with high renewable potential
to areas with high consumption)
f) Easier transition to a low carbon economy and environmental stability (higher production
and better integration from renewables can reduce CO2 emissions, a well-planned network
can prevent interactions or create new ecological areas)
g) Other externalities: reduction of generators’ market power (European Commission, 2019),
(Commission Expert Group on electricity interconnection targets, 2017), (Puka & Szulecki,
2014)
The interconnection “in macro-scale can either take the form of a pan-European super-grid, like in
the case of the Desertec project idea1, combining large solar generation in North Africa with other
renewables, such as North Sea and Baltic offshore wind; or slightly less ambitious, but still largescale ideas like connecting different types of renewables with different qualities to achieve
synergistic effects” (Puka & Szulecki, 2014).
The European Commission favours the expansion of cross-border infrastructure and cross-border
trade as they can increase the net economic and social welfare gains for the EU as a whole. The
1

For a discussion of Desertec, see MEDEAS WP6.3 Section 4.9 “Interconnection with 3rd countries” (Buchmann, et al.,
2019)
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approach of individual Member States towards this prospect depends on the electricity production
cost of the country since the overall welfare for the involved countries is positive, but its
redistribution can create a “winner” and a “loser” country. To overcome this and ensure that the
investment in cross border infrastructure can provide gains and be profitable, regulation, incentives
and facilitation of access to finance are required (Jacottet, 2012). Already there are several cases
that demonstrate the positive effects, such as the market coupling between Slovenia and Italy,
which has increased the liquidity and stability of prices, the interconnection between Norway and
the Netherlands, which improved competition in both markets and the interconnection between
Lithuania and Sweden, which increased energy accessibility and electricity savings (Commission
Expert Group on electricity interconnection targets, 2017). Figure 1.1 shows the cross-border
infrastructure projects completed until April 2019 from the launch of the Energy Union.

Figure 1.1 Infrastructure map of a resilient Energy Union – the Energy Union five years on, Souce: (European
Commission, 2019)

Europe needs to improve cross-border electricity interconnections in order to achieve its climate
and energy goals. Reliable connections with neighboring countries ensure security of supply due to
the additional available capacity and the reduction of energy dependency, lower the risk of
electricity blackouts, reduce the need to build new power plants, and make it easier to manage
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variable renewable power sources like solar and wind, while increasing competitiveness, providing
opportunities for employment and enhancing sustainability, low carbon and cooperation at
European level (Commission Expert Group on electricity interconnection targets, 2019), (European
Commission, n.d.). Moreover, it is argued that through efficient interconnections there will be a
wholesale price reduction due to the flexibility and the availability of a larger number of suppliers
and the better use of complementarity across several production mixes. This can further lead to a
reduction in consumer prices. According to a 2013 study, the amount of savings for EU consumers
because of the energy market integration can reach 12-40 billion EUR on an annual basis (European
Commission, 2017).
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2 EU Strategy
2.1 Internal Energy Market
In order to create an internal energy market (electricity and gas markets), the EU adopted three
legislative packages between 1996 and 2009, which aim to form an integrated and effective energy
market for Europe able to provide competitive and sustainable energy contrary to the national
markets. The Third Energy Package adopted in 2009, is a legislative package consisting of two
Directives and three Regulations2 and aiming at further opening up the European gas and electricity
markets. The EU internal energy market is built on well-established principles3, among of which is
the removal of barriers to cross-border trade.
In 2017, the European Commission proposed a recast of the Directive on common rules for the
internal market in electricity (European Comission, 2017). Having evaluated the performance of the
Third Energy Package, the European Commission has, among others, found out that “at the level of
wholesale markets, barriers to cross-border trade persist and interconnector capacities are rarely
fully exploited. These originate, amongst other things, from insufficient cooperation between
national grid operators and regulators on the shared use of interconnectors. The national
perspective of the parties involved still prevents effective cross-border solutions in many cases and
ultimately limits otherwise beneficial cross-border flows” (European Comission, 2017). According to
the recast proposal, the current electricity market design initiative aims to “adapt the current
market rules to new market realities, by allowing electricity to move freely to where it is most
needed when it is most needed via undistorted price signals, whilst empowering consumers, reaping
maximum benefits for society from cross-border competition and providing the right signals and
incentives to drive the necessary investments to decarbonise our energy system“ (European
Comission, 2017).

2

Directive 2009/72/EC concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity
Directive 2009/73/EC concerning common rules for the internal market in natural gas
Regulation (EC) No 714/2009 on conditions for access to the network for cross-border exchanges in electricity.
Regulation (EC) No 715/2009 on conditions for access to the natural gas transmission networks.
Regulation (EC) No 713/2009 establishing an Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators.
3
“the right of access for third parties to electricity grids, free choice of suppliers for consumers, robust unbundling rules,
the removal of barriers to cross-border trade, market supervision by independent energy regulators, and the EU-wide
cooperation of regulators and grid operators within the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) and
the European Network of Transmission System Operators (ENTSO)”
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Therefore, the current electricity market design prepares the ground for trading electricity without
price distortions and additionally to improve cross-border competition and incentivise investments
towards energy efficiency and renewables. The main characteristics of the future electricity market
include significant dependence between Member States, the decentralised production of electricity
and further competition for the benefit of consumers who will be able to participate in electricity
markets by taking advantage of innovative technologies. In order to ameliorate the interconnection
of the electricity market it is important to achieve coordination and interventions at national level,
but also ensure that there is appropriate and sufficient infrastructure to facilitate physical electricity
trade. As observed in the Special Report on Improving the security of energy supply by developing
the internal energy market: more efforts needed by the European Court of Auditors (European Court
of Auditors, 2015), cross-border interconnections facilitate coupling of national energy markets,
which is expected to impact energy prices by allowing cross-border market effects. With increasing
demand for energy trade between Member States, the inadequacy of cross-border interconnector
capacity becomes evident.
Directives 2009/72 and 2009/73, in view of effectively designing measures to guarantee adequacy
of the European system and security of supply, have already made TSOs responsible for developing
a national ten-year network development plan based on existing and forecasted supply and
demand. Furthermore, Regulations 714/2009, 715/2009 and 347/2013 foresee the development of
pan-European Ten-Year Network Development Plans by ENTSO-E and ENTSO-G, while Regulation
347/2013 specifically foresees the criteria for Projects of Common Interest (PCIs4) and their
identification through the latest available 10-year network development plans (Ecofys, Cowi and
Vito, 2017), (European Parliament and the Council, 2013).

4

Discussed in detail in 0
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2.2 Trans-European Networks for Energy (TEN-E)
strategy
The Trans-European Networks for Energy (TEN-E) strategy aims to connect the energy infrastructure
of EU Member States and complete the internal energy market. This policy framework was adopted
in 2013 through the Regulation on guidelines for trans-European energy networks (European
Parliament and the Council, 2013) and intends to identify, select, prioritise and support the
realization of the projects that are essential for the interconnection of the European network. This
also includes the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF), which aims to provide financing in order to
develop the trans-European network (European Commission, 2017). The TEN-E regulation
introduced an overall time limit of 3.5 years for permitting procedures, required Member States to
streamline their environmental authorisation procedures and to provide permit-granting powers or
coordination into one single authority, a one-stop-shop (European Court of Auditors, 2015)
The strategy includes nine priority corridors for infrastructure development (four for electricity, four
for gas and one for oil) between at least two EU countries, which will connect isolated energy
markets, enhance cross-border interconnections and integrate renewables. It also includes three
priority thematic areas for the entire EU (European Commission, n.d.).
The priority corridors for electricity are:
•

North Seas offshore grid (NSOG), which includes offshore electricity grid development and
related interconnectors in the North Sea, Irish Sea, English Channel, Baltic Sea and
neighbouring waters (electricity from renewable offshore to consumption and storage and
cross-border exchange)

•

North-south electricity interconnections in Western Europe (‘NSI West Electricity’), which
includes interconnections between EU countries in this region and with the Mediterranean
area including the Iberian peninsula (electricity from renewables and reinforcement of grid
infrastructures for their integration)

•

North-south electricity interconnections in central eastern and south Eastern Europe (‘NSI
East Electricity’) (interconnections and lines in north-south and east-west for the EU internal
energy market and integration of renewables)

•

Baltic Energy Market Interconnection Plan in electricity (‘BEMIP Electricity’), which includes
interconnections between Member States in the Baltic region (grid infrastructure for market
integration of the Baltic States and integration of renewables)
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The priority corridors for gas are:
•

North-south gas interconnections in Western Europe (‘NSI West Gas’), which includes the
infrastructure for north-south in western Europe (diversification of supply routes and
enhanced deliverability)

•

North-south gas interconnections in central eastern and south eastern Europe (‘NSI East
Gas’), which includes infrastructure for regional connections between and within the Baltic
Sea region, Adriatic and Aegean Seas, eastern Mediterranean Sea and Black Sea
(diversification and security of supply)

•

Southern Gas Corridor (‘SGC’), which includes infrastructure for the transmission of gas from
the Caspian Basin, Central Asia, Middle East and eastern Mediterranean Basin to the EU
(diversification of supply)

•

Baltic Energy Market Interconnection Plan in gas (‘BEMIP Gas’), which includes infrastructure
of the three Baltic States and Finland (less dependency, reinforcement of infrastructures,
diversification and security of supply)

The priority corridor for oil is:
•

Oil supply connections in central Eastern Europe (‘OSC’), which includes the oil pipeline
network in central eastern Europe (security of supply and reduction of environmental risks)

The priority thematic areas for the entire EU are:
•

The deployment of smart grids for the integration of renewables and the regulation of
energy consumption

•

The construction of electricity highways (large grids for the transportation of electricity over
long distances across Europe

•

The development of the cross-border carbon dioxide network (for captured CO2).
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2.3 Electricity interconnection target
In 2014, the European Council set an electricity interconnection target for all EU countries at
minimum 10% of their installed production capacity by 2020. This means that every Member State
should take the appropriate measures to allow for 10% of the domestic installed capacity to be
transported to neighbouring countries and it provides a policy tool towards the extension of the
electricity infrastructure in Europe. Under the Clean Energy Package, this target is extended to 15%
by 2030. This target aims to guide policy makers and lead to actions by all relevant actors, such as
Member States, project promoters, TSOs, regulators and transmission system operators and to
address the challenges and issues related to new projects (European Commission, 2017).
In order to prioritise the interconnection actions and to meet the goals of the European energy
policy three thresholds have been set that can be used as indicators (ENTSO-E, 2019):
1. The price differential exceeds an indicative threshold of €2/MWh between countries, regions
or bidding zones. The internal market can lead to competitive prices and minimizing prices
differences should be a priority in order for all consumers to benefit.
2. Nominal transmission capacity of interconnectors is below 30% of peak load. Peak demand
should be met for each Member State, therefore further interconnections should be a
priority in these cases.
3. Nominal transmission capacity of interconnectors is below 30% of installed renewable
generation capacity. Further interconnection should be a priority in order to achieve optimal
renewable deployment.
According to the second report of the Expert Group on electricity interconnection targets “Electricity
interconnections with neighboring countries” (Commission Expert Group on electricity
interconnection targets, 2019), it is proposed that the interconnection level should be measured
based on “the ratio of the nominal transmission capacity to the peak load and the ratio of the
nominal transmission capacity to the installed renewable generation capacity”. Priority should be
given to projects that are essential for a Member State to reach any of the thresholds and
interconnections with Member States that are below the thresholds (European Commission, 2017).
The progress in electricity interconnections is measured and reported annually by the European
Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E). The levels of interconnections
for 2017 are presented in Table 2-1, which has been taken from the EC Communication on
strengthening Europe's energy networks (European Commission, 2017). In order to reach the
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targets Projects of Common Interest (PCIs) are implemented, which have led to increased
interconnection levels (more details on PCIs are presented in 0).
Table 2-1 Member States interconnection levels in 2017 and 2020, Source: (European Commission, 2017, pp. 1011)

Country

2017

Expected 2020

Austria

15%

32%

Belgium

19%

33%

Bulgaria

7%

18%

Cyprus

0%

0%

Czech Republic

19%

23%

Germany

9%

13%

Denmark

51%

59%

Estonia

63%

76%

Spain

6%

6%

Finland

29%

19%

France

9%

12%

United Kingdom

6%

8%

Greece

11%

15%

Croatia

52%

102%

Hungary

58%

98%

Ireland

7%

18%

Italy

8%

10%

Lithuania

88%

79%

Luxembourg

109%

185%

Latvia

45%

75%

Malta

24%

24%

Netherlands

18%

28%

Poland

4%

8%

Portugal

9%

21%

Romania

7%

15%
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Country

2017

Expected 2020

Sweden

26%

28%

Slovenia

24%

132%

Slovakia

43%

59%

Table 2-1 shows that the 10% target was reached by 17 Member states in 2017, while 7 Member
States (Bulgaria, Germany, France, Ireland, Italy, Portugal and Romania) are expected to reach the
target by 2020 through the completion of PCIs, while further efforts in order to reach the target are
expected in 4 Member States (Cyprus, Spain, the UK and Poland) (See also (Buchmann, et al., 2019)).
The results for 2016, as well as 2017 in comparison to the 10% target are illustrated in Figure 2.1
provided in the ENTSO-E Powerfacts Europe 2019 report (ENTSO-E, 2019), which illustrates the
interconnection levels as a percentage of installed capacity.

Figure 2.1 Interconnection capacity as percentage of installed capacity [Source: (ENTSO-E, 2019, p. 75)]

The ENTSO-E Powerfacts Europe 2019 report (ENTSO-E, 2019) also demonstrates through the
following map whether countries meet one or none, two or three of the thresholds that have been
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set. The results show that the interconnection of peninsulas to the main European grid should be
prioritised (ENTSO-E, 2019) (See also (Buchmann, et al., 2019)).

Figure 2.2 Colour-coded map of Europe showing countries currently meeting 2030 target thresholds [Source:
(ENTSO-E, 2019, p. 76)]

The aforementioned publication also claims that since the selection of electricity PCIs considers how
Member States can be facilitated to meet or progress towards their 2020 and 2030 targets, the
latest round of PCIs aims specifically to facilitate the regional integration of the Iberian Peninsula to
France and Ireland to the Continental Europe, as well as promote regional cooperation within the
Central South-Eastern area. (ENTSO-E, 2019).
Unlike the electricity interconnection target, there is not a similar target for the gas market.
However, according to the EU Regulation 2017/1938 there are obligatory infrastructure standards
to ensure security of supply (European Commission, 2017).
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2.4 Projects of Common Interest (PCIs)
In order to complete the internal energy system of the EU and achieve its energy and climate
objectives, several projects of common interest (PCIs), mainly key cross-border infrastructure
projects are realized, such as transmission systems and power stations or gas pipelines, the list of
which is renewed every two years in order to record new, complete and infeasible projects.
According to the latest list published in 2017, 173 PCIs were foreseen (European Commission, n.d.),
(European Commission, 2017).
A project is considered a PCI when it is necessary for at least one priority corridor or area, as
identified in the TEN-E strategy, has significant impact on the energy markets of at least two EU
countries by improving and enabling market integration, enhancing competition and integrating
renewables, and the potential benefits outweigh the costs, based on a thorough cost-benefit
analysis. According to Regulation (EU) No 347/2013 on guidelines for TEN-E, PCIs are selected from
the TYNDP and a project promoter first has to apply for the inclusion of the project in the TYNDP.
PCIs can profit by receiving financial support from the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF), faster permit
procedures with a limit of 3.5 years, better regulations, lower administrative costs and increased
transparency for investors (Van Nuffel, et al., 2017), (European Commission, 2017), (ENTSO-E,
2019), (Commission Expert Group on electricity interconnection targets, 2019). .
According to ACER report (ACER, 2019), the average expected duration of implementation of
electricity PCIs is around 10.5 years, with the shortest duration less than three years and the longest
over 19 years.
Out of the 173 PCI projects included in the 2017 list, 110 were electricity and smart grid projects, 53
were gas projects, 6 were oil projects and 4 were carbon dioxide projects. In order to include a
project in PCIs it should be included in the latest Ten-Year-Network Development Plans prepared by
the European Network of Transmission System Operators for gas and for electricity (ENTSO-G and
ENTSO-E) and meet the following criteria:
a) Significance for at least two Member States
b) Contribution to overall and Member States’ market and network integration
c) Increased competition on energy markets
d) Increased Security of supply
e) Support Sustainability
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PCI projects can benefit from many advantages stemming from the Trans-European Network –
Energy (TEN-E) Regulation, such as fast-track permit granting (a binding three-and-a-half-year time
limit) and environmental assessment, improved regulatory treatment by coordination of permit
granting by a single authority, allocation of costs between the Member States participating in the
investment and financial assistance through the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) (European
Commission, 2017).

Electricity PCIs
Electricity infrastructure projects provide security of supply and enhance the integration of
renewables and the involvement of demand response (European Commission, 2017). According to
the ACER’s Consolidated report on the progress of electricity and gas projects of common interest –
2019 (ACER, 2019), the 2017 PCI list included 110 electricity PCIs, 106 of which submitted annual
reports. Among these projects 89 were transmission projects (84% of the total), 4 were smart grid
projects (4%) and 13 were storage projects (12%). Among the transmission projects, approximately
half the projects were interconnectors (46 – 52%) and 43 were internal.
Regarding the status and progress of the projects, the vast majority were in the permitting stage
(45%), while 19% were in the planning stage and 21% were under construction. The status of the
electricity PCIs can be seen in Figure 2.3 taken by the ACER report (ACER, 2019).

Figure 2.3 Share of electricity PCIs in the various status categories [Source: (ACER, 2019, p. 12)]

As far as the progress of the status of electricity PCIs in 2018-2019 (01 February 2018 – 31 January
2019), 79 projects remained in the same status, 19 presented progress, 3 regressed and 1 was
cancelled. Among the projects that presented progress 7 of them progressed from “planned, but
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not yet in permitting” to “permitting”, 6 progressed from “permitting” to “under construction”, 4
moved from “under consideration” to “planned, but not yet in permitting” and 1 moved from
“planned, but not yet in permitting” to “under construction”. Among the projects that regressed, 2
went from “under construction” to “permitting” and 1 from planned, but not yet in permitting” to
“under consideration”; while the cancelled project was “under consideration” (ACER, 2019).
The list of activities and the progress of activities by project promoters are presented in detail in
Table 2-2, which was taken from the ACER 2019 report (ACER, 2019). As it can be seen most ongoing
activities relate to permitting (preparation of files, negotiations with landowners, environmental
and technical feasibility studies), while 21% of the projects are in the construction phase and 13%
of the projects are in the preparatory works for construction phase.
Table 2-2 Activities and share of PCIs, Source: (ACER, 2019, p. 13.14)

Reported activities

Share and number of projects reporting the
activity

Preparation of permitting files, contacts and 55% /58
other documents
Negotiations
acquisition

with

landowners

and

land 44% /46

Environmental study

37% / 39

Technical feasibility study

37% / 39

Tendering

36% / 38

Detailed technical design

34% / 36

Public consultation

32% / 34

Identification of alternative solutions / site 31% / 33
identification
Spatial planning study

27% / 29

Socio-economic feasibility study

25% / 26

Construction

21% / 22

Other work or activity

16% / 17

Preparatory works for construction (e.g. land 13% / 14
preparation)
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As it can be seen in Figure 2.4 from the ACER 2019 report, according to the project promoters,
approximately half the projects are expected to be commissioned until 2023, however ACER
comments that taking into account previous estimations it is likely that this is rather an
overestimation.

Figure 2.4 Cumulative share of electricity PCIs to be commissioned per year [Source: (ACER, 2019, p. 14)]

The progress in PCI implementation is rather positive, since 59% of the projects are on time and 4%
ahead of time, while 12% are rescheduled and 25% are delayed, especially taking into account the
increasing shares of projects on time and ahead of time compared to the previous two years as well
and the decreasing shares of rescheduled and delayed projects (ACER, 2019).
Timewise, the implementation of electricity PCIs takes 9.9 years to be completed with the duration
ranging between less than 3 years and over 20 years. Particularly, duration of permitting takes
approximately 4 years (ACER, 2019).
The European Commission provides an online interactive map for the observation of the PCIs in
Europe by network (European Commission, n.d.). The maps below demonstrate graphically the
progress and discord between the number of ongoing and completed projects for electricity.
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Figure 2.5 Map. Projects of common interest –Electricity ongoing [Source: (European Commission, n.d.)]

Figure 2.6 Map. Projects of common interest –Electricity completed [Source: (European Commission, n.d.)]
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Gas PCIs
Gas PCIs aim to complete the integration of the energy markets, diversify suppliers and eventually
to improve energy security and competitiveness (European Commission, 2017).
The 2017 PCI list included 53 gas PCIs, out of which 79% of the projects (42) related to transmission,
11% (6) to underground gas storage (UGS) and 9% (5) to liquefied natural gas (LNG) regasification.
Regarding the status and progress of the projects, the majority was in the permitting stage (40%),
while 36% were under consideration, 15% under construction and 9% were in the planning stage.
The status of the gas PCIs can be seen in Figure 2.7 taken by the ACER report (ACER, 2019).

Figure 2.7 Gas PCI maturity [Source: (ACER, 2019, p. 34)]

Regarding progress in the status of the projects, 9 projects presented progress, out of which 4 went
from “permitting” to “under construction”, 3 from “planned but not yet in permitting” to
“permitting” and 2 from “under consideration” to “planned but not yet in permitting”. Only one PCI
regressed, from “planned but not yet in permitting” to “under consideration”, while the rest of the
PCIs remained in the same status (ACER, 2019).
The progress of activities by project promoters according to the ACER 2019 report shows that in the
case of activities in the final phases of the project, tendering for construction, agreement with
contractors and commissioning were the most common; while in the case of activities in early
phases of the project, feasibility or technical studies were the most common.
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Overall, in 2019, 18 project promoters were undertaking permitting activities, 15 project promoters
were undergoing engineering and design activities and 7 were engaged in applying for financial
assistance from CEF.
The share of projects that are expected to be commissioned by 2021 is 21% (11 projects), while this
share is expected to reach 81% by 2024 (43 projects). The gas PCIs that are expected to be
commissioned per year are presented in Figure 2.8 from the ACER 2019 report below. Until the time
of the report, no projects had been commissioned, contrary to the reported dates. ACER comments
that it is rather an overestimation that most projects will be commissioned by 2024.

Figure 2.8 Number of gas PCIs to be commissioned (per year and priority corridor), Source: (ACER, 2019, p. 36)

The progress in PCI implementation showed that the commissioning date has not changed for 64%
of the projects (34 projects). As seen in Figure 2.9, 38% of the projects are on time, 11% are on
time/delayed and 8% are on time/rescheduled, while 26% are rescheduled, 2% are
delayed/rescheduled and 15% are delayed (ACER, 2019).
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Figure 2.9 Progress of gas PCI implementation, Source: (ACER, 2019, p. 38)

Timewise, the implementation of transmission projects takes 5.3 years, while LNG projects take 7.6
years and USG projects 7.5 years. This duration includes the PCI life cycle from market test to
commissioning. Duration of permitting is 3.1 years (in detail in Figure 2.10 by ACER below) (ACER,
2019).

Figure 2.10 Duration of the expected permit granting process for gas PCIs, Source: (ACER, 2019, p. 43)

The European Commission provides online an interactive map for the observation of the PCIs in
Europe by network. The maps of Figure 2.11 and Figure 2.12 demonstrate graphically the progress
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and discord between the number of ongoing and completed projects for gas (European Commission,
n.d.).

Figure 2.11 Map. Projects of common interest –Gas ongoing, Source: (European Commission, n.d.)

Figure 2.12 Map. Projects of common interest –Gas completed, (Source: (European Commission, n.d.)
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3 Approaches and access to finance for crossborder infrastructure
3.1 Investment requirements
The European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) in its Ten-Year
Network Development Plan (TYNDP) provides an estimate of the investment budget for proposed
European projects. In the 2018 report (ENTSO-E, 2018) 166 transmission projects were proposed,
consisting of 357 investments, out of which 201 related to overhead lines, 67 to subsea and 23 to
underground cables. The overall budget of the proposed investments in grid infrastructure for
transmission and storage projects amounts to 114 billion EUR until 2030. This figure (approximately
(10.4 billion EUR annually) is comparable to the annual investment estimated by the OECD, IEA and
EC, which is 9.9 billion EUR (ENTSO-E, 2019). The estimated annual savings in generation costs due
to TYNDP projects are estimated between 2 and 5 billion EUR (ENTSO-E, 2018).
The European Network of Transmission System Operators for Gas (ENTSO-G) in its Ten-Year
Network Development Plan (TYNDP) includes projects reaching approximately 96 billion EUR
(ENTSO-G, 2018).
According to the ACER Report (ACER, 2019), the expected investments for 89 electricity PCIs reach
49.5 billion EUR, out of which 40.4 billion EUR (82% of total) for 72 transmission projects, 8.7 billion
EUR (18%) for 13 storage and 0.4 billion EUR for 4 smart grids. Figure 3.1, taken from the ACER
report, shows the expected investment costs at an annual basis. The amount of actual investment
until 2018 reached 8.4 billion EUR (17% of total budget) for electricity PCIs.

Figure 3.1 Total investment costs of electricity PCIs according to ACER, Source (ACER, 2019, p. 22)
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ACER also provides information on two regulatory tools for transmission projects, provided in
Regulation (EU) No 347/2013, which relate to investment requests and incentives on higher risk
projects and Regulation (EC) 714/2009, which relates to exemptions. Overall, the report concludes
that these tools have not been used widely.
According to the ACER Report (ACER, 2019), the expected investments for 41 gas PCIs reach 42.9
billion EUR. Figure 3.2, taken from the ACER report, shows the expected investment costs at an
annual basis. The amount of actual investment until 2018 (since October 2013 and the first PCI list)
reached 11.4 billion EUR (27% of total budget) for gas PCIs. Regarding discrepancies between the
costs reported compared to previous years, the differentiations can be justified by technical
changes, more precise budget recalculations, material prices differentiation etc..

Figure 3.2 Total investment costs of gas PCIs, Source: (ACER, 2019, p. 45)

ACER also provides information on two regulatory tools for transmission projects, provided in
Regulation (EU) No 347/2013, which relate to investment requests and incentives on higher risk
projects and Article 36 of Directive 2009/73/EC, which relates to exemptions. Similarly to electricity
PCIs, the report concludes that these tools have not been used widely (ACER, 2019).
In the report prepared by Ecofys, Cowi and Vito (Ecofys, Cowi and Vito, 2017), the estimated
expenditure for electricity, gas, oil, carbon networks and power-to-gas grid infrastructure amounts
to 229 billion EUR for the period between 2021 and 2030 for the EU-28; while the infrastructure
investment until 2020 amounted to 67 billion EUR. For the period between 2021 and 2030, the
majority of investments for infrastructure will be required for electricity (72% or 166 billion EUR),
while the estimated investments for the gas sector amount to 25% or 56 billion EUR. Considering
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the decarbonisation of the power sector until 2050 further grid developments will be necessary. The
detailed estimations of the aforementioned report regarding total capital expenditure by
infrastructure category for the EU-28 are presented in the table below. As it can be seen in Figure
3.3, 66% of the expenditure required between 2021 and 2030 will go to electricity transmission
infrastructure, followed by gas transmission infrastructure (19%).

Figure 3.3 Estimated capital expenditure for transmission infrastructure projects between 2021-2030 according to
the Ecofys, Cowi and Vito report, Source: (Ecofys, Cowi and Vito, 2017, p. 6)

According to ITRE’s report (Van Nuffel, et al., 2017), in order for the EU to achieve its energy and
climate targets, the estimates of annual investments needed in the electricity sector are between
54 and 80 billion EUR on an annual basis between 2021 and 2050, while the actual investment
reached 58 billion EUR in 2015. These investments mostly relate to RES. The estimated investments
for transmission and distribution, including interconnectors, (extension, refurbishment and
replacement of ageing infrastructure) reach 35.4-38 billion EUR annually in the reference scenario
and reach 40-62 billion EUR in the scenarios where the EU reach their climate and energy targets,
while the investments in storage and demand are low and it is expected to increase in the future.
The ITRE report also presents a table with the average annual investment levels by type of
investment until 2050 based on a reference and a decarbonisation scenario (Figure 3.4). The
reference scenario projects a 31% share of RES in gross final energy consumption and 48% decrease
in GHG emissions by 2050.
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Figure 3.4 Estimated average annual investment levels until 2050, according to the ITRE report, Source: (Van
Nuffel, et al., 2017, p. 36)

As stated in the 2017 report of the Commission Expert Group on electricity interconnection targets
(Commission Expert Group on electricity interconnection targets, 2017), according to the PRIMES
modelling tool, the estimated investments required in electricity transmission infrastructure at a
pan-European level, depending on the scenario, range between EUR 125 and 148 billion until 2030
and between 300 and 420 billion until 2050, which are confirmed by the 2016 Ten Year Network
Development Plan (TYNDP) of ENTSO-E. As claimed by the Expert Group, “these investments
correspond to less than 1% of the total electricity bill over a 15-year period, but their volume
represents a step change compared with past trends; some TSOs will have to more than double their
annual investment volumes. In addition, some cross-border projects are implemented by TSOs with
very different asset bases”.
Table 3-1 concentrates the aforementioned projected investments in infrastructure for electricity
by source. As it is observed, not all of the rows are comparable, since they refer to different project
categories. For example, while ENTSO discusses transmission project until 2030, ACER is only
focusing on PCI transmission projects. On the other hand, the ITRE study considers annual
investments and not investments of the entire period and extends its projections to 2050.
Table 3-1 Estimated investments in electricity infrastructure projects by source

Source

Type of investment

Amount

ENTSO-E (TYNDP)

transmission projects (166) 114 bln Eur
and storage projects (15)

Period
2018-2030
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Source

Type of investment

Amount

Period

ACER report

PCIs (89), of which:

49.5 blm Eur

72 transmission

40.4 bln Eur

13 storage

8.7 bln Eur

50% of the budget
between 2019 and
2023

4 smart grids

0.4 bln Eur

Ecofys, Cowi and electricity infrastructure,
Vito
of which:
transmission projects
ITRE study

electricity infrastructure (incl.
power generation, grids and
storage),
of which
transmission projects,
and
interconnectors

166 bln Eur

2021-2030

152 bln Eur
2021-2050
54-80 bln Eur/y
7,5-12,3 bln Eur/y
0.5-3.6 bln Eur/y

Similarly, Table 3-2 concentrates the aforementioned projected investments in infrastructure for
gas by source.
Table 3-2 Estimated investments in gas infrastructure projects by source

Source

Type of investment

Amount

Period

ENTSO-G (TYNDP)

Gas projects submitted by 96 bln Eur
promoters

60% of the projects
between 2018 and
2022

ACER report

PCIs (41)

42.9 bln Eur

2018-2028

Ecofys, Cowi and Vito

Gas projects

56 bln Eur

2021-2030

of which:
transmission

41 bln Eur
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3.2 Funding models
Energy infrastructure projects can be financed by two approaches, the corporate finance and the
project finance. Corporate finance refers to a group of projects on the balance sheet of the TSO with
company level financing; while project finance refers to a specific project not on the balance sheet
of the TSO, but on the balance sheet of a separate company relating to the project with project
specific level financing, which is higher compared to corporate due to the higher risk of investors;
project finance presents more complexity both due to the requirement for a project company and
the separate capital. According to the Roland Berger report (Roland Berger Strategy Consultants,
2011), corporate finance is the main financing approach for energy infrastructure projects.
The financing models in the case of energy infrastructure projects are three:
•

Fully regulated projects

•

Merchant projects

•

Projects mixing regulated and merchant characteristics

Table 3-3 from Roland Berger report (Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, 2011) provides a
summary of the different characteristics of the three types of models.
Table 3-3 Different energy transmission business models and their impact on financing, Source: (Roland Berger
Strategy Consultants, 2011, p. 33)

Business model

Fully regulated Projects with a mixture of Merchant projects
projects
merchant and regulated
elements

Revenue generation

Determined by Determined by the market Determined
the regulator
within a defined bandwidth market
(cap/collar)

Refinancing

Via regulatory Via congestion revenues, Via
congestion
remuneration
kept within a certain limit revenues or capacity
(cap and floor)
booking for gas

by

the

Exemption from Reg. No exemption
714/2009,
Dir.
2009/73/EC

Partial exemption

Predominant
financing method

Corporate finance channelled Project finance with
to the project company
corporate guarantees

Corporate
finance

Full exemption
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Business model

Fully regulated Projects with a mixture of Merchant projects
projects
merchant and regulated
elements

Example

SK-HU
interconnector
(natural gas)

BritNed (UK, NL),

EstLink 1 (EE, FI)

Nemo (UK, BE)

Another aspect that influences finance is the ownership of TSOs, as several of them are completely
or partially owned by the state, which plays a key role in financing. A further aspect that affects the
financing of infrastructure relates to the share of debt to total capital of the TSO. Overall, in case
the share of debt to total capital of the TSO is high, a further increase would affect negatively the
credit rating of the TSO (Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, 2011).
MEDEAS Deliverable 6.3 (Buchmann, et al., 2019) provides a detailed overview of the three funding
models used in cross-border infrastructure financing. A summary of these is presented in the
following.

Regulated Asset Base (RAB)
Fully regulated projects are approved by the national regulatory authority and become part of the
regulatory asset base (RAB). The investment expenses are repaid through regulated revenues. This
means that the project development costs are transferred to the consumers through a share of their
energy prices (grid access tariffs). The RAB model is vastly used for all domestic projects and many
cross-border infrastructure projects. The most common approach for that, as mentioned earlier, is
corporate financing. (Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, 2011).
Within the RAB the value of the infrastructure is assessed, which can be privatized or be in public
ownership. In fact, according to the findings of MEDEAS deliverable 6.3 (Buchmann, et al., 2019),
the RAB model was introduced in order to make possible some private sector involvement in the
traditional way of funding, which was completely government owned.
The most common procedure for the development of cross-border infrastructure is first for the
corresponding TSOs to identify the need for such an investment in case there is substantial price
difference between the two countries, then notify the regulatory authorities, get approval and start
its development. The capital cost of the investment is recovered through grid access tariffs over the
lifetime of the investment. Cross-border infrastructure development under the RAB model is
considered a low risk and low return business, attractive both to lenders and to investors who can
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recover their investment slowly but surely (Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, 2011), (Buchmann,
et al., 2019).
The grid access prices are usually defined on the basis of forecasts rather than actual transmission.
Moreover, the RAB model is usually combined with price caps, revenue caps or rate of return caps
determined by the regulator in order to mitigate the impact of the monopoly of the TSO on the grid
access prices. This happens under consideration of the cost of operating and maintaining the assets,
the cost of debt and equity, a fixed return on the assets and the depreciation of existing assets
(Buchmann, et al., 2019).

Merchant Investment model
The merchant investment model is used for interconnector projects which are not inside the
regulatory scheme, but on a fully commercial basis. For these projects there is full exemption from
Regulation 714/2009 (relating to Directive 2009/72/EC) for electricity projects and Regulation
715/2009 (relating to Directive 2009/73/EC) for gas projects. Under this model revenues are
determined directly in the market, whereas the income from the congestion rents is used for
refinancing the project. This model most commonly uses project financing through a separate
project company, whose shareholders usually involve the respective TSOs. To support the raising of
funds for the project development corporate guarantees are used coming from the project
company’s shareholders (Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, 2011).
According to the findings of MEDEAS Deliverable 6.3 (Buchmann, et al., 2019), although there is an
underlying theoretical assumption that under the merchant investment model, the incentive to
investment is greater and more efficient, this is found unrealistic in practice.
Under EU law (directive 2009/72/EC), the RAB model is the generally accepted model, while
exemptions for using a merchant investment model are granted only if certain conditions are
fulfilled. No new merchant investment model exemptions have been granted since 2014
(Buchmann, et al., 2019).

Hybrid investment models
As regards the hybrid investment models, these refer to –typically- interconnection projects which
contain elements from both the abovementioned models. Market elements from the merchant
investment model may refer to exemption from rules of allocation concerning congestion
management income. Therefore, the refinancing of the project takes place through revenues
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generated from congestion rents between the two countries, under limits set by the regulatory
authorities. An example provided by the Roland Berger report (Roland Berger Strategy Consultants,
2011) concerns the interconnectors from the UK to the Netherlands (BritNed) and Belgium (Nemo),
where “there is a regulated cap and collar, including both a market-based auction mechanism and
a regulated maximum revenue. This ensures that returns above or below a specified range are
returned to consumers or supplemented by them. The cap ensures that consumers also benefit
from the interconnector through lower prices, while the collar ensures that the investment risk is
not borne solely by the investor (who is already capped in the upside potential) but also to some
extent by the consumers.”
According to Roland Berger report, the most common approach for financing is through a project
company but with corporate fiancne from the TSO. If project financed was preferred, it would
incorporate higher financing costs, “as the risk profile of a single project would need to be included
in the cost of borrowing or return on equity” (Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, 2011).
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3.3 Financing investments for cross-border energy
infrastructure
As in most investments, financing for cross-border infrastructure comes mainly from three main
groups of sources: debt, equity and grants.
MEDEAS Deliverable 6.3 (Buchmann, et al., 2019) provides a detailed overview of main sources of
financing used for cross-border infrastructure investments. Here, they are presented according to
the financing source group they belong to.

Debt
Debt financing is raised through loans from international financing institutions (IFIs), commercial
banks and corporate bonds (Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, 2011), (Buchmann, et al., 2019).
IFIs, such as the European Investment Bank are key financing partners that provide debt at
favourable conditions for the industry. On the other hand, corporate bonds will play a significant
role in the future to close the investment gap generated by large investment volumes.

3.3.1.1

International Financing Institutions (IFIs)

European Investment Bank
The European Investment Bank (EIB) provides loans with low interest rates and long maturities of
approximately 15 years, which makes them quite appropriate for TSOs and therefore that are very
popular across all Member States and especially for small and medium-sized TSOs of Eastern Europe.
Infrastructure projects can receive a loan up to 50% of the total investment from the EIB and up to
10& of the equity volume of the TSO for unsecured loans. Third-party guarantees are required and
depending on the country there may be additional limiting factors (Roland Berger Strategy
Consultants, 2011).
The EIB is involved in a project after a robust appraisal of the project’s costs and benefits is
performed. This in combination with its AAA investment grade credit rating makes, furthermore, its
involvement in a project, beneficial for attracting investors, providing a clear signal of credibility to
investors, reducing e risks and allowing debt to be raised at a lower overall cost (ENTSO-E, Economic
Framework Working Group, 2011).
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European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)
The EBRD is active in Eastern and South-Eastern Europe, as well Central Asia and Africa. It offers
loans on both a project finance basis as well as at corporate level, with specified use of proceeds.
Loans are typically backed by sovereign guarantees to lower the debt capital costs and their maturity
is between 10 to 15 years. Although the EIB’s annual lending volume has been approx. EUR 3 billion
the EBRD’s role in Eastern Europe is considered quite important (Roland Berger Strategy
Consultants, 2011), (Simon, 2016). According to Simon (Simon, 2016), in 2015 EBRD invested €1.2bn
in 15 projects in the power & energy sector, 6% of which was for electricity transmission projects.
Moreover, EBRD’s Sustainable Infrastructure Group (“SIG”) delivers around 90 projects per year,
investing approximately EUR 3.5 billion annually across a diverse range of subsectors, including
electricity generation, transmission, distribution, storage and supply, and others (EBRD, n.d.).

Other IFIs
Other financing institutions involved in debt financing for cross border infrastructure projects,
although less popular than EIB and EBRD, include the Nordic Investment Bank (focused on Northern
and Eastern Europe), the World Bank through the IBRD (focused on Eastern Europe), the German
Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW), as well as the Marguerite Fund (Roland Berger Strategy
Consultants, 2011), (Buchmann, et al., 2019).
Corporate bonds
Corporate bonds are an alternative form of funding for TSOs and can be issued to provide external
funding for investment requirements at a more permanent basis than simple bank loans. The long
maturities of corporate bonds suit the long implementation times of interconnection projects.
According to Roland Berger report, bonds have been popular among large TSOs (e.g. Elia, TenneT,
Terna) with good credit ratings, whereas smaller TSOs, especially in Eastern Europe cannot use
bonds.
Commercial bank loans
According to Roland Berger report (Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, 2011), loans from
commercial banks are not considered as attractive as loans from IFIs or corporate bonds, because
they provide debt at less favourbale conditions, such as shorter maturities. However, according to
DG ENER more than 50% of TSOs are estimated to enter into a bank loan (Buchmann, et al., 2019).
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Equity
Εquity is provided principally by governmental funds, since a large part of European TSOs are still
partially publicly owned, a fact that is a constraint to the involvement of external shareholders on
the equity side of an investment (Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, 2011).
Internal equity refers to cash flows from the TSO’s own operations and often it is the most important
source for investments. However, for large and costly cross-border infrastructure projects internal
equity cannot suffice as a standalone model.
Regarding external equity it is mostly raised through investors who look for low risk/low return
investing opportunities and therefore find TSOs attractive. Such investors are typically pension
funds and insurance companies. According to MEDEAS 6.3 Deliverable (Buchmann, et al., 2019),
within the EU, pension funds are considered regionally – specific source of funding. In specific, while
the UK accounts for 40% of all budget managed by European pension funds, followed by 20% by the
Netherlands and 12% by Switzerland, the Dutch pension fund is considered more important for
energy infrastructure projects, as it is centrally managed by the Dutch Central Bank. However, it is
noted that pension funds and insurance companies are more likely to invest less risky projects, such
as already operating assets or turnkey projects (Buchmann, et al., 2019).

European grants
EU grants are financial contributions under specific programmes. This chapter focuses on the main
support tools for energy infrastructure. In the case of PCIs, there is the CEF funding, the European
Fund for Strategic Investment (EFSI) and the European Structural & Investment Funds (ESIF) - in
particular the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) (European Commission, 2017).
It is noted that according to Roland Berger report (Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, 2011),
“volume-wise, grants from the European Union play a limited role as a source of funding”.
Nevertheless, they still constitute a tool for raising capital and mobilizing investments.

3.3.3.1

Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)

The Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) is a key EU funding instrument of 30.4 billion EUR for targeted
infrastructure investment at European level. CEF Energy provides funding to smart grids, CO2,
electricity and natural gas infrastructure projects aiming to better interconnect energy networks
towards a single European energy market. The total grant budget for energy projects for the period
between 2014 and 2020 is 4.8 billion EUR (INEA, 2019). Regarding the period between 2021 and
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2027, CEF will be renewed with 42.3 billion EUR to support investments in the European
infrastructure networks for transport, energy and digital. The budget for energy projects for that
period is 8.7 billion EUR and it aims at the creation of the Energy Union and the support of the clean
energy transition (European Commission, 2018). Out of the 8.7 billion EUR, 10% would be reserved
for cross-border RE projects (including 3rd country projects) and 90% for EU internal energy market
integration (Buchmann, et al., 2019).The priorities include the integration of the energy market and
cross-border infrastructure, security of energy supply and the integration of RES (Van Nuffel, et al.,
2017).
The CEF targets at critical projects and aims to lower the risks and provide credibility to projects by
private or public investors along with other regulatory efforts or other funds, such as the ESIF (Van
Nuffel, et al., 2017). The CEF Energy programme supports the implementation of PCIs in the eight
priority corridors for electricity and gas and in two thematic areas, smart grids and cross-border CO2
networks (INEA, 2019). CEF is the EU budget intended for PCIs, therefore the PCI status is a
precondition for a grant in CEF. All PCIs (except for oil) can request grants for studies, but only some
projects are eligible for grants for works (except for oil projects). PCIs that meet specific criteria can
apply for CEF support (European Commission, 2017). According to the CEF regulation the funding
can reach up to 50% of eligible costs (studies and/or works); while it can reach up to 75% in cases
of “high degree of regional or Union-wide security of supply, strengthen the solidarity of the Union
or comprise highly innovative solution” ( (Van Nuffel, et al., 2017), (European Parliament and the
Council, 2013)).
Until the end of 2018, CEF Energy contributed 3.2 billion EUR to the implementation of 92 PCIs, for
a total investment of €6.7 billion. Approximately 1.539 billion EUR were contributed to electricity
infrastructure, out of which 1.3 billion EUR went to works and 270.3 million EUR went to studies.
Electricity transmission received the largest contribution (1205.4 million EUR or 78% of the total
contribution to electricity infrastructure, while 323.1 million EUR or 21% went to the Baltic
synchronization (Figure 3.5).
Approximately 1.516 billion EUR of funding went to gas infrastructure, out of which 1.3 billion EUR
went to works and 183.9 million EUR to studies. Gas transmission received the largest share of
funding for gas (81% or 1235.2 million EUR), followed by LNG (15% or 226.1 million EUR) and gas
storage (4% or 54.6 million EUR).
Relatively to the total CEF Energy funds, the largest share of funding went to gas and electricity
infrastructure (76%) (INEA, 2019).
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Figure 3.5 CEF Developing infrastructure, Source: (INEA, 2019, p. 5)

The funding per country is also taken from CEF Energy and depicted in Table 3-4.
Table 3-4 Current CEF Energy funding per country corresponding to 92 PCIs (INEA, 2019, p. 6)

Country

Funding (million EUR)

Austria

0.01

Bulgaria

124.5

Cyprus

116.9

Czech Republic

51.9

Germany

120.6

Denmark

33.5

Estonia

306.7

Greece

41.5
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Country

Funding (million EUR)

Spain

235.0

Finland

97.8

France

368.1

Croatia

144.5

Hungary

1.7

Ireland

17.0

Italy

0.2

Lithuania

237.7

Latvia

230.5

Malta

4.0

Netherlands

6.5

Poland

518.3

Portugal

0.6

Romania

207.2

Sweden

0.6

Slovenia

77.3

Slovakia

105.5

United Kingdom

95.9

Switzerland

14.0

Norway

26.4

Turkey

15.0

The funds received by PCIs on an annual basis between 2014 and 2018 are presented in Table 3-5.
Table 3-5 CEF grants allocated per year and type of PCIs, Source: (European Commission, n.d.)

Funding (million EUR)
2014

647

2015

366

Type of PCIs
15 electricity
20 gas
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Funding (million EUR)

Type of PCIs
3 smart grids
3 carbon capture
11 electricity

2016

707

15 gas
1 smart grids

2017

873

8 electricity
9 gas
11 electricity

2018

848

5 gas
3 smart grids
3 carbon capture

The share of electricity PCIs that applied for CEF funding until 2016 was 30%, therefore it was not a
priority for project promoters. Moreover, by 2016 75% of all PCIs only received CEF and no other EU
funding (Van Nuffel, et al., 2017). The remaining (non-CEF) EU funding was mostly related to the
EEPR, followed by a much smaller contribution from the EIB (European Commission, 2018).
According to a 2016 study assessing the CEF by DG for internal policies (European Parliament,
Directorate General for Internal Policies , 2016), it was early to conclude if CEF achieves its
objectives, but there is a perception that it is “insufficient to achieve wider infrastructure network
objectives” as several applications were rejected due to insufficient budget. Moreover, additional
funding to CEF is required to promote public and private partnerships. The recommendations of the
study include the enhancement of communication among stakeholders, the review of the already
financed projects to favour further small and medium projects, the funding of “well-prepared and
bankable projects”, the stimulation of complementarity between financing sources, higher cofinancing and private investor involvement, more flexibility.
Apart from CEF funding, PCIs can also apply for funding under other EU programmes, such as the
European Fund for Strategic Investment (EFSI), and the European Structural & Investment Funds
(ESIF) - in particular the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) (European Commission,
2017).
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3.3.3.2

European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI) and

InvestEU
The European Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI) was launched by the European Investment Bank
(EIB) and European Investment Fund and the European Commission in order to bridge the
investment gap in the EU and promote strategic investment projects in the EU. It focuses on key
sectors for the European economy, such as strategic energy, transport and digital infrastructure,
renewable energy and efficiency, education, research, development and innovation and support of
small and mid-size businesses. The fund finances projects with higher risk based on strict eligibility
criteria. The fund was launched in mid-2015, while it was extended to a second period from mid2018 until the end of 2020 with an investment target that has increased from 315 billion EUR to half
a trillion EUR (European Commission, n.d.).
In the energy sector, the EFSI is one of the financing tools for project promoters. Project financing
in the energy sector under the EFSI can be combined with other funding sources, especially the
European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF) or the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF), which can
finance part of the project and the EFSI can cover the remaining costs of the project (European
Commission, n.d.). For the period between 2018 and 2020, 22% of the 500 billion EUR of the target
will be energy-related (European Investment Bank, n.d.).
For 2021 and 2027, the InvestEU Programme will build on the success of EFSI and will bring together
13 EU financial instruments. The fund will support will support four main policy areas: sustainable
infrastructure; research, innovation and digitisation; small and medium businesses; and social
investment and skills. The budget guarantee for sustainable infrastructure reaches 11.5 billion EUR
(European Commission, n.d.), (European Commission , n.d.), (Zachariadis, 2018), (European
Investment Bank, n.d.).

3.3.3.3

European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF), in

particular the European Regional Development Fund
(ERDF) and the Cohesion Fund (CF)
The European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF) fund the cohesion policy of the EU and include
two structural funds, the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and the European Social
Fund (ESF) and three other funds, the Cohesion Fund, the European Agricultural Fund for Rural
Development and the European Maritime and Fisheries Fund. Out of these, the ones that are
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energy-related are the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), which supports the
development and structural adjustment of regional economies, economic change, enhanced
competitiveness and territorial cooperation and the Cohesion Fund, which supports exclusively lessdeveloped Member States (European Commission, n.d.).
For the period 2014-2020, the ESIF has a budget of 454 billion EUR. Investments in energy
infrastructure make up about 0.5 % of the total allocation of the ERDF, CF and ESF funds for both
the periods from 2007 to 2013 and from 2014 to 2020 (European Court of Auditors (2015),
Improving the security of energy supply by developing the internal market: more efforts needed).
In some Member States this share reaches up to 2% based on the national requirements and
priorities (European Commission Staff Working Document. 2018. Report from the Commission to
the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the
Committee of the Regions on the mid-term evaluation of the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)).
The European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) has the low carbon economy as one of its priority
areas for the period between 2014 and 2020. The minimum percentage of ERDF for low carbon
projects is 20% for more developed regions, 15% for transition regions and 12% for less developed
regions (European Commission, n.d.). ERDF supports investments in infrastructure for smart gas and
electricity storage and transmission systems, mainly in less developed regions, in complementarity
with CEF. The funding allocated to "smart energy infrastructure" reaches 3.4 billion EUR, out of
which 1.1 billion EUR for smart distribution grids and 2.3 billion EUR for infrastructure for smart
electricity and gas distribution, storage and transmission systems. Of this, 205 million EUR are
allocated to TEN-E electricity storage and transmission and 468 million EUR to TEN-E natural gas
(European Commission Staff Working Document. 2018. Report from the Commission to the
European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the
Committee of the Regions on the mid-term evaluation of the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)).
The Cohesion Fund supports energy-related projects and part of the fund is used to implement the
energy union and to support the Connecting Europe Facility (European Commission, n.d.).

3.3.3.4

European Energy Programme for Recovery (EEPR)

The European Energy Programme for Recovery (EEPR) started in 2009 with an aim to finance energy
infrastructure projects that could be affected by the financial crisis and which could provide
economic growth. Therefore, its aim was to deal with both the economic crisis and the European
objectives of an internal energy market, security of energy supply and lower greenhouse gas
emissions.
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The programme provided funding of about 4 billion EUR to 59 energy projects, 44 of which related
to gas and electricity infrastructure. In 2018, after 7 years of implementation, 35 of these projects
have been completed. The fund was closed in 2018 (European Commission, n.d.), (European
Commission, n.d.).
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4 Reasons for delays and main challenges to
financing cross-border infrastructure
As presented in Chapter 2.4 and MEDEAS Deliverable 6.3 (Buchmann, et al., 2019), the progress
towards cross-border infrastructure projects presents shortcomings and almost all projects are
subject to delays. So far, the expansion of interconnectors is often very slow as several projects
between Member States have stopped, such as between Belgium and the United Kingdom or
between Germany and Poland, while others have been delayed, such as between Spain and France
or between Norway and Germany and Norway and Great Britain (Puka & Szulecki, 2014). In addition,
several Member States are not interconnected and the relevant projects are delayed or have not
been completed, such as the connection of the Baltic States to Poland or of Northern Ireland to
Great Britain and the Republic of Ireland or Malta to Sicily (Puka & Szulecki, 2014).
The reasons for delays in cross-border infrastructure investments have been examined by various
studies ( (Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, 2011), (Van Nuffel, et al., 2017), (Puka & Szulecki,

According to ACER’s Report on the progress of electricity and gas projects of common interest – 2019, in the case of electricity
PCIs the main reason for delays relates to permitting (46%), such as environmental issues, changes in laws, requirements
for further studies, public opposition. Other reasons for delays relate to construction, lawsuits, risks due to the regulatory
framework, negotiations, financing. Moreover, the delays mainly relate to several of the above mentioned reasons
combined.
As far as the rescheduling of electricity PCIs are concerned, the main reason relates to the setting of a new commissioning
date due to better planning compared to the implementation plan (36%) and prioritization of other projects (21%).
Regarding difficulties in electricity PCIs, the main difficulties, similarly to delays, relate to permitting, such as changes in
laws and environmental issues, also they relate to tendering, land acquisition, lawsuits, preparation of the application.
As far as gas PCIs are concerned, 28% of the projects were delayed in 2019. Most of the delays in projects were in the
permitting phase, followed by projects under construction. The main reasons for delays related to delays in
complementary investments and tendering, environmental issues, permitting and to a lesser extend to financing, the
regulatory framework and technological issues.
Regarding the rescheduling of projects, 38% of gas PCIs were rescheduled in 2019. The primary reasons related to rescheduling
of complementary investments, the prioritization of other projects and supply and demand side changes and
uncertainties. Additional reasons related to uncertainties in the market and technical problems. The reasons for difficulties
in gas PCIs related again to permitting, tendering, geotechnical and hydrogeological risks. The measures taken to resolve
these issues included adjustments of the route, new project promoters, new permitting, CEF or other funding, government
support and additional planning (ACER 2019).
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2014), (ACER, 2019), and others). Indicatively, in 2011, the Roland Berger report (Roland Berger
Strategy Consultants, 2011) evaluated the key challenges faced by TSOs, financing institutions and
national regulatory authorities for financing energy infrastructure projects, including
interconnectors. The evaluation was based on the number of TSOs affected by each of the identified
challenges and the degree by which the financing of projects is affected by each challenge. In
addition to that, the study by ITRE (Van Nuffel, et al., 2017) also analyses the main barriers and
drivers for transmission, interconnection and distribution. Regarding interconnections, the most
significant factor that can impact them positively at policy level is the interconnection target and
PCIs and to a lesser extent support on RES and Research, Development and Innovation (RD&I) and
the electricity market size in terms of economic and energy market aspects. Another factor that can
have an either positive or negative impact on interconnections is the generation capacity reserve
margin with its impact depending on the national context and the project’s context. Furthermore,
ACER regularly reports on the progress of electricity and gas PCIs and presents its findings on the
main reasons for delays in PCIs implementation (ACER, 2019).
In general the main reasons for delays to the implementation of cross-border infrastructure projects
can be summed under the following categories distinguished into barriers related to the regulatory
environment and permitting regime, the funding models and access to finance, as well as diverging
interests and political discourses and perceptions.
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4.1 Insufficient stability of the regulatory environment
The insufficient stability of regulation is considered one of the most important challenges, especially
from the view point of financial institutions, as it creates uncertainty in the evaluation of long-term
investments. In an environment of frequently changing regulations, investors, both on equity and
on debt side, are generally less likely to take risks, or be able to ensure stable returns over a longer
lifetime (Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, 2011).
Furthermore, regulation also refers to the remuneration rules, which are the milestones for all
related investments and could potentially results in decreasing returns on equity. The fact that
returns on equity are usually low, when determined by regulations, provides limited incentives for
investments and therefore reduced availability of equity. This applies both to internal equity (e.g.
TSOs’ own cash flows) and external equity investors (such as public shareholders, pension funds or
large infrastructure funds), who generally require higher internal rates of return. Furthermore, the
difficulty in raising additional external equity financing is higher when TSOs are largely state owned,
since the possibility of involving external investors depends much on the government’s position,
making it less flexible. This constitutes a significant challenge, since internal equity or equity from
existing investors is not foreseen to suffice, considering the increasing investment needs of the
coming years.
Furthermore, the ITRE study also acknowledges that one of the main barriers on policy level are the
inadequacy of national policies and of a regulatory framework. Specifically, it argues that
discrepancies and changes in national policies and unharmonised national policies lead to market
distortions and instabilities. (Van Nuffel, et al., 2017).
The European Court of Auditors also proposes to perform non-conformity checks and ensure the
independence of national regulatory authorities and the provision of access to ACER to all necessary
information (European Court of Auditors, 2015).
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4.2 Complicated and lengthy permitting procedures
As cross-border infrastructure projects are by their nature complex projects, involving more than
one national regimes and regulations, permitting procedures can become quite complicated and
lengthy. This may lead to many delays, complications and uncertainties on the investors’ side. Apart
from the uncertain scheduling of the different stages of a project from investment decision and
planning to construction, completion and commissioning, lengthy permitting processes of
infrastructure projects pose a high risk to the projects’ cost (Van Nuffel, et al., 2017), (Roland Berger
Strategy Consultants, 2011). Investors are hesitant to invest since lengthy permitting procedures
usually correspond to longer period required for the generation of revenues, which are necessary
to recover the initial costs, such as interest, loans, depreciation and other expenses.
Moreover, the complexity of permitting procedures increases with differing permit regimes and
priorities among different Member States.
Recognising this, the European Commission has already introduced certain rules in the permitting
procedures of Projects of Common Interest, which are to profit by fast-track permit granting with a
binding limit of 3.5 years. Nevertheless, in practice the average duration of permitting is
approximately 4 years, whereas ACER has found that for 20% of the projects the expected permit
granting process will exceed 5 years and for two of these even more than 10 years (ACER, 2019).
DG Energy pointed that faster and more transparent permitting procedures were required through
“the establishment of a contact authority (“one-stop shop”) per project... in charge of coordinating
the entire permitting process for a given project… For cross-border projects, the possibility of
coordinated or joint procedures should be explored”. In addition, they proposed a time limit for a
decision on the project and the establishment of guidelines in order to increase transparency and
reduce risks for the involved parties (European Commission, 2011), which were included in the TENE Regulation. The Trinomics report on the Evaluation of the TEN-E Regulation and Assessing the
Impacts of Alternative Policy Scenarios states that “All MSs have established the one-stop-shop for
PCI permit granting. Two MSs (Estonia and Belgium) established a new competent authority, while
most Member States granted specific powers to the existing permit granting authority for energy
infrastructure projects for the facilitation and coordination of the permitting of PCIs” and even
though there has been an overall decrease in the permitting duration it cannot be considered that
it was necessarily caused by the “one-stop shop” (Trinomics B.V., 2018).
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4.3 Inadequate access to finance
As already mentioned above, investors have to face several barriers that may pose extra financial
burden to the projects, such as the economic consequences of changing regulatory environments
and lengthy permitting processes. In addition to these, the initial capital cost, being rather high for
cross-border infrastructure, has to be undertaken by either the TSO in a regulated model, or by
external investors in a merchant model. In some cases, the investment volumes required surpass
certain TSOs’ capacities, the latter even being in greater need for additional interconnections
(Buchmann & Jones, forthcoming 2019).
Puka and Szulecki (Puka & Szulecki, 2014) identify investment barriers and inadequate financing as
one of the main hypotheses for the delays observed in cross-border infrastructure projects
completion. They also mention that energy economists refer to this as an “interconnector
investment (market and regulatory) failure” and additionally they identify several investment
barriers that impede cross-border infrastructure. The main hypothesis about the insufficient
investment in new infrastructure or the delays in existing projects is the lack of sufficient capital.
This is the case both in “the regulated model, in which transmission system operators (TSOs) are
project developers, and the merchant model, in which a private investor sets to build the cross
border line”. Additionally, in the case of financing, the issues relate both to the recovery of the
investment and the interconnector use payment.
As far as the ITRE study is concerned, it is found that interconnections are negatively impacted to a
lesser extent by the cost of capital and access to funding. Equity financing, corporate bonds and
bank loans can play a significant role, “payout optimisation could also be considered as an option to
shape good financing conditions for grid operators” and their reduction can signal negatively ”the
debt or equity market, suggesting that the grid operator is undercapitalized”, high upfront capital,
low profit when not subsidized, long payback periods and the risk due to renumeration of capital
invested, politics, conflicts of interest (Van Nuffel, et al., 2017).
In the regulated model, in which the recovery of the investment takes place through an
interconnector use payment, apart from the vulnerability of insufficient capital on the TSO’s side,
passing on the cost recovery to consumers may also pose political and social opposition. On the
other hand, merchant projects, for which the financing of cross-border infrastructure happens on a
fully commercial basis, the financial risk of the investors is higher than in the regulated model and,
in addition, for a cross-border interconnector to be implemented under the merchant model in the
EU, certain exemptions from EU Regulations are required.
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As mentioned in the Roland Berger report (Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, 2011), a planned
decrease in the total lending volumes of EIB and the limitations on lending volumes for individual
companies (such as the TSOs) as well as the constraints of commercial banks on offering long-term
lending impose another challenge for investments in energy infrastructure. TSOs generally opt for
debt at favourable conditions and have therefore considered EIB as the most important source of
debt for their investments. Moreover, some TSOs do not have a credit rating, according to certain
rating agencies, which may limit their debt financing opportunities for bank loans.
Specifically in regards to interconnectors, there is a lack of a clear incentive for TSOs, which is mainly
linked to the low expected return on investment of regulated interconnections, the high complexity
and high associated risks. The congestion revenues of an interconnector have to be either passed
on to the customers or be reinvested in new interconnection capacities, according to European Law.
Furthermore, a lack of regulatory harmonization between the involved countries, such as the
agreement on a specific financing model, and the cost allocation between the regulatory authorities
may pose further delays to the infrastructure project.
A factor that can impact interconnections is the support on RES and Research, Development and
Innovation (RD&I) and the electricity market size in terms of economic and energy market aspects
(Van Nuffel, et al., 2017). DG Energy emphasizes on the need for a stable framework for financing
through further market integration and EU action to minimize investment constraints and project
risks by improved cost allocation and optimization of the EU’s leverage of funding. Specifically, DG
Energy mentions that “Regulators have to agree on common principles in relation to cost-allocation
of interconnection investments and related tariffs. In electricity, the need for the development of
long term forward markets for cross-border transmission capacity should be explored, whereas in
the gas sector, investment costs could be allocated to TSOs in neighbouring countries, both for
normal (based on market-demand) investments, as well as those motivated by security of supply
reasons” (European Commission, 2011). The European Court of Auditors proposes that “The
Commission should make legislative proposals on how to make its decisions to select energy
infrastructure projects for funding subject to the proper and continuous functioning of the energy
market in the Member States” (European Court of Auditors, 2015). The expert group acknowledges
that support for the Connecting Europe Facility is necessary in certain cases, mostly grants for
studies, especially early in the projects. Also, efficient carbon pricing can provide further economic
viability of the projects (Commission Expert Group on electricity interconnection targets, 2017). DG
for Internal Policies proposes the following recommendations for the effective use of CEF:
Enhancing the communication among stakeholders, possibly through online consultation tools and
expert groups and/or conferences; reviewing financed actions and exploiting the benefits of small
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and medium projects compared to large projects; financing well-prepared projects, aware of the
regulatory aspects; stimulating complementarity of EU (European Parliament, Directorate General
for Internal Policies , 2016).
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4.4 Diverging interests, political discourses and
perceptions
The high degree of complexity of infrastructure projects is intensified for cross-border
interconnectors by the involvement of more than one Member states, national authorities and
stakeholders associated with various stages of project implementation. Moreover, public
acceptance can impact significantly the realization of cross border infrastructure projects, since
sensitive political issues are difficult to handle.
Different actors involved in the investment are involved in separate, individual estimations of the
benefits of the investment. The divergence of estimations of economic benefits between countries
can lead to no progress in the relevant projects. Therefore, it is important to consider the
stakeholders and their interests regarding the interconnection and their costs and benefits relative
to the investment (Puka & Szulecki, 2014).
The ITRE Study argues that in terms of institutional aspects, the main barrier is the feasibility of
cross-border investments. This mainly relates to administrative and regulatory complexity due to
discrepancies between national regulations and permitting procedures and due to the number of
parties involved - investors, operators, authorities,etc – the varying costs and benefits between
Member States, as well as the different tariff schemes for the project depending on the
territory/country.
The European Court of Auditors proposes to establish interconnection objectives according to
market needs. Moreover, they point out that the prioritisation of projects has been insufficient,
therefore limiting the effectiveness of funding (European Court of Auditors, 2015). The expert group
acknowledges that it is important to account for the diverse energy profiles of countries during
infrastructure planning and renewable capacity at country level (Commission Expert Group on
electricity interconnection targets, 2017).
In addition to these public acceptance can play a significant role in the implementation of a crossborder interconnector, which is mainly created by aspects such as the impact on landscapes, the
closeness to natural or populated areas or the absence of significant benefits for one of the involved
countries, health risks and others (Van Nuffel, et al., 2017). The Expert Group on electricity
interconnection targets points out that due to the fact that public opposition can take place in all
phases of the projects, it is important to engage the public in all phases even though usually the
interest of the public is focused on the final phases in order to have a more significant impact. In
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order to reach public acceptance they also propose to “ensure coherence between NECPs, TYNDPs
and national grid plans” and identify infrastructure needs at several levels through a transparent
process. Moreover, they propose the assessment of the network planning by ENTSO-E at EU level
followed by adjustments by MS and the coherence in Environmental Impact Assessment guidelines.
The targets as proposed by the expert group are the following (Commission Expert Group on
electricity interconnection targets, 2019):
•

A common framework for the Energy Union and Climate Action and clarity on grid
infrastructure through consistency in NECPs, TYNDPs and national grid plans will promote
public acceptance.

•

Specific guidelines for Environmental Impact Assessment and Nature Directives will ensure
sustainability, limit opposition and less administrative burden and delays.

•

Early and further stakeholder and citizen engagement and communication including openaccess online tools will increase public acceptance, transparency and cost-benefit
information.

•

“Ensure value creation at local level and prospects for the local environment and
communities”.

•

“Regulatory recognition of the value of local benefits in the cost-benefit analysis of
infrastructure projects and corresponding costs”.

•

Cooperation and coordination at local, national, regional and European level will promote
the importance of interconnection projects.

DG Energy points that the establishment of guidelines in order to increase transparency and reduce
risks for the involved parties should also improve the communication of the benefits of the projects
to the citizens, including requirements for the compensation of affected populations (European
Commission, 2011).
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5 Summary and conclusions
The review and analysis conducted in the aforementioned chapters indicates that cross-border
infrastructure is an investment with multiple benefits for the European energy system as a whole
and substantially contributes to the safeguarding of the overall social welfare.
The European Commission, recognizing several benefits of enhancing cross-border infrastructure,
especially in conjunction with its energy and climate strategy and goals, has taken various steps in
highlighting its importance and facilitating investments in interconnections.
Among the many benefits of enhanced and reliable cross-border infrastructure, the European
Commission brings forward security of supply and the reduction of energy dependency, lower risk
of electricity blackouts, reduced requirements for new power plants, efficient supply and use of
energy, lower wholesale and consumer prices for energy, easier management of variable renewable
power sources, increased competitiveness, increased opportunities for employment, enhanced
sustainability and better regional cooperation at European level.
To comply with the above, the European Commission has considered facilitation of investments in
cross-border infrastructure in various legislative and regulatory packages. Starting from the
forethought of establishing an integrated, functional and effective energy market, the EC
emphasized on the removal of barriers to cross-border trade, a prerequisite of which is to ensure
that there is appropriate and sufficient infrastructure to facilitate physical electricity trade between
Member States.
Furthermore, stressing the need for cross-border infrastructure expansion, in 2014, the European
Council set an electricity interconnection target for all EU countries at minimum 10% of their
installed production capacity by 2020, which is extended to 15% by 2030 under the Clean Energy
Package. The prioritization of the desired interconnections among all projects was based on the
price differentials between the involved Member States (the highest the difference, the highest the
priority) and on the nominal transmission capacity of interconnectors in relation to the peak load
and renewable installed capacity.
With its TEN-E Strategy the EC enhanced its policy on interconnections by identifying four priority
corridors for electricity, four for gas and one priority corridor for oil.
In addition to the above, the EC adopted a process of selecting key cross border infrastructure
projects in accordance with the TEN-E Strategy, which “have a significant impact on energy markets
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and market integration in at least two EU countries, boost competition on energy markets and help
the EU's energy security by diversifying sources as well as contribute to the EU's climate and energy
goals by integrating renewables”. These Projects of Common Interest (PCIs), benefit from many
advantages, such as fast-track permit granting and environmental assessment, improved regulatory
treatment, allocation of costs between the Member States and financial assistance through the
Connecting Europe Facility (CEF).
Various studies have tried to assess the investment capital required to be able to meet EU’s targets
in the electricity and gas sectors. Most of the studies focus on estimations on the total capital
required for all energy infrastructure projects, including transmission, storage, distribution and
smart grids, whereas there is limited information on interconnection investments requirements
alone. Generally the investment required forelectricity transmission projects range to over 100
billion Euros for the period until 2030, with the ITRE study suggesting approximately 7.5-12.3 billion
Euros annually until 2050 for electricity transmission projects and 0.5-3.6 billion Euros annually for
interconnectors. In the case of gas projects, although the results of studies are not particularly
compatibale and comparable, according to the results for the PCIs submitted until 2018 the
investments requirements have been assessed at approximately 43 billion Euros until 2028.
In terms of financing, cross-border infrastructure projects usually rely on two different approaches
and three different models. The main approaches are corporate finance (i.e. by the TSOs) and
project finance (i.e. by a separate dedicated company, with the TSO holding part of its shares). In
terms of models used, the most common option for TSOs is the Regulated Asset Base model, where
the capital cost of the investment is recovered through grid access tariffs over the lifetime of the
project and it is considered a low risk/ low return investment. Another finaning option is the
merchant investment model, which, however requires several exemptions from the corresponding
Regulations on conditions for access to the network for cross-border exchanges. Under this model
revenues are determined directly in the market, whereas the income from the congestion rents is
used for refinancing the project. Interconnection projects typically follow a hybrid model, which
contain elements of both models.
Similarly to almost all large investments, the main financing sources for interconnection projects
are debt, equity and grants. The main debt sources are international financing institutions, with
favourable conditions for granting loans to TSOs, such as long maturities, corporate bonds and
commercial banks. Equity financing can be either internal from the TSOs’ own cash flows or external
from investors who consider these investments attractive, such as pension funds. Regarding the
European grants, various instruments are available for cross-border infrastructure investments, the
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predominant being CEF Energy, which is the EU fund intended for PCIs, therefore the PCI status is a
precondition for a grant in CEF. All PCIs (except for oil) can request grants for studies, but only some
projects are eligible for grants for works (except for oil projects). CEF has been considered
“insufficient to achieve wider infrastructure network objectives” as several applications were
rejected due to insufficient budget, whereas additional funding is required to promote public and
private partnerships. Apart from CEF funding, PCIs can also apply for funding under other EU
programmes, such as the European Fund for Strategic Investment (EFSI) and InvestEU, and the
European Structural & Investment Funds (ESIF) - in particular the European Regional Development
Fund (ERDF) and the Cohesion Fund.
Despite the amitious efforts at policy level to promote cross-border infrastructure projects and the
fact that the vast majority of electricity projects are in the early stages of planning and permitting
with a rather positive progress in their implementation, several projects are subject to delays or
have been rescheduled and in a few cases cancelled. The average time required for their
implementation is 9.9 years with the duration for their completion in some cases reaching even over
20 years, with the permitting duration being 4 years. The main reasons for delays relate to:
•

Administrative and regulatory instabilities due to divergence of national policies and
interests of the involved countries

•

The permitting procedure, which is time consuming, costly and includes several
unpredictabilities

•

Investment barriers and inadequate financing, since these investments require significant
initial capital with long payback times and certain risks

•

Diverging interests and lack of public acceptance.

The vast majority of gas cross-border infrastructure projects are also in the early stages of their
implementation (permitting, planning and under consideration) without significant changes in their
progress status, while approximately half the projects have been rescheduled or delayed. The time
required for their implementation is between 5.2 and 7.6 years depending on the type of project
with the permitting duration being 3.1 years. The main reasons for delays in this case relate
primarily to additional investment requirements and tendering, environmental problems and
permitting.
Considering the above, it can be concluded that the realization of cross-border infrastructure
projects is hampered by not only by financing-related issues, but also several regulatory,
administrative and political barriers, which are also interrelated to the effective funding of projects.
It is presumed that a functioning regional cooperation, the levelling of discrepancies among involved
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countries and a mutual recognition of the cross-border infrastructure investment needs are
prerequisites to the successful implementation of interconnection projects. Regulation stability and
provision of further incentives to lower the risk and increase the return on investments are also
considered of high importance for leveraging the adequate capital from investors. An efficient
combination of financing sources, including European grants, is to be pursued, with elimination of
possible barriers stemming from the TSOs public ownership, incorporation of innovative funding
structures with external investors and policy incentives to improve financing institutions lending
volumes and adjust debt conditions.
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6 Policy priorities
Considering all the above, the design, selection and combination of policies in order to promote
cross-border infrastructure projects and leveraging the appropriate funding for their realization is
multifold. It spans from political will and regional cooperation among the interested Member States
to European-wide implementation of tools to support and eliminate financial barriers for projects
deemed critical for meeting EU goals on climate and energy.
The main policy priorities that can be extracted through the aforementioned analysis are
summarized in the following:
- Setting up an appropriate regulatory environment for cross-border infrastructure projects
which should provide transparency, stability, long-term predictability and attractiveness to
investors through improved returns on investment, shorter payback periods and lower risks.
- Increasing cooperation between all relevant actors, national authorities, EU, system
operators and investors in order to limit the complexity in the implementation of the
projects, increase transparency and exchange of information.
- Harmonization of national rules and policies, taking into consideration the benefits and costs
and the interests of all relevant actors during the interconnection in order to further enhance
the integration of the energy market and limit the divergence in the interests of the countries
involved in the projects.
- Further promotion of the interconnection target and PCIs.
- Development of common and harmonized permitting procedures and specific criteria and
steps of permitting in order to limit unpredictability and the time requirements between the
investment decision and the completion of the project.
- Promotion of the benefits of the projects (e.g. enhanced competitivess, creation of jobs, etc.)
to the general public in order to increase public acceptance and limit negative reactions and
obstructions.
- Increasing the lending volumes of international financing institutions, such as the EIB, and
increasing the lending volumes of individual TSOs if involved in critical cross-border
infrastructure projects.
- Increasing equity either through public grants, due to the public ownership of most TSOs, or
through other investors and funds.
- Enacting priority premiums for critical investments. These refer to remuneration on top of
the foreseen returns to investors, whether they are internal (TSOs) or external equity
providers.
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- Mitigating risk and complexity of cross-border infrastructure projects to bring them to the
level of conventional transmission projects, through enacting, for instance, priority premium
schemes.
- Sound preparation and securing of interconnection projects’ bankability
- Stimulation of complementarity among financing sources and selection of optimum mix of
financing sources, taking into consideration the particularities of TSOs and the national
circumstances.
- Flexibility in selecting the most appropriate approach for financing (corporate or project)
and the most beneficial investment model, including elements of both the RAB and
merchant investment model, to facilitate the incorporation of external equity.
- Enhancement of communication among stakeholders and promotion of regional
cooperation to ensure agreement on the necessity of cross-border infrastructure among
involved Member States and to facilitate investments by ensuring investors trust and
political will.
- Introduce incentives for TSOs to obtain credit ratings by rating agencies to improve their
debt financing opportunities for commercial bank loans.
It is self-evident that cross-border infrastructure cannot yet be assessed by the MEDEAS model,
since no neighboring countries have been modeled in its current version. Neither is it yet possible
to count-in the financeability of any infrastructure project and its impact on the transition to a lowcarbon economy.
Nevertheless, in future versions of the MEDEAS model, which will include greater geographical
disaggregation, the introduction of policies relating to financing of cross-border infrastructure will
be explored. In specific, the financing of cross-border infrastructure can be introduced in the model
as a function of the anticipated completion of projects or of eventual delays which impact the
availability of resources in the involved countries and generally affect the energy system as a whole.
In such an approach, a less ambitious mix of policies, which cannot ensure timely completion of a
specific electricity interconnection project, will result, for instance, into a delay in exploiting the full
potential of a country’s variable RES or will risk the electricity demand coverage of a country.
Nevertheless, many alternative options of incorporating financing of cross-border infrastructure in
the MEDEAS model should be examined and assessed.
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Section B. Price regulation
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1 Introduction
This report aims at reviewing the main pricing policies that have been implemented to support the
transition to a low carbon economy and through their assessment to provide key policy
recommendations on alternatives to use pricing as a tool to support this energy system transition.
This report focuses on pricing policies mainly to support the decarbonization of the national power
systems and secondly to contribute to the mitigation of energy-related greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions.
The power sector, has historically been at the core of all efforts for the decarbonization of the
economy, as a quite straightforward field for interventions. The availability and technological
advancements of low-carbon technologies as well as the large-scale players in the market made it
possible to set the grounds for gradually replacing central carbon intensive power plants and
decentralizing production, in view of not only the rising concerns on climate change, but also the
depletion of fossil fuels, the increasing import dependency and other socioeconomic concerns
related to the overall social welfare. The initial high cost of low-carbon technologies, being the main
barrier to their wide deployment, had to be offset in order to increase the attractiveness of
renewables to investors. Therefore, a wide range of financial support tools have been proposed and
implemented worldwide and in Europe specifically, which have led to the overall support and
acceptance of these technologies. This in turn led to significant cost reductions and efficiency
improvements.
On the other hand, decarbonizing the industrial sector still remains challenging, as it is often quite
unmanageable to make a fuel switch. For instance, fossil fuels are mainly used in industry to
generate high-temperature heat, which means that a switch to green electricity would require
significant and costly changes to the design of furnaces. Moreover, any change in the highly
integrated industrial processes would require respective changes in other parts of that process.
Finally the depreciation of industrial processes is usually quite long, which makes changes in existing
industries economically challenging (McKinsey & Company, n.d.).
Regarding other sectors, such as buildings and transport, they rely much on the consumers’
behavioral habits. The employment of financial support schemes for replacing carbon-intensive
technologies by low carbon ones certainly constitutes a large part of the efforts for decarbonizing
the end-use sectors, but have often been limited to investment grants and tax reliefs. Apart from
these many efforts were laid on regulatory and behavioural policies and measures, which fall out of
the scope of this report.
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For the above reason, it was decided to focus this analysis on the power sector, in which a large
variety of financial instruments have been implemented to promote the use of renewables in power
generation.
Moreover, direct schemes, such as putting a price on the emission, have also been identified as an
effective way to tackle climate change and many efforts have been laid on developing appropriate
schemes that would not severely interfere with the competitiveness of the final sectors. Such
schemes are also examined in the following paragraphs.
This report is structured on the basis of the abovementioned aspects. In specific, the second chapter
describes the general features and design elements of implemented policies on financial support
for the transition to a low carbon economy, while it also briefly assesses them in relation to
regulatory and other developments. The third chapter aims at identifying and assessing some best
practices on pricing policies. First it introduces a methodology to identify leading countries in the
deployment of renewable electricity and then assesses the financial support schemes that they have
implemented. Secondly it approaches carbon pricing policies and assesses their effectiveness in
terms of GHG emissions reductions. Finally, conclusions on the performed analysis are drawn and
based on these a mix of policy recommendations is presented.
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2 Pricing policies to support the transition to a
low-carbon economy – why needed
Parallel to the EU strategy towards a carbon-neutral economy by 2050, MEDEAS projections
(Buchmann, et al., 2019) have complemented the argument that in order to achieve the GHG
emission reductions required to combat climate change, drastic policies must be implemented
throughout the economic sectors. In specific, the projections of scenario of a 100% RES economy by
2050 (TRANS scenario) indicate that although such a pathway is technically feasible, the deployment
rates of RES are significantly higher compared not only to the current ones, but also to the
deployment rates assessed in slightly less ambitious scenarios (for more information see
(Buchmann, et al., 2019) and (Kimmich, et al., 2019)). The investment requirements for the
transition in the EU range up to 0.7 trillion $/year, which is roughly 5% of the EU GDP (model
projected) for year 2030 in TRANS scenario. Even if framed within all energy-related costs it is much
lower than the energy costs associated with conventional technologies, referring mainly to imports
of fossil fuels. This translates to a need for decisive policies to allow the investors modify the current
economic monetary flows and shift from the BAU scenario (in which, for instance, fossil fuels are
subsidized) to the TRANS evolution in which high RES penetration is projected. If such measures are
not addressed as in BAU scenario, model projections show that fossil fuel scarcity around 2030 will
conduct to an economic crisis and recession.
Based on the above, one of the foremost changes that have to be seen in the coming years is the
nearly complete decarbonization of the economy, mainly in regards to energy production, supply
and consumption. In specific, an energy transition towards renewables is considered essential and
this will have to be supported by coherent and sound policies and measures in line with a no-regret
approach.
In the past 10 to 15 years we have seen an impressive deployment of renewables in the electricity
and other sectors, which, in Europe, was largely based on the significant reduction of technology
costs (e.g. for wind and photovoltaics), the respective increase of efficiencies, as well as the
implementation of rather favourable and effective policies and support measures for investing in
renewables.
These parameters, among others, have boosted the integration of renewables in the European
electricity system and have set the grounds for the complete decarbonization of the electricity
sector.
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Nevertheless, the cost-optimality of their implementation has been widely questioned and
criticized, with the European Commission addressing the issue anew implementing new guidelines
and regulations.
On November 5th 2013 the EC Communication “Delivering the internal electricity market and
making the most of public intervention” (European Commission, 2013)was published in order to
guide Member States on making the most of public interventions, by reforming existing schemes,
especially for renewables, as well as effectively designing new ones.
Based on outcomes of technological improvements and markets maturing the main focus of this
Communication was to foster market integration of renewables and rationalize support, under three
basic principles:
- Avoid retroactive or unannounced changes on the support schemes to safeguard investors’
trust
- Limit support to what is actually necessary
- Evaluate support on the basis of falling technology costs and once technologies reach an
adequate maturing level, gradually expose them to the market with the aim of eventually
phasing out support
An equally important aspect highlighted in the Communication is the importance of enhancing
coordination among different support schemes and choosing the right instruments to achieve
market integration of renewables.
In the following sections an overview of existing and implemented policies to support the
deployment of renewables and decarbonization of the European economy is taken place.
The main support instruments implemented so far have been operating aid and subsidies on
investment for renewable energy technologies, whereas other instruments, such as the EU-ETS
scheme aimed at imposing an extra cost on carbon-intensive technologies and processes in order
to lower their competitiveness against low-carbon technologies.
Based on results from the CA-RES project (Austrian Energy Agency, n.d.), by 2011, most of the
Member States had placed financial measures (such as feed-in tariffs, subsidies and premiums) at
the core of their national strategies to develop renewables. The schemes and their many possible
combinations have since undergone ongoing evaluation, reformation and adaptation, with the aim
to enhance cost-effectiveness, sustainability and market integration.
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There are many categorization approaches in the literature for the support schemes for renewable
electricity. In the current report we consider the following categories.
Table 2-1 Categorization of support schemes for renewable electricity.

Operating aid

Investment support

Price-driven

Quantity-driven

Feed-in tariffs

Tenders, Auctions Subsidies

Market premiums Quota obligations Low interest or soft loans,

Other (or indirect)
schemes

Net metering
Peak pricing

loan guarantees
Tax exemptions

Carbon pricing
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2.1 Operating aid
Operating aid is financial support usually granted in accordance with the generated electricity (in
monetary terms per kWh).
In price-driven schemes no quantity targets are set. The most common price-driven schemes to
support renewable electricity have been the feed-in tariff and the market premium. On the other
hand in quantity-driven schemes, a desired quantity of renewable electricity is determined and the
price is formed usually on the basis of competitive bidding processes or by market rules.

Feed-in Tariff
The feed-in tariff (FIT) scheme is a price-driven fixed payment scheme, in which the RES producer
receives a fixed amount per generated electricity according to the installed technology, the plant’s
size and other technical or regulatory parameters. Usually the guaranteed payment period is until
the plant is depreciated.
FiT schemes have been the most common support tool for renewable electricity in Europe with 21
out of 28 Member States implementing such schemes by 2011.
However, considering that after 2020, established or mature renewable energy technologies, such
as wind and PV, are expected to become grid-competitive, because of both technological progress
(such as costs reductions and increase on efficiencies), as well as market maturing, the EU has
emphasized the importance of fostering market integration and phasing out subsidies and
exemptions from balancing responsibilities in a degressive way (European Commission, 2014).
Already in 2013 the Commission Communication “Delivering the internal electricity market and
making the most of public intervention” (European Commission, 2013) suggested that the
reformation of national RES support schemes should consider the maturity degree of technologies,
in the sense that as technologies cost drop, supported technologies should be gradually exposed to
the market and not be granted guaranteed price levels determined by public authorities. Therefore,
Member States were encouraged to move from feed-in tariffs to market premiums or other support
schemes which give incentives to producers to respond to market prices.
Moreover, State aid Guidelines for Energy and Environmental Protection (EEAG) (European
Commission, 2014), were consistent with the aforementioned guidance and were implemented so
as to ensure the transition to a cost-effective delivery through market-based mechanisms. In
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specific, from January 2016, in order to incentivize market integration of renewables, producers
have to sell their electricity directly in the market and are subsequently bound by market
obligations.
For the period 2016-2017, the Council for European Energy Regulators (Council of European Energy
Regulators, 2018), states that FiT schemes (17 out of 27 Member countries) remained widely used
across Member States, especially for smaller sized installations (e.g. RES plants < 30 kW in Croatia,
< 100 kW in Germany or < 500 kW in France).

Premium
As described above, since 2016, aid is granted as a premium in all Member States and the generators
sell their electricity directly in the market. According to the EEAG (European Commission, 2014), this
does not apply to small plants, with an installed electricity capacity up to 3 MW for wind projects or
up to 500 kW for other technologies or demonstration projects.
Generally premium models consist of two remuneration components; the wholesale electricity
market price obtained at a certain point in time and an additional market premium paid on top of
the wholesale electricity price. The market premium usually results from the difference between an
administratively determined adequate support level (e.g. feed-in tariffs) and the electricity
wholesale power market price on an average basis.
While this scheme still guarantees a reasonable and safe return on investment, it also exposes RES
generators to market price signals, which is the main difference from the feed-in tariffs scheme, in
which producers receive a fixed price per electricity produced independently of the market price. It
is important to stress out that market integration of renewables fosters demand-orientated
electricity feed-in, a fact that becomes increasingly important for the overall functioning and
stability of the electricity system, especially in view of the increasing demand for renewables in the
transition to a low carbon economy.
An important element that had to be tackled in the reformation of support schemes, was the
question of which technologies were already sufficiently mature to be integrated into the market.
Several alternative options are available for determining the market premium, the most common
of which are the fixed premium and the sliding premium (Austrian Energy Agency, n.d.).
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In the fixed premium model, the RES producer receives a fixed amount in addition to the wholesale
electricity market price, which means that the support received is not adapted to the corresponding
electricity price fluctuations.
On the other hand, a sliding premium is calculated as the result of deducting an electricity reference
price from a baseline support level, reflecting a fair and adequate overall support level. The main
challenge addressed is the selection of the appropriate electricity reference price, which is usually
technology-specific. This means that it is based on an average total revenue generated at the
wholesale electricity market from a specific technology. Different technologies may have price
differences due to the different times in which they produce electricity. Also the reference time
period to define the reference price could be based on an hourly basis, or a monthly or annual
average. It is also noted that since the actual revenues from the wholesale market differ from the
average electricity prices considered, because of the varying hours the produced electricity is fed
into the grid, the average electricity price is multiplied by a profile factor, reflecting the production
profile of a specific technology. In addition to the above, the market premium can be combined with
cap and floor values, which limit the support to a certain range. Figure 2.1 graphically illustrates the
different approaches.

Figure 2.1 Different approaches for the market premium support scheme

A variant of the sliding premium is the contracts for difference, which is a bilateral agreement in
which the generator gets a fixed price for the produced electricity (the strike price) plus an
adjustment to cover the difference between the strike price and the market price. This adjustment
may be positive or negative (PennState, College of Earth and Mineral Sciences, n.d.).
For the period 2016-2017, the Council for European Energy Regulators (Council of European Energy
Regulators, 2018), states that market premium schemes were implemented in 16 out of 27 Member
States, increasingly complemented FiT schemes in Europe, compared to only six Member States
having introduced market premiums in the 2014-2015 review period.
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Auctions or tenders
Among the main guidelines of the Commission in terms of reforming support schemes has been to
increase cost-effectiveness of RES projects and one way to achieve this is by fostering competition
among RES producers. In this light, operating support granted through a competitive bidding
process (either auctions or tenders) was brought forward, as a volume-based support scheme, in
the sense that it is based on the required volumes instead of guaranteed revenues for production
According to the EEAG (European Commission, 2014), from January 2017 aid must be granted in a
competitive bidding process on the basis of clear, transparent and non-discriminatory criteria,
except for cases that it is demonstrated that only one or a very limited number of projects or sites
could be eligible, or that it would lead to higher support levels compared to the administratively set
ones, or that it would result in low project realisation rates. Small projects with an installed capacity
up to 1 MW (6MW for wind plants), or demonstration projects, are exempted from the obligation
to participate in a competitive bidding process only and qualify for other support schemes as well.
The aid granted applies until the plant has been fully depreciated.
Although in this report, tender or auction schemes are described as a distinct category for RES-E
support, they are usually implemented in combination to other support schemes, such as market
premiums, feed-in tariffs, or investment subsidies, although the latter is not operating aid.
Auctions or tenders serve two purposes; first to allocate financial support to different RES
technologies according to different criteria and second to determine the level of support in a
competitive bidding process. Moreover, tenders or auctions are discussed as an option to reduce
costs of RES-support and control the quantity of new RES installations.
The design elements of auction or tender schemes vary significantly, according to the type of
tendering procedure, the price paid to bidders, the award criteria, the technologies concerned and
others. In the following, a brief overview of the different design elements is provided:
•

Tendering procedure: the most common options are sealed bid pay-a-bid auction (or static
auction), in which bids are submitted sealed without allowing reaction by the competitors
and descending clock auction (or dynamic auction), in which a quantity is offered by the
bidders considering a pre-established ceiling price, which is then decreased to allow for new
bids until the desired quantity is reached. The latter allows for competitors’ reaction. Auction
procedures can also be combined in a hybrid manner.
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•

Auction/tender price: the main two alternatives are the pay-as bid approach, in which each
bid receives the offered price and the uniform price approach, in which a common price is
paid to all bidders.

•

Award criteria: The schemes are distinct into those for which the price is the only criterion
(typically this is the definition of an auction) and those that involve additional criteria, such
as specific grid requirements (commonly known as tenders).

•

Technologies concerned: Auction and tenders are usually distinguished in technology neutral
approaches, in which any RES technology can participate, technology specific ones, which
address specific technologies or technologies groups and project specific, which refer to a
specific pre-determined project and site.

•

Prequalification requirements, such as permits, liabilities and others.

Quota obligations
In addition to the previously described support schemes for RES, mainly feed-in tariffs and market
premiums, an indirect support of RES has been granted through renewable or green certificates in
the framework of a quota obligation. In specific, energy suppliers are obliged to ensure that a certain
share of the supplied electricity is produced by renewables. The quotas are administratively
determined and may also be distinct to sub-quotas, targeting to stimulate specific RES technologies.
Obliged electricity suppliers may fulfill their quota obligations either by the own RES plants or by
bilaterally buying renewable electricity, or participating in a corresponding market for green
certificates, also called tradable green certificates. The price paid to the producers is the market
price, in addition to any possible revenues from the tradable certificates scheme
(https://www.osce.org/baku/41377?download=true).
For the period 2016-2017, the Council for European Energy Regulators (Council of European Energy
Regulators, 2018), states that Green Certificate schemes have been implemented in six countries
(Belgium, Ireland, Norway, Romania, Sweden and UK) although they are being phased out in the UK.
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2.2 Investment support
Investment support is financial support usually granted in accordance with the renewable electricity
project size (i.e. per unit of generating installed capacity).

Investment subsidies
Aid on investment has been used widely in the past, when RES technologies were not mature
enough to be able to make for an acceptable return on investment. It concerns public support paid
up front, usually per unit of installed capacity. Today, investment grants still applicable through
administrative procedures mainly concern smaller installations, demonstration projects, or aim at
stimulating the take-up of less mature technologies (Held, et al., 2014). Usually investment subsidies
are not the main support instrument for renewable electricity at national level, whereas they are
more often used to support investment in the renewable heating and cooling sectors of final
consumption.
According to CEER (Council of European Energy Regulators, 2018), investment grants are still used
in Austria (solar PV and hydro plants), Cyprus (solar PV), Finland (solar PV and hydro plants), Spain
(all supported RES) and Sweden (solar PV).

Low interest/soft loans
Loans with low interest, meaning an interest rate below the market interest rate have provided
strong incentives to electricity producers to invest in renewable energy technologies. Similarly soft
loans are loans with favourable terms, such as longer repayment periods. Both types of loans have
been used to facilitate investors, reduce capital cost of renewable energy technologies and increase
their rates of return. Although low interest loans have been implemented in several Member States
for renewable electricity investments, they have not constituted a widely used tool and have only
been complementing other support schemes (Held, et al., 2014).
According to RES-Legal Europe database5 (RES Legal Europe, 2019), by 2019 seven Member States
foresee loan incentives for the support of renewable electricity of different technologies.

5

RES LEGAL Europe is a professionally edited and free of charge online database on support schemes, grid issues and
policies regarding renewable energy sources in the EU 28 Member States, the EFTA Countries and some EU Accession
Countries. The database covers all three energy sectors: electricity, heating & cooling and transport.
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Tax exemptions
Similarly, tax incentives although more widely used in the renewable heating and cooling sector,
have played a non-negligible role as a complementary support scheme for electricity as well (Held,
et al., 2014).
According to RES-Legal Europe database (RES Legal Europe, 2019), by 2019 ten Member States
foresee tax regulation for the support of renewable electricity of different technologies.

RES LEGAL Europe aims both to provide a quick overview of the different national regulations regarding renewable
energy sources in a clear, concise and convenient way. The database is updated on a regular basis. The creation date,
the last update of the information and the name of the responsible author are displayed in each profile.
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2.3 Other schemes
Apart from the conventional support schemes discussed before that mainly refer to financial
incentives for producers to invest in renewable energy, other approaches involve incentives to
consumers to contribute to the improvement of efficiency of electricity supply as a prerequisite to
the transition to a low carbon economy, or impose taxes or other levies to carbon-intensive
processes as a disincentive to invest in conventional technologies. All of these approaches use
pricing as a tool and in the following a brief presentation of their main elements is described.
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Peak vs. flat pricing
Peak pricing or peak load pricing, as opposed to flat pricing, refers to the application of a different
pricing strategy, in response to the need for smoothing the electricity demand throughout a day by
charging higher prices at peak hours. Amongst economists, peak load pricing is considered the
golden solution for dealing with problems such as non-storability, stochastic instability of demand
and demand time varying where capacity in public utilities is not uniformly utilized. It can be
regarded as an indirect load management mechanism that meets two objectives: reducing growth
in peak load and decreasing the need for capacity expansion, both of which are becoming
increasingly relevant with the expected transition to a largely renewables-based electricity system
(Hassan, 2017).
In their paper, Kök et al (Kök, et al., 2016), have found that flat pricing leads to more investments in
solar energy projects than peak pricing, since the electricity demand is higher in the daytime and
therefore utilities are motivated to invest more in solar energy to fulfill the increased demand as
solar energy is also generated in the daytime. On the other hand, distributed generators are
motivated to invest in solar energy with peak pricing policies, since they usually sell the generated
electricity at the high daytime retail price and therefore increase their profit. As regards wind
energy, the impact of the selected pricing policy on renewables investment depends on the
generation pattern. That is, for locations or regions, where wind energy is mainly produced during
the night, peak pricing leads to more investments than flat pricing and vice versa.

Carbon pricing
Carbon emissions are an external cost to energy producing or consuming industries and through
carbon pricing policies, governments aim at internalizing it. According to Meckling et al (Meckling,
et al., 2017), economists generally agree that carbon pricing is the most cost-effective strategy for
decarbonizing energy systems, while subsidies for the deployment of low-carbon technologies are
considered a rather costly, less effective policy. Yet policies that financially support low-carbon
technologies, as the ones described earlier (feed-in tariff, premiums, etc.), are the most widely
adopted at a global level. The reason is that direct pricing of emissions usually faces major political
barriers. On the other hand, support schemes of low-carbon technologies have strengthened cleanenergy industries and contributed to the cost reduction of low-carbon technologies. This has
elevated their role in the energy mix and has, in parallel, enhanced political support for direct
policies such as carbon pricing.
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It is worth mentioning that although at least 132 countries have enacted some kind of schemes for
the support of renewable electricity around the globe by 2014, only 54 carbon-pricing systems have
been implemented or are scheduled to be implemented since 2003, when the EU-ETS scheme was
adopted.
As found by Meckling et al (Meckling, et al., 2017) the majority of the countries that adopted a
carbon pricing policy had already adopted support policies for low-carbon technologies before.
Exemptions are countries that entered the EU after the EU-ETS has been adopted, as well as
Scandinavian countries, which have introduced carbon pricing schemes since the 1990s. Generally,
early adopters of carbon pricing policies were those countries that had also introduced high fuel
taxes, with the final consumers of energy having been familiarized with pricing instruments being
less opposed to them.
Moreover, it was also very important to mitigate political opposition by accommodating partly the
demands of emitters – usually large and concentrated players with the power to influence
regulatory action. Some of the approaches implemented to compensate for losses on the side of
the emitters, were the free allocation of allowances – e.g. to specific industries - and the reallocation of allowance auction or tax revenue. Carbon taxes have also been designed to partly
accommodate the consumers’ interests, such as combining them with reductions in corporate,
property or income taxes (for example, in the case of Sweden) and reducing the overall tax burden.
Tvinnereim and Mehling (Tvinnereim & Mehling, 2018) argue that meeting the temperature
reduction targets defined under the Paris Agreement, namely achieving deep carbonization, cannot
rely solely on carbon pricing policies, since so far there has been little evidence that these policies
have achieved deep emissions reduction, even at high prices. Although imposing higher carbon
prices could begin to deliver greater reductions, these extreme pricing policies would not be
politically and economically feasible.
In general, an explicit price on GHG emissions can be imposed through a direct fixed payment
obligation (such as a carbon tax), or through a limit on aggregate emission allowances, the price of
which is determined in a dedicated market according to a cap-and-trade system (Tvinnereim &
Mehling, 2018). In the following, these two alternatives are briefly presented.
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2.3.2.1

EU-ETS

The EU ETS works on the 'cap and trade' principle. This means that a cap on the total GHG emissions
that can be emitted is set and is reduced over time so that total emissions fall. Within this cap, EUETS obliged industries receive free emission allowances or buy them and they may trade them
among each other. On an annual basis, each obliged party must have enough allowances to cover
its annual emissions, otherwise heavy fines are imposed. Possible surplus of allowances due to
emissions reductions can be either used in another year or traded.
The EU ETS was first set up in 2005 and since then total emissions from installations belonging to
the system have been falling as intended; it is expected that by 2020, emissions from sectors
covered by the system will be 21% lower than in 2005 aiming at a 43% reduction by 2030.
The obliged companies participating in the EU ETS belong to the sectors listed below, with some
exemptions regarding company size and aviation sector. The focus is placed on emissions that can
be measured, reported and verified with a high level of accuracy:
•

power and heat generation

•

energy-intensive industry sectors including oil refineries, steel works and production of iron,
aluminium, metals, cement, lime, glass, ceramics, pulp, paper, cardboard, acids and bulk
organic chemicals

•

commercial aviation

•

production of nitric, adipic and glyoxylic acids and glyoxal

•

aluminium production

Currently the EU ETS is in its third phase, which has changed from the previous ones mainly in setting
a single, EU-wide cap on emissions is set instead of national caps and in considering auctioning to
be the default method for allocating allowances (instead of free allocation). Moreover, more sectors
and gases were included and some of the allowances were set aside to be used in funding the
deployment of innovative renewable energy technologies and carbon capture and storage.
The fourth phase will start in 2021 and last until 2030 and the EU ETS was revised in order to achieve
EU’s 2030 emission reduction targets (European Commission, n.d.).
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2.3.2.2

Carbon tax

GHG emissions caused by the use of fossil fuels, being one of the main reasons of human-caused
climate change damage, consist a negative externality. Imposing a tax on the use of fossil fuels,
which is proportionate to the GHG emitted from burning those fossil fuels internalize the cost of
climate change. The main difference between carbon tax and cap-and-trade systems, such as the
EU-ETS, is how uncertainty about the market response to the carbon price is reckoned in. Whereas
in a cap-and-trade scheme the allowed emissions quantity is set and the emission price is
determined by the market, in a carbon tax policy the price is first set and the market responds with
the emissions quantity that it can accommodate. However, it is important to understand that if the
demand for fossil fuels is higher than expected, a carbon tax policy will simply result in an increased
amount of emissions than originally expected, whereas in a cap-and-trade scheme, the amount of
the emissions will not change (as it is administratively set), but the carbon price (e.g. cabon
certificate) will increase (Hafstead, et al., 2019).
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Net metering
In addition to the above, it is worth referring to the implementation of systems for the onsite
production and consumption of renewable electricity, usually applicable to small-scaled systems
that has been widely adopted in the EU. The most common self-consumption scheme is the net
metering scheme, under which the excess electricity produced by an onsite RES plant and injected
into the grid can be used at a later stage to offset consumption, in case the onsite renewable
electricity production does not suffice. Practically the grid is used as a virtual storage system for
excess renewable energy production and was initially implemented to favour demand side
management. Usually the RES plants that qualify for net metering schemes are small systems of
approximately 20 kW up to 2 MW, or they are a percentage of the prosumer’s load. The billing of
the offset electricity takes place either on an hourly basis or over longer periods up to one year.
In 2015, the Commission published a Staff Working Document on Best practices on Renewable
Energy Self-consumption (European Commission, 2015), in which it argues that although net
metering schemes have been proven beneficial for jump-starting distributed generation, are
attractive and easy to apply and to understand from the consumer’s perspective, they have been
increasingly criticized from a system perspective. This refers mainly to the overall system costeffectiveness, when wide deployment of the scheme is concerned, since the remuneration of the
excess electricity absorbed by the grid has been usually made at the retail electricity price, which is
normally higher than the onsite generation cost.
Moreover, as Wall Street Journal (Wall Street Journal, 2013) claimed, net metering could be defined
as a “backdoor subsidy for solar power”.
A variant of this scheme is the net billing scheme, in which the cost of excess electricity production
is calculated at the time of production and is the one used either as a remuneration to the consumer,
or as a credit at a later stage.
By 2015, ten Member States had introduced net metering schemes for the promotion of RES,
although, considering the aforementioned challenges, a number of them reformed their schemes,
by either using a net billing approach, or allowing netting on an hourly basis only, or limiting a lot
the system’s size.
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3 Review of implemented and planned policies
of selected leading countries
This chapter examines the implemented and planned policies and measures of selected European
Member States related to price regulations, subsidies and other financial and fiscal support schemes
for the deployment of RES and the overall decarbonization of energy sector.
To perform this analysis, it was decided first to propose a methodology for identifying the leading
Member States in deploying RES in their national electricity mix and review their implemented
policies and schemes. Furthermore, implemented carbon pricing policies in different Member States
are also assessed in order to produce some indications on their effectiveness in lowering GHG
emissions.

3.1 Methodology for selection of leading countries
To estimate the innovation degree of each Member State the following methodological framework
is proposed.

Renewable energy sources in electricity consumption
First of all, the actual share of renewables in the gross final electricity consumption in 2017 was
examined for each Member State, as it has been reported in Eurostat (European Commission, n.d.),
through the submission of the SHARES tool (European Commission, n.d.). Figure 3.1 graphically
presents the share of renewables in the gross final electricity consumption of each Member State
in 2017. According to SHARES tool manual (European Commission, 2017), this share is defined as
gross final consumption of electricity from renewable sources divided by gross final consumption of
electricity.
To initiate the selection process, it was decided firstly to focus on the Member States which exhibit
an exceptionally high contribution of RES in gross electricity consumption, namely higher than 50%.
As observed in Figure 3.1, these are, in descending order, Austria, Sweden, Denmark, Latvia and
Portugal (denoted in green).
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Figure 3.1 RES Share in gross final electricity consumption in 2017 compared to 2010, own illustration with data
from Eurostat (European Commission, n.d.)

The aforementioned classification shows the current state of renewables in the EU28. Nevertheless,
apart from the current contribution of RES in the electricity mix, it is important to estimate the effort
laid by each Member State to achieve these shares. For example, Austria’s effort in promoting and
deploying renewables for electricity, although in 2017 Austria holds the first place in RES for
electricity, has not been exceptional in relation to the other Member States, since its RES share in
gross final electricity consumption has only increased by 10% in 2017 compared to 2010. It is noted
that in 2010 the share was already 65,6%, more than 3 times higher than the average EU. Most of
this share was then and now attributed to electricity generation from hydro power plants, which
reflect the high potential of hydro power in Austria. This means that most of the efforts of Austria
laid on the support of other renewables, such as wind, solar and biogas/biomass for electricity.
The efforts usually translate to a varying mix of measures and policies, such as regulatory, fiscal,
financial and technical ones and it is rather difficult to isolate the effect of each policy alone.
However, as mentioned in the introduction, most of the Member States had placed financial
measures at the core of their national strategies to develop renewables and it is therefore assumed
that a large part of the RES shares development was attributed to the support schemes deployed.
To be able to assess where each Member State started from, namely to obtain an indication of the
effort laid in deploying renewables, the following steps were taken:
1. Base year set-up: It was decided to compare current (2017) status of RES-E deployment with
the share of RES-E in 2010. The latter was selected on the grounds of RED implementation
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starting year which coincides with the year in which the first National Renewable Energy
Action Plans were developed.
2. The increase rate of RES-E share in 2017 compared to 2010 was assessed, resulting in a very
interesting classification of the Member States, with Malta exhibiting a 20370,4% increase,
Cyprus a 553,5% increase and Luxemburg a 112,7% increase.
3. Given however that the Member States with the highest increase did not necessarily have a
remarkable absolute share in 2017 (i.e. Malta’s share is only 6,6%), it was decided to include
in the analysis only the Member States, the share of which is above the EU average (~30%)
and their increase rate is higher than that of EU28 (56,1%).
Taking into account the aforementioned steps and as observed in Table 3-1, the Member States that
are examined in terms of implemented and planned policies for the deployment of RES in electricity
and considered in the current analysis are Denmark, Germany, Ireland and Italy.
Table 3-1 Evaluation of the effort laid in deploying renewables in each Member State, own assessment with data
from Eurostat (European Commission, n.d.)

2010

2017

Diff
20172010 (%)

Is the
increase
rate
higher
than
that of
EU28?

Is
the
2017
share
higher
than EU
average?

YES

NO

not to be assessed

EU28 EU28

19,7% 30,7% 56,1%

BE

Belgium

7,1%

BG

Bulgaria

12,7% 19,1% 51,0%

NO

NO

not to be assessed

CZ

Czech Republic

7,5%

13,7% 81,7%

YES

NO

not to be assessed

DK

Denmark

32,7% 60,4% 84,4%

YES

YES

to be assessed

DE

Germany

18,2% 34,4% 89,5%

YES

YES

to be assessed

EE

Estonia

10,2% 17,0% 67,5%

YES

NO

not to be assessed

IE

Ireland

15,6% 30,1% 92,4%

YES

YES

to be assessed

EL

Greece

12,3% 24,5% 98,9%

YES

NO

not to be assessed

ES

Spain

29,8% 36,3% 22,0%

NO

YES

not to be assessed

FR

France

14,8% 19,9% 34,4%

NO

NO

not to be assessed

HR

Croatia

37,5% 46,4% 23,8%

NO

YES

not to be assessed

17,2% 141,4%
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2010

2017

Diff
20172010 (%)

Is the
increase
rate
higher
than
that of
EU28?

Is
the
2017
share
higher
than EU
average?

IT

Italy

20,1% 34,1% 69,7%

YES

YES

to be assessed

CY

Cyprus

1,4%

YES

NO

not to be assessed

LV

Latvia

42,1% 54,4% 29,3%

NO

YES

not to be assessed

LT

Lithuania

7,4%

18,3% 146,8%

YES

NO

not to be assessed

LU

Luxembourg

3,8%

8,1%

112,7%

YES

NO

not to be assessed

HU

Hungary

7,1%

7,5%

5,4%

NO

NO

not to be assessed

MT

Malta

0,0%

6,6%

20370,4% YES

NO

not to be assessed

NL

Netherlands

9,6%

13,8% 43,8%

NO

NO

not to be assessed

AT

Austria

65,6% 72,2% 10,0%

NO

YES

not to be assessed

PL

Poland

6,6%

13,1% 96,9%

YES

NO

not to be assessed

PT

Portugal

40,6% 54,2% 33,4%

NO

YES

not to be assessed

RO

Romania

30,4% 41,6% 37,1%

NO

YES

not to be assessed

SI

Slovenia

32,2% 32,4% 0,7%

NO

YES

not to be assessed

SK

Slovak Republic

17,8% 21,3% 20,1%

NO

NO

not to be assessed

FI

Finland

27,7% 35,2% 27,3%

NO

YES

not to be assessed

SE

Sweden

56,0% 65,9% 17,7%

NO

YES

not to be assessed

UK

United Kingdom 7,5%

YES

NO

not to be assessed

8,9%

553,5%

28,1% 276,5%
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GHG emissions reductions
The second parameter that is examined in this report, concerns the reductions of GHG emissions
achieved by various European Member States.
With data from Eurostat on the total GHG emissions from 1990 to 2017, it is estimated that the total
European GHG reductions per capita have been 27% in 2017 in relation to 1990 (Table 3-2). The
individual reductions of Member States since 1990 cannot, however, used as an indication of the
implementation of successful climate policies, since they largely relate to multiple factors, ranging
from the evolution of the national economy, to implementation of policies and measures in other
economic sectors that have indirectly affected emissions as well.
For instance, if a given country has undergone significant economic and political changes in the
period 1990-2017 (from becoming member of the European Union, to undergoing intensive
deindustrialization), their consumption behavior and subsequently energy consumption would have
changed accordingly and estimating how these changes affected emissions is a largely demanding
exercise, which would be out of scope for this report.
Table 3-2 Evaluation of GHG emissions reductions per Member State, own assessment with data from Eurostat
(European Commission, n.d.)

Diff
20171990
(per
GHG emissions per capita (tCO2eq/capita) 1990 2017 capita)

Is
the
decrease
higher
than that
of EU28?

Is the 2017
GHG/capita
lower
than
EU28?

European Union - 28

12,0

8,8

-27%

Belgium

15,0

10,5

-30%

YES

NO

Bulgaria

11,8

8,8

-25%

NO

YES

Czechia

19,3

12,3

-36%

YES

NO

Denmark

14,0

8,8

-37%

YES

YES

Germany

15,9

11,3

-29%

YES

NO

Estonia

25,8

16,0

-38%

YES

NO

Ireland

16,1

13,3

-17%

NO

NO

Greece

10,4

9,2

-12%

NO

YES

Spain

7,5

7,7

3%

NO

YES
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Diff
20171990
(per
GHG emissions per capita (tCO2eq/capita) 1990 2017 capita)

Is
the
decrease
higher
than that
of EU28?

Is the 2017
GHG/capita
lower
than
EU28?

France

9,6

7,2

-25%

NO

YES

Croatia

6,8

6,2

-9%

NO

YES

Italy

9,2

7,3

-21%

NO

YES

Cyprus

11,0

11,6

5%

NO

NO

Latvia

10,0

6,1

-39%

YES

YES

Lithuania

13,1

7,3

-44%

YES

YES

Luxembourg

34,4

20,0

-42%

YES

NO

Hungary

9,1

6,6

-27%

YES

YES

Malta

6,5

5,5

-15%

NO

YES

Netherlands

15,1

12,0

-21%

NO

NO

Austria

10,4

9,6

-8%

NO

NO

Poland

12,5

11,0

-12%

NO

NO

Portugal

6,1

7,2

18%

NO

YES

Romania

10,7

5,9

-45%

YES

YES

Slovenia

9,4

8,5

-10%

NO

YES

Slovakia

13,9

8,0

-42%

YES

YES

Finland

14,5

10,4

-28%

YES

NO

Sweden

8,5

5,5

-35%

YES

YES

United Kingdom

14,1

7,7

-45%

YES

YES

In addition to the above, the total reductions of GHG emissions in a given country rely on a multifold
of implemented policies, which range from direct carbon pricing policies, to indirect decarbonization
policies, such as support to renewables for electricity production (which is already discussed in this
report), renewables in heating and cooling, renewables in transport, as well as energy efficiency
policies and technological advancements in energy demand and supply.
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Given the difficulty to isolate the effects of each set of policies regarding GHG emissions, it was
decided to trace back to those countries that have first implemented a carbon pricing policy, i.e.
before the implementation of the EU-ETS and review their main characteristics. According to World
Data Bank (The World Bank, n.d.), 27 countries globally have implemented a carbon tax policy, 12
of which are in the EU-28: Finland, Poland, Sweden, Denmark, Slovenia, Estonia, Latvia, Ireland,
United Kingdom, France, Spain and Portugal.
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3.2 Main findings on the support of renewables for
electricity
Denmark
According to the introduction of the Danish report “Denmark: energy and climate pioneer Status of
the green transition” (Danish Ministry of Energy, Utilities and Climate , 2018), “Denmark’s success
in transforming into a sustainable, green society is widely recognised. Denmark is at the forefront of
numerous international initiatives and collaborative endeavours. In 2017, for the second consecutive
year in a row, Denmark won the World Energy Council award for the world’s best energy system.
Denmark’s energy and climate policy was also high lighted in 2017 by the International Energy
Agency (IEA), as an international model because the country produces wind turbines, provides record
low energy prices and good electricity connections to neighbouring countries. In 2017, Denmark
achieved a world record of 43.4% power produced solely by wind turbines. Denmark can cover the
largest share of its electricity production with green power from wind turbines. Denmark is also a
European leader in the export of energy technology, as exports of energy equipment account for a
larger share of total exports than in any other EU country”.

3.2.1.1

Implemented policies to support renewable electricity

production
According to the RES-Legal Europe database (RES Legal Europe, 2019) and the latest Danish progress
report for the promotion of renewables (Anon., 2017), in Denmark, electricity from renewable
sources is mainly promoted through a premium tariff scheme, which is basically granted through a
competitive bidding process, and a net-metering scheme. Moreover, loan guarantees are foreseen
for local initiatives for projects of wind and solar energy. In the following paragraphs, the main
support schemes for electricity produced by renewables are briefly presented.

Premium tariff.
The premium tariff scheme has been foreseen in the Danish Decree on the Promotion of Renewable
Energy, which first came into force in January 2009 and has last been amended in September 2018.
Under this scheme, support is provided in the form of sliding premiums for electricity produced by
wind turbines, biogas, biomass, photovoltaics and other RE plants.
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In specific, for onshore wind parks connected to the grid a feed-in premium of DKK 0.25 (approx.
0.03€) per kWh was paid for the amount of electricity that was generated at 22,000 full load hours
of generation until the end of 2013 and 6,600 hours and based on 5.6 MWh per m2 of rotor area
until February 2018. The sum of feed-in premium and market price would have to be lower than
DKK 0.58 (approx. 0.08€) per kWh. Apart from the premium paid to wind energy producers, a
compensation for balancing costs has also been foreseen to fulfil the EC’s requirement at 0.013 DKK
(approx. 0.002€).
Regarding offshore wind parks the maximum subsidy received for plants financed by utility
companies was DKK 0.353 (approx. 0.05€) per kWh for 42,000 full load hours, which included both
market price and premium, in addition to a guaranteed bonus of DKK 0.10 (approx. 0.01€) per kWh
and a very small extra bonus for paying a grid tariff. Off-shore wind parks, being part of specific pilot
projects6 received DKK 0.70 (approx. 0.09€) per kWh for 15000 full load hours of operation and
12.7MW per m2 of rotor area. This support was applicable until 2016 and was restricted to a total
of 50MW.
Moreover, in the case of small wind turbines with an installed capacity up to 25 kW that are used
for self-consumption, commitments in tariff were granted depending on the total installed capacity
of the plant. Until November 2012, the premium was set in a way that when summed up to the
market price it would amount to DKK 0.60 (approx. 0.081 €) per kWh. From the end of November
2012 until December 2015 this changed to DKK 2.50 (approx. 0.335 €) per kWh for plants with an
installed capacity up to 10 kW, and DKK 1.50 (approx. 0.201 €) per kWh for plants with an installed
capacity between 10 kW and 25 kW. In the period after 2016 it is possible to obtain a commitment
for a premium on electricity injected to the grid by such wind turbines within annual pools of 1 MW.
The premium granted reflects the difference between feed-in tariffs and market price, with the
tariffs being annually adjusted downwards given the expected decrease of technology costs.
For pure biogas or gas from gasification, the sum of the market price and the premium paid to
electricity producers using biogas and gasification gas from biomass is DKK 0.793 per kWh (approx.
0.11€), annually adjusted by 60% of the net price index. Except for the aforementioned premium,
the producer receives additionally a guaranteed bonus of DKK 0.26 (approx. €ct 3.5) per kWh, which
is either decreased or increased depending on the natural gas price of the previous year, as well as

6

“In the context of the application from Nissum Bredning Vindmøllelaug I/S, on 8 February 2016 the Danish Energy
Agency communicated its commitment to support for a project to establish and test 28 MW of wind turbines at the
Nissum Bredning site.”
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a guaranteed bonus of DKK 0.10 (approx. €ct 5) per kWh, which is decreased annually until zero by
the end of 2019.
The producer is entitled to choose between this maximum subsidy and a guaranteed bonus of of
0.431 DKK (approx. €ct 6) per kWh, which is binding for one year.
Special provisions also apply for plants with an installed capacity of up to 6 kW.
For biogas co-firing there is a guaranteed bonus of 0.431 DKK (approx. €ct 5.8) per kWh. In addition,
the producer receives a guaranteed bonus of 0.26 DKK (approx. €ct 3.5) per kWh which is either
decreased or increased depending on the natural gas price of the previous year, as well as one of
0.10 (approx. €ct 5) per kWh which is decreased annually until zero by the end of 2019.
The producer is entitled to choose between this maximum subsidy and a guaranteed bonus of 0.431
DKK (approx. €ct 6) per kWh, which is binding for one year.
Hydro power plants qualify for a guaranteed bonus of DKK 0.10 (approx. €ct 1) per kWh, applicable
for 20 years from the date of commissioning. Since 2016, the installed capacity of hydro plants to
receive the premium must be up to 500 kW and the support is granted upon approval by Danish
Ministry of Energy, Utilities and Climate. Moreover, since 2017, the total support per project may
not exceed an amount equivalent to € 15 million.
Moreover, for plants of strategic importance (currently, only wave energy plants) up to 500 kW and
upon approval by Danish Ministry of Energy, Utilities and Climate the following support is available:
•

Plants up to 6 kW: maximum payment received cannot exceed 1.30 DKK (approx. €ct 17) per
kWh, annually decreased by 0.14 DKK (€ct 2) until 01.01.2018.

•

Plants larger than 6 kW: maximum payment received cannot exceed 0.60 DKK (approx. €ct
8) per kWh for the first 10 years of operation and 0.40 DKK (approx. €ct 5) per kWh for the
next 10 years.

Biomass plants up to 6 kW qualify to choose between a maximum payment of 0.793 DKK (approx.
€ct 11) per kWh and 1.30 DKK (approx. €ct 17) per kWh for 10 years after the commissioning.
The foreseen support costs for all technologies are borne by electricity consumers through a
surcharge, called Public Service Obligation.
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Tenders.
In Denmark a premium tariff for both onshore and offshore wind parks and solar PV plants is
awarded through tenders.
The design elements of the Danish tenders consist of the following:
•

Pre-qualification criteria may be specified by the competent Ministry for a specific tender.
All required approvals must be obtained prior to the tender.

•

Tender constraints are individually specified for a specific tender

•

In regards to the pricing rules of the tender scheme, it is based on the "pay as bid" principle.
The reserved state budget for the period 2018-2019 amounts to DKK 1.015 billion (approx.
€ 136 million). The bidding cap is set at øre 13 per kWh (approx. €c 2)

•

The lead times for the realization of the projects are two years of onshore wind and PV plants
and four years of offshore wind parks subject to the rules on municipal objections. (Political
Agreement)

•

In the period 2018-2019 two tenders are foreseen to take place

•

In case the winner does not fulfil the project according to the tender contract, he is penalized
with covering the consequent loss of the transmission grid operator

In 2015, Denmark completed a tender for the offshore wind plant Horns Rev 3 of 400 MW, while in
2016 two tenders for two inshore wind parks (Vesterhav Syd and Vesterhav Nord of a total of 350
MW) and one offshore wind farm (Kriegers Flak of 600 MW) were implemented.
The costs are borne by the foreseen state budget and consumers through the Public Service
Obligation surcharge.
Moreover, recognizing its leading role in renewables, Denmark has enacted a tender scheme to
support the construction of pilot project wind plants.
The design elements of this scheme are the following:
•

To qualify for participating into such a tender a prototype certificate is required when setting
up pilot plants in the national test centers.

•

A budget of DKK 150 million (approx. € 20 million) has been allocated for the period 20182019. The support will be granted for the maximum duration of a prototype certificate which
is three years.

•

The funds foreseen will be allocated on a first come first serve principle.
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•

In 2018 pilot plants received 13 øre / kWh (approx. €c 2), corresponding to the tender ceiling,
whereas in 2019, there is a supplement for the highest winning bid.

•

The lead times for the realization of the projects are two years of onshore wind and four
years of offshore wind parks

•

Two tenders will be implemented in the period 2018-2019.

•

The foreseen support for the pilot wind plants tenders comes from the state budget.

Net–Metering.
A net metering scheme is available in Denmark for all technologies except for geothermal energy
and under the condition that the plant is connected to a collective grid.
The electricity producers falling under this scheme are entirely or partially exempted from the Public
Service Obligation surcharge, depending on their installed capacity.

Loan guarantees.
Associations of wind and solar energy plant owners and other local initiative groups may apply for
loan guarantees to implement feasibility studies before the construction of the projects.
The foreseen budget for loan guarantees is 10 million DKK (approx. € 1.34 million), with a maximum
of 500,000 DKK (approx. € 67,260) per project and each guarantee being sufficient to cover most of
the loan in question.

3.2.1.2

Planned policies and measures submitted under draft

Danish NECP
In its draft National Energy and Climate Plan (Ministry of Energy, Utilities and Climate, 2018),
Denmark has notified the planned policies and measures to support the decarbonization dimension
of the Energy Union, aiming at following a pathway towards a climate neutral society by 2050,
through an overall RES share of approx. 55% by 2030.
In relation to renewable electricity, Denmark will focus on increasing its wind and solar PV capacity,
as well as deploying solid biomass for converting the remaining central coal power plants to
biomass-fueled plants.
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To achieve these targets, Denmark has already conducted tenders and signed contracts for 400MW
offshore wind to start production in 2019, 350 MW in 2020 and 600 MW in 2021. Moreover,
additional tenders for at least another 800 MW offshore wind have been already planned.
Furthermore, technology neutral tenders will be conducted in 2019 for wind and solar PV, which are
expected to go into operation by 2020 – 2021, whereas further technology neutral tenders,
incorporating also wave and hydro power, will be conducted in the period up to 2024.
Specific support schemes will be also enacted for wind turbines serving testing purposes in the
period up until 2024.
Apart from wind and solar PV, Denmark foresees direct investment grants for end-users using biogas
to produce electricity (among others) until 2023, as foreseen by the EEAG (European Commission,
2014).
Moreover, the so far successful fixed premium scheme for the support of solid biomass, that has
been proven a strong driver for the fuel switch from coal and gas, was agreed to continue in the
period after 2019.
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Germany
3.2.2.1

Implemented policies to support renewable electricity

production
According to information collected from RES-Legal Europe database (RES Legal Europe, 2019) and
Germany’s latest progress report on renewable energy (Federal Republic of Germany, n.d.), the
following support schemes have been implemented in Germany.

Premium tariff.
The market premium is the main support scheme for renewable electricity in Germany, since 2014.
Although for most technologies the level of this premium is determined on the grounds of a
competitive bidding process, for projects not obliged to participate in such a procedure, due to their
size, eligibility for a classical premium is foreseen. The market premium is calculated on a monthly
basis as the difference between a fixed feed-in and the electricity market price. In specific, a
reference tariff, defined per technology by law, is subtracted from the monthly electricity market
price, whereas under several conditions the premium tariff levels are subject to reductions, such as
so conformity with the technical requirements or the plant operator obligations.
The market premium per technology ranges according to the following:
•

PVs (specific building-mounted systems): depending on the site and the installed capacity,
EUR ct 8.91 – 12.70 per kWh

•

Onshore wind plants: EUR ct 4.66 – 8.38 per kWh

•

Offshore wind plants until 2020: EUR ct 3.9 – 1.4 per kWh

•

Geothermal energy: EUR ct 25.2 per kWh minus EUR ct 0.2 per kWh

•

Biogas from bio-waste: EUR ct 13.05 – 14.88 per kWh

•

Biogas from manure: EUR ct 23.14 kWh for plants smaller than 75 kW

•

Landfill gas: EUR ct 5.66 – 8.17 per kWh

•

Sewage gas: EUR ct 5.66 – 6.49 per kWh

•

Hydro-power plants: EUR ct 3.47 – 12.40 per kWh (depending on plant size and date of
commissioning)

•

Biomass: EUR ct 5.71 – 13.32 per kWh (depending on plant size)

It is worth noted, that renewable electricity is still prioritized in its uptake by the grid.
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A degression rule applies for the market premium of almost all technologies, according to which
they are reduced by a percentage either defined by law or depending on the newly installed
capacity. New plants receive the tariff level that is applicable when they are put in operation and
for the whole payment period.
The costs for the operation of the classical market premium scheme are borne by the electricity
consumers.

Tenders.
The first tender organized in Germany took place in 2014 as a pilot one and concerned ground
mounted solar plants. In 2017 the tendering scheme expanded on further RES technologies.
Through this process RES projects determine the level of the (sliding) premium that they will receive
in case their bid is the most profitable. The payment is received over a period of 20 years and it is
based on the ‘pay as bid’ principle.
The technologies that are eligible in the tendering scheme of Germany are onshore and offshore
wind, solar plants and new and existing biomass plants. The tendering procedure is technologyspecific, although there is also a common tender for wind and solar projects. Moreover, Germany
has introduced an opening of tenders, for conducting joint tenders with partner countries. In 2016,
one joint tender was organized with Denmark.
The design elements of the German tendering scheme are summarized in the following:
•

Varying pre-qualification criteria are foreseen depending on the technology

•

The tenders’ format requirements are set by the Federal Network Agency and so far the
procedure was based on a sealed bid format.

•

No budget cap exists for tenders, rather only price and volume cap. The latter varies
depending on the bidding session and technology

•

All tenders are implemented in a pay-as-bid process. Energy communities for wind power
projects participate on the pay-as-clear system in the tendering procedures.

•

Lead time vary according to the different technologies

•

If the awarded projects are not implemented or are delayed penalties are applied depending
on the project technology

As it will be described later in more detail, in the coming period it is planned to implement four
tender rounds annually for onshore wind for 2019 and three rounds from 2020 and beyond.
Offshore wind tenders will be implemented annually as of 2021. Solar plants tenders will be
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organized three times per year, biomass once annually and solar and onshore wind combined
tenders will be organized twice per year.

Feed-in tariff.
In Germany small power plants with a capacity up to 100kW are still eligible for a feed-in tariff, as
long as the produced electricity is injected into the grid for the months for which they receive the
financial support and in case they do not opt for market premium. The duration of the feed-in tariff
payment is usually 20 years.
Moreover, RES power plants with a capacity over 100kW may, in exceptional cases, also be eligible
for a feed-in tariff, which will be reduced by 20% and will not exceed 6 months per year and 3
consecutive months.
The level of the feed-in tariff varies according to technology and is subject to the existence of a
number of conditions that may require its reduction, such as no conformity with the technical
requirements or the plant operator obligations.
As for the case of market premium scheme, a degression rule applies for the feed-in tariffs of almost
all technologies, according to which they are reduced by a percentage either defined by law or
depending on the newly installed capacity. New plants receive the tariff level that is applicable when
they are put in operation and for the whole payment period.
The costs for the operation of the feed-in tariff scheme are borne by the electricity consumers.

Loan.
Several KfW Programmes in Germany provide loans and other financing packages to specific
purposes, such as:
•

The KfW Programme offshore wind energy which provides loans and financing packages to
support companies to invest in offshore wind farms.

•

The KfW Renewable Energy Programme “Storage” which provides low-interest loans to
support the use of stationary battery storage systems for PV plants connected to the grid.

•

The KfW Renewable Energy Programme–Standard which provides low-interest loans for
investments in renewable electricity projects of all technologies.
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•

The KfW Renewable Energy Programme Premium which provides, among others, low
interest loans and grant repayment support for electricity generation in deep geothermal
installations.

Loan and Subsidy.
The Innovation Programme by the Ministry of Environment, Nature Protection and nuclear Safety
provides low interest loans and subsidies for innovative pilot projects for RES, with potential of
reducing environmental impact.

Tenant electricity surcharge.
This scheme aims at supporting tenants in benefiting from PV-plants up to 100 kW on residential
buildings, under the consition that the electricity is supplied and consumed within the building itself
without using the grid.

Subsidies.
In Germany two types of subsidies are foreseen both of which refer to biogas plants, either new or
existing. In specific, the flexibility premium refers to operators of existing biogas plants that have
been put in operation before August 2014 and wish to expand their plant’s installed capacity for ondemand use. On the other hand, the flexibility surcharge refers to new biogas plants that would like
to increase their installed capacity for on-demand use.
The foreseen support of the flexibility premium refers to a total increase of additional capacities of
1.350 MW with 130 € per additionally installed kilowatt per year for 10 years, whereas the foreseen
support of the flexibility surcharge is 40 € per additionally installed kilowatt per year for as long as
the plant receives feed-in tariff or premium.
The costs for this scheme are borne by the final consumers.

3.2.2.2

Planned policies and measures submitted under the

draft German NECP
According to the draft National Energy and Climate Plan submitted by Germany (Federal Ministry of
Economic Affairs and Energy, 2018), the central instrument for the promotion of renewables as part
of the decarbonization dimension of the Energy Union, is the Renewable Energy Sources Act. This
act aims at increasing Germany’s share in renewables to at least 80% by 2050.
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As described earlier, already in 2014, Germany has introduced direct marketing of renewable
electricity, which means that RES producers are obliged to sell their electricity to the market and be
further supported by receiving a premium on top of the market price. This enactment has actually
led to a significant reduction of renewable electricity generation (e.g. in the case of solar PV from
0.09 €/kWh in 2015 to 0.04 €/kWh in 2018). The tendering scheme that came into force in 2017 has
furthermore contributed to an enhanced competition among the renewables.
The quantities of renewable electricity to be auctioned until 2030 have been established as follows:
•

Onshore wind:
o 2800 MW/year from 2017 to 2019
o 2900MW/year after 2020
o Special tenders corresponding to another 4GW between 2019-2021

•

Offshore wind: 3100 MW in total between 2021-2025

•

Solar PV larger than 750 kW:
o 600 MW/year
o Special tenders corresponding to another 4GW between 2019-2021

•

Biomass:
o 150 MW/year from 2017 to 2019
o 200 MW/year from 2020 to 2022

Moreover, Germany has launched a pilot project for technology-neutral tenders for the period
2018-2020. These tenders will be open to both solar PV as well as onshore wind power plants and
aim at allowing the two technologies compete with each other. The quantities that are foreseen to
be auctioned are 400 MW per year.
In addition to that, Germany has planned to launch pilot innovation-based tenders in order to test
new price-structuring mechanisms and tendering procedures, in view of an enhanced competition
and improved functioning of the German power system. The quantities foreseen to be auctioned in
these innovation-based tenders will be deducted from the regular tenders described above and
concern 250 MW in 2019, 400 MW in 2020 and 500 MW in 2021 for onshore wind and solar PV
power plants.
A number of special tenders are also planned in view of achieving the 2020 climate targets of
Germany and these will require an amendment of the Renewable Energy Sources Act. These tenders
will foresee 4 GW of onshore wind and another 4 GW of solar PV power plants until 2021 (1 GW in
2019, 1.4 GW in 2020 and 1.6 GW in 2021 for each technology).
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The Offshore Wind Energy Act that entered into force in 2017 foresees, among others, that future
offshore wind projects will also be determined through a competitive bidding process, with a
maximum quantity of 3100 MW for the period 2021-2025, as mentioned before, with a minimum
of 500 MW foreseen for the Baltic Sea.
In Germany, access to finance for the development of renewable electricity projects is very good, as
a risk minimization can be ensured because of the guaranteed payment of the renumeration taking
place through the Renewable Energy Sources Act Surcharge. Moreover, KfW’s Renewable Energies
Programme supports the long-term financing of projects, by providing favourable interest rates.
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Ireland
3.2.3.1

Implemented policies to support renewable electricity

production
According to information collected from RES-Legal Europe database (RES Legal Europe, 2019) and
Ireland’s latest progress report on renewable energy (Anon., 2017), the following support schemes
have been implemented in Ireland.

REFIT
In Ireland, electricity from renewable sources has been supported through a feed-in-tariff scheme
(REFIT) until the end of 2015. As of January 2016, there is no other support scheme available, while
the implementation of a new support scheme is pending in 2019.
Until the end of 2015 REFIT supported various technologies, by providing the feed-in tariff to
electricity suppliers that purchased renewable electricity from producers with whom they had a
REFIT Power Purchase Agreement.
Three different REFIT schemes have been implemented, with the original one (REFIT 1) operated
until the end of 2009. The two newer schemes (REFIT 2 and REFIT 3) came into force in 2012, with
REFIT 2 covering onshore wind (small and large scale), hydro (small scale), and biomass landfill gas,
whereas REFIT 3 covered the biomass from anaerobic digestion, biomass for CHP, biomass
combustion and biomass co-firing.
The amount paid to producers under this scheme was based on reference prices by technology and
have been annually adjusted according to the consumer price index. For 2018 the prices were as
follows:
•

Small-scale wind power plants (up to 5 MW): €ct 7.2 per kWh

•

Large-scale wind-power plants (larger than 5 MW): €ct 6.99 per kWh

•

Landfill gas: €ct 8.59 per kWh

•

Anaerobic Digestion (CHP, up to 500 kW): €ct 15.8 per kWh

•

Anaerobic Digestion (CHP, larger than 500 kW): €ct 13.7 per kWh

•

Anaerobic Digestion (non-CHP, up to 500 kW): €ct 11.6 per kWh

•

Anaerobic Digestion (non-CHP, larger than 500 kW): €ct 10.5 per kWh

•

Hydro power plants: €ct 8.8 per kWh
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•

Biomass CHP (up to 1.5 MW): €ct 14.7 per kWh

•

Biomass CHP (larger than 1.5 MW): €ct 12.6 per kWh

•

Combustion of energy crops: €ct 10.2 per kWh

•

Combustion for other biomass: €ct 8.96 per kWh (5.1 and 5.2 REFIT 3)

The funding of the REFIT schemes was borne by the final electricity consumers through a surcharge
on the electricity bill, namely the Public Service Obligation (PSO).

Solar PV Pilot Scheme
In July 2018 a new support scheme was launched in Ireland which provides a subsidy for purchasing
and installing PV systems and/or batteries. The “Solar PV Pilot Scheme” is an one-off payment
addressed to homeowners of dwellings built before 2011 that meet the criteria for this scheme. The
amount paid to the homeowners is 700 €/kWp for an up to 2kWp solar PV system and 1000 € for
an up to 4kWp battery storage.
The scheme is expected to operate for 2 years with regular reviews every 6 months and the budget
comes from SEAI through the Department of Communications, Climate Action and Environment.

3.2.3.2

Planned policies and measures submitted under the

draft Irish NECP
Ireland has notified the Commission with a range of measures aiming at decarbonizing its energy
system in its draft National Energy and Climate Plan (Government of Ireland, 2018).
A tendering process introduced already in 1996 involved contracts of a certain fixed capacity for
wind projects. The so-called Alternative Energy Requirement scheme is foreseen to remain in place
until 2021.
Moreover, the REFIT, firstly introduced in 2009, went through three different phases, to adapt to
the different requirements in the support of different technologies. The support granted during the
first phase will end in 2027, the one granted during the second phase will end in 2032 and the third
one in 2030.
Apart from these, Ireland is in the process of developing new schemes. These include the new
Renewable Electricity Support Scheme (RESS), which will be based on a competitive bidding process
for new renewable electricity plants in view of contributing to the EU-wide target of 32% share of
renewables by 2030 and in particular aiming at supporting communities, broadening the renewable
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technology mix and ensuring cost effectiveness. After EU State Aid approval the first RESS tender
will take place in 2019.
Furthermore, Ireland plans to implement a new pilot micro generation scheme, targeting solar PV
and domestic self-generation. The scheme refers to a grant up to €3800 for residential houses built
before 2011 and it is in line with the recast of RES Directive, highlighting the role of consumer in the
renewables deployment. Six months after the implementation of the scheme a review will
determine whether it is possible to broaden it to other technologies and other types of consumers,
such as in the agricultural sector and the services.
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Italy
3.2.4.1

Implemented policies to support renewable electricity

production
According to information collected from RES-Legal Europe database (RES Legal Europe, 2019) and
Italy’s latest progress report on renewable energy (Anon., 2017), the following support schemes
have been implemented in Italy.

Premium tariff.
In Italy the main support scheme for renewable electricity is a simplified purchase/resale
arrangement. Producers can either decide to sell their produced electricity directly on the market
or sell it to the GSE (Gestore dei Servizi Energetici), who, as an intermediate, sells it on the market
on their behalf (“Ritiro Dedicato”). Moreover, producers can decide whether they opt for a
guaranteed minimum price or the market price. In case the market price is higher than the
guaranteed minimum price, the producer receives an annual adjustment. This scheme cannot be
combined with the net metering scheme (see below).
The guaranteed minimum prices apply for a year and are determined by the energy authority for
the following plants:
•

Lower than 100 kW for PV, if supported by additional support schemes

•

Lower than 500 kW for hydro, if supported by additional support schemes

•

Lower than 1 MW for all other sources

Market prices apply to the following plants:
•

Lower than 1 MW for all sources (excl. cases mentioned above) if supported by additional
support schemes

•

More than 1 MW for all sources, if they are not supported by additional support schemes.

The amount of payment decreases as output increases and is annually adjusted according to the
consumption prices of families of workers and employees.
All RES producers receiving the premium tariff are obliged to pay a management, verification and
control fee to GSE, which is calculated on the basis of the nominal capacity of the plant and cannot
exceed € 10,000 per year.
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The remaining costs for this support scheme are borne by the electricity consumers.

Net-metering.
The Net-metering scheme is an auto-consumption scheme in which producers-consumers
(prosumers) can offset the generated excess renewable electricity that is fed into the grid at a
certain hour with the electricity taken from the grid and consumed. The balance between the
amount of electricity injected to the gird and the amount of electricity taken from the grid is
calculated annually and could lead to a surplus for the producer and subsequently an economic
compensation. As mentioned before, this scheme cannot be combined with the premium tariff, but
it could be combined with tax deductions (see below). As of January 2015, all technologies up to 500
kW are eligible for this scheme.

Tax regulation mechanisms.
Since 1993, deliveries and services related to investments in wind power plants and solar energy
installations and investments in grids that distribute this electricity are eligible for a 10% on the
value-added tax for. Furthermore, buildings with integrated renewables qualify for a real estate tax
reduction from the respective municipalities.

3.2.4.2

Planned policies and measures submitted under draft

NECP
In its National Energy and Climate Plan (Ministry of Economic Development, Ministry of the
Environment and Land and Sea Protection and Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport, 2018), Italy
specifies the policies planned for safeguarding and further promoting electricity generation from
renewables, which span from economic and regulatory measures, to technical, IT and administrative
ones. The renewable technologies are divided into mature (onshore wind, solar PV, hydro, biomass
and biogas) and innovative ones (offshore wind, CSP, geothermal and marine).
Italy aims at supporting small-scale plants for self consumption, by extending the currently
operational scheme to other configurations, such as renewable energy communities. Among the
measures planned for facilitating and promoting small-scaled renewable plants and selfconsumption, Italy intends to establish specific tariffs, for cases in which self-consumption is not
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viable and provided that the potential is significant. One of the technologies that are prominent for
this scheme is waste and residues fueled CHP in the industrial and agricultural sector.
Regarding the large-scale renewable plants, i.e. above 1 MW, Italy plans to continue employing a
competitive bidding process, with technology-neutral tenders for technologies with similar
characteristics, ensuring the achievement of targets, where necessary. The successful bidders will
be paid on the basis of contracts for difference. Italy has chosen this mechanism as it is better suited
for a more efficient planning of pre-defined power levels, providing security to investors and
additional benefits to consumers, in case the market price exceeds the recognized renewables
production costs.
In addition to the above tenders, Italy will also encourage investors to enter into a Power Purchase
Agreement with interested parties (e.g. traders, aggregators, large-scale consumers and others) for
purchasing their energy. PPAs govern the sale and purchase of power, are a key to bankability of a
project and provide reliable long-term clarity on roles, responsibilities, costs, revenues as well as
probability and significance of associated risks for stakeholders (IRENA, 2018). As an initial step
towards the implementeation of such constractual agreements Italy is considering pilot PPAs in the
public sector as part of the National Action Plan for Green Public Procurement.
For technologies that are not yet considered economically viable, Italy will consider the use of
pricing instruments and investment grants, including European funds and research and innovation
funds.
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3.3 Carbon pricing policies in the EU
From the twelve Member States that have implemented a carbon pricing policy in Europe, six had
already done so before the application of the EU ETS, whereas the rest have introduced such a policy
after 2003.
It is interesting to note that Member States that have opted for such a policy range from low to high
emitters of GHG, both in absolute terms, as well as per capita. Figure 3.2 shows the year, in which
each of the twelve Member States introduced the carbon tax in conjunction with the Member States
emissions per capita in the corresponding year.

Figure 3.2 Implementation year of carbon tax policies, own elaboration with data from World Bank (The World
Bank, n.d.)

Most of the Member States having introduced a carbon pricing scheme consider only CO2
emissions, whereas in three Member States the carbon tax is applied to all GHG emissions and in
one Member State (Spain) only F-gases are considered.
Moreover, most of the Member States (nine out of twelve) applied the carbon tax policy mainly to
transport and buildings sectors, whereas the rest targeted mainly the power sector and industry. It
is noted that in all cases there were exemptions, some of which were also related to the
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implementation of the EU ETS. In most cases, the emissions taxed are originated from any fossil fuel
(with two Member States exempting peat), whereas the liable parties for paying the carbon tax are
either the distributors and importers of fossil fuels (in eight out of twelve Member States), or the
end users of fossil fuels (in four out of twelve Member States).
Figure 3.3 below illustrates the changes in carbon intensity occurred from the implementation year
of the carbon tax policy in specific Member States until the implementation of the EU-ETS in 2005.
Carbon intensity is defined as the ratio between energy-related GHG emissions and gross inland
consumption of energy. It expresses how many tonnes CO2 equivalents of energy-related GHGs are
being emitted in a certain economy per unit of energy that is being consumed. The data on energy
emissions are being sourced from the GHG emissions reported to the UNFCCC and the data on gross
inland consumption from Eurostat.
The countries demonstrated in this graph are those that introduced a carbon tax before the
implementation of EU-ETS, with the exemption of Latvia, which although having introduced a
carbon tax in 2004, its effect would not be visible in one year. The Member States examined are
Finland (1990), Poland (1990), Sweden (1991), Denmark (1992), Slovenia (1996) and Estonia (2000).
As it is observed in Figure 3.3 the changes in carbon intensity vary a lot among the Member States
from a reduction of 11,4% for Sweden and 10,9% for Denmark to even a slight increase of 0,4% for
Estonia. Although Poland and Finland implemented a carbon tax in the same year (1990), their
reductions in carbon intensity differ significantly, with Finland exhibiting a 6,9% reduction and
Poland only 2,3% until 2004. It is also worth mentioning that the EU-28 in total had a greater
reduction of its carbon intensity than all of the Member States examined here, namely 13,1% in
2004 in relation to 1990. This indicates that the reduction of carbon intensity in many countries –
for instance, Latvia, Lithuania and Slovenia exhibited a carbon intensity reduction of more than 25%
in 2004 in comparison to 1990 - happened independently of the implementation of a carbon tax
policy and is obviously attributed to other parameters, such as policies in different sectors, changes
in the energy mix and others.
Moreover, in the period after the implementation of the EU-ETS, the overall reduction of carbon
intensity in the EU-28 was 10,4% in 2017 compared to 2005. Again the effect of the EU-ETS cannot
be isolated from other policies in individual sectors (such as the large RES deployment which is
largely attributed to favourable support schemes as described in the previous sections), changes in
the energy mix or simply technological advancements and higher efficiencies.
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Figure 3.3 Carbon intensity changes until 2004, own elaboration with data from Eurostat (European Commission,
n.d.)

Considering the above, it is important to highlight that the carbon tax policy did not seem to have
been a breakthrough in the decarbonization policies in Europe, contributing substantially on its own
in the reduction of GHG emissions. This was also found by Meckling et al (Meckling, et al., 2017),
who claimed that “with the prominent exceptions of a few Scandinavian carbon taxes and some EU
fuel taxes, most early carbon pricing systems had a limited effect in reducing emissions or inducing
innovation. They served mainly as backstop measures to avoid a sliding back of emissions reductions
earned through clean-energy policies or market forces”.
Nevertheless, it is a policy instrument that has to be further examined and assessed in combination
with other decarbonization policies and measures. A note-worthy parameter in policy making is as
Meckling et al (Meckling, et al., 2017) suggest to tie subsidies or support for green technologies (e.g.
support schemes for renewable electricity) to the revenues earned from a carbon pricing policy,
which has been the case in several Member States. This approach moreover gives large utilities
which invest in renewables an incentive to support a tightening of carbon prices.
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4 Analysis and conclusions
Considering the review and analysis carried out in the previous sections, it is clear that the financial
instruments and support do not alone suffice for the wide implementation of renewables in the EU.
A really well balanced set of policies and measures is imperative for unlocking the large potential of
renewables for completely decarbonizing power sector, but also achieving a carbon neutral
economy in all end-use sectors. These policies should span from technological measures, such as
grid expansion and storage development, regulatory measures such as streamlining of authorization
and permitting processes to pure financial measures, including subsidies and innovative financing
tools.
As explained in the above, the European Commission has initially promoted the implementation of
financial support schemes and other financial incentives to facilitate investments in renewable
electricity technologies, at a time in which it was difficult for them to compete fossil fuels. This
support has played a decisive role in their maturing, driving research and innovation to technological
advancements, ensuring public acceptance, involving large players and investors and in general
substantially growing renewables share in the power mix. Although support schemes have been
mainly seen as beneficial to the development of renewable technologies, they have not been always
considered positive for the overall social welfare. Reasons for that are related to many factors, some
of which are the following:
- the overcompensation received by certain technologies that was a consequence to the
unforeseeable abrupt technology cost (such as in the case of solar PV)
- the subsequent surcharges imposed to final electricity consumers, from which a large part
of the renewables remuneration originated and which led to rising electricity costs
- the need for retroactive actions to correct distortions of the support schemes, such as
decreasing feed-in tarrifs, which have unsettled investors’ trust
Based on the above findings, the European Commission has been promoting the gradual phasing
out of certain support measures, especially for technologies that are mature, such as onshore wind
and solar PV, endorsing their gradual exposure to the electricity market.
The EEAG provisions have played a significant role in this, setting specific obligations and deadlines
for reforming the national support schemes, considering certain exemptions, mainly related to the
maturity degree of technologies and project size. As found by the CEER biannual report (Council of
European Energy Regulators, 2018), in 2017 Member States have started modifying their renewable
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energy support schemes in order to achieve renewable energy deployment in a cost-effective way.
By 2017, 14 Member States had already implemented changes in their support schemes, by mainly
modifying the way support levels are being determined. This was an indication of shifting from
administratively determined tariffs to through competitive procedures determined support. 10
Member States had also implemented changes in the market integration of renewables, by
additionally introducing market premiums requiring supported renewable electricity to be sold
directly in the market and by requiring certain renewable energy producers to undertake balancing
responsibilities.
As found in the individual reviews of leading countries, most of them have initially employed
powerful support tools to uptake renewables in their national power mix, but were soon adjusted
to the provision of the European Commission for integrating mature renewable technologies in the
electricity market, mainly by converting to market premium schemes and minimizing the overall
cost burden, by introducing competitive bidding processes.
The main conclusions derived by the review of the leading countries in renewable electricity
deployment as communicated in their corresponding National Energy and Climate Plans can be
summarized in the following:
- Market integration of renewables with the support provided in the form of a premium on
top of the market price
- Introduction or continuation of tendering schemes for large-scale, mature RES technologies
(already offshore wind for Denmark)
- Consideration of technology-neutral tenders, to promote competition among technologies
and arrive at the most advantageous solution in terms of cost and efficiency
- Introduction of pilot tenders for specific cases (e.g. testing innovative technologies,
alternative price-structuring mechanisms and tendering procedures)
- Direct investment grants or specific tariffs for end-users of evolving technologies with still
high initial cost but also high potential and for self-consumption schemes
- Facilitation of access to finance
- Introduction of Power Purchase Agreements between investors in renewable electricity and
interested parties
As regards carbon pricing policies, although in economic theory it was considered as the most
powerful tool to decarbonize the energy sector in a cost-effective way, in practice it was not proven
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trade system (in Europe implemented through EU-ETS since 2005) and the carbon tax, which was
applied sparsely by individual Member States. As many researchers found, carbon tax has not been
as successful as originally expected in the reduction of GHG, although the latter depends on a variety
of reasons and cannot be only attributed to a carbon pricing policy. Moreover, the carbon tax
payers, usually being large utilities or industries with the power to influence decision making, have
provoked noteworthy political barriers related to the anticipated decrease of their competitiveness
and the corresponding impacts to the national economy. To overcome such barriers, regulation had
to partly accommodate the demands of emitters, such as combining a carbon tax with reductions in
other taxes.
Nevertheless, from the examined countries, none has exhibited a remarkable reduction of GHG
intensity of their energy sector, after the application of a carbon tax. No conclusion can be, however,
drawn, on whether the non-implementation of such a policy would have led to a sliding back of
emissions reductions, otherwise achieved through other clean-energy policies or market forces.
Yet, carbon pricing schemes, including EU-ETS, have played a significant role when tied to other
clean-energy support schemes, as for example, using the revenues earned from carbon pricing to
compensate the financial support provided to RES technologies.
As found by Meckling et al (Meckling, et al., 2017), cost-effective policy designs “may be critical for
the political sustainability of clean-energy support schemes. As renewables expand, maintaining
political support needs to extend from subsidies to policies that increase the flexibility of energy
systems. The intermittent and decentralized nature of renewable energy requires policy support for
new flexibility options, including energy storage, grid interconnection, and demand side response”.
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5 Identification of policies priorities
Considering all the above, the design, selection and combination of policies for the decarbonization
of the energy sector must entail a careful consideration of all interdependencies of the economy,
not disregarding the economic situation, priorities and individualities of each Member State and
overcoming several economic, institutional, political, legislative, social and environmental barriers.
The main policy priorities that can be extracted through the aforementioned analysis are
summarized in the following:
- Pricing tools to promote decarbonization should be a part of a well-balanced mix of policies,
covering, furthermore, technical, regulatory and administrative measures
- In the policies setting process, it should be ensured that multiple scopes are served (e.g. a
support scheme of RES technologies should not only aim at the vast deployment of this
technology but also, indicatively, to safeguard final consumers total burden in the energy
bills, upgrade their role as prosumers and facilitate dispersed grid integration)
- Financial support schemes and other subsidies should be high in the beginning and able to
be pulled back once maturity is reached until their gradual phasing out
- Market integration of renewable electricity, accompanied with balancing responsibilities,
must be further promoted
- Regular re-evaluation of renewable energy production cost should be performed based on
the LCOE methodology
- Self-consumption, energy communities and strengthening of prosumers’ role should be
promoted
- Cost-efficiency and potential maximization must be pursued (e.g. through competitive
bidding processes, technology-neutral tenders, etc.)
- Ambitious and demanding policies such as carbon pricing should be combined and ties with
other support schemes to increase their impact and improve their public acceptance
An important role of this report is to be also employed for identifying ways to integrate these
policies directions into future versions of the MEDEAS tool. Some first approaches for that are the
following:
- Quantification of each policy’s impact e.g. in terms of newly installed capacity, by analyzing
statistical data and/or performing a decomposition analysis
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- Internalization of total support costs or pricing revenues arising from the implementation of
different policies (either coming from state funds or from consumers) into the energy
intensities
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Section C. Environmental impacts
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Scope of section C
The purpose of this section is to summarize the known environmental impacts of the individual
renewable energy sources and suggest the measures that would balance the development
of renewable energy sources on one hand, while protecting valuable fauna and flora species and
their habitats on the other. The report also summarizes the existing EU policies important
for environmental protection and gives an overview of two explicit cases from Austria and Bulgaria,
where good practise is highlighted, next to negative examples that should not be practiced
elsewhere.
Finally there are some recommendations in the report, namely for improving of the EU policies and
setting up a legislative framework in the member states, but also inputs for the MEDEAS model,
where only some of the environmental limits have been reflected during its development.
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Introduction
Each type of electricity and heat or transport fuel production has some environmental impact,
including renewable energy sources. According to IPCC report Global Warming of 1.5 °C, the share
of renewable energy sources on global electricity production should reach 70 – 85 % till 2050
(Masson-Delmotte V et al., 2018) so there is no doubt that renewable energy development is
a necessary instrument which helps to reduce the use and burning of fossil fuels and limits the risks
related to climate change. Although, it is necessary to find balance between renewable energy
development on one side and nature protection, sustainable forestry and agriculture on the other.
The aim of this document is to evaluate the European Union environment protection policies’
impact on the development of renewable energy sector and assess the realistic potential of
particular sources.
The first chapter summarizes the environmental limits for the individual renewable energy sources
(hydro, wind, solar, biomass and geothermal) and discusses the possible approaches to these limits
in practice.
The second chapter summarizes the actual nature protection policy and instruments on the EU level
which may limit the renewable energy development. Attention is paid to nature conservation
directives (Birds and Habitats Directive and related system Natura 2000) as well as regulations used
in agriculture and forestry sectors. Special focus is placed on the environmental limits for renewable
energy sources supported by the latest Renewable Energy Directive (RED II).
The third and fourth chapters are focused on the specification of environmental limits’ impact
on renewable energy potential with respect to actual practice in two specific countries – Austria and
Bulgaria. Analysing the relevant legislation and conditions for environmental protection and
renewable sources´ development gives an overview of different practises in the individual members
states. This chapter also highlights some positive, as well as negative examples of projects and their
context to present a few “how to” and “how not to”.
The aim of the last chapter is to name concrete recommendations how to improve the EU policies,
but also how to set up or improve the legislative framework on the member state level, based on the
existing practise and lessons learnt in the individual member states. As the MEDEAS model reflects
only some of the environmental limits, several points are added on how to improve the model in
this area.
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This report is part of third subtask of WP7 – Policy analysis and implementation strategies. It
complements the task 6.3.g Environmental impacts which focuses on particular impacts (GHG
emissions, water consumption and land use change) of renewable energy sources development
under TRANS (transition) scenario. This report points out the environmental limits for renewable
energy sources development, which are set by actual legislation and practice.
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1 Review of Environmental Limits for Particular
Renewable Energy Sources
1.1 Onshore Wind Power
The most obvious environmental limit for the development of onshore power plants relates
to the protection of animals, especially birds and bats. Particular areas have to be excluded from
the list of the potential wind power plant locations, as per position of DG Environment of European
Commission it is necessary to avoid the following impacts on nature protection:
•

the risk of bird and bat collision with components of a wind power plant,

•

disturbance and displacement - habitat loss concerning birds and bats caused
by the operation and construction of a wind power plant,

•

barrier effect of large wind farms on migration of birds and mammals,

•

habitat loss or degradation due to the construction of a wind power plant on the location
with special hydrological or geomorphological conditions (Science for Environment Policy,
2015).

In spite of these limitations, many European organizations concerned with nature conservation
agree that a responsible development of on-shore wind power sector can go on in harmony with
nature conservation (BirdLife Europe, 2011). According to the DG Environment guidance document,
there is also a broad agreement that spatial planning and appropriate site location are the key
preventative instruments of the mentioned negative impacts (European Union, 2013). Practical
guidance and particular recommendations on how to prevent negative impacts on animals during
the preparation of the project include mainly spatial planning principles and assessment of wind
power plant impact on particular Natura 2000 sites. European Commission as well as organizations
focused on nature protection formulated them in their publications (Scottish Natural Heritage,
2017).
Another environmental limit for wind power relates to landscape aesthetic issue (Pasqualetti, 2004).
Generally, landscape character is a rather disputable topic, as it largely depends on subjective
assessment. “Scenic beauty” is considered one of the chief landscape values e.g. in the Scottish
Natural Heritage committee of ministers (Scottish Natural Heritage, 2017). Despite its existence, this
aspect is nearly impossible to evaluate. There exists no broad agreement on the European level
about taking the landscape character protection into account during the planning of a wind power
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plant location (the issue is only generally mentioned in EC Guidance Document). However, this issue
is a rather important limit for the wind power development on the level of member states or even
particular regions.
Methodological recommendations related to licensing of wind power plants with respect
to landscape character are different from country to country. For example, particular regions
in Scotland operate with detailed landscape capacity assessment for wind power development
(Ironside Farrar, 2015, 2014). By contrast, regional governments in the Czech Republic only work
with a brief methodological guidance from the Ministry of the Environment which includes a very
general evaluation of different types of areas without any regional specifics taken into account
(Sklenička Petr and Vorel Ivan, 2009).
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1.2 Offshore Wind Power
Environmental limits for offshore wind power plants are similar to those on the shore, only slightly
more specific. Limits related to animal protection concern especially seabirds and marine species.
While the risk of bird-turbine collisions is comparable to the risk associated with onshore plants
(with similar possibilities of preventative measures), the knowledge about the impact of increased
noise levels or seabed disruption on marine species is, according to the 2014 Assessment, still
limited. Long-term monitoring of offshore wind power plants will be needed for evaluation
of the impact on population of marine species (Bailey et al., 2014).
On the other hand, wind power plants offshore can possibly have some environmental benefits,
as wind power plant foundations could serve as artificial reefs. In consequence, the number
of shellfish and concurrently the number of animals feeding on shellfish could increase (as stated
in the 2014 Assessment) (Bailey et al., 2014).
Again offshore wind power plants’ visual impact on coastal landscape is a reason of the public
opposition against particular installations (Dvorak Paul, n.d.). With respect to the actual
technologies, the visual impact of offshore plants could be minimized by extending the distance
from the coast. Despite such extension, wind power plants are still visible at the distance of 42 km
(Sullivan et al., 2013).
As it is apparent from public surveys, the acceptance of the visual impact in terms of particular areas
varies. According to the results of a public survey among the inhabitants of a coastal area at Danish
offshore wind farm Horns Rev, more than 80% of them supported the project. Respondents were
willing to pay extra money for electricity to extend the distance between the coast and offshore
wind farm from 12 to 18 km. The willingness to pay extra money to move the wind farm 50 km from
the coast was rather weak (Lemming et al., 2009). On the other hand, on the Island of Guernsey,
60% of respondents see offshore wind power plants as visually unattractive (Wiersma, 2015).
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1.3 Solar Photovoltaic Power
Distributed solar PV plants are mostly integrated into buildings (roof or facade) with negligible
impact on the environment. On the other hand, utility scale ground-mounted solar plants are less
expensive than the distributed ones and they are also rather attractive for investors (Energiewende
et al., 2015). As utility scale solar PV plants can cover an area up to several hectares, local species
could be affected and a there also exists the possibility of consequences such as habitat loss and
fragmentation (Hernandez et al., 2014). From the climate change perspective, there is a potential
risk that the installation of a utility scale solar PV plant could lead to land use change with possible
carbon release as the consequence of stripping vegetation and disruption of soil (Hernandez et al.,
2014).
Both mentioned types of impact of utility scale solar plants can be reduced or prevented by
appropriate siting. Brownfields and degraded land are optimal for the siting of large solar PV
installations. Ground-mounted solar PV plants should not be built on an undisturbed area of land.
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1.4 Biomass (including liquid biofuels and biogas)
Forest biomass
Utilization of forest biomass for heat or electricity production – both from primary forest resources
and residues from industrial processing – is possible only under the condition of a sustainable forest
management. Simple criteria that annual harvest should not exceed the yearly increment to forest
biomass stock can serve only for rough orientation. The goal to maintain soil quality and biodiversity
requires to limit the amount of biomass removed from the forest after timber harvesting (Hruška et
al., 2001; MÍCHAL, 1999). The sustainable level of forest biomass supply is not scientifically fixed and
will depend on the result of societal debate (Hoefnagels R et al., 2017).

Agricultural Biomass
From the perspective of the EU, the following commodities are the most important in connection
with domestic growing of agricultural biomass for energetic purposes:
•

sugar and starch crops for bio-ethanol,

•

oil crops for biodiesel,

•

straw for the production of heat and/or electricity

•

maize and hay-silage for biogas production (Hoefnagels R et al., 2017).

Non-food crops - perennial grasses like Miscanthus and short rotation coppice (e.g. special mutation
of poplar or willow) – have actually less importance but significant potential (Hoefnagels R et al.,
2017).
Environmental requirements of conventional bioenergy crops are the same as the requirements
of crops for food production in agriculture – prevention of soil degradation and erosion, prevention
of ground water pollution and protection of biodiversity (Brodt et al., 2011). The sustainable amount
of conventional crops growing for bioenergy is limited by the area of arable land not used for food
and feedstock production so that the growing of bioenergy does not create pressure on undesirable
land use change by agricultural usage of high carbon stock areas (wetlands, peatlands, forests).
Potential land use change is the most important environmental limit for special energy crops as well
- perennial grasses and short rotation coppice. Optimal growing of these crops on agricultural land
could lead to biodiversity improvement (Baum et al., 2012). Of course, plantations must not displace
high carbon stock areas.
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Biomass import
The EU imported 3.9 Mtoe of biomass in 2014 with a predicted increase to 10 Mtoe in 2030 (Bogaert
et al., 2017). Despite the fact that import covers only around 4% of EU biomass consumption, the
environmental impact is significant. In 2012, the EU imported 2.66 Mtoe of raw material for
biodiesel production, mainly soybeans from Argentina and crude palm oil from Malaysia and
Indonesia (Hruška et al., 2001). Rapidly increasing plantations of oil palm are an important reason
of deforestation in Malaysia and Indonesia (Fitzherbert et al., 2008). Already, a tendency to address
this is seen: the EU has decided to no longer treat palm oil as a renewable energy source and planned
for a phase out happening since 2019 (decreasing imports until 2023 until completely phasing out
in 2030: see special EU Commission Delegated Declaration of 13.3.2019 supplementing Directive
(EU) 2018/2001). Thus, it is expected that first-generation biofuels will be gradually replaced by 2nd
generation biofuels produced from organic waste.Regarding the solid biomass import to the EU,
pellets from the southeast area of the United States are the most important commodity. The
European demand is one of the causes of the continual conversion of natural forests into plantations
and increased pressure on forests of high biodiversity value (Olesen et al., 2016).
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1.5 Hydropower
The effects of hydropower on landscape character and freshwater ecosystems are varied
and significant. Environmental impacts are generally divided into the following categories:
•

changes in river morphology and riverine habitats,

•

barriers to migration and dispersal of protected species,

•

disruption of sediment dynamics,

•

changes of the ecological flow regime,

•

changes of the flow regime by peaking hydropower plants,

•

changes in seasonal flood cycles,

•

water chemical and temperature changes,

•

injuries and killing of individual animals,

•

displacement and disturbance,

•

effects on terrestrial species and habitats(European Union, 2018).

Building of reservoir hydropower plants has a strong impact on hydromorphology, e.g. affecting
river valleys, waterfalls, cascades floodplains and related habitats. For undisturbed rivers there are
recommendations of exclusion from hydropower development sections which meet the following
criteria:
•

near-natural or only slightly modified hydromorphology,

•

sections with an occurrence of key freshwater fish species,

•

river sections flowing through protected areas (national parks, Ramsar sites, biosphere
reserves, Natura 2000 areas or nature reserves),

•

sections with occurrence of vulnerable freshwater mussel and caddisfly species

•

sections with significant surrounding wetlands (Chamberlain Luke, 2018).

For operational hydro power plants it is essential to comply with regulations which should ensure
an adequate water flow in rivers to protect the aquatic life (Stori, 2013).
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1.6 Geothermal Energy
Possible emissions of greenhouse gases from geothermal reservoirs are the most important
environmental limit for development of geothermal energy projects. Despite the favorable values
of GHG emissions from geothermal power plants, in global average there are several examples
of projects which have emissions comparable with plants on fossil fuels (the most extreme
emissions were reported from a geothermal project in South West Turkey: 0,9 – 1.3 kg CO2/ kWh
(Fridriksson et al., 2016). Geological survey of geothermal reservoirs can prevent the development
of projects with a risk of high GHG emissions (Fridriksson et al., 2016).

1.7
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1.8 Environmental Limits vs. MEDEAS Model Inputs
Environmental limits mentioned in this chapter could in some cases be in conflict with renewable
energy potentials described in Deliverable D4.2 MEDEAS European model.
Potential estimates are generally in accord with environmental limits for both onshore and offshore
wind power. In particular, the onshore wind power potential estimated on less than treble of actual
production is in line with potential estimate in country like Austria (country with developed wind
power sector and also strict nature protection rules). In some countries (Poland, Hungary, Czech
Republic) there is a much higher untapped potential of wind power, and enviromental limits are not
the main obstacle for its exploitation (HANSLIAN et al., 2008).
Hydropower potential is estimated on 25 % increase of the actual situation which will probably lead
to conflict with environmental limits. Most countries have a long tradition of hydropower
generation and most available localities are utilized by hydropower plants already. An important
part of the potential development of hydro power plants might be found in the Balkan region where
the risk of environmental conflicts often appears to be rather serious (Chamberlain Luke, 2018).
Despite of investment into more efficient technology, a decrease of hydropower production in
some regions cannot be omitted, because more frequent droughts will play a more significant role
(van Vliet et al., 2016).
Regarding forest biomass, MEDEAS model respects rather conservative value for biomass extraction
which is generally in line with biodiversity protection requirements and stays below other bioenergy
development scenarios (Bogaert et al., 2017).
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2 European Environment Protection Policies
and Related Limits for Development
of Renewable Energy Sources
European Union declares its effort to reduce the possible energy production risks related to climate,
air, land, biodiversity, waste, water and marine environment by the legislation and policy
instruments (European Commission, n.d.). However, there are relevant examples of nonsustainable development of renewable energy in Europe with significant environmental impact.
Growing of maize for bioenergy production in biogas plants aggravates the problem of soil erosion
(Vogel et al., 2016).Both run-of-river (Anderson et al., 2015) and reservoir (Fette et al., 2007)
hydropower plants operation has a significant impact on river ecosystems. Increased demand
for forest biomass for heating and electricity production has led to several cases of inappropriate
timber harvesting (Pearce, 2015). The following chapter provides an overview of European policies
and directives which should regulate renewable energy development so as it would be
in compliance with rules of sustainability. It also includes sustainability criteria in Renewable Energy
Directive and Common Agricultural Policy which set conditions for the financial support
of renewable energy production.
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2.1 Nature Conservation Directives
The first and the most important European Union directive for nature conservation - the so called
“Birds´ directive” (European Council, 2010)- is very general from the point of view of infrastructural
projects planning, including renewable energy sources. The requirement to

“preserve, maintain or re-establish a sufficient diversity and area
of habitats for all the species of birds naturally occurring on the
European territory”
could lead to significant limitations but its implementation in practice largely depends on particular
Member states.
The second directive - the so called “Habitats directive” (European Council, 1992)- was approved
with the aim to ensure conservation of the natural habitats and the populations of species of wild
fauna and flora. The directive itself is also rather general from the point of view of infrastructural
projects’ planning, but it managed to establish a network of protected areas: Natura 2000.
The goal of the Natura 2000 network is to ensure protection for those species of animals, plants
and habitat types that are the most valuable and most endangered from the European perspective
(particular species are listed in annexes to Birds and Habitats Directives). Despite the fact that
Natura 2000 is not a system of strict nature reserves it represents a significant instrument
for regulation of infrastructural projects within the defined part of the European area - Natura 2000
network covers 18% of the EU land area and 6% of marine territory (European Commission, n.d., p.
200).
Different subjects of protection in the particular Natura 2000 areas which need not be in conflict
with the construction and usage of the renewable energy sources make it rather difficult to estimate
the exact impact of the network on the RES potential. For example, European Environmental Agency
in wind power potential study for Europe excluded Natura 2000 areas from the wind power plants
development which meant a potential reduction by 13,7% (European Environmental Agency,
2013a). However, the mentioned EEA approach neglects the fact that in many cases the subjects
of protection and conservation measures are not in conflict with the construction of a wind power
plant. In these cases, a wind power plant can be developed under the condition that all appropriate
impact assessments are done in accordance with European and national legislation. The authors of
the wind energy potential study for the Czech Republic calculated three scenarios with different
rate of wind power exclusion from Natura 2000 sites – complete exclusion for low scenario
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and permission of wind power project on 25 and 50 % of Natura 2000 sites in the middle or high
scenarios (HANSLIAN et al., 2008).
The European Commission makes a significant effort to moderate the process of development and
operation of renewable energy sources on Natura 2000 sites. The European Commission published
guidance for hydropower relating to Natura 2000 (European Union, 2018) and for wind farms
development in Natura 2000 sites (European Union, 2013). On the other hand, the impact of biofuel
crops and biomass production on Natura 2000 sites is not sufficiently mapped (Bowyer et al., 2015).

2.2 Biodiversity Strategy
The EU Biodiversity Strategy aims to maintain of biodiversity in Europe and to contribute to help
stop the global biodiversity loss. In addition to complying with the rules set out in nature
conservation directives (mentioned above), the strategy also focuses on forests and agricultural
land outside of the protected areas (in Target 3).
Regarding agricultural land, the strategy aims to maximize areas covered by biodiversity-related
measures under the Common Agricultural Policy – CAP (Parliament and Council, 2013). The setup of
CAP direct payments to reward environmental approaches in agriculture is a key instrument (see
article about CAP).
Regarding forestry, the biodiversity strategy aims to put forest management plans in line
with Sustainable Forest Management (SFM) which was defined by the Ministerial Conference
for Protection of Forests in Europe in Helsinki, 1993 (European Union, 2012). However, the SFM’s
definition is rather general: “The stewardship and use of forests and forest lands in a way,
and at a rate, that maintains their biodiversity, productivity, regeneration capacity, vitality and their
potential to fulfil, now and in the future, relevant ecological, economic and social functions, at local,
national, and global levels, and that does not cause damage to other ecosystems” (European
Commission, 2006). Despite declarations that SFM principles are widely applied to Europe’s forests,
the practice is essentially different from country to country (European Environmental Agency, n.d.).
In particular cases there are significant problems with achieving the goal of maintaining a healthy
forest ecosystem and biological diversity. This is the reason why more particular approaches
together with certification systems are used beyond SFM (European Environmental Agency, n.d.).
The EU Forest strategy (follow-up document to biodiversity strategy) is also rather general regarding
energy biomass. It declares the aims to “satisfy growing demand” and “respect sustainable
boundaries” (European Commission, 2013a). However, Forest strategy itself does not include
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sustainability criteria for energy biomass, the actual Renewable Energy Directive is more specific
(see article about RED).

2.3 Strategy for Soil Protection
The EU strategy for soil protection was approved with aim to achieve a sustainable usage of soil.
The strategy describes the European problem of ongoing soil degradation due to erosion, decline in
organic matter, contamination, sealing, compaction, decline in biodiversity etc. (European
Commission, n.d.). However, the strategy itself is rather general and does not include specific
proposals for individual farming practices like the cultivation of energy biomass. Moreover, the
proposal of the Soil Framework Directive was withdrawn by the European Commission in 2014
(Masson J, 2014). Practical measures should arise from “integration of soil protection in the
formulation and implementation of national and Community policies” (European Commission, n.d.).
EU Common Agricultural Policy will be the most important document on the European level (see
article about CAP).

2.4 Sustainability Criteria in the Renewable Energy
Directive
A recast of the Directive on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources was
approved at the end of 2018 as a part of the “Clean Energy for all Europeans” package. The directive
should serve as a tool for meeting the European binding target to cover 32% of the final energy
consumption till 2030 by renewable energy sources. The directive contains rules for support of the
usage of renewable energy including environmental limits.
The directive has only general environmental appointment regarding solar photovoltaic, wind
and hydro power plants formulated as a reference to other regulations:

“During assessment, planning or licensing procedures for renewable
energy installations, Member States should take account of all Union
environmental law and the contribution made by energy from
renewable sources towards meeting environmental and climate
change objectives.” (European Parliament, 2018, p.7)
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The directive includes one limit regarding geothermal energy as its production in some geological
areas “may release greenhouse gases and other substances from underground fluids, and other
subsoil geological formations, which are harmful for health and the environment”. The directive
limits support only for projects “of geothermal energy with a low environmental impact
and resulting in greenhouse gas emissions savings compared to non-renewable sources” (European
Parliament, 2018).
Considerably more attention is devoted to environmental limits for solid and liquid biofuels.
According to Article 29 of the directive, these fuels are eligible for financial support only under the
condition that it fulfills sustainability criteria which are set out in the same article. The same criteria
must be met in order for the produced energy to be counted as a contribution to achieving the EU
renewable energy target (European Parliament, 2018).
Sustainability criteria can be summarized into the following points:
•

regarding biofuels, bioliquids and biomass fuel produced from agricultural waste:
management plans in order to address the impacts on soil quality and soil carbon have to be
in place,

•

biofuels, bioliquids and biomass fuels produced from agricultural biomass shall not be made
from raw material obtained from land with a high biodiversity value (for example primary
forests or areas designated to nature protection purposes),

•

biofuels, bioliquids and biomass fuels produced from agricultural biomass shall not be made
from raw material obtained from land with high-carbon stock (for example wetlands),

•

biofuels, bioliquids and biomass fuels produced from forest biomass are acceptable from the
areas where monitoring or management systems can ensure the legality of harvesting
operations, forest regeneration of harvested areas, maintenance of soil quality and
biodiversity, maintenance of the long-term production capacity of the forest,

•

biofuels, bioliquids and biomass fuels produced from forest biomass are acceptable from the
areas where monitoring or management systems can ensure that carbon stocks and sinks
levels in the forest are maintained, or strengthened over the long term (European
Parliament, 2018).

It should be noted that sustainability criteria set out in the directive have been subject to sharp
criticism from scientists who are convinced that increased demand for energy biomass will have
a negative environmental impacts despite the proposed sustainability criteria (Searchinger et al.,
2018).
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Moreover, the compliance with sustainability criteria in practice will need to be verified through
certification systems (BirdLife et al., n.d.).
EXAMPLE FROM PRACTISE: FOREST CERTIFICATION AND THE LIMITS FOR BIOMASS REMOVAL
Although forest management certification schemes are used just as voluntary instrument for forest
owners interested in convincing their customers of a favorable ecological approach to forest
management, the requirements of certification standards can provide a good idea
of the environmental limits for forest biomass usable for energy purposes. For example, the Czech
FSC (Forest Stewardship Council) standard (FSC Česká republika, 2015) has been developed
in collaboration of foresters with nature conservation experts and contains the following
environmental requirements related to usable amount of biomass:
•

the owner of a forest is to ensure that the remaining trunks, trees with hollows and selected
mature trees are left to live and decant in at least 5 trees per hectare in adult stands,

•

removal of brushwood and harvest residues is permitted only for specified forest types (with
low level of soil damage).

Certification standards are based on recommendations of forest protection experts to leave 20 – 50
m3 of wood per hectare for decaying (in contrast to actual European practice to leave 3 m3/ha on
average) (Hanski and Walsh, 2004).

2.5 Setting of the Common Agricultural Policy
EU Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) is the most important tool for influencing the shape
of the agricultural sector, including the cultivation of energy crops. Actually, the CAP is above all
very powerful subsidy mechanism which allocates € 59 billion per year to farmers around Europe
(approximately 40% of the EU budget) (European Environmental Bureau (EEB), 2017). Despite the
fact that CAP rules for the years 2021 – 2027 will be approved by the end of 2020 (European
Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture and Rural Development, n.d.) with new EU
institutions after the 2019 elections, it is possible to estimate the basic outline by EC proposal from
June 2018 and follow-up comments.
The European Commission CAP proposal includes both the environmental (biodiversity protection,
sustainable management of soil or water) and energy-specific (contribution to sustainable energy
production) objectives (European Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture and Rural
Development, n.d.). Investment into renewable energy production capacity (including bio-based) is
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among the result indicators as well as the improvement of soil quality or enhanced biodiversity
protection (European Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture and Rural Development,
n.d.) . However, there is no discussion of the potential conflict between these objectives in the
proposal.
The orientation of the CAP rules towards production support is an important reason
for the continuous biodiversity loss in Europe (Fischer Markus et al., 2018). For example, the
population of farmland birds (skylark, turtle dove, and yellowhammer) declined by 57% between
1980 and 2016 (PanEuropean Common Bird and Monitoring Scheme, 2018). Similarly, the current
setting of the CAP is not sufficient to reduce the enormous share of the agricultural sector on the
pollution of both surface water and groundwater bodies (European Environmental Bureau (EEB),
2017).
Limitation of environmental impact of the agricultural sector would require significant changes
in the CAP settings. The last experience from the CAP preparation process for the years 2014 – 2020
is rather negative. Despite the fact that environmental aspects like the protection of soil, water and
biodiversity were mentioned as a CAP priority, most of the member states have used “flexibility”
options to conserve the unsustainable status quo (European Environmental Bureau (EEB), 2017).
It is difficult to estimate the extent to which the final CAP version will take into account
the fundamental need for change. A significant obstacle still lies in the prevalence of direct
payments (paid by farmed area with only general conditions) which actually cover 72% of the CAP
budget (European Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture and Rural Development, n.d.).
The most feasible first step towards more environmentally favorable CAP should probably be the
specification of conditions for the so called “green direct payments”, for which a special part of
budget is allocated (Hart and Bas-Defossez, 2018).
Regarding energy crops, the CAP rules are able to change the economic benefit of particular
procedures. For example, silage maize used as the input for biogas plants has a high hectare yield
but poor environmental characteristics (high soil loss due to erosion, high consumption of fertilizers
with related water pollution and high pesticide input). A variant is the use of grass from extensively
farmed meadows and pastures (no need for fertilization, very good properties from the point of
view of water retention) with five times lower biogas production per hectare (Lhotský and Kajan,
2011). An efficient CAP support for permanent grasslands would mean significant environmental
benefits but also less energy production per unit of agricultural land.
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2.6 Strategy for Resource Efficiency
The EU Roadmap to a Resource Efficient Europe is a document which reflects the fact that in the last
decades, the European economy was based on an intensive resource use and that this model is not
sustainable. The vision of a strategy document includes sustainable management of raw materials
to energy, water, air, land or soil and also the achievement of climate change milestones or
biodiversity protection goals. However, the strategy did not set any quantitative target (European
Commission, 2011).
Renewable energy sources’ development is generally in line with the goals of the strategy. There
are explicitly mentioned land use limits for renewable energy (prevention of indirect land use
change).
The strategy for resource efficiency does not directly influence the legislation or economic
instruments (unlike the CAP in the previous article). Actually, the EU is not on the track to reach the
milestones of the strategy (stop biodiversity loss, improvement of soil protection or reduction of air
pollution). Key recommendations such as a major shift from taxation of labour towards
environmental taxation or phasing out of environmentally harmful subsidies are met only partially
and slowly (Withana et al., 2014).

2.7 Strategy for Reduction of Air Pollution
Air pollution reduction is a high EU environmental priority as poor air quality is still an important
cause of premature mortality (European Commission, 2013b). In its Clean Air Programme, the EU
sets a target to reduce health impacts related to air pollution (premature mortality due to
particulate matter and ozone) by 52% between 2005 and 2030 (European Commission, 2013b).
Biomass combustion in household boilers and stoves has a significant share on the emissions
of important pollutants - European Commission estimates that biomass combustion in households
is responsible for 36% of PM2.5 emissions in EU (European Commission DG ENV, 2018). At the same
time, burning biomass for building heating has the biggest share on EU renewable energy
production from all particular sources - more than 37% of EU renewable energy production falls on
decentralized biomass heating (Eurostat, 2019a).
The EU strategy for reduction of air pollution from biomass combustion in households is based
on technology improvement of solid fuel boilers and local space heaters. Eco-design Directive
(2009/125/EC) sets the maximum permissible emissions for boilers which will appear on the market
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after 2020. Also energy efficiency measures will indirectly contribute to the reduction of emissions.
Despite the mentioned technology improvement, air pollution caused by biomass burning will be
still significant in 2030 (Janusz Cofala et al., 2018).
However, regulation in the sense of prohibition of biomass combustion for local heating is not
mentioned as a measure under consideration in the EU strategy (there are regional exceptions as
the city of Cracow in Poland which banned the usage of solid fuels for decentralized heating). It is
possible that some member states will approve some kind of restrictions with the aim to achieve
national emission ceilings for PM2.5 established by the NEC Directive, but such measures are still
focused on a particular category of boilers (Janusz Cofala et al., 2018).

2.8 European Policy on Water
The basic EU framework for water protection and management is established in Water Framework
Directive adopted in 2000. However, the directive does not include a regulation for hydro power
sector development. There is an explicit statement that

“Further integration of protection and sustainable management of
water into other Community policy areas such as energy, transport,
agriculture, fisheries, regional policy and tourism is necessary. This
Directive should provide a basis for a continued dialogue and for the
development of strategies towards a further integration of policy
areas.” (European Parliament, 2000)
Hydro power development depends much more on environmental protection rules including the EU
nature conservation directives. The EU provides guidance for hydro power plants development and
operation in accordance with the EU Natura 2000 legislation (European Union, 2018).
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3 Environmental Limits for Renewable Energy
Projects – Experience from Austria
In this chapter, we present a case of the environmental limits in Austria, which is an example
of an extensively elaborated set of strategic and legislative measures, supporting, but also limiting
the development of the renewable energy sources.
Included is the overview of Austrian limits for the construction of wind farms in Natura 2000 sites,
the limits for the construction and operation of small hydropower plants in Natura 2000 sites,
the production and collection of forest biomass for energy, the rules for cultivation of energy
biomass on agricultural land and the rules for the location of wind and ground photovoltaic power
plants in landscape with regard to landscape character.
In Austria, there are no general laws regulating energy-related investment or landscape
management measures in special areas of conservation and special protected areas
in a standardized way. Applicable legal regulations are distributed among a large number of laws,
regulations and guidelines and often just set out a framework, whilst specific and tangible rules and
regulations can be found in instruments of private law – mostly in contracts concluded between
landowners and public administration bodies. Incentives play an important role, too.
Austria is a federal state; most of the presented rules and regulations apply at regional level.
The selection of presented provinces (“Länder”) was guided by the principle to refer to the regions
in which the respective matter is important.
For each topic analyzed, conclusions were drawn indicating the existing environmental limits
to renewable sources use and suggestions for their improvement, which are summarized
in the following table:
Table 3 Review of renewable energy sources in Austria

Wind

Energy
source

Assessment of status quo

Possible improvement

In all key regions there are well-prepared More flexible regulations for micro-windterritorial masterplans defining priority power, in particular for HAVTs integrated
exclusion zones.
in architecture, evaluation of the approaches
applied in Burgenland, Styria, Upper
and Lower Austria.
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Energy
source
Small hydro

Energy biomass production is currently Support for natural rejuvenation and smalldominated by pest regulation measures. scale age-group mixture. Autochthonous
genetic material should be prioritized.
The present market environment is not in Incentives for multi-purpose short-rotation
favor of this form of energy resource areas serving also for prevention of erosion,
production.
microclimate improvement and biodiversity
stabilization.

PV

Agrarian biomass

Thorough trade-off between the aims Streamlining of the time-consuming approval
of regional energy self-sufficiency and process, long-term monitoring of fish
of conserving natural heritage. Situation- migration and biodiversity development.
specific,
detailed
rules,
limits
and conditions.

Forest
biomass

Possible improvement

Shortrotation

Assessment of status quo

Rules
just
partially
meet
the
conservational
needs;
there
are
protection gaps mainly in terms of
grassland management.

More detailed recommendations for farmers
managing wetlands and Natura 2000farmland with better customization of the
subsidy scheme (harvesting technology, cut
height, staggering
of fertilization…);
measures for a shift “from meat to plant”

Compared to wind energy, photovoltaic Further deregulation of approval procedure
plants are much less a subject of public for micro-PV installations <100 kWp, dual-use
discussion. Subsidies are neither concepts for fenced PV parks.
excessive nor underdeveloped and
contain a priority for decentralized small
installations.

3.1 Brief history of Decentralized Renewable Energy
Production in Austria
Austria looks back on a long and uninterrupted history of renewable energy use. Not only that wood
and peat were the predominant fuel for domestic heating in villages and cities, but also important
industries such as the glass industry were based on the firewood and peat resources. In the 19th
century, the density of mills, sawmills, hammermills and tanneries to exploit kinetic energy of
Austrian rivers was even higher than today. The meaningful Austrian metal processing and machinebuilding industry would not have arisen without small hydropower produced from Alpine rivers. The
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first Kaplan turbine, developed by the Austrian technician Viktor Kaplan, was installed in a factory
in Velm, Lower Austria, in 1919 (Technisches Museum Wien, n.d.), and has led to a boom of Alpine
hydropower installations. From the mid-19th century onwards, sophisticated legislation had
supported small hydropower development (Herzmansky, 1898). It required a compromise agreed
by operators of the nearest upstream and downstream hydropower users, required the leaving
of carefully stated minimal throughput in low-water periods and flexibly regulated electricity supply
to nearby settlements.
The biggest setback in this development happened when biomass-fueled horse-carriages were
replaced by gasoline-fueled cars and diesel-fueled trucks from the early 20th century onwards.
Rudolf Diesel’s suggestion to run Diesel engines on straight vegetable oil (FNR: Fachagentur
Nachwachsende Rohstoffe e. V., 2019) was soon ignored as the then Austro-Hungarian Empire
unrealistically assumed that transport fuel needs could be covered by oil mined around Matzen in
Lower Austria and Kolomea, Bukovina. It was when Austria lost most of her coalmines as a
consequence of the falling apart Empire, that it became visible that Austrian firewood and peat
would not suffice to ensure long-term fuel supply of urban agglomerations. Austria recognized that
imported coal was an expensive form of electricity generation, and adopted a program of
hydropower generation. Conflicts with wildlife protection were hardly ever perceived:

“The issue of protecting nature and landscape was not addressed
in newspapers until controversy about the large-scale power plant
on the Danube near Ybbs-Persenbeug arose in 1928. The construction
of power plants was linked to a euphoric attitude towards technology
from the era of the Monarchy through the interwar period,
presumably even until the Second Republic.” (Hufschmied, 2011)
When in 1973 OPEC had decided to reduce crude oil exports to Europe, this so-called “oil shock”
in Austria caused more ambitious efforts to return to self-supply than it did in most other European
countries (Umweltdachverband (ed.), 2007). Forest thinning was improved, woodchip heating was
introduced, solar-thermal energy was supported, and the closing of the last hydropower gaps was
declared a national priority. In 1979, the Austrians even decided in a nation-wide referendum not
to launch the operation of the first nuclear power-station near Zwentendorf in Lower Austria, and
even plans to develop large-scale hydropower flooding the alluvial forests along the Danube
between Vienna and Bratislava was turned down by civil protest.
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To mitigate onerous afflux of purchasing power to oil-exporting countries, Austria then had to build
their energy policy on a mix of efficiency concepts, small- and medium-scale hydropower, biomass
heating, wind-power and biogas. Increasingly able to afford expensive imports and exposed to
heavy fossil-fuel lobbying, Austria ever since has lost the leading position again. But what has
remained is a dense network of hydropower stations and biomass district heating as well as a high
share of individuals with a positive attitude on renewable energy use.
In 2001, the first Eco-Electricity Act entered force. For the first time, power-grid operators were
obliged to buy and feed into the grid all renewable electricity produced. Cost-covering feed-in tariffs
were guaranteed. These tariffs replaced the investment subsidies, which from that time on could
be obtained only for micro-generation at household level. Feed-in tariffs were amended almost each
year in reaction to the changes in the market prices for investment and input materials. The Federal
state subsidized the difference between customary and cost-covering feed-in tariffs by introduction
of an eco-electricity tax. This tax is a surcharge imposed on consumer prices for electricity. Since
2012, this law was replaced by a new one (Republic of Austria, n.d.).
After electricity generation from biogas became increasingly expensive between 2008 and 2012 due
to growing raw material prices, funding for electricity from biogas was not adequately increased and
as a consequence, many biogas plants which could not switch to gas trade eventually failed.
In the Austrian heat and gas markets, there are no subsidy schemes comparable to the ecoelectricity funding scheme.

3.2 Brief History of Natural Heritage Conservation in
Austria
In the 1860-s, the plans to cut down the forest area in the West of Vienna in order to supply
the rapidly growing city with timber and firewood were worrying the nation. As a reaction in 1872,
this forest was protected because of its role transporting clean air to the city by the Western winds;
from that time on, initiatives for the protection of endangered landscapes spread all across Austria
(Amati, 2016). In 1913, the Naturschutzbund was founded as an advocatory lobby for natural
heritage conservation. After World War II, numerous mostly small “nature parks” were established
mainly for the purpose of recreation in healthy and picturesque environment. Ever since, national
legislation has established five categories of protected areas: Naturdenkmäler (single trees, groups
of trees, rock formations, small biotopes), Naturparke (serving for mainly recreation
and educational purposes), Naturschutzgebiet (453 nature reserves with the main or sole focus
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on conservation of natural heritage), Landschaftsschutzgebiet (protected landscapes – protection is
less strict here but covers larger areas) and Nationalparke (6 national reserves of outstanding
importance for the conservation of Austria’s natural heritage, in which the IUCN - International
Union for Conservation of Nature - covenant must be observed). In one of them (a forest), human
presence has even completely been restricted.
In addition, there are 21 areas protected under the RAMSAR convention and 7 UNESCO biosphere
reserves.
After Austria had joined the EU in 1995, Natura 2000 zones were designated and reported to the
European Commission. To date, Austria has denominated 309 areas as European protected Areas
[Special Area of Conservation (SAC) or Special Protected Area (SPA)] under European conservation
status. They cover 15,13% of Austria’s terrestrial surface. Several Länder have also designated
European Wildlife Protection Areas (a special form of Habitat and Bird protection areas focusing on
the protection of huntable species according to the regional hunting laws) (Umweltbundesamt,
2019).

3.3 Nature Protection Practice in Austria
Austria has declared parts of the national territory as European Protected Areas within Natura 2000.
The majority of areas covered by the Flora-Fauna-Habitat directive (European Council, 1992) is also
protected by the Birds directive (European Council, 2010). Areas exclusively designated to bird
protection are mainly located in Austria’s share of the Continental bio-geographic region.
Not only that the majority of the Austrian Natura 2000 sites is scarcely populated, a high percentage
of them is set aside, barren or otherwise unproductive.
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Figure 4: Natura 2000 in Austria (Source: DG Environment website. Date of download May 10, 2019)

In 2013, the principle of sustainable development, the protection of animals and environment
and the securing of national supply with resources from own sources as far as possible were
incorporated into the Constitution.

Distribution of Competencies
Wind farm and small hydropower plant development and the cultivation of energy biomass
on agricultural land and other physical planning in the landscape are subject matters
in the competence of Land administrations. As a federal state, Austria is made up of nine regions
(“Bundesländer” or “Länder”) equipped with considerable legislative autonomy. The Austrian
Constitution regulates the legislative competences of each level of public administration as follows:
•

Subjects regulated by federal law are listed in the Constitution (following the „principle
of enumeration“),

•

Following the principle of subsidiarity, matters which are apt to be regulated locally, are
transferred to the municipal level, and
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•

A broad scope of competence was allocated to the intermediate level of Land administration,
but in many cases, the Constitution has transferred such competence just partially, leaving
„framework competences“ at Federal level. For instance, it is the Länder level, at which
protection of natural heritage shall be regulated, but the Constitution retains a framework
competence for the federal level comprising the proclamation and management of National
parks (Republic of Austria, 1930).

Natural Heritage Protection Legislation
Austria has implemented most of the European and Natura 2000 network on protection of natural
heritage areas of Europe-wide importance and in particular of the Habitat Directive (European
Council, 1992) and the Birdlife protection (European Council, 2010) directive. For this purpose, no
additional laws or regulations were issued, but existing Federal and (more frequently) regional laws
were amended in order to comply with these directives. As a rule, there is a principle for each
protected area : plans to specify permitted and/or prohibited human activities, management and
monitoring procedures must be in place.
Austria has no legal provisions allowing or prohibiting certain measures in special areas
of conservation and special protected areas in a standardized way but has resolved most of the
subject matter at Länder level and leaves most decisions about the extent of protection to case-law.
Länder with typical legislation which can validly represent the State-wide situation, were selected
and presented later in this chapter, and where necessary, they are accomplished by short
presentations of a certain Land regulating a certain subject matter differently, in order to show good
or bad practice.

Territorial Planning Legislation
Austria is the only EU member state in which the central government has no competence in terms
of territorial planning. The Austrian Constitution states that Austria is a Federal republic made up of
nine partly autonomous provinces named Länder. The Constitution lists a number of policy fields
which are in the competence of the federal government and some more policy fields in which the
Federal government shall create framework conditions to be detailed by legislation on Land level.
Territorial planning is not enumerated among either of them. However, some policy sectors which
are assigned to Federal competence, have an impact on territorial planning, such as legislation on
military, mining, hydrological, forestry, aerospace, highway and higher education affairs.
Furthermore, a territorial planning coordination group (ÖROK) is installed at the Federal chancellery
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which only monitors the territorial development in Austria, publishes expert literature and nonbinding surveys and conceptions.
Each Austrian Land has adopted a territorial planning act organizing principles of territorial planning
for the entire territory of the respective Land. The city of Vienna has the status of a Land as well and
instead of a law has adopted a Construction and Planning Code.
All Austrian planning laws state territorial planning objectives, tools such as zoning plans, regulation
plans and development concepts and rules about the planning process and mandatory attributes
and content of plans. Apart from Vienna, all Länder foresee two kinds of plans: regional plans
covering the entire land or a part of it, and local plans for zoning and planning regulation
at municipal level.
According to the Constitution, municipalities are obliged to prepare the local-level plans, but to
become effective, locally elaborated plans require approval by the Land authority. Tyrol follows
a somewhat different route in this respect, as Tyrolese municipalities have decided to prepare their
local planning documents at micro-regional level.
The stipulated planning processes leave some room for public participation, but the organization of
the planning process differs considerably throughout the Austrian Länder.
Austria abides by the principle of incorporating European law into existing Federal and Land laws
and does not fulfil requirements induced by European legislation by proclamation of any additional
laws (Schindelegger Arthur et al., 2018).

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
Environmental impact analyses are mandatory for certain types of large projects and for projects
which bear in themselves a substantial potential of negative environmental impacts.
For the sake of better clarity, details about the legal situations are described here in an exemplary
way. Wind-energy projects shall serve as an example to present the situation:
According to Austrian legislation (Republic of Austria, n.d.), for wind parks of 20 or more MW of
installed capacity, Environmental Impact Assessment will be required as a principle. For smaller
wind-energy projects, public authorities will decide, whether an EIA is required. On request of the
investor, a 2-step approach can be chosen to save time and costs. At this point, the investor is
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expected

to present

a

Declaration

of

compliance

with

environmental

legislation

(“Umweltverträglichkeitserklärung”).
Based on this information, the authority will initiate a “screening and scoping” procedure.
In a screening step, the authority will decide which environmental factors may be affected
by a project, and if any such factors are identified, a scoping phase will follow. Both in the screening
and scoping phase, such assessment will generally be much more restrictive if the project is located
in a protected area. As far as wind-energy is concerned, the authority shall resolve on the application
without delay, which under application of section 73 of the Austrian General Procedures Act AVG
means within half a year.
Pursuant to the actual Austrian Location Development Act (Republic of Austria, n.d.), the competent
Austrian Ministry may on request of the investor and based on a recommendation by a special
experts’ board declare a big investment project a “priority project” if it is relevant for the
competitiveness of Austria.
Once declared a priority project by a Federal regulation, special approval procedures will apply
which allow faster permit issuance. This new law was heavily criticized in public discussions, and it
were mainly environmental NGO’s which pointed out that it will considerably weaken the legal
position of environmental advocacy : not only that reduced costs and time for EIA will make large
and potentially ecologically harmful projects more attractive to investors, it also reduces courts’
freedom of assessment of pro’s and con’s of planned big projects, the law also restricts NGO
participation rights.
Although primarily intended as a means of support for highway and airport investment plans,
the Location Development Act can be applied to renewable energy investment as far as it is subject
to compulsory EIA, which is the case in very large wind energy projects (wind-parks of 20 MWe and
more), large hydropower and pump-storage.
To give a complete picture of the situation, however, the following clause presents a short summary
on impact analyses required by EU directives :
In the case of planned interventions with a potential negative impact on living conditions of flora
and fauna, Austrian authorities shall apply an impact assessment by act of a provision which was
incorporated into all regional laws after the EU’s FFH- and bird protection directives had entered
force. In all Natura 2000 areas, “plans or projects which might materially impair such an area,
a conservation target impact analysis shall be executed”. Such an analysis must include public
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hearings and opportunities for regional citizens to participate in decision-making. If the analysis
results in the conclusion that the present conservation state will be negatively affected by the plan
or the project, such a plan or project may not be approved following to the principles that in Natura
2000 areas any deterioration of the conservation state by human activity is inadmissible.
This means in practice that whenever a situation arises, in which Austrian Länder law would allow
the construction of a power-station, a CHP (combined heat and power production) plant, electricity
grids or access roads to power-plants in an SPA or SAC with the consequence of a deterioration in
the area’s conservation status, such an approval would be unlawful with regard to European law.
To check if this is the case, one can check the comprehensive and highly detailed online application
(EEA, n.d.) which contains a regularly updated directory of conservation goals and protected species
for each SPA or SAC. If the planned measure might impair the living conditions of at least one of
these species, the plan must comprise appropriate compensation measures, failing which the
approval is deemed unlawful (European Council, 1992).

Rules for the Management of Protected Natural
Heritage
Apart from protection of ecosystems and species, Austrian natural heritage conservation laws also
require monitoring and management activities. Management goes far beyond mere protection, as it
seeks a balance between economic human activities and conservation, and whilst protection mostly
focuses on physical interventions or their omission, management activities can also regulate soft
factors such as biotope mapping and monitoring, governance, regenerative measures, awareness
raising, ecosystem resilience, education, recreational use, financial incentives and compensatory
action. In general, rules for the management of protected areas can be laid down a) on a regional
level by regional legislation, b) on SPA/SAC-level in a site-management plan, and/or c) on site-level,
addressing just the owner of the respective parcel.
The Austrian Länder have chosen the approach of a specification of management measures on levels
2 and 3. Management plan content mostly just follows the provisions laid down in EU legislation,
and all other conservation measures are laid down in bilateral contracts between the Land as the
conservation authority and the respective site-owner. This model allows to flexibly react to the
natural conditions of each site, but has various drawbacks:
•

It is subject to contractual law, which requires to compensate all restrictions of property
rights, which leads to high running costs of nature conservation,
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•

It is extremely time-consuming to set up, change and update the contracts,

•

It is extremely intransparent; municipalities and local NGO’s will hardly ever get to know
their content,

•

It is hard to detect cases of unequal treatment,

3.4 Legislation Applicable to Renewable Energy
Projects in General
Depending on the season, Austria still covers 20-35% of its electricity demand from non- renewable
sources such as fossil fuels and nuclear power (there is no Austrian production of electricity from
uranium or oil, but among imports, there is a certain share of these energy sources : 16.5%), while
there is a political commitment for an exit from fossil and nuclear electricity. The Austrian Green
Energy Act (Republic of Austria, n.d.) for instance sets out the target to have a wind energy capacity
of 3000 MWe by 2020 (which was reached in early 2019), and Lower Austria has targeted 1900 MWe
from wind by 2020 respectively 3200 MWe by 2030 (Republic of Austria, n.d.) .
The Austrian Federal administration has issued a memorandum called “Mission 2030”
(Arbeitsgruppe aus Bundesministerien, 2018) which lays down certain quantified targets for
the Austrian energy policy indicating also a time-schedule for their achievement but has largely
failed to connect this paper to a strategy and to practical instruments. The Austrian administration
was heavily criticized in the expert community for presenting just an exemplary and cursory list
of measures of limited impact which are hardly consistent with the ambitious policy goals contained
in the memorandum.
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3.5 Limits for the Construction of Wind Farms
in Natura 2000 Sites and Rules for the Allocation of
Wind Power Plants in Landscape with Regard to
Landscape Character
Status Quo
Many Austrian regions offer a good wind harvest potential. The most appropriate areas are located
in Eastern Lower Austria and in the Northern Burgenland, but some Upper Austrian hilltops and
Alpine mountain-tops in Central, Southern and Western Austria offer excellent wind potentials as
well.
The wind energy potential measured in a height of 100 m above the ground is displayed in the
following map.
Average wind-speed 100m above ground

Figure 5: Austrian wind map (Source: Energiewerkstatt Oberösterreich, Austrian Wind Power Analysis,
www.windatlas.at)
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Recent technological development is in favor of wind-turbines with an axle-height of approx. 130 m.
If wind energy would have been measured 130 m above ground-level, a more homogeneous windspeed distribution pattern would have resulted.
Wind is very differently used throughout the country. Austria’s westernmost wind farm is located in
Central Austria on the Carinthian Plöckenpass. Although wind conditions in Austria’s Western
provinces (Länder) Tyrol and Vorarlberg are partially favorable, political conditions are adverse
in the West. Western Austrian planning and zoning laws do not expressly ban wind parks. Applicable
legislation does not substantially differ in Western Austria, but existing rules and regulations get
applied more restrictively and positive incentives (such as plans specifying wind-energy priority
areas) are missing. In fact, several reasons for th lack of wind-parks in Western Austria coincide:
•

Alpine landscape is just partially suitable for wind-power: in valleys, the annual wind harvest
is typically low. Plus, on many hilltops, helicopters are required for windmill construction due
to narrow roads.

•

The high hydro-energy and biomass potential in conjunction with comparably scarce
population density makes it easy to reach self-sufficiency in the electricity sector even
without windfarms.

•

One may assume that another reason for Western Austria’s lack of large-scale wind-energy
use is a generally critical attitude towards wind-energy due to the richness of other
renewable energy sources (hydropower and biomass) and the importance of tourism;
tourists are supposed to seek visually unspoiled landscape, local and regional authorities are
therefore reluctant to support wind-energy.

•

Whilst in the Eastern half of Austria (Burgenland, Lower and Upper Austria and Styria),
a regional zoning regulation for wind-power deployment was followed, the other Austrian
Länder have not yet taken up this approach.

Wind-energy was increasingly exploited between the years 2000 and 2013. Ever since, new
construction has decreased. Since 2014, public opinion on wind-park investment has become
somewhat more critical. A main reason for this shift can be seen in the growing size of wind-turbines.
It was in this period that first large-scale wind-turbines were installed, and another reason can be
seen in the fact that in this time, big corporate investors were quite successful conquering market
shares from citizen-owned small companies and cooperatives.
As to small horizontal axis-wind turbines (HAWT), Austria is not among the leading countries. It may
be expected that in near future a market will emerge. Main target groups will be PV-owners seeking
grid-independence by combination with wind-energy and domestic storage systems; another target
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group are investors into high-rise buildings with a good wind-harvest potential for façade-integrated
and rooftop turbines. A certification system to assess risk for birds and bats is still missing. It can be
expected that in Natura 2000 areas, HAWT permit procedures will be deregulated only as soon as a
reliable certification system will be available.

Untapped Potential
Since 1981, there have been different efforts to quantify the Austrian wind energy potential. One
must bear in mind that only around 2015, large, high windmills of an electrical capacity of 3 MW
and more have entered the market, which of course has allowed to capitalize on steadier
and stronger winds. As a consequence, the official Austrian estimate for the national wind-power
potential even exceeds the highest or all potential estimates analyzed in a comparative study
in 2007.

Figure 6:Review of wind potential (Source: Hantsch and Moidl, 2007)

In the light of the technological development allowing larger and higher wind-turbines potential
analysis was revised (Moidl and Winkelmeier, 2018). This was necessary because the annual
production had already come very close to the overall potential calculated in 2007. To date,
the 1,313 Austrian wind-turbines had an installed capacity of 3,045 MW (Walsh and Pineda, 2019)
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and produce approx. 7,500 GWh per annum (11% of the overall domestic consumption). In his
revised potential analysis Moidl identified a realistic wind-power potential of 7,500 MW of installed
capacity and 22,500 GWh annually produced in 2,100 devices for the year 2030. When applying this
potential to the predicted annual domestic electricity consumption for 2030 of 88,000 GWh, the
market share of wind-power would be 26% by 2030. Moidl’s assumption is, that until 2030 the
number of windmills installed will decrease by 200 to a total of only 2100 windmills, but due to
increased size will achieve a 12,5% higher capacity and due to exploitation of higher wind will
produce 27% more electricity than in 2014.

Limits for Wind Power Development in Burgenland and
Lower Austria Burgenland
The wind-rich easternmost Austrian land Burgenland was the first to coordinate the deployment of
wind energy by means of regional planning tools as early as in 2002 and to incorporate a regional
zoning approach into legislation in 2011 (Amt der Burgenländischen Landesregierung, 2011). The
Länder Upper Austria and Styria followed closely, Lower Austria adopted their regional development
plan for wind-energy in 2014.
Burgenland has demonstrated that it is possible to implement large-scale wind energy projects
in cooperation with citizens and local interest groups, and therefore was selected as a best practice
example

in

the

Austrian

Territorial

Development

Concept

(Österreichische

Raumordnungskonferenz, 2011). Whilst Burgenland had produced only 3% of her electricity
demand from renewable sources in the year 2000, this value has increased to as much as 150%
by 2019.
The regional wind-park development was guided by the ÖIR (Österreichisches Institut für
Raumplanung, a Vienna-based private planning consultant) as an impartial mediator and provider
of technical and visualization expertise. Also the Land’s department for Conservation of natural
Heritage and Burgenland’s Ombudsman for the Environment were actively involved in all
administrative and reporting procedures. A delegation of UNESCO has commented the balanced
approach of wind-energy development in the area around Lake Neusiedl which is listed as a part
of the World’s Natural Heritage.
In Burgenland, pursuant to sections 3 and 18 of the Burgenland Construction Act, each windmill or
wind-park development will require a construction permit issued by the local Lord mayor. For each
new wind installation, “ornithological taboo zones” were mapped in cooperation with the NGO
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BirdLife Austria, and a forecast of expected noise and shadow exposure of adjacent areas is
mandatory. By use of this planning instrument it shall be guaranteed and demonstrated
to the public that statutory limits will not be exceeded :

Figure 7: Examples of thematic maps of the wind zoning potential for Burgerland – left: noise map, right: plant
shadow map (Source: Hantsch and Moidl, 2007)

The Lower Austrian Zoning Act (Republic of Austria, n.d.) defines a land-use category „green space
– wind power utilization area“, where only the windmills may be built. In the vicinity of such areas,
municipalities may not designate areas for residential purposes unless they can prove that such
construction will not substantially impede wind-energy exploitation, and certain other construction
activities (such as buildings for public services) are also restricted.
Anyone who wants to build a windmill in Lower Austria needs an approval issued by the department
of natural heritage conservation on the basis of a landscape impact opinion pursuant to section 5 of
the Lower Austrian Nature Conservation Act. Any such project shall be denied if substantial negative
impact on landscape and its recreational value are expected or cannot be largely excluded by
appropriate measures. Construction of large wind-power units is prohibited in settlements and even
outside of settlements : in case of negative impact on landscape and scenery or if the recreational
value of landscape would be reduced or endangered by the project. The authority may also require
an ornithological opinion if deemed reasonable. In 2005, the Lower Austrian Land administration
has issued a manual for the elaboration of expert opinions on landscape and scenery. Nevertheless,
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the author of such an opinion enjoys considerable freedom when assessing whether a project will
impair landscape and scenery or not.
A similar procedure applies in terms of the conservation of inner-urban scenery in respect to cultural
heritage.
Further permits which must be collected before construction of a windmill in Lower Austria include
either an electricity permit or a construction permit (the construction permit is required only in the
case that no electricity permit is required), and aviation permit issued by state-owned aviation
security body (only if higher than 30 meters; the Austrian Aviation Act regulates for instance
requirements on visibility by day and night), a forestry permit (only in case that trees need to be cut
for the construction of the plant, its transformer and access road), a hydrological permit (only if the
project requires intervention into watercourses), and an occupational safety permit (only for windparks of a capacity of 10 or more MWe).
In its development program for wind energy, Lower Austria has banned wind-energy development
(except for micro-wind-power) in all protected areas (while this term here includes all areas
protected by European law under Natura 2000). Additional taboo zones and corridors were
designated in cooperation with the association BirdLife, and according to contributions of other
organizations such as the flight security authority Austro Control or the Austria Federal Army, even
more areas were excluded.
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Figure 8: Wind Energy Suitability Zoning (Source: Knoll Consult, in; Lower Austrian Land Administration, Sectoral
Territorial Development Program Wind-Energy, Sankt Pölten 2014) Legend: Dark green color marks protected
areas; light green color other areas excluded for reasons of natural heritage conservation. Blue zones are exempt
from wind-energy use because of other (military, flight-security-, etc.) reasons.Taboo zones defined by BirdLife
are not included in the map. Grey striped zones indicate areas in which a minimum distance between windmills
and settlements must be maintained.

Zoning of Wind-power Priority and Exclusion Zones in
Styria
The Styrian Land administration is among those who have adopted a regional plan on wind energy
deployment, which clearly lays down conditions for the exploitation of wind energy in protected
areas. Updated regional wind energy plan (Steiermark, 2019) as expected to be amended in 2019
foresees four types of wind-energy-zones:
•

no-windmill-zones

•

zones potentially suitable for wind-energy use, and

•

priority zones

•

area not assigned to any of these zones.
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In priority zones, additional plans at a scale of 1:10 000 lay down principles and conditions for wind
energy use in higher detail. New wind-parks pursuant to section 3a must at least have an electric
capacity of 15 MWe, and whenever existing wind-parks in priority zones are enlarged, a minimum
of 7.5 MWe shall be reached. Windmills with no less than 0.5 MWe of electric capacity may be
erected in priority zones and in zones basically suitable.
Both in priority zones, in zones potentially suitable and in a buffer zone of a breadth of 1,000 m
around each of these zones, no new land shall be designated for construction purposes unless local
regulation plans have already foreseen planned development of additional land for new
construction in the given area regional plan on wind energy in 2013 or earlier.
In the fourth area category, windmills of min. 0.5 MWe each may be built if the average electricity
production of such a wind-park will exceed 180 W/m² when measured 100 m above ground-level.
Area reserved for wind-energy development in this category must be in at least 1 km’s distance from
area designated for residential purposes and 700 m from agricultural construction and from isolated
buildings such as Alpine refuges.
Styrian zoning plans must designate area foreseen for windmill construction which means, that
apart from wind-mill erection and agricultural land-use, no other land-use is admissible on such
land. Whilst in most cases land-use is specified and stipulated by the municipality, windmill
construction is an exception: The Land administration has prepared the above-mentioned windzoning map for the whole of Styria, the municipality must copy this map-content into their own
zoning plans and in areas specified as suitable for wind-energy development, the municipality is also
obliged to go deeper into detail, determining exact locations for wind-park and windmill
construction within these areas.
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Figure 9: Zoning for wind-power development in Styria
Landesregierung, 2019)

(Source: Verordnung der Steiermärkischen

The above map gives an impression about the distribution of wind-energy zones in Styria : a) red
category of land is where wind-energy is banned. These are high Alpine region with a high share
of nature conservation and often also with meaningful Alpine hiking tourism, b) the dark-green area
prioritized for wind-park development is restricted to highland and mountainous regions (in slightly
or clearly over-average altitude) with neither settlements nor tourism, c) land marked in light green
or greyish light green is marked as “suitable zones”, and d) the majority of the area on the above
map is just grey or white, which means it is uncategorized. In this context, grey color marks land in
which the Alpine Convention is enforced, whilst the entire agriculture-dominated lowland left white
means that this land is both uncategorized and not involved in the Alpine Convention.
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Figure 10: Detail of the above plan

The above map detail shows a priority area of approx. 5 km length at the Carinthian border. It
illustrates the chosen basic approach: All the area except for the places of highest elevation was
marked as “potentially suitable”. For the remaining highest points, it was analyzed whether
windmills would impair any important panorama and if so, the respective area was marked “nowind”. High points of lesser impact on tourism-relevant Alpine panoramas, however, were marked
as priority zones.
In one case, a priority zone overlaps with the FFH-area no. 47 (Koralpe). An area of approx. 40 ha
near the “Dreieckshütte” (“triangle refuge”) is located both in a wind-energy priority zone and
protected by Natura 2000. The area is ornithologically meaningful (habitat of Wespenbussard,
migration route of many bird and bat species), though the analysis report just states that
compensation measures are seen as possible. In Styria, there are no other cases of such
an overlapping of European conservation status and declared priority for windmill development.
According to section 4 para 1 of the Styrian Zoning Act (Steiermark, 2019):

“an environmental impact assessment must be executed if any plans
or programs are apt to substantially impair a European Protected
Area unless the plan or program foresees just the involvement
of minor areas. By regulation, the land administration may issue
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detailed provisions related to threshold values and limits to be
maintained”.

Limits for Wind Power Development in Upper Austria
and Tyrol
Upper Austria has developed a Land-wide Wind-Energy Masterplan in 2012. It identifies areas
suitable for wind-park development in the very North along the Czech border and in the submontane-zone between the Alps and the lowlands (green areas in the left map) and it defines “red
zones” (right map).

Figure 11: Wind-park priority and exclusion zones in Upper Austria (Source: Upper Austrian Land administration,
directorate for the environment and for water management, Windkraftmasterplan, Linz 2012)

Red zones were defined by excluding the following areas:
•

airports and aircraft landing corridors

•

existing and presumptive future natural heritage protection areas,

•

natural forest reserves,

•

the area of the national park Kalkalpen (but not of the national park Böhmerwald),

•

the UNESCO heritage reserve Hallstatt,

•

most river- and lakesides,

•

protected drinking water resources,
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•

all Alpine land at an elevation of 1600 m or higher, terrestrial and aerial animal migration
corridors,

•

European protected areas (Natura 2000) only when overlapping with other conservation
categories, e.g. with habitats of species endangered by wind-turbines according to BirdLife,
or with areas identified by the land administration as meaningful bird breeding areas, or with
protected habitats for European species protection as included in the Upper Austrian
Hunting Act or with habitats of the Black or the Forest grouse according to information
provided by hunters and by the Austrian flora- und fauna-habitat database Zobodat.

The Upper Austrian Environmental Development Plan (Land Niederösterreich, 2019) has declared
that the Wind Energy masterplan is a work in progress which shall be regularly updated.
To date, Tyrol has no wind-park. After 7 years of procedure, the wind fam project “Brenner”
(planned for construction between Kreuzjoch and Sattelberg near Vipiteno/Sterzing) was withdrawn
as ultimately and effectively rejected by the cassation court in Rome (Nikolaus, 2017).

3.6 Limits for the Construction and Operation of Small
Hydropower Plants in Natura 2000 Sites
Hydropower Production Potential in Austria
The runoff-line potential of all Austrian watercourses (except for brooks with an average runoff
of <1m³/sec) is 150,000 GWh p.a. (Schiller, 1982). In Austria, 4,000 small hydropower stations (up
to 10 MW of name-plate capacity) exist, 3,200 of which annually produce an average of 6,000 GWh
of renewable electricity (KLEINWASSERKRAFT, n.d.).
In 2016, changes in legislation obliged the plant-owners to install and maintain high-quality fishpasses. As most small hydropower stations are privately owned and sell their production without
any subsidies, costs for fish-passes are hard to finance out of cash-flow, and some small hydropower
stations even terminated operation to avoid these costs.
Some investors, however, found creative solutions such as the Dumba power-station in Tattendorf
near Baden in Lower Austria (KLEINWASSERKRAFT, n.d.), where the Archimedic principle is applied
to operate a snail-type fish pass connected to a second snail which produces electricity. Including
SCADA, this solution cost 500,000 € but made it possible to produce more electricity especially in
high runoff-periods. The kinetic energy of 1.5m³/sec falling down 4.15 m allows an annual
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production of 100,000 kWh; this revenue will hardly ever pay back the investment costs but
contributes considerably to the costs of the fish-pass and has even become an attraction for tourists.

Limits for Hydro Power Production in Tyrol
Tyrol is an example of a region which is very rich in exploitable hydropower but also characterized
by a very high share of ecologically very valuable valley biotopes. In Tyrol, the conflict between
hydropower exploitation and natural heritage protection is undisputable.
The runoff-line potential of Tyrol’s rivers > 1m³/s is 11,412 GWh/a. A high share of this production
can be produced from pump-storage basins (6,084 GWh/a), which is extremely valuable for load
management. The remaining 5,328 GWh/a can be produced in run-of-river power-stations (Schiller
and Drexler, 1991). This overall potential includes 5,800 GWh/a of electricity already produced in
Tyrol (1,200 of them in small hydropower stations < 10 MW). Out of 6,100 GWh calculated as the
untapped potential, PÖYRY has estimated the realistically exploitable potential to be 5,300 GWh
p.a. based on the application of the Tyrolese criteria catalog for hydropower development
(Landesregierung, 2011). The assumptions used for the quantification of the potential for additional
hydropower are available in good detail and offer site-specific and transparent information.
The following map presents the considerable regional differences appearing when reducing
the runoff-line potential (ALP, sometimes referred to as the “natural potential”) to the technical
development potential (TAP) and further (after negotiation with conservationists) to the integrated
reasonable potential (ISP). Area filled in light-grey color shows that further small hydropower
stations are an option only in a few exceptional cases (natural heritage protection) whilst in areas
painted in blue, the majority of the untapped potential can be exploited in accordance with all
applicable ecological criteria.
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Figure 12: Potential of hydropower in Tyrol with respect to Nature protection

A look on the two maps inserted below shows a considerable overlapping of Natura 2000 protection
and hydropower utilization.

Figure 13: Map of selected qualities of Tyrolese rivers and brooks (Source: Tyrolese ombudsman for the
environment, ecological value map of Tyrol, Innsbruck 2019)
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Natura 2000 waterbodies can be found in the very North-West and throughout Eastern Tyrol.

Figure 14: Map of ecological impairment of Tyrolese rivers and brooks (Source: Tyrolese ombudsman for the
environment, ecological impairment of Tyrolese rivers and brooks, Innsbruck 2019)

By comparison of the two maps it is visible that Natura 2000-protected river sections contain a lot
of weirs and small hydro powerplants, and that in Eastern Tyrol there are even short considerably
impaired sections protected by Natura 2000. In some places, Natura 2000 areas are located
downstream of considerably impaired sections. Considerable impairment was assumed wherever
there is major level fluctuation, or where little water is retained in the main bed in low-shed periods.
The vast majority of these power-plants were built before Natura 2000 protection was imposed.
The Tyrolese Land administration does not support the development of new hydropower plants
in Natura 2000 areas. For new hydropower plants, the Land administration has issued the abovementioned criteria catalogue (Landesregierung, 2011). The environmental ombudsman supports
new small hydropower only outside protected areas (e.g. Stanzertal station at the Rosanna creek)
but supports modernization (in some cases combined with moderate enlargement) of the existing
plants Finsingbach, Bruckhäusl, Mühlen an der Sill and Kirchbichl.
The Environmental Ombudsman for Tyrol opposes plans to construct new small hydropower plants
(<1 MW) in Tyrol, and just recommends allowing micro-hydropower to supply off-grid mountain hut
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and refuges. More of small hydropower would just add modestly to the Tyrolese RES production
(which already now exceeds Tyrolese electricity consumption when comparing annual totals).
The criteria catalog (Landesregierung, 2011) points out, that it is actually possible to combine
hydropower production and Natura 2000 protection, if both siders cooperate closely in the
preparatory phase and in surveillance.

3.7 Limits for the Production and Collection of Forest
Biomass for Energy Purposes Given by the Forest
Management and Certification rules
Forest Management in Austria
Forestry is regulated by national legislation (Austrian Forest Act from 1975). The Austrian Länder do
not interfere into forest management by own legislation, but still they influence forest biomass
production by the setting up management plans for each single area protected under Natura 2000.
In all these areas, all biotopes were classified and mapped. The regulation of forestry in Natura 2000
areas by site-specific contracts instead of the setting up of general rules is in line with Article 6 of
the Habitat directive (European Council, 1992). Without directly referring to Natura 2000, the
Austrian Forest Act from 1975 foresees certain restrictions to exploitation in forests which are
meaningful for recreation and/or disaster prevention.
As an interface between national legislation and site-specific protection contracts, the Austrian
Federal administration in a process called “forest dialog” currently prepares an Austrian Forest
Ecology Program (2019). It shall create a nation-wide framework for funding, management and
training.
Forest-related management subsidies in Natura 2000 areas are paid on a contractual basis
in an effort to compensate just the site-specific hardships arising from protective intervention.
There is no state-wide funding scheme.
A growing share of wood energy biomass stems from harvesting of pest-affected trees. Bark-beetle
infected trees should by no means be stored in the forest after harvest during the period of bark
beetle flight activities between April and October, respectively under warm weather condition. As
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the beetle is able to find weakened spruce trees in 400 m distance, the storage piles should be in a
safe distance of more than 400 m from forests in order to prevent remigration of beetles.
On one hand, termination of spruce-dominated silviculture might seem beneficiary for many Natura
2000 areas (especially altitude of 700 m or lower), on the other hand the simultaneous mass
extraction of spruce trees endangers established ecosystems including grasses, mushrooms and
insects and in slope locations will foster aquatic erosion.
Any input of technologically supplied energy for biomass drying should be reduced to a minimum.
Research has shown that biomass dries sufficiently quickly if the whole over-ground part of the tree
is stored on tree piles. This method is in most cases both economically and ecologically superior to
the cutting or chipping of wet trees on-site with subsequent drying of logs or chips. If additional
drying is necessary, waste heat of technological processes and stationary engines should be
preferably used in order to support the overall energy balance of biomass combustion.
The following suggestions build on a manual created with support of the EU Commission and Natura
2000 should be implemented (Gimpl, 2017):
•

Natural rejuvenation is widely recommended in Natura 2000 areas, as it maintains
autochthonous genetic material, increases resilience and creates near-to-nature habitats. As
a tendency, it will lead to a higher share of energy biomass, as thinning yields are high and
as the percentage of trees typically used for energy purposes such as birch, beech, alder and
willow will be higher.

•

A certain share of dead wood should remain in the forest. This share is quantified on a caseto-case basis according to the situation of each individual site. Certain bats, beetles and birds
will benefit, and the share will be higher where their habitat is endangered. This measure
will not materially reduce energy-biomass production.

•

As a principle, age-classes of trees should be mixed in Natura 2000 forests, and a reduction
of the existing age mix could be seen as an inadmissible deterioration of ecological quality.

The big players among the forest plant cultivators seek to redesign the genetic profile of spruce in
order to develop standardized, bark beetle-resistant spruce. Policy documents on forest
management in protected areas so far do not refer to this intention.
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General Strategy of Biomass Use in Lower Austrian
Protected Areas
In Lower Austria, sections 9 and 10 of the Natural Heritage Protection Act directly refer to relevant
European legislation and regulate their integration into regional law (NÖ Naturschutzgesetz, 2000).
It foresees a coexistence of traditional protection by proclamation of protected nature reserves and
landscape areas (“Natur- und Landschaftsschutzgebiete”) and a newly introduced category
of European Protected Areas (“Europaschutzgebiete”). Doing so, the law fails to reflect
the differentiation into Special Protected Areas (“SPAs”) as laid down by the Habitat directive
and Special Areas of Conservation (“SACs”) stipulated in the Birdlife directive.
The law clarifies that if regional regulations foresee stricter protection than European regulations
do, those stricter regional regulations shall persist.

Figure 15 : Map with names of the major Natura 2000 areas in Lower Austria (Map source: Lower Austrian Land
administration, St. Pölten 2007, based on NÖGIS under use of the Austrian Basemap owned by BEV)
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Figure 16 : Map of Habitat and Bird protection zones in Lower Austria (Map source: Lower Austrian Land
administration, St. Pölten 2007, based on NÖGIS under use of the Austrian Basemap owned by BEV)

As to forest ecosystems, Lower Austria is the most heterogeneous region. In its (Southern) Alpine
biogeographic part, protected forest ecosystems range from virgin forest to High Alpine forest at an
elevation of 1500-1800m above sea-level; in its share of the continental region, there are regularly
flooded diluvial riverside forests, Pannonian und sub-mountainous mixed forest with the dominant
species being beech, oak, alder, willow and pine. Lower Austria can represent the forest biomass
spectrum of Austria, and this is why the following chapter has a focus on Lower Austria.
In annex 2 to the Flora-Fauna-Habitat Directive, species to be protected in Natura 2000 areas are
listed. In Lower Austria, FFH-areas almost exclusively refer to fauna, and among the rare examples
of flora, there are not many forest flora species.
A bryophyte-related report on biotope mapping (Zechmeister, 2012) gives a good overview
on threatened moss species in Lower Austria. Most of them relate to wetlands and among them,
some relate to wet forests. Due to high harvesting costs and slow growth, there is no drastic
economic pressure of increased exploitation of wet forest area. The main risk for threatened wet
forest mosses is drainage. It is typical for Austrian upland moors that as long as their raised moss
substrate is still growing, trees will not grow in them, and as soon as trees enter the raised moss
area, this is an indicator of draught induced by drainage (Zechmeister, 2012).
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Therefore, forest biomass extraction in some cases would be desirable rather than damaging,
especially if accompanied by renaturation of drainage ditches. In other cases, it will be necessary to
leave all trees in mosses when renaturing them in order to improve the bird habitat and to create
structured terrain particularly favorable for insects, macrophytes and amphibia.

Alpine Biogeographical Region - Showcase of the Lower
Austria European Protected Area Ötscher-Dürrenstein
This site is a large forest-dominated (combined Bird-Protection and FFH) area characterized
by mixture of age classes, close to natural structures, all stadia of growth and decomposition are
represented including deadwood. Low density of forest roads is maintained. Only limited
intervention is allowed into special structures such as riverside forests, wetlands, rocky ridges
and canyon-like valleys. Protection is not laid down in detail in public documents but is governed by
unpublished private-right agreements between landowners and heritage protection authority.
These contracts in several ways restrict biomass extraction for certain land parcels.
The two following maps show that the territorial denomination of bird protection and of habitat
protection do largely overlap (a frequent case) but differ in detail.

Figure 17: The European Bird protection area Ötscher-Dürrenstein (Source: annex A to
Europaschutzgebietsverordnung LGBl. 5500/6-6, section 3 showing territorial protected by the Birds Directive)
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Figure 18 : The European Habitat conservation area Ötscher-Dürrenstein (Source: annex A to
Europaschutzgebietsverordnung LGBl. 5500/6-6, section 18 showing territorial protected by the Habitat Directive)

Main forms of restriction:
•

obligation to leave deadwood in the forest as a habitat for insects and birds (the percentage
of deadwood to be left unharvested differs between 0 and 100% according to the needs of
the site),

•

obligatory species-mix includes also tree species growing more slowly but also species with
a higher share of firewood such as beech,

•

ban of building forest roads, making forestry economically unattractive as a consequence, obligation to extract pest-affected wood without delay (not much different from the
generally applicable regulations, anyway),

•

virgin forest islands shall be maintained,

•

temporary grass-harvest ban during breeding time in certain meadows and wetlands, and
obligation to mow open land regularly in order to prevent the enlargement of forest areas
(Republic of Austria, n.d.).

The protection measures in this area reduce energy wood harvest marginally, as some measures
reducing energy-wood production are balanced by those which lead to an increase. At present,
forest pests heavily influence forest management, leading to very high quantities of wood extracted;
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this phenomenon is supposed to last for another 10 years at least. Moreover, the Land
administration financially compensates management hardships, which allows landowners to work
more intensely in not protected forests which they might also own.
With a high share of the Austrian forest biomass stock expected to be prematurely harvested within
the next decade, a shortage of timber in the middle of the century is expected. Although this
shortage will not influence energy biomass much, because in the rejuvenation phase, following
emergency clear-cuts, the share of firewood and wood-chips is typically high and also the share of
(energy-rich) hardwood will be higher than before. Because of immanent imponderability (extreme
weather events, climate change, pest resilience development, etc.), there are no mid- and long-term
prognoses available.

The Continental Biogeographical Zone in Lower Austria
- Alluvial Forest in the Danube; the Danube River Basin East
of Vienna
This site is a large deciduous wood-dominated bird-protection and FFH-area characterized by highgrown alluvial forest, floodplains and bayous and is a part of the Austro-Slovak cross-border National
park Danube-Moravia(Republic of Austria, n.d.). Age composition, structure and deadwood share of
the forest are close to natural.
Oak (Quercus robur) is supported. Floodplains are to be mowed only after the end of grassland birds’
breeding season, yet mowing is required to keep shrubs out of ecologically valuable wetland
meadows. Regular flooding is not impaired. Protection is partly laid down in National park
management documents but largely just governed by unpublished private-right agreements
between landowners and heritage protection authority.
These contracts in several ways restrict biomass extraction for certain land parcels.
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Figure 19:
The European Bird conservation area Ötscher-Dürrenstein (Source: annex A to
Europaschutzgebietsverordnung LGBl. 5500/6-6, section 18 showing territorial protected by the Bird Protection
Directive)

Figure 20: The European Habitat conservation area Ötscher-Dürrenstein (Source: annex A to
Europaschutzgebietsverordnung LGBl. 5500/6-6, section 18 showing territorial protected by the Habitat Directive)

Main forms of restriction:
•

obligation to leave deadwood in the forest as a habitat for insects and birds, - obligatory
species-mix includes also tree species growing more slowly such as the common oak
(Quercus robur),

•

regular flooding restricting harvest to wintertime and dry months,

•

temporary grass-harvest ban during breeding time in certain meadows and wetlands, and

•

obligation to mow open land regularly in order to prevent the enlargement of forest areas.

Although not among the leading forestry regions, the area is an important firewood supplier ((oak,
alder, wattle, poplar, willow) to the Vienna regions because of these trees’ limited use for other
than energy purposes and because of relatively rich growth. Natura 2000 here has led to an increase
of sustainably extractable biomass because originally, this area was doomed to flooding for the
purpose of the erection of a large hydropower station at Hainburg. The given protection status now
excludes such development and thus allows continuous forestry especially in some distance to the
bed of the Danube, where private agreements permit biomass collection.
The overall additional biomass production induced by protection is considerable.
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3.8 Agricultural

Production

of

Energy

Biomass

on Arable Land and Meadows
Changes in Understanding of Agricultural Production of
Non-Food Resources
Twenty years ago, there was no strongly developed awareness on a conflict between energy
and food production on farmland. Wheat and yeast were promoted as fuel, and the growing of corn
for biogas plants was seen as a means to prevent the setting aside of farmland. As a consequence,
legislation had no steering effect in this point and for instance, the electricity feed-in tariff for biogas
plants did not differentiate between plants operating on corn and those mainly running on manure.
Meanwhile, Austrian legislation has ceased to understand biomass-to-energy policy as an isolated
field of action but has increasingly strived to develop a systematic approach in which renewable
energy is just one element of optimized use of energy. In the context of agrarian biomass production
this means that there must be a strategy to identify the best possible trade-off between production
of food, feedstock and energy crops and determine the best possible level of farming intensity and
crop rotation.
For the production of energy biomass, negative energy balance is reached when applying a holistic
view. Such a case for instance appears if pellets or woodchips are transported from the USA
or Canada to European ports in order to replace fossil fuel, whilst for shipping, an even higher
amount of fossil fuel is consumed with even higher specific emissions. Another example of such
a negative energy balance is the production of rapeseed for production of first-generation biofuel
on fields otherwise used for production of food and feedstock (Pimentel, 2003).

Contractual Approach in Agriculture Regulation at
Natura 2000 Sites (example of Lower Austria)
In compliance with Art. 6 of the European Habitat Directive (European Council, 1992), Lower Austria
regulates agriculture in Natura 2000 areas by individual contracts with landowners, because
the local necessities are too heterogeneous to regulate them by law.
Another reason to prefer contractual cooperation was the fact that land management,
agrotechnologies, seed materials and crop rotation schemes are more and more volatile factors
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subject to rapid change and thus can no longer be controlled by a Land-wide regulation. Individual
problems and potentials must be considered. A top-down approach would not only waste public
means but also demotivate farmers who might then even quit farming altogether.
Lower Austrian farmers have largely started to cooperate with the conservation departments via
the ÖPUL program which reimburses costs of protection-related additional measures and omissions
since 2000. An Austria-wide report gives evidence of this fact (BMLFUW - Austrian Ministry of
Agriculture, Forestry, Water and Environment, 2007). In 2006, as much as 45% of all areas classified
as „ecologically valuable“ according to the Austrian ÖPUL program were located in Lower Austria.
Austrian contract law allows good and flexible customization of contracts, which can even take into
account specific problems of individual farms related to their overall funding compliance and
performance.

First Generation Biofuels: Biodiesel and Bioethanol
1 hectare of farmland can produce 3 tons of rapeseed which can be processed into approx.
1000 liters of oil. Biodiesel is produced from rape-seed and other oil-crops with a small fraction
of recycled cooking oil. From 1.03 liter of rapeseed oil, 1 liter of biodiesel with an energy density
of 10.25 kWh/kg (for comparison the value for diesel is 11.78 kWh/kg) can be produced, which
means that 1 ha of farmland can cover the fuel demand needed to drive 18,500 km, i.e. to operate
the average Austrian diesel-fueled passenger car for approx. 1.5 years. Austrian diesel fuel contains
7% of biodiesel (“B7”). By-products of biodiesel production are a press-cake which can be fed to
animals and glycerin.
Bioethanol from grain starch and corn is mainly produced by Agrana in Pischelsdorf, Lower Austria.
1 hectare of farmland will yield approx. 5,5 tons of grain which can be processed to 2100 liters
of biofuel, enough for 20.300 km (approx. the average annual consumption of 2 Austrian gasolinefueled passenger cars). By-products are protein feedstock, starch and high-purity carbonic acid.
100% of the CO2 produced in the biofuel plant is being liquified. 600.000t per annum are processed
for the refining of 250,000 m³ of bioethanol; more than half of the production is being exported.
Pischelsdorf could supply enough biofuel to raise the biofuel admixture rate from currently 5% (“E5”
fuel) to 10% (“E-10”) (Austrian Federal Ministry of Sustainable Development and Tourism, n.d.).

Biogas
In 2017, approx. 288 Austrian biogas plants had an installed electrical capacity of 84 MW
and produced approx. 565 GWh of electricity (E-Control, 2018). However, part of installed capacity
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isn’t operated nowadays. The Austrian Eco-Energy Act 2002 foresaw guaranteed feed-in tariffs for
the first 13 years of operation. Tariffs were staggered according to plant size and ecological
operation criteria.
Whilst Austrian energy policy was in favor of biogas from 2002 to 2008, the administration changed
their view on biogas after this time, abandoned the principle of paying cost-covering feed-in tariffs
and after expiry of the 13 years of state subsidies, only a low phasing-out subsidy was offered. Many
plants, although in good technical condition, closed down after 2013. A wrecking premium is
granted to cover the costs of closure and dismantling of biogas plants.
There are several reasons for this loss of public support: a) savings pressure in the public household,
b) voices in the public discourse suggesting to exclusively produce food and feedstock on agrarian
land instead of energy crops, c) silage odor issues in close vicinity to existing plants, d) growing corn
price and even quickly growing prices for agrarian residues formerly available for free, e) years of
low quantity of corn and grass harvested, f) shorter than assumed technical plant lifecycles.
The average Austrian biogas plant has a capacity of >250 kWe, is farm-owned, processes more corn
silage than grass/clover silage and manure, produces some heat for district heating and perhaps
some clean gas for natural gas substitution.
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Figure 21: Development of biogas power plants installed capacity in Austria (Source: Kompost & Biogas Verband
Österreich, 2017)

Whilst Austrian policy subsidizes the end of biogas plants, the same government has published
a white paper recommending a considerable increase of biogas production without any
quantification (Arbeitsgruppe aus Bundesministerien, 2018).
Austria has a good potential for additional utilization of biogas, mainly because of high quantities of
available manure (Stürmer and Schmid, 2011).
The map below shown the number of additional biogas plants >250 kWe which could be profitably
built and operated in Austria if the feed-in tariff were increased to 26 c/kWh (price-base 2017).

Figure 22: Biogas plants potential in comparison with status quo (Source: Stürmer and Schmid, 2011)

Biogas can be produced from all kinds of phytomass, from liquid and solid manure, biologically
degradable waste and co-products including slaughter-house waste, food and also from woody
biomass, yet the separation of lignin, celluloses and hemi-celluloses causes a challenge and is costly.
Biogas plants can be operated more economically if their size exceeds a electrical capacity
of 200 (better: 500) kW. On the other hand, input material typically becomes costly when
transported for distances above 20 km. The ideal location for a biogas plant is a place with a high
density of large-scale animal production in close distance in order to achieve a high share of manure.
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The existence of biogas plants has a manifold impact on landscape. It is detailed in the following
chapter.

Environmental Impacts of Biogas Plants
Biogas plant itself consumes some land as it typically need large storage silos, and there is an odor
component in plant operation. However, much more important environmental impacts relate
to following changes in agricultural sector :

Increased corn production
Corn silage still is the leading input material of Austrian biogas plants. Silage corn for biogas plants
is strong in starch production and is typically being harvested at a much earlier stage of maturity
(between milk and dough-stadium) than the feedstock corn. Such early harvest in some regions
allows the cultivation of another crop in fall, which can be either harvested as fodder of ploughed
in as a fertilizer. Austrian corn cultures heavily depend on pesticide application, which has a striking
negative impact on insect biodiversity and consequently on bird biodiversity. The lawmakers have
reacted to this interdependence between corn and biogas by requiring a high energy utilization ratio
(>60%) and by a staggering of subsidies. Austrian biogas plants running on a high share of manure
get better feed-in tariffs than other plants.

Change in manure management
A by-product of biogas is a digestate which is a high-quality fertilizer to be applied throughout
the vegetation period. It can be brought directly into young green vegetation without any damaging
of leaves. Whilst solid manure has a depot effect and one can never be sure that nutrients will not
be washed away by rain, a high share of the applied digestate is used by the plants immediately,
which means that farmers can plan fertilization according to the meteorological nowcast. The
overall effect of biogas installations on manure management is positive.

Frequent grass mowing
In 2009, approx. 40% of the all input material processed in Austrian biogas plants were corn, 17%
were other agrarian crop resources, 19% were manure and 24% were other input materials – mostly
food industry residues and waste (LandesEnergieVerein and Netzwerk Öko-Energie Steiermark,
2012). Since 2010, many biogas plants have tried to escape the high costs of corn by feeding of a
high share of grass and clover silage. Many biogas plants cannot cope well with dry and woody
biomass. This is why biogas plants prefer early and frequent cutting of meadows and as an effect,
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the blossom stadium of such meadows is reduced to very few days per year. As a consequence,
many grass and herb species disappear; biodiversity decreases. Not in all cases frequent cutting will
lead to higher annual total silage yields and nutrition value per hectare. It is typical to cut meadows
for biogas production in May, July and September and in some precipitation-rich Austrian regions,
5 or even 6 cuts per year are the rule for biogas production. It is clear that the wildflower biodiversity
of such meadows will decrease dramatically. This again will reduce biodiversity of insects which
depend on certain plant species in at least one of their metamorphotic stadia. Birds are affected in a
twofold manner: early cutting frequently destroys their nests and makes successful breeding
impossible, and the loss of insects and amphibia reduces their nutrition base.
Nutrition quality is highest when meadows are cut during ear and panicle emergence, which
translates into 4 cuts per annum under most conditions; the optimum for biodiversity under most
Austrian conditions is the cutting of meadows once or twice a year (Ländliches Fortbildungsinstitut
Vorarlberg and Bio Institut Raumberg-Gumpenstein, 2017). The main preconditions for a good
regeneration capacity of meadows are intact turf and the reaching of the seed fly stadium (e.g. for
dandelions) at least occasionally. The time of the first cut decides on the number of cuts possible in
the given year (Humbert et al., 2012).
Further important factors for biodiversity development are local microclimate, the type of mower
and manure application device used, and fertilization. The vicinity of open water and wetlands
and well-mixed small sizes of fields, meadows and forests will contribute to a favorable microclimate
with a well-developed small water-cycle (Kravčík Michal et al., 2008).
It is evident that the manure management which is typical for organic farming substantially
improves biodiversity. Organic farming allows a maximum of 170 kg of nitrogen per hectare
(Landwirtschaftskammer Österreich, 2018); this quantity is absolutely necessary for meadows cut
four or five times per year. Fertilization must follow the principle that the meadows richest in yield
deserve highest manure quantities – many farmers trend to fertilize poor meadows more than
fertile ones, which is harmful not only for biodiversity but also for yields. Farmers should also pay
attention to the fact that manure with a pH above 8 will emit a high share of its nitrogen into the
atmosphere as NH3 thus spoiling the fertilization effect and contributing to climate change. They
therefore should cover their manure stores.
Specialists ((Van de Poel and Zehm, 2014)have identified further possibilities to positively influence
the eco-balance of grassland management:
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“…to maintain strips of old grass, to rotate fallow land, to reduce
the number of mows per year and to delay the first mowing date are
the methods of choice. Mowing from the inside of the meadow
toward the outer boundary, a method which drives animals into
refuge areas near the border, is easy to implement and highly
effective. The goal should be to drive over as little of the surface area
as possible by increasing or standardizing the mower width. This
parameter has already had a significant influence on the probability
of survival of the animals. Bar mowers are preferred and, in general,
the use of conditioners should be avoided. Mulching is not
an appropriate substitute for mowing. The cutting height should be
minimally 10 cm, or preferably more. The mown material should be
neither tedded nor raked and, at earliest, it should be loaded on to
the trailer one day after mowing.”
Even worse for biodiversity than frequent cutting is too deep cutting. In particular in ecologically
rich locations, the cutting reel should cut 10-12 cm above ground in order to protect caterpillars,
lizards and amphibia.
The best solution for the dilemma between required high energy content of phytomass
and biodiversity is a locally differentiated harvesting pattern; excellent meadows with moderately
valuable ecosystems can be mowed three four times a year, if a good share of other near-by
meadows will be cut only twice or three times, and if meadows of high value for bird-breeding,
herbs, insect and bird-life are mown just once in mid-summer and possibly once again in fall.
Farms equipped with less than two livestock units per hectare have no alternative to such a solution,
because manure is the limiting factor in their grassland economy even if they optimize fertilization
times and quantities carefully (Ländliches Fortbildungsinstitut Vorarlberg and Bio Institut
Raumberg-Gumpenstein, 2017).
Depending on the site, ecologically friendly grass harvest can not only need to higher harvesting
costs but also to the loss of well over 50% of fresh matter. What is often communicated as even
more problematic is a loss in market- and nutrition value. The postponing of harvest till mid-July,
for instance, can even lead to a lower organic dry-matter output than if harvest would have been
finished in early June. The remaining vegetation period is shorter; if also manure reduction, higher
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cut height and omission of blossom-strips are requested, the annual harvest will most probably sink
far below 50% of conventional grassland harvest on a comparable location. It is evident that farmers
can only cooperate if their additional effort and financial loss are compensated.

Policy Based Solutions
The Austrian program for the promotion of environmentally justified extensive agriculture that
protects natural habitats “ÖPUL 2015-2020” established funding scheme reacts to described
problem and supports such grassland management patterns.
ÖPUL consists of four measures, one of which is directly related to Natura 2000 areas: it is
the measure “Management of Natura 2000 land and management in the context of the European
Water Framework Directive”.
ÖPUL funding in Natura 2000 areas builds on the principle that each site is visited by experts who
will specify which measures are needed at this very location. Based on biotope available mapping
data and their updating if necessary, they will decide whether the site requires termination
of fertilization, a reduction of cuts per annum respectively the delay of the first cut. From the ÖPUL
budget, unified compensation for refraining from fertilization measures and for delayed mowing
can be paid. The quantification of incurred financial loss as a consequence of such protection
measures is calculated centrally, and the compensation rates apply equally all across Austria.
The program is not prepared to compensate additional measures such as the leaving of uncut strips,
changes in cutting height, search for breeding places or similar.

Short-Rotation Biomass Production in Austria
Austria is not among the most suitable regions for short-rotation biomass production. Austria’s high
share of afforested area leads to the situation of big quantities of energy biomass growing each year
and harvested as a by-product of forest management, timber harvest and processing. Austria’s
forestry struggles with a challenge to discharge pest-affected trees or perform thinning areas less
well accessible by forest roads. A comparably high share of private small-hold ownership adds to
this problem. Many forest-owners are not trained and equipped to regular work in their own forest
property but have to hire external services, which is costly and therefore often delayed. In all Länder
administrations, forest inspections are installed at district level. Specially qualified inspectors
regularly travel their districts and are entitled to oblige forest-owners to take out pest-infested trees
and execute overdue thinning in the interest of the general public and adjacent forest-owners.
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Another frequent problem is that after cutting, harvested entire trees are often stored on piles close
to forests, which allows bark-beetles to multiply and easily return to the forest.
For all these reasons, it is the strategy of Austrian forest policy to mobilize unused biomass reserves
rather than to establish new energy biomass-production areas on agricultural land.
From an ecological viewpoint, short rotation is welcome in regions where local biomass demand
exceeds local supply, which is the case in more densely populated areas of Eastern Austria.
With short rotation yielding four times more biomass and using additional land and with hardwood
characterized by a good hearing value and good combustion parameters, these woodchips would
substitute long-distance wood-chip import and create local income.

Figure 23: Balance of area used for energy biomass production (green), energy forest (grey), energy biomass
production on agricultural land (brown) and total (beige) (Source: Agrarmarkt Austria, Mehrfacherträge-Statistik,
Vienna 2008)

Above graph shows that in Austria, there are only approx. 100 hectares of short-rotation tree
production on agricultural land, only approx. 200 hectares on forest land, and approx. 500 hectares
on temporarily set-aside agricultural land. The total area covered by short-rotation energy-biomass
cultures is 800 hectares only, with the majority located in Lower Austria, followed by Upper Austria
and Styria. In Lower Austria, locations in the very East (Moravia river basin) and in the very West
(near Stadt Haag) prevail.
All nine zoning laws of all Austrian Länder define forest as a zoning category, which means that
on zoning-maps, land designated for forestry is determined and shown. Usually, these forest zones
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just reflect actual land-use. If for example, trees have conquered set-aside agricultural land,
the zoning plan will be amended respectively and will show this area as a forest. Hence, zoning plans
do not serve for forest-planning purposes, and foresters hardly ever participate in the preparation
of such plans. The same situation applies to agricultural land. Zoning plans do not differentiate
between arable land and perennial meadows but sum them up into a joint category mostly named
“green land for agricultural purposes”. Short-rotation coppice is possible in such areas.
The most ecologically valuable form of energy forests are wind-protection strips. Narrow strips allow
easy harvesting, protect neighboring fields from wind-, soil-, water- and nutrient-erosion, form
habitats for birdlife and stabilize the local micro-climate. They contribute to the retaining
of precipitation water (snow, dew and rainfall) and instead of drainage systems extract surplus
water from undesirably moist spots. Another ecologically desirable form are small hardwood islands
amidst farmland. The most appropriate species for Austrian sites are poplar and willow.
Whilst for poplar and willow a 2-8 years’ growth period is just right, black or grey alder will require
a rotation cycle of 15 years and more sensitively reacts to frost exposure. 2-3 years’ intervals apply
to larger (and necessarily flat) areas and allows fully mechanical planting and harvesting, owners
who operate smaller areas for their own private purposes will prefer not to buy full mechanical
equipment and therefore will prefer rotation periods between 5 and 8 years. Machinery applied just
supports manual work but is not fully automatized (Landwirtschaftskammer Österreich, 2018).
Fertilization is recommended only for willow in exceptional cases and leads to higher vulnerability
of plants. Drought is a challenge in the first year. Weed reduction is necessary in the first year
in certain locations only. Poplar is often exposed to beetle pest (red poplar leave beetle), willow
to damage caused by deer. Rust fungus can damage leaves and even kill trees.
Harvested wood is mainly being processed to woodchips right on the site with the harvesting vehicle
being accompanied by a mobile shredder unit. As prices paid for weak logs by the paper and pulp
industry have recently been sinking remarkably, harvested willow and poplar now serves only for
energy purposes.
Whilst in some cases it is sufficient to plant short sticks (20-25 cm long), in meadows characterized
by higher weed pressure longer sticks (well-grown one-year-old trees) should be planted. If planted
in meadows, short sticks require previous ploughing. Alder must be planted with well-developed
roots and thus requires manual planting, whilst willow and poplar can be planted also by special
machinery. Planting takes place in springtime; previous ploughing is always a plus.
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Strengths

Weaknesses

1 hectare replaces ~5000 liters of heating oil per Profitability hard to estimate several years
annum (190 GJ of heat).

in advance.

Good energy balance (15 times more energy In some cases, drying is required.
harvested than put in).

Wet chipped material, if stored for a longer period

Import substitution, shorter transport distances. of time, can cause self-incineration.
Local income generation.

In some cases, loss of agricultural soil.

Option for mobilization of set-aside land.

No public subsidies for planting - only some Länder

No long-term storage required (harvested Dec- grant subsidies.
Feb.).

Impact on scenery, especially where poplar

Lesser fertilizer and pesticide pressure than and willow are not traditional
of autochthonous landscapes.
conventional farming.

elements

Protection from erosion if properly located.
Contribution to improved micro-climate.
Contribution to biodiversity.
Most modern boilers can process less dry wood
and recuperate water by flue gas condensation.
Table 4 : Ecological balance - Strengths and weaknesses of short rotation biomass production (own compilation)
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3.9 Rules for the Allocation of PV-Powerplants
in Landscape with Regard to Landscape Character
Solar PV Plants Distribution in Austria
Installed PV capacity differs a lot between municipalities. In most municipalities with more than 500
kWp of PV installed, there is a civil society initiative promoting PV development in cooperation with
the local municipality. Business models play a key role in this respect. It is also important that
municipalities act as first movers and install a substantial PV capacity on own buildings. Financial
support is less important.

Figure 24: Installed PV in Austria (Source: ÖMAG, Subsidized PV installations completed before 06/2015)

Even before 2015, many micro-installations were installed without public subsidies. They are not
captured by statistics. With PV prices constantly decreasing, subsidies have been reduced
and to date, a high share of PV installations is not subsidized by the State.
The majority of Austrian PV plants is of small size: Out of 450 MW of subsidized plants installed
in 2015, approx. 270 MW (60%) had a smaller capacity than 100 kW. PV-parks outside of settlements
covered only approx. 65 MW. Among small installations, the share of unreported installations is
high, among those above 100 kW there are no unreported cases. The biggest Austrian PV plants
have a capacity of slightly above 2 MWp. A 5 MWp plant is located directly at the Austrian border
in the Czech Republic in České Velenice. Most PV installations are rather new; in 2011, only 50 MW
of subsidized PV were installed.
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Large Solar PV Plants and Land-Use Planning
Large-scale PV is treated differently in Austrian zoning plans:
Table 5 : : Legal requirements for PV plants in the Austrian Länder (Source: Koscher, 2015)

Land
Burgenland

Category of land Construction

Natural

in which large PV permit

heritage permit

may be built

needed?

Small permit

Y

50-500

>500

Open

needed?
land Y

Electricity permit needed?
Big permit

(energy
production zone)
Carinthia

Open land

N

Y

>5

>500

Lower Austria

Open land

N

Y

>50

>500

Salzburg

Open land

Mostly not

Y

Styria

Special

zone Y (not for PV Only

within open land <100 kWp)

in >200

protected
landscape zones

Tyrol

Special zone

Y (not for PV N

25-250

>250

<250 kWp)
Upper Austria

Open land

<200 kWp: N; >200
200-500

kWp:

notification,
>500 kWp: Yt
Vienna

Not captured by Only
zoning

in N

>15

>50

>100

>500

cultural
heritage zones

Vorarlberg

Special zone

Y

N

It is a side effect of zoning regulations that grass mown in land designed as open may be fed to
animals, whilst the law treats grass mown in land designed as special zone as waste.
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A special problem is the mowing of the land between and below the panels. In the permit procedure,
solutions for grazing are not yet commonly requested. Sheep and poultry can be held in fenced PV
areas.
In none of the Austrian Länder, there is a regulation restricting PV installation in Natura 2000 areas,
but in several Länder (expressly in Lower Austria and Styria), stricter regulations apply for approval
of installations.
Carinthia has issued a regional PV masterplan in 2013 (Amt der Kärntner Landesregierung, 2013);
Burgenland, Styria and Vienna have issued a manual. In Upper Austria and in Tyrol, the ombudsmen
for the environment have published position papers expressing recommendations.
Installations of 50 kWp or smaller are not subject to mandatory construction permit procedures. It
is sufficient to notify the construction department of the geographically competent municipality
prior to installing the PV plant. PV plants of more than 50 kWp can only be built outside
of settlement areas in especially reserved zones, which are shown in the local zoning plan as “green
land –photovoltaic installation”.
According to the specific conditions of the site, additional permits can be required (e.g. if interfering
into waterbodies, cultural heritage etc.)
If a PV installation outside the limits of cities or villages is planned and if it is not integrated into
a building, a permit pursuant to the Nature Protection Act is required (Republic of Austria, n.d.). The
Natural Heritage Department of the district authority in charge my require documents as needed to
assess whether the installation is admissible.
In Lower Austria, special attention is paid to visual burden caused by PV. It relates to glare which
can disturb animals and to a generally negative impact of large installations on the surrounding
scenery.
Austrian Renewable Energy Development Practice and MEDEAS Model Inputs
MEDEAS model values for Austrian wind and hydro power potential are close to theoretical physical
potentials. Limits described in chapters above and recent research (PÖYRY & Oesterreichs Energie,
2018) show that in practice, very probably, the hydro power production will be limited at cca 50
TWh p.a. and wind power production at approximtely 22,5 TWh p.a. (until 2030 when the most
attractive locations will be used). Model takes into account the wind potential in Western Austria
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which is physically available but with very low probability of exploitation (obstacles for wind power
development in the Länder west of the Carinthian Plöckenpass are discussed in 3).
The development in Austrian biogas sector (described in chapter 3.8.4) shows that the stable
growth, even by 15 % rate in BAU scenario, will hardly meet reality.
On the other hand, the value of forest biomass extraction used as input into the model is
significantly lower in comparison with actual practice – around 200 PJ of solid biomass is annually
consumed in Austria with wood covering outstanding most of this amount (imports represent 510 PJ of wood annualy) (Pelkmans Luc, 2018). Chapter 3.7 shows that actual wood production is
achievable with respect to nature protection requirements in Natura 2000 areas.
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3.10

Austrian Renewable Energy Development

Practice and MEDEAS Model Inputs
MEDEAS model values for Austrian wind and hydro power potential are close to theoretical physical
potentials. Limits described in chapters above and recent research (PÖYRY & Oesterreichs Energie,
2018) show that in practice, very probably, the hydro power production will be limited at cca 50
TWh p.a. and wind power production at approximtely 22,5 TWh p.a. (until 2030 when the most
attractive locations will be used). Model takes into account the wind potential in Western Austria
which is physically available but with very low probability of exploitation (obstacles for wind power
development in the Länder west of the Carinthian Plöckenpass are discussed in Chapter 3).
The development in Austrian biogas sector (described in chapter 3.8.4) shows that the stable
growth, even by 15 % rate in BAU scenario, will hardly meet reality.
On the other hand, the value of forest biomass extraction used as input into the model is
significantly lower in comparison with actual practice – around 200 PJ of solid biomass is annually
consumed in Austria with wood covering outstanding most of this amount (imports represent 510 PJ of wood annualy) (Pelkmans Luc, 2018). Chapter 3.7 shows that actual wood production is
achievable with respect to nature protection requirements in Natura 2000 areas.

4 Environmental Limits for Renewable Energy –
Experience from Bulgaria
Europe-wide strategies require that all member states including Bulgaria rapidly increase their
renewable energy production in order to use a quickly closing time-window of opportunities
to mitigate the climate change (European Commission, 2018). Such rapid restructuring is a challenge
for member states as Bulgaria, where access to investment capital and limited ability of large part
of the population to cover an increase in energy prices present serious bottlenecks (Heenan and
Lamontagne, 2014). For Bulgaria, the energy transition is substantially aggravated by the fact that
the most appropriate locations for profitable hydropower and wind-farm investment are at the
same time regions of outstanding ecological value and to a high extent protected within Natura
2000 (see Figure 28 below). Hence, the trade-off between the necessity of rapid restructuring of the
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energy system and the conservation of natural heritage and diversity is challenging. The next
chapters focus therefore on renewable energy sources exploitation in Natura 2000 areas, identify
hot-spots and should assist in decision-making processes, in which acceptable compromises
between decentralized renewable energy production and nature conservation are seriously sought.
Following text also gives an overview on the limits for the construction and operation of wind farms
and small hydropower plants in Natura 2000 sites, for the production and the collection of forest
biomass for energy, for the cultivation of energy biomass on agricultural and for the location of wind
and ground photovoltaic plants in landscape with regard to landscape character.
While the potential for biomass and PV is limited mainly economically, wind and hydropower are
considerably limited by the ecological boundaries. The main areas of conflict between renewable
energy use and conservation in Bulgaria are physical barriers and changes of river-system flow rates
as well as loss of wetland habitats caused by hydro-power, and the potential negative impact of
wind-farms on birds and bats.
An intelligent allocation, careful planning and operation of hydropower stations and windfarms can
lead to substantial reduction of negative impact on biodiversity in conjunction with moderate losses
of energy output at acceptable additional costs.
In the next chapters, it is demonstrated that the key to cover Bulgaria’s energy demand in line with
the transition scenarios (OLT and MLT) would be a deep system change in energy policy. Simple
substitution of coal and nuclear plants by big hydropower, wind and PV plants will not suffice. As
demonstrated below, decentral micro-PV, biomass and wind solutions, micro-grids, smart
integration of heat pumps and energy storage will have to rely on citizens’ investment. Awareness
programs and incentives for less well-off households are required, and a prosumer culture needs to
be promoted, which again will lead to more energy-efficient behavior patterns. As Bulgaria has a
moderate potential for further big renewable energy plant and is committed to strict preservation
of natural heritage, conditions for small investment in the <10 MW dimension must be improved
and an ambitious energy efficiency plan is needed which should include transport, existing building
stock, industry and agriculture as well as citizens’ attitude towards energy use.
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4.1 Energy Sector in Bulgaria: Main Characteristics
The overall final energy consumption of Bulgaria in 2017 amounted to 9.738 Mtoe or 407.7 PJ
(National statistical institute Bulgaria, n.d.). In the same year, the domestic primary energy
consumption amounted to 18.334 Mtoe.
Bulgaria is an EU member state with the highest energy intensity (Eurostat, 2019a), while this
parameter shows how much energy is needed to produce a unit of the gross domestic product
(GDP). It is typically high in countries with low energy efficiency and in countries with a high share
of heavy industry. Although Bulgaria’s energy intensity sank from 600 ktoe/1000€ of GDP in
Purchasing Power Standards (PPS) in 2006 to 420 ktoe/1000€ in 2016, this indicator still is by far
the highest in the EU : Estonia ranks second with an increase from 330 (2006) to 350 ktoe/1000 €
(2016) of GDP in PPS (Eurostat, 2019b).
The Bulgarian energy system highly depends on oil and gas import. From 2000 to 2017, Bulgaria’s
energy dependency sank from 46 to 40%. During the same period, the energy dependency of what
today is the EU28, rose from the same level as was fond in Bulgaria then (46%) to 55% (Eurostat,
2019a). Bulgaria imports the most of all domestically consumed oil and gas from Russia via
the Ukraine : for the EU, a more diverse pattern applies, although for the EU28, the main importer
is the Russian federation as well. For the EU as a whole, however, Norway, Algeria and Iraq are
of crucial importance.
The development of renewable energy sources is not a traditional energy priority of the Bulgarian
government. Even after the country’s accession to the EU, the Bulgarian government had originally
intended to develop RES at a much slower speed than what was actually realized and to rely much
more on coal and nuclear power instead (Kirov, 2012).
Bulgaria’s energy sector is characterized by a very high intensity of greenhouse gas emissions
and therefore urgently requires rapid decarbonization steps in order to make the energy system
cleaner. Although Bulgaria’s final energy consumption per capita in 2017 was among the lower
levels (together with Italy or Greece) in the EU28 (Eurostat, 2019a), there is still a high improvement
potential in respect to energy efficiency. The second key factor is the substitution of coal, oil and
natural gas by reasonably used biomass, hydro, wind and solar power. The technical potential for
such a substantial change in energy sources is available; the main barriers are a lack of local
investment capital and of a stable and favorable administrative framework (DAHK (Deutsche
Außenhandelskammer), 2015).
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4.2 Renewable Energy Sector in Bulgaria
History
Bulgaria has a long tradition of domestic biomass heating, and Bulgarian hydro-energy production
had already been developped since the 1970s. Around 2000, strategies for a more systematic
and ambitious exploitation of renewable energy sources were expressed, but it was only after
Bulgaria had become a member of the European union in 2007 that EU financial means became
available as well as priorities were aligned with those of the EU ambitions.
In 2008, Bulgaria published a national energy strategy which put renewable sources into a more
central position compared to previous strategies, but did not propose any system change.
The strategy was in favor of a continuation of the existing energy policy accompanied by some
measures for a cleaner environment.
Soon after Bulgaria joined the EU, the Bulgarian Parliament enforced a law which compelled the grid
operators to feed all renewable electricity produced in Bulgaria into the Bulgarian grid, and
introduced a system of preferential prices (Kirov, 2012). These prices were guaranteed for the first
10-15 years of plant operation. Soon after these prices had been stated, technology prices for PV
and wind started decreasing, which then allowed to abandon high preference prices.
After a government change after the elections, the Bulgarian administration deemed preferential
prices for renewable electricity to be excessive and in an effort to reduce the public ratio, a
retroactive grid usage fee for renewable energy sources connected since 2010 was introduced in
2012 (Kirov, 2012) but dropped again in 2014 because of doubts about the lawfulness of this
solution.
Investment into wind farms and PV plants was characterized by a “stop-and-go” pattern with short
time-widows of favorable conditions and long periods of very little investment. As the energy
investors are more willing to plan new projects if they trust in the stable market conditions, the
preferential prices in the Bulgarian case with changing rules was not that effective.
The period of strong investment into renewable electricity plants coincided with a period
of privatization of regional supply networks. New private owners immediately increased electricity
prices for households dramatically, and, in some cases, the energy bill of elderly singles exceeded
their monthly pension cheque. In the course of subsequent massive public protest, it became
popular to put the blame for the price increase on renewable energy funding. Thus, renewable
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energy sources lost much of their previous public support. After Bulgaria had decided not
to revitalize neither the closed nuclear power station in Belene nor the closed blocks of the partly
active nuclear power station in Kosloduj, it again became an important policy goal for Bulgaria
to produce more electricity from renewables.
The national 20/20/20 goals set by the Bulgarian administration were not ambitious (Republic of
Bulgaria, Ministry of Economy, Energy and Tourism, 2017) – in fact, they were among the least
ambitious ones in Europe (Eurostat, 2019b). Bulgaria defined the goal of producing renewable
energy which would cover 16% of the domestic net energy consumption by 2020. Bulgaria then
managed to prematurely reach the 16% goal. The government also committed to achieve a 10%
share of renewables in vehicle fuel used by the transport. Among all EU member states, only Sweden
and Estonia were able to reach their national renewables’ goals earlier than Bulgaria (Novinite.com
- Sofia News Agency, n.d.).
The overview of the renewable electricity production 2012-2016 is summarized below
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Figure 25 : Renewable electricity production in Bulgaria

Current State and Outlook
In September 2019, following a recommendation of the EU Commission, Bulgaria set to achieve a
goal of 27% of renewable energy in the overall energy portfolio by 2030 (Institute for Energy
Economics & Financial Analysis, n.d.). This goal is reasonably ambitious, but a consistent roadmap
for its achievement is missing. The states which only state the numeric goals without a clear
specification of the steps to be taken and without adapting the existing economic structures such
as the United Kingdom or the Czech Republic mostly approach this by supporting a small number of
big wind- or PV-projects farms rather than considering wider portfolio of efficiency measures and
creating conditions for private households to invest into renewables-based micro-installations. In
such top-down conceptions, renewables just replace big fossil plants, efficiency remains
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unimproved, few green jobs are created and ecological system limits are soon reached. Typically,
the huge improvement potentials of optimized biomass use, of micro-grids with decentralized
electricity storage and awareness measures remain underrated in such top-down concepts.
From the example of other member states, it is clear that an updated and detailed national climate
and energy action plan describing the roadmap for achieving the goal should be developped. It shall
include climate-relevant detailed measures to be taken all across the policy sectors and a time
schedule for the achievement.
Prior to an assessment of the renewables growth potential, it is advisible to analyse growth achieved
in recent years. The Bulgarian renewable electricity production in the years 2012-2016 according to
particular sources is summarized above in Figure nr 22. Among renewable sources, hydro-energy
plays a dominant role, which is well justified by the topographical structure of the country (Ministry
of Energy of the Republic of Bulgaria, 2018).
It is surprising, however, that even though biomass is the main renewable source used for heating,
it by far does not play a role which would reflect the considerable forest biomass potential of
the country.
A centralized photovoltaic electricity generation has reached a high level already in 2011 (Ministry
of Energy of the Republic of Bulgaria, 2018). The potential for rooftop installations of PV and small
wind turbines is largely untapped, and a change in the previous funding scheme intends to change
this in near future. The Renewable Energy Sources Act includes a simplified administrative
procedure for connecting the small PV installations (with a total installed capacity of up to 30 kW
on roof and facade structures of buildings connected to the electricity distribution grid and in real
estate adjacent to such buildings in urbanized areas) to the electricity distribution networks. The
conditions for the connection of such facilities must be stipulated in a statement of opinion issued
within 30 days of receipt of the request. In these cases, a preliminary contract for connection is not
required; such a contract is to be concluded under the conditions laid down in the statement of
opinion and if a building permit has been issued.

Studies on a Future Bulgarian Energy Policy Based
on Renewable Energy Sources
The national renewable energy action plan quantifies technical and cost-competitive potentials and
compares them to domestic demand.
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The national policy sees wind-farms as the key industry for the decarbonization of the country’s
energy sector. However, much of Bulgaria’s good wind locations are mountaintops in (mainly
Natura-2000-protected) forests and therefore, a high share of the economic wind energy potential
should not be exploited for the sake of natural heritage protection.

Figure 26 : Renewable energy sources - potential and demand, source: IRENA, 2017, ENTSO-E, 2018

The above graphic indicates that in order to become energy self-sufficient, Bulgaria would have
to use a half of the unexploited technical hydropower potential of 9.6 TWh/a (technical potential of
13,4 TWh/a in the graph reduced by already realized figure – 3.8 TWh/a generation 2017),
undertake major efforts to increase the domestic PV capacity, start using half of the unexploited
biomass potential, and first and foremost to invest massively into wind-power, utilizing almost two
thirds of the technical potential respectively exploiting more than 70 % of the economic potential.
It can be assumed that the economically exploitable wind potential does not comprise any off-shore
windfarms as they are far from being cost-competitive (ENTSO-E, n.d.; IRENA, Joanneum Research
and University of Ljubljana, 2017).
The implementation of the strategy designed in Bulgaria’s renewable energy action plan (Republic
of Bulgaria, Ministry of Economy, Energy and Tourism, 2017) would necessarily result in massive
conflicts between powerplant investors and nature conservation for the following reasons :
•

Technical and cost-competitive potential were problematically quantified. For instance, the
technical potential of biomass was drastically underestimated.

•

Cost-competitiveness was based on present yields and prices, but it is problematic to assess
the future possibilities based on present market conditions. This can easily lead to setting
the obsolete priorities and to a lock-in into existing technologies.
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•

Ecological barriers were not taken into account at all, although in Bulgaria, due to the high
share of protected areas which host almost all locations with a good wind, hydro and
biomass potential, such an effort would have been crucial (Koulov and Zhelezov, 2016).

As shown hereinafter, the ecological restrictions in Bulgaria significantly limit the cost-competitive
potential of hydro-energy, biomass and wind-energy. As the renewables target set 2017 was
increased in Sep. 2019, the above-described problems have aggravated.
There are EU member states which have deliberately excluded vast areas of high suitability for RES
development from Natura 2000 designation; Bulgaria is not among them.
In addition, Bulgaria faces a need to shift a considerable part of the domestic energy consumption
from heating to cooling in the upcoming years and decades - the current average temperature is
approx. 11°C and might rise to as much as 15°C before the end of the century. Whilst for heating,
the largely untapped biomass potential can be mobilized, cooling technologies rely on the electricity
production.
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4.3 History and Status Quo of Natural Heritage
Conservation in Bulgaria
Legislation Related to Nature Protection
The earlier history of nature conservation in Bulgaria was described by (Casseli, 1998). The first
Bulgarian Act on Preservation of the Native Nature was enacted in 1936. It determined categories
of protected areas, rules of their management, control, and public participation. Legislation was
better adapted to international standards by the Nature Protection Act adopted later, in 1967. In
the same year, the Committee for Preservation of the Environment and the Scientific Coordination
Center for Preservation of the Environment with the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences were
established. Bulgaria joined a number of international conventions and programs such
as the Ramsar Convention on the Wetlands, the World Heritage Convention, the Convention on the
International Trade in Threatened Species of the Wild Flora and Fauna, and the Man and Biosphere
Programme of UNESCO. In 1992, the Environmental Protection Act, which sets up the contemporary
framework of the state policy and management has been approved. The Protected Areas
Act adopted in 1998 has introduced a modern system of protected areas categories and has defined
the interactions between institutions responsible for their management (National nature protection
service, 2015).
The Biological Diversity Act was adopted in 2002. It settles the relations between the State,
the municipalities, the juridical and physical persons in terms of the protection and the sustainable
use of the biological diversity in Bulgaria. The law regulates the protection of habitats, of species of
plants and animals and their biotopes, the elaboration of action plans, as well as the hunting, the
gathering and the trade in them. The Act on the Biological Diversity introduces in the national
practice the requirements of the Habitats and the Birds Directives, focused on preservation
of habitats types and biotopes of plant and animal species. The Act on the Biological Diversity
envisages the establishment of National Ecological Network, consisting of three elements :
protected zones, protected areas and buffer zones.
The Charter for the preservation of the Bulgarian nature heritage was the first effort to increase the
level of the nature preservation (from a lower level, rather typical for nature conservation in socialist
countries) to a more modern function which would better react to challenges and threats. It aimed
to create an adequate structure of the conservation area network in all biogeographical regions of
Bulgaria and the adjacent Black Sea, and more to that, to create additional protected zones and
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enlarge many existing ones. The goal was to cover the most valuable 15% of Bulgaria’s territory be
special conservation by 2005 and to increase this value to 25% by 2015. As present Bulgarian nature
conservation has managed to put 33.8% of the nation’s territory under a substantial state of
protection, this aim was more than fulfilled. It suggested measures which were the backbone of
Bulgaria’s Natura 2000 conception after Bulgaria had joined the EU (National nature protection
service, 2015).
In more detail, the main suggested territorial measures were:
•

Setting up the Central Balkan National Park.

•

Creating a national park and considerably extending the fragmented nature reserve network
in the Western Rhodopes.

•

Creating a new biosphere reserve on Mount Vitosha to incorporate the existing nature
reserves Bistrishko Branishte and Torfeno Branishte, as well as the prohibited areas south of
Cherni Vrah Peak.

•

Expanding the nature reserve network in Rila Mountain and Pirin Mountain.

•

Merging the three existing nature reserves in Ropotamo National Park.

•

Setting up regional parks in the Eastern Rhodopes : Strandzha (including the seashore south
of the town of Ahtopol); Western Rhodopes; Plana and Lozenska Planina; Sredna Gora;
Osogovska Planina; Vrachanska Planina including the Iskar Gorge; Iztochna Stara
Planina (Eastern Balkan Mountains); Shipchenska Planina; as well as the Kraishte Highlands.

•

Protecting the landscapes Severno Chernomorie (Northern Black Sea Coast) and Yuzhno
Chernomorie (Southern Black Sea Coast).

At present, according to legislation, there are 1 360 protected areas classified in six categories
of protected nature in Bulgaria : the national register presents each of them in detail (Executive
Environment Agency, 2019).
The six categories are a) national parks, b) nature parks, c) managed natural reserves, d) reserves,
e) protected sites and f) natural monuments.
There are 3 national parks within the territory of Bulgaria: Central Balkan east of Sofia, Rila, and Pirin
(both south of Sofia), 11 nature parks and 55 nature reserves.

Natura 2000 in Bulgaria
Bulgaria has declared large parts of the national territory as European Protected Areas.
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When the Bulgarian administration defined the list of proposed Sites of Community Interest
at the end of 2006, just before the date of new membership to the European Union, this decision
aroused significant public opposition. In early 2007 thousands of people across Bulgaria were in the
streets to protest against what people thought to be a limitation to the development of farms
and enterprises (Zingstra et al., 2010).
Meanwhile, as farmers have been learning to live with the European subsidies, the opposition
against the large size of European protected areas arose from another side: after the favorable
conditions for renewable energy sale had been introduced in 2011, large renewable energy
investors discovered the huge potential of these areas for hydropower and wind-power
development, while also finding that most of their projects were not feasible because of conflicts
with local conservation goals.
Although it was justifiable to list such a big part of the country as protected areas: with 90 habitat
types and 121 of the species listed in Annex II to the Flora-Fauna-Habitat Directive, Bulgaria has
a rich flora and fauna in the 114 protection areas it has designated under the EU Birds Directive and
its 228 areas relevant to the Habitats Directive. The Natura 2000 network in Bulgaria covers about
33.8% of the country’s total area, a share almost twice as large as that in Germany (15.4%) and well
above the EU average of about 18% (European Commission, 2019). However, this valuable natural
heritage is endangered by investment pressure even in some of the national parks (e.g. in winter
sports resorts in the Pirin Mountains or at the Black Sea coast). Still, ever since Bulgaria joined the
EU, the country was warned only once for noncompliance with NATURA 2000 rules in the context
of the Habitat directive (2007) and once in the context of the Birds directive in 2014 when a tourism
project was approved in Kaliakra (Southern Dobruja) (“Press release - Environment: Commission
urges Bulgaria to comply with EU nature protection laws,” n.d.). Almost all EU other member states
were warned for non-compliance more often. When Bulgaria joined the EU in 2007, the Bulgarian
Ministry of Environment requested assistance in the implementation of the EU Directives for the
establishment of the Natura 2000 network.
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Figure 27 : Map of Natura 2000 areas in Bulgaria, Source: DG Environment website. Date of download May 10,
2019, Legend: Red-striped areas are Bird protection areas, green ones are Habitat areas.

Spatial Planning Legislation
The Territorial Development Act (Territorial, Urban and Rural Development Act of the Repuiblic of
Bulgaria, 2018) provides that no approval of investment projects shall be required for the
installation of units for generation of renewable electricity, heating and/or cooling energy with a
total installed capacity of up to and including 30kW on existing buildings in urbanized areas,
including on roof and facade structures of any such buildings and in the land plots in which said
buildings are developed.

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
Environmental impact analyses are mandatory for certain types of large projects and for projects
which bear a substantial potential of a negative environmental impact.
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For the sake of better clarity, details about the legal situation are described here in an exemplary
way. Wind-energy projects shall serve as an example to present the situation.
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4.4 Limits for the Construction of Wind Farms
in Natura 2000 and with Regard to Landscape
Character in Bulgaria
Wind Power Production
According to wind power industry statistics, Bulgaria’s wind power production capacity is estimated
to amount to 691 MW (thus able to cover 3.23% of total power demand) at the end of 2018 (Walsh
and Pineda, 2019). 1408 GWh of electricity from wind were fed into the Bulgarian power-grid in
2016 (see Figure 22). Most of the wind power plant capacity had been installed till 2011 and has not
very much increased since.
All the bigger wind farms are located North of Varna in Dobruja, Dobrych oblast:
•

Kavarna: 110 turbines with a total installed capacity of 322,5 MW

•

Vetrocom: 29 turbines with a total installed capacity of 72.5 MW

•

Mogilishte: 13 turbines with a total installed capacity of 20.6 MW

•

Shabla: 22 turbines have a total installed capacity of 13.7 MW (Valchev, 2018).

These 174 windmills have a total of 430 MW of installed capacity.
These wind-farms are scattered all across the area shown on the map below. Some are located
in FFH-protected areas, others are not. Between Kavarna and Balgarevo, a few windmills are located
in bird protected areas.
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Figure 28 : Habitat and bird-protection areas around Shabla, Source: DG Environment, Natura 2000 viewer.

Both the wind-farms built within the Natura 2000 areas and those outside of them in 2013 became
the subject of a legal dispute.
Most wind-farms were built before the Bulgarian administration introduced the special fee
for electricity generation from wind and solar power plants. Although this additional 20% tax was
cancelled still in 2014, low preferential prices for new installations and the Regulator quota kept the
wind-power sector from growing.
There are projects in the pipeline, however, which could be implemented as soon as economic
framework conditions will be favorable. For the majority of these projects, permits were not yet
applied for and thus, their locations are not communicated to the public.

Wind Power Potential
Bulgaria is not particularly rich in windy areas at the ground level. The landmass with higher windspeed than 6.5 m/s is only 1400 km² (1.26% of the territory of Bulgaria). Most of it can be found
on mountain-tops and along the shore of the Black Sea (Department of Wind Energy at the Technical
University of Denmark and the World Bank Group, n.d.).
The wind energy potential measured in a height of 100m above the ground is displayed
in the following map.
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Figure 29 : Wind speed (m/s) for 100 m above ground level, annual average, Source: https://globalwindatlas.info
– retrieved July 2019

Most wind-mills are programmed to cut in at a wind-speed of 2 or 2.5 m/s.
In addition to the wind speed, the second key factor for windmill operation is wind steadiness
described by the net capacity factor. The following map shows the estimated values of the capacity
factor in Bulgaria.
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Figure 30 Bulgaria: map of wind capacity factor II, Source: https://globalwindatlas.info – retrieved July 2019

Both above maps are similar to each other; it is evident that average wind-speed is typically higher
in areas with many hours above 2.5 m/s per annum. The more favorable areas are mostly mountaintops, while Bulgaria’s higher mountains in their majority are covered by NATURA 2000 protection.
Most types of commonly sold wind-mills can be profitably operated in areas of 5 m/s of average
wind-speed or higher; therefore, only areas with average wind speeds > 5m/s can be classified as
suitable.
Technically suitable (yet mainly protected) areas of good wind-speed are:
•

Mountain tops North of Sofia from Novy iskr, Kremikovci Yablanitsa-Churek-Divchovoto

•

Mountain tops in the East of this ridge between Valevtsi and Krusets

•

Mountainous area near Pernik South of Sofia around Vitosha, municipalities of Sofia-City and
Pernik

•

Vichren mountain and surroundings in the Pirin mountains

•

Area around Musala in the Rila mountains, municipalities of Rila, Samokov and Dubnitca

•

Coastal area at the very North-East

When overlaying the wind-map with the Natura 2000 map, it is clear that in Bulgaria, most windy
areas as well as areas of high wind intensity are parts of the Natura 2000 area network : approx. 8090% of wind-rich sites are in Natura 2000 areas. The following figure illustrates that (Natura 2000
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protected areas are highlighted in light-grey color). A capacity factor of 30 or higher and/or average
windspeed >6.5 m/s can be found only in exceptional cases and if, such areas are mostly already
developed.

Figure 31 : Area outside Natura 2000 suitable for wind-power development, Source: own compilation based on the
Natura 2000 viewer and https://globalwindatlas.info

For all these above-mentioned reasons, two examples are later developped in more detail:
a) A site of excellent wind conditions located in a Natura 2000 protected area (Rila mountains),
and
b) A just moderately suited wind-power site, yet one of the best ones outside of the Natura
2000 area network and not far away from a site which can be used for small-scale pump
storage (Varbitca, also Warbiza, Върбица, Shumen oblast).
For Bulgaria, the wind-energy potential (exploitable as from the year 2020) of 3000 MW was
estimated in 2009 (Swart et al., 2009). This quantity of wind-farms could produce approx. 6000 GWh
if optimally allocated. Meanwhile, the experience in the assessment of compatibility between windfarms and Natura 2000 has been gained, from which it is clear, that the majority of sites in Natura
2000 must be excluded. In the remaining ones, the wind-farms might be admissible under the
conditions that harvest will be considerably reduced by downtime in periods of bird and bat
migration.
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The economic wind-power potential calculated in 2010 therefore is to be reduced to only 500 MW,
which is less than the capacity currently installed in the Kaliakra microregion. Two case-studies
hereinafter will demonstrate the necessity of exclusion of potentially suitable locations
for ecological reasons. Applying a net capacity factor of 18 due to regular shutdowns for ecological
reasons, 500 GW can produce 788 GWh p.a. Shutdowns and allocation in sites hard-to-develop will
in about half the cases spoil the economic feasibility. Both economically and ecologically feasible
potential for additional wind-power of 1989 GWh p.a. was assumed:
•

788 GWh p.a. in the new wind-farms as set out above,

•

565 additional GWh p.a. could possibly be achieved by upgrading of existing wind-parks
(more efficient technology, longer rotor-blades, adding of height) without a negative impact
on biodiversity,

•

and the potential for small-size wind-turbines was estimated to make up 636 GWh p.a. (50
new 100kW installations mainly on high-rise and high buildings, 50 devices of 10-20kW).

Ecological Limitations for On-Shore Wind-Power
Development
The Bulgarian legislation does not expressly exclude the use of wind-power in protected areas
and Natura 2000 areas, but leaves the approval open to a case-by-case decision, which is not
necessarily detrimental for the environment, as the EU Birds and Habitats Directives anyway
requires mandatory environmental ex-ante assessment of any project that may have a significant
negative effect on sites that are part of the Natura 2000 network of protected areas. There are big
differences between countries e.g. in the question of wind-farms in national parks: whilst the Slovak
and the Czech Republic and recently also Scotland ban them, Germany, England and Austria for
instance have no such general legal provision. When Bulgaria proclaimed the national Natura 2000
site network, wind energy was only an emerging market in Bulgaria and therefore, no dedicated
guidelines limiting wind-power investment approval in protected areas existed.
Due to a lack of nationwide research on the impact of windfarms on birds and bats, the estimation
of the ecologically feasible potential for further wind-power development could not be built on
the reliable expert literature. It was not even possible to build this estimation on the content
of management plans for the most relevant Natura 2000 areas. For some of the Bulgarian Natura
2000 areas, such managements plan exist, but in the time of this research (June-August 2019) none
of the links to these management-plans in the Natura 2000 viewer was working. The estimation of
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the ecologically feasible potential for further wind-power development therefore relies on 3 local
case-studies with two of them (Rila, Kaliakra) yielding a negative result.

Case-Study

I:

Wind-energy

Development

in the Northern Half of the Bulgarian Black Sea Coast
(a) Kaliakra
In 2016, the European Court of Justice has ruled against Bulgaria in a case brought by the European
Commission against the country in 2013 over its failure to protect unique habitats and important
species in the Kaliakra special protection area at the Black Sea coast (European Court of Justice
(Third Chamber), 2016). Prior to the action, Bulgarian authorities had assigned the bird and habitat
protection to a part of the Kaliakra area and had approved the construction of numerous windturbines within and outside protected areas along a migratory route and resting place for highly
endangered bird species. Bulgaria however earlier has committed to the protection of these species
in this area, and therefore according to the European Court of Justice should have included all the
territories of important bird areas in the special protection area covering the Kaliakra region,
according to list of biological species in Annex I to the Birds Directive (European Council, 2010) and
of the migratory species not listed in that annex but regularly occurring in the geographical sea and
land area where that directive applies. By approving the building of 4 projects (Kaliakra Wind
Power’, ‘EVN Enertrag Kavarna’ and ‘Vertikal — Petkov & Cie’, and of the ‘Thracian Cliffs Golf & Spa
Resort’) within the territory of the special protection areas Kaliakra and Belite Skali, Bulgaria had
failed to fulfil its obligations under the Article 6(2) of the habitat Directive (European Council, 1992).
By failing to assess properly the cumulative effect of the wind-farm projects in the important bird
area around Kaliakra which was not (yet should have been) classified as a special protection area,
and by authorizing the implementation of the ‘Longman Investment’ project, Bulgaria had infringed
the Articles 4(2). 4(3) and 2(1) of the EIA Directive (European Council, 2012), and had authorized a
high number of economic activities without appropriate environmental impact assessment. Huge
amounts of birds and bats fly over the site each year on their way to and from Africa. The entire (or
almost the entire) global population of one of the world’s most endangered goose species – the red
breasted goose – spends the winter in and around Kaliakra. No account was taken of the cumulative
effect of the authorised projects, which is also a requirement under the Birds, Habitats and
Environmental Impact Assessment Directives. The Commission also criticized that “while Bulgaria
has taken significant legislative and administrative steps over the last year to restrict the damage
and prevent further developments that could affect the area, rare and unique priority habitats and
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species have been affected by a large number of wind turbines and other developments, either
without environmental impact assessments, or with inadequate assessments” (European Court of
Justice (Third Chamber), 2016). The European Court of Justice did not compel Bulgarian authorities
to change legislation but to apply it in compliance with legally enacted European directives.
For the projects within the boundaries of Natura 2000, the impact of the wind-farms on birdlife
were assessed as a part of Environmental impact analyses (EIA). For a major wind park project “AES”
between Balgarevo and Sveti Nikola, this assessment was carried out in 2009 (Zehtindjiev and
Whitfield, 2010).
The study applied a simulation model for bird accidents. Doing so, it forecasted a mortality rate
of 0.7% for the red-breasted goose (22 individuals per year killed by wind-turbines); this would fall
just below the threshold number of collisions that would need to occur to result in a significant
impact (i.e. to exceed a negligible magnitude effect, defined as a 1% increase over the existing
baseline mortality).
A mitigation package was suggested which should include visual observers and a radar system. All
recorded information should be used to inform a turbine shut down system should birds be
recorded flying in the direction of the Project area. The extent of shut down (single turbine, cluster
of turbines or whole wind park) should be determined by the Project Independent Ornithological
Expert (IOE) or Senior Field Ornithologist (SFO) (as defined within the Project EMMP) depending on
the number and activity of observed flocks of geese. This mitigation package was determined to
reduce the potential impact of the wind farm on migration birds by a factor of almost 10. It was
anticipated that even when applying a mitigation package, approx. 3-4 red-breasted geese
per annum would be killed by rotor blades, which is far below other causes of bird accidents such
as local road and field traffic.
One has to bear in mind that this assessment related to one of the first wind-farm projects
in the area. There are cumulative effects, however, appearing when birds change their migration
route to avoid other near-by wind-farms; if an entire region is covered by wind-mills, the birds will
tend to cross the area instead of avoiding it locally. The splitting up of the wind development
strategy into small projects therefore leads to significant underrating of the problem.
A study on danger exposure of the red-breasted goose carried out 2018 mentions ongoing threats
(Petkov, 2018):
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•

changes in agriculture and abandonment of grazing reduce food availability at staging and
wintering grounds,

•

wind farm development resulting in the loss of feeding areas,

•

significant mortality potential through collisions with turbines,

•

increased human presence in the area resulting in a loss of habitat and greater disturbance,

•

illegal hunting and poaching with presumed mortality of up to over 40% during spring and
autumn hunting in Russia and Kazakhstan (though legally protected throughout their range,
geese are shot accidentally or deliberately in all range states),

•

expansion of oil and gas operations in the breeding area may cause disturbance to breeding
birds.

•

rodenticides have caused significant mortality of birds in the wintering grounds (in past),

•

climate change is predicted to have a number of direct effects and also to exacerbate other
threats.

Contrary to the above-mentioned EIA, the new study classifies mortality caused by wind-mills
as significant. There are reasons for this difference:
•

as already mentioned in the EIA study, the main danger zone with the highest density of
geese flight and roosting is the lake area of Shabla rather than Kaliakra,

•

wind-farms in the neighborhood have narrowed the flyway; Shabla area is the last shorestrip not affected by wind-farms,

•

the situation of the red-breasted goose has probably got worse since 2009.
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(b) Spasovo, Shabla and Durankulak
In 2010, German investors applied for permits to build a large wind-farm near the Romanian border.
The wind-farm project Spasovo was located on private agricultural land plots in the territory of
Dobrich province, General Toshevo municipality, Al. Stamboliski, Sarnino and Sirakovo
communities.

Figure 32 : Natura 2000 sites in Shabla area, Source: DG Environment, Natura 2000 viewer

A total capacity of 162 MW was planned (54 windmills of 3 MW nameplate capacity each).
Preliminary contracts with land-owners and WB funding were already secured, and first permits
were already issued. The distance between the towers in the park was designed to be 400m. The
Shabla area in the very Northeast of Bulgaria is protected by Natura 2000 only partially (see map
extract, Figure 29).
The plans for this wind-farm seem to have been abandoned after the European court decision
on the Kaliakra plans.
In 2019, new plans for wind energy development in the same section of the Bulgarian Black Sea
coast - near the lakes of Shabla and Durankulak – have arisen. Nikolai Petkov (Bulgarian Society
for the Protection of Birds - BSPB) who coordinates the international program for the conservation
of the red-breasted goose has protested against the plan from the very beginning. Shabla
municipality has issued a development plan which gives priority to conservation and birdwatch
tourism and therefore the new wind-power project is unlikely to succeed. On the other hand, the
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binding government decision of Sep.2019 to speed up renewables investment to achieve 27% by
2030, creates pressure.
Conclusion: with a wind capacity factor of 34 which would be significantly reduced by frequent
shutdown needed for bird migration, the area around Shabla is not very suitable for wind-farm
development. As the region is a habitat of numerous protected and endangered species listed in the
Bird directive, Bulgaria is obliged to protect them. For the red-breasted goose it was already shown
by the BSPB that wind-farm development would cause significant mortality. Although in the context
of climate change mitigation, Bulgaria is in an urgent need to develop renewable energy sources,
the implementation of further wind-parks in the very North-East of Bulgaria around Shabla cannot
be recommended.
In future studies, it should be assessed whether also an upgrade of existing windmills to larger rotor
diameters would negatively impact birdlife.

Case Study II – SPA Rila Mountains Example I – Rila
Mountains (not recommended for development)
In the most suitable 10x10 km square of this region, most places can offer an annual wind-speed of
7 m/s, some even 9m/s, and the best 10% (covering a total of 10 km²) offer a very favorable energy
density of >1000 W/m².
The short distance between excellent wind sites and good potential for additional pump-storage of
energy in water-basins creates excellent conditions for renewable energy generation. Times
of highest wind-power harvest are typically characterized by low electricity prices. It would be
a promising concept to pump water upstream in times of high wind-harvest (and low electricity
price), sending it to the hydropower turbine at peak demand time, thus having the rare case
of (comparably cheap) wind-energy used for (expensive) electricity supply at peak time.
At the same time, the Rila mountains are a gem of Bulgarian nature. They are not only a big Special
Protected Area (SPA) since 2011, they were also adopted as a proposed Site for Community
Importance (Council of Ministers, 2007). A designation order was published by the Minister of
Environment and Water with prohibitions and restrictions on activities contradicting the
conservation objectives of the SPA.
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The Management Plan of Rilski manastir NP for the period 2004-2013 was adopted with Decision of
Ministerial Council of Bulgaria No 651/19 August 2004 (Republic of Bulgaria, 2004) which contains
five main parts:
•

Description and evaluation of the site - general information for Rilski manastir NP,
characteristic of the abiotic factors, biological characteristics, cultural and socioeconomic
characteristics, evaluation of the importance of Rilski manastir NP.

•

Ideal objectives and restrictions – long-term goals, threats and restrictions, effect of the
threats and the restrictions on the long-term goal.

•

Zoning, regimes and norms.

•

Work/operational plan - priorities of the NP, programmes and projects.

•

Monitoring of the implementation of the NP and evaluation criteria.

As the management plan has expired and moreover currently is not available to the public, conflicts
between projection objectives and energy development activities could not be assessed in detail.
The site includes the higher parts of the Western Rhodopes with the most representative pseudoboreal coniferous forests in the country, unique for Europe. To the north, it reaches the towns
of Velingrad, Rakitovo, Batak and Peshtera : the biggest share of forests belonging to the Scots Pine
(Pinus sylvestris), followed by Spruce (Picea abies). At some places there are forests of Austrian Pine
(Pinus nigra) and coppice forests of Quercus dalechampii. About 10% of the area is covered by open
grasslands, pastures and meadows dominated by Agrostis capillaris, Nardus stricta, etc., as well as
with shrubs. Its territory includes three big dams (Dospat, Shiroka Polyana and Golyam Beglik) and
hundreds of peat bogs.
There are several protection objectives which most probably withstand the issuance of a positive
environmental impact assessment:
a) Visual obstacle: Rila Monastir is a cultural monument of outstanding quality, and to a high
extent it is the harmony between the medieval cloyster architecture and the atmosphere
of the pristine mountain forests surrounding it which creates this outstanding quality.
To comply with the cultural heritage protection, modern construction would have to be
invisible to visitors of the monastery.
b) Bird protection: Rila reserve is a particularly rich habitat in protected bird species which need
unspoiled environment for hunting, courtship, breeding and migration. The Western
Rhodopes support 130 bird species, mainly breeding ones, 21 of which are listed in the Red
Data Book for Bulgaria. According to BirdLife International, 43 species were of European
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conservation concern (SPEC) in 2004, 15 of them being listed in category SPEC 2 and 28 in
SPEC 3 as species threatened in Europe. The area provides suitable habitats for 26 species,
included in Annex 2 of the Biodiversity Act, which need special conservation measures, of
which 23 are listed also in Annex I of the Birds Directive. The Western Rhodopes hold the
biggest breeding population of the black grouse (Tetrao urogallus) in Bulgaria. It is among
the most valuable European areas for this species, as well as for the Hazel Grouse (Bonasa
bonasia), the Pygmy Owl (Glaucidium passerinum), the Tengmalm’s Owl (Aegolius funereus),
European Nightjar (Caprimulgus europaeus), the Black Woodpecker (Dryocopus martius),
White-backed Woodpecker (Dendrocopos leucotos) and the Honey Buzzard (Pernis apivorus)
(EEA, n.d.). Although the detailed research is still missing, it is expected that a wind-farm
would significantly endanger the local grouse populations, as it will hardly be possible to find
a wind-farm location which does not affect their flyways.
c) Conservation of watercourses: mountain brooks and torrents around Rila are clean
and unspoiled and therefore serve as retreat areas for many endangered aquatic species
(fish, rake, mussels, insects).
d) Pristine forest biotopes: for energy plant construction, but also for power-grids and roads,
mountain forest area would be permanently changed.
Conclusion: Should the bird monitoring system result only in a shutdown of the wind-turbines
because of bird and bat migration over 20% of the time, this would reduce the wind capacity factor
to an annual average approx. 38%, and therefore the operation of wind-turbines would not be
profitable. The bird protection alone practically excludes wind-power development even in
the windiest spots of the area and therefore, visual obstacle of wind-power need not even be
discussed.

Case Study III – Border Between Shumen and Burgas
(recommended for development under certain conditions)
The border between Shumen and Burgas district is a mountain ridge with the elevation above 700m.
Parts of them are protected pursuant to the Habitat and/or Bird directive, others are not. Many
of the mountain tops show good wind density.
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Figure 33 : Natura 2000 in the area of example II, Source: Natura 2000 viewer

The Kamchya and the Ticha reservoirs are located in less than 10 km’s distance. It is therefore
an option to adapt, refurbish and enlarge these existing hydro-power stations, adding a pump
storage reservoir and installing bidirectional technology. Wind produced at times of low electricity
prices could then be used to pump water back into the upper reservoir, sending it through
the turbine in peak-demand time when electricity prices are high. Such combined wind-hydropower
stations need not be big, yet can be very valuable for the grid stabilization and can pay off
economically without any need for subsidies, although, a favorably designed legal environment is
needed. It is therefore recommended to carry out a nation-wide search for possible locations, in
which wind-power and hydropower can be coupled to such virtual peak-time power-stations.

Offshore Wind
The off-shore wind potential study for the Bulgarian part of the Black Sea (Arent et al., 2012) is older
than the first detailed studies of selected Bulgarian and Romanian off-shore locations (Onea and
Rusu, 2018), but the results of the newer detailed study largely confirm assumptions underlying the
older regional study: Bulgarian Black Sea coast is not among the economically interesting sites for
offshore wind development.
The off-shore wind development is a volatile industry acting globally and investing where conditions
are most favorable. As modern off-shore wind-farms in excellent locations can be built and operated
without subsidies, national policy no longer is a key investment criterion. Speed and steadiness of
wind, depth profiles/distance to the shore, storm intensity and ecological impact are key investment
criteria nowadays. The availability of sea-ports and wharfs is a criterion with most technologies.
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Figure 34 : Energy potential of off-shore Wind in Bulgaria according to capacity factor categories, Source: Arent,
2012

The global off-shore wind-potential analyses have assessed the potential for off-shore wind
exploitation also for Bulgaria. In a shallow depth (0-30 m), the Bulgarian offshore wind potential
(mast height 90 m) is 1.4 GW, in transitional depth of 30-60 m, which still allows mooring,
the potential is 6.28 GW, and in deep water locations suitable rather for floating devices, it is 28.38
GW (Arent et al., 2012).
Not counting regions of an average wind capacity factor below 38%, this potential is much smaller.
There is no such potential in the shallow water, in transitional depth zones, the potential is 0.54 GW
and in deep water it is 1.36 GW. The total potential for off-shore wind-power in regions with
a capacity factor above 38% is 1.9 GW. Among all these potential wind-farm locations, none is
located in very suitable waters above 42%.
With an unexploited wind-energy potential of 6160 GW (1740.5 GW in shallow waters
and 4419.3 GW in the transitional zone) located in heavy wind zones (average annual capacity factor
>46%), the industry is hardly interested in the exploitation of Bulgaria’s best offshore places in 3060 m depth with only <38% wind capacity when there is an abundant number of globally available
shallow-sea locations of 46 and more %. Moreover, for bird protection purposes, the theoretical
capacity factor of max. 38 would be unachievable because of frequent shutdowns in bird migration
periods.
Bulgaria is not even in the focus of regional off-shore wind-power developers which would want
to invest only in the South-East Europe. Although there are only rather few Black Sea locations
offering a potential of >42% in shallow or transitional depth, there is some potential in this category
to be found in the South-Eastern Mediterranean region (Greece, Turkey).
The European wind-speed map illustrates the fact that the Western Black sea shore offers windspeed of 4-6 m/s, which is not very attractive for wind-power development, with only the very North
of the Bulgarian coast and the whole of the Romanian coast reaching an average wind-speed of 6-8
m/s.
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Figure 35 : Blended Sea Winds annual average wind speed map; adjusted to 90-m hub height, Source: Arent, 2012

The Western Black sea is characterized by a comparably narrow strip of shallow waters – much wider
than the Southern shore of the Black sea, but much narrower than many other European shores
(Divinsky and Kosyan, 2018). This means that wind-farms would be located in a few kilometers’
distance from the shore. This allows a shorter cable length, but would in some cases be problematic
for bird migration and as a visual obstacle.

Figure 36 : Depth of the Black sea – the investigated coast strip is highlighted in light-grey color, Source: Divinsky
and Kosyan, 2018.

Probably for the above described reasons, offshore wind-power is not an issue for national marine
spatial planning in the Bulgarian sector of the Black sea, whilst oil and gas extraction are. The spatial
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plans are not yet completed but it can already be assumed that wind-power will not be a main
subject of the plan (Ghinea, 2018).
The international wind-maps show that investors focus on other maritime regions characterized
by higher and steadier wind-speed in zones of depth < 60m; Bulgaria is not in the focus
of international offshore wind developers.
The fact that the majority of all zones which would offer favorable conditions for further wind-power
development are protected, however, may draw investors’ attention to offshore wind at a later
stage.
Therefore, wind-power considerations (in combination with considerations of floating PV) should
be a part of the Bulgarian marine space. Spatial plans for maritime space are required for renewable
energy equipment, shipping, fisheries, aquaculture etc. across borders and sectors to ensure human
activities at sea should already be in place, but Bulgaria had not notified the Commission on the
adoption of the measures necessary to transpose the Directive in due time and therefore was
sentenced to a penalty payment for not notifying its measures for a framework for maritime spatial
planning (European Council, 2014).
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4.5 Limits for the Construction and Operation of Small
Hydropower Plants in Bulgaria
Existing Hydropower Plants
The conditions for hydropower generation and pump-storage in Bulgaria are quite favorable thanks
to a high share of mountain areas and to precipitation above the EU average (in certain parts of the
country). However, the following image shows that it is expected that the precipitation for the next
decades will decline. Even if an ambitious climate-protection policy will be established, annual
precipitation is supposed to slightly decrease. Without such policy, precipitation will considerably
decrease in the second half of the century.
The map below gives an overview about the distribution of the main hydropower dams (shown as
blue triangles) across the territory of Bulgaria in 2007. It is apparent that in the southern half
of Bulgaria, hydrological and topographic conditions for hydropower are much more favorable than
in the northern half which is dominated by flatlands and colline landscapes.

Figure 37 : Map of dams in Bulgaria, Source: Nacionalnaya elektricheska kompania EAD, Hydropwer
cascades and dams, 2007. https://nek.bg/images/content/pdf/2-hpcd.pdf
For the Danube river basin, which approximately covers the Northern half of Bulgaria, a more
detailed map exists.
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Figure 38 : Hydropower map of Northern Bulgaria, Source: International Committee for the
Protection of the Danube River, based on national information provided by the Bulgarian
administration as a Contracting Parties to the ICPDR. National borders data provided by the
Contracting Parties to the ICPDR and CH was used; Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) from
USGS Seamless Data Distribution System was used as topographic layer.

Hydropower Development - Plans and Assessment of
Suitability
Bulgarian hydropower capacity is still far from its economic potential. The total installed capacity
(excluding pump storage) was 2.21 GW in 2016 (see Figure 22) with an untapped economic potential
of another 1.7 GW. This untapped potential is higher than the in Serbia, Montenegro or Northern
Macedonia but smaller than in Albania, Bosnia-Hercegovina or Greece (Neubarth, 2018).
In 1997, the Bulgarian Ministry of Energy has defined plant sites offered for private development of
hydropower. Some of these projects have been developed after, some with the support
of the EBRD.
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Figure 39 : Existing and planned hydropower locations – overview 2017, Source: Ulrich Schwarz,
Fluvius, Hydropower development in the Balkans - data update 2017, Vienna 2017
The organizations EuroNatur and RiverWatch have jointly built up a database of 332 potential
hydropower projects in Bulgaria (without pumped storage), specifying project name, affected river,
possible electric capacity, size category and the result of a feasibility assessment as a result of an
ecological classification, i.e. a check whether the project is located in an exclusion zone
from EuroNature/RiverWatch perspective or not (Chamberlain Luke, 2018).
212 of these potential projects fall into the size category of 0.1-1 MW, 112 of them have a potential
capacity of 1-10 MW, 2 can achieve 10-50 MW, and 6 hydropower-stations could be even bigger. All
potential plants considered ecologically feasible according to the EuroNatur/RiverWatch
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assessment in total could achieve a capacity of only 105 MW if built, and could annually produce
only 0.2 TWh.
Hence, almost 1.071 GW out of the economic potential of 1.176 GW were deemed ecologically
inappropriate.
30

of

the

additionally

possible

and

Bulgarian

hydropower

compliant

with the EuroNatur/RiverWatch ecology criteria are micro-hydropower < 1 MW, and 18 are small
hydropower. No additional big hydropower plant on Bulgarian territory was categorized as
ecologically feasible.

Figure 40 : Number of hydropower projects classified in “exclusion” and “non-exclusion” by
EuroNatur/RiverWatch, Source: Neubarth, 2018
Bulgarian hydropower strategy has focused a lot on large hydropower in the past. The trend has
already turned around. Between 2010 and 2015, as much as 75% of newly installed hydropower
capacity has originated from small hydropower < 10 MW. Only in neighbouring Greece is the share
of small hydropower among all potential (RiverWatch-compliant) hydropower investment higher
than in Bulgaria.
Preferential prices apply only for small hydro-powerplants (<10 MWe). Small hydropower
investment shall be additionally promoted by a grant provided by the EEA facility (85%, with a 15%
participation of national funds), which will be open until 2021 for projects completed before 2024.
Should deeper analysis confirm the above cited finding that in Bulgaria only 0.2 GWh can be
additionally produced from hydropower in compliance with the ecological standards, Bulgarian
hydropower industry can still contribute to the national and EU goal of the increased renewable
production by analyzing the potential for efficiency measures and for additional pump storage. The
latter is of key importance for the decarbonization of the energy sector of South-East Europe. When
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the substantial ecologically exploitable wind potential of Greece and Turkey will be used, the
electricity sector of the region will be in urgent need of measures for the balancing of demand and
supply.
Bulgaria is in need of huge investment activities for investment into riparian ecology (e.g. fish
bypasses are missing in all river systems). Permits for pump storage investment therefore could
therefore be issued only under the condition of the investor delivering a major investment into the
ecology measures as compensation before being allowed to build pump storage plants. The example
of many EU member states confirms that if an independent evaluation is in place to control the
compensation measures create a net benefit for the environment, such policy play a crucial role in
simultaneously improving the natural heritage conservation and climate policies.
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4.6 Limits for the Production and Collection of Forest
Biomass for Energy Purposes in Bulgaria
Forest Biomass Production: Status Quo
The vast and ancient forests of Bulgaria form an integral part of national Bulgarian identity.
The Bulgarian public is well aware that their old and species-rich forests are a treasure.
From the second half of the 20th century, the windfall calamities affected parts of Norway spruce
monocultures, and in the 21st century, the bark beetle started devastating the forests (Novinite.com
- Sofia News Agency, n.d.).
According to AEBIOM, approx. 7% of Bulgaria‘s domestic energy consumption stem from biomass.
This corresponds to the EU‘s total average of 7,1%. The high share of forests among the total landsurface of Bulgaria and the high share of tree species which are typically used for energy purposes
to a high percentage would make it possible to increase this share.
When investigating the reasons for the comparably low utilization of biomass for energy purposes,
it has to be considered, that:
•

The average size of the privately-owned forests in Bulgaria is the lowest of all EU member
states: the average forest size per Bulgarian private forest owner is 0.7 ha, while e.g. in
Slovakia it amounts to 130 ha (European Commission, Directorate-General for Agriculture
and Rural Development, n.d.).

•

Many Bulgarian municipalities face a shortage of investment capital.

•

There is still a lack of customer-friendly, reliable and efficient biomass supply chains.

•

53.1% of the rather large Bulgarian Natura-2000-network is made up of forests. In many
regions, the use of forests is limited either by restrictive management plans or by a lack of
favorable harvesting conditions, which constitute a main reason for the existence of pristine
and virgin forests in Bulgaria (Barbati et al., 2014).

Given the comparably large size of forest area per inhabitant and the high share of species which
can mainly be used for energy purposes, one would expect a much higher domestic consumption of
biomass.
Forecast of the energy produced from biomass in Bulgaria 2020 is as follows (Ministry of Energy of
the Republic of Bulgaria, 2018) :
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Biomass from forestry:

893 ktoe = 10.386 TWh (7 Mm³)

Biomass from agriculture

169 ktoe = 1.965 TWh

Biomass from waste

24 ktoe = 0.279 TWh

Total:

12.63 TWh

This figure of 12.35 TWh without waste is coherent with the domestic biomass consumption
for energy purposed of 12,398 GWh (without waste) reported by the Bulgarian National Statistics
Office for 2017.

Impact of Climate Change on Biomass Energy
The species composition of Bulgarian forests has to change when the climate is changing.

Figure
41 :
Species
composition
ceecforestry.org/country/bulgaria/

of

Bulgarian

forests,

Source:

http://www.china-

The age structure of forests also impacts the transition phase to other species. Among Bulgarian
Natura 2000-protected forests, the old-growth forests play a key role. In there, a significant share
of trees is 120 years old and older. This age class mixture is the habitat of species listed
in the Bulgarian Red Data Book (Republic of Bulgaria, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and Ministry
of Environment and Water of Bulgaria, 2011) as endangered or vulnerable such as the giant noctule
(Nyctalus lasiopterus), hairy pine borer (Tragosoma depsarium), the ural owl (Strix uralensis), the
grey-headed woodpecker (Picus canus) and the marten (Martes martes), to name just a few
(Lazarova et al., 2013).
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The expected global warming and increased occurrence of summer droughts require preventive
measures in Natura 2000-protected forests. There is a growing danger of bushfires as frequent steep
slopes support the loss of topsoil by water erosion after such fires. Apart from all their harmful
effects on wildlife and human society, bushfires also constitute a major loss of biomass reserves. By
such uncontrolled burning, huge amounts of NOx, particulate matter and GHG emissions are set
free.
It should be considered to elaborate bushfire prevention plans and firefighting simulation. One
measure arising of such research could be a careful increase of the number of the forest aisles which
in parts be used as forest roads : a precondition for regular biomass management. Wood cut for
aisle maintenance can be used for biomass heating or for the production of charcoal by pyrolysis.

Energy

Harvest

Potential

of

Forest

Biomass

and Exploitation Limits
The share of < 25% of wood used for energy purposes indicates that either firewood is not fully
captured by statistics, or that there is a high potential for better exploitation of the national forest
biomass stock. It can be assumed that the absence of harvesting in some protected virgin forests
plays a minor role and by far cannot justify the low exploitation of Bulgaria’s biomass potential.
In other words: the virgin forests can remain untouched while still energy biomass production can
considerably be increased.
Judging from the level of round timber extraction it can be assumes that firewood production could
be increased by 20-25% without touching the protected virgin forests or deadwood in forests
protected by Natura 2000 (in which it should be retained) and without switching to ecologically
undesirable monocultures of high yield species.
In the following text, a conservative assumption is applied, estimating that additional 2.6 TWh
of primary energy per annum could be sustainably harvested in Bulgarian forests.
This additional potential could be easily tapped by regular thinning, age-class mixture, by harvesting
of poorly managed forests, setting up of efficient supply chains with optimized drying and by
(cautious) afforestation of set-aside land in suitable locations. The goal of bringing the additional
2.6 TWh to the market will automatically be more than fulfilled by necessary clearing of approx. 450
kt of bark-beetle affected wood per annum and is certainly compatible with all the protection rules
applying under Natura 2000. Although afforestation can be a good option for abandoned pastures
in certain cases, it is not taken into account as a source of additional energy biomass in this report.
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The above-presented climate related deep change in Bulgaria’s forest structure has a multiple
impact on the biomass potential:
•

Effect on the harvesting schedule: during the coming years, there will be very high quantities
of a low-price wood on the market. Consequently, timber harvest in the second half of the
21st century will be lower. This will influence the energy biomass sector to a lesser extent:
massive re-afforestation will cause a demand for thinning, and a high share of natural
rejuvenation will support tree species with a relatively high share of firewood such as oak,
beech, alder, willow etc.

•

Permanent effect on the ratio between firewood, pulp-industry-wood and timber: the share
of firewood will be permanently higher, the share of hardwood will increase.

•

As a tendency, the impeded resilience and topsoil losses in mountain areas will further
weaken wood ecosystems.

It can be expected that until 2050, there will be more biomass of Bulgarian origin on the market,
and the share of hardwood will rise.

Transition from Fossil to Biomass Heating
With biomass of regional origin well available, the conversion of large heating systems from fossil
sources to biomass is economically viable all across the country. Barriers to biomass mobilization
and strategies for their overcoming in the Balkan countries were excellently analyzed and listed
(Domac and Segon, 2015). The identified barriers are complex and range from legislation
to ownership structures, socio-cultural factors and awareness issues.
An important market barrier is the lack of the efficient and user-friendly logistics. In Bulgaria, not
many companies are specialized in biomass logistics, although the number of customers interested
in easy-to-buy, kiln ready biomass of certified quality is growing.
There still are just a few companies offering a scope of biomass-based products (ready-for-use hard
and soft firewood cut in different length, wood-pellets loosely or in big packs) via regional stores
directly to customers.
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Recommendations for the Biomass Sector
Tree harvest in vulnerable and/or protected areas:
•

Cutting residues (branches < 4cm in diameter and all green twigs) shall remain in site in order
to keep the nutrient cycle closed.

•

As a rule, the mix of species and age-classes in forest shall be supported. Single-tree harvest
and local tree biodiversity supports the resilience in times of climate stress and therefore is
essential. A richer variety of tree species in a forest automatically increases biodiversity in
flora including mushrooms, moss and lichens and in the bird and insect fauna.

•

Soil-compacting harvest technologies should be avoided. Wherever for economic reasons
the use of harvester technology is required, tire pressure should be adapted to soil
conditions. Frost and dry periods shall be maximally used.

•

Forest roads should not support the immediate precipitation runoff.

•

Leaving a minimum of deadwood in the forest as a habitat for insects and birds (with
exceptions for areas affected by forest calamities).

•

Recommended species-mix for afforestation includes tree species growing more slowly such
as the common oak (Quercus robur) and including trees with a typical high share of firewood
such as beech (Fagus alnus).

•

Maintaining the conditions for regular flooding in floodplain forests for disaster protection.

•

Obligation to mow the open land regularly in order to prevent the enlargement of forest
areas.

Incentives for ecological forest and biomass management:
•

Splitting the management plans into a mandatory and a voluntary part, creating financial
incentives on a contractual base for recommended voluntary actions provided that the
obligatory part was properly abided by.

•

Site-specific recommendations should be laid down in the management plans.

•

More financial and legal autonomy of municipalities will enhance the community projects
for biomass heating. In Bulgarian mountain and riverside municipalities, biomass heating has
a big untapped potential. Access to the soft loans is sufficient to create a good payback.
Biomass heat can be used in microgrids.

•

Setting up of wood gasification plants in forest-rich regions will increase the demand.
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Management measures:
•

Forest management plans will gain importance, forest functions will be better combined
locally, pilot projects shall help to establish good management practice.

•

Management plans should comprise detailed rules for conservation management, but
should also go beyond them laying out guidelines for socio-economic development of the
inhabited Natura 2000 regions. Such plans should be prepared in close cooperation among
the affected municipalities and conservation managers with a strong public participation
aspect. Participation should have a strong focus on children and youth as this is the group
which will have to bear the consequences of the climate change.

4.7 Agricultural

Production

of

Energy

Biomass

in Bulgaria
Agricultural Biomass Potential
As the Bulgarian potential of agricultural biomass production is significant and as Bulgaria highly
depends on import for the blending of renewables into vehicle fuel, it would be only logical to set
up a country-wide network of 2nd generation biofuel production plants. Agricultural biomass
production and use of thinning residues and firewood can be a main input source together with
organic waste and food-processing residues.
For the purpose of this text it was assumed that the Bulgarian biomass potential of 2050 (34.4 TWh
p.a.) can be used in a way that 12.4 TWh will be used as firewood, wood-chips and pellets, 14 TWh
for liquid (2nd generation) biofuels and 8 TWh for biogas and charcoal production. More than 60 %
of Bulgarian biomass potential falls on agricultural sector.

System Barrier for Agricultural Biomass for Energy
Purposes
Most agricultural crops grown in Bulgaria can be used for energy purposes:
•

From cereals and corn, bio-ethanol can be produced. Corn and immature cereals can be used
for biogas production. Straw can be burned or used in biogas plants as well.
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•

Oilseeds such as rapeseed or soybean or castor oil can be used for engine propulsion or for
biodiesel production.

•

Grass and clover can be processed in biogas plants and in the green bio-refinery.

•

From many crops, syngas for the production of vehicle fuels, methanol etc. can be produced.

As a principle, the first priority should be given to the energy production from organic material which
does not need to be grown on valuable arable land, such as organic waste and organic processing
residues, straw, roadside grass and vegetation grown on land which cannot be properly used
for market crop production.
The second priority should be given to the energy crops which can grow on the low productivity
land. For instance, there are wetlands which for the ecological reasons require regular cutting, but
the harvested phytomass is not suitable for livestock feeding.
Market crops should be used for energy production only in particular cases where the mixture
of such crops is required to guarantee cost-covering operation of an energy production plant.
It might, for instance, be appropriate to add a certain share of grass or corn silage to the manure
and/or processing residues fed into biogas plants.

Available Land Resources
In Europe’s agriculture, surplus land is concentrated in 3 places: in the eastern half of Central Spain,
along the German-Polish border and in northern Bulgaria.
In Bulgaria, there were 461 142 hectares of abandoned land in 2010, including 348 118 hectares
of uncultivated land. There is no more detailed information on this land available. It can be assumed
that a high proportion of the uncultivated land is made up of steep slopes, poor soil and marshland.
In other cases, such uncultivated land is protected and it may be unlawful to change its plant
composition or to harvest it (Vassilev et al., 2011).
Bulgarian farming is characterized by a very small share of energy crops grown on farmland. Biogas
density is low, there are two major industrial biodiesel (Slivo pole) and bioethanol (Ihtiman)
production units and therefore, it is mostly residues which are used for energy production. Whilst
in many EU countries it is a problem that energy crop production excludes valuable farmland from
food and feedstock production, this is not a major problem in Bulgaria.
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With regard to the agricultural crops, Bulgaria is in a favorable position to reduce the dependence
on fossil fuels. Over 2 million tons of oil crops are produced annually, with peoples’ food needs not
exceeding 500,000 tons. The remainder is exported and processed outside the country. There is
a suggestion (Ivanov, 2018) to build up the biofuel manufacturing units and to give the appropriate
incentives for biofuels in order to increase the domestic market to an annual consumption of over
100,000 tons of biodiesel per year for which 250,000 tons of oilseeds would be processed. Taking
into account the ecological superiority of more advanced biofuels, however, it is recommended not
to build up production lines for the first-generation biofuel (bio-diesel or bio-ethanol) but to make
the best out of the given situation directly focusing on advanced biofuels produced from syngas or
biogas. Such plants can convert the organic waste and agricultural by-products into syngas thus
leaving domestic food and feedstock production unaffected.
The first generation biofuels and straight vegetable oil crops keep offering a good alternative only
under exceptional conditions such as for re-cultivation of contaminated brownfield or on land used
for fertilization with excess waste-water treatment sludge.

Potential for Agricultural Energy Biomass in Natura
2000 Areas
After the accession of Bulgaria in the EU there was a trend of transforming seminatural meadows
and pastures into arable land to in order receive the single area payments from the Common
Agricultural Program (CAP). This has led to the decline of grassland and the loss of their specific flora
and fauna. The biggest part of the commonly used pastures and meadows are included in Natura
2000 network and are also identified as lands with High Nature Value. Increasingly, the commonly
used pastures and meadows were abandoned because of a decreasing number of cattle. The setaside land was mostly taken over by the bushes (Zingstra et al., 2010).
In Natura 2000 areas, the share of uncultivated land which can be theoretically used for energy
crops is higher than in the rest of the country. As there is no regional data on uncultivated land
available, case studies have to serve as data sources in this context.
The EU commission has studied farming in Natura 2000 protected parts of the Balkan mountains in
a case-study (European Commission, 2017). This mountain region is of exceptional natural value but
it is also one of the poorest regions in the EU with high unemployment rates and an aging
population. Farms are generally very small and are not able to invest in improving the quality of their
produce. The study showed that frequently, farmers also lack the skills and capacity to make the
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most of the opportunities offered by the EU funds, despite the benefits their farming provides for
biodiversity. To address these issues, a coalition was set up to work directly with farmers, microenterprises and small enterprises in six Natura 2000 sites in the Western and Central Balkan
Mountain Range. Four innovative schemes were introduced to pay farmers to help protect over
15,000 ha of key semi-natural habitats. Products are promoted and sold at fairs and farmers’
markets in Sofia and elsewhere. These creative ways of paying for the benefits of nature have
demonstrated that Natura 2000 can offer new opportunities for selling products and services of a
high quality and environmental value. The revitalization of orchards, for instance, is connected with
the production of additional grass harvested there. The production of fruit, edible oil and vegetables
comes along with the residues which can be used for energy purposes.

Biogas Use
Biogas is not widely used in Bulgaria. The overall electrical capacity of all biogas plants amounted to
38 MW in 2016. They produced a total of 191 GWh of electricity in that year, and an unknown (but
lower) amount of heat and energy gas (see Figure 22).
A major reason for the low density of biogas plants is certainly the comparably low intensity
of livestock, whose index of 0,22 (2013) is the lowest of all EU28 member states. The livestock
density index provides the number of livestock units (LSU) per hectare of utilized agricultural area.
It can be assumed, that in accordance with Natura 2000 and other ecology-related goals, the overall
energy production can be increased to approx. 2326 GWh in 2050, provided that the number of
large farms keeping more than 200 livestock units will not change significantly.

Perennial Energy Crop Production
At present, rather few perennial energy crops are produced in Bulgaria, which is well
understandable in respect to the vast area of uncultivated or abandoned land, as biomass shortage
is not a typical problem of Bulgarian regions.
For Bulgaria, the European Energy Agency estimates the yearly harvest potential of perennial energy
crops (short-rotation woody crops plus certain high-yield perennial grasses) to be 5,700 kt of dry
matter in the climate-policy-oriented scenario - 1,500 t for miscanthus, 800 t for switchgrass, 1,600
t of dry matter for willow and 1,800 t for poplar (European Environmental Agency, 2013a).
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4.8 Rules

for

the

Allocation

of

Photo-Voltaic

Powerplants in the Landscape
Status Quo
Thanks to the high preferential prices offered for a sufficiently long period, a considerable number
of PV plants were built in Bulgaria in 2011 and 2012. In 2016, 1028 MW of PV were installed
in Bulgaria, and the total electricity from PV fed into the grid amounted to 1386 GWh (see Figure
22).
Almost all these installations (1013 MW) were installed by 2012 :
•

An 80 MW PV park was built in Apriltsi, near Troyan.

•

Another large plant in Karadzhalovo near the Maritsa river alone has a capacity of 60,4 MW.
The area is not close to any Natura 2000 protected site.

•

In May 2011, the company Phoenix Solar secured the project rights for ten 5 MW PV parks
near the city Kazanlak; five of them (25 MW) were built.

•

Other plants are located in Letnitsa (14 MW on 4 sites with a total area of 43 hectares of
municipal land) built in April 2012,

•

and in Vratsa (North-West Bulgaria), where two plants of 15 resp. 10 MW; the investor of
these plants was SAMSUNG company.

The plants in Letnitsa and Vratsa were sold in 2019 together with the 4 MW PV plant at Veselinovo
in Northern Central Bulgaria. There are numerous more plants in a range between 1 and 5 MW.
The Bulgarian company 4B Solar intends to build a 180 MW plant near Devnya until 2022 and a 16.2
MW plant in near-by Zdravets and has already achieved initial building permits in 2017. Final
building permits were not issued yet, however. The plant in Denvya will be among the biggest in
Southern Europe. The size of this corresponds to the amount of PV installed all across Austria in
2018.

Impact of Climate Change on PV Utilization
In Bulgaria, conditions for photovoltaic electricity generation are good, only the northern slope
of the Balkan mountains is not suitable. In South-Eastern Bulgaria, sun harvest conditions are even
excellent.
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Figure 42 : Photovoltaic electricity potential – Bulgaria, Source: retrieved on www.solargis.info in 07/2019

For the upcoming three decades, an average increase of 10% of solar radiation can be expected,
which will add to the profitability of the installations.

Potential Development of Photovoltaics
PV can be generated even in Natura 2000 areas without exposing wildlife to any major harm
(of course in case the harmful herbicides are not used on site). It is therefore vital for Bulgaria to
focus strongly on PV when decarbonizing the domestic economy. Further large PV plants (>10 MWp)
are an important option. As a rule, large PV plants:
•

should not be installed on ecologically valuable grassland,

•

should be located in a way that allows short and ecologically unproblematic grid connection,

•

should not be installed on highly productive soil which is valuable for food and feedstock
production : former landfill areas and other brownfields shall be given priority.

Bulgaria has largely failed to support small PV development (< 10 MWp) despite of the country’s
excellent conditions. In particular, citizen-owned micro-PV (< 100 kWp) has an enormous potential.
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From the viewpoint of the technical potential, it is possible to install 1 kWp per inhabitant in microinstallations. They can annually produce 6.5 TWh of electricity. For comparison: the large PV park in
Devnya can produce 0.22 TWh p.a. This micro-PV production level can be achieved even if there will
be simultaneous efforts to install solar-thermal panels on rooftops.
It can be assumed that Bulgaria’s installed big PV capacity will double by 2050; big PV will produce
2.8 TWh p.a. then.
Small and big PV will therefore produce 9.3 TWh. Assuming an increase of solar harvest by 10% due
to climate change and better panels, this figure will increase to 10.2 TWh.
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4.9 Bulgarian Renewable Energy Development Practice
and MEDEAS Model Inputs
The MEDEAS model value for Bulgarian hydro power production potential (17.5 TWh per year –
value of hydro techno-ecological potential in scenarios input file for Bulgaria) is close to the
theoretical physical potential. The environmental limits described in the chapters above show that
in practice, very probably, the hydropower production will be limited even under the economical
potential of less than 5 TWh. Even if a significant amount of projects with negative environmental
impact would be developed, annual hydropower production will not exceed 8 TWh (see chapter
Hydropower Development - Plans and Assessment of Suitability).
MEDEAS model value for Bulgarian onshore wind power production potential (21.9 TWh per year –
value of onshore wind techno-ecological potential in scenarios input file for Bulgaria) is also rather
theoretical. Limits resulting from current nature conservation rules (including Natura 2000 network)
as well as economic constraints limit the potential to about 3.5 TWh (see chapter Wind Power
Potentialand following case studies).
There is no experience with offshore wind power projects in Bulgaria and the theoretical potential
used by MEDEAS model cannot be compared with practical results. Discussion in chapter Offshore
Wind shows, that offshore wind projects in Bulgaria will hardly start before exploitation of the more
attractive onshore sites.
On the other hand, the value of forest biomass extraction for energy purpose used as input into the
model (20.6 PJ – value of biomass net primary production available for energy purpose in scenarios
input file for Bulgaria) is only about half in comparison with actual practice – around 40 PJ of solid
biomass is annually consumed in Bulgaria with potential of further development with respect to
sustainable forest management (see chapter Energy Harvest Potential of Forest Biomass
and Exploitation Limits ).
Contrary, potential of biogas production is rather high in the model (100 PJ – value of primary energy
in scenarios input file for Bulgaria). Taking into account the conversion efficiency of 35%, the
potential estimate is based on chapter Biogas Use is roughly a quarter of what the model presents.
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5 Recommendations Regarding Minimization of
Environmental Impacts of Renewable Energy
Development
Chapter 3 shows in the Austrian example, that a member country can keep rather strict rules
of nature protection, while at the same time ensure renewable energy development within some
predetermined limits. Austria can serve as important source of inspiration for working measures
related to particular technologies.
Chapter 4 shows the example of Bulgaria as a country with exceptionally well-preserved nature
(at an European scale) which often conflicts with the development of renewable energy projects.
A balanced and specific approach to individual projects is particularly important in similar cases.
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5.1 Recommendations for Onshore Wind Technologies
There is rather broad agreement that spatial planning and appropriate site location are the key
preventive instruments of negative impacts of wind power plants, especially the risk of bird and bat
collision. As shown in the experience from eastern Austria, where wind power potential is used
successfully, it is very important to identify precisely the areas where construction is inadmissible.
It is highly advisable to involve bird protection experts in the identification of excluded zones
(positive experience with Birdlife Austria involvement in Burgenland is described in chapter 3.5.3).
Specification of exclusion zones gives the wind power plant developers very clear information where
to focus with their projects (where the projects will be acceptable). At the same time, it enables the
acceleration of the authorization process in areas earmarked for construction. Austrian practice of
accelerated issuance of permits for wind parks with capacity less than 20 MW can be recommended
under three conditions :
•

careful exclusion zones specification,

•

appropriate legislation,

•

and authorities experienced with simplified procedure.

The exclusion zones specification principle is also an applicable measure to avoid negative effects
on landscape scenery and potential “Not in My Backyard” phenomenon (NIMBY). A specific
and detailed landscape capacity assessment for wind power development is needed, if negative
impacts are to be prevented. Implementation of the exclusion zones practice would very probably
help Bulgaria to realize a smart wind power development.
Generally, excluding the wind power plant construction from the national parks and nature
preserves is recommended. It is not necessary to automatically exclude completely all Natura 2000
sites as some subjects of protection are not in conflict with wind power plant development.
However, in Natura 2000 sites related to birds protection, wind power plants should be constructed
only exceptionally: in case when for the subject of protection, the construction and operation of
wind power plants is not a disruptive factor. This rule would help to avoid complications which are
described in the case study about Bulgarian projects Kaliakra and Shabla (see chapter Case Study II
– SPA Rila Mountains Example I – Rila Mountains (not recommended for development).
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5.2 Recommendations for offshore wind technologies
Recommedations for minimalization of offshore wind power plants environmental impacts are
similar to those related to onshore: a careful site location is the key preventive measure to avoid
seabirds and marine species collision with the wind turbine. Long-term monitoring of offshore wind
power plants needs to be considered as a condition for the approval of the project, so that the
evaluation of the impact on population of marine species is enabled.
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5.3 Recommendations for Hydropower Plants
In the case of yet undisturbed rivers, it is recommended to exclude the sections where it is possible
to protect near-natural hydromorphology from hydropower development (to prevent affecting river
valleys, waterfalls, cascades floodplains and related habitats). Generally, hydropower development
should be excluded on river sections flowing through protected areas (national parks, Ramsar sites,
biosphere reserves, Natura 2000 areas or nature preserves).
Rules for operation of the existing hydropower plants should take into account the necessity
of sufficient water flow during all seasons of the year.
As for fish migration, a requirement of fish-passes building (Austrian example in Chapter 3) is a good
inspiration for other member countries. As seen in the Bulgarian example, some huge investment
into riparian ecology (e.g. fish bypasses are missing in all river systems) are needed. Permits for the
new projects (including pump storage plants) should therefore generally be issued only under
the condition of the investor delivering a major investment into the Bulgarian rivers´ ecology as
compensation measures.
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5.4 Recommendations for Forest Biomass Harvesting
The utilization of forest biomass for heat or electricity production is possible only under
the condition of a sustainable forest management, where the specific sets of criteria should be
implemented on the national level. The most basic criteria include a) the annual harvest should not
exceed the yearly increment to forest biomass stock, b) limitation of the amount of biomass
removed from the forest after timber harvesting (it is crucial to maintain the soil quality and
biodiversity), c) proof of origin of the feedstock (to prevent the power generation from wood which
could be processed with a higher added value instead).
Forests in national parks and nature reserves should be managed according to special plans and left
to natural development in selected zones without exceptions.
Natural rejuvenation is widely recommended in Natura 2000 areas, as it maintains autochthonous
genetic material, increases resilience and creates near-to-nature habitats. As a principle, age-classes
of trees should be mixed in Natura 2000 forests, and a reduction of the existing age mix could be
seen as an inadmissible deterioration of ecological quality.
Removal of brushwood and harvest residues should be permitted only for specified forest types
(with low level of soil damage). The remaining trunks, trees with hollows and selected mature trees
should be left to live and decant in at least 5 trees per hectare in adult stands.
Financial support of bioenergy production from forest biomass should be made conditional
on compliance with sustainability criteria laid down in the Renewable Energy Directive (European
Parliament, 2018) – usage of the forest biomass is acceptable from the areas where monitoring
or management systems can ensure the legality of harvesting operations, forest regeneration
of harvested areas, maintenance of soil quality and biodiversity, maintenance of the long-term
production capacity of the forest. The compliance with sustainability criteria in practice will need to
be verified through certification systems. Further specific set of sustainability criteria should be
designed at member state level individually.
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5.5 Recommendations

for

Agricultural

Biomass

Harvesting
Each country should develop an agricultural strategy with the aim to achieve balance between the
production of food, feedstock and energy crops and determine the best possible level of farming
intensity and crop rotation. Environmental requirements on conventional crops grown for bioenergy
production are the same as the requirements on crops for food production: prevention of soil
degradation and erosion, prevention of ground water pollution and protection of biodiversity.
It is also necessary to ensure that growing of the bioenergy crops does not create any pressure
on undesirable land use change by agricultural usage of high carbon stock areas (wetlands,
peatlands, forests). Potential land use change is the most important environmental limit for special
energy crops like perennial grasses or short rotation coppice. Growing of these crops on agricultural
land should lead to biodiversity improvement and, on the other hand, should not lead to an
impactful decrease of the food crop production, but rather to the small-dimensional division of the
wide fields.
The financial support of bioenergy production from agricultural biomass should be made conditional
on compliance with following sustainability criteria laid down in the Renewable Energy Directive: a)
usage of agricultural waste has to respect management plans in order to address the impacts on soil
quality and soil carbon, b) raw material obtained from land with a high biodiversity value or high
carbon stock is not eligible for bioenergy production.
EU Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) which will be approved during 2020 should be focused
on improvement in the areas of biodiversity and soil protection. At least 50 % of CAP support
funding under the first and the second pillar should be earmarked for climate and biodiversity
related measures.
The Austrian practice of regulating the agriculture in Natura 2000 areas by individual contracts
between regional authorities and landowners has proven positive effects and could be
recommended for application in other countries.
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5.6 Recommendations

for

Solar

Photovoltaic

Installations
Solar photovoltaic plants integrated in buildings (roof or facade) have only negligible impact
on the environment and development of such projects should be the priority of any support
schemes.
The installations of utility scale solar photovoltaic plants have to avoid risks of habitat loss and land
use change with possible carbon release as the consequence of stripping vegetation and disruption
of soil. Both mentioned risks of impact of utility scale solar plants can be reduced or prevented by
appropriate siting. Brownfields and degraded land are optimal for the siting of large solar PV
installations. Solar PV installations in Natura 2000 areas are generally possible under the conditions
of no conflict with the subject of protection and avoiding of the use of chemical substances for
managing the site.
A positive example is a project of large utility scale solar PV plant in Bulgaria where the area will be
equipped with an “optical fence” instead of a physical one (an infrared camera system taking videoclips and sending alerts), which brings about lesser visual impact and helps to monitor the animal
migration to and from the site.
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5.7 Recommendations for MEDEAS Model
Given the significant differences between the countries, it is very difficult to include
the environmental limits in an European wide model of renewable energy production. On the other
hand, it is clear from the particular examples that the environmental limits have a significant impact
on exploitation of renewable energy potential (for example even in Austria, a state with energy
policy which supports the renewable energy sources, it has been so far practically impossible
to build a single wind power plant in the mountainous western part of the country because of the
impact on landscape character and high grid connection prices). Therefore, some improvements in
the model could be implemented in later development, or within the practical use in individual
member states :
•

Regarding wind power, the countries´ actual experience shows that national parks, preserves
and Natura 2000 sites related to birds protection mostly are „no-go zones“ for wind power.
Despite the fact, that the wind power plants construction is not explicitly prohibited in all
member countries, individual projects in these areas are very rare. Therefore, the model
would better reflect the achievable (more realistic) potential once it would consider only
available locations outside the protected areas. Also, when using the model to show the
potential for the individual member states, national experts should first check whether the
model results aren‘t significantly different from the country specific studies. In case these
studies would show significantly lower potential than the model assumptions, it is useful to
consider implementing a reduction factor into the model.

•

In case of the hydro power plants, the model should be pre-set to exclude the hydropower
development on river sections flowing through the protected areas (national parks, Ramsar
sites, biosphere reserves, Natura 2000 areas or nature preserves).

•

The forest biomass for energy use appears to be working in line with the environmental limits
in the model, with the condition of sustainable forest management. Although, with respect
to the large differences among the forests in the individual member states, it would be
useful to confront the model outputs with the assumptions of a sustainable forest biomass
production at country level.

•

As solar photo-voltaic plants have relatively low environmental impact and the model is
focused mainly on urban areas, there is no apparent environmental limit missing
and the outcomes in this area are realistic.
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